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Foreword

The Saranac Symposiums, of which this session is

1 the Seventh, have been organized periodically for the

discussion of health problems pertaining to workers

l."exposed by, inialation to industrial substances. The

ub to be discussed at the Seventh Saranac Sym-

posium will be limited but many have broad applica-

on The topics will not be restricted to individual

or industries nor will they concern only a

le group such as the employer or the employee, the

or the insured. The problems to be considered

volve a host of diverse interests - engineering,

edical, legal, administrative, social. At the sym-

um representatives of each of those groups and

terestswill have the opportunity to explore and

common problems with the objective that in-

s iealth.be improved. If that objective is at-

posum will be a successful one.
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ADDRESS OF WELCOME - ARTHUR J. VORWALDM.D.

DOCTOR VORWALD:

Ladies and Gentlemen: The members of the Staff

of the Saranac Laboratory and of the other departments of

the Trudeau Foundation, are delighted to act as hosts to

you who come here for the Seventh Saranac Symposium.

On behalf of those members, I am privileged to

extend a most cordial welcome to you all, especially to

those of you who have come from distant lands, to partici-

pate in this Symposium. You represent many different in-

terests and include physicians and engineers, lawyers and

insurance executives, specialists in compensation and labor

matters, and representatives of management and of labor.

S5*Irtlthough those interests are diverse, never-

theless, t4aoe itoieqgps have a common objective, namely,

to give the utmost in health and happiness in our way of

life, as indicated in the Foreword of your printed program.

I wish, again, to impress upon you that the topic

to be discussed at this Symposium must be limited. Those

topics have broad application, and they are not restricted

to individual companies or industries, nor do they concern

only a single group such as the employer or the employee,

the insurer or the insured. The talts hae2e, during the

course of the week, will cover a wide range of subjects,

which fyu willexplore in friendly ad oseion. As hereto-

fore, this Symposium will give all of us the opportunity



2.

to exchange ideas in an informa4 way, which will further

our understanding and solution of problems pertaining to

some aspects of pulmonary disease in the industrial worker.

We hope, sincerely, that your deliberations will

benefit us all in our common objective, and that you will

look back with pleasure and satisfaction to your so-Journ

here in Saranac Lake*

In opening this Symposium it is my privilege to

make certain announcepents which shall try to do every

morning or periodically during he day, to keep you inform-

ed and to assist you it# your tay with us.

As you realize, ere is Registration at the

John Black Room. We had hoped to register all before this

session. However, sho tly\after nine thirty, we saw that

was going to be impossible,\because it would delay our

meeting this morning. We thought it was more important to

get on with our discussions an to have you register.

However, we do/hope that you 1 register sometime during

the day.

Those of you who come to join us from outside of

Saranac Lake, on registration, will receive white badges.

Those of us who reside in Saranac Lake will receive color-

ed badges, the green for members of tlhe Trudeau structure,

the pink for members of Saranac Lake mQdical profession,

legal profession, and others who have an interest and will



be here, so th&t should an of you wish to learn of things

or wish to have hlps, ask ofe of us who have colored cards.

Automoble tags n registration: A number of

you have come with\cars, aLd as you will note, there are

parking meters throughoutithe village. However, the Chief

of Police, Chief Wa lace, in the interest of this Sympos-

ium, has graciously waivei the parking meter ordinanceand,

on registration, you wil receive a red card, which we

hope you will show on he inside of your windshield some-

where, so that the Poli Department may see that card and

not fine you for having arked overtime, so that that card

will allow you to park ar here in the village, as long as

you wish, during the S ium.

On Thursday ni h we have a banquet, and we

hope that, on registrati , ou will also buy your tickets

for the banquet, because that is important, since we must

notify the Hotel managem nt as to the number who might be

attending.

As to mail, inpoming mail may be obtained either

at or in the John Black hoom of the Saranac Laboratorys

by asking the Secretary, or by inquiry at the desk in the

foyer of this building,. Outside of the foyer, you will

find a bulletin board on the wall where we will attempt or

try to put notice for those of you who might be called to

the phone or might have special delivery letters or other
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things which should come to you.

The agenda, as y6 u will note, is a4crowded one

and it begins every morning\ at nine otcloc. Then, it

will go until twelve or twelve thirty, As you follow your

agenda. Today, we have set 8side two/hours for lunch, be-

cause it's the first day and Ve thought that you would be

looking for places to have lunch./ On all other days, the

lunch period is one hour and a half. Now, there are var-

ious eating places in town, which I know will make every

effort to serve you as promptily as possible so that you

W can return here to this hall for the afternoon session.

Then, too, there are manyr of yo7i who are Elks and the Blks

Club is up the street to your riht, down the hill .and thea

up a hill and right at the top, 4nd it's a very delightful

place. You are welcome to go the\e and also to invite your

friends to join you, both for lunch and dinner in the

evening.

The agenda is crowded, a4d we apologize for the

lack of provisions for play, but the evenings should afford

you a sufficient time to do some of the few things for re-

laxation which you wish. There are many of you who live or

who are staying in accommodations oýi the outskirts of town

and some of you living in those acc mmodations are without

cars. You may call a cab, or you may go on the highway in

the morning and start thumbing and should members of this



Symposium with cars pass by, I hope th/t they will honer

those with cards on their lapels, whd might be doing the

thumbing.

You may visit the John lack Room of the Saranac

Laboratory to see the exhibits, visit the other components

of the Trudeau Foundation and l.so the Trudeau Sanitorium -

many of you know where those acilities are located. We do

hope and urge that you will ind time to visit these fa-

cilities and to explore some of the activities going on in

the various departments*

0 That, then, brings us to the first topic on the

Symposium, and in the discussions throughout the week, I do

hope that those of you who participate will give your name

and your location so' that the stenotypist may record it

for the record.

DEFINITIONS AND LARIFIC ION OF TE S

PERTAINING P ONONI SIS

Moderator Arthur J. Vorwald, M. Do

Panel Me ers: thony J. anza, M. De
Leonard Gre nburg, M. .D.

0. A. Sande , M. D.
Richard Wa er
Charles M. letcher, M. Do

Discuss on, led by A. J. renstein, M. D.

BY DOCTOR VRWALD:

Ith th then., the firjs . topic on the agenda for
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DEFINITIONS AND CLARIFICATION OF/TERMS
PERTAINING TO PNEUMOCONIOSIS

Moderator: Arthur J. Vor ald, M. D.

Panel Members: Antho J. Lanza, M. D.
Le Greenburg, M. D.
0. A Sander, M. D.

Ri Wagner
es M. Fletcher, M. D.

Discussion, led by / A. J. Orenstein, M. D.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

fith that then, the first topic on the agenda for
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this morning concerns the Definitions and Clarification of

Terms Pertaining to Pneumoconiosis, and it will be carried

along by a panel, and you can see the members of the panel.

Now, in planning the agenda for the Symposium, we were

urged by many colleagues to include for discussion, the

definition and clarification of terms which pertain to the

inhalation of atmospheric substances and which have given

and are giving rise to considerable debate.

Now,.those colleagues obviously are somewhat dis-

turbed by the lack of uniformity in usage and definitions

of certain terms, particularly of those terms which lack

clarification, and which permit a multitude of interpreta-

tions, often extremely unorthodox and frequently confusing.

Some colleagues, although desirous of clarificati n,

evidenced considerable pessimism, for fear that discussion

at this symposium, involving a large group of individuals,

rather than a small panel, would fail to resolve many of th

issues concerning definitions, usage, interpretation of

terms, and the like.

Now, that pessimism is appreciated, but it was

felt that that feeling should not deter us from placing the

topic on the agenda, believing that much good would accrue

if no more than to pave the way for action by some other

group or some other panel. It is true perhaps, that our

discussions here today concerning definitions and terminology,



will involve words, and as such, may be looked upon as be-

ing somewhat picayune, perhaps too academic, perhaps of

little practical values and too difficult to tackle, but

words are tools with which we think, and we ought to try to

select the most appropriate tools for the job which we are

all trying to do.

Now, that job pertains to the inhalation of in-

dustrial substances and includes engineering, medicine, the

legal phases, compensation and the like, so I'm sure that

you appreciate the difficulties in planning a discussion

Sof words and definitions and the like, which constitutes

the topic for this session.

Should the session prove disappointing and non-

productive, then your Chairman takes full responsibility

for that failure. On the other hand, should it be a stim-

ulating and successful one, then the Symposium will owe

you a debt of gratitude.

The framework of our discussions on definitions

and terminology, it seems to me, should concern such words

as "pneumoconiosis", "inactive and active dusts", termin-

ology for specific disease entities, and, in considering

it, it seems to me that we should give or should approach

it from two points of view perhaps: The medical point of

view and the legal point of view, so keep those things in

mind, and each of those points of view might be explored
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Dr. Arthur J. Vorwald
Saranac Laboratory
Saranac Lake, New York

Dear Art:

Enclosed are my comments on the Panel. As you
will note, they are very brief and written more or less
in telegraphic form so that they may be expanded by
suitable comments as the .case may demand and would per-
mit plenty of room for argument.

My comments on chrome cancer are also very brief.
Do you want an advance copy of that too?

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

A.J. Lanz&, M.D.

AJL:lc
Enc.



SEVENTH SARANAC S!MPOSIUM

PMEOMDCONIOSIS September 22, 1952
* L A.J. Lanza, M.D. 10 a.m.

As a preliminary statement concerning this ranel it is important to

determine what it is we are discussing. If we can agree on that we may hope

to agree on terms.

We are concerned with occupational diseases of the lungs due to the

inhalation of dust,--occupational diseases which occur all over the world,

which may cause disability and death, and which do not occur except as occu-

pational diseases. The importance of these diseases has become recognized,

as far as modern industrial conditions are concerned, within the past forty-

five years. The particular disease which has especially attracted attention

is what we now call silicosis.

About 1918 Landis stated that organic dusts-textile dust, vegetable

dust, wood dust-did not cause the definite occupational lung disease which

was becoming more and more recognized as the evidence of surveys of many

industries began to accumulate, and revealed that various diseases to which

trade names had become attached were one and the same. The villain of this

piece is silica--principally free silica and to a lesser extent various dusts

of combined silica.

Almost everybody breathes silica in one form or another during his life-

time; everybody inhales water vapor. The one does not develop dust disease

of the lung; the other does not drown. But when the dosage of either dust or

water becomes too large for the respiratory system to cope with, unfortunate

results follow. So to repeat: We are concerned with occupational diseases

of the lungs caused by the inhalation of dust.

0
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These diseases are of slow onset and are characterized by the formation

of pulmoiary fibrosis accompanied by a varying degree of dyspnea. Some of

these diseases are further characterized by an increased susceptibility to

infection, particularly by the tubercle bacillus. They present a radiologic

picture which may be quite characteristic but which at times may also be con-

fusing. However, these X-ray films of dust diseases of the lungs show a

pathological involvement more or less evenly distributed throughout both lungs.

The added factor of infection, when present, may confuse the diagnosis especially

when the nature and extent of dust exposure is not known.

We know a great deal about the occupational disease of the lungs due

to the inhalation of siystelne silica. There is still much we do not know

about silicosis, the term commonly applied to this disease, in spite of the

fact that a tremendous amount of research has been carried on. We know less

about the action of asbestos and still less about the results of inhaling

diatomaceous earth. We may say the same about silicates such as talc, kaolin

and others.

We recognize that each of these dusts acts in a specific manner upon

the pulmonary tissue. We have also learned that a combination of one or

more dusts or the action of silica in combination with a non-siliceous dust

may alter the pathological and clinical picture. We still do not know too

much about these dust diseases. Consequently I believe we should abandon

any attempt or habit of referring to these diseases by a generic term unless

the specific etiologic agent is mentioned also.

The word commonly in use today is pneumoconiosis. This word means

nothing. The proper term is pneumonoconiosis whit h means something. There

1r ^r^



is a tendency to include under this generic term various inhalation diseases

of unrelated nature. These occupational dust diseases of the lung comprise

a perfectly distinct clinical entity, at least to those who have worked in

this field and who are familiar with working conditions and their effects

upon health. Metal fume fever/ sinc chills /allergic asthma / carbon

monoxide poisoning / lead poisoning / mercury poisoning /nitrous fume poison-

ing 1-ar1)l inhalation diseases. Certainly there is nothing to be gained by

attempting to lump all these under some generic term. I have not mentioned

coal. The role of coal dust in causing pulmonary disease is still not clear

particularly when we appreciate that many coal dusts contain varying amounts

of silica. It is evident that there is an occupational disease of coal miners

which by its nature and clinical manifestations can properly be classed as a

pneumonoconiosis. Much research wori is being carried on in many places.

Until we know more it would be an advantage if we abandoned such terms as

pneumoconiosis or that still more objectionable term "silicatosis" and

"siderosis" and use specific definitive terms, viz., occupational dust disease

of the lungs - or pulmonary fibrosis - due to the inhalation of silica or

asbestos or coal in the so and so industry in such a place.

* The terms silicosis and asbestosis have become so widely accepted that

it is evident that they will continue to be generally used. The definition

of silicosis is not entirely satisfactory, but it has been recognized and
accepted by compensation tribunals all over this country. Consequently, I
believe that the term silicosis should be restricted to the specific pulmonary
disease caused by oyMtaline silica.

S
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DR. VORWALD: In sumrnary, it would appear that Dr. Lanz is not inclined to
retain the word pneumoconiosis but would keep the well-established terais
silicosis and asbestosis, which refer to well-defined disease entities with
known specific etiology. He deplores, however, the use of ternm to identify
those pulmonary conditions, caused by inhaled dust, vhich are not clearly
defined with respect to etiology or to clinical signs and symptoms. Those
conditions he would refer to as occupational dust disease of the lung due
to the inhalation of a specific agent in such and such an industry in such
and such a place*y- '*



PART ONE

Definitions and Terninology

/ Chapter Qme

Defi tion and Clarification of Terms Pertairing to Phieumoccnioeiis

panel di assion dealin- /-th the defini on and clarification of

terms pei i to pneumoc hiosis was conduc ed by a panel which had the )

follow g members:

Moderator : Arthur J. Vowald, M.D.

Pan members : Anhoy J. Lanza, M.D.

/ Leonard Green g, M.D.

S- 0. A. der, M.D.

/ agner

/ Charles M. Fletcher .D.

Discu on, led by A. J. Ore sin, M.D.

Introductpryy 'rpag Arthur J. Vorwald, M.D.

In planning the agenda for the-.4rmpanun we were urged by ma:y col-

leagues to include for discussion the definition and clarification: of terss

which pertain to the inhalation of atmospheric substances and which ha-i

caused or are causing considerable debate. Those colleagues apparently are

somewhat disturbed by the lack of uniformity in the use and definition of

certain terms, thereby permitting a multitude of interpretations that are

often unorthodox and confusing. Although there is some doubt that dis-

cussion at this symposium, involving a large group of individuals, would

^9ZS?~5- -1-



resolve many of the issues concerning the definition, usage, and interpret-

ation of terms, it was felt that the topic should be placed on 'the agenda

if for no other reason than to pave the way for further consideration.

It is true that our discussion concerning definitions and terminology

will deal with words and may perhaps be viewed as being too academic or of

little practical value. But words are tools and we should try to select

the most appropriate tools for our job, a job which pertains to the inhal-

ation of industrial substances and includes diverse interests such as

engineering, medicine, law, insurance, compensation and sociology. Our

discussion will direct attention to such words as pneumoconiosis, active

dust, and inactive dust, and to the terminology for specific disease enti-

ties and will attempt to approach the subject from both the medical and the

legal point of view. In exploring these two points of vieve-mast consider

not only the specialist in diseases- of the chest but also the lawyer, the

compensation commissioner, the general practitioner, the layman and the

patient. The particular interest of each of these individuals should be

given consideration in our discussions.

Remarks by Panel member Anthony J. Lansa, M.D.

As a preliminar.*.........................

/ '·/ *

......... · .................. ......... ryjs silica.

-2-
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from the standpoint of the lay person, the general prac-

titioner, the specialist in diseases of the chest, partic-

ularly those concerned with pneumoconiosis, legal counsel,

and also the point of view of compensation commissioners.

With that then, the first member of the.panel to

participate in this discussion is Doctor Lanza, whom you

all know and who needs no introduction at this Symposium.

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

Doctor Vorwald, Ladies and Gentlemen: You know,

when a preacher gets up to preach or when the politician

gets up to orate, particularly if he is looking for votes,

they try to create an atmosphere of peace and good will and

get everybody in a kind and amiable mood toward themselves,

sweetness and light* Such is not my motive. I think that

a certain amount of disagreement is healthy and the explor-

ation of disagreements is healthy.

We're concerned with definitions. I often tell

my students, when I have any, that if they really want an

exercise in mental gymnastics, take a pad and a pencil and

try to write a definition, a definition of anything. It's

0 a very difficult thing to do, and they will finish up sadde

and wiser.

Now, I think the first point to establish today,

if we can establish it, is to try and determine what it is
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from the standpoint of the lay person, the general prac-

titioner, the specialist in diseases of the chest, partic-

ularly those concerned with pneumoconiosis, legal counsel,

and also the point of view of compensation commissioners.

with that then, the first member of the panel to

participate in this discussion is doctor lanza, whom you

all know and who needs no introduction at this Symposium.



Swere talking about. If we can get that far in agreement,

maybe we can pull out some gems of light from the discus-

sion.

Now, it seems to me, at least from my point of vi w,

and perhaps I am prejudiced somewhat by my many years of

connection with this institution here, that we're concerned

with occupational diseases of the lungs due to the inhala-

tion of dust, occupational diseases which occur all over the

world, which may cause disability and death, and which do

not occur except as occupational diseases.

A man can get lead poisoning by using the wrong

kind of hair tonic. He can get carbon monoxide poisoning

* I :by.being careless in his garage. I never heard of a man

getting silicosis working in his garden, or asbestosis

from painting up in the garrett. The importance of these

diseases has become recognized as far as modern industrial

conditions are concerned, within the past forty-five years.

The particular disease which has especially attracted at-

tention is the one that we now call silicosis.

About 1918, Doctor Landish of the Phipps Insti-

tute who was one of the original group that studied indus-

trial diseases in this country, stated that organic dusts,

textile dust, vegetable dust, wood dust, did not cause the

0 definite occupational lung disease which was becoming more

and more recognized as the evidence of surveys in many
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industries began to accumulate, and revealed that various

diseases to which trade names had become attached, were one

and the same.

Now, the villain of this piece is silica, prin-

cipally free silica, and to a somewhat lesser extent, var-

ious dusts of combined silica. Now again, it's a good idea

to get some background in this business, that is to suf-

ficiently appreciate it.

Everybody breathes silica in one form or anoter

during his lifetime. It composes a major portion of the

0 earth's crust, and it doesn't make any difference whether

you walk down the city street or whether you walk across th<

Nevada desert, you're going to breathe some silica, just

the same way that everybody inhales water vapor* The one

does not develop dust diseases of the lungs; the other

does not drown, but when the dosage of either dust or water

becomes too 3arge for the respiratory system to cope with,

unfortunate results follow,

So, to repeat, we are concerned with occupational!

diseases of the lungs caused by the inhalation of dust.

These diseases are of slow onset and are characterized by

the formation of pulmonary fibrosis, generally accompanied

by a varying degree of phahibmia.Some of these diseases are

further characterized by an increased susceptibility to in-.

fection, particularly by the tubercle bacillus. They

___________________



present a radiologic picture which may be quite charate

Sistic, but which at times, as all of us have learned to our

sorrow, may be quite confusing.

However, these X-ray films have - of dut dis

eases of the lungs, show a pathological involvement more or

less evenly distributed throughout both lungs. The ad

factor of infections when present, may confuse the diag-

nosis, especially when the nature and extent of the dust

disease itself is not known. I give you that little back-

ground, because it has a certain bearing on what is to

ground, because it has

follow*
f o l We know a great deal about the occupational dis-

ease of the lungs due to the inhalation of crystalline

silica. There is, however, still a great deal that we

don-t know about silicosis, the term comonly applied t

this disease, in spite of the fact that a tremendous

amount of research has been carried on all over the world,

notably in South Africa.

We know less about the action of asbestos, and

we know still less about 
the results of the inhalation 

of

diathermacious earth. We may say the same about silicates,

such as tale, and some of 
the others. We recognize that

each of these dusts acts in a specific 
manner upon the

pulmonary tissue. We have learned that a cmbination 
of

one or more dusts, or the 
action of silica in combination
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with a non-silicious dust, may alter the pathological and

clinical picture. We still do not know too much about

these dust diseases.

Consequently, I believe we should abandon any

attempt or habit of referring to these diseases by a

generic term, unless a specific etiological agent is men-

tioned also. The word commonly in use today as a catch-

all for these dust diseases is the term 'pneumoconiosist.

It is an unsatisfactory term; it's a sloppy term, and it

means little or nothing. The proper term is tpneumonocon-

iosis, as the term was first used by Zenker. It means

something.

However, the term tpneumoconiosist has become so

widely adopted that it is probably here to stay, so I shall

not try to make any battle upon the retention or the aban-

donment of the term tpneumoconiosis', for, as I say, I

think it's a sloppy term.

There is a tendency to include, under this gen-

eric term, various inhalation diseases of unrelated nature.

The true occupational dust diseases of the lungs comprise a

perfectly distinct clinical entity, at least to those of us

who have worked in this field and who are familiar with

working conditions and the effects upon health. Metal fume

fever, zinc chills, allergic asthma, carbon monoxide pois-

oning, lead poisoning, mercury poisoning, nitrous fume
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poisoning, are all inhalation diseases. The peculiar

symptom complex that effects a fair number of people if

they come too near a horse or dog or cat or a pig, is fam-

iliar to all of you, but there is nothing to be gained by

attempting to lump all these diseases under the same gen-

eric term, unless you use the term 'lung disease' the way

some people use the term 'heart disease', which means any-

thing or nothing, depending upon how you qualify it.

I have not mentioned coal* The role of coal dust

in causing pulmonary disease is still not entirely clear,

particularly when we appreciate that many coal dusts con-

tain various amounts of free silica. It is evident that

there is an occupational disease of coal miners which, by

its nature and its clinical manifestations, can properly

be classes as a pneumonoconiosis. Much research work is

still being carried on in many places. Until we know more,

it would be an advantage if we could abandon such terms as

'pneumoconiosist or the still more objectionable tenn of

a'ilicatosis' or 'siderosist, and use specific definitive

terms, namely, occupational dust disease of the lungs or

pulmonary fibrosis, if you prefer, due to the inhalation

of silica or asbestos or coal, in such and such an indus-

try, in such and such a place*

It assumes that any of these agents acts in the

same way in all the various places that itts met with onthl
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face of the globe, and that is highly fallacious, and that

is the reason why we get, on the one hand, a tendency to

be overly dogmatic, and on the other, a difficulty in re-

conciling the clinical picture of some of these dust dis-

eases as seen in different parts of the same country or in

different countries*

If you wish to give a description of pneumocon-

iosis to coal miners, for instance, you should specify,'I

am talking about anthracite miners in Pennsylvania; I'm

not talking about soft coal miners in Utah or sfot coal

miners in Alabamat. The absence of clarification of that

kind is one of the reasons why there is so much confusion

in the general picture of what these dust diseases are all

about.

The terms 'silicosist and 'asbestosist have be-

come so widely accepted that it is evident that they will

continue to be generally used. The definition of 'sili-

cosis' is not entirely satisfactory, but it has been recog-

nized and accepted by compensation tribunals all over the

United States. Consequently, I believe that the term

tsilicosist should be restricted to pulmonary disease

caused by crystalline silica.

Now, here again, theamount of sloppy terminology

and sloppy diagnosis which I see every day, is not only

troublesome, but itts maddening. For instance, I got a



0 report the other day from a physician who had worked up a

case of asbestosis and he had done a very good job; the

clinical picture, the X-ray, everything was fine. He had

worked up his case in first class shape. There was a man

exposed to asbestos, and there was no argument as to what

was the matter with him, but on his diagnosis for the Com-

pensation Commission, he put third state silicosis.

Now, it seems incredible to me that an intelli-

gent physician could make that kind of mistake, and he

wouldn't make that kind of a mistake if he'd ever taken the

trouble to find out what this is all about.

4' . , Very well,, finally, I hope that we. can agree that

instead of being too concerned about so many of these terms

that we will always mention the etiological-agent and, if

possible, its chemical composition, or the composition as

identified by the X-ray defraction method. Then, anybody

who reads your paper knows what you are talking about.

Otherwise, he assumes that he knows what you're talking

about, and he may be wrong, and the other thing that I hope

that we can all agree on is that nobody, capital NO, no-

body, will continue to write in this field and invent his

own terms to describe what he thinks he sees.

Thank you. (Applause).

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Forgot the bell, not that I want to stop Doctor
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Lanza.

It would seem thens if I may summarize just a

bit, the points, that Doctor Lanza is inclined to accept

the word 'pneumoconiosist, in view of its past history of

usage, and perhaps also to accept the well-established dis-

ease entity such as silicosis and as bestosis, but he does

deplore the usage of.other terms and suggests that we agree

on identifying these conditions, or precisely that it is

pulmonary dust disease, if.you will, in such and such a

worker in such and such a place, as exposed to such and

such material. ' .

The. next member of the panel is Doctor Leonard

Greenburgh, who' is, Director of to^ bi ision of Industrial

Hygiene and Safety Standards of New York State Department

of Labor, New York City. .Doctor -reenburg too, you know,

as well as many of us here do.

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: Doctor

Lanza's brief discussion makes it possible for me to skip

some introductory matter and get down to what I think is a

series of answers, or an answer to a series of questions

propounded by Doctor Vorwald and sent to each of the panel

members*

I think it may be well if we make a little
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BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: Doctor Lanza's brief

discussion makes it possible for me to skip some introductory

matter and get down to what I think is a series of answers, or

an answer to a series of questions propounded by Doctor Vorwald

and sent to each of the panel members.

I think it may be well if we make a little
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diagram on the board here which is simply indicative, or

simply put here to indicate no firm classification of dis-

eases or the course of disease in industrial relations, but

merely something suggestive so that we will have something

to talk about in trying to define our terms, and I'll read

this to you after in ckse you can't see it from where you

are.

I put on the board here simply in outline, a

series of squares with various letters in them. We have D

in the first, and then -- by the way, I'm talking now about

Q living people, I'm not talking about pathological specimens

* or laboratory material. *D' is the man going in industry

and gets dust in his lungs *.- Later on, he may get dust,

dust with fibrosis and later on there may be some nodula-

tion present and later on, perhaps, some infection and

finally, some dust plus fibrosis, plus nodulation, plus

infection, plus conglomeration.

Now, there are some -- and you will hear from

one such representative in a few minutes, I presume -- who

think that this area here, when the man has dust in his

lungs, is a real pneumoconiosis, because in the opinion of

these people who are important people in the field, the

word fpneumoconiosist strictly defines or means dust in the

lung or dusty lung. There are others, such as Doctor Lan-

za, and I may include myself, who believe that this whole



area here, including all of the various stages, is repre-

sentative of pneumoconiosis and I agree with the British

that itts perfectly all right to use the term 'pneumocon-

iosist as an abbreviation of pneumonoconiosis, and I hard-

ly think it's worth while making an issue of the abbrevia-

tion.

At any rate, I would suggest that to my way of

thinking, this whole area is a field of pneumoconiosis, and

these things may or may not be present. They may or may

not be discernible. In fact, in many cases, they are dis-

cernible and in many cases not, depending on the particular

type of dust.

Now, the second point which I would like to make

is, does this-happen with organic dust as well as inorganic

dust, and mind you, at the beginning, I said that we are

not talking about any specific type of pathology. I want

all the various types together in this picture, realizing

that the coal pneumoconiosis and fibrosis is a different

one from the asbestos and from silica.

Well, now that we know, or I think it's pretty

well established that coal dust by itself, will produce a

pneumoconiosis, and coal dust being an organic dust, I

think we should leave the door open to future developments

j of knowledge and say that this can happen with inorganic

dusts and it may also happen with organic. I think one
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percentage gets up into the lungs, but in the-case of coal

dust, that's not true and I think it's fairly well estab-

lished. Our British colleagues will tell us more definite-

ly in a day or two, that coal dust will produce a definite

pneumoconiosis, and I would like, however, as this discus-

sion-comes out, to say that I think that so far as I'm

concerned, I would prefer to see the use of -the term

,pneumoconiosist continued in the literature.

Now, what I say has no -- I haven't said anything

r about the legal implications of this and-the legal-impli-

cations are perhaps many and perhaps very important. They

will have to be discussed by a lawyer. I don't claim to be

versed in legal matters, but whatever the lawyer said, I

think it's important, perhaps itts fundamentally important

for the medical and specialist group in this field, to de-

cide on terminology and then feed that over to the compen-

sation commissions and state legislatures and other bodies

who are trying to set up the organic laws dealing with com-

pensation affairs.

So, I would say, in answer to the first question

of our Chairman, that pneumoconiosis is a generic term

meaning the inhalation of any and all kinds of dust,
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organic and inorganic, and having no particular reference

to the clinical manifestations. In the early stages, it's

impossible to tell and it's important to note, now and for-

ever, that the X-ray is a rather weak tool that we have to

rely on a great deal. We have done a great deal of talking

about the meaning of the X-ray and, as time goes on, we

realize, more and more, at least I feel that we realize

more and more, that the X-ray is quite inadequate in many

ways.

It's the best we have, but it is inadequate. For

example, when you look at the chest picture of a man who

has been in a dusty atmosphere, even silica dust, it's im-

possible to.tell the difference in the early stages between

these two, particularly when the fibrosis is small in

amount, and someone can easily confuse the X-ray picture

in the case of an iron miner and be unable to tell whether

he is looking at, rather, what some of our colleagues call

a benign pneumoconiosis as compared with a real fibrous -

early stage of a real fibrosis.

Our Chairman also raised the question, should

this term be restricted to those conditions which are ac-

companied by definite pathology with X-ray and clinical

manifestations and with associated pulmonary disability,

and which are thus eligible for compensation. That brings

up the question as to what you're going to call these
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diseases after they're found, and I agree in large part with

what Doctor Lanza said, but I agree more thoroughly with

the British, and I have a couple of references there which

I can read to you if it becomes necessary.

I think what we might call this - these diseases

are pneumoconiosis, of say, coal miners, or in.other words,

silica workers, and then, with or without infection and

with or without disability.

Now, it seems to me that if you want to write a

compensation act and define your terms fairly accurately,

you could proceed on some such basis as this, and you could

do- a fairly- acciirate-jobp-if necessary adding some more

modifying terms to really pinpoint the type of people whom

you wanted to pay disability to. If you wanted to pay

them disability with - if you wanted to pay compensation

for disability, you would insist on this being present, as

is done in New York State at this time.

The next question .which our Chairman raised is

the question as to whether there are active and inactive

dusts as in, I think, -- and I think the answer to that

is quite clear. There probably are active and inactive

dusts, but the terms are very bad, because we don't know

too much about some of these dusts and certainly we don't

know too much about how much is present in any one type

of exposure.

I ME
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It's pretty difficult sometimes to tell when you

4 get a man's X-ray picture in the office and you talk to him

about his occupation, it's pretty difficult to tell just

precisely what he was exposed to and, for that reason, I

would think that it would be poor practice to bring in the

question of inactive and active dusts.

Furthermore, we have learned in the last fifteen

years, that what, at one time, we considered inactive, we

now know to be active*

Our Chairman also raised the question as to

0 whether simple silicosis was a condition or a disease. Well

so -far as I'm aware, simple silicosis is a disease. It's

fibrosis with a certain amount of nodulation, just how much

St's impossible to say. I went back to the 1930 report of

the Johannesburg Conference, and I would like to read you

the definition first used of silicosis, by Doctor Urban to

his colleagues. He says: 'If one employs a term simple

silicosis to designate a condition of simple silicosis un-

accompanied by simple or undetected tuberculosis, one may

say that due to a tactical standpoint upon respiratory ail-

ment, the degree of simple silicosis coincides with the ap-

) pearance of a certain amount of palpable nodulation under

the pleura and in the lung substance'.

Apparently, the question as to how much nodula-

tion is somewhat indefinite, and then a little later on,
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it's pointed out that, although Urban and his colleagues

say that simple silicosis is usually not accompanied by in-

fection, they quote Maragliano's words in which Maragliano

says that simple silicosis, even in its earliest detective

stage, has an element of low-grade and latent tubercular

infection.

I don't want to belabor the point except to say

that this is an example of how fallacious the reading of

X-ray pictures may be, and it's perfectly possible to read,

to further pursue nodulation, than an X-ray picture, and

that the autopsy tables find it, and that it t s pBrfectly

possible that we do not know where infection takes place.

It used to be set up here at Saranac primarily,

and other places, I suppose, too, that when the nodules

began to get fuzzy around the edges was when infection be-

gan to set in. Well, I think that's pretty indefinite

and I think we can not tell from the X-ray picture exactly

when infection is and is not present.

Is there a silicosis which antidates nodulation

and which is diagnosible? I think the answer to that is

definitely yes. I think that the silicosis which has been

produced by very finely divided silica, produces a disease

which antidates nodulation. In fact, nodulation is very

late in that type of disease, and disability does take

place.
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0 Then, he has raised the question, shall we use

such terms as anthraco-silicosis and sidero-silicosis, and

I say I think definitely not. I think that they represent

an effort to give a name to something about which we're

quite ignorant. We don't know just what the amount of

silica is and the amount of coal dust is, in anthraco-

silicosis, and I don't think the adding of a name adds any-

thing to it at all.

I think, if the man is a coal miner, it is better

to say we have pneumoconiosis in a coal miner, with infec-

tion or without infection, with disability or without dis-

ability, and I certainly do not prefer to use a new term

for every pulmonary condition associated with a special

dust. I think it's better to use the name of the dust if

you want and the type or description of the type of work,

as suggested before, and I agree completely with Doctor

Lanza in that. regard.

And, finally, he has raised the question as to

whether beryllium is or is not in pneumoconiosis, I don't

think itts worth while getting into a detailed discussion

of that at this time. It perhaps would come better later

Sj in the Symposium. Beryllium is apparently primarily a

disease of the lung, as we know it, when the patient has

inhaled beryllium. The pathology is practically completely!

limited to the lung* It may be argued that this is not an



irritative process, somewhat similar to silica, let us say.

Well, maybe it is and maybe it isn't* I don't know, but I

remember the days, in the early days of these discussions,

when we thought that the harmful effect of breathing sili-

ca dust was due to its sharpness and hardness, and then a

short time later, we found out that when workers breathed

carborundum dust which was very sharp and very hard, we

didn't get the same results as we got in the case of silica

dust exposure.

At that time, we gave up the notion that the

:- irritative effects were due to the hardness and sharpness

of the dust and it was generally agreed that there must be

.some peculiar chemical reaction between the tissues and the

crystalline silica* Well, if that's true and I presume it

is true, -- the aluminum workers would seem to indicate

that also -- if that's true, then isn't that somewhat

similar to the effect of the entry of silica, of beryllium

dust on the tissues of the lungs.

In that respect, beryllium may act very much like

silica, and I think it would be unwise at this time to

strike out the possibility that beryllium should be classed

0 as a pneumoconiosis.

Well, I don't know that I've added an awful lot t

the discussion, but it's one man's view and I think when

it's all added together with Doctor Sander and the other
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0) members of the panel, maybe we will be able to come to some

agreement on terminology.

Thank you.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Thank you, Doctor Greenburg. Again, Doctor

Greenburg does favor the usage of the identifying of dust

disease as dust disease in a specific worker. I should

like, at this point, Doctor Greenburg, to ask one question,

which I'm not clear on at the moment. Do you or do not

you favor the use of the term ?pneumoconiosist as a generic

term or do9 you wish it to be restricted only to those

dusts which do produce pulmonary damage?

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

No, I would say - I tried to indicate that I

favor the larger square in which the term is used for all

dust inhalation.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

As a generic term?

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

Yes, as a generic term; I thought I made that

very clear.

- I»
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members of the panel, maybe we vill be able to come to some

agreement on terminology.

Thank you.
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BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

I don't know if I'm correct, but do I understand

that Doctor Lanza favors restricting pneumoconiosis to the

dast disease, or do you prefer it as a generic definition?

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

The dictionary definition says, a pulmonary dis-

ease characterized by fibrosis, so that would seem to shut

out the allergies and a number of other things called pul-

monary disease, from inhaling. I think we're dealing

specifically with the organic dusts that produce fibrosis.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Do you believe that pneumoconiosis should refer

to all dusts or specific dusts?

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

To inorganic dusts.

BY DOCTOR VORWAID:

To all inorganic dusts?

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

If they produce the result; a lot of inorganic

dusts don't do anything at all. You're talking about a



0. A. SANDER, M. D.
710 NORTH PLANKINTON AVE.

MILWAUKEE 3. WISCONSIN

September 10, 1952

Arthur J. Vorwald, M.D.
The Trudeau Foundation
P.O. Box 551
Saranac Lake, N.Y.

Dear Art:

Attached is a first draft of my opening statement for
the panel discussion on Monday morning. I am sure that therewill be considerable duplication and lack of coordination be-tween the statements. For that reason, most of the statements
probably will need much revision before publication in the Pro-ceedings. I'm sure mine will.

As you will note, I'm sticking my neck way out withmany positive statements which may be quite unpopular. Theycertainly ought to start some good arguments. I doubt the needfor planted questions, but find one right away which I didn'ttouch in my statement: "Should combined terms such as anthra-cosilicosis or siderosilicosis be retained or dropped?" Ifavor their retention and believe very strongly that "sidero-silicosis" should always be used in iron miners with silicosis.I say this because I am sure that the hematite contributes tothe roentgen shadows just as with welders with silicosis infoundry cleaning rooms.

Thanks to both Madge and you for the invitations to lunchon Monday and Tuesday, which I accept with pleasure. I amsorry to have to regret the Saturday noon invitation because Icannot get there until about 5 P.M. that day.

Here's to the best-ever Symposium!

Sinec

OAS FH 0. A. S der, M.D.

Enclos.

0



THE BENIGN PNEUMOCONIOSES

0. A. Sander, M.D., Milwaukee, Wis.

There has been increasing pressure in some quarters to drop

this term which was proposed by Pendergrass ten years ago and also

to outlaw the terms "anthracosis," "siderosis," "baritosis," and

"stannosis." They argue that this nomenclature implies disease

and potential or real disability in too many minds and that deposits

of inert particulate matter in the lungs (whether or not visualized

by X-ray) should not be dignified by an "-osis" term. This school

of thinking, as exemplified by the definition of "pneumonconiosis"

dreamed up at the Sydney Conference last year, suggests that "carbon,

iron, barium, or tin pigmentation" are more benign designations for

these non-disabling material deposits.

I am not of this school and have been most unhappy about this

turn of events. In my outline of "The Pneumoconioses" which I have

been using for teaching for a number of years, I define "pneumo-

coniosis" simply as "dust in the lungs." This includes all dusts

which are small enough to reach the alveoli and which are retained

in the lymphatics after they have been phagocytized. This is the

true generic. meaning of the term and carries with it no implication

of any reaction to the dust. By constant repetition and education

of persons dealing with these problems, there is no basis for impli-

cation of disability in anyone's mind when this term is used.

In my lectures to medical school students, the most cOnvincing
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way I have found to clarify the thinking on the *-oses" is 
to pass

around some of Dr. Gough's colored whole lung sections showing 
moderate

coal dust deposits. I point out particularly the localization of the

carbon particles in the lymphatics around the blood vessels, giving

the "nodular" effect on the cut section. All residents of highly

industrialized cities have similar anthracotic pigmentation, 
which is

a true pneumoconiosis due to carbon deposits. Such pneumoconiosis,

however, is not a fibrosis, does not predispose to tuberculosis or

other infection, and does not cause impaired lung function or dis-

ability. Were such carbon radiopaque as is iron, tin, and barium,

most of us would have the pneumoconiosis diagnosis made from our 
chest

films. Since it is not, our chest films are read as showing "healthy

lungs." Repeated at frequent intervals to the students is that

apneumoconiosis is not synonymous with fibrosis because these inert

deposits of carbon also are a pneumoconiosis."

I also do not favor the suggestion that the term "benign pneumo-

coniosis" be dropped, even though I never have liked it too well be-

cause of the implication that all which is not benign is necessarily

malignant. It, nevertheless, serves the very useful purpose of

setting apart those pneumoconioses which are known not to cause fibrosis

or disability and not to predispose to tuberculosis. Perhaps "inert

pneumoconiosis" would be a more precise term, but the "benign" 
will be

hard to drop because it has been used so long. Should there be

general agreement that it be dropped, then I suggest "fibrogenic 
pneumo-

coniosis" as the most descriptive term for silicosis and asbestosis and

"inert pneumoconiosis" for siderosis, stannosis, and baritosis.

This raises the question "Are these inert or inactive dusts truly

inert at all times and under all circumstances?" For the pneumoconiosis

of the South Vales coal miner, it likely is a matter of degree. Minimal



to moderate deposition of this coal dust appears to result in no

structural changes, but heavy deposition seems to cause the focal

emphysema described by Drs. Fletcher and Gough. The definition of

this pneumoconiosis, therefore, must include these differences in the

resulting pathology due to the degree of deposition of coal dust.

For the other inert dusts, such as iron, tin, and barium, I have

not seen a single case of so much retention that structural change

and impaired lung function resulted. All appear to have remained

truly inert pneumoconioses. In the siderosis of welders, for example,

the iron deposits in the perivascular lymphatics cause no cellular

response at all--not even a foreign body reaction. You will note the

complete absence of fibrous tissue in these sections of welders'

lung (show slides). For the tin oxide pneumoconiosis (stannosis),

both Bartak in Czechoslovakia and Hughes in this country have shown

the absence of fibrosis in two autopsy cases. Function studies by

Stocklen of two tin cases were entirely normal. Both had unusually

heavy tin oxide deposits as revealed by their chest films. Pendergrass

has reported several barium oxide cases (baritosis) in which there were

heavy deposits of barium dust in the lungs without pulmonary symptoms.

None of these have come to post-mortem study to my knowledge.

In conclusion, I believe very strongly that there is ample cause

to retain the present generic definitions of pneumoconiosis and of

benign or inert pneumoconiosis and that the specific terms such as

siderosis, stannosis, and baritosis be retained as well. With con-

tinual education of medical students and the medical profession and

with constant repetition of the phrase "pneumoconiosis is not synony-

mous with fibrosis,3 the misunderstandings of the past will gradually

fade away.
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July 17, 1953

Arthur J. Vorwald, M.D.
The Trudeau Foundation
P.O. Box 551
Saranac Lake, N.Y.

Dear Art:

I am sorry for the tardiness of my paper. After

getting into it I didn't like any of it, either the submitted

manuscript or the stenotypist's notes. I know you will like

the revision far better than the original. It follows pretty

well what I actually said, but says it better.

Your touch-up of the discussion of that morning session

is excellent and I see nothing to change. I hope you will

include the letter of February 24 from Miller and Peterson

in which they vote to retain the original generic meaning of

the term "pneumoconiosis."

I am returning one additional page, No. 33, and hope

you can add *.... with the possible exception of category.l."

After seeing the sample films, of which I now have a set, I

am more than ever convinced that their category 1 is
Homer Sampson's old "stage of imagination."

Best regards,

Since

OAS FH 0. A. Sa d e r , M.D.

Enclos.



Dr. Vorwald, Members and Guests of the Symposium:

As defined by Gardner to me/ upneumoconiosism is a general

term to designate all types of dust retained in the lungs, with no

implication of reaction to the dust or impairment of lung function.

There appears to be pressure in some quarters to limit the term to

those dust diseases which cause lung fibrosis and potential and real

disability. To me, such limitation of the term is as unrealistic

as to say that the world now is to be considered flat because it

suits someone's convenience.

The reason given to limit the term is quite 
understandable in

some states where the word Opneumoconiosism is in the compensation

law as an occupational disease. The mere diagnosis of pneumoconiosis

- in those states is sufficient in many cases to constitute liability.

Too often there is no attempt to determine the type of dust involved

or the extent of the resulting pathological change.

To me the soundest solution of the problem is to consider all

of us as having pneumoconioeis because we all are retaining particu-

late matter in our lungs every day. 
If we all agree that that 

is

true, then the term has no place in occupational disease lavs.

Also, the dictionary and textbook definitions must be revised and

the Ofibrosis' implication removed. There now is much evidence which

has been accumulating in the past decade that there are numerous

inactive dusts which cause no fibrosis at all.

First of all, let us look at one of Gough's colored gross lung

sections showing a moderate amount of coal dust retention, which is
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comparable in appearance to 
most city dwellers' lungs. 

Note the

deposition of the pigment around 
the blood vessels giving a 

nodular

appearance on cross section 
of the lung. Were the coal dust

radiopaque, the I-ray pattern also 
would be nodular and the X-ray

diagnosis then would be "pneumoconiosis 
due to carbon dust." But be-

cause anthracotic pigmentation in 
moderate degrees is not visualised

by X-ray, such a chest film is 
read as "healthy lungs." as are most

of our chest films. That is precisely why most of the 
trouble

with the tern has arisen. Most physicians think of it as a 
radio-

logical term, whereas it actually 
means only -dust in the lungs,"

whether it can be visualized by X-ray 
or not.

A number of inactive or inert dusts 
now are recognised which are

readily seen radiologically when 
retained in sufficient amount.

First2 were the welders' siderosis 
cases due to retention in the

lungs of iron oxide particles. 
The X-ray pattern is discretely 

nodu-

lar and closely resembles nodular 
silicosis by I-ray, yet post-mortem

studies have shown no evidence of 
fibrosis. As far as we have been

able to determine in the past fifteen 
years, iron oxide is a truly

inert or inactive dust. Grinders and flame cutters of steel 
may

have similar iron oxide exposures 
of sufficient degree to be visualized

by X-ray as nodulation.
3' 4

The term "siderosis" for such iron pigmentation 
is a perfectly

proper one, but as with pneumoconiosis 
there must be no implication

of fibrosis in the term. Zenker 5 defined siderosis as a *fibrosis

of the lungs due to iron,6 which is 
quite understandable because the

iron miners' lungs studied by Zenker 
in 1867 were fibrotic. He

) incorrectly attributed the fibrosis to 
the iron rather than to the

quartz dust which all the miners had 
breathed along with the iron.

They actually were cases of siderosilicosis.
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Additional examples of inert or inactive dusts are tin oxide

and barium oxide, which when retained in sufficient degree result in

dense sharply defined nodulation by X-ray. let in spite of such ex-

treme deposition of particulate material, all studies of such cases

have shown a complete absence of fibrosis or impaired lung function.

Function studies by Stockleaý of two tin cases were entirely normal.

.0 8
Bartak in Czechoslovakia and Dundon and Hughes in this country have

shown the absence of fibrosis in detailed post-mortem studies of two

cases with tin deposits. The term astannosise is perfectly proper

for tin pigmentation provided there is no implication of fibrosis in

the term. Several barium oxide or baritosis cases have been reported

by Pendergrass9 in which there were heavy deposits of barium dust in

the lungs without symptoms. One of these has come to post-mortem

study,1 0 which clearly showed the barium deposits, but unfortunately

there was an associated anthracosilicosis due to this person's earlier

work in anthracite mines.

This brings us to the term Abenign pneumoconiosis," first used

by Pendergrassll in 1945, which seems so unpopular in many quarters.

My only objectionto it is that the benign designation implies that

all other pneumoconioses are malignant, which is not true. Some

fibrotic pneumoconioses are quite benign, especially when minimal in

degree. The term *inert pneumoconioses" probably is preferable.

Nevertheless, "benign" most likely will stick because it serves the

very useful purpose of setting apart those pneumoconioses which are

known not to cause fibrosis or impaired lung function and not to

predispose to tuberculosis.

As for the compound terms, I favor the retention of "sidero-

silicosis" if both history and X-ray pattern suggest that there has
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been sufficient free silica exposure along with the iron to cause

silicosis and the root lymph nodes seem definitely enlarged on the
chest film. As you know, siderosis alone does not cause enlargement

of the root shadows, which makes this an important point in differen-

tial diagnosis. Anthracosilicosis should be retained only for those
cases in which there is a clear-cut history of free silica exposure

along with the coal dust and the chest film shows clear-cut evidence

of a nodular pattern resembling silicosis. In the absence of signi-
ficant silica exposure in a coal miner with pin-point or micro-

nodulation and emphysema, the term "pneumoconiosis of coal workers-

seems the best devised so far. I cannot agree, however, that that
diagnosis is proper if the only X-ray evidence of pathological change
is emphysema. More about this will be heard from Drs. Fletcher andSt Hugh-Jones.

In conclusion, I believe very strongly that there are sufficient
sound reasons to retain the present generic definitions of pneumo-
coniosis and the more specific terms of silicosis, siderosis and the
others as well. If the general word "pneumoconisosis" is causing
so much trouble in medicolegal circles, let's take it out of our
occupational disease laws. It should never have been there in the
first place. There those pneumoconioses which are known to cause
disability when in sufficient degree of development should be so
clearly defined that there is no cause for quibbling over terms.

With continual education of medcal students and the medical pro-
fession and with constant repetition of the statement that upneumo-
coniosis is not synonymous with fibrosis," the misunderstandings

of the past will gradually fade away. And never forget to add that
-you and I--all of us--have a pneumoconiosis."
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Comment

i believe he is in favor

DR. VOVATLD: As I interpret Dr. Sander't views,

of retaining the iord pneumoconiosis and using it in its generic sense, and

of having it refer only to the inhalation of dust and not to YPtoat

or to the character or extent of pathologY within the lung. e agrees ith

-4-
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disease.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

So you wish to restrict the use of the term

'pneumoconiosis' to a disease?

BY DOCTOR LANZA:.

Thatts right.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD: -

Perhaps sometime later on in the morning, someone

will define it for us, what is a disease.

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

Well, if you're sick, you know.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

As Doctor Lanza says, if you're sick, you know,

Well, our next member of the panel is Doctor

Sander, who is associate in Medicine at Marquette Univer-

sity Medical School, and who is Consultant in Industrial

Medicine from Milwaukee, Wisconsin* Doctor Sander has his

views regarding this subject, which I believe will be some.

what different than those which have already been expressed.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Doctor Vorwald, Members of the Symposium: I'm

one who has been teaching students for the last fifteen
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years, that pneumoconiosis is an overall term covering all

inhaled dusts. It simply means dust in the lungs, and to

me, limiting the term to those dusts which cause disease or

cause symptoms, is like saying it suits our convenience now

to say that the world is flat. We know Christopher Columbo

said the world was round and they thought he was crazy at

that time. We finally have accepted that. Well, now, it

suits our convenience, maybe because of our legal friends,

to say that the world now is flat again. To me, it's just

as ridiculous to limit the term 'pneumoconiosist to those

conditions which cause symptoms*

Dust in the lungs -- we all have some pneumocon-

iosis, every one of us, those who live in the city or live

in cities, even the farmers have some pneumoconiosis, be-

cause they inhale organic dusts. It ts just as simple as

that to me. Let's assume everyone who comes to your office

has pneumoconiosis. Then, letts be specific after that.

What is it due to?

Speaking of dictionary definitions, Doctor Johns-

ton sent me this, and I think it's too good to pass up. I

don't believe in dictionaries, and here is the latest defi-

nition, found in Blackstone's New Gold Medical Dictionary,

the latest edition. Grinder's Asthma is an interstitial

pneumonia due to inhalation of fine particles set free in

grinding steel, and then it says, See Fibroid Phthisis, and
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then you look up fibroid phthisis, on Page 770, and it says

Chronic slowly progressive pulmonary tuberculosis with ex-

tensive fibrosis and mild symptoms. Thatts the latest

edition.

The only textbook I know which has defined

'pneumoconiosis' as an overall term, generic term, meaning

any dust in the lung is Doctor Johnstonts book. Now, you

look up any medical textbook today, and it will say

pneumoconiosis is fibrosis due to the inhalation of dust.

We have the evidence of dusts which cause no fibrosis, and

it's perfectly clear evidence.

We have it, first of all, with the iron oxide, and

we have it with the tin oxide. Ve have itwith the barium

oxide and there are others. We certainly have it with

aluminum oxide. Aluminum oxide doesn't-show, because it's

not as radiopaque, but it's deposited in the same way. We

have it with carbon pigmentation, and in carbon pigmentatior

the pathologist says, there it is, the paro-vascular lymph-

atics around blood vessels. It looks like nodular sili-

cosis, doesn't it? It's carbon pigmentation. If that

carbon were radiopaque as is iron, tin and barium, we all

would have nodulation by X-ray, every one of us. Then

we'd agree that we all had pneumoconiosis, but because our

chest films are read as healthy lungs, we can't believe that

we have pneumoconiosis, but we do. We're all carrying
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plenty of material in our paro-vascular lymphatics, and

it's not doing any harm, not doing any more harm than these

little carbon particles are doing in these paro-vascular

lymphatics.

There is just a little difference in the coal pig-

mentation and coal reaction than you get with the simple

soot in the atmosphere. Coal, being a hydrocarbon, causes

irritation, undoubtedly, in the bronchials and there is an

added factor of obstruction, which undoubtedly we'll hear

about from our English friends and Doctor Orenstein, but

soot in graphite and non-irritating materials, like iron

is non-irritating. You can inject it under the skin and it

is the same thing as a tattoo mark. There is no fibrosis.

There is no keloid. There is no reaction.

I think we might look-at these slides* Many of

you have seen these welders sections, but I thought it

would be quite important to review it again, because it is

basic. I hope you can see the absence of any reaction what

ever* Three out of four here have seen these, but probably

they're worth seeing again.

This is the welder who worked inside of a tank

0 for ten or eleven years. There was no attempt at ventila-

tion so he had heavy welding fume exposure. Welding fume,

you know, is ninety-nine percent plus, iron oxide, very

fine dust. He had no symptoms. He had this nodulation,
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0 which when we saw the film in 1935, we scratched our heads

and said, he probably has silicosis. He has no silica ex-

posure, and we wondered, is there possibly a free silica

liberated in the carbon arc from the coating of the welding

rod. After all, there is sodium silicate binder in the

coating, and we investigated that and there was no evidence

of any Si02 . Well, this fellow, unfortunately, died a year

later, and we were able to get his lungs.

May we see the next, please? And, this is the

low part view, showing the deposits of pigment in the paro-

Svascular lymphatics. The next is a high power view. Note

the absence of fibrosis. Here is a high power view, show-

ing the extreme amount of pigment deposit in the paro-

vascular lymphatics. That pigment is inside the paro-

vascdars. Grossly, that lung looked just like an anthra-

pigmentation, which you see in most adults living in cities

but with some ferrous cyanide stain, we were able to prove

this was iron oxide from his welding fumes. Note the ab-

sence of fibrosis, and in the next slide, is the one for

connective tissue, showing complete absence of fibrouis,

no fibrous tissue reaction, no intelligible virus.

0 We have the additional evidence from the tin cases.

We have had - there have been two post mortem studies, one

by Bartuk in Czechoslovakia, and the other by Doctor Hughes

and both showed a complete absence of fibrosis in these tin
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deposits. Unfortunately, I didn't bring my slides, but you

all have seen the extreme pigmentation with the tin oxide,

and we have two good post mortem cases, which show a com-

plete absence of fibrosis, and just an inert deposition.

Bartuk did complete function studies on his cas-

es and found no decrease in pulmonary function. The barium

cases of Doctor Prendergast have no symptoms of any kind.

There are not too many barium cases. There hasn't been

that much barium oxide exposure, but there again, we have

this marked deposition of inert material, which causes no

fibrosis.

Therefore, I say there is such a thing as inactive

dust and no matter how much iron oxide, no matter how much

tin oxide, no matter how much barium oxide you inhale, you

are not going to get symptoms. We have yet to see a case

of tin oxide with symptoms. They haven't seen any in

Cleveland where they have uncovered a good many. Bartuk

had no case with symptoms, in spite of the extreme X-ray

evidence of it. So there is such a thing, in my opinion,

of inactive dust, and I don't like the term benign phenmo-

coniosis any more than you do*

I wish Doctor Gene Prendergast were here to de-

fend himself. He coined the term, you know, about ten

years ago. Benign implies that the other pneumoconioses

are malignant. I don't like it for that reason because
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they're not all malignant either.

I think inert pneumoconiosis would be a perfectly

proper term for the pure iron oxide, the pure tin oxide,

and the pure barium oxide deposits. I think it would be

perfectly proper because we have the pathological evidence

that it does not cause reaction, that it doesn't cause

symptoms.

As for the retention or discard of such terms as

anthraco-silicosis or sidero-silicosis, I think it would be

perfectly proper to retain sidero-silicosis where you know

that there has been both silica and iron.exposure. Every

iron miner, no matter where he works, who has any exposure

to silica, and most of them do have exposure to silica, we

have been looking for iron miners who have never had exposure

to silica, had only hematite exposure, and we haven't found

one so far. Every miner has a sidqro-silicosis if he de-

velops anything at all. We know he has hematite in his

lungs, and I firmly believe that some day we're going to be

able to show that this hematite itself, in itself, is add-

ing to the nodulation which we see by X-ray.

Ve have seen it in a few post mortems in iron

miners, where there was considerable iron pigmentation,

which undoubtedly helped produce the nodulation. I have

yet to find, however, a miner who had only iron pigmenta-

tion, that is that he had a nodular pattern in his X-ray
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film where the pattern was due only to iron pigmentation.

We haven't found such a case and we may not, because all of

the miners in the past, the older men who have nodulation,

by X-rays, always helped drill the shafts, and the shafts,

as you know, are in silica, in quartz. They're usually

quartz veins, so even the mucker, who has only ore dust

exposure, has had silica exposure in the past, because he

usually helped in the drilling of the shafts.

I believe, firmly believe, that it is perfectly

proper to retain the term sidero-silicosis. As for the

coal miners pneumoconiosis, I'm definitely in favor of

throwing out the term anthraco-silicosis. We know that

there is a pathology, in the absence of any significant

amount of free silica with coal dust. Doctor Fletcher

and his coal workers have shown that very clearly, and you

will hear more about that later. I do not believe that

that term is proper. in the majority of coal miners pneumo-

coniosis cases*

Now, as for pneumoconiosis itself, I'm in favor

of retaining it, and keeping it as an overall term, and

always driving home to whomever you're talking to, when-

ever you're thinking about it, that you and I, all of us

have some pneumoconiosis.

Thank you.
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BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Thank you, Doctor Sander. You have heard Doctor

Sander express his views, which are somewhat different than

those expressed by the previous members of the panel. As

I interpret it, Doctor Sander is in favor of retaining the

word tpneumoconiosist and using it in its generic sense,

that is that it has reference only to the inhalation of

dust, and does not have reference to either the symptomatol.

ogy or the character or extent of pathology within the lung.

Furthermore, he agrees with an expression by

Doctor Greenburg, that there are active and inactive dusts.

I'm sure that we, too, would agree with that view. Doctor

Sander is in favor, therefore, of trying to identify some

of those conditions as pneumoconioses which are produced

by inactive dusts. He is inclined to retain the term

sidero-silicosis, but is in favor of discarding, at least

for the time being, the term anthraco-silicosis, I believe,

in the final analysis, on the basis that we just do not

know what the precise etiological agent is which is giving

rise to this pulmonary change, as seen, for example, in

coal workers.

I should merely like to put a question to the

audience at this time for consideration. Since there are

active and inactive dusts, and should we restrict the term

pneumoconiosis to those pulmonary conditions which are
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The question of definition of medical terms would seem, as a matter of

first impression, to be a problem exclusively for the medical profession. Cer-

tainly it can be conceded that it is primarily a medical problem. Obviously

that was the view of the sponsors of this meeting, for here I am the only attorney

in a group of five eminent physicians. However, somewhat closer study reveals,

as is often the case in the field of occupational diseases, that medical definitions

have important, often vital, bearing on legal rights both of employers and employees.

This is especially true where such definitions, and any defects they may contain,

are incorporated into any statute. They are also of importance where they form

' s part of the testimony or influence the judgment of a medical witness.

Let me illustrate. We are here interested in the definition of the term

"pneumoconiosis' and those of the other diseases or conditions that fall within the

broad scope of that general term. In New Hampshire for example, the Workmen's

Compensation Law provides compensition for certain listed diseages, including

"silicosis and other pulmonary dust diseases." Whether a particular condition

can be classed as a pulmonary dust disease will determine whether or not that

particular individual will receive compensation therefor. The ultimate determin-

ation in such a case is very likely to rest on the-medical testimony which is pre-

sented. Does beryllium poisoning, for example, fall within this category? What

about an allergic reaction to let us say flour dust?

A medical expert confronted with the necessity of expressing an opinion

on the point might be inclined, if my experience is any criterion, to a liberal

interpretation in order to enable the claimant to receive compensation. What



ti be, however, where instead of resulting the nting o

pens o classifying a particular condition as a pulmonary ;ust disease .vould

elt in reducing or possibly barring the payment of cimpensation. As no doubt 1. '

Smany of you know, many states have special provisions with respect to silicosis

an4 some of the other dust diseases. There are provisions for graduated scales

Sof benefis, the so-called escalator clauses, whereby compensation for disability

c ing shortly after the effective date of the law is limited. Special re-:

7 quiremient as to exposure or time limitations are also provided..-; The particular

E""' factsBof a specific case might well not fit those particular requirements. Yet

dIconsistency is necessary. A different answer to the same question can hardly.be. ._

justifitd because of the difference in the effect such an answer would have. At

S:th iet imight be well if in formulating the definitions on which opinions

vetb sdbase dthe legal effect of the use of particular language ay well be '

ivensme s consideration. Their effectiveness as useful tools in the solution of

rdbees wouldtherbye enhanced.
-indicated
I have indicated that the problem of definitions is of significance under a

edule typela. It is of importance also, particularly with respect to dust

'-diseases, under a law providing broad occupational disease coverage either with or

ýdithout definition. As I have mentioned, a number of states have found it necessary

because of the special nature of the dust diseases, to include provisions specifically

dealing with such diseases which differ from those relating to occupational diseases

generally. A general descriptive term is necessary to describe the diseases to which

these special provisions should be applicable. At the same time, such a term

should not be so broad as to be applicable to conditions to which those special pro-

visions should not apply. The term would have to be general for if specific

diseases, say silicosis or asbestosis, only are mentioned, avoidance of these

special provisions may be attempted by alleging disability from one of the other

dust diseases.



*t ~The legislative history of such provisions in Michigan - iinteresting in

. thi connectionnection. When provisions for compensation for occupational diseases were

first enacted in 1937, the schedule of such diseases included three different

references to dust diseases. One was stone workers or grinders phthisis caused

by quarrying, cutting, crushing, grinding or polishing of stone, or grinding or

polishing of metal. The other was silicosis caused by mining. The third referred

o pneumoconiosis caused by quarrying, cutting, crushing, grinding or polishing of

mtal. It -s apparent that the Legislature in this instance was having some diffi-

Iculty with definitions. In 1943 the schedule was repealed and a broad definition '

i substituted. In that state the special dust disease provisions both before and

.ýýfter the 1943 amendment referred to "silicosis or other dust disease.O.- From the

" of the vwrd silicosis the inference seems plain that the disease must be pulmonary.

Y^et I believe 'the special inclusion of that word would have been: desirable. Some

ba to the ast .'scope of these provisions, however, must have existed for in 1945

.rovisionsforperiodic physical examinations were added eher rred to

^seilicosis, pneumoconiosis or other dust disease." These, I may: add, have since "'*^

-been repeal whenbecause of indefiniteness they were held unconstitutional by

-^ the court. . : : , :/. . ' * ... . ' '; ::.^' . ^^'"f

This legislative history is of interest as indicating the difficulty ex-

-ij',perieniced in the use of terms in just one state. It might be noted further that

while the schedule was in force in Michigan there was considerable question whether

silicosis was compensable in any industry except mining and whether the term

pneumoconiosis was broad enough to include silicosis, Sutter vs. Kalamazoo Stove

and Furnace Company, 1941, 297 Mich. 226, 297 N.W. 475; Gerlesits vs. Lakey Foundry

and Machine Company, 1947, 319 Mich. 229, 29 N.W. 2d 856; Mercante vs. Michigan

Steel Casting Company, 1948, 320 Mich. 542, 31 N.W. 2d 712.

While we are discussing terms, I would like to express a word of caution.
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If a condition has a name, there is a tendency among laymen to feel that it

is disabling and that it should be compensable. Many different terms and new ones

seem to be cropping up with surprising frequency, have been said to come within the

general scope of the word pneumoconiosis. If that term or an equivalent is used

without adequate definition in a law, any condition which might be said to come

within its scope is deemed to be compensable. Yet, if I am not mistaken, a number

: of these are not considered to be disabling. The Fifth Edition of Gould's Medical
·. " ' 5' '

; Dictionary (1941) defines pneumonokoniosis as: ' '.

"A general term applied to chronic induration or fibroia inflammation

of the lungs due to the inhalation of dust. Various names are given to

it according to the kind of dust causing the inflammation: anthracosis,

that due to the inhalation of coal-dust; siderosis ,tha t iue to inhalation

of metallic dust; chalicosis, that due to th;inbalation'of mineral dust.*

A layman might well feel thaf all these conditionsre9eOr should be camn-

lpensable.. Let us look, however; at the 1949 Edition i tpareheome book

now known as "Blakiston' s New Gould Medical Dictionary" First Edition;' Pneumonoconiosis

is defined as: '"

*Chronic inflammation of the lungs caused by the inhalation of dust.

All of the recognized forms are due to mineral dusts. .(Neither irritations

of the bronchial tree nor acute infections resulting from inhalation of

organic dusts are classed as pneumonoconioses.) The predominant reaction

is fibrosis, which varies in type with the etiologic dust. Silicosis and

asbestosis are the main forms of pneumonoconiosis known to cause disability.

Other forms, known as benign pneumonoconioses, in which the reaction is

limited to the stromal tissues, are anthracosis, due to carbon dust,

siderosis, due to iron dust, calcicosis, due to marble dust, and baritosis,

due to barium dust. Also see beryllosis."



I think you will agree that there is considerable difference in the effect these

two definitions would have on lanymen.

That my point isiot academic, is evidenced by a law recently adopted in

Alabama. This law enacted in 1951 (Act No. 180, Laws of 1951, effective June 29,

1951) provides compensation only for "occupational pneumonoconiosis." This is

defined as:

. "A disease of the - ng: caused by inhalation of minute particles of

dust over a period of tim and which said dust is due to causes and

conditions arising outof. and in the course of the employment without

regard to whether or not said causes or conditions are inherent in the

"employment or` can be limiinated or reduced by due care on the part of

the employer. The term occupational pneumonoconiosis' shall include,

bt- t itho*ut limitation'; h diseases as silicosis, siderosis,

Siiacosis antha co hasco-silicosis, anthraco-tuberculosis,

Sercul il sioulosis,8 aluminosis, and other diseases
C.----:-j :iL':.~(~8j~B~~L--c- h

of the lungs resulting from causes enumerated in this section."

Please note the inclusion of siderosis, anthracosis and aluminosis. I would dis-

S3C6likie toattempt;too define with any degree of certainty the scope of this law.

Yet'at 1 least some of you may be called upon to give an opinion whether or not a

specific condition is or is not "occupational pneumonoconiosis" within the meaning

of this definition.

Some of the other statutory references to dust diseases may be of interest.

In New York the reference is to "silicosis or other dust diseases." A rather

interesting situation arose under this provision. In 1942 an employee claimed

and was awarded compensation under Article 4-A, since repealed, relating to dust

diseases. The claim was for disability alleged to have been suffered from exposure

to dust from vacuum cleaners, Sturesky vs. Straussman, 1941, 263 A.D. 771, 30 N.Y.S.

886. After a period in military service he reopened his case. He now contended



s condition, asthma, was not a dust disease'but an "occupational disease.u -

The court held that its original decision was not res adjudicata and on the basis

o of· the medical evidence presented, affirmed an award under the broad occupational

disease provisions. Apparently, when the original claim was presented, there was

doubt whether the claimant's condition was an occupational disease or an ordinary

,disease of life. The contention that it was a dust disease probably was thought

.totrengthen his case. Once the occupational nature of his condition was established,

ppa lto avoid the limiting provisions of Article 4-A e-was able successfully

.'0toreect this theory (id. 19148, 273 A.D. 1036, 78 N.Y.S. 2d 633) I may add that

Mfissouri, on the other hand, asthma from an allergy to wheat dust -was held not

be occupational disease since it was due-to the claimant!'s sensitivity and

t to the hazards of the employment as such, Sanford vs. Valier-Spies Milling Co..

95o;_23 .1 2d 5 __S. 92.

In Ohio the silicosis provisions are also applicable t er. pational

ease ofathe respiratory tract.' This language seems: someviai- der than.the

reference to dust diseases or pulmonary dust diseases found in some of the other

w .VS It may, for example, well result in a different construction 'than that which

a reached in New York. In Ohio 'it is interesting to note that,.berylliosis is

pecifically excluded from these provisions although the medical experts known as

silicos referees are specifically given jurisdiction with respect to this" disease.

A law providing compensation for occupational diseases was enacted in

Louisiana this year. This contains a list of compensable diseases, including

asbestosis, silicosis and pneumoconiosis. In view of the fact that the courts

administer the Workmen's Compensation Law in that state, the interpretation of this

term may well present some problems, in the solution of which doctors will have to

play an important part.

Besides the definition in Alabama, Florida comes nearest to having a
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is provided for occupationa. diseases under a broad definition. It is there

further specifically stated from tili coss, asbestosis or any
dust disease shall be causednl from the characteristic fibrotic condition of
the lungs caused from the inhalation of dust." .Thus here we find with reference
to dust diseases a specific reference to fibrosis which you will have noted is lack-
ing in some of the other statuto ferences.

There are, 'of course-e, of states that make specific mention, either
with or without definition, ofi.icosis and asbestosis.. These definitions are
fairly similar in wording although they do differ in exact language from state to
state. Some include a -ecificeerence to nodulation with respect to silicosis.

Others refer to the ch tei fibrotic condition of the lungs caused by in-
halatione of silicon dioxide dust or asbestos dust, as the case may be. I have
not heard of any parti l diffult arising fromthesedefinitions. Some

thought might be given, h hhe referene to nodulation

should or should not be 'ade. d

I have endeavored `to poi to soe of the more important legal problems
that arise through the use of temsý -without definitions or where the definitions
used are not completely satisfat illustration, specific reference to the
provisions of the laws of the va s states and experience thereunder has been
made. While these are legal problems, lawyers of necessity must look to the medical
profession for their solution. I believe it would be of mutual benefit if in
formulating such terms and their definitions the medical profession kept some of
these questions in mind. Is there a general descriptive term that would cover
silicosis and other similar dust diseases and, at the same time, exclude non-disabling
conditions? What is and what should be covered under the term pneumoconiosis? These
and other questions will require an answer.' It would be most helpful if such answers
were based on informed opinion reached after mature deliberation.

^ --9
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The question of definition of medical terms would seem, as a matter of

first impression, to be a problem exclusively for the medical profession. Cer-

tainly it can be conceded that it is primarily a medical problem. Obviously

that was the view of the sponsors of this meeting, for here I am the only attorney

in a group of five eminent physicians. However, somewhat closer study reveals,

as is often the case in the field of occupational diseases, that medical definitions

have important, often vital, bearing on legal rights both of employers and employees.

This is especially true where such definitions, and any defects they may contain,

are incorporated into any statute. They are also of importance where they form

part of the testimony or influence the judgment of a medical witness.

Let me illustrate. We are here interested in the definition of the term

"pneumoconiosis" and those of the other diseases or conditions that fall within the

broad scope of that general term. In New Hampshire for example, the Workmen's

Compensation Law provides compensation for certain listed diseases, including

"silicosis and other pulmonary dust diseases." Whether a particular condition

can be classed as a pulmonary dust disease will determine whether or not that

particular individual will receive compensation therefor. The ultimate determin-

ation in such a case is very likely to rest on the medical testimony which is pre-

sented. Does beryllium poisoning, for example, fall within thib category? .What

about an allergic reaction to let us say flour dust?

A medical expert confronted with the necessity of expressing an opinion

on the point might be inclined, if my experience is any criterion, to a liberal

interpretation in order to enable the claimant to receive compensation. What
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would his testimony be, however, where instead of resulting in the granting of

compensation, classifying a particular condition as a pulmonary dust disease would

result in reducing or possibly barring the payment of compensation. As no doubt

many of you know, many states have special provisions with 
respect to silicosis

and some of the other dust diseases. There are provisions for graduated scales

of benefits, the so-called escalator clauses, whereby compensation for disability

occurring shortly after the effective date of the law is limited. Special re-

quirements as to exposure or time limitations are also provided. 
The particular

facts of a specific case might well not fit those particular requirements. Yet

consistency is necessary. A different answer to the same question can hardly be.

justified because of the difference in the effect such an answer would 
have. At

the same time, it might be well if in formulating the definitions on which opinions

have to be based, the legal effect of the use of particular language may well be

given some consideration. Their effectiveness as useful tools in the solution of

practical problems would thereby be enhanced.

I have indicated that the problem of definitions is of significance under a

schedule type law. It is of importance also, particularly with respect to dust

diseases, under a law providing broad occupational disease coverage either with or

without definition. As I have mentioned, a number of states have found it necessary

because of the special nature of the dust diseases, to include provisions specifically

dealing with such diseases which differ from those relating to occupational diseases

generally. A general descriptive term is necessary to describe the diseases to which

these special provisions should be applicable. At the same time, such a term

should not be so broad as to be applicable to conditions to which those special pro-

visions should not apply. The term would have to be general for if specific

diseases, say silicosis or asbestosis, only are mentioned, avoidance of these

special provisions may be attempted by alleging disability from one of the other

dust diseases.
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The legislative history of such provisions in Michigan is interesting in

this connection. When provisions for compensation for occupational diseases were

first enacted in 1937, the schedule of such diseases included three different

references to dust diseases. One was stone workers or grinders phthisis caused

by quarrying, cutting, crushing, grinding or polishing of stone, or grinding or

polishing of metal. The other was silicosis caused by mining. The third referred

to pneumoconiosis caused by quarrying, cutting, crushing, grinding or polishing of

metal. It is apparent that the Legislature in this instance was having some diffi-

culty with definitions. In 1943 the schedule was repealed and a broad definition

substituted. In that state the special dust disease provisions both before and

after the 1943 amendment referred to *silicosis or other dust disease.* From the

use of the word silicosis the inference seems plain that the disease must be pulmonary.

Yet I believe the special inclusion of that word would have been desirable. Some

doubt as to the scope of these provisions, however, must have existed for in 1945

when provisions for periodic physical examinations were added these referred to

Usilicosis, pneumoconiosis or other dust disease." These, I may add, have since

been repealed when because of indefiniteness they were held unconstitutional by

the court.

This legislative history is of interest as indicating the difficulty ex-

perienced in the use of terms in just one state. It might be noted further that

while the schedule was in force in Michigan there was considerable question whether

silicosis was compensable in any industry except mining and whether the term

pneumoconiosis was broad enough to include silicosis, Sutter vs. Kalamazoo Stove

and Furnace Company, 1941, 297 Mich. 226, 297 N.V. 475; Gerlesits vs. Lakey Foundry

and Machine Company, 1947, 319 Mich. 229, 29 N.W. 2d 856; Mercante vs. Michigan

Steel Casting Company, 1948, 320 Mich. 542, 31 N.V. 2d 712.

While we are discussing terms, I would like to express a word of caution.
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If a condition has a name, there is 
a tendency among laymen to feel that 

it

is disabling and that it should be 
compensable. Many different terms, and new ones

seem to be cropping up with surprising 
frequency, have been said to come 

within the

general scope of the word pneumoconiosis. 
If that term or an equivalent is 

used

without adequate definition in a law, 
any condition which might be said to 

come

within its scope is deemed to be compensable. 
Yet, if I am not mistaken, a number

of these are not considered to be disabling. 
The Fifth Edition of Gould's Medical

Dictionary (1941) defines pneumonokoniosis 
as:

'A general term applied to chronic induration or fibrous inflammation

of the lungs due to the inhalation of dust. Various names are given to

it according to the kind of dust causing the inflammation: anthracosis,

that due to the inhalation of coal-dust; siderosis, that due to inhalation

of metallic dust; chalicosis, that due to the inhalation of mineral dust.'

A layman might well feel that all these conditions are or should be com-

pensable. Let us look, however, at the 1949 Edition apparently of the same book

now known as 'Blakiston's New Gould Medical 
Dictionary" First Edition. Pneumonoconiosis

is defined as:

'Chronic inflammation of the lungs caused by the inhalation of dust.

All of the recognized forms are due to mineral dusts. (Neither irritations

of the bronchial tree nor acute infections resulting from inhalation of

organic dusts are classed as pneumonoconioses.) The predominant reaction

is fibrosis, which varies in type with 
the etiologic dust. Silicosis and

asbestosis are the main forms of pneumonoconiosis known to cause disability.

Other forms, known as benign pneumonoconioses, 
in which the reaction is

limited to the stromal tissues, are anthracosis, due to carbon dust,

siderosis, due to iron dust, calcicosis, due 
to marble dust, and baritosis,

due to barium dust. Also see beryllosis."
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I think you will agree that there is considerable difference 
in the effect these

two definitions would have on laymen.

That my point is hot academic, is evidenced by a 
law recently adopted in

Alabama. This law enacted in 1951 (Act No. 180, Laws of 1951, effective June 29,

1951) provides compensation only for "occupational pneumonoconiosis." 
This is

defined as:

"A disease of the lungs caused by inhalation of minute particles of

dust over a period of time and which said dust is due to causes 
and

conditions arising out of and in the course of the employment without

regard to whether or not said causes or conditions are 
inherent in the

employment or can be eliminated or reduced by due care on the part of

the employer. The term 'occupational pneumonoconiosis' shall include,

but without limitation, such diseases as silicosis, siderosis,

anthracosis, anthra-silicosis, anthraco-silicosis, anthraco-tuberculosis,

tuberculo-silicosis, silico-tuberculosis, aluminosis, and other diseases

of the lungs resulting from causes enumerated in this section."

Please note the inclusion of siderosis, anthracosis and aluminosis. 
I would dis-

like to attempt to define with any degree of certainty the scope of this 
law.

Yet at least some of you may be called upon to give an opinion whether 
or not a

specific condition is or is not "occupational pneumonoconiosis" within 
the meaning

of this definition.

Some of the other statutory references to dust diseases may be of interest.

In New York the reference is to "silicosis or other dust diseases." A rather

interesting situation arose under this provision. In 1942 an employee claimed

and was awarded compensation under Article 4-A, since repealed, relating 
to dust

diseases. The claim was for disability alleged to have been suffered from exposure

to dust from vacuum cleaners, Sturesky vs. Straussman, 1941, 263 A.D. 771, 
30 N.Y.S.

886. After a period in military service he reopened his case. He now contended
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that his condition, asthma, was not a dust disease but an "occupational 
disease."

The court held that its original decision 
was not res adjudicata and on the basis

of the medical evidence presented, affirmed 
an award under the broad occupational

disease provisions. Apparently, when the original claim was 
presented, there was

doubt whether the claimant's condition was an 
occupational disease or an ordinary

disease of life. The contention that it was a dust disease probably 
was thought

to strengthen his case. Once the occupational nature of his condition 
was established,

apparently to avoid the limiting provisions 
of Article 4-A, he was able successfully

to reject this theory (id. 1948, 273 A.D. 
1036, 78 N.Y.S. 2d 633) I may add that

--in .Missouri, on the other hand, asthma from 
an allergy to wheat dust was held not

to be an occupational disease since it was due-to the claimant!s sensitivity and

not to the hazards of the employment as such, Sanford vs. Valier-Spies Milling Co.,

1950, 235 S.W. 2d 92.

In Ohio the silicosis provisions are also applicable 
"to other occupational

diseases of the respiratory tract." This language seems somewhat broader than the

reference to dust diseases or pulmonary dust diseases 
found in some of the other

laws. It may, for example, well result in a different 
construction than that which

was reached in New York. In Ohio it is interesting to note that berylliosis 
is

specifically excluded from these provisions 
although the medical experts known as

silicosis referees are specifically given jurisdiction 
with respect to this disease.

A law providing compensation for occupational 
diseases was enacted in

Louisiana this year. This contains a list of compensable diseases, including

asbestosis, silicosis and pneumoconiosis. In view of the fact that the courts

administer the Workmen's Compensation Law in that state, the interpretation of this

term may well present some problems, in the solution of which doctors will have to

0 play an important part.

Besides the definition in Alabama, Florida comes nearest to having a
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definition of dust diseases in the statute itself. In that state, compensation

is provided for occupational diseases under a broad definition. It is there

further specifically stated that "disability from silicosis, asbestosis or any

dust disease shall be caused only from the characteristic fibrotic condition of

the lungs caused from the inhalation of dust." Thus here we find with reference

to dust diseases a specific reference to fibrosis which you will have noted is lack-

ing in some of the other statutory references.

There are, of course, a number of states that make specific mention, either

with or without definition, of silicosis and asbestosis. These definitions are

fairly similar in wording although they do differ in exact language from state to

state. Some include a specific reference to nodulation with respect to silicosis.

Others refer to the "characteristic fibrotic condition of the lungs caused by in-

.̂ halation* of silicon dioxide dust or asbestos dust, as the case may be. I have

not heard of any particular difficulty arising from these definitions. Some

thought might be given, however, to whether or not the reference to nodulation

should or should not be made.

I have endeavored to point to some of the more important legal problems

that arise through the use of terms without definitions or where the definitions

used are not completely satisfactory. In illustration, specific reference to the

provisions of the laws of the various states and experience thereunder has been

made. While these are legal problems, lawyers of necessity must look to the medical

profession for their solution. I believe it would be of mutual benefit if in

formulating such terms and their definitions the medical profession kept some of

these questions in mind. Is there a general descriptive term that would cover

silicosis and other similar dust diseases and, at the same time, exclude non-disabling

*) conditions? What is and what should be covered under the term pneumoconiosis? These

and other questions will require an answer. It would be most helpful if such answers

were based on informed opinion reached after mature deliberation.
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accompanied by signs and symptoms, then what do we do with

those dusts which are inactive and give rise to no such

symptoms, if we can not refer to them as belonging to the

category of pneumoconiosis? Consider that for a bit.

In the introductory remarks of this panel, I

mentioned that the terms and definitions have interest to

fields of endeavor other than medicine, and so we have

asked the next member of our panel, Mr. Wagner, to present

his views. Mr. Wagner is Manager of the Casualty Department,

of the Association of Casualty and Surety Companies, New

York City, New York. Mr. Wagner.

BY MR. WAGNER:

Doctor Vorwald, Ladies and Gentlemen of this

Symposium: I, unfortunately, am going to have to stick

pretty close to this paper, and I realize that makes a

rather dry presentation, but if I start to bandy around

some of these medical terms, as a layman, I'm afraid I'm

going to get into trouble, so I might be in trouble anyway,

but I111 stick to what I have here.

(Mr. Wagner read his prepared paper, copyof

which is on file in the Saranac Laboratory).

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

You have heard the representative from the legal
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BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

You have heard the representative from the legal
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profession, and I think it is evident that that profession

is placing upon the medical group, the task, and pleading

for clarification and definitions of terms by the medical

profession, for use and application by the legal group.

They look upon the medical profession for those definitions

and that clarification.

Our next member on the panel comes to us from

England. Doctor Fletcher is Director of the Pneumoconiosis

Research Unit of the Medical Research Council in Cardiff,

Wales, and has had much experience with coal miners in

that area, and he is also a lecturer of the Post Graduate

School of Medicine, University of London, London, England,

and I'm happy to introduce to you Doctor Fletcher.

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: I'm in slight dif-

ficulties, since this is the first occasion on which I've

attempted to take part in a panel of this kind and I don't

know to what extent I'm expected to answer the questions

that Doctor Vorwald fired at me across the Atlantic, or

to what extent I can throw brickbats at the - some of the

remarks which I regard as highly debatable, which have

been made already this morning. I will attempt to combine

the two.

I have been pleased with the definition of

II__------- -



PNEUMOCONIOSIS RESEARCH UNIT.
Department of Medicine, - 1Rpsuao asMLI. Postgraduate Medical School of X saaAsmbxeE.

Hammersmith Hospital, London, X Jq 5j
Ducane Road, LONDON, W.12. 15th September, 1952

Dear Art,

I enclose my comments on your questions concerning
the definition and classification of terms pertaining to
pneumoconiosis. I have added an extra paragraph at the
end on pneumoconiosis without radiological change, which is
a problem upon which I should be glad to have the views of
the Panel.

If it is also suitable for the discussion, would
the following question be considered by the Panel?:-

"Since radiography provides the single most
important piece of evidence in the diagnosis of
pneumoconiosis, the present lack of agreement as to
the earliest characteristic radiological signs of
pneumoconiosis and as to the method of classification
of the more advanced stages,is an important source of
national and international confusion, Does the Panel
agree that if an international body, such as W.H.O.
or I.L.O. were to assemble sets of radiographs
derived from men working in some of the major pneumo-
coniosis-risk industries and were to circulate them
for classification to leading experts in different
countries, some measure of present agreenmnt and dis-
agreement would be obtained and that, in the light
of these findings, a conference of the experts
concerned might be able to agree upon a common system?
Later circulation of further sets of films might then
ensure that the system was being used in the same way
in different countries."

I am not sure whether this is an appropriate
topic for the Panel. I have been trying to stimulate
I.L.O. to do something about this question of radiological
classification for two years without success, but I think
it is possible that W.H.O. might be stimulated by a
resolution emerging from a Saranac Symposium.

Yours sincerely,
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G Pneumoconiosis

Strictly, pneumoconiosis means a "process
in the lungs caused by dust" and is theo3rtically initiated
when the first dust particlesbecomet lodged in the lung
parenchyma and causet.any reaction. For practical

purposes the definition of pneumoconiosis proposed by the
International Conference of the I.L.O. in Sydney in 1950

is reasonable: "Pneumoconiosis is a diagnosable disease of
the lungs produced by the inhalation of dust, the term
"dust" being understood to refer to particulate matter in
the solid phase but excluding living organisms". The
terms "diagnosable" here implies the presence of signs or

symptoms, but not always loss of function (paras. 5 and 27
of the report of the Conference). To me, the word "disease"
here implies any abnormal condition of the lungs. Itfis

always difficult to define just where normality ends and
abnormality begins. No sharp distinction can be drawn
between the accumulation of soot or dust in a town dweller's

lung and the earliest changes of coal pneumoconiosis, or
even silicosis. (1, 2). It would be reasonable in some
cases to speak of "town dwellers' pneumoconiosis". In

,scientific medicine the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis should

!thus be made as soon as any characteristic change can be
detected, whether this be clinical or radiological during
.life, or histological after death, so long as this change
ý can be reasonably attributed to the presence of dust. In

most forms of pneumoconiosis histological changes are the
first to appear, and radiological abnormality precedes the

appearance of clinical or functional changes by many years
(although in some forms of pneumoconiosis such as asbestosis
and byssinosis and, as I shall show later, in some cases of
coal pneumoconiosis, the reverse is true). These radio-

logical changes are due to dust in the lung which, for
scientific and logical reasons, must be regarded as con-
stituting pneumoconiosis.

The chief objection to applying the term pneumo-
coniosis to cases without disability is psychological. A

man may be told that he has pneumoconiosis on the grounds of

radiological evidence, and may then be disgruntled if he be

not granted compensation: or, in an area such as South Wales

where large numbers of men are seriously affected by the
disease, he may be alarmed by the diagnosis and develop
an anxiety state. It would, therefore, be advantageous to

have a separate term which could be used for non-disabling
pneumoconiosis, but since non-disabling and disabling pneumo-
coniosis are usually but different stages of a single patho-

logical process, it would be illogical in scientific medicine
to use separate terms. Moreover, the radiologist or

pathologist, as he classifies radiographs or sections of

lungs, cannot distinguish the disabled from the non-disabled
and must apply the term pneumoconiosis to all those in whom
he finds abnormality attributable to dust. We use the term
tuberculosis to cover both the healed apical scar and
extensive active disease; we distinguish the two by suitable
prefixes, and sensible doctors do not alarm their patients
by telling them that they have pulmonary tuberculosis when
they discover an apical scar in a routine radiograph.

For purposes of compensation it may be necessary
to define a limit of acceptable abnormality (whether clinical
or radiological) below which an official diagnosis of pneumo-- coniosis will not be made, above the lowest limit recognised



by special investigators. It might fe approf iat e to
describe pneumoconiosis of severity sufficient to merit

compensation as "compensatable pneumoconiosis , and to

define its limits for each form of pneumoconiosis in

appropriate histolfgical, radiological, clinical or
functional terms.

In the Pneumoconiosis Research Unit we have not

found it difficult to explain to a mai that his radiograph
"shows that he has been a miner, but does not show enough
dust to do any harm" and that be cannot therefore expect

compensation. In border-line cases also we have found no

difficulty in explaining that doctors may disagree with one

another in assessing the severity of the disease so that in

such cases, while application for compensation may be worth

making, the man must not be surprised if it fails despite
our own diagnosis of pneumoconiosis. We have found the

Welsh coal miner much more ready to accept the existence of

observer error among doctors than are members of the medical

profession themselves!

Active and Inactive Dusts

The pathological activity of a dust depends not

only on its chemical nature but also on its physical
characteristics, such as size-distibution, and upon the

dose adminstered, so that no simple classification of dusts

into active and inactive is possible. For example, a given
quantity of 20 Angstrom silica may be highly active if given
in a single large dose, but the same quantity may have no

effect at all if adminstered in small concentration over a

longer period.

It might be possible to reach a theoretically
sound classification of dusts according to their activity on
the basis of the relationship between the amount of material

retained in the lung and the degree of pathological change.
Thus, an active dust would be one in which the degree of

Lo/. pathological reaction at- its presence in the lung is great
in relation to the amout of retained material (e.g. silica

and beryllium) and an inactive dust would be one in which
the pathological change is relatively small (e.g. coal and

iron), but here we meet the difficulty that dusts such as
coal which would be classified as inactive per se may, in
combination with tuberculous infection, produce gross
pathological changes.

A vast amount of study would be required to

achieve anything but a rough classification along these
lines and it would still be of little practical use. As

I hope to show in my paper on the Epidemiology of Coal
Miners' Pneumoconiosis, we now have evidence that Welsh
anthracite or steam coal dusts produce much more pneumo-
coniosis in men exposed to them than do English bituminous
coal dusts in the same airborne concentration, and yet the
dgeree of fibrosis in the lungs of anthracite and bituminous
coal miners in relation to the amount of retained coal
does not appear to be very different.- These different
effects may be due to differences in the proportion of the
inhaled dust retained in the lung, the reason for which we
do not understand.

Any classification of dusts into active or
inactive on the basis of animal experiments may be
dangerously misleading. Coal dust was for years regarded
as harmless in Great Britain and is still so regarded in
Germany, largely because animal lungs do not show any
fibrotic response to inhaled coal dust, and yet the
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Silicosis

I am unaware of any difference of the meaning of

the words "disease" and "condition" in relation to silicosis.

I regard any pathological change attributable to free silica

as a form of silicosis. I distinguish the formation of

uniformly distributed,concentric,collagenous,fibrotic nodules

by the term "Classical nodular silicosis".

Terms for Specific Entities

The word silicosis should only be used when it

has been clearly demonstrated that the pathological changes

in the lung are attributable to the action of silica. So

far as I know this can only be done where the dust exposure

is to pure silica or where the reaction in the lung is of

the classinical type. For all other pulmonary disease due

to dust the word pneumoconiosis should be used, preceded by

the name of the dust or occupation by or in which the disease

is caused. The term cantiracoesilicosis" should be applied

only to those cases of classical silicosis in which there

are also deposits of coal inthe lungs (for example, rock

workers in coal mines) but should not be applied to the

ordinary coal workers' pneumoconioSis in which 
there is no

evidence that silica is responsible for the fibrosis.

Clarity is gained by using prefixes to the

general term "pneumoconiosis" for the pulmonary conditions
attributable to specific dusts.

Pneumoconiosis Without Radiological Change

In South Wales Professor Gough has occasionally

demonstrated cases of severe focal emphysema in simple

coal pneumoconiosis which must have been disabling during

life but which was unassociated with any radiological

abnormality. Dr. Hugth-Jones will show in his paper

tomorrow that the impairment of ventilatory 
function in

coal miners with simple pneumoconiosis is not 
closely related

to the severity of the radiographic changes 
and that coal

miners without any radiological abnormality appear, on the

average, to have impaired ventilatory capacity 
when compared

with non-miners of the same age. This impairmnnt is, in

some cases, associated with a tendency to bronchial 
spasm.

Whether this disability is attributable to 
dust inhalation

we cannot yet say. Further studies of much larger samples

of miners and of men from various other dusty 
and non-dusty

occupations will be required to establish its 
significance.

But these preliminary findings do suggest that

we may at present pay too much attention to 
the radiological

picture in deciding the question of compensation 
in simple

pneumoconiosis. It might be fairer to workers in dusty

occupations if we were to compensate respiratory 
disability

regardless of the radiological picture whenever this dis-

ability falls well outside the range of the normal at the

appropriate age and is not clearly attributable to other 
non-

occupational respiratory disease. Improvements in respiratory
function testswhich might enable the pattern of impaired

function in pneumoconiosis to be distinguished from that of
emphysema and chronic bronchitis,would greatly help in tnis
decision.

1. Davson, J. and Susman, W.(1937).J. Path.Bact., 45, 597

2. Harding, H.E.(1949) Proc. 9th Int. Congr. Industr. Med.1948
T--ni ý r-CIP
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The Significance of the word Pneumoconiosis

Strictly, pneuroconiosis means a "process in the lungs caused

by dust" and is theoretically initiated when the first dust particles

become lodged in the lung parenchyma and cause any reaction. For

praotical purposes the definition of pneumoconiosis proposed by 
the

International Conference of the I.L.O. 
in Sydney in 1950 is reasonable:

"Pneumoooniosis is a diagnosable disease of the lungs produced by the

inhalation of dust, the term 'dust' being understood to refer to

particulate matter in the solid phase but excluding living organisms".

The term 'diagnosable' here implies the presence of signs or symptoms,

but not always loss of function (peras. 5 and 27 of the report of the

Conference). To me, the word 'disease' here implies any abnormal con-

dition of the lungs. It is always difficult to define just where

normality ends and abnormality begins. No sharp distinction dan be

drawn between the accumulation of soot or dust in a town dweller's lung

and the earliest changes of coal pneumoooniosis, or even silicosis (1,2).

It would be reasonable in some cases to speak of 'town dweller's pneumo-

coniosis". In scientific medicine the diagnosis of pneumoooniosis

should thus be made as soon as any characteristic change can be detected,

whether this be olinical or radiological during life, qr histological

after death, so long as this change can be reasonably attributed to the

presence of dust. In most forms of pneumoooniosis histological changes

are the first to appear, and radiplogical abnormality precedes the

appearance of clinical or functional changes by many years (although in

some forms of pneumoconiosis such as asbestosis and byssinosis the reverse

is true). These radiological changes are due to dust in the lung and must

for scientific and logical reasons be regatded as constituting pneumoconiosis.

I feel there is some danger in using a definition based upon hist-

ological examination of lungs because it may encourage men to undergo lung

biopsy in order to obtain histological proof. Without lung biopsy a

histological definition cannot be logically applied during life.
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The only objection to applying the term pneumoconiosis to cases

without disability is psychological. A man may be told that he has pneumo-

ooniosis on the grounds of radiological evidence, and may then be disgruntled

if he be not granted compensation: or, in an area such as South Wales where

large rambers of men are seriously affected by the disease, he may be alarmed

by the diagnosis and develop an anxiety state, From this point of view it

would be advantageous to have a separate term which would be used for non-disabling

pneumoooniosis, but since non-disabling and disabling pneumoconiosis are usually

but different stages of a single pathological process, it would be illogical in

scientific medicine to use separate terms. Moreover, radiologists or pathol-

ogists, as they classify radiographs or sections of lungs, cannot distinguish

the disabled from the non-disabled and must apply the term penumoconiosis to every

case in which they find abnormality attributable to dust.

In the Pneumoconiosis Research Unit we have not found it difficult to

explain to a man that his radiograph "shows that he has been a miner, but does not

show enough dust to do any harm" and that he cannot theredore expect compensation.

In border-line cases also we have found no difficulty in explaining that doctors may

disagree with one another in assessing the severity.of the disease so that in such

oases, while application for compensation may be worth maklding, the man must not be

surprised if it fails despite our own diagnosis of penumoconiosis. (We have found

that the Welsh coal miner m is much more ready to accept the existence of observer

error among doctors than are members of the medical profession themselves) For

this reason I do notihink that there is any need to introduce a new term for non-

ccmpensatable pneumoconiosis.

For purposes of compensation it may be necessary to define a limit of

acceptable abnormality (whether clinical or radiologioal) below which an official

diagnosis of pneumoconiosis will not be made, and which may lie above the lowest

limit recognised by special investigators. It is for legislators to decide what

they want to have compensated - disability, loss of earning capacity, shortening

of life expectancy or what they will. It is then up to doctors to attempt to

devise means of measuring the factor that is to be 
compensated, and to show the

degree of accuracy with which it an be measured. At present legislators often

demand, and doctors are prepared to give, expressions 
of opinion which cannot be

supported by scientific evidence, particularly in 
relation to respiratory dis-

ability.

5B



We have also to consider whether a man can be disabled by pneumooon-

iosis without developing characteristic radiological signs. In South Wales

Professor Gough has occasionally demonstrated coal miners' lungs with severe

focal emphysema which must have been the cause of pulmonary disability during

life but which were unassociated with the radiological abnormality characteristic

of pneumoooniosis. Such cases, haowever, are very uncommon. Pulmonary disability

attributable to dust inhalation may also arise in hyssinosis and asbestosis without

any characteristic radiological changes. Dr. Hugh Jones will show in his paper

tomorrow that in the sample of miners and non-miners that we have studiedthe

miners without any radiological signs of pneumoconiosis appeared on the average

to have impaired ventilatory capacity when compared with non-miners of the same

age. This impairment was in some cases associated with a tendency to bronchial

spasm. Whether this disability is attributable to dust inhalation we cannot yet

say. The sample was a small one and the results may 
not be generally applicable.

Further studies of much larger samples of miners and men working in other dusty

and non-dusty occupations will be required to establish 
whether coaldust inhalation

can disable without causing radiological changes.

Our preliminary findings do suggest that we 
may at present rely too much

upon the radiological changes in deciding compensation for disability 
in simple

pneumoconiosis. Until we know more about the relationship between disability

and severity of radiological change from studies on large populations of miners

and ex-miners (not on hospital populations, men applying for compensation or

working populationst which are biased in relation to disability) we shall not be

able tosmy what emphasis should be placed on disability measured by clinical or

physiological methods and what emphasis should be placed on the radiological picture.

Active and Inactive Dusts

The pathological activity of a dust depends not only on its chemical

nature but also on its physical characteristics, such as size distribution, and

upon the dose administered, s9 that no simple classifioation of dusts into active

and inactive is possible. For example, a given quantity Vf 20 Angstrom silica may

be highly active if given in a single large dose, but the same quantity may have

no effect at all if administered in small concentrations over a longer period.

It might be possible to reach a theoretically sound classification of

dusts according to their activity on the basis of the relationship between the

amaount of material tetained in the lung and the degree of pathological change.

5 C



Thus, an active dust would be one in which the degree of pathological reaction

to its presence in the lung is great in relation to the amount of retained material

(e.g. silica and beryllium) and an inactive dust would be one in which the patholog-

ical change is relatively small (e.g. coal and iron), but here we meet the difficulty

that dusts such as coal which would be classified as inactive per se may, in combin-

ation with tuberculous infection, produce gross pathological changes.

Any classification of dusts into active or inactive on the basis of animal

experiments may be dangerously misleading. Coal dust was for years regarded as

harmless in Great Britain and is still so regarded in Germany, largely because animal

lungs do not show any fibrotic response to inhaled coal dust, and yet the inhalation

of doal dust has disabled more than 20,000 coal workers in South Wales during the

past twenty years.

Silicosis

Dr. Vorwald asked me whether silicosis is a "disease" or a "condition".

v I don't see any difference in the meaning of these two words. I regard any path-

ological change attributable to free silica as a form of silicosis. I distinguish

the formation of uniformly distributed concentric collagenous fibrotic nodules by

' the term "Classical nodular silicosis".

Terms for Specific Entities

The word silicosis should only be used when it has been clearly demon-

strated that the pathological changes in the lung are attributable to the action of

silica. So far as I know this can only be done where the dust exposure is to pure

silica or where the reaction in the lung is of the classical type. For all other

disease due to dust the word pneumoooniosis should be used, preceded by

,th'name of the dust or occupation by or in which the disease is caused. The term

"anthraco-silicosis" should be applied only to those cases of classical silicosis

: in which there are also deposits of coal in the lungs ( for example, rook workers

in coal mines) but should not be applied to the ordinary coal workers' pneumoconiosis

in which there is no evidence that silica is responsible for the fibrosis.

Clarity is gained in referring to the pulmonary conditions attributable

to specific dusts by using prefixes to the word pneumoooniosis, e.g. soot pneumo-

coniosis, talc pneumoooniosis etc.

1. Davson J. and Susman,W. (1937), J. Path. Bact., 45, 597.

2. Harding, H.E. (1949) Proc. 9th Int. Coangr. Industr. Med. 1948 Lond. p.692.



DR. VORNALD: It would appear that Dar. Fletchar would like to zestrict the

word pneumoconiosis to those conditions and dusts which produce disease.

He does not accept the assumption that there are inactive dust5 but considers

all dusts to be active depending, of course, upon concentra-.ion. He believes

that if the concentration of any dust is high enouglh, certain clinical signs

and perhaps symptoms wil.1 appear in individuals exposed to the dust. Have

I stated your views correctly, Dr. Fletcher?

- ' DR. FLETCHER: e No. > ^t<* - . - x

DR. VORWALD: Dr. Fletcher deplores the use of the tena anthraco-silicosis

and therefore is in agreement with some other panel raerbers Hlie would use

the word silicosis but would restrict it to those conditions w-ere the

presence of silica, crystalline free-silica, in the lung is proven. But

how do we prove that silica is present in the lung? Radiologically? By

biopsy and chemical analysis of the tissue? By the presence of silica in

the sputum or in the urine? Are we to rely only on ti-e occupational history

of exposure to silica and, ipso facto, conclude that exposure necessitates

the presence of silicosis? Are we to discard the observation that there is

individual variation in the way men respond to inhaled free silica, that

some men can be exposed for long periods of time and never develop silicosis?

Remarks by A. Jo Orenstein, M.D.

I am very7Xlad.................................-.................

/ ... / / /

. * * ** *** . ***r processs conc rned.
-r//l /



Discussion

DR. LANZA: I don't believe there is as much disagreement between us as we

might have expected. I differ with Dr. Sander on the broad use of the word

pneumoconiosis and I believe considerably more thought must be given to the

question of active dusts and inert dusts. We always think of kaolin a& an

inert dust yet Dr. Kenneth Lynch recently presented rae with the facts on

two fatal cases involving exposure to kaolin. He had the lungs for study.

Of courso, it was a question of dosage. These two men had worked 417 years

in the industry and had been almost smothered in kaolin. "To quibble as to

whether that kolin dust is an aciva/dust or an inactive dust does not get

g ry far. f

DR. GREENBURG: I would like to emphasize two points. The first point is

the change in our attitude toward many types of dust formerly considered

to be completely inert. Years ago we believed silica to be the only villain,

and I remember when the pathological effects of inhaled talc dust were

attributed to the few per cent of free silica in the diust. Today To know

that to be untrue and therefore I say we must keep an open raind and not

assert that any particular dust is completely free of damaging effect.

The second point, one which I emphasized before and which Dr. Orenstein

mentioned, is the fallaciousnes of reading too much into an X-ray picture.

You may look at an X-ray picture of the chest and see no nodulation, then

exaaine an X-ray picture of the lungs after they have been removed a utop-

sy and blown up and you will frequently discover that nodulation is present.

The X-ray picture is somstilraer most deceiving. The ciaracter and extent of

the pathology in the lungs,3 the respiratory incapacity aud the early roCent"-

genographic manifestaticns of dust inhalation bear no close ralationship to

-7 -



each other. I admit we may have no substitute for the X-ray but we must

be very careful in our interpretation based on the roentgenogram alone and

must try to use also careful industrial histories, studies of the dust, and

studies of the functional capacity to work.

DR. SANDER: I should like first to correct one mis-statement. It is
L

theoretically possible, of course, to inhale enough inert material to drown

one's self, but we have not seen in industry, at least in our area, concesn-

trations of dust sufficient to have that occur. We have seen extreme

* deposits of tin and of iron in *welders. Those welders had a terrific ex-

posure inside small tanks, yet none of them had symptoms, neither pulmonary

symptoms nor symptoms elsewhere. None had a measurable decrease in the

maximal breathing capacity; all had perfectly normal lung function. There-

fore in industry, at least out our way and so far as I knov in this country,

r  we have not had sufficiently high concentrations of inert material to pro-

duce disability or to cause any impairment of lung function. It is theo-

retically possible, of course, for very high concentrations to ba responsible

for impairment of lung function and Dr. Fletcher cited one case in which

there was probably an excessive concentration.

For the overall use of pneumoconiosis I still believe in conforming

to the generic meaning of words. I don't like to call an entity something

it isn't, yet we propose to limit pneumoconiosis to a fibrotic pneumoconiosis.

If that limitation be accepted, then another term will be needed to identify

the dust conditions which are truly benign and non-fibrogenic.

K MR. WAGHi:Ri From the legal standpoint the important thing is, idAat diis-

eases do we wish to 'iake compensable? For what diseases should indust:ry

o ' bear a rosponsibility for comaensation? We should fit the terms closest

8 -



to those diseases so as not to leave to the courts the interpretation of

those terms.

DR. FLETCHER: I think Dr. Sander has misunderstood me; I do not wish to

restrict the term pneumoconiosis to fibrotic changes. Pneumoconiosis is a

process in the lung and, theoretically, that process is initiated when the

first dust particle is engulfed by the first lung cell. But I hesitate

A about a statement that a dus o a /t4e/li,,oIY or three patho-

logical A4etKO The statcaent may be true, but I am a little disturbed about

it because ofpexperience - cc-* J
9Jr;4·uh^A l^CfcLA A6J e jt2.Cut!^ Cf . * -^^, &^- C*-c.S. ~j^Xr.4 C'-. C Le~ C4bi 4 4 ~ Or.4,

I shall have to disagree with Dr. Lanza that a pneumoconiosis must be

occupational. What would we say about a deep sea diver whose hobby was

sandstone and who got pneumoconiosis from his hobby?

DR. HUSSEY: I would like to emphasize that we are discussing a subject

about which our knowledge is most imperfect. Definitions at their best

are imperfect and in trying to formulate a definition of pneumoconiosis

we have a very coaplicated situation.

Since many people refer to Zenker as the originator of the word pneumo-

coniosis, I wauld like to point out that Dr. Zenker was a pathologist and

was not necessarily introducing a term. In almost the last paragraph of

his paper e'-.titled The Pulmonary Diseases Due to Inhalation of Dust he

stated thet rather than use that long-winded expression he would simply

use the wzrd pneumoconiosirt, which has the same meaning as the title.

Also, he was writing about In anatomical disease while all of you are talk-

ing about clinical disease.

The derivation of many vords in medical terminology is more remote

than thab of the term pneumoconiosis; for example, typhoid fever is a term

we derive from comparative ant statistical data and tuberculosis is a name

derived from the appearance o;' tubercles. The term pneumoconiosis must



mean, if we accept the way it was introduced, disease of the lung due to

the inhalation of dust. And since this is one of the few instances in medi-

cine in which our definitions have to stand a legal test - always a difficult

matter - it is important to have in our definitions not just vague words

but very definite expressions to indicate as nearly as possible the exact

meaning we wish to convey - whether an anatomical meaning or a clinical

meaning or a combination of the two. Finally, the definition should include

some statement that permits one to determine, insofar as is possible, the

disability, particularly its extent, associated with the pneumoconiosis.

DR. VORWALDs Dr. Fletcher pointed out that as soon as a particle of crystal- C

line free silica is deposited in the lung there is a cellular reaction,

0 T,0V ct& S -'\UO
7

ý\ ýf LLQp.. u, 4mA. I£6-US B Q.t,

However, the individual may present no evident clinical signs or symptoms

and the chest radiograph may appear normal. Quartz may be recovered from

the lung, thus indicating that the individual inhaled free silica. Patho-

logically, the lung may exhibit various degrees of cellular reaction, but

without the nodular lesions of silicosis. The point here is that the lung

manifests tissue reaction to inhaled silica. Obviously, a diagnosis of

silicosis cannot be made, since the definition of silicosis requires the

presence in the lung of nodular shadows that can be visualized radiographi-

cally or of nodular lesions in the lung. Thus, by definition the individual

does not have silicosis, but what does he have?

DR. BRODKINs In an individual whose roentgenogram shows nodulation but

who has no symptoms, is there or is there not loss of function? As a

thoracic surgeon I sometimes take out half a lung yet the patient, with all

that tissue removed, in symptomless from the standpoint of pulmonary dis-

ease. I should like to cite one case, that of a man of 21 who had been

- 10 -



TAKEN FROM PAGE 38.

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: I'm in slight difficulties,

since this is the first occasion on which I've attempted to take

part in a panel of this kind and I don't know to what extent I'm

expected to answer the questions that Doctor Vorwald fired at me

across the Atlantic, or to what extent I can throw brickbats at the-

some of the remarks which I regard as highly debatable, which have been

made already this morning. I will attempt to combine the two.

I have been pleased with the definition of



0^ pneumoconiosis proposed by the International Labor Office

Conference in Sidney two years ago, that pneumoconiosis is

a diagnosable disease of the lungs produced by the inhala-

tion of dust, the term dust being understood to refer to

particulate matter in the solid phase but excluding living

organisms.

The term diagnosable is later amplified in the

report as meaning the presence of signs or symptoms, with

radiological abnormality as being a sign, but not always

loss of function. To me, the word disease implies any

abnormal condition of the lungs.

Now, itts difficult to define where normality

leaves off and where abnormality begins. You can't draw )
any sharp distinction between the accumulations of soot

dust in a town dweller long in a smoky city such as Shef-

field, andthe early stages of pneumoconiosis, and, of

course Zenker and Schuller describe pneumoconioses in the

town dwellers in the apex.

But, I should think here, we want to increase the1

acceptance within the framework of medical knowledge of the|

statistician and if we do that, possibly even the lawyers

0 may follow us and recognize statistical concepts, and I re-

gard as abnormal, something which is two standard deviation'

away from the normal, and where we can measure that, we

j: should admit that as an abnormality or come to some

.1
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agreement as to what the number of standard deviations we

can admit are.

We can do that by surveying the normal population

and discovering the frequency of certain radiological pic-

tures, comparing them with the occupation we're interested

in, and we may even say the pathologists to start, can be-

come quantitative in their work so that they can follow sui

with the radiologists and the physiologists. The physic-

ians -- well, perhaps later, they too.

With regard to the pathological definition, that,

of course, is useless in life, and I do deplore, I must say

for legal purposes, a definition based on fibrosis which

can not be diagnosed without lung biopsy, because much as

I like my colleagues, the lung surgeons, I think they al-

ready have a tendency to be too enthusiastic.

For purposes of compensation, for scientific

purposes, I think we must be quite strict and recognize a

process in the lungs attributable to dust. Now, that is

pneumoconiosis, whatever the lawyers want us to say. It

is up to the lawyers to decide what they want to compensatei

Do they want to compensate a man for having an abnormal

radiograph or for being disabled? Let them say what it is

they want to compensate. Then the doctor, in his term,

can say how he will set so sort of limit, with, I plead,

the help of the statistician.

_________________________---- ___________________________ 
I--



One of the difficulties of the conflict between

the compensatable pneumoconiosis and scientific pneumo-

coniosis is psychological. The man who has pneumoconiosis,

diagnosed on a radiograph by one doctor, applies to compen-f

sation and is turned down and is then disgruntledor in an

area like South Wales, where there are hundreds - yes, tens

of thousands - of disabled men with pneumoconiosis, he de-

velops an anxietystate.

Well, I suggest that clever doctors needn't be

baffled by this any more than they are by tuberculosis. IfI

we diagnose, on a radiograph, a hemolytical scar, we don't

tell the man he has got tuberculosis. We ignore it, but

we make a record in our own notes that he has had tubercu-

losis; he has some sign of tubercular infection. The same

sign can be used in pneumoconiosis, and we have not found

Ii it difficult to explain to miners that they have dust in

their lungs, but that is not compensatable pneumoconiosis.

Most miners have signs of dust in their skin

where they have wounded the skin or have got dust in the

skin. We can explain it is not a dust disease; it is dust

in the skin. They have dust in the lung and they will ac-

cept that explanation.

Moreover, we have found the miner much more will-

ing to accept the fact that two doctors may disagree in

their opinion about an X-ray film than our doctors in service.



Active and inactive dusts, I don't think you can

make any distinction without so much specificationthat the

distinction loses any value. In the case of silica, a

clearly active dust, if given in high dose, the effect will!

be clearly shown, but the same quantity spread over a long

period of time will have no effedt whatever on an animal's!

life* Active or inactive? It depends on the dose.

And, for that reason, I am very much afraid of

Doctor Sander's statement about inactive dusts, that soot

is inactive* Krause and Gatner, recently in Germany, have

confirmed the observations of Locke, that men working exposed

to high concentrations of pure soot, 99.9 percent soot,

pure carbon, developed radiological abnormalities, and I

have seen them myself, identical with coal gas. Is soot

radiologically inactive? No, not if it's inhaled in so much

quantity that it displaces air from the lungs; solid

material up against air in the lungs will cause a radiol-

ogical picture, so soot is as radiologically opaque as

if edema fluid when it replaces that in the lung, and you see

the shadow, and I don't like the quotation of two or three

cases of tin oxide, barium oxide lungs and iron in the lungs

as evidence that no matter how much of these dusts these

I& men inhale, they would suffer no damage.

I could match Doctor Sander's pathological pic-

tures with coal miners lungs, with just about as much



43.

0 dust, just about as much reaction. All right, would argue

Doctor Sander, there is no such thing as a dangerous quan-

tity of coal dust. Coal is an inactive dust. Let him come

to South Wales and see what happens when the man inhales

enormous amounts or quantities of coal over long periods

of time. Then, indeed, there is a reaction.

And, I suspect that these diseases due to the

so-called inert dusts have their character determined very

largely by the quantity of dust that is inhaled, and that

any inert dust or so-called inert dust, simply because it

is not silica, as the usual meaning for the term, any such

inert dust inhaled in sufficient quantities, will cause

liability to disability, especially when complicated by

tuberculous infection.

Doctor Vorwald asked me, whether silicosis was a

disease or a condition. I'm afraid that these two words

have very little differennce in their meaning in Great

Britain. It's one of these meanings that are different, of

course, because we think we talk English and you think we

talk English and actually I think our languages are, in

some respects, different. But I would simply value the

0 distinction, if it is necessary, of classical nodular sili-

cosis as one particular form of silicosis, with the partic-j

ular process in the lungs strictly attributable to the

inhalation of silica, by which I mean crystalline free



I silica, and that is silicosis, and I think that silicosiseas

a term, should only be used, or the word should only be

used as aterm when silica can be quite positively, by irre-;

I futable scientific evidence, shown to be the cause of the

condition, and that is, as Doctor Sander said, why I object;

to the term anthraco-silicosis. It pre-supposes that sili-

ca has something to do with the pathology and leads to dan-i

gerous concepts, such as inGErmany, where they are express-

ing all the stone dusts in their mines, because it contains

silica. Thereby, they hope to prevent the anthraco-silicosis

which is being caused by the coal dust in their mines, to

which they pay still, no attention. A very dangerous term,

anthraco-silicosis.

One short point, I want to make, on the active

and inactive dusts, and that is I do deprecate very strong-

ly, any attempt to determine the activity of a dust on

animal experiments or rather the inactivity of a dust.

Coal dust, in our experience, has practically no pathologi-

cal reaction in the lungs of animals at all, but it has dis-

abled well over 20,000 coal miners in South Wales in the

last twenty years.

One last point, and that is pneumoconiosis with-

out radiological change. In coal pneumoconiosis, Professor

Goff has shown lungs obviously severely injured by coal

dust, in which, during life, there has been no radiological.



abnormality, and Doctor Hugh-Jones will show you, in his

paper, tomorrow afternoon, I hope, that coal pneumoconiosis

is very simply related, until massive fibrosis intervenes.

In simple pneumoconiosis with just a few mottlings, there

is no relation between the severity of the radiological

change and the disability.

In Great Britain, a man has to show radiological

abnormality during life to be admitted to compensation, and

I think that it might perhaps be fairer to admit any miner

who shows a significant deviation from normal pulmonary

function to compensation, regardless of the radiological

change. In that way, a few men who would be disabled by

ordinary emphysema and bronchitis, had they not been coal

miners, they would be given compensation, but personally,

I would prefer that, ethically, from - to the present sys-

tem which certainly debars some men who are disabled by

coal dust from being admitted to compensation.

Thank you. (Applause).

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

It seems to me we're really rolling along now.

We're getting to the point where the noon hour is coming,

but yet we're approaching the most interesting part of this

discussion. I amtempted to say to you, let's go without

our lunch and carry on, but I don't think that would be
'I- - - - - - - - -- - - - - ~ - -~
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agreeable to all of you.

It would appear, from my interpretation of what

Doctor Fletcher said, he should like to restrict the word

'pneumoconioses' to those conditions, to those dusts which

produce disease, but I gather that he does not recognize

that there are inactive dusts, that all dusts are active,

of course, depending upon, as he said, concentration. If

the concentration is large enough, then there will appear

certain clinical signs and perhaps symptoms in this indi-

vidual who has been exposed to those high levels of concen-

tration of any dust. Am I correct, Doctor Fletcher?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Yes.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

He also would like to emphasize that he deplores

the use of the term tanthraco-silicosis' and thus is in

agreement with some other members of the panel. He would

use the word 'silicosis', but restrict it in a sense to

those conditions where the presence of silica, free crys-

talline silica is actually proven clinically.

Then, I ask the question, again, for considera-

tion, how do we prove that silica is present in the lung?

SBy biopsy? Can we see it radiologically? Is it in the

sputum? Do we fine it in the urine? Or must we rely upon

the occupational history, that this man has had an exposure?:

-7 __________ -~ -----
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Then are we to discard the observation which I think is

valid that there is individual variation in the way men re-

spond to free crystalline silica, that some can be exposed

for longer periods of time and never manifest evidence of

silicosis?

I put the question again: If, then, silicosis is

to be used and to be restricted only in instances where free

crystalline silica - the presence of free crystalline sili-

ca can be proven, then how do we prove it?

The discussion of these papers, before we again

turn the discussion back to the panel members, and to the

audience, will be led by Doctor Orenstein, who perhaps

comes from the greatest - from the greatest distance away,

to join us in this Symposium. Doctor Orenstein is Chief

Medical Officer of the Rand Mines in Johannesburg of the

Union of South Africa. Doctor Orenstein.

BY DOCTOR ORENSTEIN:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: I'm afraid

that any attempt on my part to lead this discussion would

I be to take up much more time than you have at your disposal,'
and strain your patience beyond almost endurance.

If you followed at all what has been said up to

i now, you will have grasped the extreme complexity of this
1i question. I have had very little time to prepare for this,
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because my masters gave me very little notice about coming

here and I didn't really know at the time, what was expect-I

ed of me. However, I thought that perhaps I might take up

a side of thequestion which is the - from my point of view,

a practical one, and that is definition from the point of

view of the person who has to certify for compensation, that

is to say the question which was in some respect dealt with

then by Mr. Wagner.

If one is to attempt to deal with the point, with

the definition itself, from the pathological and clinical

point of view, strictly medical point of view, one enters

a very wide field indeed. To attempt to add to the defi-

nitions, the importance of exact definition from the certi-

fying physician's point of view, is indeed a very wide

field also.

Now, South Africa is a little, small country,

but it has had experience with legislation on pneumoconiosis!

ji or strictly speaking, silicosis, of some forty years today,

and there it was the experience in legislation, of attempts

at definition of terms, over numerous acts, as Mr. Wagner

mentioned in the days of certain of the states, where again

and again, attempts were made to clarify the position for

the benefit of the certifying physician.

The first question that arises immediately is, of

course, what does one mean by disease. That, in itself,
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is a problem which could be discussed at considerable

length. From the clinical - pathological point of view,

of course, it was laid down a century ago, by Wilhelm, that

it is an abnormality of cells, but you can have abnormality!

of cells, as you all know, in an area, or in an organ with-

out having any disability whatsoever, and, therefore, dis-

ease, in the sense of the person who has to decide that

something exists in an individual for which he has some

- for which he has to receive compensation.

- We, I think, or those of us who have to consider

legislation from the point of view of compensation, must

bear in mind two important and somewhat opposing points of

view. One is that if you don't define a disease, an indus-

trial disease, with great exactitude, or with as much exact-

itude as you can manage, grave injustice would be done or

might be done on the one hand, to the man who suffers from

the disease, such as has been the case on a large scale in

South Wales, or you might, in the case of certain industries,

damage the prosperity of that industry by excessive compen-

sation being paid out, and therefore, in our concept, in

South Africa, we consider pneumoconiosis, silicosis, an

incapacity of some sort, a disability of some sort.

Now, the legiwlation of South Africa has started

with the Act of 1912, when it was first thought that diseasel

existed which was due to quartz, and at that time, two
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stages of disease were defined and at that time, it was, of

course, called 'Miners' Phthisis', and the first definition

was: "Miners' Phthisis shall mean silicosis of the lungs".

Certain benefits are awarded when there is no serious or

permanent impairment, or more if there is serious or per-

manent impairment. No mention was made of tuberculosis.

Four years afterwards, it was - the legislation

was amended, and it was then said that, for the purposes

of this Act, the expression 'Miners' Phthisis' means sili-

cosis of the lungs, and tuberculosis means tuberculosis of

the lungs or of the respiratory organs.

Now, here it may be strange to an American audi-

ence to appreciate how the acts are drafted. In our draft,

you start off by defining in the beginning of the act, ever5

term that you use, as if it were a dictionary, and it is

that definition that fixes the attitude of the Compensation

Board toward the particular individual's troubles.

Now, in 1916, tuberculosis was included and became

compensable, whether associated with or without silicosis.

Then, it was realized that the definition which was used

then was not satisfactory, and a much more elaborate one

Swas introduced three years afterwards under t[e so-called

Consolidating Act, and a radical change was made.

At this stage - in this Act, a third stage of

silicosis was recognized and that is the so-called ante-
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primary stage, now called the first stage.

The ante-primary stage was then defined, when it

is found by the Bureau, that is to say the medical examin-

ers, that physical gigns of damage to the lungs, short of

definite physical signs of silicosis - SHORT OF DEFITNITE

PHYSICAL SIGNS OF SILICOSIS - have become evident, and that!

such damage has supervened during and in consequence of em-

I ployment in a scheduled mine; and then the primary stage,

with a certain amount of disability, and the secondary

stage with more disability. I have no time to read these

without detaining you too long.

Now, the ante-primary stage was introduced when

a condition, ill-defined condition became compensable. The

reason for that I don't want to go into at the moment be-

yond saying in a word that the idea was then that if you

remove the man from exposure to dust early enough, the dis-

ease would not progress and, therefore, the man would be

| able to locate himself in some other occupation, and inci-

dentally, the people who were responsible for payirghe

Scompensation would be relieved of the higher compensation

which, in the secondary stages, meant pension for life and

S a pension to the widow or dependents. That, of course, in

the event neither of these expectations proved to be correct.

We all know now that at least in relation to SI 0 no

Smatter how early you remove a person, a certain progression



takes place.

In 1920, in giving evidence before a Parliament-

ary Commission that dealt with this subject, I expressed

very strongly the view that they barked up the wrong tree

and that they passed legislation which, in itself, was not

reasonable and that they expected medical men to possess

occult or supernatural powers in making a diagnosis of some-

thing which didn't exist*

Then, in 1925, an act was passed in which the

ante-primary stage was defined, the earliest detectable

specific signs - physical signs, of silicosis, and there-

after, the whole of the compensation question became be-

devilled by this word 'specifict, because the interpretatior

was made that specific meant radiological, radiological and

nothing else.

Well, this went on for some considerable time

until it became clear, as was said a while ago by several

speakers, that the radiological signs do not necessarily or,!

for that matters, frequently even, bear any relation to

disability, and so it came about last year, that the Miners

Union memorialized the Government and said that unless a

radical change is made in the function of the Government

Bureau of Medical Examiners, they would boycott the Bureau.

The effect of that would have been a general strike, of

course, because it is a crime to employ any person in a

i- .~I________________ _ ._ _ ^_ ^^_



Sdusty occupation in South Africa who is not possessed of a

certificate of being free from silicosis and tuberculosis,

which he has to supply at periodic intervals.

Now, as a result of that, a Commission was appoint-

ed under the chairmanship of a Judge of the Supreme Court,

and they made certain recommendations with regard to alter-

ations in the act. Meanwhile, something had to be done to

placate the Miners' Union, and rapidly, an amendment to the

Silicosis Act was passed at the last session of Parliament

early this year, or the middle of this year, in which anend-,

ment - an amendment was passed named 'Pulmonary Disability'.

Pulmonary Disability was defined very loosely as

something or other which a man might acquire by working in

a dusty occupation, but which is not silicosis, but which

disables his lungs or his heart or lung and heart. That

was passed while the Commission was in session and before

the Commission was ready to advise with regard to the best

way of amending the act and the definition.

Well, that particular amendment will probably be

thrown out at the next session of Parliament and a new defi-i

nition will be introduced.

SI - you already had quoted to you the Sydney def-

inition of pneurroconiosis with which I entirely agree. I

thought I told you briefly about our difficulties, because

they are difficulties which apply or might apply to anybody
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in any country that attempts legislation of dust disease of

the lungs, damage to the lungs due to working in dust.

We have - the Commission of which I happen to be

a member, felt that the definitions should be to the effect

that -- I'll read to you just this much if you'll forgive

me; it won't take more than a few minutes -- it first of

all stated in the definition of terms that the word 'Sili-

cosist as used in the Act means any pneumoconiosis whatso- I

ever, the word silicosis, so you turn this around and talk

of a pneumoconiosis, but then Mr. Wagner and some of the

lawyers here realize that when you have had a number of

previous acts and you have to make an amendment, it is al-

ways dangerous to change the name of the act, because the

effect - it might effect previous decisions of the court on!

previous compensation, to the particular technique of say-

ing silicosis means pneumoconiosis, you might just as well

have said if the word 'John Smith' is used in this Act, it

will mean pneumoconiosis, it will have the same effect,

And they defined it in these stages or proposed

to the Government that the three stages be defined as follows:

That a person shall be deemed to be or to have

been suffering -- that is to say on post-mortem -- from

silicosis:

(a) In the first stage when the Bureau has found

during life the earliest signs of silicosis demonstrable by
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radiological or any other appropriate examination, or when

the Bureau has found demonstrable permanent impairment of

respiratory or cardio-respiratory function; or when the

Bureau has found post-mortem early lesions of silicosis or

chronic bronchitis and/or its sequelae. Provided that the

impairment of the respiratory or cardio-respiratory func-

tion or the chronic bronchitis and its sequelae shall, in

the opinion of the Bureau, be permanent and have resulted

from the performance of work in a dusty occupation and

shall have been found within a period of twelve months

since the person last worked in a dusty occupation.

Then, it proceeds to define the second and third

stages on the basis of incapacity for exertion.

The Commission remarked, in defense of its pro-

posal, that "This definition has been drafted with the view

to removing as much ambiguity as is possible and at the

same time leaving the Bureau the same amount of latitude

in exercising the science and art of diagnosis as must be

left to those called upon to deal with a subject which is

by no means either static or easy.

"The words 'specific", 'moderately marked' and

S'markedt have been deliberately omitted from the proposed

definitions as being vague and too much the subject of a

variety of personal interpretation, and because their use

tends to over-emphasize the radiological findings and to
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obscure the overwhelming importance of incapacity workv4--

for work.

"Furthermore, the words 'cardio-respiratory' are

brought into the definition in order to indicate as clearly

as may be that such affections of the lungs as are usually

present in at least the later stages of silicosis cannot

be dissociated from cardiac disfunction.

"The word 'exertion' has been substituted for the

words 'manual workt in order to indicate that what is to be

assessed is loss of power for sustained muscular effort."

0 *Now, finally I just want to say one word in empha-

sis of what has been said before, and because of our rather

unfortunate experience, and that is we must bear in mind

the danger of trying to use the radiograph as a measure of

disability, as a measure of disability, as a measure of a

man's impairment of function, except in a very highest de-

gree of fibrosis; it is no measure of disability whatsoever

and should not be used as such.

I have seen in many law suits, as long as I have

experienced, and it is a long experience, any number of

people, and such people brought before the Commission, who

0 radiologically, showed practically no signs, very very

early signs of striation or slight nodulation, who were in-

valids in every sense of the word, hardly able to do any-

thing, certainly would have been handicapped if you asked

1------ __ ------- 
_ _ ._-- ---
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0 them to walk rapidly down this room, and we have seen
people with advanced nodulation, massive fibrosis of por-

tions of the lung, who are playing a very good game of

tennis, and those are extremes, of course, but what I sug-

gest to you gentlemen is that, after all, we, as industrial

medical men, must be deeply concerned with the question of

doing substantial justice to the people who look to us, as

medical men, to advise those who draft legislation which

may mean the propserity of a person or, at least may mean

a person not being thrown into the utmost depths of poverty,1

because he - because somebody quibbled about the wording of

a law or somebody has quibbled about what should be done

to establish that man's ability to earn a living, or on the

other hand, his entitlement to compensation for something

that has happened whilst he was directly or indirectly in

the service of the nationi

We can not escape that, and to satisfy ourselves

merely with purely medical, clinical, pathological defini-

tions, does not - is not substantial justice to the task,

the duty which is thrown upon us as industrial medical men.

(Applause).

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

The meeting is now ready for the rebuttal, may I

say, by the members of the panel who have heard one another i

ii~ -- --- ------- ------.-
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express their views, and the first one to call upon is

Doctor Lanza. Do you have anything to add, Doctor Lanza,

any other remarks?

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

I don't think I have anything to add; I don't

think there is as much disagreement between us as we might

have expected. I differ with Doctor Sander on the broad

use of the word 'pneumoconiosis' and I think a lot more

thought has to be given to the matter of inert dusts or

active dusts. I don't know whether Doctor Kenneth Lynch

is in the audience or not, but not long ago, he presented

to me the facts on two cases, two fatal cases of kaolin.

Well, now, we always think of kaolin as an inert dust, yet

here were two men who have died. He had the lungs, so he

knew what he was talking about,

Well, of course, it comes back, just as one of

the speakers said, to the question of dosage. These two

men had worked forty-seven years in the industry, each one

of them, and they had little - they had been smothered or

drowned in kaolin. Now, to quibble as to whether that is

dust, inert or active dust, I don't think, gets us very

far. I don't think I have anything else to add.

BY DOCTOR VORWIALD:

Doctor Greenburg?

BY DOCTOR GREiEBURG:



Sj Mr. Chairman, I don't think there is any great

area of difference between the speakers here this morning.

I think perhaps some of us have one or two points of dis-

agreement with Doctor Sander, but I think that will all be

straightened out after we get the record and read it over

and discuss it a little more between ourselves*

I would only like to emphasize two points. I

first came to Saranac in about 1921, if I remember correctly

or possibly '22. Doctor Gardner was then just beginning to

get interested in the dust question and I had been working

for a year or two on the Public Health Service. I started

in April, 1918 to be exact, and I came up here and we spent

time in the laboratory doing some foolish things. Among

others, we put salicic acid down the nostrils of some guinea

pigs to see what happened, Of course, you know what hap-

pened, most of them drowned, but anyway, one thing that did

emerge over the period of years was this, that Itve seen a

change in our attitude toward many different types of dusts

which, at the beginning, we thought were completely inert.

At that time, silica was only supposed to be the

only villain in the picture, and I remember the time when

the question of talc dust, the effect of talc dust was brought

up End it was said that the pathological effects of respir-

ation of talc dust were due to three - two or three or four

percent of free crystalline silica, and today we know that
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0 to be completely untrue, so I would say that 
anything we

do, we mist keep an open mind and 
not say that this or that

dust is completely free of damaging effect, 
because time has

proven us wrong again and again and 
again, the last time

with the coal dust studies in South Wales.

And, the other point which I should 
like to em-

phasize is this point which has been 
mentioned by Doctor

Orenstein, in which I believe I mentioned 
before, and that

is the fallaciousness of attributing, reading 
too much into

an X-ray picture. If you look at an X-ray picture of the

0 chest and you see that there is no nodulation present, 
and

then wait until the autopsy of the lungs, 
taken out and

blown up, and take an X-ray picture of the 
lungs, you will

very frequently see nodulation present 
there, and I say

that the difference between the early stages 
of dust inhal-

ation and incapacity, bear no co-relation to each 
other,

just as Doctor Orenstein has said, and that 
the Xpray pic-

ture is sometimes most deceiving, and I admit 
we may not

have any tool to substitute for it, but we must 
be very

careful in our interpretations based on 
X-ray pictures and

try instead to use the X-ray picture,careful 
industrial

SI histories and laboratory studies on 
the dust and studies of

the functional capacity of the work. Thank you.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Doctor Sander?

-- -- ---- -- ~~~~it ------ ---
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0 BY DOCTOR SANDER:

I seem to be in the minority on the overall use

of pneumoconiosis, and before I talk about that, I would

like to correct one misstatement. I fully agree that you

can inhale enough, I mean it's theoretically possible to

inhale enough inert material to drown yourself; there is no

question about that. We have not seen, in industry, suf-

ficient concentrations of dust to have that occur, at least

not in our area, and we have these extreme deposits of tin

and iron in the welders, for example. Those welders have

terrific exposure, inside of small tanks, and yet none of

them had symptoms, none of them have had symptoms elsewhere,

None of them had a measurable decrease in the maximal

breathing capacity, perfectly normal lung function, so that

in industry, out our way at least, and as far as I know in

this country, we have not had sufficiently high concentra-

tions of inert material to cause any impairment of lung

function or disability. I say it's theoretically possible,

of course, and Doctor Fletcher cited one case where it

probably was such an excessive concentration.

But, for the overall use of pneumoconiosis, I

still believe in staying with the generic meaning of words.

It m a purist in that regard. I don't like to call somethin

what it isn't, and here we are, going to limit a pneumoconiq-

sis to fibrotic pneumoconioses, and what do we call theseU- -----
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others which we have been able to show, and many others

have shown have been truely inert. I throw out that ques-

tion and I think maybe we might get an answer before the

week is over.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Mr. Wagner? Dick?

BY MR. WAGNER:

Well, Itll just say one sentence from here. I

don't think there is anything else I can add to what I've

said. I think, from the legal standpoint, the important

thing is, as has been pointed out, what diseases are we go-

ing to make - what do we want to make - compensable? What

are the diseases for which industry should bear a responsi-

bility for compensation? And then let's see if we can fit

the terms closest to them, so as not to leave the courts to

construe those terms.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Charles?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I think Doctor Sander has misunderstood me. I

don't want to restrict the term 'pneumoconiosis' to fibrotiq

changes, Pneumoconiosis is a process in the lung, and I

P think, theoretically, that process is initiated when the

first dust particle is engulfed by the first lung cell. You

can't get away from it, that's when the process is first



initiated. It becomes done, of course, when Doctor Vorwald

can say there is a deviation from normal; I can say there

is a significant deviation; Doctor Hugh-Jones can say there

is a deviation, clinically, but you can say they are all

pneumoconioses, right from the engulfment of the first

particle by the cell. I want to make that quite dlear.

All I hesitate about is the statement that a dust

is inert on two or three pathological cases. It may be

quite true, I'm not denying it is true, I'm just quite

frightened of it because of similar experiences in relation

to coal.

The other point that I'd like to make, and that

I tried to make earlier, is that I do strongly disagree

with Doctor Lanza that a pneumociniosis must be occupational.

Perhaps he has a vested interest there. What would we say

to a deep sea diver whose hobby was sandstone and who got

pneumocibniosis from his hobby?

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

There is an announcement that Doctor Parker is

wanted on the phone, call 154, Doctor Parker.

That brings us then to participation from the

floor. Now, what are your questions, what are your comments?

Doctor Hussey?

BY DOCTOR HUSSEY:

I'd like to say a word or two about one or two of:
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the matters that I made notes about. I don't want to be -

I don't want to appear to be - I'm not, but I don't want to

appear to be pedantic about this,

In the first place, I would like to emphasize

that it has been - or give further emphasis to the fact that

we are discussing a subject about which our knowledge is

most imperfect. Now, does anybody disagree with that?

Definitions at their best are imperfect, so we have a very

complicated situation to try to formulate a definition,

Then I'd like to say a word in defense of Doctor

Zenker. So many people used the word 'pneumoconiosis' and

refer to Zenker as having originated it. I'd like tocall

your attention, if you don't know it, to the fact that Doc-

tor Zenker was a pathologist and he was not necessarily in- 1

troducing a term. If you will read his paper, you will findr

the very last sentence, almost in the last paragraph, the

title of his paper was "The Pulmonary Diseases Due to In-

halation of Dust", and he said rather than to use this long-

winded expression, I will simply use the word 'pneumoconio-i

sis', which means the same thing. That's the way the Greeks

say it, and I won't go into the Greek about it; you can find

some Greek scholar for that, but that's the dope.

Now, he was talking about an anatomical disease,

not clinical disease. All of you are talking about clinical

disease. Don't, then, blame it on Zenker. If he were here,
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today and he knew the story about Mary's little lamb that

went to Pittsburg, I'm sure he'd speak of it that way*

Now, also in making these various definitions, we

have to keep in mind that, in most instances, if you look

into the origin of our terms that we use in medicine, they

are much less secure than is the term pneumonoconiosis, w1i h

I think must be, if you're going to accept the original

way in which it was introduced, mean diseases of the lung

due to the inhalation of dust.

Typhoid fever is a term we derive from comparative

and statistical data. Tuberculosis is a disease that we

derive from the appearance of tubercles, and finally, I'd

like to indicate to you, the need, in thinking about all of

these matters of definition especially, and this is one of

the few, if not the only instance in medicine, I don't mean

the pulmonary dust diseases, but occupational diseases,wheri

our definitions have to stand a legal test and that's always

a difficult matter, but I do think it's very important for

us to keep-in mind that we must have in our definitions,

not just vague words, but very definite expressions to in-

dicate as nearly as is possible, the exact meaning that we

wish to convey, whether it's an anatomical meaning or whether

it's a clinical meaning or whether it's a combination of the

two, and then finally, since the one consideration that's

of particular importance involved in all of these matters,
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is the question of disability, the definition should also

far as it's possible, the disability and the extent of it in

connection with that disease.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Doctor Fletcher cited the fact, in agreement with!

Doctor Sander, and I saw Doctor Sander shake his head, that

as soon as a particle of free crystalline silica is depos-

ited in the lung, there is a cellualr reaction. In study-

ing these many cases which come to us here, there is always

the problem, in my own mind, and that is looking at tissue,

I see that cellular reaction. Maybe one particle of free

crystalline silica, maybe more particles. There is a re-

action there of the lung to free crystalline silica. How-

ever, there has never been any evident clinical signs or

symptoms. The radiograph appears normal; there are no

respiratory symptoms. We know the man has been exposed to

free crystalline silica. We can recover free crystalline

silica from the lung which may or'may not mean a thing, and

the real problem then is, does this man have silicosis. I

am aware, as you are, of our definition of silicosis, that

if a man is in the presence of brief nodular shadows, radio-

graphically,and nodular lesions in the lung; yet here we

have this case where frequently silica particles are in

cells within the lung and there is cellular damage, yet
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what we see does not conform to our definition. Does this

man have silicosis? Those are some of the problems.

Again, it is open to the floor. Doctor Brodman?

BY DOCTOR BRODMAN:

May I speak from here? I am one of these intrepid

thoracic surgeons that Doctor Fletcher referred to in a very

hesitating manner. I can not help but think, we speak of

looking at an X-ray, with nodulation, and since there 
are

no symptoms, is there loss of function or isn't 
there?

Now, sometimes it becomes my duty to take out a half 
a lung.

Now, there is no question at all in that case, 
that there

is loss of pulmonary tissue, or I might say destruction 
of

pulmonary tissue and still that patient without, 
or with a

half a lung gone, is absolutely simulous from the stand-

point of pulmonary disease.

I should like to cite one case to which Doctor

Fletcher referred, and that is a case of a young man of 
21

who had an exposure ti silica, and had diffused nodulations

throughout both lungs, and six experts gave six different

diagnoses. I must confess it remained, it was left to me

as the thoracic surgeon to take out a small piece of lung

which did not involve too much surgery or excessive danger

to the patient, aside from the fact that he was quite dis-

mayed, and somewhat anxious, but with that piece of lung,

we were able to very, very definitely determine that the man



had sarco-silicosis.

BY DOCTOR-VORWALD:

Doctor Merewether, would you care to say anything?

I call upon Doctor Merewether because, during recent days,

we have had considerable discussion about these things, and

Doctor Merewether whom you will hear later on in the Sym-

posium is also a guest at the Symposium coming from England

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: The most

expert exposition of this subject this morning has, as I

expected, served not to show grievance so much, as to throw

up differences in the various aspects that the people have

to deal with in this matter. I have not prepared anything

on it, and I feel rather like the new tenth husband of the

famous film star, in a very humble and embarrassed position,

but more particularly, because - and more particularly be-

cause I feel that I can't give you any answers.

Doctor Raymond Hlussey implies that the Greeks may

have an answer to these things, but I think we should better

get down to the real priorities in this discussion, as much

as possible, as must be obvious to all of us. The important

thing is or the important things are really - first prior-

ities are prevention and compensation for those unfortunate

enough to get the disease, and its nomenclature and defi-

nitions which enable these matters to be facilitatedg~~~ - -. _.__ -_ --.-. ______ ___ ____-___



forwardly and these are more important that academic pro-

tection, and moreover, we can't expect total prevention of

these diseases, but only a proportion, and you, no doubt,

will come along way in this in the course of the future, but

we must try and keep up to these things in practical prior-

ities.

Therefore, since - since the word 'pneumoconiosis*

in the industries and amongst the people who suffer from

the disease, has a most sinister meaning, I deplore the

use of the word except in medical circles, to indicate

something that does not cause disablement, sickness or

death. Now, it's unfortunate really, that the word has come

to stay. It's been in existence so long, but it is very

necessary for operational purposes that we should know what

it means, as all the speakers have pointed out.

Now, there are three types in general, of people

who consider or who have to consider the word 'pneumocon-

iosist. The widest conception of it is that of the man who

is not the least bit interested, the intelligent layman,

the doctor whonis specializing in some other - highly

specialized in some other line of business, who uses it

merely meaning a dusty lung, but it sounds better to call

it 'pneumoconiosis'.

The second is a wide definition and a particular

definition like that adopted - adopted by the ILO, some years
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I age. This is important that the ILO has to adopt a high

definition, so as to enable, in your somewhat infrequent

discussions that they have dealing with particular subjects

like pneumoconiosis, there is opportunity to expand, follow

expert knowledge and focus research and compensation laws

and prevention laws, and so forth, in the right direction.

The third and more narrow types of definition are

those which we commonly use in different forms in different

states in different countires. They will probably always

vary for other reasons, amongst themselves. In England, we

have a rather tight definity, which in itself, has varied

since 1925, 1925, the first main definition of these things,f

and that is likely to vary again as more knowledge comes

along.

At the present moment, pneumoconiosis is defined

as fibrosis of the lungs due to silica dust, as bestos dust

or other dust, and includes the condition known as dust

reticulation of the lungs.

Now, that is for a particular purpose. It is

something that expert chest physicians in your country, my

country, and so forth, understand what it means, because

they have seen so many cases and they can apply it with

justice. The word 'other dust', if there was another dust,

then it would have to be scheduled separately and that is

what is causing the trouble at the moment. Berylliosis at



at the moment, for instance, is presently being compensated&

as beryllium poisoning.

Now, it is important to have a definition for

compensation purposes, which can be applied by specialists

in the field, for the reason that compensation is something

for a - in this case, it's something for a devastating dis-

ease, and those people should be paid equivalent for it, those

that get it. It is just to compensate them for such a

disease.

It is also unjust to compensate somebody who has

not got the disease, by making the definition too wide. In!

our law, we also have a method, a provision in the Indus-

trial Injuries Act which provides for prescribing a disease

with retrograde effect, a very unusual thing in any legis-

lation, that enables one, as soon as evidence is found of

the occupational character of any disease, evidence that

satisfys the criteria just mentioned, it can be scheduled

and people who have got the disease, after it is, you know,

on the list, can be compe nsated.

Now, I said I was going to add a few bits and

pieces to the difficulties. Is carsinoma due to actual

trioxide dust, or nickel, if nickel is the cause, dust, or

the bichromates pneumoconiosis. This is not a pneumoconiosis

by our own definition, so we have to put it in the Acts

separately.
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Now, mixed-dust, some people suggest we should

put the dust on, but here surely we should have further

information from the experts in minerology, and geology,

because you could have mixed dusts which are deliberately

mixed, and they produce, as everybody knows, very mixed typ s

of X-ray appearances. Then you can have mixed dusts which

are mixed in some areas of the country and not in others,

Thus, you can have a pure talc, or so-called talc, French

chalk, call it what you like, which has no free silica in

it.

Yet, I have seen, I remember the last time I was

here ten years ago, through the courtesy of my old friend,

that great man, that lovable great man, LeRoy Gardner, a

slide of a lung which in the literature was labeled talc

pneumoconiosis, and it was pretty obvious that the man died

of silicosis, and asbestosis together, whatever else the

talc did. It was obvious to anybody. He didn't label it

that.

Now, the quiet agreement that a thing is called

inert, may be illustrated by Roy Gardner's magnificently

illuminating deliberations, that dust if inhaled, may cause

damage to the lung in spite of being classed as active or

inert dust, and lastly, the main dust that causes disability,

in disease, we know, and if we can get a nomenclature suit-

I able for them, we have achieved a priority, which will cause
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or help justice to be done to those known cases* It may

do a little damage to the researchers who are looking into

the epoch type, but it is more important to see that justice

is done and do it quickly.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Are there other questions or comments from the

floor? (No response).

We have had a discussion of disease, what is dis-

ease. Anyone wish to comment as to their interpretation of

a disease. Doctor McCann, really, you should say something

about it. Doctor Werner, care to make a remark?

BY DOCTOR "MeCANiN:

This is a very difficult question towhich to

address oneself. As a clinician, I think we have to relate

the word disease to the occurrence of symptoms and we must

realize, at the outset, that disease in the sense that

symptoms occur, is not so extensive that a - that it be-

comes a pathological process.

A very skilled athlete may develop a system of

distress if the emotional distress is great enough, so I

think that we have then to take into consideration the fac-

tor of great stress, the factor of normality or abnormality

0 of the individual; we have to take the individual as a whole'

into account, in regard to his ability to adapt himself to

stress. He may have a pathological process in one organ,
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for which he will comensate by the adapted processes in

another, so that under the same stress, he may react dif-

ferently from his neighbor, I think it's one word to try

to define disease as distinct from a pathological process;

he would have to take these things into account, aside fromj

an individual with definite pathological process recognizedi

as being produced by silica, who may never be put under

stress sufficient to bring out symptoms, so that from a

clinician's standpoint, I think he would have to say then

that disease is the difference in adaptation to stress pro-

duced by a pathological process, to such an extent that the!

individual is unable to adapt with ease to the extent that

a normal man would do so. This is very difficult.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

We will get some remarks here. We're going to

close the session immediately because we are late. But

there is considerable agreement between our thoughts con-

cerning definitions. However, I think that all of us will

agree that there is considerable disagreement also, and

that there are terms which we are - which we use today which

need definition and clarification, and thinking about this,

anticipating that we would come out of this discussion with

something that might not be concrete enough, I thought

that it might be well to make something concrete out of
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this discussion, and in debating this thing with my col-

-leagues, it was thought that we better present this to the

Symposium, that this Symposium regrets the confusion caused,

by the use of the word 'pneumoconiosis' with uncertain mean-

ing and that this Symposium invites Doctor Seward Miller,

Doctor Peterson of the Industrial Counsel, Doctor Miller

of the United States Public Health Service, to constitute

a small committee, to constitute a small committee under

the heading of representatives from bodies and individual

experts specifically concerned with the use of the term

1pneumoconiosis', to consider its definition, having regardl

to its application in the research, clinical, operative, and

legal fields, with the aim of common interpretation, and

that that committee should report.

What is your comment, do you think that such a

committee should be constituted under the aegis of a group

having interest, such as the industrial counsel, or on in-

dustrial health, or the United States Public Health Service,

to appoint this committee and this committee will consider

these terms and that there shall be letters - there shall

be also corresponding members to the committee, our friendsr

from England, our friends from South Afraica and elsewhere,

who might write their views to the Committee. Is that

worthwhile? I think it is. Any expression?

BY DOCTOR PAUL RICHARDS:

-------- .--- ~i-- -- ---------- ~--~-
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I make a suggestion that your suggestion be made

as a motion and I second the motion.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

My suggestion - it has been suggested that my sugT

gestion be made a motion and that that motion be seconded.

It has been seconded. So it has been done, so is it your

wish then, by a voice merely, that this be done, and then I

think Doctor Seward Hiller and Doctor Peterson in the audi-

ence, and I shall place the burden of responsibility upon

either one or both of them to arrange such committee. Is

that your wish by voice vote? Those in favor? (Response

of ayes). Those against it? (No response). I take it

it's unanimous, then, Doctor Peterson.

BY DOCTOR PETERSON:

I'd like to see in that representation, the Amer-

ican Public Health Association.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

American Public Health; I'm sure Doctor Seward

Miller is here and Doctor Peterson and they have heard your

recommendation, and they will take consideration of it.

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

0 Mr. Chairman, the American Public Health Associa-

tion now has a committee at work on it.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Well, perhaps the American Public Health Associa-
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February 24, 1953

Dr. Arthur J. Vorwald
Director, The Saranac Laboratory

and The Trudeau Foundation
P.O. Box 551
Saranac Lake, New York

Dear Doctor Vorwald:

During the Seventh Saranac Symposium, 
at the session on

Definitions and Clarification of Terms pertaining to

Pneumoconiosis, held on Monday morning, September 22,

192, your records will show that the problem 
of definition

of pneumoconiosis was referred for study to Seward Miller

and C. M. Peterson.

This matter has been given due consideration. We are

most favorably impressed with a statement prepared by

Leroy U. Gardner, as follows:

"I prefer to retain the original meaning and

use pneumoconiosis as a generic term to describe all

forms of pulmonary reactions to inhaled dust, with no

implication as to character, severity or effect on

function." (The Pathology and Roentgenoiegraphic Mani-

festations of.Pneumoconiosis. Leroy U. Gardner, M.D.,

JAMA 114:535-545, Feb. 17, 1940.)

According to our present view, we have seen no good reason

for attempting to improve on this concept.

Sincerely yours,



PART TWO

The Inhalation of Certain Industrial Substances

Chapter R N ý

Introduction

Theodore F. Hatch

is I listened to the program dealing with definitions and terminology

and to the various views expressed, it occurred to me that some of the

differences made evident by the discussion stem from tie fact that Ve as

a grouJ do not have as complete an understanding as we would like to have

of tho miechanism of action of lis, various dusts. As we gain in our knowl-

edge of tne basic Žmechianisms of action the problem of defining the parti-

Scular condition we wish to discuss may become easier.

The series of papers which follow pertains to the inhalation of

certain indIuitrial substances. The firet papers review briefl> Vc.ari'ous as-

pects of some of the materials which have received considerable atte-tion

in the past; z.bcut those materials there has accumulated a great deal of

information which, though far from being complete, furnishes a broad back-

ground of facts and experience. Pnotuer japefr wili be devoted to inew- indus-

trial products - to the recently-developed synthetic silicas wi-icn have

become quite important in commercial applications. Finally, some of the

newer concepts regarding the fate of dust particles that lnvz been inhaled

into the lung inill be discussed. The way in whici psrticulates are- 11andled

in the course of inhalation, their receipt by tue lungs, the iaoun;t o" reten-

tion - an understanding of all these things is fundamental to a better

comprehension of the whole problem of dust diseases.



We sometimes wonder whether the day will ever come when we shall be

able to anticipate the difficulties associl-ted with the inhalation of

particulate matter and shall not nave tz wait until tae difficulty has

developed before becoming concerned about it. Our success in meeting

this problem will depend upon the degree to whic, w.e can reduce our under-

standing to fundamentals, to the common denominators that go tc make up

the problem, whether it be one of asbestos or of bauxite of of something

else.

Is it going to be possible for as to anticipate and to predict, from

basic studies of new dusts, the possibility of toxic reaction? It would

be a discouraging situation if one believed that we could never achieve

that objective. ie may not be able to explain everything but I certainly

hope that in the future we snall be able to do a better job in anticipating

possible trouble than we have in the past. And in obtaining a better under-

standing of these problems we must depend as much on epidemiological find-

ings from the field as we do on the findi-ngS .Iroi t-ie leboratory. The one

complement an -. ple.ents tl? otLer.

it
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0 tion should be a tri-part members of this group, with Doc-

tor Hiller and Doctor Peterson to formulate a defhition

under the aegis of individuals, specifically concerned withi

the use of terms. Then I place that responsibility upon

Doctor Seward Hiller, Doctor Peterson, hoping they can ar-

range this committee.

(Adjournment of morning session 12:20 P.M.)
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0 We're behind schedule, so I think we should begin,

We have a very interesting afternoon. We don't really wish

to run overtime as we did this morning. I hope all of you

have found food. The Chief of Police called me up and told'

me that there were a number of cars parked about without

having paid their nickels, but yet they do not have the redl

tag on their windshields. Again, we urge that you registerj

at the John Black Room and receive your automobile cards,

otherwise, you may find yourself elsewhere other than in

the Symposium*

H Our topics for this afternoon concern various

substances and we have selected a Chairman whomwe believe

is outstanding as a moderator of those topics, Doctor Hatch

from the School of Public Health, the University of Pitts-

burgh and the Industrial Hygiene Foundation of the Mellon

Institute in Pittsburgh, He will serve as the Chairman.

Doctor Hatch.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

Doctor Vorwald and the Symposium: It occurred to!

me as I was listening to the program this morning, the dis-1

cussion of the various views, that some of the diffgrences

that were made evident by the discussion stem from the fact:

that we, as a group, do not have as complete an understand-:

ing as we would like to have of the mechanism of - of the

___ various dusts, and that as we gain in our understanding of



the basic mechanisms of action, the problem of defining the

thing that we're talking about may become easier, and it

would seem to me that our afternoon session, therefore,

should contribute in a very useful way, to easing that

difficulty as it appeared in the morning discussion.

We have, as you all see, a series of talks on

The Inhalation of Certain Industrial Substances, beginning

with the old one of silica and going through to some of the

newer materials and some of the newer concepts with regard

* to the action of dust in the lung.

I understand that some of the people in the back

of the room this morning had difficulty in hearing the

various speakers, so that I will now ask the speakers this

afternoon to keep their voices up, keep that in mind, and

to make sure that they speak up loudly.

I was provided by Doctor Vorwald with a program
Sin advance, in which he has carefully noted the number of

minutes allowed for each speaker. Since we are a little

late in starting, I shall pound the bell down here very

promptly to make sure that they stay within their time.

SThe first subject this afternoon, under this gen-j

eral heading of inhalation of certain industrail substances,
is a discussion by Mr. Durkan of the Laboratory Staff on

Silica. I'm sure Mr. Durkan needs no further introduction

than that to us. Hr. Durkan.



BY MR. DURKAN:

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Symposium:

(Doctor Durkan read his prepared paper, which is

on file at the Laboratory).

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

In view of the fact that our several subjects in

this topic are expressed in several papers, it would be

best to perhaps limit discussion and comments to the end

of the presentation, so I call next on Doctor Vorwald who

will duscuss the findings in reference to asbestos,

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

It's not easy to cover the topic of asbestos and

asbestosis in the short time which we must, and I shall

only try, and shall try to be very brief.

As you perhaps know, the disease asbestosis was

first described about 1900 in England and since that time,

there have been many, many reports concerning asbestos and

notably those reports by Doctor Merewether in England,

Doctor Lanza and McConnell and Fennel of the United - of the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company; by Doctor Lynchnand

others, and again by Doctor Lanza in the Monograph, publish-

e d by the Oxford University Medical Publications, entitled

"Silicosis and Asbestosis"o

And, following these reports, it was thought that
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.quantities of asbestos fibers develop asbestosis. Thus,

the condition differs considerably from the condition re-

sulting from the present deposition of free crystalline

silica. Certainly, it may go differently, the magnitude

of the problem in one is different than in the other.

J Now, it would appear that industrial environments

that exist today necessitate generally ten or more years of

exposire to asbestos dust in concentrations exceeding one

million fibers longer than ten microns per cubic foot of

air. It appears that way. This is basically subject to

criticism and we know of other levels of permissible con-

centration that have been established for asbestos, but

from our studies and our interpretation, and I repeat, it

appears that industrial environments which exist today

necessitate generally ten or more years of exposure to as-

bestos dust in concentrations exceeding one million fibers

longer than ten microns per cubic foot of air.

Now, of course, exceptions to this occur. In

subjects exposed to concentrations above that tentative per

missible limit, and I recall to your mind, the statement

brought out by Doctor Fletcher this morning, namely, the

concentration. After all, if the concentration is high,

well, then we find within the pulmonary tissue, many changes;

so, too, with asbestos

Now, an occasional c ase has come to us for study
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with manifest pulmonary changes and profound symptoms, whosO

.. occupational history discloses an exposure of less than

five years, but I again hasten to add in those instances,,

to an extremely high atmospheric concentration of long j,

fiber asbestos* In view of the experimental studies, the

pulmonary deposition of long fibers of asbestos seems to

be the agent responsible for changes in the lung which

are identified as asbestosis.

Rather than to cite all the experimental evidence

our evidence here at the Saranac Laboratory, and those 'by

Smith, Woodin and King in England, have failed to show ;:

evident pulmonary change with fibers less than ten micronsz'

Sin length in our instance, and less than 2.5 microns in , .

the instance of King and his workers, co-workers in England# 4A
and that, Whereas long asbestos fibers, in our experience,

caused well-marked para-bronchiolar and interstitial resem-,

blance, the condition, as we see it in human subjects expos

ed to asbestos.*

Now, as you all know, the pulmonary changes due

to the asbestos fiber occur initially as collars of fibrous

tissue about the respiratory bronchials, and the progres-

sion of that fibrosis occurs and it is characterized by ex-

tention into the adjoining alveolar walls, which distorts

those walls and distorts the formed alveolar space, giving

rise often to what we identify as anatomical emphysema and



sion phenomena* I shall not dwell upon that, because that

is going to be a subject for discussion by Doctor Gregoire

on Thursday.

S The point to be made, however, is this, that as-

bestos manifests itself in an entirely different way than

does asbestosis manifest itself in an entirely different :

way than does silicosis. Asbestosis is a diffuse pulmonary

involvement, giving rise to the ground glass appearance in

the lower lung, often involving the lower lung, manifested'

Roentgenographically# One condition, in our belief is -

accompanied in many instances by respiratory difficulty, ,"

whereas the other condition, simple nodular silicosis, is

often free of respiratory difficulty.

-.The'action of inhaling asbestos fibers, I think

S the concensus of opinion today is, that it is a mechanical

Saction, that the fiber being flexible, is inhaled into the

repiratory bronchials and because of its flexibility, it

can be taken up by a cell and it can be carried into the

alveolar wall where it is deposited and produces its damage.

Our experimental evidence seems to prove that since fibers

which are brittle and just as long, glass wool fibers, which

can be broken very readily, fail to produce this type of

readtion which we see characterizes the pulmonary response



to the asbestos fiber. Thus we beieve that the flexibility

of the fiber is an important factor in thecapacity of the

asbestos fiber to produce damage- in-the lung.

There are some, however, who believe that the

chemical actions, that hsbestos produces its effect by

chemical action. Supposing that the minerological coat-

ing of mineral substances is removed, leaving bare the as-

bestos fiber or spicule, allowing silica - silicic acid to

be liberated and thus producing damage. I think that that

needs proof. I don't - I do not believe that silicic acid

produces the damage. We have been unable to reproduce the

experimental effect, or reproduCeF it experimentally.

The asbestos bodies -- sometimes I like to refer

to it as commonly called, bod asbestosis bodies, as the

asbestos body. Why? Because these bodies appear anywhere

in the lung. They often lie free in the alveolar space.

The body is coated with a. layer of substance which gives a

positive reaction to iron, which we and others believe is

derived from tissue fluids. I like to look upon the as-

bestos body as a - a body which has been removed or is in-

capable of producing damage. This has been cited by other

V workers, notably, Colus, Lynch and others, and I like tb

refer to it as the asbestos body rather than the asbestosis

body, because the presence of this body does not mean that

asbestotic fibrosis is present in the lung.
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We have seen asbestosis, asbestos bodies appear

in the sputum, without evident change in the pulmonary:.-

tissue. Therefore, the asbestos body in the sptum is not

diagnostic for the disease asbestosis. It merely means tha1

the individual has inhaled an asbets fiber and that the

body has reacted thereto by coating -it with iron.

I have seen asbestos bodies lying free in the al-

veolar space, without evident pulmonary change in the al.-

veolar walls which form that space. Ihave seen asbestos

bodies in the alveolar wall without evident fibrosis. So,

S · therefore, I like to look upon the asbestos body as a body

which is incapable of producing damage, that their pres-

ence means merely that the fiber has been deposited in the

lung, and that - and that their presence in the sputum has

no reference whatsoever to the degree or extent of fibrosis

in the pulmonary area.

Asbestosis is productive of pulmonary disfunotion

4. and this, too, shall be a topic for discussion on Thursday.

Suffice it to say for the present time that the symptomatol

ogy of asbestosis established as bestosis as dominated by

phthismia and irritating cough. The complications of as-

bestos, inhalation of the asbestos dust, does not apparentl

alter significantly, the final outcome of tuberculosis,

either experimentally or clinically.

I know that there are those of you who will take



exception to that statement. However, our clinic study of-

clinical patients, our study of experimental animals, in

fected with the tubercle bacillus, have failed to demon-

strate that the asbestos fiber deposited in the lung in-

creases the susceptibility of that tissue to infection by

the tuberole bacillus, thus asbestosis is quite different

then or from silicosis.

q Inhalation of asbestos dust and carcinoma of .the ?

lungis also a subject for discussion on Wednesday and I

shall not dwell upon that at this moment. There is often".. g

associated with asbestosis, well-established asbestosis,

cardiac enlargement that seems to result from increased

pulmonary tension.

Bronchiectasis, identified as'the dry type is

''frequently associated as a complication of asbestosis, and

-it is logical since the fibrosis of asbestosis gains'about j

-the respiratory bronchioles and about the bronchlals, that

there is a degree of fibrosis which interferes with the

Swall of the respiratory bronchiole and which will often

cause a physiological disfunction, thus retention of secre-

tions, thus also the appearance of bronchiectasis*

Experimental evidence with respect to asbestosis

indicates, and also there is some clinical evidence, that

on removal of the asbestotic from the - from the atmosphere,

that there is appreciable clearing of the asbestosis of the
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lesion in the lung, that, thus, it also differs from sili-

cosis.. Remove a man with silicosis from his - the atmos-

phere containing free crystalline silica, that silicosis

will progress for a short period of time and then it will

become stabilized and indeed, it may regress by reason of

contraction of the fibrous tissue, but with the asbestotic,

that individual, on removal from the dusty atmosphere, the

disease in his lungs seems to stabilize very quickly, much

more quickly than that does to the free crystalline silica

Sparticle'
As far as therapy is concerned, studies by the

saranac Laboratory and also by Smith, Woodin and King,

experimental studies with aluminum hydroxide, colloidal

aluminum hydroxide, showed no evident retention or retar-

dation of the development of asbestosis in experimental

animals * Thus, again, it differs from the reaction due to

the free crystalline silica in the form of quartz.

Furthermore, this asbestosis, this aluminum hy-

droxide or aluminum, colloidal aluminum hydroxide did not

I prevent the development of the reaction to the asbestos

fibers deposited in the lung. - If anything, our experiment-

al evidence, and that is also supported by the evidence fro.

King in England and his co-workers, is that aluminum hydrox-

ide augments the fibrosis due to the asbestos fiber.

Cortisone? I know of no experimental or clinical
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study where Cortisone has been used as a possible thera-

peutic agent against the pulmonary reaction to asbestosis,

to asbestotic fiber or for asbestosis. It seems to me,

however, that Cortisone should be .given a trial. We have

considered that for silicosis, but by reason of the fact

that the individual with free crystalline silica in his

lung is more susceptible to tuberculosis, we have, not favor4

ed the use of Cortisone which also increases the susceptibil-

ity of the lung to-tuberculosis* But that does not appear

to be the case in asbestosis.

We, therefore, consider giving Cortisone atrial

in the asbestotic. Thank you*

BY DOCTOR HATCHt

I'm a little curious to know why, in settling the

times for this afternoon, Doctor Vorwald has allotted more

time for discussion of Beryllium. I thought Doctor Hardy

could tell us all about it in five minutes, but instead of

that, she is allotted a little longer time. I'll ask Docto0

Hardy to talk on Beryllium.

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

Professor Hatch and Members of the Symposium:

WAD There has been in the past decade a truly impressive accum-

ulation of American and foreign literature relating to the

epidemiological, clinical and experimental aspects of expos re
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0; to certain beryllium compounds. This documentation and

active attempts to use this data in the prevention of worke2

illness teflect the accuracy of Dr. Alice. Hamiltonts obser-

vation that in her experience she has never seen a more

prompt and active attack on a serious industrial hazard.

Much of the available knowledge of beryllium intoxication it

well known to the membership of this Symposium. Because of

p this and the size of the subject, I shall in the time at my

disposal deliberately choose certain current observations

and opinions which seem to me to warrant your attention. I

shall present this material under the headings of the epi-

demiology, the clinical aspects, the treatment and the diag*

nosis of beryllium poisoning.,

EpidemiologRS

present the operations which I know with reasonable certain

ty have been incriminated as causing worker illness. -:And

1ja table AA%&V.J^shows thek ompounds associated with

these operations. Van Ordstrand Wilson, DeNardi and I

agree that beryllium oxide appears as the usual etiologic

exposure in r *llness in the extraction indus-

try both heirsand abroad is held to be assoeiated with ex-

posure to the asid salts of beryllium espeolally the fluor-

ida and 'the sulXftoe Acourate information onL.4jidence of

4&;,
W.~

~·t~i-r~ :" "~!J
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0 exposures is difficult to obtain. Lack of knowledge of tot

number of those exposed, failure to recognize beryllium-

caused disease in the past and continued appearance of cases

of chronic poisoning long periods after cessation of expos-

ure combine to make available information of case incidence

undependable., Here are a few reasonably accurate figures.

DeNardi and associates report 431 cases of acute beryllium

reaction in an extraction plant between 1940-1952 during

which time some 1,700 people were employed. 222 of such

illnesses involved the respiratory tract with 60 cases of

acute beryllium pneumon tia, 10 of which proved fatal. Vigf

liani reported in 1948, 75 cases of bronchitis among 230

workers engaged in alloy manufacture, all disability being

transients. Tabershawl during a trip to Germany in 1950,

learned from Niemoeller that in 1936 of 112 workers exposed

43 became ill following esposure to beryllium salts, 3 dyin;

during an acute reaction and 3 at an unnamed later period*

It is apparent from such evidence that acute beryllium pois-

oning is related to intensity of exposure* Absence of new

cases of acute disease as. reported to me by Eisenbud.follow

ing control of working air concentrations of beryllium to

below 25 microgranums/ of air for tle briefest exposure i1

Sfurther proof of the relation between beryllium concentra-

tion A4d disease. **

Pre on^; .;~~. .0 L .JAM\.- OA' a

; m_
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epidemics of chronic beryllium poisoning is far from settled

as clinically active cases are currently appearing from

beryllium exposures which ceased as long as 10 years ago.

Here are a few recently acquired figures for your consider-

ation,, In one fluorescent lamp manufacturing plant between

1,400 and 1,700 people were exposed to a phosphor contain-*

ing about 12% beryllium and to date there .ae at least 90

diagnosed cases of chronic berylium poisoning* This is an

incidence of over 5% which is greater than the 4k considered

epidemic for a coiimunicable disease in a community. In

fluorescent lamp manufacturing plants using a less than 4%

beryllium containing phosphor a small number of cases of

chronic disease have been documented - roughly 15 of sever-

al thousand exposed workers. This experience indicates thai

both high and low beryllium-containing phosphors can cause

disease. Since high and low beryllium-containing phosphors

were prepared differently with low and high firing. there

was variation in the physical characteristics of the beryl-

lium compounds-

DeIaardiAreports the low figure of 7 cases of

chronic beryllium disease from the roughly 1,700 workers on

extrajtion operations among whom 43 1 oases of acute beryl-

lium reaction occuryre'4 ,Relatively high incidence of

chrornio beryUli 4 ise* has been reopot.d by sbY lavin <aa-

-It*^^g::,.. ^:.^^|^;^1| :̂  N®^®^!®^!



0 sign manufacturing shop where phosphor preparation and tube

coating were done. There are many gaps in our knowledge of

the epidemiology of beryllium disease in alloy manufacture,K-Beryllium research) certain operations in neon sign manufac-

turea ,neighborhood contamination and beryllium metallurgy,

No cases of beryllium poisoning have been reported from

handling beryl ore which, if correct, I believe means that

qualitatively beryl will not produce human beryllium disease.

Finished beryllium alloys containing less than 4% beryllium

have not caused illness to date, which may be interpreted t

mean that quantitatively there probably is a safe level of

beryllium air contamination. Some of our gaps in knowledge

will never be filled, I am glad to say, because proper engi-

neering control will prevent new cases and we lack data on

beryllium air contamination of past operations*

Scanty though it is, knowledge of epidemiology has

led to acceptance of beryllium as etiology and to attempts

to explain the mechanism of beryllium intoxication* Sterner

has studied the available data and presents the broad con-

cept that clinically active beryllium poisoning is an imnno

toxic reaction to the chemical held in tissue. Curtisbacks

this up by describing positive skin tests in all cases of

active disease. 'These oabsher C ilf I quote them correctly,

0'... ;oniB are thzat oam rh-r rsil»eativity.of'.. the, 'ind ii L -

J-



0 may be true and if it is, the same mechanism rules the ap-

pearance of clinioally active infantile paralysis and other

infectious disease when such disease is epidemic in a com-

munity. Yet, it is seen that the high incidence of chronic

beryllium poisoning reported by Slavin in a small group spr y-

ing radio tube cathodes and th(variation in case incidence

between high and low beryllium phosphor fluorescent lamp

manufacture are examples of the importance of quality and/or

quantity of beryllium exposure in chronic as well as acute

disease produotion. The delay between cessation of beryl-

lium exposure and onset of clinically active disease leads

me to believe that we are still faced with understanding

what Gardner called beryllium plus the x factorj which I,

a clinicians have described as the precipitating factor.

In suamary, then, sketchy as our knowledge is, the epidem-

iology of clinical illness clearly correlated with certain

beryllium operations has taught us several facts. These

facts are that some acid salts of beryllium and various

forms of the oxide have caused poisoning, acute and chron-

ic, among workers and a few individuals living near heryl-

li-on operations. Reduction of beryllium concentration in

working environment below 2,VK3 for short and M2/KM for

exposure has prevented the development of acute beryllium di.-

ease in the past .^ years. Because of ,the 4lay in onset of

theh ' o 4 4$*,0i0ee we do nozt p 1 Vt

.;Y~ lg~ :p ~ UP



low enough to prevent chronic beryllium poisoning,

Clinical AspectsI

The published work of Van OrdstrandADeNardi and

qasociates makes it unnecessary for me to describe acute

beryllium poisoning. Their observations lead to certain

conclusions of importance in the study of beryllium disease,

According to Van Ordstrand, acute beryllium poisoning when

manifested as a pneumonitis is a constitutional disease giv.

ing weight loss and biochemical changes as does the chronic

disease. DeJardi in a recent report makes the interesting

point that workers in the extraction industry exposed to

acid beryllium salts exhibit higher concentrations of beryl-

lium in urine and tissue than do workers in industries such

as fluorescent lamp manufacture studied by Klemper`4 This

findoing oours with and without evidence of clinically active

disease and after cessation of beryllium exposure* Kelmper

has found that Bea is not found in the urine of non-exposed

controls. I interpret this to mean that while intensity of

exposure determines clinical acute beryllium reaction, the

body is capable, to a remarkable degree, of handling beryl-

liwum safely by excretion and storage. Further, I conclude

that quantities of b eryiunm in urine are no index of di4a-

___se_ .r' 3iteA y arbitrary do ?1ptipI of

IC~ t £^11 ^ 
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0 poisoning. I want to make certain points by describing a

case in each category.

Here is the chest X-ray 4OZf%9E=. of C. G. who

worked as an engineer in the development of fluorescent la

manufacture for 4 years. leaving 10 years ago. During an

attach of infectious hepatitis 9 years ago this chest X-ra:y

was discovered. He has never missed a day's work, admits

no symptoms and has the same X-ray picture this year. As

we gain experience and with more chest X-ray surveys we ae

a definite number of such cases. I refer to this as asymp-

tomatic beryllium effect*

L. 3. 4SmEw-vs is a 36-year old engineer who ex

posed to high beryllium phosphor fof 3 to 4 years during hi

work designing and perfecting the metal frames for fluores-

cent lamps. He noted raised red skin lesions on his face

and anterior chest wall 4 years ago. These were variously

treated with dessication. chemicals, radiation, and excisiOZ

without diagnosis. In 194.9 after a mountain climbing trip

this man caught cold. He did not recover as he thought he

should and noticed dyspnea on effoet for the first tiMO Th

X-ray you see here is similar to the- one taken at the onset

of symptoms. Tuberculosis was carefully ruled o M to±p

Sof the skin lesions revealed a granulomatous reation Tvery

| :;' s*·i Isq :. This man does a sendettary jiz. Jdb

:. h*4iU * p: . tion s ch
4i; 4 ~kF 
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0 As in the .case of the first category, in our experience at

least, this group of cases of mildly disabling beryllium

disease is growing.

A small group of cases of chronic beryllium pois- I

oning exhibit dramatic febrile episodes that cannot be con-

trolled with any drug. 9Ehioe 481de VII) I a *''ie &A

. In my experience such episodes

reflect a poor prognosis. Can it be that the febrile re-

action means a mobilization of beryllium from its body

storehouse?

This .X-ray (f3 S belongs to B. L., a young

woman exposed to beryllium oxide in ceramic work, She was

probably quite heavily exposed while shaking the dry mater-

lal .for sizing purposes a part of each work day for 18

months during 194 4-45. Her symptoms began in 190o with

backing cough and later dyspnea. She has had to give up

even desk work but has never been a bed patient, maintains

good appetitite and steady weight. Such patients in my

classification are moderately disabled*

An interesting and controversial group is repre-

0 santed by the following X-rays of W*' This

mam Morked in the preparation of phosphbors *ohitaiing about

I .g ·. -- :.:||j ~,^ ..,,**1 2ti^^



complete symptomatic recovery. In 1947 he became disabled

with cough, dyspneamnd weight loss* Here is his later X-ray.

. After a long course W. R. died of chronic beryl-

lium poison. My first hand knowledge exmid. - 7 such

cases. It is of interest that Deard, reports that of hi

cases of occupational chronic beryllium poisoning had suffex-

od acute beryllium tracheo bronchitis at an earlier date.

He also reports 1 case of acute beryllium pneumonitis - the

active phase occurring in 1914 - which has never recovered

and now shows X-ray evidence of pulmonary fibrosis. This

finding of a few chronic cases after acute beryllium reaction

raises the important question of whether a worker.who has

shown evidence of acute beryllium poisoning of the respira-

tory tract should be allowed to return to beryllium exposure*

If Sterner's concept is correct, such workers have demon-

strated a harmful reaction to beryllium in any dose, or

perhaps one might simply say insult should not be added to

injury*

Sa%4:ýO_ There are a number of cases of chron-

ic beryllium poisoning with bad prognosis, like that of A.K«

shown here who are completely disabled. These patients may

have lived as long as 8 years in .Vy experience dependant on

Si nearly 1ot4 rest with _*qAlx handy J )flfxfi *Wau-.x'

til -FsJ Ut o a Cr qProm case to
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nitrogen balance, liver involvement, splenic enlargement,

iCkd total prot gam=ma lobulin. altered alkaline phospha-

tose. Renal calculi occur in about 20% of all cases of the
-4 i IBlid»XII

disease with and without hypercalcuria or hypercalcemia -

often causing little disability. a i fz

rwas eivdence of olvemn of lug

i a the same a As expected cor pulmon-

ale develops if the patient lives long in this state. The

mortality rate is at present 20-25% and my data shows com-

plete invalidism of 50-60% of the cases. You will recall

that I listed recovery as a possible clinical outcome of

;z chronic beryllium poisoning but put the word in quotation

marks. This was done because I know of no case in which th

^ e  patient has become symptom and sign free after a serious

episode of illness* 2.01 acge y

F. L. whose case is reported in full by Casse i a had

been exposed to high Be. phosphor. He was desperately ill

for more than a year. Now, 7 years after sufficient recov-

ery to go back to his desk j9b he still shows fine X-ray

* densities and evidence of right heart strain*. He has passe.

Smfll rhal. calculi on 3 occasions and has at intervals brief

bouts 'of Unegplained chills and fever from which he apontan

'2 . .*-7

,',;^*^ C*,',''-'
;
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0 Although I have spoken only briefly of each cate-

gory, I hope you sense the protean manifestations of toxic

beryllium effect. It is my opinion that these various cline

ical pictures, the many biochemical and postmortem changes,

as well as finding beryllium so widely distributed in bone

and tissue indicate that beryllium poisoning is a constitu-

tional disease. Van Ordstrand and DeNardix agree with this

but Wilson and doubtless others do not and prefer to con-

sider this disease purely pulmonary.

I have wondered if increase in the period of de-

lay in onsent between cessation of beryllium exposure and

clinically active disease would change the prognosis* De

NardiAthinks not from his experience. However, the new cas-

es of chronic beryllium poisoning I see now are not showing

the malignant course of those I first saw in 1945-47 from

fluorescent lamp manufacture using 12% beryllium phosphor,

This may be because at least some of the cases I see now are

from different beryllium exposures, different both qualita-

tively and quantitatively.

It is of practical clinical importance to know that

there have been a negligible number of acid fast infections

0 complicating chronic berylliuan poisoning* I-know of only

3 uisch caseSa.( urther, although animal experimentation shows

that gardner, findkdIng of o ostegenio sarcoma in beoryUliua

4=4' W. be ; a esesfrlly repeatedN there_ b b -A
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no clinical experience to incriminate f lum as a carcin

ogens To my knowledge there has been only 1 case which clir-

Sically appeared to be chronic beryllium disease and at aut-

opsy proved to be pulmonary adeno-carcinoma. No character-

istic histopathology of the chronic beryllium reaction was

described* Minute but measurable amounts of beryllium were

detected in the lung. In one other instance reported by

DeNardi beryllium was found in postmortem tissue of an ex-

posed worker whose lungs showed bronchiogenic carcinoma. This

man had had acute beryllium pneumonia. These reports are of

interest but certainly not Valid at this time in relating

beryllium exposure to malignant disease.

I shall speak briefly of the treatment of chronic

beryllium poisoning. ACTH and cortisone have been shown to

affect the disease to a remarkable degree* Pulmonary func-
(*o, lo, %341)

tion study demonstrates real change in the underlying pro-

cess in many but not all cases studied. Biopsy study before

and after treatment has been reported as both showing no

change and decrease in the nuAber of characteristic granulo*

mata In many cases the X-ray densities of chronic berylli

poisoning have shown definite lightening with Rx. In my ex.

periene thUe X-ray picture may progress unfavorably as ahown

by 'mphysema- and increase in the size and number of the den*

Sities In spite of t'reatment*. flempoerphas attisfi4 him

00l1 o4..tw no iiino·'. *
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0 beryllitnm. The action of ACTH and cortisone on other syst ic

effects of beryllium is interesting and mystifying. Enlarg 4

liver, spleen, and hilar nodes may be reduced to normal siz )

disturbed liver function as reflected in bromsulfalein re-

tention may be reversed. Increased total protein, gamma

globulin, change in alkaline pliosphatose levels are restorec

to normal values by treatment with ACTH or cortisone* Re-

cent experience has given me evidence, on the other hand, oif

the relentless progress of chronic beryllium poisoning in

some cases in spite of a relatively symptom free status of

the patient following the use of these drugs. In one care-

fully followed case emp-hysema has developed in spite of

treatment; in another, abnormal liver functiont ests and

increase in X-ray visible pathology of the chest in spite

of improved pulmonary function values and few symptoms, sug

gest that we do not have a cure for beryllium poisoning in

using either ACTH or cortisone.

My experience leads me to state, however, that

clinical improvement of symptomatic chronic beryllium dis-

ease-is so spectacular that one is not justified in with-

holding these drugs* There have been few untoward side

a effects in the4 cases knoun to me. Transient glycosuria,

gastritisi and one questionable psychiatric reaction make

u p -a exprn.aa 34o not seem worrisoeU 4An view -.,of t-i

; *;* -. , - .,- . : .- , 4
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courses of ACTH, I have changed to short high level courses

of ACTH followed by long term use of oral cortisone in dos-

ages which will control dyspnea and cough. Differing from

Van Ordstrand and DeNardi et al, I and my colleagues, Wil-

son* Hasterlik and Kline and, I am sure, others use these

drugs in certain cases of chronic beryllium poisoning that

are less than severely disabled. In a few chosen cases, X

have treated workers with only X-ray changes and perhaps

dyspnea on strenuous exercise where the diagnosis has been

made on epidemiological grounds and beryllium has been found

in the urine. It is too early to know whether or not this

approach is worthwhile. In summary, it is my current be-

lief that either ACTH or cortisone or both used in dosages

to control symptoms for long term courses varied to suit the

individual case are of real merit in the treatment of chron

ic beryllium poisoning. I do not believe these drugs are

curing the disease but they are providing at least some pa-

tients with means for more efficient handling of the toxic

insult*

There has been a good deal of interest in Schu-
* A.t A.^-O -t ,

bertfs use 4oafiw4as'Uto improive the survival time of animals
1% A- I A (44 f

acutely poisoned with certain beryllium compounds. Finkelg1

has shown that sodium salicylate chemically allied to AurI-n 1c

will also provide protection to beryllium poisoned animal5.

fA*A r ;e· r.~; : i~ ~··~~ ;~~?4
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0 Work with chronically poinsoned animals such as those of

Dutra showing granulomratous skin reaction to beryllium and

toxicity tudies on Amr'in are waited with great interest,

If this chemical should prove the specific for the toxic

beryllium ion as Schubert postulates, it may be as specu-

lated that ACTH or cortisone might have an effect on the

granulomatous reaction of chronic beryllium disease after

which Aviar could act.

Diagnosis of Beryllium Poisoning:

During the time remaining I want to talk to you

about the diagnosis of beryllium poisoning. The acute dis-

ease does not warrant discussion because its occurrence is

reasonably well correlated with beryllium exposure of rela-

tively high intensity. It also occurs either immediately or

within a matter of a week of such exposure.

The chronic disease, because of delay in onset and

because of what often appear to be very slight causative

beryllium exposures presents a much more complex problem.

Machle and Williams have pointed out that knowledge of the
A 4

physical characteristics of certain beryllium compounds

causing illness may make the appearance of cases less mys-

teriousb Also, as I said earlier many facts suggest that

beryllium.may act with another factor to produce disability ,

Dr. Gardner called this the l x ictoer r Ster er, ea.lsa

",.an UM* a v.,b iduvidn.4



have referred to it as the precipitating factor which math

FgA be an antecedent respiratory tract insult, bacterial or

chemical, post pregnancy endocrene activity, or induced

weight loss.

Wilsont Roberts and others studying the chest

X-ray changes of chronic beryllium poisoning have taught us

correctly that lymphatic spread of malignancy, acid fact in'

fectionf, sarcoidosis must be considered in each case. Pro4

per studies will usually settle the diagnosis in the first

two cases. Sarcoidosis involving the lung has become our

great diagnostic problem as we see the wider spectrum of

clinical syndromes following beryllium exposure which I

described to you earlier*.

In Uao nT bi are summarized the features

that chronic beryllium disease and sarcoidosis have in

common* 4S3 X.1-t -V*

The chest X-ray changes in both beryllium poison-

ing and sarcoidosis are certainly bilateral and with rare

exceptions involve the entire lung fields. The hilar node

enlargement and spontaneous pneumothorax secondary to large

emphysematous bullae are common to the two diseases* Greater

use of routine cheat X-ray study has substantiated the traut

0 of the poor correlation between clinical complaint and X-

*ray densities in both diseasesa The occurrence of renal

| -* calcui QIonSbi.vposoning is uexplaib a d ex

i^K^.,-^^
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0 sarcoidosis where calculi also occur though less frequentlyJ

(stlda-*G)t, It has been of great interest and

disappointment that in the studies thus far completed bio-

chemical, physiological and histopathological studies do

not give completely clear and helpful differential points

between beryllium poisoning and sarcoidosis. To illustrate

the kind of problems currently being encountered I would

like to speak of P. K., a 32 year old Navy veteran who prior

to entering military service worked as inventor clerk near

salvage operations of fluorescent lamps made beryllium con-

taining phosphors. -In December 1950 because of hacking

cough with fine widely scattered X-ray densities in the

chest and otherwise negative examination a diagnosis of sar

coidosis was made. *His family physician ruled out pulmonary

tuberculosis and discovering his exposure to beryllium re-

ferred him to us. -We found beryllium in the urine, beryllium

in lung tissue and slightly abnormal pulmonary function

values. -The lung seen during thorocotomy for biopsy showed

widespread, greyish firm nodules which on microscopic study

were variously called sarcoidoasi and chronic beryllium

poisoning by different observers. 'It has seemed to me reas-

enable to conclude in this man t s case that what we found ma

correctly be correlated with beryllium exposure.

aExperienca is d aif ioArseo itil gatherg on -

· :-4- * ; *4 :i
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sarcoidosis. When I made this e4ide my experience and that1

of others pointed to favorable response of some degree in

both diseases. Since then I have seen cases of sarcoidosisj

unresponsive to these drugs. There is, of course, the pos-j

sibility that the same will prove true with beryllium disea e

but as yet we have only favorable reports in, except in the

few cases where we are trying preventive therapy impossible|

as yet to evaluate.

To try to bring out the diagnostic differences I

now want to go through trA lde lAd¶ XVI:) of listing

the variation between sarcoidosis and chronic beryllium

poisoning.' I have been able to crystallize these differ-

ences by study of such material presented by Longcope and

Freiman and the collection of cases from the military made

by Micl Fin Georgia.' The clinical findings are. placed in

the order in which they seemed most striking in comaparing

the two diseases., You will recall that our few remissions

of chronic beryllium disease continue to show X-ray changes

and varying amounts of disability much as a case of treated

tuberculosist,' not a true recovery as in sarcoidosis* The

only change in the bemogram of chronic beryllium poisoning

known to me is the secondary poly ythemiA., In sarcoidoslis

there is usually increase in the total white coxnt, aMde up oft

monooytes, and in some series eoainophile' . Only an '900 c*

iQ.1S0 056 ,of dixease ".sh* U4 sia4i",



sedimentation time. You will notice that I have not re-

corded the changes in the tuberculin tests. The fact is I

do not have in the chronic beryllium poisoning cases good

data on this point which is valid for comparison with the

oft reported negative tests in sarcoidosis. The impression

I gain from my own experience is that carried to strong

enough concentrations the tuberculin test in our series of

cases of beryllium.poisoning is about what it would be in

the general populations

It is of importance that no X-ray changes have

been seen in the bones of cases of chronic beryllium poison.

ing whereak in 20-25% of the cases of earcoidosis characterT

istic changes are reported. This is important not only be-

cause it affords a differential diagnostic point but becaust

of the smalls animals study showing that beryllium comanpounds

can produce osteosclerosis and in cot andns osteogeni

sarcomai During-a recent lung biopsy for diagnosis of res-

piratory disability in a beryllium exposed worker, a rib

was removed* We were surprised to learn that although a

definite but small amount of beryllium was present in the

lung, over 100 times as much was found in the rib. The man a

last beryllium exposure was 10 years prior to the biopsy

Furthermore, 2 autopsied cases - one, to be reported in full

by 47n ^ hare shon uriou hardness of the bone; refLe

_.- h*4inotjbj
311 bnt
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wonder if workers living for many years with stored beryl-

lium of possible pathogenicity may not develop clinically

detectable bone disease., ,

SMy knowledge of the work of KlempererA DeNardiA

Dutra and Cholak leads me to use the presence of beryllium

in biological material determined chemically or spectro-

graphically as signifying exposure only and not intoxica-

tion. As in the diagnosis of lead poinoning, the discovery

of beryllium in the urine of a case under study is only one

part of the evidence needed in establishing etiology, al-

though an important one if the test is done in a reliable

laboratory.

p 163ks81JtE Y' In the past I have been much im-

pressed with the greater morbidity and mortality of chronic

beryllium poisoning over that of sarcoidosis. However, my

own experience and geisnertsAwork bring the two diseases to-

gether on this point also. Reisner reports 20-25% mortality

for sarcoidosis which is very near that of chronic beryllium

poisoning in most reported series. It is true that the

gastrointestinal symptoms and great weight loss in some cas

ea of chronic beryllium poisoning are in strikiih contrg t

to sarcoidossia this may be a reflection of inabilit4 to

Sabsorb and store nitrogen shown in the metabolic studies of

Waterhouse

, ~thq-absnse of tpeye pa* tPefl inao"m
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in chronic beryllium poisoning, I put at the end of the

list. We have never seen these but as we constantly gain

new knowledge of the clinical possibilities of this disease|

we may encounter changes in these tissues at a later date.

Let me say in summary that in my opinion the cor-

rect diagnosis of beryllium poisoning rests on the estab-

lishment of exposure by epidemiological or environmental

study or lacking these, its discovery in urine, blood or

tissue. In addition clinical judgment and imagination in

0 evaluation of symptoms, laboatory studies, X-ray opinion,

and physical findings are required as experience with beryl4

lium intoxicationb roadens the spectrum of syndromes that

may occur.

We know that beryllium and its compounds will

continue to be used and the evidence is complete that cer-

tain compounds produce disease after a delay of uncertain

length. May I therefore urge conscientious epidemiologicall

studies of beryllium exposures and illness when it occurs,

studies of physical characteristics of the beryllium cam-

pounds in use, and acceptance of the protean manifestations

of beryllium effect in the body. (*b ?

BY DOCTOR HA 3

Doct Hardy is cert nly to be co atulated for

: overing o mucs on berylliu thb tima all ted to '

I'm ~re tat m f, u1~1~ * *u~*tons a~~~ iah'4'



BOX

Discussion

s ~DR. MACHLE: I'd like to compliment Dr. Hardy on a very excellent summary

^ of the b-ryllium problem and to ask her to elaborate on the cases presumably

exposed to low-beryllium phosphor. We have been following data on several

. thousand persons exposed since 1945 to low-beryllium phosphors and have yet

to find a case of the beryllium disease in that group.

DR. HARDY: My data

refeps--ao-p-phosphor -SVig-idersta d;"a-berylltum-coEtent aLvyo below

Sjpe-eet.. iHe reports Aout 11 cases and we have in Massachusetts 2 cases

in or from companies using ath-iee phosphor. I have from Nash of England,

6 cases of chronic beryllium poisoning, 3 6f these from low-

beryllium phosphor manufacturing. I used the word "roughly" in my paper

advisedly because I 4ddrn-*t have precise data as to the total number of cases 1

ere- were- bou.t 15 cases. - or possibly more - out o an unknown number,
A

KG

^-' '"
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doubtless in the thousands, of individuals exposed to phosphor, &

^lA Bf^B~aa9Bn^ -6 .less^Tthia42^pEer' ceet.

DR. MACHLE: That is a very significant observation. There are several

variables in beryllium phosphors which have a bearing on exposure. One

is the total amount of beryllium present, since there is a limit to the

amount that will react with other components of the phosphor. A second

variable is the completeness of the reaction which, of course, is affected

by the time, temperature/and rep&tition of firing and by the use or omis-

sion of fluxes. In at least two situations involving cases which seemingly

occurred from exposure to low-beryllium phosphor only, we have been able

to show that there were unusual practices in the preparation of the phosphor -

lessening the firing, experimenting with fluxing methods, and so forth -

which lead# one to believe that those situations were anomalous and should

not be included in the general epidemiological consideration.

DR. HARDY: It seemed to me, in reviewing the evidence in my own personal

experience, we had to say that the lov beryllium phosphor manufactured

befwoe May 1949 had caused death in a number of cases of beryllium poison-

ing. I believe, as you do, Dr. Machle, that this is a very crucial point

in studying the epidemiology of the disease.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Dr. Hardy, what is the longest period of time for

treatment of those patients to whom you have referred?

DR. HARDY: One patient, recene y reported by Kennedy in the J^r*iM., -I

at&e-.ontinued -to-treat up to the present time. A^ > *

_^ ^rC. Q.^ ,
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: One of your patients looks like a hyperthyroid.

0 Is there any indication that toxicity stimulates the thyroid, or is

hyperacidity of the bone the cause?

47-. Ci ftL. hQCdr^c <ieeFZ

DR. HARDY: We don't know; there has been considerable speculation bglat3

i^g.6 We had two bases of thyroid tumors which seemed to disappear. They

had high B.M.R.'s.and hypore@aloeiM- Their lungs were not explored to

W4j learn what had happened. We feel that in some mysterious way the disposi-

tion and modus operandi of beryllium in the body must be relate dijuyt at

present I have no information on the subject except the early tracer studies

of Dr. Hamilton Berkeley in which beryllium put into animals remained in

the liver and kidney for a while but never left the bones for the duration

of his study. This situation is in agreement with the findings in autopsy

cases when beryllium was present. Dr. Fuller Albright believes that the

P renal calculi and perhaps the other phenomena I enumerated are related,

just as he believes they are related, in sarcoidosis, to a protein binding -

in certain diseqses protein will bind calcium. But that is really a descript-

ion, not an explanation.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: What is the dosage of ACTH you used for theatment?

\ ' DR. HARDY: It varies a great deal. In general we have givenJ200 milligrams

of ACTH a day, divided into 50 milligram doses' acpaeft; then a shift to

oral cortisone. The patient is kept on that treatment for a week or two

until we're sure we have what would be the best possible benefit from the

symptomatic standpoint. In various cases we have tested this by pulmonary

function study and cardiac catherization study. We then do what Dr. George

Dorr calls "titrate the dose", meaning that we decrease the dose to the

point beýaw which the patient is still comfortable, and then continue with

that dose.



I have patients that have been on 75 milligrams of cortisone a day

25 milligrams every eight hours - for a year and 1ecan t see

< done any harm. I've cnd pmati>Ients from being-omP tely

r E ai ients lto individuals able to be up four hours a day.Ths 
i s

very impressive enen though I don't believe that Vi curing A--^.

N ENTI ED R: D .Kane o f Mic an seemsf oth' hat

of-c tiso e may le to sporadic clerosis.

R. Y: might easi betrueb bel e th n the of

rylli poisoning o must take at c ce.

DR. VORWALD: Is that a general tendency with cortisone?

DR. HARDY: Yes. It has been my experience and the experience of Dr. Max

Michel, who has treated ve manyneste -cascthat you may getA bil-

liant results in the treatment of sarcoidosis with ACTH or cortisone, but,

0 as I have already pointed out, I have seen cases of sarcoidosis that simply

\ "d will not respond in any way to ACTH or cortisone. In fact I have seen

a cases - two recent cases are fresh in my mind - that Ue definitely been

made worse, as proven by pulmonary function studies and a clinical downhill

course with an obviously increasing development of granulation tissue. I

have not seen this condition in beryllium poisoning except for one or two

cases which would appear to be getting worse - from a laboratory stand-

point - though they are yta±m.ezicy better.

iR: TEBROCK: Our experience in the treatment of chronic beryllium poison-

~ ing with cortisone parallels that of Dr. Hardy. We have 2_served several

*C



dozen patients under cortisone therapy and have 
been able to do a great

deal for them but we find very definitely 
that we are not curing them.

The patients go downhill and the best we 
can do is to give them a more

protracted period of disability - a more practical period, if I may use

that word. They sleep more comfortably during this longer 
period of dis-

ability but the end results are about the same.

Dr. Hardy, what in your opinion is the activating 
factor in the

precipitating mechanism? Is it a true allergy or is it a matter of

physico-chemical changes within the system 
that precipitates the disease?

DR. HARDY: I believe that the beryllium in the body is in 
a state of

equilibrium, is stored for excretion, and 
then something happens to the

1V \ 4 individuall sM o-4e a respiratory tract infection or a pregnancy 
or,

tcar4W ^ for soldiers, experience in combat or loss of weight incurred during boot

training. In practically all cases in which I have been able 
to make a

good clinical hunt I have found that something happened to the individual

after he or she stopped inhaling beryllium or that the individual was

subjected to an added physiological burden which made it possible for the

beryllium to become pathogenic.

I have not seem any evidence that the clinically-active disease is

an allergic type of response but I believe that Dr. Sterner has a good

basic idea that may explain many things about geiter 
response to toxic

insult, not just to beryllium but to infection also.

R. VORWALD: Quite recently we succeeded in reproducing in the lung of

animals a lesion which at least simulates the lesion 
seen in industrial

workers exposed to beryllium. The lesions in the animal and in the



industrial worker, caused by beryllium, are as nearly similar to each other

as are the lesions produced by silica in animals and in man. Lesions devel-

oped after many months of exposure, at an extremely low level of concentra-

tion, to pure beryllium oxide or to beryllium sulphate. We have not yet

succeeded, for unknown reasons, in reproducing the number of lesions seen

in human cases, as the lesions formed in the experimental animal are few

and far between.



Discussion

would
DR. MACHIE: It/ like to compliment Dr. Hardy on a very excellent

summary of the beryllium problem and to ask her to elaborate on

the cases presumably ep osed to low-beryllium phosphor. We have

been following data on several thousand persons e;p osed since 1945

to low-beryllium phosphors and have yet to find a case of the

beryllium disease in that group.

DR. HARDY: My data is a mixture of knowledge that I have by the

courtesy of other physicians. Dr. Edward Klein reports about

1 cases and we have in Massachusetts 2 cases in or from companies

using a low-beryllium phosphor. I have a report from Nash of

/ IEngland, reporting 6 cases of chronic beryllium poisoning, 3 of

these from low-beryllium phosphor manufacturing. I used the word

"roughly" in my paper advisedly because I ado' not have the precise

data as to the total number of cases, but it is something of the

order of at least 15 cases. These cases are from an unlomown

number, doubtless in the thousands, of individuals exposed to

low-beryllium phosphor.

DR. MACHLE: That is a very significant observation. There are

several variables in beryllium phosphors which have a bearing on

exposure. One is the total amount of beryllium present, since

there is a limit to the amount that will react with other components

of the phosphor. A second variable is the completeness of the

reaction which, of course, is affected by the time, temperature,



and repetition of firing and by the use or omission of fluxes.

In at least two situations involving cases which seemingly occurred

from exposure to low-beryllium phosphor only, we have been able

to show that there were unusual practices in t he preparation of

the phosphor - lessening the firing, experimenting with fluxing

methods, and so forth - which lead one to believe that those

situations were anomalous and should not be included in the

general epidemiological consideration.

DR. HARDY: That is why I quoted you, Dr. Machle, as one of those

'urging study of physical characteristics of state of aggravation.

It seemed to me, in reviewing the evidence in my own personal

experience, we had to say that the low-beryllium phosphor manu-

factured until May 1949 had caused death in a number of cases

of beryllium poisoning. I believe, as you do, Dr. Machle, that

this is a very crucial point in studying the epidemiology of

the disease.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Dr. Hardy, what is the longest period of

time for treatment of those patients to whom you have referred?

DR. HARDY: One patient, reported by Kennedy in the Journal of

V/ the Canadian Medical Association, has been treated intermittently

since January 1950.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: One of your patients looks like a hyper-

thyroid. Is there any indication that toxicity stimulates the

thyroid, or is hyperacidity of the bone the cause?

not
v DR. HARDY: We do /. know; there has been considerable specu-

lation as to the mechanism of beryllium toxicity. We had two



cases of thyroid tumors which seemed to disappear. They had

high BMLR.ts. Their lungs were not explored by biopsy to learn

what had happened. We feel that in some mysterious way the dis-

position and modus operandi of beryllium in the body must be

related to the handling of calcium, but at present I have no

information on the subject except the early tracer studies of

Dr. Hamilton Berkeley in which beryllium put into animals remained

in the liver and kidney for a while but never left the bones

for the duration of his study. This situation is in agreement

with the findings in autopsy cases when beryllium was present.

Dr. Fuller Albright believes that the renal calculi and perhaps

the other phenomena I enumerated are related, just as he believes

they are related, in sarcoidosis, to a protein binding - in

certain diseases protein will bind calcium. But that is really

a description, not an explanation.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: What is the dosage of ACTH you used for

treatment?

DR. HARDY: It varies a great deal. In general we have given

200 milligrams of ACTH a day intramuscularly, divided into

50 milligram doses every 6 hours for a few days and later

25 milligram doses; then a shift to oral cortisone. The patient
are

V/ is kept on that treatment for a week or two until we'/:. sure we

have what would be the best possible benefit from the symptomatic

standpoint. In various cases we have tested this by pulmonary



function study and cardiac catherization study. We then do what

Dr. George Thorn calls "titrate the dose," meaning that we decrease

the dose to the point at which the patient is still comfortable,

and then continue with that dose.

I have patients that have been on 75 milligrams of cortisone

a day - 25 milligrams every eight hours - for a year and we see

V/ few harmful effects. This is very impressive even though I dorfnot

believe that I am curing beryllium poisoning.

DR. VORtWAID: Is that a general tendency with cortisone?

DR. HARDY: Yes. It has been my experience and the experience

of Dr. Max Michel, who has treated many cases of Boeck's sarcoid,

that you may get apparently brilliant results in the treatment of

sarcoidosis with ACTH or cortisone, but, as I have already pointed

out, I have seen cases of sarcoidosis that simply will not respond

in any way to ACTH or cortisone. In fact, I have seen cases - two

recent cases are fresh in my mind - that seem definitely to have

been made worse, as proven by pulmonary function studies and a

clinical downhill course with an obviously increasing development

of granulation tissue. I have not seen this condition in beryllium

poisoning except for one or two cases which would appear to be

getting worse - from a laboratory standpoint -. though they are

symptomatically better.

DR. TEBROCK: Our experience in the treatment of chronic beryllium

poisoning with cortisone parallels that of Dr. Hardy. We have



observed several dozen patients under cortisone therapy and have

been able to do a great deal for them but we find very definitely

that we are not curing them. The patients go downhill and the

best we can do is to give them a more protracted period of dis-

ability - a more practical period, if I may use that word. They

sleep more comfortably during this longer period of disability

but the end results are about the same.

Dr. Hardy, what in your opinion is the activating factor

in the precipitating mechanism? Is it a true allergy or is it

a matter of physico-chemical changes within the system that

precipitates the disease?

DR. HARDY: I believe that the beryllium in the body is in a

state of equilibrium, is stored for excretion, and then something

happens to the individual, such as a respiratory tract infection

or a pregnancy or, for soldiers, experience in combat or loss of

weight incurred during boot training. In practically all cases

in which I have been able to make a good clinical hunt I have

found that something happened to the individual after he or she

stopped inhaling beryllium or that the individual was subjected

to an added physiological burden which made it possible for the

beryllium to become pathogenic.

I have not seen any evidence that the clinically-active disease

is an allergic type of response but I believe that Dr. Sterner has

a good basic idea that may explain many things about all response

to toxic insult, not just to beryllium but to infection also.



DR. VORWAID: Quite recently we succeeded in reproducing in the

lung of animals a lesion which at least simulates the lesion seen

in industrial workers exposed to beryllium. The lesions in the

animal and in the industrial worker, caused by beryllium, are as

nearly similar to each other as are the lesions produced by silica

in animals and in man. Lesions developed after many months of

exposure, at an extremely low level of concentration, to pure

beryllium oxide or to beryllium sulphate. We have not yet

succeeded, for unknown reasons, in reproducing the number of

.lesions seen in human cases, as the lesions formed in the ex-

perimental animal are few and far between.



TAKEN FROM PAGE 111.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

Gentlemen, to continue our discussion now on the newer

problems, with a report by Doctor Pratt of the



A. ..44.

' - Laboratory staff on their studies on some of the new syn-

thetic silicas. Doctor Pratt.

BY DOCTOR PRATT:

(Doctor Pratt read a prepared paper, which is on

file at the Saranac Laboratory).

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

Ladies and gentlemen, we have heard now about many

different kinds of materials ranging all the way from our

old friend Silica, as it occurs in nature, to problems that

develop with the synthetic silicas, and these other curious

dusts in between.

We go now-to a little departure, perhaps, from

the processes that have been followed this afternoon, the

discussion of the behavior of particulate matter, without

special reference to the nature of the material, in the

course of inhalation and certainly the way in which partic-

ulates are handled in the course of inhalation and their

receipt, and the amount of retention, and the understanding

of those things is fundamental to the building up an under-

standing of the whole problem of dust diseases.

Merril Eisenbud of the New York Operations Office

of the Atomic Energy Commission will report to us now on the

Fate of Inhaled Particulates. Mr. Eisenbud.

BY MR. EISENBUD:

(Mr. Eisenbud read prepared paper which is on file



in the Saranac Laboratory). .

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

I think you will all agree with me that we have

had a very concentrated afternoon and I'm not sure how much

time you're going to feel like taking now for discussion- 2

Sbut I am certain that whether you feel like it or not, you-

all have many questions that you'd like to raise for such

discussion*

I should like to emphasize at this point, the

chairman's privilege of opening the discussion and to ak

one or two comments which pertain particularly to the last;'i-,

presentation of Mr. Eisenbud's, and having to do with the

at all sure in my own mind that it's the most important '

factor compared with the subsequent clearance of particulate m

calculation with some of the data from South Africa compar-

ing the amounts of materials found in matching of silicotic

9 lungs with some rough calculations on my own among the ma-

terial that the individual had probably inhaled and retained,

and while the essence is necessarily very crude, nevertheless



0the order of magnitude was not far off, and the amount re-

tained or the amount accounted for in the silicotic lung

was in the order of one tenth to one percent of the amount

which they had inhaled over the years*

Now, then to whatever degree that residue repre-

.2 sented the material that it produced in them, it's pretty

clear that we're talking about a highly selected portion of

the total material inhaled, and so when we try to relate

' the composition and the physicial characteristics and so on,

of the material in the atmospherq, among them it seems to

me pretty evident, that there is an awful lot of informatior

- an awful lot of things happen from time of inhalation to

the .development,g .full development of the effects, so I sus-

pect that the - one of the biggest gaps in our understand-

ing, one of the things in which there is the greatest need

for research, is the research into the way partifulate ma-

terial is handled, the rates, relative rates of clearance

and the relative ways in which the particulate matter is

disposed of within the lungs and in that connection, I'd

like to make two points which will amplify, add perhaps a

little bit, to what Mr. Eisenbud has just had to say about the

retention.

First of all, if you will permit me to make a very

diagramatic sketch here, of a primary molecule, and this is

very diagramatic, but I want to use this way of making my



point. Considering the primary lobule, beginning with.

the respiratory bronchiole, we have -- I warned you this is

going to be very diagramatic -- we have some kind of vesti-

bule beyond the respiratory bronchiole connected to that in"H

various air sacs. Now, I won't go beyond that in trying to-

picture it, but I make this point that down:to this point1

here, concerned with known respiratory air passage ways, th

volume of which air got through something, like 140 c.c.rs~Y?

of atypicals and this pass in here adds up to some thing
that order, and the alveolar spaces to something of that

der; now, in the course of inhalation, thes eare figurare^B

representing a relaxed lung. In the coursea oýf inhala tior,

there is expansion down here, and I presume some expansioni

in this volume also, but even under the most rapid'rate fot.

inhalation, the air velocity down in here 6AndfO t into 64th

space is of the order of, well, at best, one obr two feet'A

per minute or one or two centimeters per second .

According to the very elementary view of the '

thing, from the standpoint of fluid flow, we have to accept f

the notion that the flow of air into this space is complete ]

slow. There is no turbulence in it, so that as these spac-1.

es expand, the air that was in here at the beginning of the -

inhalation simply recedes quietly out in these spaces here Týý

and the new air comes in on top, so that active mechanical
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I ventilation-- by active mechanical ventilation, I mean acti l
I change of gasses, takes place only down into this particula

space, since at least under conditions of normal quiet

breathing, the tidal volume will not any more than see that '*

and even under heavy breathing of exercise as it goes up,

it will still just fall in on top of the receding air.

Nows there is an important point here. The venti

lation is all right so far as exchanging is concerned, be- |
cause the exchange of oxygen and Co2 across this face, t akel
place by rapid molecular diffusion, a pretty well accepted: ^

notion in respiratory physiology, but the philosophy of

diffusion of particles of the order of one or two microns *"4J7

is so slow that we can expect no exchange of particles : outW V

into the'true alveolar spaces in any way comparable to the'

exchange of gas out into them, so that these figures that |H

we're talking about here represent deep lung deposition,, bu

not necessarily mean the same for all different sizes, as'-':td`g

the ultimate site*

As particle size goes down, the gravitational de-

fect which is a primary one in causing the sedimenting out ,B
of particles, the gravitation effect goes down in size and

the diffusion velocity goes up, decreasing size in that

fashion, and for simple sedimentation, this is about a quar*

ter of a micron, so it seems to me that basic to our consid -"

erations this afternoon, which we have heard so much about
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0^ the peculiar behavior of some of these sub-microsc&pic ma-

terials, basic to that may be a deeper understanding than

we now have of the actual site of the position and the way .

that thosd particles are handled by this total structure,

since it seems clear to me at any rate, that a particle thal

does get out of here by diffusion is going to be - well,

say we depend on different mechanisms for its removal, andl'

that is true of particles settled out in the earlier part.

One more point which I'd like to make: If thias

represents the respiratory cycle with this inhalation and |ja4

expiration, we know that these early stages of inhalation; |;C

as a relatively rapid intake which peters off with the endi^

of the inhalation and then there is a rapid beginning of'.

exhalation which tapers off. Current thinking, from recen

experimental work, suggests anyway, that the volume of'afr_

which is breathed in at this time is represented by this.

volume of air exhaled, and this volume of air inhaled .'

represented by that volume exhaled and so on, and the so--

called sequential ventilation of the first air in, the last "

air out, which is another way of saying that the different

parts of the lungs are expanded at different times in the

course of inhalation and exhalation.

Now, the function, among other things, is the time

it saves down in the lungs in this volume of air that's be-

ing actively exchanged, so that along with this question,



we have also to consider the parts of the lungs that are

most actively ventilated during the early phase of inhala-

tion, that they are being last out, as against the air that

comes in during the last ventilation and that is the last

air out, so that where this air goes to in the lung com-

pared with where this air goes to, is important in your

understanding of the site of deposition, and again your

point of clearance, so I would like to suggest that more

important than our understanding of retention, is a better

understanding than we now have of the clearance of the ma-

terial from the lung and the way in which that is related

to the nature, both chemical and physical, of the material. 4

Now, I had to get my say in. At this point, I

should like to open the meeting for discussion from the

floor.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Ted, how do you know all this, that is how do you :r

know there is no turbulence of air way out in this micro-

scopet

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

Well, obviously, we can't know it from any exper-9,<  imental work. We can only know it from analysis. We know

0' this, that in the normal typical lung, there are, and we hake

a pretty good idea, how many, respiratory bronchioles there

and we know from anatomical measurements, the cross-section



of air in the anatomical bronchiole, and in one of - one set

of data that I have in mind, total air of a whole set of

bronchioles, cross-section adds up to one eight eight square

bronchioles. Respiratory- yes, there are one and a fifth

times ten respiratory bronchioles, and that relates to this

velocity per second and so on down. This is Landau's chart

I think.

These are typical dimensions and reported for the

respiratory system. I'm sure they're not exactly right, but

they are good enough for our purposes.

Now, one thing we know in fluid mechanics, in the

understanding.of fluids and flow, and we can draw a sharp

distinction between so-called laminal flow and so-called

turbulent flow, and determining in advance in any given sit..;

uation when we're going to have one and when we're going to

have the other* The index is. the so-called Reynolds number

which I won't burden you with, but say this, if a Reynolds

number is less than two thousand, you can be sure you have

laminal flow*

These calculations here would indicate that in

the lungs even under the deepest inhalation at an instantan

eous rate of sixty liters a minute, the Reynolds number is

tremendous to be compared with two thousand, as a dividing

line between laminal and turbulent flow so it's only my

faith in the Reynolds number and fluid mechanics that would
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0 tell me that this is so.

I think there is some physiological evidence to

indicate that it is so in this case, that after exchange,

it's ventilated by diffusion* Does_' tat answer your ques-

tion?

BY DOCTOR MACHLE: i .

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to compliment Doctor Hardy..

on a very excellent summary of the beryllium problem* 'I

K. would like also to ask if she would elaborate on the cases

presumably exposed to low beryllium phosphor. We have been

following data on several thousand people exposed to low

beryllium phosphors since 1945. From our experience, from i.;

the data we have now pooled together, we have, yet to.find-;...

any cases of exposure to beryllium encountered in the low

phosphor, at least in one manufacturing operation in this

country, and in another manufacturing operation, there have

been several hundred including - several hundred thousand

man hours of exposure to low beryllium phosphors, the per-

centage was less than three years*

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

The percentage was less than what?

BY DOCTOR MACHLE:

Beryllium.

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

My data is a mixture of material that I have by



the courtesy of Doctor Kline, on General Electric phospho

which, I understand, is always below four percent, and heK

reports about eleven cases, and we have two cases in Massa

chusetts in or from subsidiary companies in that same phos

phore (NOTE: Doctor Hardy requested following the clos

of the session that the reference to General Electric be'

deleted from her remarks. However, as the reporter unde

stood the response, the reference is made in such a manner

that it is felt Doctor Hardy should make the deletion inl

such a way as not to confuse her statement).

I have reports from Nash in England, reportingl

six cases of chronic beryllium poisoning, three of thee

from low beryllium phosphor manufacturing. I used the

Sroughlyt advisedly, because I didn't have the precise'dal

- as to the total number of these, but it was something O

*· the order of fifteen which is on the low side, of individ-a.i,

uals with an unknown number,doubtless in the thousands,

exposed to phosphor below four percent. Is that what youi A

want?

BY DOCTOR MACHLE:

May I ask again - yes, that's a very significant-,

observation, but there are several various significances in

beryllium phosphor quite apart from what Doctor Pratt men-

tioned, characteristic, so to speak, of exposure. By the

characterization of phosphor, the total amount of beryllium
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present is an important consideration because of the limi- U|

tation in the limit of the solution which you can make of

beryllium in material.

The second variable is the completeness of the

reaction which, of course, is determined by the time, tem-

perature and repetition in firing, together with the use

or non-use of flexes. In situations where we have encoun-

tered cases which seemingly occurred from exposure to low

beryllium phosphor only, it has been possible in at least -

two of the situations to establish that there have been un-

usual practices in the preparation of phosphor by - in the-'...

direction of lessening firings experimentation with flex-

ing methods, and so forth, which lead one to believe tha t4

it was an anomalous situation and it could not be included- :

in the general epidemiological consideration which, obvious

ly, you are bound by, to have a certainty as to the nature

of the exposure.

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

That is why I quoted you, Doctor Machle, as one o

the more studied of physical characteristics of state of

S 1 aggravation, and so forth, and so forth, but it seemed to ...

me in reviewing the evidence in my own personal experience,

we had to say that the low beryllium phosphor used in that

manufacture before May 1949 had caused the death of a num-

ber of cases of beryllium poisoning and I think, as you do,
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this is a very crucial point in studying the epidemiology

of the disease*

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Mr. Chairman, it may be interesting for you to

know, I think we have in recent years, or last year, suc-

ceeded in reproducing a lesion in the lung of animals which

simulates, at least, the lesion which we see in the human

cases exposed to beryllium, and certainly the simulation is

S- as comparable in that instance as is the simulation between

silicotic produced and the silicotic natural subjects. We:

have succeeded in doing that after many months of exposure ^

to pure beryllium oxide at extremely low levels of concen-

tration, and also to a beryllium sulphate at extremely low

levels of concentration.

There is - in my own mind, however, there is one

difficulty which I can not explain and that is that we have

hot as yet succeeded in reproducing the number of lesions

that we see in human cases. Now, I must admit that the

lesions that we have reproduced experimentally are very few

and far between, but we will be reporting some of our other

observations on Wednesday when we discuss the pulmonary can

cer and its relationship to some of our exposures in ex-

perimental animals.

I should like to ask, if I may, just one more

moment, Mr. Chairman. Doctor Solandt - we may have not give



'him sufficient time, and if he could merely tell us very

briefly, what he is doing then as the agent that is pro-

ducing this change in the group - in these experimental

animals, and also related to human subjects in the abrasive ;l

bauxite industry. Is Doctor Solandt still here? (No re-

sponse)* Doctor Shaver, could you - hets not here. We may:,

have stopped him too short; I'm not quite clear as to his

final conclusion. Perhaps while Doctor Shaver is asking

for that, some others might have a question.

BY DOCTOR GREElBURG:

Mr. Vorwald, I'd like to ask Mr. Hatch a question ,

In that diagram, :you've got there for the inhalation and th

exhalation, you say the material can be fractionated to.dif-^

ferent parts of the cycle, but as I remember it, you said

that the total retention was about one tenth of a percent ,-ý,

up to one percent.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

The ultimate retention.

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

Yes, the ultimate retention. Now, if the ulti-

mate -retention is one tenth to one percent and the concen-

tration to which the animal is exposed is approximately

uniform, for any given duration of time, wouldn't the amount

retained in the various parts of the cycle be approximately

the same in the last analysis?



BY DOCTOR HATCH:

Well, I think somebody who knows more about the

lungs than I do would have to answer that. The picture I

have is that there are - there is relative ease in ventila- I';-'

tion of certain parts of the lungs compared with others and

you would expect, therefore, over a period of time to find--*

a disease and, therefore, there would be a higher deposi-

tion in such areas*

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

No, that isn't the thing I was talking about; the

first thing I'm quite in agreement with.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

You're speaking about this chart on the right?

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

That's right.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

This is inhalation-exhalation-ventilation curve

for the lungs*

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

Right. Now, it seems to me that the retention in

all parts of that cycle, in all parts of the inhalation cyc3 e

would be approximately the same.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

Well, I was suggesting -- no, I can't say that is

so. I was just suggesting it. You say this, the subject



breathing fifteen respirations a minute, then this is four

seconds from here to here. The average duration of stay of

this air in the lungs will approach four seconds. The aver-

age duration of stay of this air in the lungs will be one

second or less. Now, the amount that's deposited out of ,,

that air is going to be in proportion to the duration of

stay in this actively ventilated space so that in certain,...

portions of the lung, favorably receiving this air, then

they're going to get more dust.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Gentlemen, I suggest that youtre talking about

two different things; he is talking about retention nto

respiration and you're talking about ultimate retention in

the tissues after the elimination process.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

Mayb' I'm a little'confused.

-, z UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

You can get particles of this order, magnitude, s<me-

thing of the order or magnitude of two to three microns;

you can get upwards of thirty-five or more percentage re-

tention in the lung during the respiratory cycle. How much

you'll find there six months later is a totally different

story.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

But with respect to that, that average figure is
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made up of higher percentages in the lungs and lower per-,

centages in others depending on the activity of ventilation

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Ted, are you sure that the first air in is the

last air out?

BY DOCTOR HATCH:

I think the most - the best evidence we have on

that is a paper by Fowler, remember, down in Pennsylvania,

in which he determined that was so by the ingenious trick

of splitting up the inhalation for a moment and then sud-

denly completing the exhalation with a mixture, and then

he analyzed the exhaled air in the same way and then he

found that that same mixture going in was found in the air

coming out. Now, we have .some other indirect evidence and

we have a little bit of evidence that agrees with Fowler.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Doctor Shaver?

BY DOCTOR SHAVER:

Rather than hash what Doctor Solandt had to say,

I will just read part of his summary and conclusions.

_(Doctor Shaver reads from Doctor Solandt's paper,

Swhich has been filed with the Saranac Laboratory.)

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

I wanted to ask Doctor Hardy a couple of questions

One is what is the longest period of time for treatment of
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BAUXITE FUME PNEUMOCONIOSIS

by

C. G. Shaver, M.B.

On the occasion of the Sixth Saranac Symposium,

Dr. A, R. Riddell presented a very concise, but clear-cut picture

of the clinical features of Bauxite Fume Pneumoconiosis. Chemical

aspects of the disease were discussed by Doctor C. M. Jephcott. I

have been asked to discuss the clinical developments since that

time.

Dr. Riddell reported 30 cases of well-established

disease, 29 early and 17 doubtful. The present situation reveals

that we have to date a total of 38 cases of well-established

disease, some of these were previously classified as Early. In the

Early group there are 65 cases, and there is a further group of 23

Doubtful. It is quite impossible, because of changing conditions of

employment, and lay-offs to formulate any opinion as to the incidence

of disease among those employed. One of the well-established cases,

who had not been x-rayed previously, reported recently at a mass

survey. He had been an aluminum oxide furnace feeder from September

1939 to March 1942, since when he has worked as a farmer. He has no

complaints, and his examination, other than the x-ray of his chest,

was negative. A case diagnosed as Early disease in 1951, had had

two years exposure as a hot change ulan in 1942 and 1943, but had

missed being x-rayed since then, although his cmployment since 1943

was not associated with furnace fumes.

Deaths to date, which have been ascribed to

the disease number 13, or 34.5%/ of the group recorded as Well

Established. Althoigh spontaneous pneuniothorny has been a very
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common development in the group, it has been responsible for

sudden death in only one case. This patient was recovering

from a unilateral pneumothorax when he developeda massive

pneumothorax on the controlateral side, and died within a few

minutes. In two cases infection played an important part as

a cause of death, one showing a rather marked downhill course

following pneumonia, and the other developed an infection

which terminated in gross bronchiectasis. The remainder died

chronic
ofcor pulmonale.

Eight deaths have occurred in the group

from causes unrelated directly to the pulmonary disease, two of

these from coronary occlusion, one from brain tumour, and one

from purulent pericarditis. We were not successful in obtain-

ing post-mortem examinations in the remainder (T.M., F.P., iV.M.,

and R.M,).

Special investigation was carried out on

one case, who in 1947, during the development of his disease

showed a rather marked paradoxical movement of his mediastinum

(A.M.). Later however, the intensity of emphysema in his upper

right lung area seemed to compensate, and this phenonema became

less marked. He was admitted to the Toronto General Hospital

in March 1950 for investigation of cardiovascular effects which

may have been initiated by his pulmonary fibrosis. At this time

he had a normal cardiograph. After catheterization of the heart

it was concluded that there was a slight increase in the degree

of negative pressure within his thoracic cage, and a slight degree

of pulmonary hypertension.
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Interestingly enough this man was totally

disabled in 1947, but improved to the point that he wanted to do

something, and he accepted our advice to take a business course,

which he completed. He then obtained a light job as timekeeper

at a local plant, and from 1950 to December 1951, he was quite

well. He then developed an acute pulmonary infection, from which

he has not completely recovered. The clinical improvement between

1947 and 1950 corresponded with increasing emphysema in the right

lung, and I feel that had the cardiovascular investigation been

carried out in 1947, the changes noted would have been more marked

than in 1950.

Detailed lung function tests have been carried

out on two patients (A.M., R.S., ), one being the case reported above.

He was unable to complete the lightest test given on the ergometer,

as well as being unable to do the other exercise test of stepping up

and down on a low stool. His disability in 1949 was rated at a

mininum of 75%. As stated above, however, the man's tolerance for

work seemed to improve later.

The other case (LR.), on whom lung function

tests were carried out in May 1948 required an alveolar oxygen

concentration of 59.2% to give 100% artereal oxygen saturation. The

time required to reach 100% saturation on changing from room air to

100% was 77 seconds. This compares to a series of normal subjects who

had given a mean 02 concentration of 30.1% for 100% saturation, and

a saturation time of 43 seconds. His actual vital capacity was 1.1 litres,

and calculated normal V.C. 3.9 litres. His Electrocardiograph at

this time showed no evidence of right heart failure. This patient

is still alive, although he lives a most sedentary sort of existence.
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CORTISONE

It was with some anticipation following upon the

results of the use of Cortisone in Beryllium disease, that the

Workmen's Compensation Board permitted us to use the drug on

selected cases of Bauxite Fume Pneumoconiosis. The case recorded

above was treated from January llth 1951 to February 12th, 1951,

with 150 mgm. of Cortisone.for 7 days, and 200 mgm for the

remainder of the period. During the time of treatment, there was

no change in his subjective symptoms, if anything his dyspnoea

increased slightly. This was-ascribed to a gain of 10 lbs. in

weight while he was taking the drug. Since discontinuance of the

therapy his weight has returned to its former normal, and no

change has been noted subjectively or objectively in the patient,

We have not used the drug on other patients,

PATHOLOGY:

A previous report on the pathology of Bauxite fume

Pneumoconiosis has been made by Wyatt and Riddell, We have had the

opportunity since this report to study two cases in which death

occurred in patients showing early lung changes. The first died on

January 2nd, 1949. He had a stone in his common duct and vegetative

endocarditis. The pathologist could not state the exact cause of

death, but was quite certain that the pulmonary condition was in

no way responsible. The second case died of coronary thrombosis in

December 1951.

Case 1.
(WLM.) age 40. lHe gave an occupational history of 19 years in one of the

local abrasive plants. From July 1927 to January 1928 he was in the

nix roorm, after which from January 1928 to Mach 1941, he was an
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aluminum oxide furnace feeder, with the exception of a two-

year lay-off. Following this he was a supervisor in the

furnace room.

The first x-ray taken on this man was in

September 1944. It was reported that there was a light

increase in the first and second interspace markings, but

the change was not sufficiently marked to make a diagnosis

of occupational disease. In April 1947 these lung changes

seemed to be of sufficient importance to make a diagnosis

of early disease.

The last films taken on him were in July

1948 and these show light granular infiltration above the

third rib on either side. Althougl/of better technique,

they show some incredse in the lung shadowing over his

initial film of September 1944.

GROSS PATHOLOGY:

Dr. J. P, Wyatt, Pathologist at the

Toronto East General Hospital reported that the pleural

surface was smooth. The lungs were bluish grey in colour,

with fine dark-blue mottling. On section, the lung parenchyma

was pale-grey in colour. It had a fine spongy appearance.

No abnormality was noted in the bronchi or vessels.

In the right upper lobe, near the apex, there

was a small area which felt firmer than the surrounding tissue.

Fine interlacing strands of dark grey tissue could be seen,

and between these slightly dilated air spaces. This was

the only area in the right lung which appeared abnormal.



On the left in the upper lobe at the apex, was a small area where
the alveoli were dilated, giving the appearance of a honeycomb,
Adjacent to this area were seen small patches which were dark gray
in colour, and firm to touch. The remainder of the lung had a
normal appearance.

Microscopic Description:

The lung parenchyma showed a diffuse uniform

interstitial fibrosis throughout. The normal alveolar septal

lace work is replaced by a stiffened collagen deposit, some

of this is hyalinized giving a filigreed trabecular pattern.

The septal thickening of the right lower lobe is minimal, but

the stiffened radiating septa are distinct. The other lobes

are monror less in the same stage with a moderate degree of

septal thickening. At places the septal fibrosis passes into

irregular masses of scars, radiating from which are bands of

hyalinized septal tissue. A large area of scarring with

trapped anthracotic dust is noted in the right upper lobe

which as described grossly, is firmer in consistency than the

surrounding tissue. Nowehere is fibrous nodulation found, nor

is there any evidence of koniophthisis. Emphysema is not

marked,though some dilated spaces are found along with fibrosis,

Inflammatory reaction and oedema are patchy. The cellular

reaction is predominantly small round cells, and in some areas

polymorphonuclear leucocytes, which are more intravascular than

interstitial. The small blood veseels have also a thickened

hyalinized wall,

The lymph nodes show fibrotic scarring and

anthracotic pigment deposition. One lymph node shows three

minute foc~i of a cellular demarcated amorphous debris, reminiscent

of healed tubercle,

Opinion:

1. The upper lobes are not the only lobes involved.

2. The trabecular outline is that of single stiffened
septal walls.
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3. Curiously enough the collagen is all of the same age.

4. Previouslungs which have been sectioned have shown a
more heterogenous morphology.

5. The lesion of increased septal cellularity is not
present.

Analysis of lung ash:

Silica: 28.95%

Alumina: 16,86%

0----o0o-----0

Case 2.
R.M. age 57. This man gave an occupational history of working as a

general labourer in the arc-furnace room of one of the 'Plants

from 1935 to 1940. He was then a crane operator in the same

department until the time of his death.

The first chest film taken on him was on May 2nd, 1945.

It shows some suggestion of increased markings in both apices,

although the change was not of a degree as to substantiate a

diagnosis of occupational disease.

Stereoscopic films were taken in April 1947,and these

showed a very light, but quite distinct granular type of infiltr-

ation above the second rib on either side, and some slight

increase in his lung markings in general.

Further films did not reveal any definite extension of

his disease. The last plate on file is dated Sqptember 1951.

The films in this case are not shown, because it is felt

that the disease would not show up to advantage in a small print.

The pathological report on this case is presented

through the kindness of Doctor A. J. Blanchard, Sunnybrook Hospital.

Toronto. Ont.
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Gross pathology of the lungs showed that the pleura was generally

smooth, glistening and greyish.in colour, with black mottling. The lungs

were slightly emphysematous, but no bullae were noted.

Cross section through the lungs showed a fine moderate diffuse

dilatation of alveoli, so that the lungs were more porous than normal,

In addition there was considerable black patchy pigmentation throughout

all lobes. These pigmented areas however, were not indurated.

Occasional areas showed small rounded nodules, one to two mms, in diameter,

which were not considered typical of silicosis. Occasional nodules in a

perivascular or subpleural locations were larger and rubbery in

consistency. A.t the extreme right apex, there was a superficial firm

cartilagenous like nodule, .5 cm. in diameter, On the left there was a

suggestion of a diffuse, interstitial fibrosing process involving the

central portion of the upper lobe, Peribronchial lymph nodes were small

and blackish in colour, and soft in consistency.

Microscopic examination:
Right lung-

(a). This shows patchy areas of scattered dense dark

anthracotic pigmentation with a slight amount of undedlying dense

fibrous tissue, This however, is not showing any circumferential

arrangenment, such as is seen in silicotic nodules. In addition

almost all of the alveolar walls are slightly to moderately thickened

due to an increase in collagenous fibrous tissue. The alveolar spaces

show a patchy dilatation, and many of them contain histiocytes some of

which have engulfed anthracotic pigment.



A.49 Low power view of lung showing patchy fibrous thickening of alveolar
walls and entrapped anthracotic pigment. In one area the collagen is
hyalinized, but there is no evidence of any nodulation. There is
moderate dilatation of some of the alveoli,

A.48 High power view of small area of A. 49 showing again the interstitial,
non-nodular fibrosis, pigmentation, and some thickening of small arteries.
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(b) Two further sections from the right lung showed the

pleural surface of the lung, with a thickening of an interlobular

septum by dense fibrous tissue, and also patchy subpleural and

'perivascular anthracotic pigmentation, and a thickening of the

alveolar walls with emphysema and patchy areas of atelectasis.

One of the sections also includes a fairly large bronchus which

appears to be essentially normal apart from a very slight chronic

inflammatory cell infiltration, and shows a peribronchial iymph

node with considerable anthracotic pigmentation, and some fibrosis,

which however, was more diffuse, and not suggestive of the silicotic

type.

(c). Two sections from the left upper lobe show a marked

degree of interstitital thickening of alveolar walls. Many of the

alveoli are collapsed, and in addition, most of the persisting

alveolar spaces are filled up with an accumulation of histiocytes.

Here and there, were dense accumulations of black anthracotic pigment.

A.50 This is a low power view which shows a more diffuse fibrous thickening
of alveolar walls, and in some of the alveoli there are collections of
nh anner*t r C
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A.51, This shows an emphysematous bulla. The surroundinglung is partly

compressed. You can also perceive patchy increase in fibrous tissue

in the alveolar walls in the interstitial tissue.

A 52 You can see the increase in fibrous tissue, both fibroblasts add

collagen being laid down in the alveolar walls in increased amount.
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Diagnosis:
1). Diffuse interstitial fibrosis of lungs, moderate.
2). Emphysema of lungs ,moderate.
3). Anthracosis of lungs and peribronchial lymph nodes,

moderate.

Summary; Examination of this tissue disclosed that the obvious

cause of death was a recent coronary thrombosis with myocardial

infarction. The lungs showed an unusual picture in that there wask

very diffuse interstitial fibrosis with thickening of almost all of the

alveolar walls and patchy atelctasis and emphysema, In the atelectatic

areas, many of the alveolar spaces were filled with dense accumulations

of histiocytes. Nowhere was there any suggestion of the lesions of

silicosis. The pathological changes described above are compatible with

those seen in early cases of Bauxite pneumoconiosis,

Analysis of Lung Ash:

Silica: 22.3%

Alumina: 32.41%.

These cases differ from those described by Wyatt and Riddell

in as muchas they did not have the thickened pleura. Gross bullous

emphysema was lacking, although both cases show beginning changes of

this nature. Interstitial fibrosis, although present, is much less

marked than in the cases described by Wyatt and Riddell.

TUBERCULOSIS:

A total of 11 cases of tuberculosis from the plants under

surveillance, has been treated. In only one of these however, was there

x-ray evidence of pneumoconiosis associated with the tuberculous

condition. This has been treated, and the tuberculous process is

progressing favourably. He is disabled however, because of his

pneumoconiosis,

In the remaining group, all but one have been discharged

from hospital, this patient having been diagnosed only within the past few months.
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It would seem that there is no evidence to suggest that

tuberculosis has been more frequently encountered in this Industry

than in other Industries of the district. The presence of Bauxite

S* Fume Pneumoconiosis made the treatment of the Tuberculous condition

in the patient where both were present, somewhat more difficult, but

the ultimate progress of the tuberculous disease has been satisfactory.

PREVENTION:

The Industries concerned, in co-operation with the Department

of Industrial Hygiene of the Province of Ontario have effected a

marked improvement in the ventilation of all Plants. This

unquestionably has been of major importance in decreasing the incidence

of the disease. In addition to this, periodic physical and x-ray

examination of employees in the Industry has been carried out; at

first at intervals of six months, latterly, except in special

instances, it has been done once a year. There has also been

inmprovement in the method of feeding furnaces, so that the men

get less exposure to furnace fumes.

i. very rigid pre-employment examination has been enforced, and

S- men who have had previous exposure as hard-rock miners, as well as

those who show chronic pulmonary disease, such as bronchitis or

bronchiectasis have been excluded from employment.

The disease Bauxite Fume Pneumoconiosis was first identified

in 1942, and it would appear that the major occurence of the dsease

ainonc workmen associated with Bauxite Fumes was between the years

1942 and 1945. Since then there has been a gradual lessening

of the incidence of disease, and it is felt latterly that thodisease

is under control, although there still remains a goodly number of

workmen, who because of previous exposure, show distinct lung changes.



S^ these patients you have referred to?

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

One recently reported by Kennedy in the Journal of

the American Medical Association, I have continued to treat

that same case up until now.

SUNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

The second question, one of your patients showed

here, looks like a hyperthyroid; is there any indication

toxicity stimulates the hyperthyroid, or is it because of

hyperacidity of the bone?

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

We don't know; there has been a lot of speculation

about that. We had two cases of thyroid tumors that sort

of disappeared. They had high m. p. r.ts. No one every

explored their lungs to know. Hype calcemias were present.

Our feeling is that, in some mysterious way, the behavior

4*. of beryllium in the body, particularly its disposition and

modus operandi must be related, but at present I have no kn w-

ledge except those early tracer studies of Doctor Hamilton

Berkeley, except that when he gave beryllium, the material

went in the animals' body and was in the liver and kidney

for a while but it never left the bones for the duration of

his study. That's been true in autopsy cases, where beryll um

was present. Doctor Fuller Albright thinks that the renal

calculi and perhaps the other phenomena that I have



Senumerated are related, just as he -thinks they are in sar-

coidosis to- a protean binding, that is protean will bind

calcium in certain diseases, but as far as I'm concerned,

that's a description, not an explanation. I don't know.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

What is the dosage of your ACTG for that treatuent?

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

Well, it varys a great deal. In general, we

* have given him 200 milligrams a day, ACTH embodied into

fifty milligrams every six hours, for a few days; then downl

to a hundred milligrams spread out, then shift to the oral

cortisone, keep him there one or two weeks until you're sur o

;that.you have what.would be the bewt possible benefit fran -

the symptomatic standpoint, and in various cases, we have'

tested this by pulmonary function study and cardiac cather-

ization study and then we do what Doctor George Dorn calls

titrate the dose, meaning let him go down to the point be-

low which he is still comfortable and then keep him there.

I'm a great deal older than I was when I talked

about this in 1950 and I have patients that have been on

75 milligrams of cortisone, 25 milligrams every eight hours

0 for a year, and I can't see where I've done any harm, and

I've taken symptomatic patients from a complete chair pa-

tient back to forty hours a day - four hours a day, and

this is very impressive even though in all honesty, I don't
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0 think I'm curing them.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

The only reason I'm asking, Jerry Kane of Michigar

seems to think that the use of cortisone may ledd to sporac-

ic sclerosis; I don't know.

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

Well, I think it might easily be true,,but I

think in the case of beryllium poisoning, you have to sort

of take the choice and play your cards as you go.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Is that a general tendeney in cortisone?

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

Yes, ,t'Is been nmy experience in talking with Doc-

.tor Max Michel, who has treated very many of these, that you

may get brilliant results in treatment of sarcoidosis with

ACTH or cortisone, but as I pointed out in that swift-runnng

survey summary, just given you, I have seen cases of sarcoi-

dosis that simply will not respond in any way to ACTH and

cortisone, and I have seen - I have even seen cases recent-

ly -- two are very fresh in my mind -- that have definitely

been made worse, and have proven this by pulmonary function

studies and a clinical downhill course of obviously increas

ing replacement of the granular tissue. This I have not

seen in beryllium poisoning except for my remarks that one

or two cases I have watched appear to be getting, from the



laboratory standpoint, worse though they're systematically

better.

BY DOCTOR TABRUCK:

Ild like to state that our experience in the

treatment of chronic beryllium poisoning with cortisone

parallels that of Doctor Hardy. We have seen several dose

cases under cortisone therapy and we find we havie been able

to do a great deal for these patients, but we find very def-

initely we're not curing anything. We find the patients

go downhill and the best we can offer them is to give them

a more protracted period of disability but a more practical

period of disability if you can use that word. In other

words, they are sleeping much more comfortably during this

period of disability, which becomes longer, but the end

results are about the same.

I'd like to ask Doctor Hardy what, in her opinion

is the activating factor in her precipitate mechanism? Is

it a matter of true allergy or is it a matter of physio-

chemical changes within the system that precipitates the

instance of disease in beryllium poisoning?

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

0 Well, I see I didn't make myself clear or talked

too fast. I think the beryllium is in the body very often

in happy equilibrium, stored for excretion, and then some-

thing happens to the patient -- maybe it's a respiratory
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tradt infection or this very fascinating business of the

woman having a baby and getting along quite well, and then

when the baby is four or five months, she begins to go down

hill in induced weight loss. I have seen this very strik i-

ly, or in unusual exercise, the soldier, you rdnember a ver

small but definite group, after experience in co6mbat; or I

have young girls in cases where, or cases where.a lazy 190

pound man went and was put through boot training and lost

thirty pounds and he became a clinically active case of

beryllium disease.

In fadt, in practically all of the cases in which

I have been able to make a good clinical hunt, I have been

able to find something that happened to that man or woman

after he or she stopped inhaling beryllium or perhaps still

is in the situation that is an added insult or added phys-

iologioal burden, that if you like, makes it possible for

the beryllium to become pathogenic.

I suspect you're referring to the very fascinat-

ing work of the boys, showing that beryllium in the test

tube and in small animals will inhibit magnesia, will take

the place of magnesia in certain enzyme systems and, by

pressing out the phosphatase, set up a whole chain reaction

to to speak, and it's very, very seductive to consider that

this may be the means by which to say your response takes

place, that later on you'll have fibrosis and so on, sympto

^^^__j_____________________-JSa:_
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producing. The cortisone that is used in test tubes on

small animals compared to the human of this particular set-

up, makes it a little difficult to translate it from the

test tube to humans, but there it is possible for later use,

I haven't seen any evidence there that the clini-

cally active disease is an allergic type of response, al-

though I think Doctor Sterner has a very good basic broad

isdea that may explain a lot of things about goiter responst

to toxic insult, not just'beryllium, but also infection.

BY DOCTOR HATCH:'

I thlnk at this hour I'd like to call the meeting

to a close, and Itd like to make one comment in closing* We

r. .. have heard, this afternoon, of the action of different,dust

in the lungs,. the relative importance of different factors

in the dust, .that go to determine the nature and magnitude <f

the action. Very illuminating, I believe, in the light of

k, this morning's discussion in which we had great difficulty

in arriving at definitions to a high degree because there were

so many gaps in our knowledge. I should like to leave with

you this thought, will the day ever come when we will be

able to anticipate difficulties associated with the inhala-

tion of particulate matter and not have to wait until the

difficulty has developed before becoming concerned with it.

It's going to the question or the degree of which we can re-

duce our understanding to the fundamentalities, the common



denominators that go to make up the problem, whether it's

the problem of asbestos or bauxite or whatever, to what-

ever degree we can meet those fundamentals and extract out

of them a common denominator.

Is it going to be possible for us to anticipate

and predict, from basic studies of new dusts, the possi-

bility of toxic infection? I, for one, would be pretty

discouraged if I thought that day would never come. I

don't want to suggest that one day we'll be able to explain

everything, but I certainly hope we will be able to do a

better job than we have in the past in anticipating this

trouble.

The other comment I want to make is one I think

Doctor Fletcher spoke in paticular about this, morning, that

in our understanding of these problems we have to depend as

much on epidemiological findings from. te field as we do on

the findings from the laboratory. One compliments and sup-

plements the other.

I think, with that, we'll call the afternoon

meeting to a close.

-oOo-

'4 (Session adjourned at 5:45 P. M.).

REPORTER'S NOTE: Throughout the transcript, unless names

were specifically spe&led at the time given, all proper
S names will be subject to change or correction.
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/ Edited age 77

DR. FRI DMAN: Roughly from 25 t 86 year of age.

Edited p ge 90

DR. FRIE MAN: Dr. Wright, how n patients in the

dusty tr de groups you studie had adiologic

evidence f pulmonary dise se and h w many were

disabled ccording to p esent standa ds of pulmonary

function tudies?

Edited pag 90

DR. FRIED : You may have been dealin. with places

where the i provement of dust conditions ad already

been acclnmplshed. Do you know how many y ars these

men wofked i hazardous concentrations of du t and

how, tany year they did not?

Edited page ,112

DR. FRIEDMAN: I do not believe as so many have in-

ferred that the administration of justice in cases

involving occupational diseases of the chest is

I
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hampered by dishonest doctors and lawyers. I be-

lieve that 99.44% of them are basically honest

people. The major difficulty we doctors and

lawyers encounter in attempting to solve intelli-

gently and equitably claims for compensation is

the fact that we are forced to render opinions on

the basis of our current knowledge in the face of

antiquated statutes which were enacted 5, 10, 15

or more years previously. We make considerable

progress in medicine each year and I think that

much of the difficulty could be resolved if the

compensation acts of the various states were

sufficiently flexible in nature to permit the

application of newer and acceptable medical know-

ledge from year to year. Yesterday, for example,

Mr. Waters referred to the West Virginia Compensation

Act which he believed was a very good act; but in

West Virginia, if my information is correct, occu-

pational diseases of the chest are limited to those
cases in which nodules can be identified in the

roentgenogram. Today we know that there can be very
significant and disabling pulmonary dust disease

I
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without any evidence of nodulation in
gram of the chest n a r o e n t geno-

ram of the chest I can see how in West Virginia

a doctor for the claimant or a doctor for thedefendant would have great difficulty in
their problem in the case of an ind r e s o l v i n g

disabled from Pulmonary dust disease and so proved

to be disabled but who has no nodulation in hischest roentgenogram. Finally what kind of dis-ability are we talking about economic or
medical?conomic or

S*".^:*:7*:*^.
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October 28, 1952 i

Miss S. Mulstein
Secretary to -
Mr. M. Eisenbud
United States Atomic Energy Commission
P.O. Box 30, Anaonia Station
New York, 23, New York

Dear Miss Mulstein:

Thank you for your letter of October 18 in which you
enclosed a copy of the talk given by Mr. Mulstein-t our

Seventh Saranac Symposium held here in Saranac Lake last month.
We are very grateful to you for sending the paper to us so

4 promptly.

Sincerely yours,

Arthur J. Vorwald, M.D.
Director, The Trudeau Foundation
&nd The Saranac Laboratory
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UNITED STATES -

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
NEW YORK OPERATIONS OFFICE

ADoRcS REPLY TO:

H MANAGER OF OPERATIONS

U. S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

p. O. BOX 30. ANSONIA STATION

NEW YORK 23. NEW YORK

AND REFER TOD;

IIS:srm October 15, 1952

Dr. Arthur J. Vorweld
Director of RIesearch
Saranac Laboratory and The Trudeau Foundation

* 7 Church Street
Sarenac Lake, New York

Dear Dr. Vorwald:

As you probably know, Mr. Eisenbud is at present abroad for a

period of about 8 w/ceks, rnd therefore, I am taking the liberty

of forwarding .to you a copy of the talk he gave at Saranac recently

which he indicated you would need for your records.

Sincerely,

S. Mulstein

Secy. to Mr. 1M. Eisenbud

Enclosure:
"The Fate of Inholed 1-;;rtic-clatesII
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PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN COAL MINERS

Chairman: PHILIP DRINKER, Sc. D.

Industrial Hygiena Studies of Coal Miners in
Two Geographical Areas in the United States

E. D. J. Urban
Discussion

Radiological Classification

Charles M. Fletcher, M. D.
Discussion

Pathology of Coal Workers' Pneumoconiosis

Arthur J. Vorwald, M. D.
Discussion

0j Epidemiology of Coal Workers' Pneumoconiosis
in Wales

Charles M. Fletcher, M. D.
Discussion

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

It's past our time to begin and there are a few

announcements which I should like to make before the formal

opening of the morning session.

Again, to remind you, those of you who have not

registered, please do so at the John Black Room. Also, t o-

morrow night, on Wednesday, at eight o'clock, there will be

a demonstration of colored photography by the Ansco Com-

pany in the main ballroom of the Saranac Lake Hotel. Those

of you who are interested in color photography, I know,

will be interested in what they have to present. Also,



there are a number of you who are Rotarians and today being

Tuesday, the Rotarians will meet this evening at the Fish

and Game Club at six o'clock. The Fish and Game Club is on

the outskirts of Saranac Lake and should you inquire, I'm

certain that you will find your way there. It sounds very

interesting when the Rotarians meet at the Fish and Game

Club instead of at noon time at the hotel, because it

always means something extraordinary in food and other

things, so if you wish, you're welcome to go there, to make

up your Rotary.

The banquet on Thursday night, as you will note

from your agenda, there is to be a banquet on Thursday

night, and I wish to announce that ladies are cordially in-

vited to the banquet. There will be a good many there, so

those of you who are accompanied by a lady, please bring

Sthem.

With that then, we will enter our - or begin our

sessions for this morning, and our Chairman certainly needs

no introduction to you -- Professor Drinker, who is Professor

of Industrial Hygiene at Harvard. Doctor Drinker.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

S!  Doctor Vorwald, Ladies and Gentlemen: I'd like toi

make it clear to those whom I don't happen to know person-

ally that I am not a physician and if questions should, by

any chance, come my way which are medical, I take second
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place to no one in the matter of evasion and I will evade

them and pass them along to somebody else.

The first paper this morning is by Mr. Urban of

the Laboratory here, on Industrial Hygiene Studies in Coal

Miners in Two Geographical Areas in the United States.

BY MR. URBAN:

Coal is a sedimentary rock which, because of its

high energy value, has been and is of outstanding importanc

to man. Coals,occur in all geologiacl ages since the Devon

ian period about three hundred million years ago. World-

wide distributions of coal originated in the

and in the periods and in the later tertiary

period, most of the lignites or low ranking coals of the
world were formed.

i; The extensive distribution of the individual coal!

seams implies swamp accumulation on broad deltas, coastal

1 plains and broad interior low lands where shallow waters

rest throughout the year. All ordinary coals are of vege-

table origin. In the sedimentary cycle of coal, the im-

mediate source of materials were the prolific plant tree

' growths and the carbon dioxide which was drawn from the

surrounding atmosphere and surface waters.

The trees and plants which fell into the swamp

waters underwent partial decay and the residue accumulated

on the bottom of the swamps to form peat, which is the first
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stage of coal, all coals. It has been estimated that from

125 to 150 years of time of accumulation were required to

produce the equivalent of one foot of bituminous coal. Fr

j 175 to 200 years were required to produce one foot of anthr -

cite coal. An essential to coal formations is the arrest o

bacterial decay in the submerged vegetable matter before

complete destruction takes place, so that there is some

residue to accumulate. This is brought about from the deca-

promoting bacteria to render the water toxic to themselves.

The type of coal eventually formed depends on the

environment, the kind of plants and particularly on the dur

ation of the bacteria decomposition. May we have the first

slide, please?

Al In non-technical terminology, four main types of

coal are recognized, anthracite or hard coal, bituminous

or soft coal, canel, which is actually a special type of

bituminous coal, and lignite. These types may be further

subdivided into ranks. Each rank designates coal of spec-

ific energy values and chemical and physical properties,

semi-anthracite, intermediate coal between anthracite and

bituminous; there are actually five different kinds of

) i bituminous -- sub-bituminous and brown coal are intermediatr

S| between bituminous and lignite, andhracite being termed as

the coal of the highest type and lignite the lowest type.

Peat is a fuel. It's not a coal, but a mixture

if ~ -~-- - - -- ~ -~



of partly decomposed vegetable matter in which bacterial

action, for the most part, has been interrupted. Subse-

quent physical and chemical changes produce coal of the

above ranks. Where these changes have reached completeness,

graphite is the result.

Physically -- rather, chemically, coals contain

hydrogen, carbon, oxygen and impurities either in simple

elements or in complex combinations. The chemical changes

which occur when the higher rank coals are formed from peat

are the progressive elimination of water, oxygen and bitum-

inous - either the solid and semi-solid hydrocarbons, the

increase in carbon as fixed carbon in volatile matter, the

consolidation of hydrogen development, heavy hydrocarbons,

and an increased resistance to solvents, oxidation and heat<

Some of the physical changes which may occur in

coal formed from peat, in the highest ranks, concern the

by-products of those coals of the higher ranks which con-

tqin lignose, gums, waxes, oils, resins and fats. Those

resins and waxes which are less assailable by bacterial

action are present in most coals.

Coal beds occur within so-called coal regions

which consist of alternating beds varying in thickness, of

sandstone, shale, clay, almost -- mostly of fresh water

origin. A coal measure generally contains several coal

seams separated by sedimentary depositions of these various

I- -- - ---- ------- ---------------------- -----__ - -4_ -



minerals.

In Pennsylvania, for example, there are 29 coal

seams aggregating 106 feet of coal with beds varying in

thickness from a mere film up to 100 feet. The famous

Maimot seam is fifty to sixty feet thick. In Alabama, there

are fifty-five coal seams. In England, the aggregate

thickness of coal is 85 feet and in Germany 120 feet.

Now, during the past several years, the Saranac

Laboratory has conducted industrial hygiene surveys in a

number of underground coal mines located in various coal

fields throughout the eastern section of this country.

Data from such - from six such surveys has been selected

for presentation. Each of these mines extracted a bitumi-

nous or soft coal from a different coal seam, with the ex-

ception of two mines, five and six which I'll show you later

which worked in opposite ends of the same seam.

They ranked in size from employment of about 300

to 1,000 men. The deepest mine was about 600 feet below

surface. All of the mines were entered either through

vertical shafts or inclined slopes. Modern methods of

mechanized mining were followed in each case, utilizing

both track and trackless type of equipment. A limited

amount of hand work, hand shovelling into conveyor pans was

also done.

All the mines were generally regarded as gaseous.



Considerable attention in each case was, therefore, given tc

safety, to ventilation and dust control* Now, for these

reasons, data from the - from these six mines can be com-

pared.

It is our further belief that some of the conclu-

sions derived from these studies can be employed also throu

other coal mines, even coal mintes of the anthracite type.

Our primary concern in these surveys was for hazards of a

respiratory significance. The nature and effect upon man

of the gasses commonly encountered in bituminous coal mines,

gasses like methane, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and

oxygen-deficient air are rather well established. Our in-

vestigations were directed mainly, therefore, to a study of

the air-borne dust, to which the workers were exposed*

May we have the first slide, please? Now, early

in our investigations, it became apparent that a number of

different minerals would be present in varying proportions

throughout the same coal seam. A method was developed by

us for the collection of air-borne dusts for ehemical analy

ses. It consisted of a small one half horsepower United

States Bureau of Mines approved suction motor set, connecte

09 to a paper filter by a two-inch diameter smooth ball hose.

* The paper was enclosed in a holder which was elevated to

breathing level height by a tripod. The apparatus was com-

pletely portable and was used wherever electric power was
,
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available*

In operation, dust-laden air is drawn into the

filter. The dust is retained and the clean air passed on

through to the fan. This is your fan motor set; this is

your hose; this is your filter paper holder. We just set

it on an ordinary engineer's tripod so that we can carry

it around at the same time keep it up in the air, and the

filter paper holder section is here. It was a simple metal

affair. It had a screw cap on it and the filter paper was

held in position there tightly.

Now, we're not sure about the efficiency of col-

lection of this device, although we know it's very high.

Through experience, we have learned, for example, that we

can run this thing all day in a coal mine, collection a

-- collect a deposition on the filter which would be on thi

side, heavy enough to completely fill up all the cleats, an

yet when we take the filter paper off, the back of the

<' I filter - the color of the back of the filter hasn't changed

at all, that is if any particles did pass through, there

were very few of them, so that the paper must be an effic-

ient collecting device.

The device was employed for collecting the air-

borne dusts from coal face operations, from workings in rocc

and during the coal train haulage. Figure two illustrates

a typical section through a coal formation of two of the
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three coal seams which were being mined at the time in the

same coal field or coal measure. In other words, three

operators, three other beds had different elevations in the

same geographical area and were being mined; this just

happened to be the deepest.

The roof above the coal bed was a mass of sand-

stone deposits separated from the coal by a narrow layer of

top slate. Lying beneath the coal were deposits of other

sediments as coal slate, fire clay and sandstone. In ad-

dition the coal bed itself contained several other sedi-

mentary depositions, termed locally as binder seams. This

is your main sandstone area roof. We have a top slate

layer here, some mines this wasn't present and others it

was present. Some places, geographically, we called it -

in some places it was called broceli.

This is your coal face or coal bed. Here are

other sedimentaiy depositions within the coal face itself

or rather inclusions of sedimentary materials. Actually,

while we consider that this is mined as a single coal bed,

actually, we have one, two, three, four coal beds repre-

0 senting different sedimentary cycles of coal formation, be-

cause each one of these binder seams was lain down after th

lower coal seam was deposited.

In the other coal mine study, the respective coal



seams were similarly enclosed by sedimentary deposits of

varying thickness and minerological composition. In some

coal beds, the binder seams were less prominent; in others,

however, the coal seams included, in addition, deposits of

Golden Bright, again these local terms, and rock layers as

much as eight layers in thickness.

In the mine represented by this coal face, bulk

samples of each of the various rock horizons, both enclos-

ing the coal and included in the seam, were taken for chem-

ical analyses* All contained free silica.

In the sandstone, the analysis, the average analy-

sis of several samples showed it contained sixty-seven per-

cent free silica, the top slate twenty-one and a half, the

binder material which again was a sedimentary deposit,

probably a shale material, contained forty percent free

silica. The coal itself was taken very - quite a number of

samples - and the average of these samples was only three

tenths of one percent free silica. Coal slate and slate -

the two in this particular case were so intermixed that we

couldn't separate them and the combined analysis, the com-

bined analysis showed thirty-one point one percent, the

fire clay 39.2 percent silica, the sandstone similar to that,

so all of these sedimentary depositions other than coal con-

tained appreciable amounts of free silica.

Chanel samples were obtained from across the



entire coal face from the roof to bottom and showed free

silica samples ranking from 1.5 to 7.2 percent. The average

of thirty samples was 8.3 percent silica. The air-borne

dust created by all operations during the complete day's

shift was collected on filter paper. The free silica

values of these samples, however, ranged from three tenths

of one percent to seven tenths of one percent with an aver-

age of five tenths percent*

The chanel sample was simply a run or cut of the

roof of uniform size directly across from the top to the

bottom and collecting all the droppings that came out of

that room and analyzing those for silica. These results

indicate that although silicious materials were associated

with the coal bed, most of the dusts created by the coal

face operations originated from the coal itself.

We can see that pretty well even though we do

have the silica-bearing materials here, the air-borne dust

only contains half of one percent free silica.

May I have the next slide, please? To illustrate

this point, still further, table Two shows a comparison of the

petrographic analyses of three different types of sampling

obtained from the same coal face. A quartz content of the

Si coal only in this particular case was a hundred to one per-

cent. A chanel sample from the entire coal face showed three

percent silica and a filter paper collection of air-borne
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0. dust from all coal operations reveale-d but three tenths of

one percent silica. When this first sample was obtained,

we instructed the man that was doing the drilling with a

drill, to drill into as clean a coal area as he possibly

could and then we collected all the dust from the drilling

and the quartz content of that dust was a hundred and one

percent, -- rather, one hundredth of one percent.

Undoubtedly, for the proper evaluation of the

silica hazard in coal mining, analyses should be made of

the air-borne dusts rather than of the parent materials.

Dust conditions to which men are exposed for coal

mining can be divided for study into three general cate-

gories: The dust divisions related to operations of the

coal face, those existing in coal working sections which

are adjacent to the coal face and those present in other

areas of the mine, through which men must travel or in

which general work is done.

May we have the next slide, please? Table 1

shows the average concentration of dustiness associated wit

common coal face operations in six bituminous mines. 250

samples are summarized in this table. One of the first

* istandards for permissible levels of dustiness for silica,

applied in this country, judged that if in any given dust

concentration less than five million particles per cubic

foot of silica were present, the condition was considered

_____________ -
- -------



safe. Recently, the United States Conference of Industrial

Hygienists have proposed that no permissible concentration

of any dust should be denser than fifty million particles

per cubic foot. Following this, the United States Bureau of

Mines suggested a maximum weighted average dust level for

coal mines of twenty million particles per cubic foot based

on a work shift exposure.

Now, the first standard has some experimental

basis. The other two, in part, are attempts to establish

standards of good practice. In mines No. 1, 2, 3 and 4,

all the coal face operations where wet methods were used,

the dust conditions were probably with one exception, com-

plied with, or they complied with all of the above stan-

dards. That exception is this mine - this 94.0 figure.

These dust counts are all in millions of particles with

the particles being all less than ten micron per cubic

foot, so this 94.0 figure, if it was properly weighted by

the time required to drill the five or six holes in the fact,

which ordinarily was about a half an hour, it was probably

weighted against the number of times that the man had to

drill these holes in an hight-hour shift, would probably

be less than fifty million particles per cubic foot,

probably closer to that.

No air-borne dust samples were collected in

these first four mines. We collected bulk samples but
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from a comparison of bulk samples from one, two, three and

four mines, with five and six mines where we had air-borne

i sampling, the silica content was probably but slightly

higher than that reported in five or found in five and six.

Now, dusty conditions were experienced in Mine

Number Five and st-ill higher dust conditions were found in

Mine Six, even when using water. Based on silica content,

however, the highest count taken was 3.3 million particles

per cubic foot of quartz, that is even this figure of 672.3

million, with cutting dry, Minei Number six, that's total

dust - the free silica count in that was only 3.3 million

particles per cubic foot.

In Mine five, and particularly Mine Six, the coal

was much more gracile, it was much more dry and gaver ise

to more dust than did the coals of any of the other mines

studied. These results indicate that in most bituminous

coal mines, dust conditions of good order can be maintained.

In exceptional cases, however, additional precautions are

required to prevent dust levels from approaching a silica

hazard.

You can see in this dust count, this dry opera-

tion of cutting went up two hundred million particles high-

er, that we would approach an equivalent of fifty - of five

million particles of silica present. We would be introducing
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even though at low concentration.

Table three, please. The next slide, please.

Levels of dustiness at coal section operations other than

those at the coal face are shown in Table 3. In Mines 1,

2 and 3 and 4, in this case also Mine 5, conditions were

maintained in good order;although there were - they were

moderately high in Mine 6, the silica count was low.

By shunting car cycle, we mean that we went - we

travelled with the operator of this particular car. The

car itself represents a - looks like a large shallow pan on

four wheels, and he travels from the loading station in the

coal face to the dumping station into the mine cars through

the - through the coal section itself, and our sample was

taken during the course of this complete cycle. When the

shuttle car arrives at the dumping station into the coal

cars, the coal was unloaded.

This particular operation gave rise to, in some ir-

stances, to more dust than in other parts of the operation

of the shuttle car cycle. You can see here 127.8 for that

particular operation alone; that 127.8 is part of this 163..-

The general air in the roadways was pretty clean although ir

* Number 6 mine, conditions were ordinarily dusty throughout,

and also dusty in the roadways.

The next slide, please. Dust counts taken in

----- __i____~__-~------- ------------------ · -- -- ~-I
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intake gas supplies to the six mines showed consistently

low values. It is in some of these airways that men are

transported to and from their work places and where coal

car haulage is done. In some of the mines, sand was used

on the tracks to give the locomotives additional traction.

Several air-borne dust samples were collected on

filter paper in these mines, from the position of the motor

man during the course of an entire shiftis operation. The

levels of total dust and of silica in each instance were

within permissible limits.

This (next slide) represents the area in the

mine frequently travelled, where car haulage is done and

the area of the mine where the work - where the workers

spend possibly an hour or an hour and a half of his day

just in the course of transportation.

The next slide, please. Table five is a summary

obtained by the United - obtained by the U. S. Bureau of

Mines in sampling the roof blocks common to fifty-one

coal mines in nine eastern states. It was presented by

James Westfield at the American Mining Congress meeting in

1951. It shows that more than ninety percent of the roof

blocks in these mines were shale and sandstone, averaging

II 26.5 and 55 percent free silica respectively. These values

are in accord with the findings of our survey.

Unquestionably, a definite silica hazard exists

_______ - - ---- - ~ - - ---- -- .----. -----
I -



Sin coal mines when work is done in rocks other than coal.

Shafts or inclined slopes are driven at times which required

penetration in the rock. In some mines, rock falls and

falls of roof rock must be removed in the course of opera-

tion. Roof folding is a new practice which necessitates th4

drilling of deep holes in rock. When such work is done dryj

resulting dust levels are high.

It has been demonstrated conclusively, however,

in other rock mines and in tunnel work, that levels of per-

missible dustiness can be maintained by the proper use of

water and ventilation. Some of the coal mine surveys follo

this practice. Other mines, although they drill dry and work

in rock dry, provide the men with filter respiratory equip-

ment.

In conclusion, it must be remembered that these

methods are in respect to modern day practices of mining.

It can be applied only as changes and practices remain es-

sentially unchanged. In any occupation, the occupational

dust conditions to the exposed worker, the history of the

mine as well as the history of the man must be taken into

consideration. Disease conditions may well be the end re-

sults of dust exposures which he has experienced previously

Thank you* (Applause).

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

We will try to limit the discussion on this paper
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0 to about five minutes, because we're a little bit behind

time. I'd like to ask Mr. Urban one question. Are you both-

ered by the bits of paper interfering with those samples in

petrographic analysis when you use that completed filter?

BY MR. URBAN:

No, we have pretty good success with it and Doctor

Durkan is here, I think, and can tell you about it. We

have analyzed very small papers successfully.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Are those the filters that are used in the Chem-

ical Warfare Service Mass classification, you get it from

the M. S. A.?

BY MR. URBAN:

I'm not sure about that, get it from M. S. A.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

That's the type we use.

BY MR. URBAN:

The only difficulty we had was trying to sample

fields that were a little high in relative humidity, the

paper getting wet, but where the humidity was less than say

ninety percent, we didn't have too much trouble.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Doctor Fletcher?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I'd just like to ask one or two questions, make



one or two comments on this most interesting paper. First,

as to the method you use for free silica analysis. We have

recently in Great Britain, circulated a sample of dust arou d

about six laboratories, and using three methods of free

silica analysis, and the answers ranged on the free samples

of dust from about one percent to ten percent on the same

sample of dust sent around to different laboratories, so I

think the free silica figures are very significant in re-

lation to the method used, and also even to the individual

* using the method*

Secondly, I notice you did petrographic analysis

of air-borne dust. Now, that has eluded us so far. We have

not been able to study inhalable dust under five microns

in diameter by petrographic analysis so far. The petrolo-

gist will go down to about ten, fifteen microns; below that,

he says, 'Sorry, can't.help yout. We hope we're getting

somewh5re by a new method in which the particles are crushed

under the microscope, into a thin' sheet and we may be able

to identify them petrographically that way; we hope so,

Thirdly, I notice you took samples on filter

paper; you apparently dispersed them to get your counts.

Of course, the man doesn't do that. He breathes the dust in

the air, and his own system and his respiratory tracts takes

the particles, and our view at the moment is that he doesn't

inhale anything over a particle size with a terminal
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of unit density about five microns diameter*

Now, of course, if you collect dust on a filter

and then disperse it, you break up all the aggregates and

the aggregates are, of course, the big factor in the actual

inhalable dust concentration in any coal mine, and I won-

dered what your views were on that point.

And, lastly, I see you quoted average dust con-

centrations without mentioning any standard areas. We find

Sthat the co-efficient variation of precipitate amounts, I

quote from memory, it's of the order of fifty percent.

There is a collossal variation from moment to moment, and

Ir just an average dust concentration taken regardlessto the

moment at which the man is working and without reference to

the various - the variability we feel may be highly mis-

leading, and I wondered what your views were on that question.

BY MR. URBAN:

I'm sorry I didn't make myself clear. The dust

counts that we made, the dust counts that we made were not

on filter paper but we made them with the standard United

States Bureau of Mines Light Field count. That is we

actually sampled atmospheres and counted particles less

than ten microns. The filter paper collection was simply

to collect air-borne dust.

S- Now, it's true that, petrographically, we can not
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see, that is we can not analyze petrographically, particles

lower than five microns. In our case at the laboratory, we

employed three men. We used topography, chemistry and in-

dex, and X-ray defraction combined to give us some idea of

the mineralogical components of the dust. We had done the

air-borne samples by petrography, so we could get our other

mineralogical components, and their action, like calcium,

magnesium, iron. The quarts in that table was done chemi-

cally.

Now, the reported average counts for several of

these: One was a very practical one. If we put the ranges

on that table, there just would be so many figures we coudl

not recognize the table, and certainly we did find variations

as much as fifty percent from one count to another in the

series, but we did report the average because we studied

the series. The average looked fair and we reported the

average.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

We're doing petrographic analysis, Doctor Fletcher,

on particles that are well under five microns. The only

one you've got is past history. It seems to me it's per-

Sfectly analogous to what you demand in radiological analy-

sis. You won't give a positive diagnosis of silicosis un-

less you know the man's history.

Well, I don't see - this seems to me perfectly
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analogous, if you know the past history of the dust and know

it accurately, you can do things petrographically that you

can't possibly do if you come into an unknown,and following

that argument out, it's common knowledge now that a number

of our laboratories in the United States do-do petrographic

analysis on dust well below five microns. They wouldn't

teach you that in a course in petrography, but it's being

done.

I asked him that designedly, that question about

the interference of the fibers on the filter, because Bris-

coe and Matthews and your other pals have said that you

can't do it with those. My point is that the numbers of

those fibers are so trivial that they're not of any conse-

quence, but I'm sure that the Americans Don't profess that

their accuracy in these determinations in any way is remark-

able, and we have just as bad troubles on the big ranges of

concentration as you do.

The next paper is by Doctor Fletcher on Radiologi

cal Classifications.

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Symposium: I'm

sorry that I should appear again so shortly. I hope that

there are not too many radiologists in the Symposium this

morning, and although I should like there to be in some way ,

-r- 
---
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BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Symposium: I'm sorry that I

should appear again so shortly. I hope that there are not too

many radiologists in the Symposium this morning, and although I

should like there to be in some ways,



0 and that is that I find that radiologists known as little

about radiographs of pneumoconiosis as general physicians

know about the clinical and physiological picture of pneumo-

coniosis.

Seven years ago, when I started my work in rela-

tion to pneumoconiosis in South Wales, I consulted a very

eminent radiologist in London and he told me that the

radiological side of the pneumoconioses had been completely

worked out and there was no further cause to do any work in

that subject at all. And when I got down to South Wales, I

started studying literature.

Could I have the first slide, please? And this

is a brief summary of the sort of thing I found about the

systems of classification that had been widely used in re-

lation to coal miners, particularly in various countries.

There was the original ILO classification with the three

stages which were partly radiological and partly clinical;

there was the Miners South African Classification that some

authors had attempted to apply to coal miners with all thes 4

elaborate classifications here, mostly based on the size of!

the operation; the American Public Health Service classifi-

cation used in those excellent reports in the hard and soft

coal miners, again with various elaborate subdivisions.

Now, these ones here, and this side of the diagra i,

I know the real equivalents in these classifications,because
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different classifications with the people using them, and we

know something about the equivalents,

Over here, the equivalents are a bit different.

We have the French one, which is normal with a little sub-

group of normal, the 'pathologique normale' which is a

rather nice bit of French compromise, the little sub-

division of normal, and the fibrotic F here, tFibros modu-

laire', and Isupernaturale', and these were based on the

size of shadows.

The Germans, in deference to them, I have simply

- I have simplified what they actually do. They actually

put in the intermediate classifications of one and two, two

to three, between two and three, and they even have a sub-

division here, naught to one to one, and naught to one to one

in between these two, and then the Silicosis Boards in Eng-

land have modified this original one here. Genhardt, who

wrote those, did the original survey work . In South Wales

P they had done an original classification of their own, using

a term reticulation, which I regard as an abomination, be-

cause it is being used by different authors to indicate any-

thing from a normal film up to the most advanced nodulation

and then that was the situation, and we eventually worked

out a new system of our own which I have indicated roughly

here*
------- ~___ _ ~ _ __ __ _ _____
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Now, the three reasons why we wanted a new system.

First of all, none of the existing systems recognized the

basic distinction we wanted to make between radiographs tha

showed only generally discreet nodular shadows and those

that had, in addition, local, coalescent or massive shadows,

Our reason for wanting to make this distinction

was largely based on Professor Goffe's work, as he made a

very clear pathological distinction between what he called

simple pneumoconiosis and massive fibrosis, and I'll show

that in a moment.

The second thing was that in our follow-up stud-

ies of radiographs of men progressing, we found that the

progression of the disease in those with generalized dis-

dreet shadows, was manifested always by an increase in the

number and profusion of shadows and only in proportion by

an increase in their size.

Now, all the other classifications indicated

progression by increase in size, ignoring increase in pro-

fusion.

SAnd, the third reason was that we wanted to make

our classification purely radiological. We didn't want to

have any confusion with clinical symptoms which had appear-

ed in some of the others.

The next slide, please, snows this basic distinc-j

tion -- the radiology -- between coal deposits in the lung

/i i o
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next slide -- and those with, in addition, large massive

shadows, and that is the basic distinction that we make in

our classification.

Could I, just for one moment, have the first

slide back again. I'm sorry to go out of order, but it

just would help if we could have it back. Well, now, we

devised a system which has been published and which some of

you know about and we advocated a similar system at the ILO

Conference at -- I say we did -- I advocated a similar sys-

tem at the ILO Conference in Sydney in 1950, and somehow or

other, they suggested a system of classification that bears

rather a resemblance to the one that we have been using*

Later on, we thought that the just mere announce-

ment, by an International Conference of a system of classi-

fication that was a good one wouldn't do much to increase

international understanding. In any case, the ILO have not

yet published the report of this Conference. Things go

slowly in Geneva. The Conference was over two years ago,

but nothing has appeared yet about it, and we wanted to be

able to understand epidemiological results that were being

obtained by workers in coal fields in the north of France

and in the Ruhr in Germany, and we, therefore, sent them

sets of films from our mines and asked them to send us sets

of films from their mines.

We carried out readings in their classification
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Sand our classification, and we undertook meetings to discuss

this and eventually, both in France and Germany, they have

agreed to use this type of classification for their work,

but have introduced a small modification that they want to

distinguish in the groups of simple pneumoconiosis, that

here the type of films with very fine capacities, moderate

size and larger size, so as to retain something of the orig-i

inal indication of size, but in a secondary role.

Well, now, the actual classification used, con-

sists of a normal group, three subdivisions of discreet

shadows. We originally had four; we have dropped the fourth

now. Three are quite sufficient , and then they have four

divisions of cases with massive shadows.

Now, the next slide. Here ix a radiograph. It's

almost impossible to demonstrate these things with lantern

slides, but I have got quite a collection of films here if

anybody would like to come and see some of the original

films afterwards, but in classification 1, we demand pres-

ence of minute opacities, usually one millimeter to 1.5

millimeter diameter, in little clusters in at least two rib

spaces, each area occupying an area of one square centimeter.

SIn Classification 2 -- next slide -- we require

that these opacities be distributed throughout both lung

fields, but they are usually sparce at the periphery and up

at the apex.
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By Category 3, they haveto become generalized by

all lung fields and are now profuse and extend right out to

the periphery.

That is the basic classification of the simple

pneumoconiosis, but in addition,w e do recognize these dif-

ferent types, that is the mixed type which we call mixed,

or 'Micron Nodulaire' which also begins with 'MI, and the

Germans call it , but unfortunately, we're

prepared to call it some other word which I forget at the

moment which does begin with an 'Mt, but -- next slide --

there is a common type occupying about ten percent opacity

in simple pneumoconiosis, in which these little minute

opacities occur in pure culture which we call the pinhead

type; the French have had the courtesy to call it 'Pinhead

Fleshaire'. The Germans - the Germans have insisted on call-

ing it which is a little different,

I but anyway it indicates this pinhead period.

On the next slide, we have, on the other hand, the

nodular type of film,in -- fortunately, 'Nodulaire' in

French, and 'Nodular' in German, and we indicate that with

an 'N', following the number indicating the category of the

simple pneumoconiosis, and this, of course, the nodular

appearance tends to occur in men with a heavy rock exposure

Y who have actually got classical silicosis, together with

coal deposits, the only condition which justifys the term

SAnthraco-silicosis .___---
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Well, now, coming on from that -- next slide - we

come to the beginning of what we call progressive, massive

fibrosis, PMF, which the ILO calls pneumoconiosis, with

coalescent massive shadows where, in addition to the gener

condition, you have an area with larger opacities, amounting

to rather more in diameter than appear, and although, in

many films, the radiograph also shows a definite mass. Thai

is the beginning which we call PMF, to distinguish the cate.

gories from the numbers we use in simple pneumoconiosis.

The next slide. These cases have the peculiar

property that they tend to progress whether or not the man

is exposed to further dust inhalation. Our simple pneumo-

coniosis, we see progression from Category One to Two or

Two to Three only under conditions of dust exposure where

presumably further coal dusts are being laid down in the

lung, but here is a radiograph of a man who leaves with a

shadow, leaving the mine in 1941.

Next slide. By 1943, he has now a sizeable mass

of it here and another one beginning there -- (next slide)

-- and in 1947, he has a very definite mass here. Note the

next one. The next one -- may we have the next one -- this

is 1947 with now a large mass in both sides of the lung

field, and we indicate these decreasing size of masses with

the letters B and C, B for shadows that extend only over

three anterior rib spaces, C if they extend over more than

----- _------



the three anterior rib spaces, just to give an indication

of their size. That's not a very important distinction,

so far as we know.

And, lastly, we use the Category D -- next slide

-- for those which, in addition to massive shadows, have

gross distortion of the diaphragms, the mediastina here,

and with emphysema at the basis, which, as this radiograph

shows, can be quite extreme in many of these cases.

So, in summary now, -- next slide -- we have

the classification slide which I have used both in France

and Germany; that's why it's international - in which we

have the normal films with naught and the French again

wanted to retain some vestige of their pathologique which

we call X, which is a film which you can not put your hand

on our heart and say it's normal because there is something

that suggests pneumoconiosis to you, because it might well

be something else, some sort of non-specific fibrosis,

emphysema or what have you, bronchitis; and so, if you like

you can call it X. We regard it as pretty bad form in the

pneumoconioses to use X; we only do it when we're absolute-

ly forced to, because we just can't make up our minds.

Then, we come on to simple pneumoconiosis, which

is three categories depending chiefly on the diffusion of

the opacities, on their diffusion up to the rib area, with

the pinhead, micro-nodular, mostly put in for the considera ion
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0 of the French, and for description, but we don't regard these

categories as having any great significance. Natural his-

tory, and the prognosis and everything else, of the pinhead,

micro-nodular and nodular is similar.

Then, we come to progressive fibrosis, A, B, C

and D, depending on the size of the shadows, and eventually

D, which you can't see on the table there which has distor-

tion.

Well, now, that is the classification, and now I

want to say one or two words to try and persuade you that

it may be quite a good one. First of all, it is a purely

radiological classification. It is used by looking at the

radiograph and without any further information at all,which

is what a radiological classification should be.

Secondly, the categories are based on studies of

the progression of the disease, so that the earlier cate-

gories represent earlier stages in the natural development

of the disease, than do the 1Iter categories.

Thirdly, in justification of our categorios of

simple pneumoconiosis, we have found evidence which I shall

show in my next talk on the epidemiological side, evidence

that there is a fairly direct quantitative relationship

* between the amount of dust exposure required to produce these

three categories. The ratio of dust exposure required to

produce Category Two is about twice that required to produce

--- _- --- --I!



Category One, and to produce Category Three is half as much

again. The actual ratios are about six to ten to fifteen.

So that these categories do represent a fairly direct quan-

titative relationship to the amount of dust inhaled. We

want to confirm that by chemical analyses of the amount of

dust in the lungs in these categories but we haven't yet had

the results of that completed.

With regard to the relationship to the underlying

pathology, there is difficulty. We, as radiologists, on the

radiological side, think the difficulty lies on the patho-

logical side and the difficulty I referred to yesterday, ani

that is the difficulty of getting the pathologist to be qia.L-

titative and to say just how much abnormality there is in

different lungs, but we have got Professor Goffe and his

colleague, Doctor James, to classify a large number of

i lung sections done by his technique, which we had radio-

graphed too under three systems, one according to the pro-

I fusion of the opacities, and also according to the severity

of the focal emphysema.

There is no relationship between our categories

and the severity of focal emphysema, none. The profusion

0 C of the opacities is not effected by the development of focal

emphysema, but there is a relationship, a definitely rough

relationship between our categories and the dust foci, which

is some indication of the amount of coal in the lung.



Lastly, the relationship to disability is of
great interest, but as Doctor Hugh-Jones is devoting his
talk to that subject, I will leave it to him, and I will
only say here that there is little relationship to dis-
ability here, but a very great justification of this dis-
tinction between simple and massive fibrosis, on disability

Ij grounds.

Now, one point,I don't expect any of you could

Well, now, quite experienced radiologists in England and in
this country, are having the privilege of discussing some
films of ours with Doctor Eugene Pendergrass in Philadel-

S hia, and he expressed a firm idea that films of Category 1
a nd 2 were absolutely normal and he could parallel them

with films of any man walking the streets of Philadelphia.

I tried to get him to look at these specific
ocpacities which I thought justified the diagnosis. He sai
he was looking at them but even so we couldn't agree and soj
either we were wrong or Philadelphia was much smokier and
dustier than it looked when I was there, or he was wrong.

Well, I was very worried about this and I was
worried, too, about radiologists who said that they couldn't
see any abnormality in our Category 1 and, as this Category'
is one which we have used extensively in our epidemiologica 1

work, it was of vital importance to see whether it was true,

- - - - - --
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0 or not, so what we did was to collect 125 films of non-

miners, men who had had no significant dust exposure. Some

of them were members of our own unit, but the majority were

men working in a power station on non-dusty occupations

where we had a survey, so we got good films there. We

mixed them up and ran them out with films of seventy-five

min6rs of neighboring mines which had previously been read

by readers A and B on survey, fifty of them being normal

and twenty-five of them being category 1.

Well, now, we thought we'd be clever and not

only read category naught, one, two, but we thought we'd

put in an extra category naught, with a cross in it, to

indicate that although we thought it wasn't quite category

one, to indicate that the film showed as if it was a miner'

film, because we not only believed we could read category

one, but something earlier. So, that's what we asked the

readers to do.

The films were read, interestingly, by four read-i

ers, A, B, C and D, and then read together by A and B, and

by C and D, and finally those films, on which we differed,

were read in consultation by all four together, and here arc

:j the results for the non-miners and the miners.

. iIn the non-miners, A and B -- miners, first of

all -- were rather cautious under these experimental con-

ditions. They didn't want to show they had been reading
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0 one wrongly and you will see of the twenty-five films, they

read as one - they read ten as one; now, I pushed them down

to normal miner and non-miner. In so doing, they didn't

read any pneumoconiosis in the non-miners and only read

one case as showing, looking like a miner, but not being

category 1. C and D was myself and Doctor Gilson. We were

more courageous and we read up a little bit; we read thirty-

eight out of these films as showing Category 1, one as 2,

and about the same number, about thirty-six coming in the

normal group, but in so doing, we had read four of the non-

* miners as having Category 1, four of the 125, and nine as

being suspicious*

When the four of us met together to try and

straighten this out, we pretty well hit off the original

level of reading the miners' films and we never once agreed

that there was evidence of pneumoconiosis. I asked that

A and B try and re-read these films using their normal sur-

vwy technique. Here they were put off by the danger of

reading things that they were frightened about and they did

try and read them exactly as they read the survey films,

and they very nearly hit off the same level as on the sur-

Si vey and they never once read Category 1 in a non-miner.

They weren't attempting, in that case, to read the sus-

picious.

Well, I conclude from that, that at any rate, we

- - - _ ^___ -.-- - - -. ----- i-
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Scan distinguish our Category 1 and that it does occur only

very rarely in non-miners, and there only when we're over-

reading. When we're reading as we normally do, a Category

F 1 is a thing which is sufficiently rare in a normal not to

have occurred in this group of 125 non-miners. Just the

same, the sort of danger of less specific reading, I did

send these films to two Germans who agreed strongly on this

abnormality and you will see they read on the miners, and no

less than twenty and twenty-two in the mon-miners, as be-

ginning silicosis.

So I think this type of experiment, mixing up

completely normal films with films of men exposed to dust,

is a completely salutory experiment. I recommend it to

anybody who is engaged in this sort of work.

One small point of interest, what with these casel

B that C and D, Doctor Gilson and I, read as showing some ab-

normality. I was interested to know if it had any relation

to Age.So I have just plotted it out in relation to Age.You

see that there is a very clear relationship between age and

this abnormality, and I believe that it is possible that

these older men aged forty-five to fifty had, in fact, been

B Bexposed to a certaina mount of dust and smoke in and around

Cardiff, and that what we were reading as early pneumocon-

iosis, may have been the earliest signs of dust accumulat-

ing in their lungs with age.
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What is most important is that even our overread-

ing of Category 1 never occurred in a man under thirty, and

most of our active epidemiological work is concerned with

men in that age group, so that I am quite satisfied that

our Category 1 is an abnormality attributable to the inhal-

ation of dust in the - at least in the younger age group,

and nearly always so even in the older age groups.

Next, I just want to talk very quickly about the

question of observation which has been pioneered in this

country in relation to tuberculosis, but I think we have

pioneered it in our country in relation to pneumoconiosis.

The first experiment we did was to get 102 films of miners

ranging from normal to nodulation in the original classifi-

cation. We asked ten experts to classify them into normal,

early, definite, certifiable pneumoconiosis, and nodulation

We found that, of these ten experienced observers

in thirty films, opinions ranged from one observer to the

other, from one to four or two to five, that is one quoted

normal, another certifiable pneumoc6niosis, another nodula-

tion. For shattering results, I took that up to a very

eminent radiologist in London. He said none of them were

radiologists. He said he and another radiologist would

agree a hundred percent on these films.

The silly ass tried it, and the difference betwee

them was greater than between all ten, so -- this is very
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important -- the number related as showing certifiable

pneumoconiosis by these various observers, varied. One

snowed that four of 102 films snowed enough pneumoconiosis

for certification; another said that 29 were -- I mean

normal. The number certifiable ranged from 9 to $3. These

were experienced observers. The average consistency-each

observer read the film twice -- was sixty percent; sixty

percent of the films the observer did give the same opinion

on the two occasions; the record was eighty-four.

The other thing was under-exposed films. Some of

the films were classified higher than the hard films. Wellj

now, we have done a great deal of work on this subject and

we have attempted to improve this situation, first of all,

by accurate definitions of the categories in words; second-

ly, by setting up standard films exemplifying the cate-

gories, so instead of just putting a film up and saying,

well, that looks like Category 2, you put up another film

alongside which has been agreed to be Category 2 and see if

it looks the same and, thirdly, we have adopted the method

of reading shown to be so valuable by Duorshonn and his

colleagues, of duplicate reading. Every film on our survey

is read on two different occasions without any knowledge oni

the two occasions what the previous reading was and any

i' film on which two opinions differ is given a third casting

vote to get the final category.
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The next slide just shows -- no, we'll skip this

one, I think this is just showing the errors in relation to

the diagnosis of pure math in this international set-up.

We'llskip that one. Now, this is our latest result of our

readers A and B who do all our survey reading showing that

first reading of five hundred films taken at random from a

large survey of five thousand and their second reading here

and any film which was read normal on the two occasions never

goes to a third reading, but if no two agree on two readings

we have a third deciding reading, and you can note the lack

of divergence of opinion, which is relativdEsmall.

Lastly, on the question of understanding, I have

told you that we have been taking films around in France

and Germany to get them read and here is at leastthe result

of 150 films which we sent out, which we classified as thirby

in Category 1; thirty-two; thirty - three, and we sent

them to them and put them into the international classifi-

cation, and into the German classifiction as presently

used, and you will see that while there is difference in

the minds of tne observers here, there is, on the whole,

agreement. If they were to have classified that set of

A t films and given us a prevalence of pneumoconiosis based on

that classification, it would have been very similar to

the prevalence that we would have found if we had read those

films. We could understand their statistics, but if they
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between the categories here. You will see that our Category

B films are pretty evenly distributed, and what we call

Category A were distributed through the whole range. It

would have been very difficult for us to have any accurate

translation of that sort of classification into ours, even

if we had known what the results of this experiment were

going to be.

At the present, the existence of different sets

or systems of classification in the different countires of

the world, and the different centers, militates very ser-

iously against scientific understanding of epidemiological

work. This system of classification has now been adopted

pretty well uniformly throughout Great Britain. As I said,

it is being adopted in France and in Germany. A conference

is being held in Paris to further its adoption in France,

next - the end of this week, on this Saturday, and I think

the time has come for some international body, the ILO, to

start being active in this field and carry on this sort of

work we have been doing on our own, by getting sets of filmE

sent around to the various centers where work of this kind

is being done so that we can see what the relationship be-

tween different forms of classification is, and if possible,

I obtain the consent of the different centers in this part of

the globe, to use a classification similar to that which we



we are using, not identical, because I have no doubt that

you will have a great contribution to make in suggesting

valuable modifications, but at least that we should adhere

to using a uniform system so that we can know what you're

talking about and you can understand what we're talking

about in our radiological work. (Applause).

I BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Any discussion of this paper? Doctor Richards?

BY DOCTOR RICHARDS:

I don't think we're too far apart. I think I

could understand Doctor Fletcher as he went along with this,

very well, and I don't think I have anything particularly tc

add.

BY DOCTOR ORENSTEIN:

Mr. Chairman, I would just like to pay a tribute

to Doctor Fletcher's work from the point of view of the

tactical worker in his field. To many of you, this may

seem to be a supererogation of trying to establish a whole

lot of categories, but it is a matter of the greatest impor-

tance that there shouldbe an understanding in this matter,

not only from the point of view of epidemiological survey

but from the point of view of such countries where compensa-1

iI tion is based on stages of the disease and is not true to

form simply because a man has pneumoconiosis. He receives

a certain amount if he has pneumoxoniosis in a certain stage,
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and a certain amount for a larger stage and so on, and be-

cause of that point of view and because of the great damage

that was done to the compensation question, the certifica-

tion question by the 1930 adoption of that one, two and

three which you saw on the right-hand side of the scale,

when an attempt was made to correlate the capacity, that

is to say compensation, to stages of radiographic appear-

ance, now, a lot of good has been done by Doctor Fletcher

in his endeavors in this way in particular, where he demon-

strated this at great length and I'll never forget the

night we spent in a small office somewhere up on the top

floor of a Sydney building, threshing out this question.

I also would like to pay a tribute to the objec-

tive work which he carried out in trying to discover the er-

rors of his own interpretation and of others' interpreta-

tions. A lot has been said by radiologists, if we have

long enough experience and enough correlation with post

mortem findings, we can classify with great ease. That's

quite untrue. They can not, and a lot more work will have

to be done to make that clear*

I merely want to say this, Mr. Chairman so that

somebody who has to work in this field would speak for the

great benefit this work has conferred on the knowledge of

pneumoconiosis.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:
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i O Thank you, Doctor.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Mr. Chairman, I should like to join Doctor Oren-

stein in his tribute to Doctor Fletcher and we here are in-

deed fortunate to have him with us and to hear what he has

to say. I don't think that we're too far apart. Of course

there is divergence of opinion with respect to Category 1

and Category 2. That is where we find the greatest differ-

ence.

Doctor Fletcher, I know, is keenly aware of the

technical qualities of the film. He hasn't mentioned it;

perhaps he will, the necessity for having good films of

good technical quality in order to classify these films.

Then, I should also like to ask Doctor Fletcher one ques-

tion, does his classification pertain only to the coal

miners' lung, to the coal worker, or does his classificatio

pertain to all of pneumoconiosis?

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Will you answer that, Doctor Fletcher?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Thank you very much indeed, Doctor Vorwald, for

0 raising these two points. I am afraid I was getting behind

time and I didn't have time but, of course, the technique

of the radiograph is of the greatest importance. We have

shown that the average of category given by ten observers
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0 to one film, or films of the same man taken on the same day

under-exposed and over-exposed, the average opinion may

shift by one and a half categories easily, and it is absol-

utely essential to have really good technique and we have d -

voted a great deal of attention to that point in our own

radiographic work.

We have now, in our mobile unit, not only an auto

matic exposure control mechanism which Seaman's in Germany

have devised for their automatic, which is quite remarkable

in the way in which it enables uniform exposure to be obtair-

ed of men of various chest thicknesses and with variations

in main supply, but we now have also an automatic processing

unit which puts the films through at exactly the right time

and temperature and in that way, we have been able to reduce

the number or percentage of films that we have to reject on

our survey as technically satisfactory from about forty per.

cent right down to two percent.

About the width of application of this classifi-

cation, it has been worked out on coal miners and this work,

has been done on coal miners, which is the big subject probi

lem we have in Great Britain, but I think that in principal,

it is applicable to all the world's pneumoconioses which

manifest themselves in discreet capacities going throughouti

the channels, that is to say coal pneumoconiosis, what Doct r

1 Sander was calling sidero-silicosis, silicosis and so on.
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0 I think the same principals can be applied.

The members of the Silicosis Boards in Great

Britain who see men from all industries, tell me that they

find this method of classification valid for at least nine -

five percent of all the cases they see. There are the odd

cases which you'll say, I'm sorry we just can't fit this in,

You've got to put it down as unclassified.

BY DOCTOR RICHARDS:

Mr. Chairman, I think while we're discussing this

problem of terminology, I'd like you to call on Doctor

Johnston, from a clinical standpoint to say a word to you.

BY DOCTOR JOHNSTON:

I have nothing to add. I just think that Doctor

Fletcher, in all the arguments yesterday, Doctor Fletcher

has probably established Doctor Sander's point that every-

body has pneumoconiosis, the classifications one or two;

even the farmers I'm certain we'll see, that in farmers who

live in impure air all their life, so everybody must have

pneumoconiosis.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

There are a fair number of persons in this room

who are not good Roentgenologists then, and there is one

Sii definitely of that number I'd like to ask a layman's kind

of a question. I have been steeped in the doctrine started,

Pankos and Sampson and right on down to the present experts?

- - - ~---- ------. - --------- ----- ----- -. - -K--'--
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that these radiological pictures differ enormously with the

geology to which these men are exposed and presumably,

Doctor Fletcher's interests are largely in the Welch coal

fields. How does this classification apply to say our hard

rock miners in the Missouri area, Pendergrass certainly

must have brought that up in talking with you.

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I think that the classification would apply com-

pletely, but that our category 1 and 2 are a little earlier

than Doctor Pendergrass would recognize. One of the diffi-

culties is with these very early abnormalities, you have got

to study the film extremely closely. We say ten inches is

the right distance from the observer to the film. A great-

er distance than that you just can't see these early change!

and I put up that film, that slide of the results of dis-

tinguishing normals from these category 1, to show that if

you do that, you can distinguish and all I can say to Doctoz

Johnston is that if you will get these films of these farm-

ers and send us a group, we will mix them up with some min-

ers and get some readers who don't know what welve done to

read them, and I'll bet he'll find that the miners have got

more dust in their lungs and have got a higher proportion

of Category 1 abnormality than have his farmers.

If, on the other hand, his farmers have got a great

deal of Category 1 abnormality, all right, I agree with him,



they must have some pneumocaniosis, and Doctor Lanza, I

i think,w ould agree too that it might be called occupational

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Well, Doctor Fletcher, there is no way in which

Doctor Johnston can win, is there?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Yes, yes, he can, because we can get a third

group of real -- in our country, there is very little dust

in farming; in fact, none at all, and we could get a group

such as these power station workers who also are not perhaps

I a dusty occupation as your farmers. I don't know. I have

heard about the Dust Bowl, but I don't know how dusty this

is, this occupation of farming over here, but we could cer-

tainly get a group of true normals in agricultural workers

in our country or in office workers in New York; looked to

me as if the atmosphere was pretty clear there, and we coul.

say these are normals. If we diagnose abnormality in them,

then clearly this Category 1 we're talking about is absol-

ute nonsense in terms of coal workers pneumoconiosis.

BY DOCTOR JOHNSTON:

Phil, I don't want to labor this point; I happen

0 I to have a daughter who has lived in California all her life.

She has never been on a farm, never done any work of any

kind, there is no bituminous coal in California. I can

vouch for that. She does have, however, s ome markedness th-t

_______ ---- ·
-- °---"-'--
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might be classified under two of your films.

Now, I don't know how, what we do about such peop e.

We can get into a hobby classification or a work classifi-

cation and still they show this little stuff.

Now, I'm still getting back that we must adopt a

point if we're going to go ahead with your classification,

to get back to Doctor Emmett Sander here that everybody has

pneumoconiosis.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Doctor Sander?

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

I'd like to clarify that. I don't say that every-

one has pneumoconiosis which is visualized by X-ray. We

all have some pneumoconiosis by strict definition, but not

visualized by X-ray. You can have, I'm satisfied, you can

have a lot of anthracotic pigmentation and still have a per-

fectly normal chest film. I think we owe Doctor Fla tcher a

great debt of gratitude for this precise classification.

I see no reason why we can't adopt it for almost every

industry in this country. Even the diathermacious earth car

go into Category A, B and C; they miss Categories 1, 2 and

H 3, because they never are nodular, and I don't see any

reason why we can't use it for almost any and every dustty

industry in this country- W - i* \ \

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:



Doctor Fletcher?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I do want to be absolutely clear about one point

and that is that normal individuals in Great Britain, that

we have examined, do not show the abnormality which we class-

ify as Category 1, except perhaps in one or two percent of

those over the age of fifty.

Now, I want to make that absolutely clear. I am

quite convinced that this abnormality that we t re classify-

ing here as a specific change produced by dust. I won't

say that the odd case of sarcoidosis or non-specific fibro-

sis, dermatosis, God knows what, can't mimic it, but that's

absolutely important from the point of view of industrial

medicine. The odd disease which effects one in a million

of the population, we needn't worry about if we make mistakes

there, but this condition is specifically for - as I'm con-

vinced by our experiments, for the development of dust re-

tention in the lungs, as shown by coal miners.

I'm very interested in Doctor Sander saying that

some people may skip Category 1, 2 or 3. I think that

happens to the pottery workers in our country. I have seen

films there, which show a shadow in which the background

0 showed no pneumoconiosis at all, and I think tnat can hap-

pen, but I think the principals can be applied, and I do

want to make it quite clear, and I think perhaps some of th€
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slides I shall show you on the epidemiology of the disease,

will persuade you that this condition does develop in rela-

tion to dust exposure.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

I should like merely.to ask one more question

and that is, Doctor Fletcher, you have classified now an

individual as belonging to Category 1, had he had some

respiratory disability. Are you ready to compensate him

for inhalation of dust?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I have the good fortune to be a research worker

not concerned with compensation, and it's entirely a ques-

tion of the legislative definition. The practice of the

medical boards in our country at the moment is not to recog

nize anything less than our Category 2. My own personal

view is that if a man has worked in a coal mine and shows

respiratory disability and has any evidence of dust reten-

tion, Category 1, it would be fairer to bias the scales in

his favor and give him the benefit of the doubt and say

that that disability could be due to pneumoconiosis, but I

think that what Doctor Hugh-Jones will say this afternoon

may throw a little further light on that problem.

BY DOCTOR JOHNSTON:

Doctor Fletcher, while you're still there, do you

have any figures on your present employment classification?
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BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I hang my head in shame and say that although we

have been agitating in our units for information, for four

or five years now, for pre-employment and regular examina-

tions of coal miners, they have not yet taken place in Grea

Britain, but in those films I showed you of non-miners, some

of those might have been applicants for coal miners and all

I can say is we did not diagnose Category 1 in any man even

when we were reading rather generally, we didn't diagnose i1

in any man under the age of thirty-five.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

The next paper is by Doctor Vorwald on the Path-

ology of Coal Miners Pneumoconiosis. Doctor Vorwald.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, at the onset,

I wish to say that we, in planning for this day's session,

' made every effort to bring Doctor Goffe from England. As

i you know, Doctor Goffe is Professor of Pathology and Bac-

teriology at the Welch National School of Medicine in Wales

and he has had perhaps more experience with the pathology

of pulmonary changes in coal workers than any man, and it

is unfortunate that he could not be with us,

Now, in a general way, our concepts of the changes

in the lungs of coal workers which have come to us here in

the Saranac Laboratory for study, conform in general with
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of coal workers which have come to us here in the Saranac Laboratory

for study, conform in general with
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the concepts expressed by Doctor Goffe. In some instances,

however, there is divergence of views which I hasten to say

is occasioned perhaps by the fact that our study of lungs

of coal workers has been limited to relatively few cases.

In addition, it is possible that the conditions of exposure

experienced by coal workers in tihis country are different

from conditions in Wales.

Furthermore, the problems pertaining to the in-

halation of coal dust are indeed complex. Now, that com-

plexity may be more fully appreciated should an attempt be

made to answer the question as to what is coal dust, and

then may I have the first slide.

Now, this slide, taken from a publication by

Parkers in Coal Science, by Doctor Banion, Director of Re-

search Laboratories, the British Coal Research Association,

here Doctor Banion has tabulated some of the various rare

elements in coal ashes.

Now, the data, as we see them here, are expressed

in grams per ton or parts per million. To give an approxi-

mate idea of the concentration factor, comparison may be

made with the average amount of the same element found in

Sthe oridnary rocks of the earth's surface as we'll use this

factor. As for Arsenic, As, arsenic is one thousand six

hundred times - one thousand six hundred times more concen-

trated in the ash of certain coals than in the average rock¶
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of the earth's surface, so we can also go through the list-

ing of the other elements, beryllium, germanium, lead,

nickel, platinum, zinc, zerconium, and you can multiply,

you can see the factor, the concentratio n of those substan es

] in coal ash.

Now, it is possible that some of these substances

exist, per se, in coal in the dust breathed by these indi-

viduals and it is also known that some of these substances

produce damage to the lungs*

In attempting to define what is coal dust -- nextl

slide -- the problem becomes even more complicated should

we examine the so-called coal tree, and here one visualizes

the production obtained from coal by carbonization. Now,

many of these products may exert their effect when doal

dust becomes deposited in the lung. I am not too clear

about this, but I merely present it to give expose to the

possibilities at least that some of the complicated feature

as we have seen them, pertaining to the inhalation, deposi-

tion of coal gust in the lung, may be related in some way to

all these products which are derived from coal.

Now, what are the changes that occur in the lungsl

of some coal workers exposed to coal dust? This is the

chest Roentgenogram of a 38-year old, I mean of a fifty-

year old white male, who has worked for 38 years as a motor-

man in a bituminous mine. Now, his medical history was i
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0 irrelevant except for two years prior to death when this

individual suffered from dyspnea, from exertion, I mean, ex-

pecially on exertion, and from productive cough. Further-

more, he had clinically manifest arterial sclerosis, which

- and ultimately developed multiple infaxts in the lung and

brain and he died in coma.

The X-rays, as you see here, the lung markings are

slightly exaggerated. There is a primary complex, as you

see here, in the right lung. There is no definite Roentgen-

ographic evidence of change, comparable at least with a

diagnosis of silicosis. The gross section of this lung

exhibits diffuse pigmentation, slight focal emphysema, as

you see, rather coarse in type, some focal emphysema in the

lower lobe of this lung which is of the right side. The

lymph nodes are small, but they are slightly pigmented, and

this is the section of this lung and it happens to be the

left upper lobe, and we find that there is focal deposition

of dust scattered everywhere throughout the lung. Further-

more, there is also deposition along the vascular fronts

which gives rise to what we call a linear deposition. Also1

one sees the dust deposited in the tissue inimediately below

i the pleura. Furthermore, one can see at least the dispor-

1 |portion between the size of the alveolar spaces which we

identify as the anatomical evidence of emphysema, also note

the tracho-bronchial lymph nodes which are only slightly
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enlarged and pigmented.

This is from the right upper lung, right upper

lobe. Now, in addition to having the focal deposition of

dust, the linear deposition of dust along the vascular

tracts, we also have a large area of deposition of dust and

in addition, the emphysema in this instance is quite ob-

vious, occupying one small portion of this lobe, but it is

also apparent in the mid-portions of the lung and quite

well scattered throughout the whole pulmonary tissue.

The next slide, this is from the right lower lobe,

I am merely showing you the different sections from differ-

ent portions of the lobes of the lung so that you might

have opportunity to compare what we see in the actual tissue

with the changes visualized in the Roentgenogram.

Again, this does not differ much from the sections

of other lobes, focal deposition, linear deposition follow-

ing the vascular tracts, evidence of anatomical forms of at

least coarse emphysema.

The next slide. Now, if we examine this lung

microscopically, we find that many of the vascular trunks a-e

surrounded by a small amount of connective tissue which is

Sreadily seen in sections named specifically for connective

tissue. Here we find no evident deposition of dust around

this vascular trunk. As you perhaps know, following the

deposition of dust in the lung, that dust is taken up by

-- --- -- -- ---- - --- 1- 7---
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phagocytes; it is mobilized. Those phagocytes, laden with

dust, find their way ultimately, that some of those phago-

cytes, ultimately into the lymphatics about the vascular

trunks, but this is a normal vascular trunk seen in the

section of this lung.

The next slide. And then, we examine other vas-

cular trunks and we find that in some instances, there is

deposition of this black pigment, and there is a slight,

very slight increase in the collagen that has been formed.

You can see by this connecting tissue.

The next slide. And if we examine the lymph node

of this man who, as you will recall, was fifty years of age
and worked for thirty-eight years as a motorman in a bitum-

inous mine, we find dust which has been drained from the

lung to the tracheobronchial lymph node, yet, there is no

evident significant response to that dust which has become

deposited in the node.

We thus - this case demonstrates that long occu-

pation in a coal mine as a motorman does not demand the pre -

ence of large amounts of dust in the lung nor does that

occupation demand the presence of significant pulmonary
changes due to the inhalation of dust.

The next case, some cases exhibit changes as seen

in this case, as seen cases with classical silicosis, com-

plicated also by tuberculosis. This is the case, the chest;

----- ~---- -- --------
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Reontgenogram of a fifty-year old colored man; occupationa

history, worked underground for twenty-eight years as a coal

loader for eleven years, as a rock helper and rock heljman for

thirteen years, as a truck helper for four years*

My X-ray on the right side, we see scattered

throughout the entire lung field, areas of increased densi-

ty, and there is also a fan-shaped area of consolidation,

as you see in the upper third of the lung, within the region;

I that region there is also an area of relative rarifaction.

On the left side, there are scattered throughout, small

areas of increased density.

The next slide. The section of this lung, this

happens to be the right upper lobe, exhibits scattered

nodular lesions throughout all of the lung tissue. They

11 are quite well defined, but yet not as defined as is the

case with the classical nodular silicosis, in that the bor-

ders of these lesions are irregular, and if we examine many

of them, we find that they are scattered in shape, with

finger-like projections into the adjoining alveolar walls.

S|The next slide. And, if we examine many of these

nodular lesions, we find that they demonstrate the deposi-

0 tion of collagen, arranged in typical fashion, which is

I' classical for the reaction to free crystalline silica. In

addition, we also find that the periphery of these nodules,

is usually surrounded by a thick or thin collar, depending
__41----.---- -- ___ __ _
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0 /upon the circumstances of exposure, of deep pigment, of

black pigment. Furthermore, this pigment, and its associa-

ted slight reaction, deposition of collagen, extends into

the adjacent alveolar walls. Examination of other lesions,

we could demonstrate fibrosis, actual fibrosis, of hazy

fibrosis in this case, of this islanized fibrous tissue,

which is similar to the change of scene in silicotics, com-

plicated by tuberculosis.

Thus, under certain conditions in coal mining

operations, or certain coal mining operations are associate,

with the dissemination of dust, which, on inhalation into

the lung, produce silicotic reaction, and some such reactions

are also complicated by tuberculosis, as is present in this

case. This complication is more evident in the next case.

Next slide. The gross section of this, the lung

of a driller in a bituminous mine. He was a driller for

nine years, been exposed to high leves of free crystalline

I silica. Now, we see, first the nodular lesions, scattered

throughout the lung. We see that they are studded in shape.

We see many of them on close inspection, that they project

into the adjoining alveolar walls. We see the evident

emphysema which is at best and coarse in type. We see larD

lesions and we also see coalescence of lesions which has

given rise to a large massive shadow in the Roentgenogram, i

and close inspection shows obvious tuberculous complicationr

- - - - - - -- --~ - - -------- ----- ---- --------.---- -- _____-
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The next slide also manifests the tuberculous co

plication such as here, coalescence of lesions with a mass-

ive area of fibrosis, complicated by tuberculosis with the

production of an excavation in which numerous tubercle

bacilla were found.

Now, the lungs of some coal miners show also the

complicated features which accompany other pneumocionioses,

For example, the next case, that of a white male subject

fifty-three years of age, who had been employed for many

years in a coal mine, a bituminous coal mine. Now, I can

not give you all the details of his occupational history,

because this is a relatively recent case and we are still

seeking them.

The medical history, the patient developed a

spontaneous pneumothorax, and we can see it on this side.

Here is the edge of the lung, along the lung after an at-

tack of coughing following a cold. The X-ray at this time

shows a spontaneous pneumothorax on the right, estimated

degree of collapse about sixty percent. The impression is

given that within the collapsed portion of this lung, there

is definite nodulation. On the left, several areas of

rarification are seen in the upper half of this line, with

*j the loss of pulmonary markers which are usually present in

a healthy lung. The impression is also gained here that

nodulation is present.

if---- ---- J--
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The next slide, eight days later, now, a

hydropneumothorax on the right has developed, a rubber

catheter is inserted; there is a fluid line, and the area

of rarifaction still exists on the left. The impression is

gained that nodulation is present,

The next slide is a section from the right lower

lobe in the area of consolidation seen Roentgenographically,

It is a common fluid hypostatic pneumonic process. We

will not spend much time on this particular feature of this

case, but note also the scattered areas of focal pigmenta-

tion, and also the rather coarse emphysema.

The next slide, the right upper lobe section and

also sections from the left lung, we see the isolated

lesions which are not too numerous and here and here,

stellar in shape, projecting along the alveolar walls. We

see the emphysema, but what is more troublesome, in some

of these cases of coal miners, and indeed it is not specifi

for the coal miner, we also see it in those individuals who

have inhaled free crystalline silica, mixed with other com-

ponents such as the iron miner, the magnatite miner. We

see large areas of dust pigmentation presumably due to

coalescence of the pigmentation, but we find areas of liqu*o

S/ faction necrosis within those lesions.

Now, this liquifaction necrosis is also very

troublesome, although we believe that in the majority of



instances where coalescence of lesions has occurred where

large massive areas of shadows develop in the test Roentgen

that that coalescence is due to a complicated tuberculous

infection. Yet, there are those cases, with necrosis, with

liquifaction and indeed with excavation, where we have been

unable, with all means at our command, to detect the pres-

ence of the tubercle bacillus or to see evidence of reactior

which characterizes tuberculosis.

Lest we're led to believe that coalescence and

necrosis and liquifaction may be due to agents or to factors

Sother than infection, and we have advanced the view that

perhaps high local concentrations of dust may be responsi-

ble for some of the necroses, or that the necrosis seen in

these lungs were - with mixed exposure, where there is pre-

sent carbonization material in large amounts, where there

is present iron oxide in large amounts, that perhaps this

necrosis is a specific action for compounds in the dust,

other than the free crystalline silica. Is it possible

that the carbonation component, that the iron component,

may have a power of absorption or adsorption and so keep

localized the toxic substances, perhaps liberated from the

I free crystalline silica particles and some dust irritating l

particles which certainly may produce this necrosis. Cer-

tainly infection is considered - and I mention that - in-

fection other than may produce tuberculosis, is a possibility,
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0 jand I submit that the demonstration of tuberculosis in

some of these cases, can not be accomplished.

The next slide, if we take a micro-photograph of

these areas of liquifaction, some of the things which I have

said become more clear, as for example, here is a micro-

photograph of that area of liquifaction. A connective

tissue state, we see the typical collagen, sustained with

connective tissue, as we see, which characterizes the re-

sponse to free crystalline silica. We also see the heavy

black pigment which has been inhaled and deposited in this

coal miner's lungs and we see the area of necrosis and

liquifaction. There is no evidence, histological evidence

of tuberculosis infection. Then what is this due to? And

I again submit the reasons for possible necrosis and liqui-

faction other than infection.

The next slide, and this is the character of the

stellate lesion as we like to identify it, the irregular

II lesion which is not discredt, which is not the run or order

of classical nodular silicosis or the reaction of the lung

to pure free crystalline silica. We have here the whirling

of fibrous tissue which characterizes the reaction to free

0 * crystalline silica and we have had the color of pigmented ,

-- that collar of pigmented tissue, about the lesion which'

extends, as you see here, along the alveolar wall, and also

the distortion of the adjacent alveolar spaces. This is ant

________________--- 

~ -t
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0 important feature which I will call your attention to shor*

ly.

The next slide, in addition to the area of liqui-

faction necrosis without detectable infection, is the focal

reaction present about small deposits of coal dust in the

lung. Now, this focal reaction has been described by Doctor

Goffe. It has been described by others. It poses a problen

which is difficult to solve and perhaps has not been solved.

The focal deposition of dust with its reaction, the focal

emphysema, is troublesome because it is a large factor in

the respiratory disability perhaps of these coal miners,

and here we have a case, a gross section of the lung of a

coal miner, in a bituminous mine. He was a machine man

and a loader for seven years. Here we see the focal depo-

sition of dust scattered throughout the lung, different

portions of the lung. The lesions are stellate in shape an

you can readily see the distortion, the increase in size of

the alveolar spaces, adjacent to these focal deposits.

That then is the focal emphysema which has been so clearly

defined by Doctor Goffe, and which has been referred to by

Doctor Fletcher and his co-workers.

The next slide, and we stain these lesions spec-

ifically for a certain - with certain special stains and weji

jt note the heavy deposit of coal dust and we also note a

proliferation of collagen, wnich permeates the lesion, and
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also the projection into the adjoining alveolar space.

The next slide, another case -- no, this is the

same slide, and here it is, showing you the infiltration

of the adjacent alveolar walls with coal dust which has

become deposited in the wall, the thickening of the wall,

the relative or the degree of - the sparcity of the collagen,

formation of collagen such as we would see if pure free

crystalline silica were deposited in those walls and we see

the large alveolar space, this is the anatomical form of

emphysema as we see it.

The next slide. This emphysema is more pronounced

and these, of course, are advanced cases and this - you

can readily visualize, belongs to the - one of the stages

so well described by Doctor Fletcher, of a bituminous mineri

for thirty-eight years. He was a mule driver for a number

of years; he was a machine man and motorman; he was a coal

loader for approximately twenty-four years, and he was a

trackman.

His symptoms began approximately six years prior

to death and they were increasing respiratory and cardiac

difficulty. The X-ray, in addition to these areas of mass-

ive shadows, shows scattered focal shadows throughout the

lung. There is also marked prominence of the left ventric-

ular cells and the transfer diameter of the cardiac silhouebte
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is somewhat enlarged. The Roentgenographic interpreation 0

was that in the presence of an adequate history of exposurel

to free crystalline silica, the changes visualized in the

lungs are compatible with a Roentgenographic diagnosis of

silicosis with conglomeration. Post morten showed advanced

arterial sclerosis, coronary involvement, cardiac hyper-

trophy and dilation.

The next slide. The gross lung in this case is

heavily pigmented as you see here with black pigment and,

of course, one can also readily recognize the coarse emphy-

sema present. The next slide, and the section of the rightI

upper lobe, the emphysema certainly is now most pronounced

and most emphatic, and now again, we see the focal irregular

deposits of pigment extending into the adjacent alveolar

spaces, the small portions of the lobules of the lung are

emphasized about these, and if we pick many of them up,

there are large or more coarse emphysematous areas. There

is, near the hilar region, this area of massive pigmentation.

The tracheobronchial lymph nodes are enlarged.

* The next slide. That was from the right upper

lobe. This is the left lower lobe. Again, tne emphysema

Snow is more pronounced. Of course, gross emphysema, and

the massive area of pigmentation. Of course, this is now

the emphysema beyond the stage which is so troublesome. Of

course, this is the progression, no doubt of this small
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focal area, areas of emphysema which occur about the depos

its of dust.

And now, the question arises, did the emphysema

exist before the pulmonary deposition of dust? Would the

emphysema have developed without deposition of dust or is

the emphysema related to or caused by the deposition of dus

in the lung? I am unable to answer the first two questions,

namely, did emphysema exist before the pulmonary deposition

of dust in this case, or would the emphysema have developed

in these cases without deposition of dust? That demands a

* number of studies which I'm sure you will hear more about

in subsequent days, but the question is, is the emphysema

related or caused by the deposition of dust?

This picture of focal emphysema has been ade-

quately described by Goffe and I should like to show some

of his preparations which he has so kindly given to me.

This is the section from apex to base of a coal

miner, age twenty, who worked on the coal face in a semi-

bituminous mine. You will note that there are focal collec-

tions of dust in the lung and many of them. Some have

coalesced to form larger collections. However, the point

to be made is that there is little or no focal emphysema, *
associated with these deposits in this instance. Thus,

the - not all cases showing focal deposition of coal pig-

ment in the dust, in the lung, are associated with this

-1- ----
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S· focal emphysema, as seen when the specimen is met. That

does not mean that it may not develop, but certainly a case

in point, is that not all cases of dust are accompanied by

focal emphysema.

Another section by Doctor Goffe shows the depos-

its of coal dust in the lung and now the focal emphysema,

associated with every - practically every deposit of this

dust in the lung.

The next slide. Four points of reference at this

time, I should like - I present the normal lung, a section

0 prepared by us in accordance with the Goffe theory, and we

see one lobe and another lobe of the lung of that side,

and note the absence of pigment, the black foci that you

see are cross-sections of asperducts; note the uniformity

in size of the alveolar spaces. N1ote no focal emphysema

or gross emphysema.

The next slide. Let us focus our interest now on

this focal emphysema which characterizes the reaction assocU

iated with the deposition of coal dust in the lung and which

is responsible, I believe, for most of the emphysema, focal|

emphysema, and thus responsible in large measure, for the

respiratory difficulty experienced by some coal workers.

Here we see the deposits of coal dust in the lung.

We see that the alveolar walls are pigmented with this de- I

oosit, that some of the alveolar walls are apparently
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thickened and then ruptured with projections into the ad-

joining alveolar space.

The next slide. We'll go hurriedly now. The

higher magnification shows the deposition of this coal

pigment or coal dust in - again in both sides, sometimes

about a vascular trunk, forming thick collars, but the

point to be made here is that this pigment is not concen-

trated immediately about the wall of the vascular trunk,

but it forms a thick wide collar, and as we look at it

closely, we find also the deposition or formation of thin

0. strands of collagen, showing that there is a reaction to

this dust as deposited in the lung.

The next slide -- and a connective tissue stain

of that lesion, again the vascular trunk, the - again the

heavy deposit of black pigment which tends to obscure the

collagen which is formed, and which makes histological

N. study difficult, but note also the blue collagen which has

responded to this deposition of coal dust.

Now, is the focal emphysema that we see associated

with these focal deposits of dust, due to the collagen de-1

position and formation which we see here in these depositsl

of coal dust? Is it possible that these foci have re- 0
action, that they act as anchors and so inhibit the natur-j

al function of the lung in these immediate areas, or is iti

because the changes -- the next slide -- which thismerely
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shows the area of higher concentration due to the response@

of free crystalline silica, due to pigmentation -- or is

the emphysema due to changes in the vascular trunks? Or

the blood supply to certain areas, as for example, here we

see, a large vascular trunk sustained with elastic tissue?

We see the lumen of this vascular trunk which is consider-

ably narrower and smaller than normal. We see the elastic

membrane and we see the deposit of coal dust about this

vascular trunk.

The next slide. And, in other instances, again

the wall of a vascular trunk, the inner elastic tissue and

here we see the deposit of coal dust, and here we see the

deposition of collagen, Actually involving and impinging

upon these vascular trunks.

The next slide. Or, in other instances, we see

the vascular trunk in the center of an area of pigmenta-

tion, almost occluded. Is it then possible that this focal

emphysema which we see, and the respiratory difficulty in

these coal miners, may be due to these changes in the

vascular trunk?

The next slide. Or, is the emphysema and the re-j

spiratory difficulty, more directly due to the involvement 0

of the pulmonary tissue per se? For example, in this in-

stance, with deposition of this coal dust in the alveolar

wall and its associated inflammatory response, could it be
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due to that, and incidentally, we see here a body which is

elongated with segments, and also with bulbous ends. They

simulate the asbestos bodies which we see in asbestos work-

ers. I have six cases in which we have discovered similar

bodies. These have been reported by a good group, a large

group, of other workers. Whether that asbestos body is due

to really an asbestos body or whether it is a reaction to

an asbestos fiber which has been inhaled incidentally, or

an asbestos fiber from some fuses used, I am unable to say.

And, we see now, the stellate lesions, changes

per se, extension along the collagen, extension along the

alveolar walls, disportion of the alveolar walls, degener-

ation of the alveolar walls, loss of function of the alve-

olar walls and its accompanying distortion of the alveolar

space, and emphysema. This slide again shows the thick-

ening of the alveolar wall, obliteration of the architec-

ture of that wall, loss of vascularity, the deposition of

collagen.

The next slide -- and here is a sedtion of the

lung of a coal miner in which we see almost complete oblit-

eration of the alveolar wall structures, replacement by

0 deposition of collagen. The next slide -- and elastic 0

tissue stains. We see adjacent walls of the elastic fibers

quite prominent, we study the pigmented wall. It is diffi-

cult to see the elastic fibers, but I have not detected
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any significant different in the character or amount of tho

elastic fibers which are present or absent in these areas

of pigmentation.

The next slide. And we see here, complete ob-

literation of the architecture of the lung, by an involve-

ment of the perimysium, pigmentation, hilization of the

alveolar walls. The next slide -- And, is the emphysema

and the respiratory difficulty due to obstruction of the

major air spaces or passages? We do find areas of pigmen-

tation, association of reaction, expansion of the alveolar

wall, and repression of the small air space.

Next slide. In other instances, we find that the

respiratory bronchiole is filled with mucous or with in-

flammatory obstruction. Is it possible then that the vas-

cular changes, that the hilization of the alveolar walls,

that the obstruction of the respiratory bronchiole, which

we see in these cases, is responsible, as individual fac-

tors, for this emphysema and respiratory difficulty, or is

any combination important?

Now, I should like to show you quickly a few

other slides. The next slide. Although focal emphysema

e· is discovered in the lungs of many coal workers, neverthe-0

less, it is not unique for the deposition of coal dust in

the lung* It accompanies also the pulmonary deposition of

other types of dust inhaled by workers in otner forms of
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* occupation, as for example, and quickly, the lung of a

granite cutter*

Again, we see these areas of reaction to the

dust, and we see emphysema about these foci. Here and

here. The next slide -- A molder, in an industry, and we

see the deposition of dust with its reaction, associated

reaction, but not again the focal emphysema. The next

slide -- I'm sorry, let's go back to that slide. This is

4 a diathermacious earth worker and we see the reaction, and

the focal emphysema.

r The next slide -- A molder, and we see the black

pigmentation, focal emphysema localized about the pleura,

about the areas of deposition of dust, and also the coarse

Semphysema. The next slide - a magnatite workers for thir-

ty five years, again the focal emphysema and the areas of

reaction to the free crystalline silica, which this worker

has inhaled, with collars, irregular pigment extending in-

to the alveolar walls, in this instance.

The next slide -- a hematite worker. Again, the

emphysema which seems to be more prominent about the areas

of dust deposition. The next slide, a graphite worker,

again, the focal emphysema. The next slide - a carborundu

worker; again, the emphysema which seems to be most promi-

nent about the areas of deposition and about the areas of

reaction. The next slide, a limestone worker, and again
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Sthe focal emphysema.

So I then submit that focal emphysema, although

it may be more prominent in the coal workers' lungs, and

although it may assume a greater degree of - may become

more manifest in the coal miners' lung and may be respon-

sible for much of the respiratory difficulty, particularly

should it progress, yet it is not unique for the coal

miners lung. Thank you. (Applause).

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Any questions to ask Doctor Vorwald? (No response).

I suggest we have a five-minute recess.

(Recess taken from 11:20 to 11:30 A.M.).

; BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

The final paper this morning is by Doctor Fletcher

on the Epidemiology of Coal Workers' pneumoconiosis in

Wales. Doctor Fletcher.

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I'm afraid the title of this paper is a little

bit wider than that. Strictly speaking, I'm going to talk

about the Epidemiology in Great Britain, because some of tth

great interest in the epidemiological features of this dis-

ease in our country, is the difference in the prevalence of

this disease in the different parts of the country.

So, first of all, for those of you who know as
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iological features of this disease in our country, is the difference

in the prevalence of this disease in the different parts of the

country.

So, first of all, for those of you who know as

0
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little about the geography of our country as I know about

yours, I'm going to put a map up to show just where the

coal fields are in Great Britain. We have, first, here, is

the country.

The coal deposits in Great Britain are here in

South Wales with little fields neighboring which are very

unimportant in size. Then there is a very small field

hidden at the moment, just coming out there, in Kent, same

little fields in the Midlands, a very big field in York-

shire and another one in Lancashire, a big one up in Durham

going out into the sea, another little one in Cumberland

going out into the sea here, and other ones in Scotland.

And, where our work has been concentrated is in

Wales, but we have also investigated the one up here in

Lancashire and the one in Cumberland. By and large, the

greater part of the coal in Great Britain here is bituminous

but in Wales -- next slide -- the coal grades are -- here

is the coal field in detail, from anthracite over here

through semi-bituminous or what we call steam coal out here

with bituminous coal out in the west. There is a complete

spectrum of coals in South Wales from anthracite to bitum-

0 inous.

Now, the disease of coal miners pneumoconiosis th t

I'm going to talk about was very fully described, I should

!i
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say pathologically described, over a hundred years ago in

Scotland, and the disease then appears in British history

to have disappeared. The experts said that there was no

such thing now in about 1910, as the old miners asthma,

the black lung of miners; it had disappeared and that was

attributed to improved working conditions in the mines.

But them, as radiography began to be more widely

applied in Great Britain, it was found that miners showed

X-rays that looked very like silicosis and then the path-

ologists got interested again, and particularly in South

Wales, described the sort of pathological picture that

Doctor Vorwald has described to you, and in 1929, miners

were admitted to Workmen's Compensation for the first time

and some official figures as to the prevalence of this con-i

dition became available.

And here we start actually going through various

legal delays, the first cases certified were in 1931. These

are years along here (indicating ons lide) and the height

of the column represents numbers of men officially certi-

fied with the disease in each year from 1931 to 1947. There

is a gap there because the legislation changed, and then

* there is .48, '49P '50. This is South Wales where about

just over a hundred thousand miners work, and this is the

SI whole rest of Great Britain where seven ty thousand -- six

to seven hundred thousand, I should say, work; seven times
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h the number of men here, as in Wales. These cases after

this gap here are not comparable strictly, because the

legislation changed slightly and the standards of diagnosis

changed slightly but not very greatly.

You see the steady increase throughout the 1930's

and then the very abrupt increase through the war. I'm not

going into the reasons in detail; it was partly due to the

increase of dust during the pre-war years, due to mechani-

zation, also due to change of legislation during this time,,

and also due to the fact that during the war, miners could

not get out of the mines except on medical grounds.

Wages went up in many industries and many men

found pneumoconiosis a way to get lighter but equally ard-

uous work, and so legislative, social, I think generally,

epidemiological reasons for this tremendous increase. I

just want to draw your attention to the increase of the

size of the problem in South Wales.

These workers increasing during this time, over

twenty thousand men were certified with this disease and

removed from the industry. In 1945, over one in three of

the unde4ground workers of two mines were removed from the

Si industry for pneumoconiosis.

In great contrast to this tremendous prevalence

in South Wales, by certified figures, we have the very muchl

smaller prevalence in the rest of Great Birtain. The level
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seems to be easing off in South Wales; it appears to be

still rising in the rest of the country.

Well, now, in South Wales itself, there are also

quite important changes in the certification prevalence as

we look across the country. Over in the anthracite area

here, this is a map in which little dots imply coal mines

employing more than a hundred men, and these are contour

drawings on mines with the same prevalence of certified

disease over this period '40 to '45. The blacker they are,

the worse they are.

The black here is over seventy per thousand per

annum, and mostly the anthracite, with a tongue out here

in the bituminous area, and the surrounding bituminous area

were very much lower prevalence.

Well, now, the Medical Research Council did a big

investigation of this problem in 1938 and with Doctor Hart

and Doctor Haslett and a lot of other people, and they con-

firmed, from survey work, this distribution of the disease

in South Wales, the nigher tne rank of coal, the more the

disease. They failed to show any direct relationship to

any particular component of the coal such as the free sil-

0 ica or the ash. There was a general relationship to the

total amount of dust. The disease, they pointed out, was

quite distinct from classical silicosis and from their work,

this rank of coal hypothesis, that high rank coals, anthracite
------ ---- ___
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coals are more harmful than the bituminous coals, the soft

coals, that came into being and has had wide currency, and

that is Although, as I say, there was no direct evidence

from their work, for this hypothesis because the anthracite

mines were dustier than the steam coal, which, in turn, were

dustier than the bituminous.

Well, now, to go on, owing to the very grievous

situation in South wales, the Medical Research Council set

up a special unit in 1945, which I have had the pleasure

and honor of being associated with since that time, and we

have done a good deal of work into the epidemiological side

- the epidemiological features of this disease,

The work has been done by my colleague, Doctor

Cochran, and I really feel rather shy coming here and talk-

ing to you about work he has done. All that I am going to

tell you about has been work for which he has been respon-

sible and the credit goes to him and his team.

The objective of this epidemiological work has

been, first, to try and see if we could get any explana-

tion for these epidemiological differences as shown by

certification figures, and secondly, to see if we could

" W I guide dust suppression by establishing safe limits of

dustiness.

Now, the method -- next slide -- has been to

study men and their dust exposure. Now, what sort of men
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did we study? The sort of groups that have been used for

epidemiological work have been the following: Miners

attending hospital. I'm ashamed almost to put that on a

slide, but I wouldn't do it except that quite prominent

papers have been published on miners attending hospital,

and clearly they are -- even a highly selected group, even

if the doctor himself doesn't select his patients -- they

have been selected for him on a very curious and unpre-

dictable basis.

A lot of papers have been published on applicants

or receipts for compensation. All the figures I have shown

you so far as we have gone, are based on that sort of popu-

lation, but again many-fold motives effect a man's applica-

tion for compensation, and it's difficult to use that type

of population for active work.

You then have more carefully selected populations

The ideal population would be all the men who have ever

worked in an industry, whatever they're now doing, but

clearly, that's impossible. What we can do is take select-

ed cases, all the cases in a mine and selected occupations,

all the underground workers, all the underground workers

and surface workers, because miners tend to go from under-

ground to surface from time to time, or complete mining

communities. We have adopted, at various times, the pop-

ulations three to six.



Now, the next important thing is to insure that

you get all the population you're after. Here is, just to

emphasize this point, the prevalence of disease according

to our categories, 0, 1, 2, 3, simple pneumoconiosis, mass-

ive fibrosis, to a hundred consecutive cases attending the

certifying panel at Collier. You see the first two are not

represented, miners and ex-miners admitted to our ward,

high proportion have exited; ex-miners in a town, this dis-

tribution; surface workers, and the designed underground

population, and you will see that these three all agree

0 fairly well, but the certified cases and the hospital cases

show a gross distortion of the distribution of disease,

although all these cases come from the same geographical

area.

These are the collierys we have studied which

have been in South Wales. Some of the collierys already

have been studied by the Medical Research Council in 1938.

We have re-read the films in our classification and used

their figures. We have also, particularly carefully, stud-

ied some steam coal mines, this group here in South Wales.

Steam coal is our semi-bituminous, and an anthracite mine

* with very little disease in it. This is another steam coall

mine, and two mines in England with rather low concentra-

1. tions of dust, two mines in England in Lancashire and Cum-

berland with very high dust concentrations reputedly, from 1
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all we could hear, but very low certified incidence*

We hoped there to get a real contrast between the

conditions in bituminous and anthracite mines in South Wale

and the general relationship between dustiness and rank out

side South Wales, to get mines which were really dusty

but had low rank coals, and those are the two.

Now, this slide is attributed to Doctor Cochran,

|;he percentage of the underground-surface populations which

he has managed to X-ray in each of those mines are given

there, and the only two cases, in this mine here and here,

in which he was not fully in charge of the survey, there

were early surveys, is the proportion below ninety-eight

percent.

The important aspect of that is shown in two

figures -- next slide. At these two collierys where we

didn't get ninety-eight percent of the population, you will

S see that the proportion varies with age. The statisticians

found difficulty in the casually young, and in the equally

old. The middie-age you get easier. If you don't get

ninety-five percent you get seventy-five percent; both of

these collierys you got over seventy-five percent of the

0 population, but you've got a distorted sample. It is es-

sential to get a hundred percent population.

The next slide -- and one colliery where he got

a hundred percent, Doctor Cochran analyzed the amount of
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disease in relation to pneumoconiosis, inactive and clin-

ically significant tuberculosis, on the radiograph and the

first two hundred men came along willingly for examination.

The second two hundred came along after some argument, and

the third two hundred had to be frog-marched in, and you

will see that people with pneumoconiosis coame forth readily,

the people with tuberculosis lag behind, so if you only get

sixty percent, you have missed quite a lot of your disease.

You get adversely distorted samples in relation to disease,

a problem which is quite often omitted in reference to this

0 point, and which is commonly omitted in survey work.

Well, now, some results -- next slide. Here are

just the crude prevalences of these twelve collierys I

have shown you, just the sort of thing you get from X-rays

of these populations. Here is an anthracite mine, preval-

ence Category 1, 2, 3: Massive Fibrosis, PMF is short for

that, quite a big range of these prevalences; these two

English collierys with the low prevalence and you will see

that this does, by and large, conform what is shown by cer-

tification figures, that if we're interested in dust ex-

posure, we can't use this crude prevalence, and the ques-

tion is what dust exposure should we examine in relation

to this disease.

This slide shows figures from all these popula-

tions in relation to age, years spent underground and years
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spent on the coal f ace, all lumped together, the whole lot,
and you will see that in relation to age, there is a taper-
ing off after the age of forty-five; there is no increase
in the prevalence of the disease. This is Category 1. You
take underground work, there is a smaller tapering off; whe |
you take miners on the coal face, then there is a steady
increase with increasing years on the coal face, and it
was that argument and various other arguments that led us
to concentrate our attention in relation to dust exposure
to the coal face worker and to dust at the coal face.

And, what we have done is this: For our relation

ship between dust and disease, technique of field surveys,
we have the unit, an X-ray team and a dust team. The X-ray
team takes the X-rays and takes industrial histories. The
X-rays are read by the duplicate reading technique I spoke
t to you about this morning. The industrial histories are
carefully screened and from it we select pure face workers.
They are defined as men who, during the ten years before
the survey, have worked on the coal face for more than one
year and worked in no other dust occupation for more than
one year. We limit ourselves to ten years because our dust
exposure may occur today, but the disease is produced in
the past. We have, therefore, to multiply by a factor pro-
duced in the dust history in order to make the dust compu-
tation relative to the dust we have observed, and we do not,
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think we can do that over a greater period than ten years,

so we restrict ourselves to pure face workers over ten

years.

The dust team goes to the coal faces, all the

coal faces in the mine using the precipitator, and they

take dust measurements in terms of particles, c. c. or

more strictly speaking, and I apologize, per millimeter,

twenty-five microns, and we have now adopted a technique

whereby the dust is not taken at fixed positions on the

coal face, but is taken at the working places of colliers

selected on a random basis, so that the dust measurements

do represent the true measure of dust exposure of those

men.

If the man selected is an absentee, well, no

dust is collected that day and naught is contributed to the

average, because the man wasn't exposed to dust that day.

We introduced that relationship to the actual exposure of

the man as closely as we can.

Then, we take the history of the mine as closely I

as we can in terms of production, ventilation, all the

rest of it, in order to see how relevant this sample here

is to the past and introduce a multiplication factor where

necessary, but at the same time, through the filters, we

take the analysis and we get an index of total dust dose

expressed in particles per c. c. times years, that is the
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concentration of dust multiplied by the number of years the

man has been exposed to it, and on the other side, by multi,

plying that by the proportion of free silica in the dust,

we get a total of silica dust,

Now, then, this technique of relating dust dosage

to amount of disease is a standard pharmacological one, but

I want to pay tribute to my colleague, Mr. Roach, who has

done all our dust measurements, for the fact that he point-I

ed out this particular method of expression to use, Doctors,

who ought to have known better. Previously we were just

taking an average dust concentration times an average years |
of all the men, but ignoring the great differences in the

distribution of period of exposure between the different

mines. What Mr. Roach suggested, we should do, is to take

for each man the amount of time he had spent on the coal

face, multiply that by the number of years and get, for

i each man, a dust exposure in terms of particle years, then

group the man according to different groups of dust expos-

ure and see the percentage in those groups showing radiolo-

gical change and this is the result in all the pure face

workers at eight of those twelve British pits where we had

the dust information. Four of them we didn't do dust

samples. Quite a nice sort of steep curve with the only

dip here.

Well, now, we were interested in the difference

i;
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between the English mines and the Welch mines, so let's see

what happens when we separate them. The dip comes right

out and we find beautiful smooth curve, and this curve is

fitted by less squares to these figures here which is quite

different from the English.

These six Welch pits are all mutually consistent

statistically, and statistically quite different from the

English here. Here is the dust dosage, and they do show

a quite clear difference in the relationship of radiologi-

cal abnormality and dust exposure.

0 ^Now, then, why this difference? Well, it's

natural that we should say 'Hurrah.; it is obvious that

this is silicosis, anthraco-silicosis; you've only got to

look at the American-European literature to see that, and

it is the responsibility of silica, and so we take these

five miness the five not six, and we look to see. The

range in ash content, nothing much in it; the high content

is inone of the English mines; total silica, nothing in it;

free silica, this should be 0.4 -- I'm sorry thatt's a mis-

print -- and you see again that the Engiish mines fall in

the same sort of range as the Welch Mines; calcium; albumen;I

and the only striking thing is the volatile matter. These

Welch mines happen to have this range where both the Eng-

lish mines have the low volatile. We haven't yet managed

to study low volatile Welch mines, so we don't know how
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important this is, but itts the obvious point at the moment,

Well, now, let's just look at the free silica

dosage against dust. That's in the six Welch pits, and I

want you to remember that other slide, that beautiful steep

curve, and the very visible sigmoid adopted from it, and

itts very clear that the silica is not relating to the ab-

normalities as well as the total dust,

Well, now, what can this mean, this difference

between the Welch and the English mines? I think that in

looking for the silica difference, wetre really barking up

the wrong tree altogether, and for this reason: That in

talking about active and inactive dusts the other day, I

think I suggested to you, or perhaps I didn't, but it's in

my written paper, that you might define an inactive dust

as one in which there is a lot of dust in the lung in re-

lation to the amount of reaction to it, but as an actuve

dust is one in which there is relatively little dust in

the lung in relation to the amount of reaction.

Cork - quite a little cork, produced fibrosis.

In coal, in iron, you get a large amount of dust with rela-|

tively little fibrosis, but if this difference between the

English and Welch mines, were between the bituminous and

the anthracite and the steam coal mines, if that were due

to differences in the fibrogenic properties of these dusts,

we would expect, pathologically, to find a greater reaction:

-- 1 _____
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in relation to the amount of dust in the Welch mines than

we find in the English mines. Now, hitherto, the amount of

material we've got from English mines is relatively scanty,

but we have quite a bit and we don't see any such differ-

ence. If you look at an English bituminous miner's lung,

Professor Goffe will say, 'I can see no difference in this

lung from a Welch mine - miner's lung, except there seems

to be less dust in it'. The amount of reaction in rela-

tion to the amount of dust is the same, but there does seem

to be less dust in it, and that at present is our thinking,

that for some reason or other the bituminous coal dust

either doesn't get into the lung so easily or having got

in, is easy meat to the phagocytes and they just walk

straight out with it again, a very difficult hypothesis to

test.

We're trying to do that with animal experiments,

but it's going to be quite an elaborate statistical problem

jI to get proof of that hypothesis, but that's where we're

sitting at the moment. We think there must be some differ-

ence of some kind in the retainability of these dusts. I

can say straightaway that it doesn't lie in the size dis-

I' i tribution of dusts.

Well, now, that is as far as we have got in re-

lation to these epidemiological differences. There is this;

difficulty. We can't yet explain it, and at the time, we

; i
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have set for the future, a plan to carry out simultaneous

dust and radiological surveys at twenty mines scattered

throughout the whole of Great Britain, which the coal board

are organizing in collaboration with us, and we hope to

overcome the inaccuracies of the historical factor in this

way, and from follow-up surveys of this kind, to get really

good evidence, more precise than welve got at the moment

which, associated with and in addition to, animal experi-

ments, may help us to solve the why's and wherefore's in

this difference we have found.

Now, what about safe limits? Next slide. Here

we have, for the Welch pits, where our working data is much

more complete, these dose response curves for Category 1, and

for Category 2, and more and Cateogry 3, and here we have

the dust dost. These are sigmoid curves, and are, of course,

sound distribution curves. That is to say this curve here

represents an ordinary - an ordinary normal distribution

curve, and the fifty percent point is, of course, the most

accurate point to take the relevant point on it from, and

I have mentioned in my paper that our ratio between our

categories is roughly speaking, but only roughly, linear,

is about half as much dust again, at the fifty percent

point here; two and three, you can see it isn't quite as

accurate as it should be, but it's not bad, and this is our

evidence that our categories are related to dust exposure.

_____---- -- -- - - -



Now, then when I putblished this in the Screed,

I shall leave out these figures here, and I hope you will

forget them, because obViously, this is quite a dangerous

graph, because you can read up from here, if a man is ex-

posed to five thousand particles per c. c., by the by, a

thousand,approximately, particles is, I think I'm right,

aren't I, Professor Drinker in saying it's approximately

twenty-five to thirty million particles per cubic foot?

I know you talk about these different things, but perhaps

you better leave it untranslated at the moment.

Anyway, a man is translated to a thousand parti-

cles per c. c., which is about the official approved levels

in Great Britain, for five years, fifty percent of the men

will have Category 1 in five years. Ten years, fifty per-

cent will have Category 2. Does it matter? I think we'll

leave that discussion until Doctor Hugh-Jones has told you

something about the disability.

Clearly, from this sort of chart, you can read

off what will happen to men if they're exposed to these

particular conditions for various periods of time, and ob-

viously, I suppose to some of us, should forget the politi-

cal consequences and just publish his results and let the

workers and the employers fight it out, but I think that

it's better at the present, to publish that graph without

;j the figures on it for the future, so I hope you'll try to
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understand why I omit the figures from the publication.

Itts also a matter of discretion, because in these figures

we have got our historical factor which is a little bit of

guess work, and these figures here are only relevant to the

particular range of dust concentrations that we have ob-

served.

We have found, for instance, that if you separateLy

analyze years and particles, that for the same -- sorry,

that for - yes, the same period of time, twice the exposure

produces more than twice the amount of disease. That is to

say concentration is more important than time and these

figures just represent an even weight of concentration and

time. So much about safe conditions; that is our approach;

I recommend it to you as a very valuable method of express-

ing this relationship.

I now want to turn to discuss what we refer to,

conversationally, as the two-disease hypothesis which Doc-

tor Vorwald has already raised with you. We find, in

simple pneumoconiosis, we call it, these discreet capaci-

ties throughout the chest, and we find these massive lesions.

Are the massive lesions just due to large quantity of dust

Sin the lung or are they due to the action of some other

agent and dust?

Doctor Goffefs view is that these lesions are

tuberculous, as Doctor Vorwald said. He finds tubercle
i
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bacilla in fifty percent of them at post mortem, but in

the other sixty percent he doesn't find them. He says

that the histology looks to him like tuberculosis or the

same. Doctor Vorwald won't support him there, and I can't

enter into that, but we have got this large number of cases

without definite overt eviddnce of tuberculosis at death,

The explanation on the tuberculous hypothesis is that the

tuberculosis has died out leaving its scar behind it, but

I don't like that very much, because we do see cases that

progress rapidly right up to death, and even in those cases

01 that have progressed right up to death, we have two in which

we failed to find any definite evidence of tuberculosis.

It is possible that the tubercle bacillus initiates some

process which then becomes self-propagating. We know that

the dust in the lung is mobile, even in these little foca,

because a man with simple pneumoconiosis, when he gets

bronchitis, will cough up dust in his sputum many years

after he leaves the mine, and it may be that once an in-

fection starts in the lung, the rest of the lung tends to

move up in that focus and then starts a propagating pro-

cess that is due to the dust. That is a possible way of

explaining these progressing lesions after tubercle has

died out.

But we still believe that there is a lot of evi-

dence for the tuberculous process and certainly for there
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being two different disease processes involved and the evi-

dence we have, I want to just discuss with you now briefly.

First, the Europeans say that these massive

lesions are due to the action of silica. If so, we would

-- sorry, will you just skip the next four slides; they're

just pictures that Doctor Vorwald has already covered on

the pathology. I think I can skip that, so come on to the

next table. I just put this in in case Doctor Vorwald

hadn't covered it.

Here we come to cases that Professor King in

London and Nagelschmidt have done analyses on, on the whole

lung in relation to the pathological group, normal, slight

simple, marked simple, early coalescent nodulation and

massive fibrosis, and you will notice there is no difference

in these groups in proportion to the amount of free silica

anywhere in that table.

If these massive lesions were due to those cases

with a lot of silica in them, then we ought to find a high-i

er proportion of free silica in these massive cases, than

in the simple cases and you will see nine, ten, eleven, so

we don't think that it's due to silica.

Now, evidence then,for their being two processes

in the progression of the disease. We have followed cases

over various periods of time, using other people's previous!

-rays in this group, and our own X-rays here, and in simple
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0) pneumoconiosis, with dust exposure, without dust exposure,

and with dust exposure, we had eighty-one cases Category

1 to three without dust exposure. None progressed; two

hundred sixty cases with dust exposure and eighteen percent

progressed, so in smaller interval, our own X-rays, divid-

ing no dust exposure, minimal, engine drivers underground,

and under control code, none progressed without dust ex-

posure; 21. -- 2.1 with minimal and 7 percent with dust

exposure over this short period. Those are published al-

ready, so that pneumoconiosis progresses as duch only with

dust exposure.

Now, you go on to massive fibrosis; there are two

features, one the attack of massive fibrosis on simple

pneumoconiosis, and secondly the progression of it once it

starts. Here again, small groups of cases, on here, forty

in each group, but with over five years dust exposure and

no dust exposure. This represents the attach, the number

of cases attached by massive fibrosis in that period, rather

more in the no dust exposure group than the dust exposure.

There is not a significant difference.

When you come to progression again, no difference,

significant difference in the amount of progression or the

attack rate of massive fibrosis in relation to dust expos-

ure, so in relation to dust exposure, the two types of ap-

pearance, radiological appearance, behave differently.

i I-
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Well, now, the way in which we've tried to fur-

ther our knowledge of this question is an ingenious and

courageous plan put forward by Doctor Cochran. We can't

produce simple pneumoconiosis in animals and we don't

think, therefore, we can really get relevant information

about the tuberculous nature of massive fibrosis from ani-

mal work. Well, then, he said we'll have to use men and

he took a complete population of a mining valley, the Littl

Rhondda, which is the Rhondda Fach, he took the complete

population, thirty thousand and decided he would X-ray

I them all and he would then discover all the cases of tuber-

culosis in that valley, open tuberculosis, with the help

of the regional hospital board, he would get those cases

into hospitals and have sputum control of the majority -

the remainder, rather, and by one-two testing, see whether

he could reduce the rate of tuberculous infection or infec-

tivity in that valley.

He would then compare the attack rate of massive

fibrosis in that valley with that pertaining in a neighbor-!

ing valley where no special measures had been taken.

This shows his success in X-raying that valley.

I do want to pay tribute to Doctor Cochran for this remark-

able performance. These are age groups along here, women

here, men here, and this is the proportion of the total

population established by private census at the time of the
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0 X-ray survey, and the ground is well over one hundred per-

cent. Where it gets over sixty, where it's difficult to

get some of the old men and old women out, the survey was

done in winter which is a mistake, because it's difficult

to get them out and convince them their X-rays have any

relevance to the health of the community, so you just com-

pare this with the business figures published in this

country, where a careful census has been taken according

to county, and considerably lower figures, and this inter-

esting drop in the young, the men presumably too busy, and

the women with too many children to be able to leave and

come to the X-ray.

But anyway, that remarkable achievement there, I

think, shows that he has succeeded in getting nearly all

the cases of tuberculosis, except some of these here, on

X-ray. Well, now, the results of his experiment won't be

available, of course, for five or ten years. But meanwhileý

there are some interesting points from the prevalence

point of view, which are relevant to our problem. This

snows the numbers actually X-rayed, miners, ex-miners and

i non-miners, the adult females and the school children. The'

infants in the school areas were not examined, twenty-one

thousand more.

In the course of this survey, Doctor Cochran and

his team have - his team of four, in six months, they had

i . . _ . - - -I. ^- - . - - - .- -
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no less than twenty-thousand personal home visits to poor

people in the valley.

This rather depressing picture shows the preva-

lence of pneumoconiosis in the ex-miners and miners in the

valley. It snows there is quite a lot of pneumoconiosis,

study of simple pneumoconiosis here without fibrosis in

which the study of the attack rate and also quite a lot of

massive fibrosis to study too, enormous population there,

and the total numbers in this whole group are about nine

thousand.

Sow, this is quite a complicated ond I do apolo-

gize. The first point is that there is a logarithmic scale,

and here I considered cases of infectious tuberculosis,

let's say, with a positive smear on culJure, cases of in-

active tuberculosis, diagnosed on the radiograph as held

inactive tuberculosis, and cases diagnosed as clinically

active tuberculosis, let's say, cases requiring supervision,

or in the cases where there is pneumoconiosis or massive

fibrosis, and we found none in Category 1 in which the

shadow looked like pneumoconiosis, but in many cases, on

the others, it was awfully difficult to call the thing

Sj tuberculosis or massive fibrosis, so we put them here.

We have in category, infectious cases less than

one percent, inactive tuberculosis and clinically signifi- I

cant cases. Coming into Category 1, there is practically
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no infectious tuberculosis, and indeed in a survey of these

all these men and the neighboring valley, this one man is

the only case out of four thousand miners in Category 1

pneumoconiosis, we had had a positive sputum on. There is

decrease, insignificant decrease in the amount of clinicall

significant, but a rise in the prevalence of inactive.

Might we suppose that a little bit of coal dust

in the lung increases the fibrogenic action of tuberculosis

so that there is a tendency for a healed active scar and a

reduction in the tendency for open tuberculosis, might that

explain the facts? We then get a bit more coal dust in

the lung, Category 2. Fibrosis is further stimulated.

Massive fibrosis begins to appear. The inactive cases

drop off as they t re going slowly over there, but now infec-

tious cases begin to appear when we get up to Category 3,

when it goes right up to sixty percent.

Thus, in the case of massive fibrosis, of course,

the Category is read on the background and your - it means

unreadable, whete it's that you simply can't read simple

pneumoconiosis in the background . What t s interesting is

this reappearance of infectious cases and quite a portion

or proportion of about one percent of the cases of massive

fibrosis do develop positive sputum so that even though they

are definitely these highly fibrotic lesions on our tuber-

cular hypothelis, some of them may, for some reason or bthe r,

"-r~



and it's almost entirely in the age group over forty-five,

break down and develop active tuberculosis, spreading tu-

berculosis.

It's perhaps of some interest that it's at that

age that the mortality of tuberculosis rises in the general

population. Perhaps it's something to do with resistance.

But, now, I can't speculate any further. Next

slide -- and I must just point to the future for what is

going to happen in this valley. And this is a map of the

valley as it was in the first of September, 1950, with all

the positive cases marked by pins on the map here. There

is all the cases, in or out of hospitals. This is the same

date, with the cases who were in hospital removed, and I

think that it expresses the inadequacy of our present tu-

berculosis services, that is the very small impression that

they make on the amount of infectious tuberculosis in a

mining community, but the Regional Hospital Board said

for this special purpose, they would open particular wards

to which these men could be admitted and that was the posi-I

tion the 1st of October, 1951, the 31st of October, 1951, a:

year after the survey started*

0 This is relatively small, only about thirty-nine

out of the original one hundred twenty-two are still in

the valley, four months later only thirty-eight. The othert

are still in hospital or in their graves and the remainder

IC-- - -- ----- ---------
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here are being carefully visited every month by a health

advisor to insure they are really looking after their

sputum, not going out to the pubs, and generally behaving

themselves.

And what will be fascinating in the future will

be to see what effect this has on the none too positive ratp

in the children, and then what effect it may have on the

attack rate in massive fibrosis in those who already have

simple pneumoconiosis in that valley, when compared with

the neighboring valley in which this special procedure

has not been followed, and I hope perhaps at your next

Symposium, Doctor Cochran may be able to come himself, Doc-

tor Vorwald, to tell you what he has found.

Well, now, gentlemen, I have spoken chiefly, on

- about methods, just - and there is just time to refer to

this chart. This is - I just have this one. It's a very

provisional chart, this is the first of one year, but it's

the mortality in age groups during the first year after the;

survey according to X-ray category and here is massive fi-

brosis, simple pneumoconiosis, Category 1 and 2, and that

is the figure for the whole of England and Wales for the

0 j year.

Simple pneumoconiosis is just lined up cormpletely

with the normal population, normal male population; massive

fibrosis is up, but I don't want to lay too much emphasis

i- i --
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0 on this. It's only one year and this particular kick here,

which looks so impressive was due to four cases dying and

two of them had carcinoma of the lung, so I think there is

very possibly a significant difference up there.

But our point, I chiefly have spoken to you about

methods and I'm afraid I have given you very few answers.

I have, I hope, perhaps convinced you that there is some

subtle difference between, at any rate, Welch and - Welch

anthracite and steam coal dust and English bituminous dust.1

No same safe level would be applicable to these two mines.

I have touched on this two-disease hypothesis

which we regard as very interesting and which we can not

solve our problems at the moment, but we believe it to be

perhaps more important than the problem of safe dust con-

ditions and of simple pneumoconiosis. Doctor Hugh-Jones

will show you this afternoon that disability in this dis-

ease is very largely attributable to massive fibrosis.

We have some preliminary evidence that mortality is related

to massive fibrosis. If simple pneumoconiosis is really not

much more than an abnormal radiograph, then it's simple

Ipneumoconiosis, that's caused by dust and if it is true

that massive fibrosis is due to an Ldditional factor, per-

haps tuberculosis, maybe that we oughtn't to worry so much

about dust concentrations which cause the simple pneumo-

Sconiosis, because the abnormal radiographs with little
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disability and little mortality and what really we ought

to do in our country is to remove tuberculous infection

from the mining ideas and if from the mining area, why not

from the rest of the country.

I don't say that is necessarily the answer, but

it's the way we're thinking at the moment. I think that

it's going to be exceedingly difficult to lower our dust

concentrations in British coal mines, the level of which

no man will develop the radiographic abnormalities of simpl

pneumoconiosis. It may not be n6cessary to exert that close

- that collossal an effort with all its economic consequencox

if we can protect the population from tuberculous infection

but first we've got to prove our point.

(Applause).

3Y DOCTOR DRI4NKER;:

Anyone wish to question Doctor Fletcher?

BY MR. URBAN:

I wonder if Doctor Abbott would like to comment

- Doctor Hanmond, would he like to comment on what he did

along this line in Michigan?

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

I couldn't hear that.

BY MR. URBAN:

Is Doctor Hammond here?

BY DOCTOR HAIMMOND:



Well, I haven't been in contact with the iron

mines for a long time, Doctor Urban, and I don't know that

I have anything to add to what Doctor Fletcher said in that

line, but I think it's - his experience parallels our own

pretty well. As I listened to him, I thought that we were

getting right back to what we here in Saranac Lake were

taught a good many years ago -- when I say a good many

years ago, I mean ten or fifteen -- that tuberculosis was

the important thing, perhaps in these massive fibrotic

lesions. We felt up there that every shadow we saw in an

X-ray at that time, in our own bailiwick there, would prob-l

ably have to be interpreted in the light of being tuber-

culous.

Now, I think that we're probably getting away

from that a little bit, but I still think that it is per-

haps the important factor, and I know that up there, we very

definitely felt that if we could protect these people from

tuberculosis, then we had a much better chance of getting

I disability from silicosis in that field. We had a situa-

tion there which was perhaps somewhat unique in this coun-

try, as far as the problems of prevalence of tuberculosis

0 were concerned. We had some family histories that were,

well, to say the least, they were unusual, but by inter-

marriage, younger people become diseased with tuberculosis,

the parents are then going into the mines and contracting

p- -"
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tuberculosis at an early date, soraetimes dying with their

boots on. Those days now seem to have disappeared pretty

well since we have bettgr methods of exhaust ventilation

in the mines, but those of us who worked in that area, and

there are a number here, I think were pretty well convinced

that in the majority of cases if we could control that,

we could prevent disability from these cases.

BY DOCTOR MOTLEY:

I'd like to ask Doctor Fletcher, if in the epi-

demiological study they have made, any correlation with

0 the study of the man? We have occasions to study buddies

who were in the war together, in some cases even brothers,

and one man may become severely disabled, where one man

may show only slight disability. The factors we have

thought of is sinus infection, mouth breathing. I know

Doctor Schepper, when he visited my laboratory from South

Africa, made much of the physical examination they gave the

white men there before they permitted thenm to work in the

gold mines. They gave them a very rigid physical examina-

tion and in correlating dust count, it seems to me there

might be some correlation with the rapidity with which they

develop changes, and it's a physical finding and I wondered

if they had made any attempt to correlate that.

BY DOCTOR FLETCIER:

One man being taken and the other left. It's like
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the Bible call, the last Judgment. We have got that too;

one has massive fibrosis and the other hasn't. Two men

work the same place, one man gets a huge mass of shadow

and the other doesn't, one is disabled and the other isn't.

You could say one has tuberculosis and the other hasn't.

Whether in two men exposed to the same dust conditions,

one will develop radiological abnormality and the other

will not is a problem we discuss at great length.

We have, at the moment, got a group of miners

who have worked on dusty coal faces for more than twenty-

five years, in whom we can find no radiological abnormality,

we hope to trace those up to see what happened and we hope

to chase them into Professor Goffe's department to see if

our X-ray is wrong or whether they can cope with disease

so efficiently they don't take it, and I personally believe

that some men have such competent phagocytes or something

of that sort that they cope with dust that many others will

be susceptibb to.

lMy colleague works with animals, and he says that

one will be exposed to dust and will cope with it, and the

others may be susceptible, and he says that animals and wen

are the same in regard to dust. He may be wrong and I'm

not.

In regard to South African experience, examina-

tion, prophylactics, Doctor Cochran has done a great deal

--



of investigation as to radiological activity and body type.

By evidence, he has been able to sort his men into tall,

thin, short, squat, and so forth, and there is no relation

at all between those anthropological measurements and

pneumoconiosis, simple pneumoconiosis; on the other hand,

there is a relation between the tall-thin type and massive

fibrosis. Either the tall, thin type are more prevalent

to get massive fibrosis and tuberculosis, or when a man

gets massive fibrosis and tuberculosis, he becomes thin

'1 and tall.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Doctor Sander?

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Itd like to ask, do you have a correlation, or

have you made a correlation with emphysema in the various

categories of simple pneumoconiosis, clinically significant

emphysema, radiologically and by lung function studies?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

As far as lung function studies are concerned,

I'll leave that to Doctor Hugh-Jones. As far as radiologi-

cal emphysema, I'm afraid welve been so far disappointed

0 j to read emphysema repeatedly on X-rays, that we have decid-

ed that a radiological reading of emphysema is worth about

as much as the ink, the ink you bother to write it down

with. But we do know our radiological categories are

V



unrelated to professor Goffe's focal emphysema. All we can

say in the very advanced focal emphysema, Professor Goffe

has got two or three cases, one of which published in his

paper in the Faculty Radiologist, where there is gross

focal emphysema, and the radiograph does show a kind of

honey-comb pattern, so when we see a marked honey-comb

pattern in a miner, we think perhaps he has got focal

emphysema, and we have got about three X-rays of that kind,

and the man has either died or we haven't got them. So I

don't think I can say that; all I can say is where massive

09 fibrosis develops in the last stage, there you can see the

big bully and you can be pretty confident.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Did you feel that your first film on the left,

Category 1 has emphysema?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I feel it has, but I'm not sure, I'm not defi-

nitely positive.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

You feel, logically, there is emphysema?

BY DOCTOR FLETCiEER:

0 I feel there is, but if you haven't done any

careful repeat reading of X-rays to classify them as emphy-

sema and correlate them with the physiological findings,

but I would only say that where the emphysema is gross, and

i' i
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I think that one of these films fell into that type or

category, then I would be jolly cross with the physiolo-

gist if he didn't find some evidence.

BY DOCTOR MAYER:

Now, we can discard completely the term anthraco-

silicosis here, and to consider this as a form of anthraco-

sis with infection. If so, it's going to effect our atti-

tude toward compensation because our laws in New York State

compensate the silicotic. Now, would you have us discard

that term anthraco-silicosis?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Well, if it's going to deprive coal miners of

compensation, I would say you must go on calling it sili-

cosis, but I hope you'll be putting inverted commas on each

side of the word, because I just don't think there is any

evidence that the very small silica content, you may have

noticed how very small the silica content of this coal dust

is, I don't think there is any evidence that this silica

content is responsible for this silicosis, even when Doctor!

Vorwald points to the diagram and says, here we have the

characteristic response to silica, in the middle of the

thing. Well, I am reminded that Doctor Hebbleston main-

tains that reaction to coal dust, with age, collagen may

develop and it's common for any scar, so I'm told by the

pathologists, for collagen to develop, and it may be a

0i
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reaction to aging as much as a reaction to silica, and I

just simply say that the anthraco-silicosis implies to me

that this is caused by silica, and I don't know anything

in the world literature to support that hypothesis.

BY DOCTOR McCORMICK:

I would like to ask Doctor Fletcher whether he

would care to comment about the range of dust concentra-

tions that you may find in British mines, and where he has

been able to set up any sort of defense marks below which

his early pneumoconiosis does not occur*

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

The range is very great indeed, and due to a var-I

iety of reasons, the anthracite mines that have been very

dusty in the past for various reasons. First of all, in

anthracite mines, there is no danger of coal dust explosiono.

Therefore, ventilation is not quite such an urgent safety

measure, and in general, anthracite mines have been char-

acteristically, have had sluggish ventilation in the past.

There is much more short-firing anthracite mines and they

have been very dusty. Bituminous mines have to be very

vigorously ventilated because of the danger of coal gas and

0/ coal dust explosions, and by and large, the dust production

from the tibuminous coal doesn't seem to be so great.

At the moment, in Great Britain, there is an

official standard of 650 particles for anthracite, 850

r.



particles per cubic millimeter as approved conditions.

Nobody states how long those approved conditions have got

to be prevailing. That is to say, if a coal face is ap-

proved, if the dust concentrations rise for five minutes

above that level or the average for a week or what. We

feel that the right figure is the average for a month, and

Doctor Righter is busy designing, has already designed a

dust sampling instrument which will give an integrated

sample for a period of a week and just give you one dust

count to do at the end of a period of a week and we think

that will be a sound basis*

Well, now, on those figures I pointed to you on

the board, men will develop simple pneumoconiosis under

those approved conditions. There is no doubt about that,

so that the level will have to be lower if our objective isi

going to be to prevent all radiological abnormality, but

massive fibrosis doesn't develop until a man has got at

H least category 2 in our experience, so that perhaps that's 1

the level we ought to aim at, and we may not have to drop

this too low to achieve that. Certainly in bituminous

mines, we may have to be more strict than anthracite and

steam coal mines.

There is one other point. I showed you a fall

in the ariount of infectious tuberculosis and clinically sigL

nificant tuberculosis with a rise in inactive tuberculosis
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in Category 1. Maybe we ought to give all our coal miners

clinically active pneumoconiosis to protect them from tu-

berculosis. It is interesting that mortality figures for

Great Britain, and I think other countries too, Great

Britain quite definitely, have shown a low tuberculous mor-

* tality for coal miners.

Now, in Great Britain as a whole, Category 1

pneumoconiosis is very prevalent and there is very little

2 or 3. Maybe that is a - it's an advantage to a coal

miner to have just a little dust in design, enough to pro-

tect him from tuberculosis, but not enough to disable him.

BY DOCTOR WARING:

Itd like to ask Doctor Fletcher if he has made

any studies of the conversion of the tuberculous ties in

relation to the development of pulmonary - progressive

pulmonary fibrosis, massive fibrosis?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Unfortunately, we can't do that, because our min-;

ers have such a high disability rate. At the age of fourteen,

when leaving school in Rhondda Valley where we had this

figure, I think itts sixty percent mine coal, but the earli'-

0 jest, at the age of eighteen, which is the earliest we got

a mining population, it's ninety-five percent, so our chance

of watching that are very slight. We have got two miners

in Category 2 pneunoconiosis, positive, and we're watching

F j



them like anything, but unfortunately, one got nephritis

and died so we have only got one, but in the future in

Rhondda Valley, we shall have opportunities for that sort

of thing.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

I'd like to comment on Doctor Fletcher's remark

that we could detect some of the difference in the body in

the people who have conglomerate lesions in the X-ray and

the physical appearance. We're studying about two thousand

soft coal miners in Alabama; we have failed to establish

any correlation between body build and the appearance,

whether it be a simple type of pneumoconiosis or whether it!

should be a fibrotic variety. However, we have observed

that where there is a coalescent factor and the infection

becomes overwhelming, in the event he dies in a state of

malnutrition, it becomes evident.

Now, the second point Doctor McCormick raised

about the dust levels. I feel, and I think it is true too,

that regardless of the safe level of dust in which a man

works -- and that is within reasonable limits of safety --

if he works long enough in that environment, he will obtai n

SIthe same type of exposure, letts say, in twenty years in a

safe environment that a man would obtain in an unsafe en-

vironment, in a lesser period of time.

I I don't think we should place too much emphasis

ii ...
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over the long range period of time on safe levels of dust,

because of the individual exposed long enough toa dust, he

will get the same effects over a long period of time which

he canin a short period of time in higher concentration,

BY DOCTOR BRODKIN:

My name is Brodkin and I was going to ask a simpl

question. The incidence of scars is frequent enough. Has

anyone made any correlation between the tendency to kaloid

formation and the extent of fibrosis?

You take two individuals. Each has the same

scar over an area; one will develop -- irrespective of any

infectious bacteria, one will develop a large keloid, the

other one will develop a fine hair-line scar. Has there

been any correlation of that?

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Who is he asking that of?

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Were you asking that of anyone in particular?

EY DOCTOR BRODKIN:

Well, anyone.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

I have no evidence - I have no evidence to show

that, for example, individuals or subjects from the faces

who develop keloids very readily, that they respond more

readily to the deposition of dust in the lungs with the
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formation of collagen. I have no evidence, but we do know

of course, that collagen does form in the Negroid race and

the Caucasian, people from Japan and elsewhere. Perhaps

Doctor Orenstein could tell us something about that. Doc-

tor Orenstein, Doctor Orenstein, can you comment upon

whetner there is, in the Bantu, the colored individual,

presumably a greater tendency to develop keloids, and if so

whether he is more prone to develop collagen in the lung

due to the deposition of dust, than is one from a race

without or not prone to develop keloids.

BY DOCTOR ORENSTEIN:

Why, actually, it used to be one of the extra-

ordinary museum specimens that we had and still have, of

our Bantu lungs and spleens and livers with enormous things

that you used to call tuberculoma, huge deposits, and nowa-

days you don't see it any more. The specimens are old.

I don't know why, I have no explanation. It would be pur-

poseless to detain you here with trying to explain differ-

ences between what you see in colliery workers in, say,

Wales, to what you see in the workers in Johannesburg,

where they work in a high percentage of silica, and his-

torically, itts a very complicated thing, so I don't think

you want to take up your time, because I can only say this,

in the Bantu and in the white man, the type of pneumocon-

iosis which is so in the first two and a half decades of
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this century and the type you have today are as differnet

as anything can possibly be, pathologically, microscopicall

and clinically.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Certainly we know from evidence there is a species

difference, as for example, the white rat is much more

prone to develop collagen in a slaorter period of time than

is the guinea pig or the rabbit, to the pulmonary deposi-

tion offree crystalline silica, but again, I certainly have

no evidence that the colored race responds with more colla-

gen under the same conditions of exposure than does an in-

dividual from the white race.

Now, perhaps Doctor Fletcher would like to comment.

Fletch, Charles, do you want to say anything about that?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I have nothing to say about tliat; I would hate

to be charged with designing experiments on this problem.

BY DOCTOR ABNER:

Abner, Buffalo, New York. Isn't, logically, a

keloid the same as a fibrous tissue appearing in the lung

following silica and if it is, should the response to

* X-ray therapy be the same.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Well, histologically, the actual architecture of

the keloid, histological architecture is different than the !

:t,
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11 architecture we see in the silicotic nodule, but basically

it's collagen and I assume formed in a different way. I

can't comment as to whether the collagen in the lung would

be as amenable to change under the influences of X-ray

therapy as might be the keloid.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

All right, Doctor Friedman.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Half of our population in the coal mines in Ala-

bama is colored and the other half is white. We have not

Sbeen able to detect any difference at the autopsy table or

in the Roentgenogram on both. Now, on the other hand, we

have an opportunity to examine one Negro who had massive

keloids, but his bone specimen didn't show any inflection

of what his skin showed in keloid formation. There was

absolutely no correlation that we could detect in our

study. You can find just as much fibrous tissue in the

white man as you can in the colored man and I say, as

Doctor Vorwald pointed out, there may be more of an indi-

vidual difference than there is a difference between the

races. We can't detect any racial different in response

Sto the dust.

However, only one thing, we should say in con-

ditioning this statement, is the fact that the colored

population in our community live in a little less pleasant
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environment. They don't have quite the economic facility

that some of the white people have and the mortality rate

in our colored miners that work underground is greater*

BY DOCTOR BOETJER:

I wanted to ask Doctor Fletcher if there is any

difference in the prevalence rate in the general community

in the English mining area which you were showing us, com-

pared with the Welch mining area?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

There is an interesting point there. The male

population, mortality rate, is very specific, White Haven

Borough Council and the Rhondda Urban District Council,

here is distinct lines of pneumoconiosis, heme female rates

are almost identical and the children mortality rates are

almost identical, but it is interesting that the male mor-

tality rate in the Rhondda shows a deficiency, particularly

in the age groups.

Now, if you add in to the age mortality, the male

pneumoconiosis mortality which is nearly all pneumoconiosisi

massive fibrosis, then there is another argument here for

supposing that the men dying here of massive fibrosis wouldi

Shave died of tuberculosis if they hadn't had their massive

fibrosis.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

Can you people in the back of the room hear this?j

--- - --+ V-
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Can you hear the speakers all right, because I must say I

can't hear when they ask me, but it may be a reflection on

me. Can you hear the papers all right, you in the back of

the room?

(General response indicating "Yes").

BY EOCTOR MILLER:

I wish Doctor Vorwald would comment on the idea

that concentration of exposure was more important, the dur-

ation of exposure was more important than the concentration,

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

0 Excuse me, the other way around.

BY DOCTOR MILLER:

No, I believe Doctor Friedman said that the dur-

ation of exposure to a noxious dust was more important than

the concentration, maybe I misunderstood,

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

I said that the duration of exposure has to be

taken into consideration, it was also a very important

factor.

BY DOCTOR MILLER:

Oh, not the sole factor?

SBY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

No, sir.

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I might just answer that point. The evidence we
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have got on that point is simply this, that if you - if you

do your time, your response curve here, the miners who have

been exposed to more than a thousand particles per c. c.

and less than a thousand particles per c. c., we have got

time along here and percentage effected here, then the

people in the high -- that t s concentration -- show a durve

like that; the people in the lower dust concentration a

curve like that, so that just for equivalent particle years

you have a smaller response if the actual concentration

of dust was level, and that is purely provisional, and is

not of statistical significance there, but it is a trend

that makes us doubt the applicability of our figures,

necessarily, to the whole range of concentrations.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

I should like to make one comment and that is

with respect to the free crystalline silica content of the

lungs. Doctor Fletcher pointed that out and he used the

low free crystalline silica content of the lung as a basis

for saying that probably free crystalline silica is not a

factor in the reaction of the lung to the deposits of coal

dust, correct. Doctor Fletcher?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

No, there is no more free silica in massive fi-

brosis than simple, so the massive fibrosis isn't due to

more silica in the lungs in the fibrosis 
cases than in



simple pneumoconiosis.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Well, some of our experience would be different

than that, in that we have analyzed some of the massive

fibrosis lesions and some without, and we have found higherj

free crystalline silica substance in the higher massive

fibrosis lesions. I might emphasize though that there are

those where we have not found that.

I would like to say also, with regard to the free!

crystalline silica in the lung, we have examined many lungs

S/ of normal individuals, of individuals who have been exposedj

to free crystalline silica, but without silicosis, and of

individuals exposed to free crystalline silica with silico-

sis.

Now, there is a wide range of values observed in

the normal lung versus the lungs of subjects without sili-

cosis, but exposed to free crystalline silica, and the

lungs of subjects with manifest silicosis. There is a wide

range, and this range overlaps, so that except for the ex-

tremes, the two extremes, we believe that there is relative-

ly little value or one can give a little index to the amount

of free crystalline silica in the lung as related to the

degree or character and extent of pathology within the lung*

There is no correlation.

BY DOCTOR GREELBURG:

__ -- 4>_j-j------ -- ---------- __ -_ _



How about the time factor, Doctor Vorwald, did

you take that into account?

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Well, I can't specifically give those figures;

it's over a long period of time. In other words, here are

fifteen normal lungs which we analyzed and they all have

free crystalline silica, a certain range from a low to - I

forget what it was - twelve percent, Mr. Durkan, do you

remember those values?

BY MR. DURKAN:

* No.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Then we have sixty or seventy-five lungs of in-

dividuals who have been exposed to silica by reason of

their employment, yet without silicosis pathologically,

and they have a range of free crystalline silica value which

is broad that way.

Then we have forty-five or fifty silicotics, es-

tablished silicosis of industrial workers, and they do have

a large range, but this range overlaps so that except for

the extremes, we can not place any correlation between the

amount of free crystalline silica detected in the lung by

our methods and the degree and character, extent of path-

ology, silicotic fibrosis in the lung.

BY DOCTOR GREENBURG:

I-
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Well, that is another way of saying what has so

often been said, namely, that there is a high degree of

persons susceptibility in individual variation too?

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Yes, but maybe Doctor Pratt wishes to comment on

that,

BY DOCTOR PRATT:

I think there is one important thing more that

should be added to that content, that is that all that work

was based on the percent of silica in the lung. We realize

that the amount of silica in the lung ash correlates fll-r

with the amount of silice in the lung, but very recently

using a simple technique to determine the amount of silica

in the lung, that correlates a great deal better with the

amount in animals anda number of animal experiments show

nice correlation, but the amount of disease estimated in

the sections and the amount of silica in the lung.

To quote one example of a case in which a lung

showed fibrosis, another lung showed simple nodular sili-

cosis. In each lung the percentage of silica was the same,

but on the basis of total amount of silica, there was about

one gram of silica in the whole lung, with silicosis, and

one gram in the lung showing fibrosis, even though the

percentage was the same.

Obviously, the difference is the ash from the
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0 reaction dilutes the silica which is present, and I think

Doctor Fletcher's figures could be a lot more convincing

if they were based on the total amount of silica.

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

I suggest we better adjourn and continue the

discussion this afternoon. The next meeting is at 2:30

this aftarnoon.

-o0o-

(Adjournment taken from 1:10 to 2:35 P. M.)

PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN COAL MINERS (Continued) 2:30 to 5:30 PM
Sept.23, 1952.

Chairman: 0. A. Sander, M. D.

Pneumoconiosis in Coal Miners in Alabama

Louis Friedman, M. D.

Discussion

Pulmonary Function Studies of Coal Miners in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia

Hurley L. Motley, M. D.

Pulmonary Function Studies of Coal Miners in
Wales

Philip Hugh-Jones, M. D.

Discussion

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

___ _ tshave the._ me e ting _come to order. We'll carry

Ii
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PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN COAL MINERS (Continued) 2:30 to 5:30 P.M.
Sept. 23, 1952.

Chairman: 0. A. Sander, M. D.

Pneumoconiosis in Coal Miners in Alabama

Louis Friedman, M. D.

Discussion

Pulmonary Function Studies of Coal Miners in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia

Hurley L. Motley, M. D.

Pulmonary Function Studies of Coal Miners in
Wales

Philip Hugh-Jones, M. D.

Discussion

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Let's have the meeting come to order. We'll carry
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on with Black Tuesday, the Pneumoconiosis of Coal Miners

day, and see if we can confuse and confound you a little

more this afternoon. First of all, doctor Vorwald has an

announcement.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Itts a very simple one, and that is we are re-

quested again to remind you, those of you who wish to at-

tend the banquet, to please register before tomorrow noon

for the simple reason that the hotel manager must have the

number of people who are coming so that he can prepare the

Sadequate amount of food for the group and set up the num-

ber of tables that might be requested, so please register

for the banquet and know also that the ladies accompanying

you are invited to the banquet.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

The first speaker this afternoon has had a large

clinical experience with a group of bituminous miners in

Alabama. He will tell you about it, his clinical experience

with this group. Doctor Louis Friedman of Birmingham.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

My remarks this afternoon will be based upon our

experiences in the study of about three thousand soft coal

miners in Alabama. When I was much younger and beforg I

Shad the advice and counsel of people like Doctors Sander,

Vorwald and Doctor Lanza and Doctor Hussey, I accidentally

jj - -- --- -- - ~-- .~-- ---- --- ---------.-
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BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

My remarks this afternoon vill be based upon our experiences

in the study of about three thousand soft coal miners in Alabama.

When I was much younger and before I had the advice and counsel of

people like Doctors Sander, Vorwald and Doctor Lanza and Doctor

Hussey, I accidentally
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called my disease lanthraco-silicosis', with some justifi-

cation, I thought. They have subsequently persuaded me,

energetically and in a very friendly manner, to convert the

title of my paper to 'Pneumoconiosis in Soft Coal Minerst

and then when I mentioned that to Doctor Lanza, he added

'In Alabama., I had nothing to do with the title.

The pulmonary dust disease, as we see it in soft

coal miners, is a disease which produces disability, both

on a structural and functional basis. My remarks to you

this afternoon will be from the point of view of a cliniciaL

as Doctor Sanders indicated, and our great concern is the

correlation of X-ray findings, clinical history and func-

tional studies with the total picture presented to us by th)

patient.

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to des-

cribe disability on the usual standards in the case of

coal workerst pneumoconiosis. Only so frequently do we fini

a lack of Roentgenographicfindings and nevertheless, we are

confinced that the man's occupation had something to do witi

his present disability.

I would like to show you -- slide, please -- in

0j the first slide, I would like to show you s ome of the

terminology that we use in Alabama, at least we use in our

clinic, to simplify the problem. Now, in presenting this

classification of clinical disability and Roentgenographic
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classification of the disease, I do not mean to take issue

with Doctor Fletcher in the wonderful work that he has done

in breaking this Roenggenographic picture down to its fine

elements. To me, this is the clinician's idea of the

classification in which you ascribe very little, in which

you do not rely upon your X-ray for further than identi-

fication, and in some instances only do you use it on the

basis of very pronounced structural changes, to determine

the fact that this man must obviously be disabled. We

merely use the Roentgenogram to classify the particular

disease and call it pneumoconiosis of soft coal workers,

and then we use our clinical studies and laboratory studies

to determine whether there is any disability.

We consider, in sensing a man's disability, that

a man is either disabled or not disabled as a result of

his occupational disease, and on that basis, you can have

a disease which is disabling, temporarily disabling, as I

will show you later in the slides, or you can have a dis-

ease which is non-disabling, and for -those of us who so

frequently find it necessary to sit on a fence, we have

the fourth classification of possibly disabling disease,

until we can make up our mind three months later when you

come back for another X-ray and examination.

Fr&m the point of view of assessing disability,

I would like to take this moment to say it is very easy for
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a doctor to rely upon his functions tudies after they're

done in the proper fashion and say 'This man has forty

percent disability'* Well, that is from a medical point

of view, but you take a coal miner who has no education and

who has worked in a coal mine all of his life and at the

age of forty-five, 
fifty or fifty-five, 

suddenly finds him-

self with a disease that will progress is he is exposed

to his present occupation for any further 
time, to my way

of thinking, and I think that is shared by some of the

members here today, that man is actually a hundred percent

disabled, because he can no longer find his 
economic place

in society to gain a livelihood and take care of himself

and his family.

Now, as regards the Roentgenographic classifi-

cation, you will notice that we have Type 1, which is a

linear variety, a linear change in the X-ray which probably

corresponds to Doctor Fletcherts simple pneumoconiosis$

and then the Type 2, the nodular variety which we do not

/ . .et the m xlo edr a

see very frequently in 
coal miners, and Type 

3, the mixed,

one in which you see 
a picture of linear 

c

lar changes in the Roentgenogram, 
Type 4, the conglomerate

coalescent variety, aaybe 
a progressive change from 

Type 1,

2 or 3, so you may have conglomerate 
coalescent nodular

pneunoconiosis of soft coal 
workers, and finally in Type 

5

the Roentgenogram itself, 
you can see that this is a
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complicated case, pneumonia, bronchiectasis, spontaneous

pneumothorax or some other complication which we are able

to discern from the Roentgenogram and, therefore, in send-

ing a communication to another doctor, another clinician,

who doesn't get too deeply into the breakdown of Roentgen-

ographic types of disease, we could say that this man has

non-disabling linear pneumoconiosis of soft coal workers

and immediately he knows what weIre talking about.

Next slide -- No, on this first slide, you'll

see -- I wonder if we put the lights off whether we couldn't

have a better view of the screen. Now, on this first slide

you see the X-ray of a twenty-seven year old boy who died

of accute monocytic leukemia, after working only three and

a half years in a soft coal mine, and if you notice his

'A Roentgenogram, there is nothing particularly revealing

about it and it could be classified as increased bronchio-

vascular mapkings.

However, the next slide -- you skipped -- Now,

this slide shows a cross-section of his lung prepared by

Doctor Goffe in Wales, and you will see that he already

has the deposition of coal nodules throughout his entire

Slung. Now, I use the term coal macules to correspond with

Doctor Hebbleston's description of the disease pathologi-

I cally ow, if you will notice, although he has these
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marked macules throughout his entire lung field, there is

no evidence of nodulation in the X-ray and we have no evi-

dence from the X-ray that this man even had any changes

compatible with an early type of pneumoconiosis. However,

those of us who work with the disease and know that the

changes, the early changes or the nature that we saw of

the X-ray of the patient, would suspect that something was

present in this man's pulmonary tissue that wasn't present

in a normal individual's chest.

Now, this is an example of another linear varietyl

of pulmonary dust disease in s oft coal workers and, although

this patient doesn't look particularly disabled from Roent-

genogram, he is unable to participate in any gainful occu-

pation after having worked thirty-seven years as a coal

worker in Alabama.

Next slide. Now, this is a slide also snowing

only increased bronchovesicular 
markings and nothing par-

ticularly significant. 
This man died of accute 

lymphatic

leukemia after having 
worked thirty-five yearsin 

a soft

coal mine. I would like for you to 
look at the apices of

this lung very carefully, 
because the whole lung section 

in

this case will not correspond 
at all with what you have

seen from this man's X-ray.

P Here you see another whole 
lung section prepared

by DOctor Goffe, and you 
see the focal emphysema, 

the coal
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deposits and'some evidence of silica spread throughout this '

man's lung field. Again, pointing out to us very clearly

that you can not rely upon the Roentgenogram to determine

either function or the degree of pathology which you will

find wnen you examine the tissue at necropsy.

Now, this is an example of nodular type of pneumo

coniosis in the soft coal worker. That's what you think

and that's what I thought, but it isn't so. This man work-

ed in the coal mine, but he actually wasn't a coal miner.

He worked on a motor up a haulage way and for thirty-three

years, he sanded a track in front of him and he was inhal- ,

ing pure silica during that entire period of time and it's *

only in those instances in Alabama that we are able to find

both a motorman and people who do a lot of drilling in hard

rock, evidences of the nodular variety of pneurnoconiosis

in soft coal workers, so actually this man, although he

worked in a coal mine really wasn't a coal miner and he

actually has a true case of silicosis.

Now, this is an example of a seventy year old

man and, as you see, he has both nodules and linear changes

in both lung fields symmetrical, and you would think from

SI this X-ray, that the man should have a great deal of dis-

ability. On the other hand, he never complained of any

signs and symptoms referable to his - to his lungs, no

dypsnea, no cough, and he died of a carcinoma of the stomac.i

--- - .-- .---. ...-- ~ --___ _ - ---------
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I want to apologize for the fact that this was

not prepared in color, but as you see in this whole lung

section interpreted by Doctor Goffe, indicates that this

man not only had coal but a great deal of silica in his

lung tissue. At this -point, I would like to say that we

have two groups of patients in our clinic. We have coal

workers and ore miners and, in our experience, it appeared

that the coal miners suffer greater disability from their

exposure to doal dust than do people who work in ore mines.

In this particular case, you can see the extensiv

changes in this man's lung field without any evidence of

clinical disability for a man of his age compared to another

man who had to work in a coal mine of the same age. The

next line is the microscopic section and you see here, you

see the silica nodules, you see so-me of the silica deposited

in whirls and in the middle of the nodule, you see the coal

dust.

The next slide. Now, this is an example of a Ne-

gro who had worked twentym some years in a coal nine who

came in complaining because of pain in his cnest. We ex-

amined him very carefully and even though we maintain a

high index of suspicious - of suspicion that this man may

be suffering from pneunoconiosis of soft coal workers in

SAlabama, we found no evidence to substantiate our clinical

impression that he may have the disease. Therefore, we didl
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some additional studies and in the esophageal examination

with berium, revealed a little nick in his esophagus and

because he had a widened mediastinum, we decided to explore

! this man and see what his trouble was.

Well, that surgery, Doctor Charles Donald, a

thoracic surgeon, performed this operation, found that both

of his lung fields were full of nodular masses which we was

unable to see in a Roentgenogram, and this microscopic

section was taken from the mediastinal lymph node which

was the size of a tennis ball, and as you see in this

mediastinal node, evidences of silica in whirls and coal

deposits, so this was another example of more pathology

being present in the pulmonary tissue than we were able to

discern in the Roentgenogram.

Now, this is an example of a man who died in his

seventies, and of a cerebrovascular accident. He suffered

from hypertensive arterial cardiovascular disease, and if

you notice his Roentgenogram, examine it carefully, you

ii don't see anything too revealing. You see the evidence of

increased markings and for most of us who are really inter-

ested in disease we could possibly read into this focal

emphysema.

Now, notice the left lung and notice the right

lung and notice the next slide that appears. Focal emphy-

sema, evidence of the coal macule degenerating and causing

-- i; i------ ___--
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the focal emphysema and similarly, in the left lung over

there, so you see again the evidence of the disease patho-

logically is much more extensive than you can discern in

the Roentgenogrami.

Now, this is only a clinical example of what we

term conglomerate coalescent pneumoconiosis in soft coal

workers. Here you see a solitary nodule in the right apex.

Now, I would like to say this, in the ensuing slides, you

will see more examples of conglomeration and coalescence

and we experience a great deal of difficulty in attempting

0 to prove the diagnosis of tuberculosis in these patients.

By very exhaustive laboratory studies which in-

clude smears, concentrates, cultures, guinea pigs, and all

other varieties of tests which may ascertain the presence

of tuberculosis - of tubercle bacillus, we only too fre-

quently find that we are unable to demonstrate it, Perhaps

Doctor Vorwald's contribution last year or the year before

on the B. C. G. vasicine in silicotic animals could possibly

explain the fact that we have evidences of infection or at

least evidences of conglomeration, and coalescence in those

places in the lung where you ordinarily find tuberculosis,

and still we are unable to find a tubercle bacillus. Perhaps

it doesn't take too many tubercle bacillae to set the pro-

cess in motion here and later on, we just can't find them

either in life or in death. As a matter of fact, during
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life, we only find tuberculosis in our patients in about

ten or fifteen percent of the cases, whereas wetre able to

double that at the necropsy table.

This is another example of conglomeration and

coalescence in a soft coal miner, and again we were unable

to prove the existence of tuberculosis, and incidentally,

in this particular case, the man's tubercular test was neg-

ative. Recently, I have come to the conclusion, whether

it's right or whether it's wrong, that whenever you have

conglomeration and coalescence in assymmetry in the lung

0 fields of people who serve - who suffer from pneumoconio-

sis, I believe that we are justified in ascribing the

assymetry of the conglomerate and coalescent lesion to a

superimposed infection, more than likely tuberculosis.

Next slide. This, now, is an example of a fifty-

five year old coal miner who has bi-lateral conglomeration

and coalescence which probably fits the terminology of

angel-wing distribution of the disease. This man had open

hemoptysis - the man had henoptysis on frequent occasions

and we examined his sputum on the time that he had hemopty-

| sis and the times he didn't have hemoptysis and we have

still been unable to prove a tuberculous infection in this

particular case. Of course, he's terribly disabled, not

I only structurally from what we see in the Roentgenogram,

and what we know will happen to the man, but also on the



basis of functional studies,

In the next slide you will see what I presume tobe an ensuing stage of this man's disease here you se
cavitation in the right upper lobe and o
lesion in the left lung as we demonstrated in the revious
lide, Of course, we had no difficulty in this particular

case in paroving the existence of tuberculosis, tuberculosis

Next slide. I belieye that the slide before the
one I just showed can go to either the tubercular stagethat I just showed You or else it can develop the conglom-.

may go on to develop the changes noticed here on the left,
in t he left slide, the left X-ray.

It may be of interest -- one moment, please -- itmay be of interest to you to know that both of these pat-ients at autopsy had tuberculosis and exhaustive studies inSboth instances over a period of several years failed to
reveal the presence of tubercle bacillae, and at the auto o
sy table, the tissue obtained was examined by Doctor Casey,
the Dathologist in our community. He had a great deal of01 di ffuc u tyde l o

tfucu l  in finally obtaining sufficient evidence to callthis tuberculosis, but he did find the organis..
Next slide. Now, this is an exanple of another

oal miner ho worked twenty-nine years in a coal mine -j ----- ~F-
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excuse me -- 'twenty-six years in a coal mine and three year

in an ore mine. Notice the conglomerate and coalescent

lesions in his apices. This is not an unusual picture in

Alabama, where our coal miners have to do a lot of drilling,

so we have a sufficient admixture of coal dust and silica

to present this type of picture. I want you to notice

the lower parts of both of these lung fields and the upper

parts and then in the next slide, you can see the conglom-

erate coalescent lesion in the pathology and in the lower

half of the lung field, you see nodules or macules of coal

which were not discerned in the Roentgenogram, indicating

again that the coal macule itself is not the radiopaque

- has not the radiopaque character which we ascribe to

silica or fibrous tissue, and if you were to rely completely

on the Roentgenogram, you would miss so many cases of

pneumoconiosis in soft coal workers.

Additionally, I want you to notice the focal

emphysema in the lower half of this man's lung fields.

Now, this is an example of pneumoconiosis in a

soft coal worker with cavitation in the right upper lobe.

I was convinced, as well as everyone else, that saw this

case, that this patient had tuberculous infection super-

imposed, but instead he turned out to have -- next slide --

what Doctor Bolliter has desdribed as a sceptic necrosis.

We were able to find the cavity, but we were never able to
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find any tubercle bacillae. Again I want you to notice the

extent of symple pneumoconiosis in the right lobe and again

in this lung over here, notice the large amount of coal de-

posits and the cavity without any eviddnce of tubercle

gacillae, both in life and in death at the necropsy table,

and very careful studies*

Next slide. Now, the problem frequently comes

up, and the question is often asked, is pneumoconiosis a

progressive disease? I think that in this slide and in

ensuing Roentgenograns, I can say and show you that it is.

If you notice, this first slide, incidentally, all of the

whole lung sections in pathology which I am showing you

today have been prepared by Doctor Goffe in Cardiff, Wales

and he lent me these tissues so I could demonstrate them to

you.

If you notice here, in this first whole lung sec-

tion, there are coal macules and in this lung we find no

evidence of focal emphysena. However, in another case which

had been a coal miner for a longer period of time, here you

see the generating coal macules and focal emphysema and som

coal macules maintain themselves without degeneration.

Now, what the contracture of the coal macule is

due to is only a matter of conjecture. It may be that the

impure fractions in coal dust besides carbon, have a fiber-

genic tendency and cause this contracture over a long period
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or else it may be due to the mechanical effect of the macule

and the effect on the macule of the surrounding tissue.

Perhaps this man had some silica in his col macule, just

enough to cause the fibrous contracture over a long period

of time.

And now you see, in this final section here, all

of the coal macules have disappeared and the entire lung

field represents a Swiss cheese affair of focal emphysema.

This, I believe indicates pathologically at least, that

the disease is progressive, and you can see the progression

in one slide, that the middle lung section - within that

one section, you can see the focal emphysema and the

macule before it has degenerated. While wetre looking at

these sections, we may see the reason why so many of the

Roentgenograms appear to have only increased markings.

Of course, most of this, most of the macules and

the tissue, as we see it, is not radiopaque and, therefore,

in a large - in an X-ray of the entire lung, you have what

may be called a little out effect, increased areas of

translucency and increased areas of opacity, but they

neutralize themselves when they finally come to the X-ray

screen and that's why we see only evidences of linear

markings, and of course, some of these linear markings

may be ascribed to what Doctor Vorwald pointed out this

morning in his microscopic sections.
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0 Next slide. Now, this is a man who left the -

left his coal mining occupation in 1948. If you notice the

first X-ray, this was taken in 1949. Notice the type of

X-ray he has. At this time, the man had already left his

occupation in the coal mine and had no longer been exposed

to any coal dust.

However, in the second X-ray taken one year later,

you see that he has developed conglomeration and coales-

cence in areas where previously it was only suggested, that

it had just started and then finally, in this last X-ray,

another year later, you see that he has had additional pro-

gression of his disease.

Now, whether the progression of the disease in

this case is due to the effect of the coal dust upon the

tissue, or whether it is due to the fact that he had a

silica admixture in the dust that he breathed, or whether

it is due to superimposed infection, is not of material

concern. The fact of the matter remains that this man re-

moved from his occupation, showed a progression of dis-

ease in his lung fields which may be ascribed, directly or

indirectly, to the basic pneumoconiosis.

IA Next slide. Now, in dealing with these patients,

we find certain complications which are more frequenttahn

others and if you notice the first complication listed is

emphysema, the second one, bronchitis and bronchiolitis,



and then below I explain those two.

Emphysema and btonchitis are so constantly as-

Ssociated with clinically significant disease that they
should be probably considered part of the clinical entity

rather than complications. Now, we also have recurrent

pneumonia in these patients, cor pulmonale is very prevalent

with associated cardiac decompensation. As a matter of fact,

if the cardiologist would examine people who suffer from

pneumoconiosis, they would not regard cor pulmonale as an

Sunusual entity, butwould find it not only has accute mani-

festations, but we who are interested in dust disease of

the lung find it is quite prevalent as a chronic disease

just like hypertension.

sol Bronchiectasis, we have found in a substantial

number of our patients; tuberculosis is, of course, one of

the complications. Spontaneous pneumothorax, we have ob-

served about twenty to twenty-four patients; I don't know

the exact number, in our series, and I think that's a higheuf

incidence than you should find in the control population

group.

And, finally, pulmonary osteoarthropathy, we do

1 find and I put that down as a complication because of the

manner in which you can see dramatic results, when you hav-e

this hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy, if you treat

the man's lungs, clear up the bronchiectasis, the bronchial

I ---- -----of our patients; terls i f r o



edema and infection, and don't give him any aspirin for

- or any specific measures for his arthritis, so frequently

is there a manifestation of improvement in his pulmonary

function, general pulmonary function, the effects of the

pulmonary osteoarthropathy is gone, with few exceptions for

inclement weather and so on, as long as you maintain a

rather satisfactory situation in the man's lungs*

Next slide. Now, this is an example of a patient

who had pneumonia and then - now, of course, this man ex-

pectorates at a rate of sputum daily that I thought he had

bronchiectasis, but you can see from the bronchogram, it

is within normal limits and in the right lower hobe where

it doesn't fill, probably the result of accumulated secre-

tions, indicating that these people do have an entity which

may be confused with bronchiectasis and has to be differ-

entiated from the bronchiblitis which is associated, prob-

ably responsible for the bronchospasm and the bronchial

edema, and a lot of these - a lot of disability, which one

sees in these cases.

When you clear up the bronchiolitis, these pa-

tients have experienced a great deal of relief, and are

able to do many things that they haven't been able to do

previously.

Next slide. Now, this is an example of what we

call temporarily disabling pneumoconiosis in soft coal
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workers. In his lower left lung you'll see he has pneumonia

and then there you see about a month later or so, that the

area of pneumonia has cleared. Now, this patient, when we

first saw him was critically ill, and such is the case with

all of our patients who develop secondary complications.

They live in such a delicate cardio-respiratory balance

that a supervening, intervening infection, pneumonia or

systemic infection throws the weight of balance against

them, and these people become critically ill and disabled.

However, when they're treated and they get over

their illness, they return to their previous status, perhaps

with some additional damage to their pulmonary tissue which

we can't measure and want to resume their work.

Incidentally, this patient is back at work in a

coal mine and does not want anybody to know about the fact

that he has pneumoconiosis because if they find out, they

will take him off his job, which should be done. He has

been advised to leave his occupation, but we as doctors,

have no right to say to a man, 'You get out'. It's up to

him to make the final decision, because he's the one who

has to survive.

0 Incidentally, I only want to mention one thing

p about the treatment of these patients. You can not rely

upon the parental administration of antibiotics and other

agents. These people,to obtain the best results

________ - ____ ~ . ._ -4



therapeutically, I don't care what you use as long as you

use something thatts indicated and that has been success-

ful in your hands. Parental therapy with penicillin, for

example, in a case like this, would prolong the patient's

convalenscence maybe two or three months before you find

that he is able to go to work, whereas with aerosol thera-

py, you attack the disease directly either by hand or with

intermittent breathing pressure unit designed by Doctor

Motley. It doesn't make any difference, but remember,

the aerosol route, the direct approach to the disease.

Next slide. Now, this is an exanple of an indi-

vidual with cor pulmonale. Notice the laey character of thE

changes in his lung fields. He worked in a coal nine for

i thirty-five years. He is seriously disabled and he is un-

able to take a bath.

Incidentally, I'd like to point out that in our

clinical experience, we find two very important things to

ask patients, because sometimes a patient comes to you be-

cause he knows that the disease is compensable and he comes

with the idea that you're going to establish the diagnosis

and he comes in complaining of shortness of breath, cough,

can't work, can't sleep, can't do nothing, is mad at his

wife, nervous, can't do anything, but there are a few thinSg

yrou can find out.

!; For one thing, these people can't take a bath in
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0 hot water. If they take a lot of water, and if they really

have pulmonary disability on the basis of their pulmonary

disfunction, they become more short of breath and have to

be helped from the tub. That's due to peripheral vasal

dilitation and increased oxygen demand.

Secondly, these people are always more short of

breath in the morning than they are at any other time of

the day except when they're working, so after they've had

a good night's rest, when they wake up in the morning, if

you ask them how do you feel, if they're really suffering

from a dyspnea due to pulmonary disease, they'll tell you

'Doctor, I didn't sleep well and when I got up this morning

I didn't feel well; it took me about an hour to sti r around

and start feeling better'. That's a good differential diag

nostic point which we should keep in mind and it would also

help us to differentiate between cardiac disease - dyspnea

and pulmonary dyspnea.

Next slide. This is an example of cardiac fail-

ure in a patient with pneumoconiosis and before you - and

before you label this patient as having pneumoconiosis, you

should correct his heart failure first and then re-examine

his roentgenogram to see if he still has evidences of pneu-

moconiosis. Here you can see the enlarged cardiac shadow

on the left with increased markings of nodularity, and

then here on the right you find that the cardiac shadow is



much smaller but he still has the changes in both lung

fields compatible with pneumoconiosis.

In-the management of these patients, it is im-

I portant to remember that you do not treat these patients

with cardiac failure the wqy you do someone who has cardiac

failure on the basis of rheumatic heart disease or arterial

sclerotic disease. In these people, it is important to

correct the deranged pulmonary function and make some attempt

to correct first before you digitalize him, otherwise you

are apt to create a load on the right side of the heart and

precipitate a fatal accident,

Next slide. I don't know how this got here, but

it is. Would you mind taking this out and leave it for last.

This is a joker. Now, this is an example of a patient with

pneumoconiosis, heart failure and bronchiectasis, all of

those things in one patient. Notice the dilated bronchi

in the lower lobes and notice the cardiac failure in the

middle picture. This patient is still living. He lives

in an oxygen tent, has been living in an oxygen tent for

over two and a half years.

Next slide. Now, this is an example of chiefly

linear increased markings with some evidence of nodulation

and a spontaneous pneumothorax on the left, on the left-hanc

side. Now, when I say a man has linear pulmonary dust dis-

east, or when I say a man has nodular pulmonary dust disease

-.- ~f-~- --~~~ .~~~--~ ~-..- ~.-------.---~-~.-~----- -~ ------ ~~
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or mixed, I meanthat it's predominantly linear, that it's

predominantly nodular and when it isn't predominantly one

or the other, I call it mixed, because as a clinician, we

have to have a simple method of approach to this problem

that you can present to other doctors in the community, to

doctorw who work in coal mining camps, so that they can

work with you and understand what youtre trying to accom-

plish, and when you get too scientific with them, when you

get into the category of too much research, with a little

doctor who works in the country, you lose all of his coop-

eration, so we have to give them something that we can see

and that t s simple.

Next slide. This man lived a little over three

years, a little over three years in an oxygen tent and then

died looking like a skeleton and if you see, in this lung

field, he has evidence not only of silicosis, but also over

here you see evidence of anthraco -- excuse me - of pulmonary

dust disease of coal miners, with focal emphysema and macul ,

-- habit will always come out.

Now, next slide. Now, here you see the X-rays of

two individuals who have about the same extent of pulmonary

change in the Roentgenogram. Now, the sixty-four dollar

question, how can an X-ray man tell me which one is and which

one is not disabled? But just to speed things,up, I'll tell

you that the man on the left is disabled and the man on the

--- ------ ____ ------ __ -
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right is not. However, I want to tell you that subsequent-

ly the man on the right has developed disability, but at tie

time of this examination, he was not disabled.

Next slide. Now, this is an example of extensive

changes in the pulmonary field, in a patient forty-five

years old, twenty-nine years a coal miner, no disability.

Nevertheless, look at the extensive changes in his lung

field, by comparison with some of the other Roentgenograms

which you have seen both in this lecture and in the other

lectures which preceded mine.

Next slide. Here is an example of a seventy-

year old man with an elevated - with an elevated leaf of

the diaghragm on this side, resulting from pleurisy, pneu-

monia, several years previous to this Roentgenogram. He

is seventy years old; he works; he worked in a coal mine at

the time this Roentgenogram was taken and he had absolute-

ly no disability that we could find, either - either in the

clinic, on clinical basis or in a laboratory.

Next slide. Now, this is an example of tissue

reaction. These two boys worked alongside of each other for

fourteen years. This man is thirty-six years old, I think,

and this one is thirty-four years old. Notice the differ-

ence in the way these tissues have reacted. Here you have

a nodular variety of change in this mants lung field and in :

the one on the right, has chiefly a linear change in his lung
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f field, indicating in this case that two people of different

Sstock, working in the same occupation, reacted differently.

SNext slide. Now, here is an example of two boys

who worked alongside of each other, I think, for thirty some

p years. You notice the similarity of their Roentgenographic

changes.

Next slide. Here are two other brothers, both

with negative tubercular tests, both with negative tubercu-

lin test, and we can't prove tuberculosis. They worked

nineteen years together and they've worked about ten years

apart and you can't, well, you know, you have to say they

look alike anyway, and it's just remarkable to see the sim-

ilarity of the changes in these two X-rays even though

they worked ten years at another occupation.

Next slide. Now, these two, these two brothers

are the first of four brothers. Now, notice how similar

these two X-rays appear. These boys worked together forty-

i one years. Notice the similarity and the change in these

Roentgenograms, but they're brothers, and now their other

brothers worked in another part of the same coal mine for

thirty-one years together. Notice the man on the right witI

the conglomeration and coalescence and the one who has only

worked about fifteen years already beginning to manifest

the changes of his brother alongside of whom he worked.

| Next slide. You got the last one - you got the
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one you put up the first time - I asked you to put it last?

And now, just to confuse you, as well as I'm confused,this

is two brothers. These two brothers worked alongside of

each other -- excuse me, not alongside of each other, they

worked for thirty-seven years on opposite sides of a rail-

road car. They did loading and the reason they worked on

opposite sides of the railroad car were because they loved

each other and they wanted to be sure in case a rock would

start falling on the brother, they would see it and they'd

run over and save the brother.

Look at these Roentgenograms. See how different

they are. Worked on opposite sides of a coal car, so there-

fore, even though Doctor Lanza is much older than I am, I'm

going to improve on his terminology. I'm going to say fran

now on when you talk about pneumoconiosis, you have to talk

about pneumoconiosis in soft coal workers in Alabama in

Jefferson County in Mine Number 9, Shaft Number 8 on the

right-hand side of the railroad track, and that's about wha

it comes down to.

Now, in conclusion - in conclusion, I think I

have about two minutes left, is that right, Doctor Sander?

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

One.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

That always happens when you deal with Yankees.

_ ___ -- - -- 
i---------- --
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In conclusion, lid like to remark as follows: That there i

a disease in coal workers, that it's due to their occupa-

tion, that the disease, once it manifests itself clinically

is progressive, that different people may react differently

to the same exposure of dust over the same period of time.

As a rule, I have sixteen pairs of brothers - that's why I

say as a rule - as a rule, brothers will react similarly,

but you can't depend upon it, because I just showed you.

(Applause).

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Well, as you can see, Doctor Friedman has had a

donsiderable clinical experience with this coal miners dis-|

ease. I have asked Doctor Fletcher to open the discussion

of Doctor Friedman's remarks, and then I would - I'm going

to ask for questions from the floor after Doctor Fletcher

has finished his discussion, and I hope you'll have a good

many questions to shoot this way.

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Doctor Sander has said that I could make one pre-;

liminary remark on my paper this morning, which I neglected;

to say this morning. I suggested that if we could abolish

SI tuberculosis in mining areas we could abolish the worst ef-

fects of disease. That might be taken to mean that pneumo-

coniosis is a form of tuberculosis. I just want to say that

any such interpretation of my remarks is the exact opposite!
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of what I mean. The expression of this disease is by dust

suppression. It is an occupational disease; it is not tu-

berculosis, but if the utmost human endeavor fails to re-

j duce dust levels, that in which no radiological activity

I prevails, then the lessening of tuberculosis on this dis-

ease, might be lessened by strict tuberculosis control

in this area. I am glad I have an opportunity to remove any

misapprehension in regard to my remarks.

In regard to Doctor Friedman's excellent paper,

I really want to sympathize with him from the bottom of my

heart, because I started studying this disease as a clin-

ician and it wasn't until I had been at it as a clinician

for sometime that I managed to get my epidemiological col-

leagues to show me something about the disease.

As a clinician one is grossly limited. He tells

us that he sees spontaneous pneumothorax as a common con-

plication of this disease. That means to say that patients

who have spontaneous pneumothorax with this disease come to

his clinic. It doesn't tell us anything about the frequen-

cy of that complication in the community of men with pneumo-

coniosis, and we clinicians are at a gross disadvantage in

studying occupational disease in that we can not resist

analyzing our figures and thinking that they may mean somre-

thing. It's a temptation that I have had to strenuously

resist myself, under the most tremendous barrage of criticism

II- , -

i I
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from Doctor Cochran, my epidemiological colleague, who

thinks of clinicians with - as one of the lesser breed of

rodents.

So I just want to sympathize with Doctor Friedman

and congratulate him that he has derived so many interest-

ing conclusions to the severity of this disease. I would

just like to quarrel with him about this temporarily dis-

abling pneumoconiosis. He says he has a man with a pneumo-

coniosis with pneumonia and he was grossly disabled. Well,

I have seen that in London. He was disabled when he came

in. I think he had disabling pneumonia, whereas you might

call it temporarily disabling pneumoconiosis.

I want to quarrel with his suggestion that the

coal macule is not as opaque as the silicotic nodule. The

coal macule is smaller than the silicotic nodule. I believe

the radiopacity is at great as collagen and the silicotic

nodule is larger than the coal nodule, displaces more air

and is, therefore, more visible.

And lastly, I want to ask him one very important

I question, that is in this tubercular negativity of cases

of massive fibrosis. That we have never observed. We

have found cases of massive fibrosis that only react to one

in a thousand tuberculin and I believe we have had one go

up to one in a hundred but never a complete negative, and II

would like to know what strength of tuberculin he used for



0 that negative test. Thank you very much, Doctor Sander.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Thank you, Doctor Fletcher. Do you want to make

your remarks now? Doctor Vorwald has a few remarks to make

to correct a false impression of this morning, right?

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Yes, I should like to do exactly what Doctor

Fletcher did, so that we do not leave a false impression

with you.

First, in showing the slides stained for elastic

Stissue, Doctor Hussey called my attention to the point that

I did call it elastic tissue rather than reticulin within

the lung, and so I wish to correct that.

The second correction which I should like to make,

being a correction, at least attempt to modify the impres-

sion which I left with you, and that is with respect to this

focal emphysema and I demonstrated a series of cases of wor -

ers exposed to dust other than coal dust, where there was

focal emphysema, and called attention to the fact that this

focal emphysema was then not unique for the coal mindrst

lung.

In presenting these cases, such as from the gran-

ite worker, and from the limestone worker and from the

graphite worker, I wish to impress upon you that those were

the very isolated cases, that it has certainly not involvedI
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the large group of individuals supposed to be exposed to

these dusts.

Furthermore, with respect to the magnatite worker

and the hematite worker, the incidence of this focal emphy-

sema, about the foci of dust, is present probably to a great -

er degree than is present in the graphite worker in the

other cases, and to a lesser degree in the coal minerst

lung, but that does not mean that with the deposition of

graphite in the lung, with the deposition of magnatit&, with

the deposition of hematite, and indeed with the deposition

of limestone, that there must also, therefore, be present a

focal emphysema and thus, therefore, the man - the patient

must also have a respiratory difficulty. I think that is

fallacious and I don't wish to leave you with that impres-

sion.

If I may go on and commnent just q bit about Doc-

tor Friedman's remarks, certainly Doctor Friedman has had a

great deal of experience with the coal miners. I should

like again to take a bit of exception with him on the - Mis

statement with regard to the matter of progression, that it

1i is of relatively little concern* He mentioned that it is ofi

* Ii little concern whether it be due to massive local concen-

tration of dust or whether it be due to a complicating in-

fection.

I think it is of concern. We must know whether

II!
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these coal miners' lungs are more susceptible to infection

than is the lung of a worker with deposition of other kinds

of dusts.

Again, I should like to make a slight comparison

as did Doctor Fletcher, that is, he spoke of emphysema, and

that it is important to know the incidence by age also

of emphysema, in the entire working population of the coal

miners, and to compare that incidence with the incidence in

the non-exposed population, by age and by racial character-

istics. I think that is also very import4nt before we con-

elude that emphysema, in the coal miners, about which he has

seen, as a common denominator of all of the coal miners ex-

posed and that it is higher than the incidence in the non-

exposed population.

.- ith respect to his last remark, that is that he

will not only have to know whether these coal miners come

from Alabama, and whether they come from Jefferson County

and Mine N'Lumber 9 and the right side of the truck, I think

that's precisely what he has to do, and we all have to do

that, and furthermore, I should like to know, and I think we

have to extend it, we want to know whether he comes up the

track or down the track. We want to know whether that trac4

i is outdoors or indoors.

I think those are the things that we must know ifj

we are to solve some of the problems relating not only to
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the pubmonary changes in coal miners, but also the pulmonar

changes in workers exposed to other dusts.

One more comment and that is with respect to the

Roentgenogram and the pathological manifestations of the

disease; it is true that the pathology, the pathologies,

- the pathologist frequently sees more disease in the lungs

than manifested in the chest Roentgenogram. But I don't

believe that that should be used as an argument to support

the view that there is always something more in the lung

than is present in it, than is visualized in the Roentgen-

ogram. Should we follow that reasoning, then we could all

- we should say then also, well, this Roentgenogram is neg-

ative, it shows no evident change, but there is something

more in the lung than what we see in the Roentgenogram.

Therefore, this man must have pneumoconiosis, because he

had an exposure to coal dust, so we throw the Roentgenogram

out the window, we throw the physical examination out of

the window, and all we want to know is did or did not this

man have an exposure to dust. If he did, then he belongs

to the category of pneumoconiosis; if he had no exposure,

then we may question. Thank you.

BY DOCTOR SAINDER:

We already hcve a few questions of Doctor Fried-

man. I'm going to ask one and then I hope weill have so m e

more from the floor and then we'll give him a chance to
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) answer them.

SId like to know how he makes a diagnosis in a

man who has been a miner for some twenty-five years, whose

chest film at age sixty-five, when he's retiring, shows

only emphysema, nothing beyond that. What - how does he

go about making the diagnosis beyond the hot tub test and

the - the history of his not feeling well when he gets up

in the morning? What do you have besides his history, and

possibly the lung function test,which undoubtedly will show

a low maximal breathing capacity, because he has emphysema?

Anyone who has emphysema has a low maximal breathing ca-

pacity. At age sixty-five it's lower than it was at age

forty-five, and if you have the additional emphysema, it's

going to be still lower. How does he make the diagnosis

of coal miners' pneumoconiosis with that situation in mind?

Do we have some other questions? Doctor Kline?

BY DOCTOR KLINE:

Doctor Friedman, I didn't come in at the very be-

ginning of your paper and if you've answered my question,

I'm wasting your time, but you talked about cardiac failurel

in these cases, and you mentioned that before one gave

digitalis or treated the patient with the other methods tha

Swe have available for the cardiac failure, one should do

something about the pulmonary condition. I presume you were

referring to McMichael's work in England on the effect of
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digitalis on the veins of the body. This work has not been

widely accepted, and not generally confirmed, but I'm not

taking any exception to that. I am asking this question.

What does one do about the primary pulmonary condition? The

disease of the heart is the result of increase in the pul-

monary artery and the right ventricle. Do you have some

therapeutic tool which corrects this condition before cor-

recting the cardiac disease?

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Any other questions? -

BY DOCTOR AMBERSON:

What was the time element between the last X-ray

film and the last post mortem examination? -- Doctor Amber-

son -- This calculation effects me as batting about ninety-

seven percent, which is pretty good in any league. The time

element between the last chest film and the post mortem

examination.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

In which case?

BY DOCTOR AM3ERSON:

I think there were two or three.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

He had two or three. Any other questions?

BY DOCTOR BRISTOL:

Itd like to ask Doctor Friedman if he thinks it's
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Spossible from the X-ray to make a diagnosis of focal emphy-

sema, number one, and X-ray alone, that is; and number two,

do you believe that emphysema is a complication of simple

coal workers pneumoconiosis?

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Any other questions of Doctor Friedman?

(No response).

You have the floor, Doctor Friedman.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

On my way up again. I should have stayed home,

I'm really surprised. I thought it would be worse than that,

I don't know whether I'm going to answer these questions

in order and I don't even know whether I'm going to answer

them, but I'm going to say something about each one.

As regards Doctor Fletcher's remarks about the

incidence of spontaneous pneumothorax, that's true, it's

clinicians' incidence of the disease and in my particular

situation, I am not in a position to compare a comparable

control group of coal miners whom I study, because the

people who co:.e to see us, sick coal miners, we don't get

a cross-section of the coal mining population.

i ci However, I do think, Doctor Fletcher, that the

incidence of spontaneous pneumothorax, even without the

comparison, appears to be higher than in the normal popula-

tion group. Of course, I know that Doctor Goffe, and you
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come from that school of Doctor Goffe, feels that spontan-

eous pneumothorax probably is unrelated to the disease be-

cause of the location of the blades, and when I made that

statement, I knew I was on dangerous ground. I thought

'I you'd overlook it.

Regarding the tuberculin testing, we use one to

one thousandth to begin with and we end up with one to one

hundredth and if youtre ever down in Alabama, Itd like for

you to come down and see some of our negative skin tests,

because they really complicate the picture when we can't

0 obtain a positive reaction, and we frequently test them

again in three months or six months.

And then, about the location, then Doctor Vor-

wald made a remark about the incidence of emphysema in coal

workers. I took one hundred patients from the age forty to

sixty in our own clinic, random sample, men, and then I

took a group of coal miners, forty to sixty years of age,

and compared the incidence of emphysema in both groups,

Now, I admit before I go any further, that it's

not a fair comparison because the people in the control

group who come between the age group of forty and sixty,

Scame in complaining perhaps of some heart disease or gastric

disturbance or something of that nature, but the coal miners

all come complaining of something wrong with their lungs,

but at least in that group, I would like to give you the
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benefit of what we found.

We found less than ten or twelve percent emphy-

sema in a control group whereas in a group of coal miners

who came to.be studied, and we used maximal breathing ca-

pacity, both lung capacity, fluoroscopic examination, X-ray,

we didn't use any gas studies, we're not equipped for it -

we found that the incidence of emphysema by the most rigid

standards in a coal mining standard, in the age group of

forty to sixty was in excess of seventy-five percent.

I admit, to begin with, that that's an unfair

comparison, but as I say, I don't have a cross-section and

I wasn't able to X-ray all of the coal miners in an area

whether they were sick or whether they weren't.

I'm glad that Doctor Vorwald felt that the loca-

tion of the man's work was important. We all realize that,

and I think we have to realize, not only the geographical

location of the mine, but where he works in the mine, whet-

her he's a timberman, whether he's a short fire man, whethe

he does drilling or wnether he does overhead pinning, these

are all important factors, and those of you who may not be

familiar with some of the more modern methods of coal minin,

I would like to tell you, and Doctor Fletcher made some re-

mark touching on that this morning, in this machine age of

mining we're beginning to see patients in the lower age

groups who, after lower periods of exposure as coal workers;.
-__ __ _ - - - - - - - _ ___ __ _ -~.-i---4 - --
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are developing pneumoconiosis by Roentgenographic change

and functional changes. It's because the machines don't

know to cut through just coak, they cut through everything

and they want to do that so you can get the most out of a

seam of coal, and the overhead pinning, that is, of course,

the same thing as drilling in pure rock, and you're going

to get a pure silica exposure because the purpose of over-

head pinning is to fasten the roof of the coal mine and

instead of with beams, you're going to fasten it to the

overhead strata.

I had the privilege last week to examine some

coal miners in Peru, South America. I'm only sorry that

they wouldn't let me have the X-rays to bring up here, be-

cause what we see in our coal mines isn't anything like wha

we see there, what we see in their coal mines isn't anythi

at all like what we see in our coal mines in Alabama and

Doctor Fletcher didn't show anything that looked like any

Peruvian coal miner, and if you think we have patients,

they have many more, because their patients are Indians who

live fifteen or sixteen thousand feet above sea level, and

to begin with, they have emphysema and then you have to

start to eva luate the disability on the basis of that, so

we ought to be pretty glad our problem isn't complicated

in that manner*

Now, Doctor Sander asked me, I think I have the

4.-- f- - ----- ---- ~
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so many years in a coal mine, who has no Roentenographic

changes, but just has evidence of emphysema by our standards,

how could I say this patient had pneumoconiosis. I wished

I could say so, Doctor Sander, because I'm convinced in my

own mind that many of these people do not show Roentgeno-

graphic changes compatible with the results of their occu-

pation. I believe that they develop emphysema or rather

we should put it this way, I believe just like another sixty

year old man, they may develop emphysema in the usual cours

of life, but they're more prone to develop emphysema if

they've worked in a coal mine.

The mechanical effect over a long period of time

of the inhalation of non-soluble dusts, the effect in in-

ternal bronchial, with infection and without infection,

causes an intermittent occlusion over a long period of time

of a balance value of nature, and if you do that long enough

and often enough for twenty to thirty years, you're going

to have some effect on your alveolae, and you're going to

have emphysema as a result of your occupation.

The day will come, I'm certain, that we will be

intelligent enough as doctors, and will find the correct

diagnostic methods to be able to prove that the emphysema

we see in coal workers, even without Roentgenographic

changes, may be the result of their occupation, taking into
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consideration the fact of the usual aging process in man.

Now, Doctor Kline asked me about treating the

patient with congestive heart failure and something about

why we didn't use digitalis first , and what corrected the

pulmonary function before we treated heart failure. Im

not familiar with the man's name you mentioned, that's only

my own observation.

We found that we are able, very quickly, to im-

prove the pulmonary function in an individual with the jud-

icial - or judicious use of proper aerosol therapy and

oxygen. We treat them for about twenty - about twelve

hours for their lungs first. We give them aerosol therapy,

oxygen, and then after we have improved their pulmonary

function to some degree, we then go ahead and digitalize

rapidly with one of the popular new preparations that are

designed for rapid digitalization.

The reason we did that was because we had occas-

ion to treat several patients with pneumoconiosis and heart

failure and we treated them with the standard methods and

we lost a few patients, so we felt that we would give it a

try and treat them from the other end first, treat the pul-

monary side first. We did and we found that it's been

successful.

Doctor - Doctor Lristol asked me how do we estab-

lish the diagnosis - will you restate your question; you
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know I had a lot of trouble here keeping up with you fellow .

BY DOCTOR BRISTOL:

Well, I believe you mentioned in your paper, that

in demonstrating one of your chest Roentgenograms, you

pointed to an area of focal emphysema and I asked you the

question, do you think we can see focal emphysema on the

Roentgenogram.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Well, now, I get it now. Now, when you see a

lot of X-rays in coal miners, it's just like anything else

in medicine, you get used to seeing something, you think

you know something and after a while, when you've had aut-

opsy specimens to go with Roentgenograms to compare, and

then you can go back and compare your Roentgenogram with

your pathology, then you can see some changes in another

X-ray which at least suggest the same thing you saw prev-

iously, the diagnosis of focal emphysema is not a definite

diagnosis from the Roentgenogram; it's presumptive on the

basis of experience*

BY DOCTOR BRISTOL:

Well, would you enlighten me by telling me what

characterizes, in your own mind, focal emphysema in the

chest X-ray?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Well, in the chest X-ray of focal emphysema, you
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* Istart to get the idea you're looking through something

like a mesh work, like a dilated sponge. You get the idea

that the areas of translucency, surrounded by areas of in-

creased density have a regular nature, but you can not de-

cide, it's a sort of a linear character of the X-ray, you

can not make the diagnosis from the Roentgenogram, and it's

a presumptive diagnosis, and after you've seen enough of

them, I think you can usually guess correctly.

Now, another Doctor asked me about the - about

the time element between the Roentgenograms and the necrop-

sy material, is that correct? Now, the Roentgenograms

perhaps were thirty - a month before the patient died or a

week, it doesn't make much difference, but just within that

limit, I think, with the exception of one patient who died,

the one with the spontaneous pneumothorax. He didn't die

until about two and a half years after we had that X-ray,

but I wanted to show the spontaneous condition.

Now, the radiologist didn't have a great deal of

difficulty batting ninety-eight or ninety-nine percent, be-

cause most of the X-rays that he looked at were pretty easy

to diagnose as pulmonary dust disease of coal workers, to-

gether with their occupational history. However, as Doctor

Bristol pointed out in his question, the X-ray man was not

able to tell me, nor am I able to tell you definitely that

this man, this patient was going to have focal emphysema

II ----- -~-
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in the pathologic specimen. It's presumptive on the basis

of experience.

BY DOCTOR BRISTOL:

Louis, did you forget my question which was, is

emphysema a complication of simple coal miners pneumocon-

iosis?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Emphysema is a complication and, as I said ...

BY DOCTOR BRISTOL:

Simple now.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Emphysema is a complication of simple pneumocon-

iosis, focal emphysema, but you see bronchitis, emphysema

and chronic bronchitis are so closely associated with

pneumoconiosis that you should consider the 
part of the dis-

ease entity. You remember I showed the pathologic specimen

of the degeneration in the individual, and you saw that that

was a definite change in the pathology and Doctor Vorwald

demonstrated that this morning too.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

We t re - thank you very much, Doctor Friedman.

0 We're a little bit late, but I think a two minute stretch

would help all of us.

(Recess taken from 3:30 to 3:50 P.M.)

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

II---------- ---



Will you take your seats please? We have two

very interesting papers remaining this afternoon, the first

one by Doctor Hurley Motley, recently of Philadelphia,

who has done the most, one of the most outstanding pieces

of work in lung functionstudies and therapy of pulmonary

dust diseases. Doctor Motley is now heading for a more

salubrious title. He is on his way to Southern California

as Associate Professor at the University of Southern Cali-

fornia Medical School. Doctor Motley.

BY DOCTOR MOTLEY:

(Doctor Motley read a prepared paper which is on

file at the Saranac Laboratory).

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

I think you'll agree that's a lot to digest in

forty-five minutes. I don't see how you could cover that

much that fast. We'll withhold discussion on Doctor Motley s

paper until after the next paper, because they're on es-

sentially the same subjects.

Doctor Philip Hugh-Jones comes to us from England.

He has been with Doctor Fletcher's pneumoconiosis research

in Cardiff. Doctor Hugh-Jones wants me to state, asked me

to state that his collaborator, Doctor Gilson, has worked

with him and would be one of the speakers had he been able

to come here today. Doctor Jones will give us his experien e

in the function studies of the coal miners in South Wales.
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Doctor Jones.

BY DOCTOR HUGH-JONES:

(Referring to an exhibit on table) Just for the

benefit of any security people, that isn't part of an atom-

ic bomb.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: The lung

function studies I want to talk about this afternoon, as

the chairman has told you, were done in collaboration with

Doctor Gilson, and we were working under Doctor Fletcher

in South wales where this extreme amount of coal workers

pneumoconiosis has occurred.

Now, the most important symptom of pneumoconiosis

is excessive breathlessness on exertion. But since this

symptom is not specific in any way and neither are there

any specific clinical findings of the disease, the diagnosis

of pneumoconiosis in life, depends on the radiograph, and

all too often, the disease is thought of as a radiological

abnormality* However, I know you would agree with me that

it is the disturbance of lung function and not the radio-

graphic changes which matter to the man, and the main pur-

pose of our work was to find out the functional significance

if any, of the radiograph.

But before I describe that experiment, I would

like to be quite clear as to what this 'coal-workerst

pneumoconiosist is that we see in Britain. Radiologically

-~-------------- - ~~.------~I.
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and pathologically, itts distinct from silicosis, that is

the pure classical silicosis, and we know, for example, fron

the work of Gough, who found it in the coal-trimmers at the

docks, that it does occur, just from the exposure to coal

dust only, because those men who load the coal in ships

have no exposure to rock dust, and they get typical X-ray

findings of coal workers pneumoconiosis, and in the mines,

it usually occurs in the worker on the coal face.

Now, the disease we see in Wales, radiologically,

is no different, as far as we can make out, from the des-

criptions of the disease given here in the United States,

given in other parts of Great Britain, given in Europe and

given in Australia, so I want to be quite clear that I'm

talking about coal workers pneumoconiosis, and the result&

I think are applicable to it in Wales certainly, probably

in other parts of the world, but we have no reason to sup-

pose that the studies are applicable to silicosis, which is

a different pathological condition.

Now, in describing our work, I shall use the

International Classification of the X-ray which Doctor

Fletcher told you about this morning, and may I have the

first slide please.

And, as you remember, from his remarks, that is

divided into the simple pneumoconiosis. There is a typical

example of the stage tree of the simple disease, and into



the complicated or conglomerate shadows. May I just have

the next two slides. The first one there is a typical

Stage B, and lastly Stage D, just to remind us what we're

talking about, which shows the extreme distortion -- may

I have the next slide, please -- the extreme distortion you

get of the lung structure.

Here is the slide, with the trachea moved right

across and this large basal emphysema which I think,

radiologically, everybody would agree is basal emphysema.

Now, for our work. The main intent, as I have

said, was to find the functional significance of the dif-

ferent X-ray stages, but we also wanted to know why coal

workers were breathless. May I have the next slide. So

I can put down that was our first object of our experiment,

the cause of the breathlessness and its severity in relation

to the radiograph.

Now, the second intention was a more ambitious

one, and that was to try and find out the interrelation of

the different lung function tests we were using, that is

to what extent one test overlapped with another, and what

precisely they were measuing in the lungs.

Now, I shall deal this afternoon, with our first

object and the second I will put out as a demonstration for

the results of that. Now, of course, many other workers

have tried to get out this first object, but a review of
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0 the literature has shown us that very few people claimed

that there is much relationship between the radiograph and

the functional state of the map. But also a review of

the literature convinced us that workers who have claimed

to have found this lack of relation had very little real

power to make that conclusion.

And I have put up here, and I hope you'll forgive

me, what I think are the necessary criteria before one can

accept any work relating the X-ray to the functional state

of a man. First of all, it must be an unbiased sample and

a hospital population is particularly unsatisfactory from

this point of view, because obviously, the breathless man

comes up to the hospital, and I would disagree with Doctor

Motley when he 'says that his patients were unselected. He

may have not selected them, but when he draws a conclusion

that there is no relation between the X-ray and the func-

tional state of the man, I would submit that his work is

done on what is, inevitably, a biased sample, if it were

volunteers coming up to a hospital.

Secondly, there must be allowance made for other

independent variables which everybody will agree effects

that function besides pneumoconiosis. The obvious one is

age, but there are many others.

Thirdly, there must be adequate functional tests

and we must know their accuracy, their reputability, and
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what I have called their discrimination, that is their power

of segregating the normal from the abnormal. I will explain

that later if you people are interested.

And finally one requires precise radiological

description. My own impression of the literature is that

physiologists have gone to a great deal more trouble over

their physiological tests than they have over the radiographs

and there are very few physiologists who are meticulous

enough to accept carefully graded tests to give the same

criteria of excellence to their radiographic selection.

Well, bearing those points in mind, we designed

the following experiment -- may I have the next slide,

please -- which was designed to try and meet those require-

ments. We selected, at ages thirty-five, forty-five and

fifty-five years approximately, eight men in each of the

different radiological categories, normal working man, that

is men with less than simple pneumoconiosis, men showing

b Category 1 or 2, men showing Category 3 or 4, B and the

Dts.

The men were selected entirely on their radio-

graph, on no other basis at all and the radiographs were

classified and read in duplicate, by independent observers.

Furthermore, we also selected, as another control besides

the control miners, we selected forty men who were non-

miners and we chose them simply to be sure whether mining

.. h_ __ ------------ - ------- -- -i
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itself might have an effect on lung function as opposed to

the radiograph.

Well, now, besides all these men, we did, as you

will see in the talk, select some other workers as other

controls or some other men. We selected five cases of ad-

vanced non-industrial emphysema, chosen for use by Professor

Christie in London, who sent us them as undoubtedly cases

of emphysema, and we also selected two rather reare cases

of a curious fibrosis in the lung, where it was thought

that there would certainly be a gas transfer defect. That

is those other cases were simply put in as controls to make

sure that the appropriate lung function tests did measure

what they were meant to. That is, if we got negative find-

ings in pneumoconiosis, we wanted to be sure that the tests

themselves were not at fault.

Now, before the men were tested by ourselves,

they were examined cardiologically and clinically, and the

clinicians were two independent observers, who not only

examined the men, all these men, a hundred and sixty-five

cases, but they graded them according to their degree of

i, breathlessness.

May I have the next slide, please? And their

breathlessness was graded purely symtomatically on a series

of questions as to whether they were undoubtedly as good as

Iother men when they were walking about on the flat, whether
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they were able to walk with men of their own age on the

level, but they got behind on hills or stairs, whether they

were able to keep up with menon the level, but they dropped

behind after a long time, or whether they could only walk

fifty yards or finally whether they were breathless at rest.

Now, such a classification is obviously open to

observation rather, but when two independent clinicians did

it and we have found that such a grading of breathlessness

does at least enable one to define men into, shall we say,

four categories of breathlessness with which to compare

0 lung function studies.

Now, for our own tests. May I have the next slide

please? I haven't got time to go through in detail all of

these tests, but I think and hope they're fairly familiar

techniques. The exercise test was a stepping test in which

every man did work at the rate of 350 killogrameters a

minute, and we measured the amount of air he needed to do

that standard amount of work. We also, in some cases,

measured the arterial oxygen saturation of the blood before

and after the exercise.

Now, the exercise was, in fact, similar to the

sort of exercise that one gets on a bicycle or a pedometer,

in that it was indeýpendent of the weight or size of the man.

That was standardized out. J4e measured, as you see there,

Smaximum voluntary ventilation and we also tried to deterninei
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whether a man had any bellows spasmor not, by using adrenall

We measured the arterial capacity, using our

closed circuit, which compares very well with the open cir-

cuit technique described by Doctor Motley here and first

put out by Doctor Kellner, and finally the last test in

which we tried to find the intra-pulmonary gas distribution

and the rapidness of gas transfer into the blood. I must

spend a little time on that.

Now, our men, as I told you, were not volunteers

coming up to the hospital. They were men selected at ran-

dom from the whole of the coal field, many of them working

miners, and we would, therefore, think, that it would un-

justifiable to do arterial puncture on them, and so - and

we wanted to try and get a test which would give us the

information with as little as possible in the way of dis-

turbance to the man, and we chose to give them an inhala-

tion of air in which some of the nitrogen was replaced by

helium simply to act as a trace gas, and in which there

was a small quantity of carbon monoxide introduced.

The idea was that helium goes into the lungs and

is distributed without going through into the blood stream.

0 Itts the less soluble of all gasses in the blood. The

* carbon monoxide on the other hand, goes across into the

blood stream, and in lung concentrations, exerts negligible

back-tensions. May I have the next slide, please?

-_ -____r_---~---~ ---------- ------------- - - -- - · -- -----
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You will see here the results, the net results of

the test. Here I am plotting up here the concentration of

gas that the men breathe out after he stops inhaling the

mixture here. And you will see that by about forty breaths

or fifty breaths, a normal subject is breathing out what he

is breathing in in the wqy of heliumn On the other hand,

the carbon monoxide comes up and then flattens out, The

difference here being due to the rate, due to the absorp-

tion of the carbon monoxide into the blood stream.

Now, the results. As you see, there, they are

not very helpful and they do need mathematical analysis In

the form and components of these curves, and I can't go

into that now, but I would like to tell you that in normal

subjects, the helium distribution curve in the blood and

in the lungs is the sort of thing you would expect if it

followed through the lungs. That is an exponential curve,

and in emphysema, it seems, it ventilated much more

quickly and washed out of gas much more quickly than other

parts, so that instead of being a single exponential, it

takesthe combination of two exponential curves, and the

mathematical analysis is entirely different.

It takes much longer for the man to replace the

gas in his lungs and the replacement is in a different

form, and we simply express that in terms of two mixing

indices which I shall describe and they do represent the

~~~~· --- --- _____ ·~1
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degree to which the lungs are unevenly Ventilated. That,

I shall use later on, as a physiological definition of em-

physema.

The carbon monoxide is expressed as the proportior

of gas removed from the inspired gas, because that gets ove[

the difficulty of the different ventilation of different

subjects when expressed like that.

Now, for the results. May I have the next slide,

please? Here you see the standardized ventilation. That

is the amount of air the subjects need for doing a standard

amount of exercise, and here are our different radiologcal

groups and you will see that a-apart from a few men lying

outside these lines, most of the men did not need a par-

ticularly increased amount of air compared to the normal

subjects, to do the exercise.

In fact, in other words, they had only about a

twenty percent rise, this is about twenty percent here,

greater than the normal, in the most abnormal subjects, in

their ventilatory requirements for a given amount of work.

So itts perfectly clear that the cause of the breathlessness

is not primarily an increased need for air when doing a

i standard amount of work, in pneumoconiosis.

If, on the other hand, you look here at the

maximum voluntary ventilation or if you like,the maximum

breathing capacity, that represents the maximum output of

I, 
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the pulmonary bellows. It tells you how much air a man can

pass in and out if he tries his hardest and you will see

that, first of all, there is a very marked falling off of

the maximum voluntary ventilation with disease, but second-

ly, there is a very wide scatter about this average and if

you look at this diagram, these crosses represent the thir-

ty five and the circles elderly men and you will see there

is a big age effect. Mostly the young men are at the top

here and the old men are at the bottom, so now if we take

out this effect of age -- the next slide -- and you see the

results now of the mean maximum voluntary ventilation of

those different radiological groups against the age in

years, you will see that normal men drop their maximum

power of their lungs as they get older, certainly men with

simple pneumoconiosis, but you will notice that simple

pneumoconiosis or the degree of it doesn't make much effect.

The 3ts are just as bad as the 2's and even the

none, without pneumoconiosis, or shall we say without any

radiological pneumoconiosis, are worse than the other men,

but not seriously worse, but when you come to the compli-

cated disease, you will see that they have a marked fall-

ing off of the maximum ventilatory power of their lungs,

* particularly in Group D.

May I have the next slide, please? Here is the

result really shown in another way. It'sthe form of a

----- L= _ _ _______ ____________________----- --- -



solid histogram. You will see the base of it is our orig-

inal experimental plan. Here are our different age groups

and here are our original - here are our different radiol-

ogical groups on the bottom and the height of the groups

represents the average blocks at the top. On the top of

the cliniciants effect of their breathlessness done entire-

ly independently of the history, and the bottom it says

'dyspneac index used by McCann', in which we express the

amount of air a man had to use as the amount of exercise

in proportion to the amount he conceivably could use.

Now, it's obvious when you stop to think about

it, if you're using all the air your lungs can take in and

out, you're feeling extremely breathless whereas if you're

only using about twenty percent of it, you're not feeling

very breathless, and this index we do find agrees remark-

ably well with the assessment of breathlessness given by

the clinicians, but it's a more sensitive test. It's

not surprising, you can measure the thing better than you

can - well, I wouldn't like to say guess, I'll say estimate

it, and you see here that the normal subjects get slightly

more breathless with age, but the important thing is that

simple pneumoconiosis, although it puts a slight premium on

normal aging, doesn't have much effect until the men are

very old, that is, fifty-five years, but the complicated

pneumoconiosis puts this marked premium on aging and

I,----- -
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furthermore, this Group D, the rate of change with age is

very much steeper*

May I have the next slide, please? Now, Doctor

Motley expresses most of his results in the terms of resid-

ual air percentage of the total lung volume, and here I

know you will forgive me, if I disagree with him to some

extent, First of all, in some of his papers, and he did

this afternoon express his other results in terms of this

one test, and it does seem to me that automatically then,

that test is labeled as a hundred percent and everything

else is worse than that, and I don't quite see why he choos-

es that test for emphysema and not some others,

Secondly, I would like to show a difference in

our results than the ones he got. Here is the residual

capacity percent and you will see that in the pneumocon-

iosis cases, there is a rise, but not a very marked rise.

There is a rise, you will note, with age in normal subjects

and there is a slight increase with disease particularly,

in the group D, but it's nothing like as marked as in the

non-industrial emphysema people and the - there is one

slight point here, and that is with regard to hospital

populations*

0 When we took a hospital population, we found ex-

actly the same results as he did, that at least fifty per-

cent of the men had a large residual air percentage in that
-- -- -- _____ ____ ___ _____ -- - ------ 
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case, whereas here only about nineteen percent had one in

the general population with pneumoconiosis.

May I have the next slide, please? Furthermore,

I would like to analyze the meaning of this residual air

percentage. Here you will see the absolute figures express-

ed, and what's noticeable here is not so much the rise of

the residual air itself, but the fall in the total lung

volume, and I believe you're seeing in pneumoconiosis ex-

actly the same thing by looking at the residual air percen-

tage as you are in measuring the M. V. B. or the fall in

the vital capacity.

The percentage in pneumoconiosis is, by and large,

raised because of the fall in the complimentary air, where-

as in some of the non-industrial emphysema, both the resid-

ual capacity is increased, and the total lung volume increas-

es, so that the percentage is still up, but you may get a

rise of residual air percentage from two different defects,

one from an increase in the absolute volume and you get

that, notice, in Dategory D pneumoconiosis, where I believe

they are developing true hypertrophic emphysema on the

radiograph, whereas in our people it looks to me as if it

was due to a fall in their bellows, namely, their vital

capacity, rather than a rise in the residual air.

May I have the next slide, please? Now, we've

mentioned this term emphysema. Well, we might discuss



afterwards what we mean by emphysema, but the one thing is

clear cut and it's been demonstrated very ably in Philadel-

phia in the States by Fowler and Comroe and his group

there, that in this emphysema, you do get this inequality o
mixing of gasses in the lungs. We find exactly the same

thing, and this is the result of this helium mixing index

which expresses the primary exponential - the binary

exponential replacement of gas, and you will see that the

normal binders, if I may call them that, are grouped with

the normal subjects, truely normal. The simple pneumocon-

iosis are grouped with Category B, and it's only Category

D that you get a very marked falling off of the index.

If you compare that with the advanced non-

industrial emphysema sent to us from London, you will see

that the test does show a marked effect in non-industrial

hypertrophic emphysema. Now, it is tempting to suggest

that this might represent what Gough describes pathologi-

cally as focal emphysema, because after all, there is no

reason to see why a massive shadow per se, in this group B
should alter the gas distribution in the lungs, and it is

equally tempting to suggest that this corresponds with the

large fuller emphysema of the radiograph. Anyway, we have

not got enough pathological correlation to make that point

clearly. Nevertheless, I think the results are suggestive.

May I have the next slide, please? Now, lastly,4-- -
_--~------ -- ------- - ---------------- ___--....-_i
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0 what about the gas transfer defect in pneumoconiosis? Well,

do you remember when I was talking about the exercise re-

sults, I did say that there was a rise of about twenty per-

cent only, in the amount of air for a given amount of work

and that would, to me, suggest an indication either of gas

distribution in the lungs or gas transfer being deficient.

Here are the results of the carbon monoxide uptake, and

you will see that there is not a marked deficiency of carbon

monoxide uptake until you get down to the Group D, and even

then it isn't very great and when you remember the scatter

about these averages, you'll find that the results here

are barely, of bare significance.

These are the Category D as we have had before;

those are the Category B and those the simple pneumoconio-

sis, but to show you that that test does reflect gas trans-

fer defedts when it occurs, here are these cases of rather

rare fibrosis which have been published recently in the

Medical Journals, and you will find that these men were

- with curious fibrosis in the lungs, do take up about

twenty percent of the carbon monoxide in the mix-up, where-

as these people take up about seventy percent.

So I think you can say that gas transfer is not

a marked effect in pneumoconiosis except in its later

stages and then it is often associated with heart disease

and cardiac failure in our experience, and I think that
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result does fit in with the clinical observation that cyan-

osis is not a common feature of pneumoconiosis. It's breatt

lessness on exertion these men get, and not breathlessness

at rest nor cyanosis.

Now, May I just try and draw some conclusions

about this work, and to suggest to you some of its impli-

cations. First of all, it does seem to me that we have es-

tablished on the average, that there is a relationship be-

tween the X-ray and the functional state of the man. Notie

I said on the average and in groups, and I think the reason

* why people have missed that relationship is because they

have been working with bias populations and they have not

taken the effects of age into account*

I don't know whether you remember that the slide

I put on of the dyspneac index, did show that young men

with - even with Category D pneumoconiosis, may not be very

breathless whereas the old men may be extremely breathless,

and if you read an X-ray in conjunction with age, you get arn

idea on the average, of the man's breathlessness, but that

doesn't work in individuals, because the scatter about the

average, and you do need functional tests to precisely say

0 Ihow disabled a man is, and no normal amount of reading of

the radiographs helps you. On the other hand, the relation-

ship to the radiograph, I think, is important from the point

of view of prevention of the disease. We have shown that
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it is the common disease which is the disabling disease,

whereas the simple pneumoconiosis, whatever it's degree,

and notice I say whatever it's degree, does not produce

serious disability.

That gives one a guide as to how one can check

the efficacy of dust suppression in the mines. It means

that one can afford to let a man develop the very earliest

stages of simple pneumoconiosis without thinking that he will

be seriously disabled by it, and you can then say to the

engineers, look, this mine is not safe and if the man goes

on, on repeated radiological examination progressing, he

will be liable to serious disability, by catching, ir you

like, or by developing progressive massive fibrosis and

complicated disease, and the epidemiological studies have

shown the complicated disease, whether it's due to tubercu-

losis or not, I don't know, but in itself, does not occur,

and this is a significant and marked - at least Category 2

simple pneumoconiosis in the radiograph, so I think the

practical importance of this work is in relation to preven-j

tion of the disease by periodic X-ray examinations*

Then, lastly, there is the question of compensa-

tion and disability, which I know many people will be ask-

ing. Well, first of all, there is the very intrigueing and|

slightly worrying result that we found, that the normal

miners, with less than Category 1 pneumoconiosis in their

_ . . _._ ... _____ _. .... ._ _ ~ ....__- _- i
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X-ray, were significantly disabled compared with the truely

normal non-miners, and that was confirmed in a pit where

men were working underground and compared wit% non-working

I population, but obviously, that's got to be done on much

larger groups of men in other industry, heavy steel indus-

try, farming workers, shall we say, before we can make an

assertion, but it is interesting that, shall we say, make

a guess if you like, that breathlessness can occur in miner ,

compared with non-miners, to some extent, and one might

argue that the disability is the thing on which the functio -

al tests should give a precise answer.

The loss of faculty; if you like, is what the

clinician has to assess, as the meaning of the functional

tests and I think, personally, compensation should depend

Hl on that*

Lastly, I have said nothing about the interrela-

tion of the tests which was the other object of our work.

Now, Doctor Motley, for example, suggested that a battery

of three tests, vital capacity, maximum breathing capacity

qnd residual breathing capacity percentage, could form a

useful measure of ventilatory function. It - perhaps I

understood - or misunderstood Doctor Motley, but it did

seem to me that he compared them individually with the sum

total of the three. I would like to get his comment about

that.
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SBut what we have tried to do, instead of arbitrary

selecting tests, is to try and find the precise mathemat-

ical relation to our problem and this rather curious look-

ing obejct here which I have put out as a demonstration

does show that. The angles between each of these knitting

needles represents the degree to which tests are measuring

the same thing. It's all right - this will be out on demon-

stration, you can see it somewhere else.

If tests are at right angles, it means they're

entirely independent, measuring something to the - some-

Sthing totally unrelated. The nearer they come together,

the more they're measuring the same thing, and we have also

tried to relate those to the fundamental properties of the

lung, namely, the.bellows, action, the size of the lungs,

the distribution of gas and gas transfer and we believe,

through this method which can be got out, is an interest-

ing one in doing two things: One, in enabling people to

formulate a logical battery of physiological tests because

you obviously don't need to use two testw which are meas-

uring the same things; secondly, it does show you in rela-

tion to the X-ray and age, the type of physiological lesion

which onegets in coal workers' pneumoconiosis.

(Applause).

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Thank you very much, Doctor. I'm going to ask

~~~__-.--~~~~~~~~ 4-~ -------- ------- ~ --



Doctor George Wright to open the discussion. Will you come

up, George, please? Doctor George Wright of the Trudeau

Foundation who has done all the lung function work here at

Trudeau. You going home?

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

Yeah, I was just on my way home.

It was a pleasure for me to say a few words about

these last two papers. This is, of course, a field that I

am intensely interested in and I suppose some of you had a

bit of difficulty in following the enormous amount of data

that was presented* I must confess to having had the same

difficulty.

This sort of work does not lend itself well to

easy digestion, and takes sometime going over in order to

come up with an intelligent discussion. I shall confine

my remarks, therefore, to some generalities*

First of all, most of the questions that I had

posed for Doctor Motley have been posed for me by Doctor

Jones. I believe that conditions here are a little bit

different than in England. I can only envy Doctor Jones'

opportunities to make a study of a group of individuals

0 which embraces all types of experiences, in which he can

set up his experimental approach and before he begins to

get his men.

In our country, we're pretty much forced to take
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0P the cases as they come, and I think that Dpctor Motley would

be the first to say thatlis material is not necessarily re-

presentative of the industry -as a whole, but so far, we have

not been permitted to go into a field and take all of the

men or sample them in a random fashion, and I think perhaps

the finest thing about Doctor Jones' presentation is that

that is precisely what he has done. I wish that we had an

opportunity to do that here.

I have some little doubt about this term breath-

lessness. All of us are seeking for some final criterion

of a man's ability to work. Breathlessness is not a simple

thing. It is an extremely complicated one. Those who

practice medicine know that. The psychological aspects of

exert-ional dyspnea are enormous, and I wonder whether or

not breathlessness is an adequate criterion of a man's

ability to work. It is certainly one of the things, but

it should be subjected to the same scrutiny that Doctor

Jones has subjected his X-rays and other tests to.

Now, at the end of this day, now, I had hoped

that I would learn whether or not the coal problem in Eng-

land was the same as that in the United States. Now, I mus

confess that I don't know whether it's the same. Now, I've

had no experience with coal miners' disabilities, but it

would appear to me from the paper of Doctor Motley and also'

Doctor Jones, that the disabilities are essentially the sam

___ - ~ -------- -- - ---- -- --------- ------------ ________ --------- --- 4----i



as that that has already been found and well described by

McCann's group, by ourselves, and by others abroad, in

silicosis that occurs in metal miners or foundry workers,

in that the discreet nodulation and the linear exaggeration

type of abnormality, little in the way of disability is dis-

closed, and that itts only in the conglomerate disease that '

one meets moderate to severe grades of disability. If I'm

wrong in this, I would welcome correction.

I had wondered whether or not the changes in the

coal mining industry were distinctly different from that in

other industries. I still don't know, however, from the

papers given by our American coal workers, as to whether

or not what they are seeing in the coal industry is the samw *

thing that is being seen by Doctor Fletcher's group in

Britain.

I want to make one thing very clear. I know full

well the enormous amount of work that has gone into these

two papers, and I think the two men are to be congratulated

on the very fine piece of work. I'm sure that as the years

go by, we - they will be deriving more and more good infor-

mation from the data that they already possess.

* I(Applause).

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Do I hear any other comments from the floor or an

questions? I'm sure you all have questions but you probablY



Sdon't want to ask them. No questions?

(No response).

Doctor Vorwald has a few announcements to make.

Thank you very much for the excellent papers.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Members of the Symposium, during the course of

the stay, you've heard some outstanding studies. I merely

want to say many is the man who has pointed to the fact

that we need more studies. I plead with you to make it

available, make those studies available to us here, else-

where in this country, whereby we might come further, come

closer to the solution of the problems confronting us with

respect to coal miners, coal workers and the pulmonary

changes which they show. I think You will join with me in

complimenting the speakers of today - Doctor Motley, Doctor

Fletcher, Doctor Jones, Doctor Hugh-Jones, for the contrib-i

ution which they have made to this Symposium. Thank you.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

I|m very sorry I didn't give Doctor Motley and

Doctor Jones an opportunity to answer the questions which

were asked. Will you take over for a minute, Doctor Motley?

S BY DOCTOR MOTLEY:

With regard to Doctor Jonest question on emphy-

sema being a reduction in vital capacity only, that is not

our experience. We find that the vital capacity is reduced,

-7 Xpr en8



but we find also that the absolute residual volume is in-

creased. In our fourth group, the ones for advanced im-

pairment, it's more than a hundred percent increased, that

is the predicted residual volume is thirteen hundred; it's

over twenty-six. In some instances, we have residual vol-

umes as high as forty-five hundred c.c.'s. True, the vital

capacity may be only two thousand, but we have the absol-

ute increase in residual volume.

I did perhaps not make it clear in my evaluation

of emphysema, we have really three things, the residual

nitrogen percent in the expired air at the end, after

breathing oxygen for seven minutes - if that is elevated,

that is significant; secondly, the absolute volume as a

residual volume with respect to the normal predicted, and

thirdly, the residual predicted on volume.

I hoped - I tried to make it clear, I mean to

point out the correlation with that arbitrary classificatio.

When the residual volume is more than thirty-five percent

of total on volume, lung volume, we have a fairly nice

correlation with direct blood studies, getting rid of the

carbon dioxide and lower, of the air in the air sacs as a

result of the increased volume of residual air.

The ventilation factor, Doctor Jones, is simply

a help before I analyze all my cases with respect to this

figure. I used to evaluate independently, the residual,



the maximum breathing capacity. This simply gives me a

figure. Now, by and large, if that is from eighty to a

hundred, that includes a slight group,from eighty to sixty

are moderate, sixty to forty an advanced and below forty

far advanced.

Now, the only thing that upsets that, if the oxy-

gen saturation rocks, and I think it is most important that

we have blood saturations, because as I pointed out, we

have normal resting saturations that may go down ten percen1

or more with exercise. That indicates disability. If that

man is trying to work, he is working with a reduced oxygen

saturation, a temporary degree of impotency, which we know

increases arterial blood pressure, increases pulmonary

vascular rewistance.

Doctor Wright's question regards a conglomeration

for total disability. In general, we find that is true,

However, we do have some cases that would fall in Stage 1

or 2 or even in some, you would call it, normal X-ray, with

a history of thirty-five or forty or more inside exposure,

are totally disabled. We have found just as severe emphy-

sema, Doctor Jones, in our coal miners as we have found in

idiopathic emphysema in non-coal miner groups; some of them

have gone up as high as seventy-five percent.

Doctor Jones, I would like to ask you why you

use air consumption, as I understand that, that is the total.

_____ ________ _________________-
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0 I volume of air rather than the actual oxygen uptake on the

basis of body surface area. Isn't there a possibility of

air in there due to individual ventilating alveolae that

are not profused insofar as arterial punctures go? We

don't have any more hesitation in doing them than we do a

venal puncture; itts just about as easy and we do that rou-

tinely. I have no trouble with our coal miner group.

It is true that we're not able to go out and take

the whole coal mine and work it, that is these men have

made application. Quite a number of the men that I have

studied are still working. They made application to come

in for study during their vacation period. We probably

have, oh, around a hundred in such a category.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Doctor Hugh-Jones, do you have anything to close

the discussion?

BY DOCTOR HUGH-JONES:

I probably have said enough, but there are just

a few points that do occur to me. First of all, I don't

want to sort of take up purely technical physiological

points, but I thinkDoctor Motley, I might - I must disagre

0 Iwith you again on one point, that you say that if a man's

oxygen uptake and his carbon dioxide output are normal,

then he's normal as far as his lungs are concerned. I

don't think I quite agree with you there.



BY DOCTOR MOTLEY:

Just one part.

BY DOCTOR HUGH-JONES:

It seems to me it rather hinges on Doctor Wright'I

point about breathlessness and it also raises the last ques-

tion Doctor Motley asked, why I measure air consumption.

Breathlessness itself is a symptom and we were at pains to

get somewhat - some way of consultatively measuring breath-

lessness and it is, after all, we think, the amount of

bellows or bellowing and air shifting, if you like, that a

man has to do, compared with the amount that he conceivably

can do, which gives some measurement of breathlessness or

what his sensation of breathlessness is.

I agree with Doctor Motley from the physiological

point of view, we are all often interested, for other reas-

ons, in knowing oxygen consumption, and also knowing carbon

monoxide uptake which we often remember. The reason for

carbon monoxide, there is no way known yet of getting over

the back tension in the different parts of the lungs, in

evaluating oxygen transfer, but there is the cardinal point

which comes out from all this, and that is what is the

cause of the breathlessness of pneumoconiosis, and I hope

I made it clear that as far as we were concerned, we think

it is exertional dyspnea, due mainly to the bellows not

being able to have the reserve that they normally should ha e
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the maximum ventilatory capacity is reduced.

In a few cases, the air requirement, or if youL like, the oxygen requirement, but the two don't run quite

* hand in hand, in increased, but that is subservient to the

main cause, which is this diminution of bellowing pwoer in

the lungs*

Now, the cause of that, and I think Doctor Vor-

wald this morning posed what were the causes of breathless-

ness in pneumoconiosis, and he suggested four, I think, and

one was focal emphysema, another one was blocking of the

arteries, another one was a ventilation profusion upset,

and quite honestly, I think I would like to say that in the

main, it's due to a fifth one, which he didn't measure or

mention, and that is, I believe myself, that it is mainly

a mechanical upset in the lungs, but we don't yet know the

answer to this.

The causes of diminution of maximum voluntary

ventilation is a thing which badly needs studying. Otis,

j; in America, started a very useful method of thinking about

it, and he points out that you can get diminution in the

maximum bellows due either to the power of the muscles

working the bellows, due to the diminution of the air flow,

forms of bronchial spasm, due to a lowering of the vital

capacity, which is the stroke of the bellows, or finally,

due to the elastic properties of the lungs, the degree of



drag that you get through the actual shifting in and out of

the lung substance, and we have not yet got down to that

form of analysis, but it does seem fairly clear that in

pneumoconiosis, the main ffect is an actual reduced size of

bellows which one gets and sees in the drop of the vital

capacity, and it is interesting in a way, how well vital

capacity comes out as a functional test in pneumoconiosis

for that reason, I think rather surprisingly well, because

it isn't really a dynamic test of function, as ygu will see

from that model.

Then, lastly, there is this next question of what

is the role of emphysema. Our results are, and if you wil :

accept them, that's only if you will accept, that bad gas

distribution could be defined as oneof the effects of em-

physema. Our results do suggest that the focal emphysema

described by Gough, is not itself, of necessity, disabling,

insofar as we have got, but that the same process, physio-

logical process which gives rise to it, also upsets the

elasticity of the lung substance, which diminishes the

maximum breathing capacity, but that is speculation.

The whole business of what is emphysema, is an

extremely difficult project, or idea, and we are trying to

get down to analyzing how one could define physiological

0 emphysema and how that overlaps with what the clinicians

talk about and what the radiologists talk about, because
II~--------~ - ---- --- ~.------ -
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it does seem to me that the word *emphysema' is shamefully

misused in the sense that it is probably a syndrome which

may give rise or may arise from various causes within the

lungs.

And lastly, there is one point and that is about

disability, which I hope I made clear. I did say that I

thought conglomerate pneumoconiosis or complicated pneumo-

coniosis is the main and essentially really disabling part

of the disease, but I think you will notice that in the

simple disease, as age increased, and by the time people

have got Category 3 simple pneumoconiosis at age fifty-five

they were beginning to get fairly disabled.

What happens after fifty-five we don't know. We

didn't go above that, and I would stress that our results

are limited over those years, because we didn't go beyond

age fifty-five, which was the range we were interested in

ourselves.

Thank you.

BY DOCTOR SANDER:

Did this discussion formulate any questions?

(No response).

If not, I want to thank all the speakers this

afternoons Doctor Friedman, Doctor Motley and Doctor Hugh-

Jones, for this excellent discussion. Thank you very

much.
___ _ iSession adjourned at 5:45 p. M.)
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BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Ladies and gentlemen, it's past time to begin.

We're behind schedule by twenty minutes. We hope that we

will proceed in making up this time during the course of

the day. I will admit itts a very tight schedule, but with

the leadership of our chairman, I am sure that we will ac-

complish our objective for today.

tBefore we begin formally, there are just, again,

a few announcements which I must make. I call your atten-

tion thbanet t e for orrow and also the-



gathering at the Hotal Saranac tonight on colored photow

gr aphy, by the Ansco Laboratories*

In addition, there is a book here which was left

on the seat. It is a brown book full of notes. I should

like to read the notes, because I think I might glean in

there some of the weaknesses of our Symposium, but nevero

thelesss here is the book. It has no name and I'm hoping

that whoever owns it might, xmight get it here, so I'll put

it right on the table.

With that then, we open our today's sessions on

pulmonary cancer, and pneunoconiosis, from the inhalatiao 1'

of dust, and I think it ffollows logically, this topic fo l-

laws logically along the same lines as we were discussing

yesterday.

The Chiarman for today's sessions is Doctor

iRhoads, wheaa you know, and Doctor Rhoads is the Director

of the Menorial Center for Cancer and Allied Diseases in

New York City, and Director also of the Sloan-Kettering

Institute for Research Stady of Cancer. With that, Doctor

Rhoads.

3BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Vorwald and Guests: I appear before you

in a distinctly sin ular position. I have not been identi-

Sfied with the field of pulmonary cancer, nor with exposure

to duct inhalation. I an in an always vory d~ifficult and

II---------t~
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much publicized position of research director, that unhappy

type of individual trying to persuade or threaten individ.

uals to do what he thinks they ought to do. He always find

this very difficult indeed, of course, if not impossible.

However, I was very happy to be able to accept

Doctor Vorwald's invitation, because in our group and other

groups associated with us# have come certain aspects of

work which pertain, I think, to your interest and to the

field of pulmonary cancer,. I have no coamaents in the field

of statistics, and so will leave that important topic to

those who will present papers.

I was impressed, however, with the program, to

observe what seems to be a strongly inclined point of view

toward the purely industrial hazard aspect of this problem

and perhaps less attention given to diagnostic, therapeutic

and experimental considerations, which perhaps play an in-

teresting role.

Until we can, through your efforts, eliminate the 4

cause of this veryserious condition, we must consider what

can be done better to handle it once it has occurred*

We have been interested, in our institution, in

the development of techniques. We permit study of tbera-

peutic probloems relating to pulmonary and other environment

ally induced cancer* We are very happy, aome years ago, to

be able to provide facilities for Doctor William Smith,
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which have permitted the development of highly precise and
satisfactory techniques for carcinogenic principals.

Many of us have felt that that enterprise subse.
quently conducted at Hew York University, in the Medical
]Department, has provided important data, indeed principals
which may lend themselves to study of pulmonary as well as
other environmental types of cancerse I refer, of course,
to th e s t u dy of that form of cancer induced in experimental
animals and conceivably in mea, by the positive action of
high temperature catalytic agents, fuel oil*

Doctor Smith and his associates were able to
demonstrate the cause of these activities of these coan.m
pounds of this material, and of certain compounds contained
therein. There are strong suggestions that no one pure
compound induces the neoplastic change, but rather a combin
ation of several* There was also strong evidence that this
combination of materials will induce cancer in the primate,
which I regard as an important advances

If we have, then, the principal of possible mul-

tiple origin or whole carcinogenesia, that provides at leas
leads for further investigation. We have also been happy Y

to have with us Doctor Winter > who came subsequent to his
amjor observations with Doctor Ames in St, Louis. I am a
s t r o n g defender of Doctor Winter, whom I regard as an ener-

C-etic and reliable worker. I am aware that his statistica



® has - have been brought into question, but his tables, his

data, with those of others, would seem to many of us to

provide adequate evidence to suspect the inhalation of

tobacco smoke from cigarettes as a participating etiological

factor in pulmonary neoplastic disease. Doctor Winter has

never, as far as I know, claimed that this was the only

factors but only that it is an important one which justifys

further study. We have been fortunate to have certain ob.

servations which we think may give techniques suggesting

the possibility of further study, both of etiologic, of a

prophyllactic and a therapeutic nature.

May I have the first slide, please? I am going

to show just a few slides which indicate certain areas of

study, and of thought which may amplify the topics of today

discussion. I presume that you have all seen the article

of Stott's which appeared in the sumwer issue of the Bray's *

Journal of Cancer. If you have not, for your interest, I

throw it before you, because it does amplify those studios

of the individuals who have been concerned with smoking as

etiologic and pulmonary canceration.

This is the chart of the London areas and suggest

very strongly a concentration of pulmonary cancers in those

areas heavily contaminated with industrial namoke and a treng

toward the areas to which the prevailing wind blows. This

may, in the opinion of Stotts, which seems to be well



established by the evidence, provide an additional factor

** to the one referred to by those conoerned with cigarette

smoking* And I would like to emphasise again the poseibil.

ity of multiple.factors in the etiology of pulmonary neoo

plastic change.

Doctor winter has allowed me, since he is in

Europe, to present one example of cancer in the experiment- 7

al animal, induced with the production of the burning of

cigarettes under circumstances which are considered to be

related or reasonably close to those which obtain in iman.

True cancer now has been induced by these pellets and it is

hoped that it will enable us to go forward to a more exact

knowledgeof the physical circumstances involved in smoking,

to be developed, and more adequate evidence concerning the

nature of the active principal and the mode of its produc- "4,

tion and the mode of preventing the lesions thereby caused, *

can be had, but this is a true cancer in the experimental

animal, caused by cigarette smoked tar,

Now, we have an important area in the eakly diag I

nosis, and I hope that those concerned with public health

measures, Doctor Levin and others, will refer to the ques-

tion of how well we can pick up treatable diseace by mass

survey. In our own experience of about one hundred fifty

to two hundred patients a year, with pulmonary patients, we

find that the pick-up that comes to us from that survey is



comparatively limited, but there is a very active pick-up

from armed service examinations and fromn examinations in it

doctorst offices or the hospital.

This suggests some practices in bringing before

the practitioner, the importance of considering neoplastic

change as etiologic, as possibly suspicious of any pulmaon

ary lsionp and I do hope we will learn more of early diag.

nosis by means of mass survey techniques*

Next slide. Of course, in our particular inter-

eat, we are deeply concerned with getting a symptomatie

disease in a stage where it's still treatable and wvere ver

happy to be able to report that steadily the incidence of

operable disease increases, in part because of the greater

competence of the surgeon and to some extent perhaps, be-

cause of the early rendition because of adequate diagnostic

measures, and these are very important factors from the

standpoint of the life of the effected individual*"

So, we are now working on some thirty percent of

the patients who present pulmonary lesions. Now, very

happily, we have been able to define - to devise and apply

a more radical technique of surgical removal. For many

years, it was regarded as inmpossible to attack the lesions

involved, and, of course, it is their involvement which

renders the pure rate so low in pulmonary cancer*: Daszda,

Hand, Watson and associates, have devised a procedure now



in general use, which includes in the red line, accessible

mediastinal nodes and some fifty patients have been sub..

jected to this radical disection, applying the principal,
the same principal of bi-section which has been so success-

ful in X-ray surgical patients in cancer.

And, we are able to report at this time, same

suggestion of to what extent this may be an advance. Itta

not a very emphatic suggestion, and we have no idea what

will be the factor at the end of the five-year period, but

we are satisfied, as testified by the slide, that once the

disease had gone beyond the nodes directly contiguous to

pulmonary tissue, it is hardly worthwhile to carry out thes

elaborate bisections*

On the other hand, we are satisfied that there is *

good reason, at least, at present, to attempt to renove

directly contiguous involved nodes, because we do have

these four individuals who, otherwise, would have been fa-

talities, who may well have been benefitted by this rather

radical operative process*

Next slide, please. I have been very much con-

corned and my associate# Doctor Southame, in the whole ques-

tion of potential hemotherapy of pulmonary cancer. As

Doctor Margus remarked to ne, it is conventional to say

it is cancer and nothing to be done* Of course, it is true

that it is not treatable, the patient will not be cured, bu



when  man coraes to you desperate with dyspneas deeply

Oyanotie, because of superior mediastinal pressure frma

his lung cancer, he is gratified and thankful if you can

provide him even a few months or weeks of relief, This

can be done in many instances today, with those coaventiow M .

al therapeutical * hemotherapeutical agents of the tri-.. .
millimeter service, which you are all familiar with# and I
simply throw on these slides to indicate the evidence that

there is a transient therapeutic result to be obtained aa: ^.

this should not be sneered at.

In one sense, it indicates that with careful a

we can achieve better therapoutic results, and secondlyU

the possibility of relieving a desperate situation for v

or months, should be considered.

We have all been seeking methods by which we co

extend the efficiency of hemo therapeutic attack. This ha-

involved some procedure which would allow reprodueable exW

periwents on human pulmonary cancers In our laboratory,

Doctor Toolan has been successful in drawing epidermoid

cancer of man of a variety and type, in the experimental

technique, and applying this technique employing essential

successful hemotherapeutic methods.

This (slide) is a low power of a bronchogenic

from man as removed in the operating room* This (slide)

is a high power -- I'm thinking of no professional diagnos e



S-and here, after two weeks of experimental animal, low

power, and the next slide, the same preparation high

power, two weeks in the animal. This can be done quite

regularly and lends itself candidly to various factors and

techniques.

Now, this is an example of how epidermoid cancer,

this is not a lung - in the experimental animal, cancer

planted in the radiograph, can be destroyed completely

either by hezmotherapeutic or viral means. This is a des.

troyed implant of human epidermoid cancer.

Similarly, we are making great efforts to grow

Shuman pulmonary and other forms of epidermoid disease in

tissue culture. It can be done not as well as we would

like and this is an example. This is epideraoid disease,

but not pulmonary, growing in tissue culture at the end of

a ten-day period*

And this (slide) is - this is the treated culture, ',

the first, the one before the control, infected with a vir*-'

us suitably adapted to the destruction of certain forms of

human cancer under artificial conditions, and you will ob-

serve that the cancer cells have been destroyed leaving the

normal cells. This can not be done in every form of human

cancer, but it can be done with a good many and we hope

that they will come to light through the development of

these techniques, with better diagnostic, better therapeutiC



methods and then we will wait for you gentlemen to give us

prevention of the disease entirely.

Now, the first paper is Doctor Levin's. You're

all familiar with his great contribution to this field, and

I personally have waited with great interest, his analysis

of the data which bear on the environmental pulmonary

cancer. Doctor Levin.

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

Thank you, Doctor Rhoads. Ladies and gentlemen,

I am supposed to talk to you on the philosophy of the bio-

statistics of environmental pulmonary cancer, and I have

never been sure, up until this moment, whether I was sup-

posed to concentrate on philosophy or biostatistics or

environmental pulmonary cancer, I shall probably try to

do all three, and succeed in neither of them or not one. *

I certainly would like very much to second the

remarks of Doctor Rhoads as made and perhaps I can do so

and make some comments on some of the things he has said,

by telling you what my own point of view is in this matter.

It is primarily that of an epidemiologist which

is the field in which I received most of my medical train-

ing. An epidemiologist, as you probably know, is not a

statistician necessarily, although he has to know something

about statistics and use them and know when he is in

trouble, some - so he can go to someone who is a statistician.
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A n epidemiologist is, primarily, a.fellow who is

interested in two questions, first of all,whether a certain

group of people actually do or do not have more of a cer-

tain disease than other groups do have. He's interested in

knowing whether that's really so, and so he is rather crit*

ical of things which may look like that, and nevertheless

*" are not really good evidence, and he is interested in know-

ingE if that is so, what the reasons might be, and his reaso

aon for those interests are quite practical, because he is

the man who ia usually called upon to make certain decis-

ions or to give certain advice as to whether certain things

i should or should not be done in a given situation.

Now, it just happens that historically, that type

of question usually arose with our epidemic diseases and

thatts why, I suppose, the term epidemiology, is usually

thought of as referred to with people who deal with infec-

tious diseases, but precisely the sames question can arise

in almost any type of diseaseo, and certainly they do arise

in industry.

Now, the epidemiologist*s point of view on pul-

monary cancer and the evidence respecting various etiolo-

gical agents is, I would say, highly critical. That is,

we are aware from long experience, that a lot of things

which look like etiological relationships are not neces-

H1 sarily such. The other point of view, I would say, perhaps

______ -- ___-*---~ - -__ _ ___ ____________-- --- t-I



would seem to you to be opposite, but I would offer to you

as the result of long reflection on the part of a good

many people.

We epidemiologists suspect that, from the stand.

point of the causation of pulmonary cancer, our beat exper*

imental animal may be man rather than any animal we an

study in a laboratory. Now, man is not a very good ex-

perimental animal, but it seems as if in cancer, he may be

our only one in some forms, and the laboratory may or may

not confira what we find in man, but we have a strong foeel*

ing that we are missing a pretty good bet in not studying

amuch more intensively, possible relationships which may be

etiological to man.

We have about twenty-five thousand cases of

pulmonary cancer each year in this country, and it aesiS

very unlikely that those twenty-five thousand people do

not have a good many characteristics which distinguish

them from their fellows, which may have some relationship

to the fact it involves lung cancer, about which we stilldo

not know very much*

Now, Doctor Rhoads mentioned the relationship

Sto smoking tobacco, especially cigarettes. I know of no obT

servation which would imply or irplicate any other type of

smoking, and I mentioned the work of one investigator or

rather two. Winter and Graham. Now, I happen to know DodP r



Winter and I like him very much, and I agree with Doctor

Rhoadsa estimate of him as a very energetic, a capable and
an enthusiastic chap. The kind of observation, however,

which Winter and Graham made about relationship between

smoking and cancer is precisely the kind of observation

which you will find in the literature for the last twenty

years* If you look up one of the earliest multigraphs on

lung cancer published about 1930, you will find about four

pages devoted to the relationship to smoking cigarettes.

Now, those observations were never taken seriousna

ly, and they were never picked up, precisely because of th.

unoritical, over-enthusiastic type of analysis on which

they were based, in other words, they were based on inade-

quate controlas, they were studied in such a way that one

could see that the person making the study has a pretty

strong bias in the first place, as to what he would find.

It's not the sort of evidence which really tells you anythiug

that you can rely on. *

Now, it happens that the observation of winter

and Graham have been confirmed as to their general tenor.

There is a relationship between smoking in tobacco* There

is a great difference in the quantitative observations. If

we are to believe the observations of Winter and Graham,

pulmonary cancer is extremely rare in people who do not

smoke cigarettes, about three percent of lung cancers,
I; - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -.- -~



according to their data, three to five percent, occur in

people who do not smoke cigarettes*

That is not in accordance with observations which

Swe have made, and I, franklyg doubt whether it is in accord

Swith what the facts are I think that is one of the cru.

cial questions which remains to be proven or to be further

testeda

Howevers I did not intend to really go into the

Squestion of that particular observation, because that isnot

Sour topics What I thought I would do is to give you some

Sgeneral quantitative background for this whole question of

Slung cancer which would serve as aort of a backdrop fcao

the papers which are to coame first of all, the importance

o r t h i s topic'. this fone of cancer as a human. tumor

May I have the first slide? This first slide is

simply the characteristic age curve of cancer, that is the

incidence of cancer by age among males and among females

as usually occurs in New York State where, as you know, can

cer is a reportable diseasei These are all cases reported

from all sources for various periods of time, put on an

annual basis* That is a very interesting curve, for one

thing, because it does not follow the type of curve that

you would expect in most forms of cancer which keeps going

up with age. Most forms of cancer start in lower, younger

age groups and keep coing straight up" In lung canceri.



after about fifty-five, the rate drop..

There are a number of things which can be said
about that observation, and I don't propose to go into al
of the possible explanations, but it does means, one thing, -:F
it does suggest one thing, that for some reason, people who
were bornO this is 1945 roughly, and people aged sixty in
1945, were born in 1885, as my arithmetic informs me, Poo
born before 1885, for some reason, had less, have less
lung cancer than people born at an earlier age, an at e*a.
lier periodi

Bb That may not be self-tvident to you, but it fol-
lows from a further analysis of these curves which show
that when you analyze these curves by the year of birth,
keep on going straight up, and they keep on going up in a
much higher fashion depending on when the person wa born.
That is not the sort of thing that you would expect in a
carcinocen, if it is a carcinogen, which occurs generally,
such as a carcinogen in the air* It's apparently something
which picks out certain ages and not others-.,

Now, in most - the important point that I wish to
bring out in this slide is that you couldn't analyze any
two groups of people, say the number of lung cancers in two
factories, or the number of lung cancers in one factory as
compared with the number of lung cancers in the surrounding
_____ countryside, unless you took into account the age factorji



because obviously if you did have a lot of people in this

age group, you would have more or less cancer than if you

had a lot of people in this age group or this age group.

You would certainly have to adjust for age, and it's surm

prising to find that some studies do not even take into &ac.

count such a symple and obvious variable which has got to

be adjusted.

Now, when you take this type of curve, that is

the number of cases which occur by age in one year and ap-

ply to an ordinary life table, which is the expeoteancyo

the expectancy of living, at various ages in the duration

of life, you will get a table such as the next slide, which 1

will tell you about how many cases of cancer of various

types one might expect to occur in the population today

throughout the rest of their lives. These figures are all

based on an a base of one, that is this top figure gives

you the probability of skin cancer occurring in males

throughout life, and the figure 402 means that two out of

a hundred, two percent of all rnaleasalaost two and a half

perdent of all males, using the type of data which I have

just described, that is the actual incidence of cancer as

determined by reporting applied to the life table, two out

of a hundred males throughout the rest of their lives will

develop some form of skin canceri.

Now, for lung, the figure is just over one peroen ,



about one percent of all males according to New York State

data, may be expected to develop lung cancer* That may be

considered a sort of backdrop of this whole problem.

It is a problem w hich, at a mininumg will effect

one percent of the male population* I'd like to stress

the point that that isE& ainimuma First of all, these fig-

urea are based on the data for 042, 441., since then, the

rates for lung cancer. have gone up and the death rates from

all causes gone down, which neans that the opportunity for

developing lung cancer has increased and the rate at which

it develops has also increased, so that figure one percent

is definitely mininmuma, but it is at least one percent of

the general populationi

May I have the next slide now? This - oh, there

is a paper slide in between there - may I have the first

of the paper slides thent I don't know whether you can see

this. I think this is another of the important dbservas

tions about lung cancer which we have to remember concern-

ing this whole problem, and that is the increase which has

occurred over the past two or three decades.

These are the actual mortality rates in New York

State between 1931 and 1948 in females and in males, stan-

dardized for age, that is the age factor has been kept con-

stant in the two periods. The striking thing here is the

difference in the increase in the sexes.: In females, the



increase has been about from 2.5 to 4.3 deaths per hundred

thousand per year, an increase of about seventy percent*

In males, the increase has been from 4*7 to 19 per hundred

thousand, an increase of over three hundred percent*

Now, an increase in lung * in any form of cancer,

as you know, may be due and often is attributed to the fact

that our diagnostic procedures are more effective* If that

is the explanation for this increase, then we would hare to

ask ourselves why, diagnostic procedures were three hut .

,red percent more effective now as compared with 1931 in

males, but only seventy percent more effective than in fer- ,

males.

I I would say that certainly that causes or casts

considerable doubt on the explanation that such an inoreasei"

can be due to diagnostic procedures alone and makes it exa*

tremely probable that there has been a real increase in

lung cancer over this period, probably inboth sexes.

Another bit of evidence -- may I have the next

slide -- which leads in the same direction, is the differ-

ent way in which the ages have been effected in this in-

crease. Now, that's the slide that you showed, the last

slide thiat you showed before this one. That's it. I -

this is the mortality rate in the United States. I call

your attention to the upper left, your upper left-hand cor

ner here which gives you the age specific mortality rates.



This is age down here in '30s, 39 and 149, and
you will notice that the increase has been more marked hdre
in the middle period than here in the older periods, uhich
again conicides with the observation that there is somethin;
happening in these people around sixty, which apparently

is not happening nearly so markedly in people who are older
than that. That again is the sort of thing that one would
not expect to see if this were purely a diagnostic phenomem

non. There is no reason to suppose that diagnosis may -

in a disease with high case fatality such as cancer of the

lungs, should make such a marked difference according to
the age, should show such a marked different according to

age alone, so that putting these data together, one would

lead to the conclusion that one could not safely assume that -

this increase was purely artificial and due to the fact

that we found more lung cancer, one would certainly have to Ip
assume that there was a very strong probability that this

was something real.*

Now, one of the points that one can make about

real changes in cancer incidence over time, is, as a matter

of fact, in incidence in any disease over time, that if

they are real, they are probably due to some environmental

factor. The reason for that goes back to one of the laws

of genetics, if you will remember your geneticse You will

recall that, according to the way the genes operate, their



proportion from one generation to another remains constant

under most circumstances, so that if genetic factors, if

constitutional factors were the ones which obtained, we

would not expect the incidence of the disease to change

from year to year. If we find a real change, we should

suspect some environmental cause rather than some genetic

cause as the reason for that change.

So I would feel safe, from the philosophic view-

point here, 's peaking as an epidemiologist that we have good

reason to suppose, first, that there has been a real change

in lung cancer and, second, that that change is probably

due to something in the environment. Whatever that may be,

of course, remains to be seen.

Now, how would we go about studying the possible

relationship of lung cancer to various environmental fac-

tors? Now, may I have the next slide. I have placed on

this next slide, a hypothetical situation in a - I don't

know whether you can see this or not. I have here a state

or a population group in which there are five million males

in whom nine hundred cases of lung cancer occur in a year,

and we have in that same population group an industry, we

call Industry A, which has ten thousand males among whoza

nine cases of lung cancer occur in a year, so that in the

entire groups that is in the entire state, if this is a

Sstate we're talking about, there are nine hundred and nine

___ ___ _____ _ _ - -^- - -B--



cases of lung cancer in one year.

Now, suppose one wanted to study lung cancer as

to whether it was related to, say, some particular indus-

try. According to -- we could use at least two methods

which might be called the case method or the retrospective

incidence method, We could take all nine hundred and nine

case* of lung cancer, as we do here, and we could take oan-

parable number of controls, we take a thousand controls,

and if we were interested in Industry A, if we had reason

to suspect Industry A, we'd find out how many of these nine

hundred and nine lung cancer cases were people who worked

in Industry A. If we got all our cases, we'd find that

there were nine of them and in our control group, which

should be representative of the total male population, we

should find the same proportion of industry A workers as

ten thousand is to five million, that is the proportion of

male population to males in industry A.

Now, ten thousand to five million is two per

thousand, so we'd find two cases, two people who worked in

Industry A in our controls. Now, mind you, I assume that

we don't know these facts. We sirmly have these nine hun-

dred and nine cases and we're interested in whether Indus-

try A has anything to do with lung cancer,, If that is what

we did, and we were successful in getting all nine hundred

and nine lung cancer cases and if your control group is

11



properly selected, in other words, it wasn't biased in such

a way as to accidentally drop out these two Industry A

cases, or if our lung cancer cases were poorly selected so

we might not - we may have missed these nine cases, in

other words, it our experiment were perfect, we'd find that

there was one percent Industry A people in the lung cancer

cases and two per thousand Industry A people in the con-

trols, which amounts to a ratio of five to one, that is one

percent is five times as much as two tenthsof one percent*

This gives you five to one.

Now, if you go back to our postulated population,

this is a metbod, nine hundred and five million is a rate

of ninety per hundred thousand and nine per ten thousand

is a rate of eighteen, it's just - it's just the other way

around. This is eighteen per hundred thousand and this

nine should be here and the relation between eighteen and

ninety is five to one, which is exactly what you would

find in your case method.

In other words, your case method, if it were

properly performed would give you the true situation with

respect to the incidence of lung cancer in industry A as

compared to the population. If there was five times as

much lung cancer in Industry A as in the population, as-

suming, of course, that the age factor and other possible

variables which might effect lung cancer had been given



Sconsideration, I am assuming that that has been done. The

other way in which you might do that would be the retro.s

spective incidence method. You take ten years of Industry

p A and how many cases of lung cancer occurred in ten years.

e ow, if nine cases occurred in one yearj in ten

years, ninety cases could be expected to occur in the ten

years, and they'd be you'd have to ask yourself, how many

cases do occur in that period, and one of the ways in

which you might answer that question is, why, you would asy,

I expect or would expect the same number of cases that

would occur if industry A had the same incidence as theb

general male population. That would give you ten years

times ten thousand males, which is the same thing as a hun-

dred thousand and one, and an incidence of eighteen per?

hundred thousand would give you an expected ease incidence

of eighteen cases, in this period, which again would be a

ratio of five to one.

Now, I'd like to call your attention to the fact

that if this particular case method were done on half the

number of cases, if instead of getting all nine hundred and

nine cases, you had gotten half of those, then these two

observations would not be significantly different from each

other from theo standpoint of chance variations. That is

W they would be the kind of difference that would occur often

by chance alone, so that one couldn't be sure that that was



a real difference, so that the actual magnitude, the actual

number of cases that youtd study in an industry or that

you'd study of this kind, is as important as the selection

of the cases themselves.

Now, lot us assume, however, that we have done

this study in this way and we do find a significant differ..

ence, in other words, we find that there are five times as

many cases in Industry A as in the general population, all

factors being held constant. Does that mean necessarily

that Industry As, there is something in Industry A which

causes lung cancer?

Now, in my view that does not necessarily mean

that* I think that one of the important principals, phil-

osophical principals, to remember in a tudies of this kind

is that data do not tell you any more than what they actual-.

ly signify. They tell you that, for scme reason, people

in Industry A have developed five times as much lung cancer

as people in the general population. That may be due to

the fact tihat there is something in Industry A which causes

lung cancer. It may be due to something else, for instancei

if we were studying a factor such as the presence of six

fingers on one hand rather than five, and found that one

industry had five tines as many people like that as would

be expected in the general population, I think one would

think twice before one attributed that to something in the

j!- -- -K



industry. One might, normally, if that is a genetic trait,
one might wonder whether the owner of the industry had six

fingers and whether he had many members of his family

working for him.

The point is that one can not automatically jump
from association of this kind to causation. Causation may
be the factor or it may not. Whether or not itfa causa.

tion depends on other evidence, depends on what else we

know about the disease. If we did not know that various

duets can produce lung pathology, that it is possible to

produce lung cancer in animals by the application of car-

tain chemicals, I think we would be less apt to suspect
that an observation like this actually indicated a cause of

the effoote.

Now, actually, there are only a few ways in man

that I know of, whether * or that I can think of, in one

connection, that can actually prove causation to onaets

satisfaction. One is by this second method here which I.

have called experimental induction. I mean if one suspecte

a certain substance in this industry and one applied it

either to man, which, of course, is extremely improbably

although it has been suggested, and as a matter of fact,

we are making tentative plans along that direction, if one

applied to man oranimals and actually got the disease in

question, I think one would have some additional evidence



that that was an etiological agent.

However, I'd like to call your attention to the
fact that if one didn't do that, one wouldn't have evidence

that it wasn't an etiological agent, because unfortunately,
there are many things or at least there are some things
which will cause cancer in man that will not cause it in
animals, so the negative evidonce is not conelusive nega-
tively.

The other way you can test it is by the protectiv
test, by actual prevention* I mean if we actually made a
element in Industry A which was a factor and then studied

the incidence later on, the protective incidence and found

out it had dropped, I think we would have some additional

evidence to the etiological relationship, but it seems to
me that one or the other of those tests has got to be ap-

plied in all of our presumed data regarding etiologic - et-

iology in pulmonary cancer, environmental etiology, before

we are absolutely certain that what we think is otiology is
or actually is.

Sow, I don't know whether I'm running too much
over my time. I had some data which, from the philosophio

point of view seemed to me to be interesting as to how in-

portant environmental, especially occupational cancer might

i be in America, but we might keep that, perhaps, for the

discussion, Mr. Chairman.



BY DOCTOR RHOADSt

You have three minutes*

BY DOCTOR LEVINs

I do have three minutes? Well, may I have the

next slide? These are some - some of our data regarding th<

relationship-between cigarette smoking and cancer, two

forms of cancer, cancer of the lung and cancer of the l

This is simply the proportion of cases of cancer of the lun

and cancer of the larynx who were cigarette smokers, by age,

compared with two types of.controla, in the same hospital

population.

This is our - the Buffalo Hospital, the two con-

trols were patients who had no malignant tumor and patients

who have other types of cancer than lung or larynx. You

will note one thing which apparently has not been empha-

sized very much, but which we have confirmed by further

study of the same phenomenon. That is apparently there is

much relationship between cigarette smoking and larynx can-

cer as between cigarette smoking and lung cancer.

You will notice, also, the interesting thing is

that the cigarette smoker is one of the things which drops

off with increasing age. You were caused - one of the

things we would probably have to find to explain the age

curve in cancer is something which dropped off with increas

ing age. For some reason, at least at present, the older



a man is, the less likely he is to be a cigarette smoker.

Now, that's a very interesting observation. That

is, again, as Doctor Rhoads indicated, and I think we will

all agree, this does not necessarily mean that cigarette

smoking causes lung cancer, though that may be simply an

added effect or factor. It simply means there is more lung

cancer among cigarette smokers than there is among non-

cigarette smokers.

The interesting question is what does that actual-

ly mean from the standpoint of numbers, quantitatively?

And there are various ways of doing that, and I won't try

to go into the arithmetic of it, but on the next slide, I

have jotted down some conclusions which arise from our

data. They do not arise, incidentally, from the data such

as has been induced by Winter and Graham, because if their

data is right, practically all - practically only cigarette

smokers get lung cancer and that isn't true according to

our data at all*

Thirty-five percent of lung cancer cases are not

cigarette smokers according to our figures. If our data

are correct, throughout life, this is the incidence of lung

cancer. In non-smokers, five per thousand, this is through

out life, mind you. In heavy smokers, that is not just

cigarette smokers, that's people who smoke one to two packs

a day, it's six times as much or thirty per thousand, that's



three percent. You will recall that the lieftims expectanc

in the general male population is one percent and this is

three times as much.

Now, according to a recent paper in Public Health

Reports by Britain, Frasier and Coven, it's is ay opinion

that that agrees at least in general with the data of

Machle and Gregorius on chromate worker cancer; these are

not the figures given by Britain, Frasier and Coven, they

are simply my interpretation of them, as to how much lung

I cancer those workers may be expected to develop in twenty.*

five years if their data are correct, per thousand*

Among white males, there should be sixty-five

cases in twenty-five years in chromate workers and among

non-white, two hundred and thirty-five. Now, unless my '1

arithmetic is very, very far off, this means one thing,

possibly two, certainly that cigarette smoking, if it is

a carcinogen is a pretty mild one, since it increases the

general incidence throughout life only by a factor of three

and if such an occupational factor as chromate dust is a

carcinogen, it apparently, when it does work, is a pretty

strong one, since it may increase it by a very much higher

factor* That is, twenty-three percent of all the rmale

workers, in twenty-five years, may be expected to develop

lung cancer if the data published by these workers stand

up and are representative of the true picture.K--c-



0 So that we have apparently, assuming that the facts we have

at our disposal, we can rely on, two chief types of carcin-

ogen* which are environmental, among others, because I

hadn't considered general environmental dust, one which is

heavy smoking, which is apparently very weak, and one of

this type whose incidence we don't know since we don't know

all the occupational carcinogens, but which when it does

occur, is perhaps very strong.

I think I have more - one more slide, which per-

haps puts this in numbers. Applying the one percent throught

out life figure to the seventy-five, approximately seventy-

five million males in the United States, throughout their

lifetime, seven hundred and fifty thousand of them will

develop lung cancer. Of those, a little less than half or

rather something like a third, two hundred twenty-five

thousand, will be non-smokers. The rest will be smokers,

but since there is no reason to suppose that smokers are

immune to the same influences as the non-smokers, we can

only attribute three hundred and thirty-seven thousand of

those cases to smoking per se, so that what this leads us

in substance, to is this, that even if smoking gets full

credit, we have got to account for about four hundred

thousand cases of lung cancer to other causes which, if

they're environmental and if they occupational, means that

we've got to find a lot more occupational causes of lung
~---~~-- ------ +



cancer than we have up to the present.

The one thing which makes that likely is the fact

that one, when occupational causes do occur, they apparent-

ly are quite strong as compared to such a mild agent as

tobacco seems to be. (Applause).

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

I know Doctor Levin's presentation will arouse a

4 great deal of discussion. I would like to open the discus-

sion by just one question, Mort. I assume that the drop-

off with age is just for the number of individuals in that

age group population?

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

Yes, thatts the case.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

And I also assume that when you refer to the high

incidence in individuals born in 1885, that is continuing

(g high as the years go on and similar studies are being made;

it isn't that year, but that period after?

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

Yes.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

i I'm very much interested to hear Doctor Levin in-

dicate his acceptance of smoking as a possible etiological

or participating agent, because this, in view of the impor-

tance of the problem, its extent would justify one perhaps
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in considering whether that subject should lend itself to

experimental work designed to prove or disprove the case

more adequately, provide more adequate statistics on the

subject*

Now, may we have- discussion? Doctor Lanza, would

you care to make any comment at all?

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

No, I have no comment.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Is there no one who inclined to smoke cigarettess, IB

who wants to ask questions?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

According to Doctor Levin, he supposes that chro-'ll

mate is a much more powerful carcinogen than tobacco, but

how did he measure the intake of chromate as compared to

tobacco in these two groups?

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Levin, would you care to answer that ques-

tion of Doctor Fletcherts?

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

Well, I think it's a very good question. In othe '
words, it refers to the relative dosage, I wasn't trying

to be as fine as that. I was simply referrdng to chromate

as the net experience of a chromate worker, wherever they'r

W involved, The net experience of a chromate worker, if the'



data that we have available act or are correct, I have no

reason to suppose they're not, because they seem to have

been very carefully done. The net experience, whatever

that is, is apparently much more powerful than the net ex-

perience of heavy smoking. Now, your question is what would

happen if we took those chromate workers and gave them one

tenth as much dust as they did get? I don't know* I'm

simply referring to the actual facts as they were observed

in actual life.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Does that answer the question? I'm surprised

no one has commented on the possibility of air pollution.

Doctor Smith, you must have some feelings on this point. I

saw Doctor Joe Smith in back here a few minutes ago. Would

you care to comment on air pollution in view of Stott's

report, as a complimentary factor of environmental nature?

BY DOCTOR SMITH:

I have yet to see Doctor Stott's report. It cer-

tainly opens up a very different problem. I think I'm in

a fortunate position here in that most people who are reall4

familiar with this subject and who told me what little I've

) been able to gather about it, are in this room and I can

pass the problem on to them*

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

S Well, there are other facts bearing on this



question in one report, the incidence of lung cancer in

individuals in cities of over one hundred thousand, is much

greater than in rural communities. I don't know how valid

these hints are, but they justify further discussion. Are

there further comments on Doctor Levin's paper?

(No response).

If not, we'll proceed to the next paper. Doctor

Hueper needs no introduction. You know his long continued

contributions to the field of environmental cancer. My

acquaintance with him dates over many years. It has always

been most stimulating. He is one who has stuck to his guns ;4

in this important problem, and I happen to know, in some

instances, under difficult circumstances, and has given us

much knowledge of this important field. Doctor Hueper.

BY DOCTOR HUEPER:

(Doctor Hueper read a prepared paper, which is on

file at the Saranac Laboratory).

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Itd like to congratulate both of the speakers on

completing their presentations on time. I hope their pre-

cedents can be observed for the rest of the day.

I would like to raise one or two questions to

initiate the further discussions. Doctor Hueper, you re-

ferred several times to the presence of benzpyrene in sus-

pected material as supporting the view that these materials
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"Do you realize that within the lifetime
of men now living, within a hundred years
or one-hundred and thirty years at most,
all the external conditions under which
man lives his life on this earth have-
been more completely revolutionized than
during all the ages of recorded history
which preceded."

R. A. A. illikan.

Occupational and Environmental Pulmonary Cancer

With Special Reference to Pneumoconiosis

W. C. Hueper

1. Increase in Lung Cancer Frequency.

It is generally recognized that exposure to certain exogenous physical

and chemical agents -plays an important role in the causation of cancers of

the skin. Considering the fact that the respiratory tract may be looked upon

as an inverted part of the outer covering of the body and that many of the

known or suspected cutaneous carcinogens also are inhaled, t is pot surpris-

ing that observations made mainly during recent decades have brought to light

a rapidly increasing number of environmental and occupational 'agents which are

involved in the development of cancers of the nasal cavity, paranasal sinuses,

larynx, and lung. The relative importance of these discoveries is greatly

enhanced because of the consistent and spectacular increase in the frequency,

of cancer of the lung noted during the last 50 years in almost all industrial-

ized countries (Hueper), This rise in the number of deaths from pulmonary

cancers has reached in several regions such proportions, that cancer of the

lung has replaced cancer of the stomach as the most frequent cause of death

from cancer among males (Steiner,. Butt and Edmondson; Halpert),
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It has lately become a convenient expedient for some investigators to

explain away unpleasant things in vital statistics, such as the rising death

pate from bronchogenic cancer (Stocks) by changing fashions in certification

of causes of deaths, increased awareness of the medical profession of lung

cancer, progressive aging of the population and similar half and part truths.

However, to the critical observer there exists little if any doubt that an

appreciable part of this development is real. The following graphs (fig. 1 and

fig.. 2) and table (table 1) giving statistical data from this country and

abroad support this statement.

Fig. 1. Death Rates for Lung and Larynx Cancer
in the United States, 1925 - 1948.

Fig. 2. Lung Cancer Death Rates for England
and Wales, 1900 - 1947.

These observations made on official death certificate data are in agree-

ment with the evidence obtained by investigators using autopsy material,

Steiner, Butt and Edmondson fournd at the Los Angeles Gnpeyr4 jospital that

carcinoma of the lung was note4 during the period ;923 r 1927 *n 0,6 percent

of all autopsies and constituted 4.3 percent of all tumors, while An 1943 to

1946 corresponding figures were 2.3 percent and 11.3 percent. Similarly,

Beeler and Iray observed at the Lotternan General Hospital in San Francisco

bronchogenic carcinomas in 1.2 percent of all autopsies during the decade

1920 - 1929, whereas they occurred in 2.7 percent in the period 1940 - 1948.

Corresponding observations were recorded by Ochsner and DeBakey; Rosahn;

Gowan; Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, and other American investigators

(Hueper; Steiner; Bruby and Sweany). The statistical data of Dorn and Potter

show that this trend has been in existence since 1914 and has shown a tendency

in late years to become less pronounced (table 1).

Schinz, Rosin and Sonti reported from Zurich, Switzerland, that the male

mortality due to carcinoma of the lung between 1936 and 1944 was 9.8 per OO,QQP)



Table 1.

Annuna Ag~e Adjusted Increa-se of Frequency of Lung Cnncar Mortality

Darn 19114.-1930 1231-19I40 Potter 193'-142~4

14ales 1P~.5% 8.5% 5.8%

Females 8.0% 2.5% 2t0%



Trend in Mortality From Respiratory Cancer,
Lung compared with Larynx, by Sex, 1925-1928
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* hereas it was 2.7 per 100,000 from 1896 to 1905. Brandt noted that in

Riga, Latvia, the lung cancer incidence rose from 1.5 percent of all cancers

.found at autopsy in 1901 - 1905 to 10.5 percent in 1921 - 1925. Simrross'

analysis of the post-mortem material of Goettingen, Germany, yielded similar

information, since cancer of the lung constituted 2.6 percent of all cancer

pn 1906 to 1912, while they were 9.8 percent in 1927 - 1931.

According to a report of von Glinski in 1939, 6.82 percent of all cancers

seen at autopsy in Stettin, Germany, involved the lungs. Clammesen evaluating

official Danish mortality figures noted an apparent rise in lung cancer among

males, whose attack rate increased from 5 rpr 100,000 in 1931 in Copenhagen

to about 25 per 100,000 livi7ng in 1945, while the corresponding figures for

females amounted to 4 and 7 per 100,000 respectively. The observations of

Husted and Eiilman on Danish post-mortem material confirmed this trend. The

investigations of Henschen on the autopsy material of Stockholm hospitals

(Sweden) also revealed a progressive increase of lung cancer during the period

1900 to 1946. During the period 1900 - 1909, 1.6 percent of all cancers

affected the lungs, during 1910 to 1919 the incidence figure stood at 2.1

percent and had risen to 5.85 percent for the period of 1920 to 1929. In the

autopsy material of the St. Erik's Hospital in Stockholm, 9.9 percent of all

cancers observed during 1937 to 1946 were located in the lung. While Casole

reported in 1927 that among 2,658 necropsies performed in Padua during 1914

and 1925 there were two cancers of the lung (0,07 percent) and among 11,968

autopsies made during 1910 - 1925 in Milan, there were 15 pulmonary cancers

(0,13 percent), Fabris noted in 1938, 150 lung cancers among 10,000 necropsies

seen in ten years in Venice (1.5 percent).

The statistical studies of Stocks have demonstrated that also in England

and Wales there has occurred a phenomenal increase in the frequency of lung

cancer during the last several decades (fig. 2). Cancer of the lung in
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England and Viles had standardized death rates of 1.1 for males and 0.7 for

females during 1901 - 1920 and 10.6 for males and 2.5 for females in 1936 -1939,

which are almost identical with those recorded by Schinz for Zurich. These

observations are in a general way confirmed for Great Britain by the studies

of Kennaway; Kennaway and Kennaway; Heady and Kennaway; and Cheoseman as well

as by those of Bonser. This investigator noted that there was a noticeable

increass in the incidence of intrathoracic cancers at post-mortem at.the Leeds

General Infirmary during 1928 to 1937, following a long period (1891 - 1927)

of relatively steady incidence, for which (1894 - 1928) also Passey and Holmes,

using post-mortem material of various hospitals, did not observe any signifi-

cant changes. Heady and Kennaway pointed out that there occurred a ninefold

increa.se of cancer of the lung in men in England and Wales between 1928 and

1947, according to data of death certificates.

The evidence based on death rates from lung cancer and on autopsy observa-

tions was confinned by the results of recent morbidity studies on cancer of

the respiratory tract for eight metropolitan centers in the United States.

(Dorn; Warren; Grodowitz; Cutler; Marcus). The surveys conducted first in

* 1937 and repeated in 1947, showed for all metropolitan centers a consistent

and often considerable increase in the morbidity rates of both cancers of the

lung and, to a lesser extent, of the larynx (table 2). The rise in larynx

cancer morbidity in the urban areas in the United States demonstrated by the

surveys between 1937 and 1947 appears to be definitely more pronounced than

the increase of crude larynx cancer death rates per 100,000 in the United

States (1930: males, 1.42; females, 9.22; 1937: males, 1.70; females, 0.25)

(Jackson and Jackson). These observations on the trend of death rr.tes of

larynx cancer in the United States are in relatively close agreement with

those made in England and Wales (Kennaway and Keanaway) which stood in 1932

at 4.4 per 100,000 males and at 1.1 for 100,000 females, while they were in



Table 2.

Incidence of 'Respiratory Cancer, 1937 and 1947

Morbidity Rtates for Eight Metropolitan Centers, by Sex

per 100,000 population*

Males Females Total
Primary bSif'andn Percent Percent Percent

City - 1937 1947 Increase 1937 1947 Increase 1937 1947 Increase

Bronchus and Lunp
*Atlnt. 5.0 13.4 168 5.0 168 10 .0 400 2.9 8.9 207
New Orleans 13.1 39.1 198 2,8 4.2 50 7.6 20.8 174
Dallas 5.9 29.0 392 C.5 6.4 1180 3.1 17.2 455
Birmninghm 4.5 18.9 320 2.1 3.9 86 3.3 11.0 233
Denver 9.1 21.9 141 4.2 8.1 93 6.6 14,8 124
San Francisco 15.6 34.3 120 3.9 8.1 108 9.8 20.8 112
Chicago 13.3 25.5 122 4,3 7.0 63 8.8 18.0 395
Pittsburgh 9.7 26.1 .169 4.9 5.5 12 7.3 15.6 114
Detroit 12.6 32.0 154 2.3 5.7 148 7.6 19.0 159

Larynx
Atlanta 1,4 4,0 186 0.3 -0.3 0.9 2.0 122
New Orleans 11.3 14.9 32 0.4 1.0 150 5.6 7.6 36
Dallas 3.2 5.3 66 1.5 0.4 73 2.3 2.7 17
Birmingham 1.4 4.0 186 0.0 1.3 0.7 2.6 271
Denver 2.0 4.1 105 0.0 0.0 0.9 4 .O 122
San Francisco 4.5 8.8 96 0.2 0.s 300 2.4 4.6 92
Chicago 6.7 7.0 4 0.4 0.6 50 3.5 3.7 6
Pittsburgh 4.4 8.0 82 0.4 0.8 100 2.4 4.4 8
Detroit 3.5 6.4 83 0.4 0.3 -25 2.0 3.4 70

*Biimetrics Section
National Cancer Institute
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1949, 4.1 for males and 1.3 for females.

It ils apparent from these data that whatever factors may be responsible

for the remarkable rise in the frequency of lung cancer, they have not - or to

a much lesser degree - affected the incidence of cancer of the larynx.

If all due and liberal allowance is made for the progressive aging of

the population since 1900, for an increased awareness of the medical pro-

fession of pulmonary cancer, for improved diagnostic facilities, for better

recording systems, and for decreased deaths from other diseases than cancer,

there still remains a considerable balance of lung cancers which cannot

) plausibly be accounted for by these factors. Surely, improvement in the

medical proficiency of the pathologic diagnosis of lung cancer can scarcely

be advanced as a factor of importance, since the histologic diagnosis of lung

cancer is in general not a difficult task and has been practiced with effi-

ciency and cow-petence for many decades in the well-organized pathological

institutes of Europe, which serviced the large public hospitals with their

sociologically and economically relatively stable patient populations. The

numerous objections voiced by Machlin on statistical grounds against the claim

4 of an increase of lung c-?ncers, pertain to only a minor degree to those insti-

tutes. Since fundamental changes in the biologic composition and constitution

of the population groups involved did not take place within a few docades

during which the increase in lung cancer frequency occurred, there remain' only.

cIterations in environmental factors related to modern industrialization and

living conditions which plausibly night have provided the main causation of

this -development (Boycott).

2. Geographical Distribution.

The concept that exogenous'factors, entering the human environment some

75 to 50 years ago and acting in increasing intensity, are responsible for the

recent increase in lung cancers is supported by additional epiderniologic
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observations, related to the geographical distribution of pulmonary cancers.

The data on the incidence of respiratory cancer, 1937 and 1947, in eight

metropolitan centers (table 2) reveal striking differences in the lung cancer

morbidity rates of different centers, the extremes being 39.1 per 100,000

population, males, 1947, in New Orleans and 13.4 per 100,000 in PAtlanta.

The percentages of increase in frequency for these communities 'lIso were

far from uniform. Since the most marked discrepancies on these two points

occur among metropolitan areas (New Orleans and Atlanta) located in the same

part of the country (Southern States), it is most unlikely that differences in

the genetic-biologic composition of the populations or fundamentzl variations

in the smoking habit between these populations can be responsible for them.

It is, therefore, much more probable that occup-.tional, industri.-l or other

environnaital factors related to living conditions account for these regional

variations,

Similar variations appear if cancer nortality data for different areas of

States are an-lyzed. When Colorado, for instance, is divided int.o three regions

according to predominating types of occupational activities (eastern part with

agriculture, central part -ith industry, western p-.rt with mining and ranching)

(fig. 3), it appears that the highest lung cancer death rate exists in the

central, industrialized portion (50 per 100,000 male deaths) while the lowest

is found in the agricultural area (30 per 100,000), with the westcrrn mining

regions occupying an internediry position (32). Seelig and Benignus also

demonstr.ted that lung cancer death rates for 1930 to 1934 were higher in the

urban areas than in the rural ones of the forty-eight States.

Sirnil.r state-wide discrepancies in the distribution of pulmonary cancer

appear, if the lung cancer death rates of the forty-eight States are compared

(tablc 3).
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Table 3.

Lung Cancer Death Rates in the 35 States of the United States
in 1946 and 1948

Crude Death
Rates per 100,000

Industrialized States ___

State 1946 1948
Connecticut 8.5 11.1
Illinois 8.1 8.2
Maryland 6.5 8.4
Massachusetts 1.4 10.2
Michigan 5.7 7.1
New Hampshire 7.4 10.1

New Jersey 9.7 9.7
New York 10.2 11.9
Ohio 6,0 7.9
Pennsylvania 6.7 8.4
Rhode Island 8.7 7.4

States with Regional
IndustriAliiation

State 14& 1948
FicA.da 6,8 *4

Louisiana 6.5 8.5
Missouri 7.3 9.4
Mont-ana 10.0 8.8
Nebraska 5.7 8.0

Agricultural States
Stale 1446 1948
Alabn.a 4.0 5.1
Arkar...s 3.6 5.4
New Kexico 2,6 3.0
North C&.r.lina 3.1 4.0
Norih Dakota 5.6 4.1
Oregon 4.1 4.4
South Carolina 3.6 3.7
Washington 5.1 4.2
Wyoming_ 4.9 3,9

The death rates for the year 1946 were taken from "The American
Cancer Society, Inc., 1949, Cancer Death Rates for each State in the
United States by Site"; those for the year 1948 were produced by the
National Office of Vital Statistics (Rigdon and Kirchoff).

I
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"Do you realize that within the lifetime

of men now living, within a hundred yea=

or one-hundred and thirty years at most,

all the external conditions under which

man lives his life on this earth have-

been more completely revolutionized than

during all the ages of recorded history

which preceded."

R. A. . Millikan.

Occupational and Environmental Pulmonary Cancer

With Special Reference to Pneumoconiosis

W. C. Hueper

1. Increase in Lung Ca-ncar Frequency.

It is generally recognized that exposure to certain exogenous physical

and chemical agents plays an important role in the causation of cancers of

the skin. Considering th3 fact that the respiratory tract may be looked upon

as an inverted part of the outer covering of ths body and that many of the

known or suspected cutaneous carcinogens also are inhtled, #t is not surpris-

ing that observations made mainly during recent decades have brought to light

a rapidly increasing number of environmental and occupational-agents which are

involved in the development of cancers of the nasal cavity, paranasal sinuses,

larynx, and lung. The relative importance of these discoveries is greatly

enhanced because of the consistent and spectacular increase in the frequency'

of cancer of the lung noted during the last 50 years in almost all industrial-

ized countries (Hueper), .This rise in the number of deaths from pulmonary

cancers has reached in several regions such proportions, that cancer of the

lung has replaced cancer of the stomach as the most frequent cause of death

from cancer among males (Steiner,- Butt and Edmondson; H-lpert),

I
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It has lately become a convenient expedient for some investigators to

Qyplain away unpleasant things in vital statistics, such as the rising death

rate from bronchogenic cancer (Stocks) by changing fashions in certification

of causes of deaths, increased awareness of the medical profession of lung

cancer, progressive aging of the population and similar half and part truths.

However, to the critical observer there exists little if any doubt that an

appreciable part of this devclopment is real. The folloing graphs (fig. 1 and

fig. 2) and table (table 1) giving statistical data from this country and

abroad support this statement.

Fig. 1, Death Rates for Lung and Larynx Cancer

in the United States,1925 - 1948.

Fig. 2. Lung Cancer Death Rates for England

and Wales, 1900 - 1947.

These observations made on official death certificate data are in agree-

ment with the evidence obtained by investigators using autopsy material,

Steiner, Butt and Edmondson found at the Los Angeles General iHospital that

carcinoma of the lung was noted during the period 1923 - 1927 in 0.6 percent

of all autopsies and constituted 4.3 percent of ,a1 tumors, while in 1943 to

1946 corresponding figures were 2.3 percent and 11.3 percent. Si rly,

Beeler and Iray observed at the Lotterman General Hospital in 3an Francisco

bronchogenic carcinomas in 1.2 percent of all autopsies during the decade

1920 - 1929, whereas they occurred in 2.7 percent in the period 1940 - 1948.

Corresponding observations were recorded by Ochsner and DeBakey; Rosahn;

Gowan; Metropolitan Life Insurance Compny, and other American investigators

(Hueper; Steiner; Bruby and Sweany). The statistical data of Dorn and Potter

show that this trend has been in existence since 1914 and has shown a tendency

in late years to become less pronounced (table 1).

Schinz, Rosin and Sonti reported from Zurich, Switzerland, that the male

mortality due to carcinoma of the lung between 1936 and 1944 was 9.8 per 000,QCP
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Table I.

Annurl Aj-, Ad"justcd Tncrease of Freque .ncy of Lung Cancor MortalitY

Males 1P.5%8.%58

Females 8.0% 2.5% 
2?C %
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jhereas it was 2,7 per 100,000 from 1896 to 1905. Brandt noted that in

Riga, Latvia, tho lung cancer incidence rose from 1.5 percent of all cancers

.found at autopsy in 1901 - 1905 to 10.5 percent in 1921 - 1925. Simross'

analysis of the post-mortem material of Goettingen, Germany, yielded similar

information, since cancer of the lung constituted 2.6 percent of all cancer

in 1906 to 1912, while they were 9.8 percent in 1927 - 1931.

According to a report of von Glinski in 1939, 6.82 percent of all cancers

seen at autopsy in Stettin, Gcrmpny, involved the lungs. Cloamesen evaluating

official Danish !Aortality figures noted an r-pparent rise in lung cancer among

males, whose attack rate increased from 5 y-sr 100,000 in 1931 in Copenhagen

to about 25 per 100,000 living in 1945, while the corresponding figures for

females amounted to 4 and 7 per 100,000 respectively. The observations of

Husted and Eii2man on Danish post-mortem material confirmed this ty-ond. The

investigations of Henschen on the autopsy material of Stockholm hospitals

(Sweden) also rzvedled a progressive increase of lung cancer during the period

1900 to 1946. During the period 1900 - 1909, 1.6 percent of all cancers

affected the lungs, during 1910 to 1919 the incidence figure stood at 2.1

percent and had risen to 5.85 percent for the period of 1920 to 1929. In the

autopsy material of the St. Erik's Hospital in Stockholm, 9.9 percent of all

cancers observed during 1937 to 1946 were located in the lung. While Casole

reported in 1927 that among 2,658 necropsies performed in Padua during 1914

and 1925 there were two cancers of the lung (0,07 percent) and among 11,968

autopsies made during 1910 - 1925 in Milan, there were 15 pulmonary cancers

(0,13 percent), Fabris noted in 1938, 150 lung cancers among 10,000 necropsies

seen in ten years in Venice (1.5 percent).

The statistical studies of Stocks have demonstrated that also in England

and Wales there has occurred a phenomenal increase in the frequency of lung

cancer during the last several decades (fig,. 2). Cancer of the lung in
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England and Wales had standardized death rates of 1.1 for males and 0.7 for

females during 1901 - 1920 and 10.6 for males and 2.5 for females in 1936 -1939,

which are almost identical with those recorded by Schinz for Zurich. These

observations are in a general way confirmed for Great Britain by the studies

of Kennaway; Kennaway and Kennaway; Heady and Kennaway; and Cheoseman as well

as by those of Bonser. This investigator noted that there was a noticeable

increase in the incidence of intrathoracic cancers at post-mortem at the Leeds

General Infirmary during 1928 to 1937, following a long period (1891 - 1927)

of relatively steady incidence, for which (1894 - 1928) also Passey and Holmes,

using post-mortem material of various hospitals, did not observe any signifi-

cant changes. Heady and Kennaway pointed out that there occurred a ninefold

increr.se of cancer of the lung in men in England and Wales between 1928 and

1947, according to data of death certificates.

The evidence based on death rates fnrom lung cancer and on autopsy observa-

tions was confirmed by the results of recent morbidity studies on cancer of

the respiratory tract for eiht metropolitan centers in the United States

(Dorn; Warren; Grcdowitz; Cutler; M.-acus). The surveys conducted first in

1937 and repeated in 1947, showed for -all metropolitan centers a consistent

and often considerable increase in the morbidity rates of both cancers of the

lung and, to a lesser extent, of the larynx (table 2). The rise in larynx

cancer morbidity in the urban areas in the United States demonstrated by the

surveys between 1937 and 1947 appears to be definitely more pronounced than

the increase of crude larynx cancer death rates per 100,000 in the United

States (1930: males, 1,42; females, 9.22; 1937: males, 1.70; females, 0.25)

(Jackson and Jackson). These observations on the trend of death rates of

larynx cancer in the United States. are in relatively close agreement with

those made in England and !,ales (Kennaway and Kennaway) which stood in 1932

at 4.4 per 100,000 males and at 1,1 for 100,000 females, while they were. in



Table 2.

Incidence of Respiratory Cancer, 1937 and 1947

Morbidity Rates for Eight Metropolitan Centers, by Sex

per 100,000 population*

Males Females Total

Primary 8ii'andn Percent Percent Percent

City - 1937 194.7 ncea3 1937 1947 Increase 1937 1947 Increase

Bronchus and Lung
Atlanta 5.0 13.4 168 1.0 5.0 400 2.9 8.9 207

New 0rlernm 13.1 39.1 198 2,8 4.2 50 7.6 20.8 174

Dllns 5.9 29.0 392 C.5 6.4 1180 3,1 17.'2 455

BiMningham 4.5 18.9 320 2.1 3.9 8L 3.3 11.0 233

Denver 9.1 .1.9 141 4.2 8.1 93 6.6 14,3 124

San Francisco 15.6 34.3 120 3.9 8.1 lk8 9.8 20.8 112

Chicago 13.3 29.5 122 4,3 7.0 63 8.8 18.0 )Q5

Pittsburch 9.7 26.1 .169 4.9 5.5 12 7.3 15.6 114

Detroit 12.6 32.0 154 2.3 5.7 148 7.6 19.0 159

tlnta 1.4 4,0 186 0.3 0.3 0.9 2.0 122

New Orlens 11.3 14.9 32 0.4 1.0 150 5.6 7.6 36

Dallas 3.2 5.3 66 1.5 0.4 73 2.3 2.7 17

Birminghamr 1.4 4.0 186 0.0 1.3 0.7 2.6 2 1

Denver 2.0 4.1 105 0.0 0.0 0.9 C.0 122

San Franciso 4.5 8.8 96 0.2 0. 30 2.4 4.6 92

Chicago 6.7 7.0 4 0.4 0.6 50 3.5 3.7 6-

pittsburgh 4.4 8.0 82 0.4 0.8 100 2.4 4.4

Detroit 3.5 6.4 83 0.4 0.3 -25 2.0 3.4 70

*Bioimetrics Section
National Cancer Institute
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1949, 4.1 for males and 1.3 for females.

It is apparent from these data that whatever factors may be responsible

for the remarkable rise in the frequency of lung cancer, they have not - or to

a much lesser degree - affected the incidence of cancer of the larynx.

If all due and liberal allowance is made for the progressive aging of

the population since 1900, for an increased awareness of the medical pro-

fession of pulmonary cancer, for improved diagnostic facilities, for better

recording systems, and for decreased deaths from other diseases than cancer,

there still remains a considerable balance of lung cancers which cannot

plausibly be accounted for by these factors. Surely, improvement in the

medical proficiency of the pathologic diagnosis of lung cancer can scarcely

be advanced as a factor of importance, since the histologic diagnosis of lung

cancer is in general not a difficult task and has been practiced with effi-

ciency and coipetence for many decades in the well-organized pathological

institutes of Europe, iwhich serviced the large public hospitals -with their

sociologically and economically relatively stable patient populationo. The

numerous objections voiced by Machlin on statistical grounds a-gainst the claim

of an increase of lung cancers, pertain to only a minor degree to those insti-

tutes. Since fundamental changes in the biologic composition and constitution

of the population groups involved did not take place within a few decades

during which the increase in lung cancer frequency occurred, there remain'only

alterations in environmental factors related to modern industrialization and

living conditions which plausibly might have provided the main causation of

this -developrment (Boycott).

2. Geographical Distribution.

The concept that exogenous'factors, entering the human environment some

75 to 50 years ago and acting in increasing intensity, are responsible for the

recent increase in lung cancers is supported by additional epidemiologic
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obseration, related to the geographical distribution of puJlmn a r 7 cancers.

The data on the incidence of respiratory cancer, 1937 and 1947, in eight

metropolitan centers (table 2) reveal striig differences in the lung cancer

morbidity rates of different centers, the extreaes being 39.1 per 100,000

population, es 1 in ew rleans and 13.4 per 100,000 in Atlanta.

population, Unles, 194, 3 h, were

The percentages of increase in frequency for these cOnities !Iso were

fr from uniform. Since the most marked discrepancies on these two points

occur -nong me-tropolitan areas (New Orleans and Atelt) located in the snae

part of the country (Southern States), it is most unlikely that dferences

the genetic-biologic composition of the putions fndaental variations

in the smoking habit between these populations can be responsible for them.

It is, therofore, much ore probable that occupational, industrial or other

environnmital factors r(elated to living conditions account for these regionral

variations.
varimilar vritions apear cncr ortclity data for differont areaS of

States 7re andayzed. When Colorado, for instnce, is d thr rg s

accordinc to predominating types of occupation:- activities (easter part with

agriculture, central part -ith industry, western prrt with mining and ranching)

(fig. 3), it appears that the highest lung cencer death rate exists in the

central, industrialized portinn (50 per 100,000 male deaths) while the lowest

is found in the agricultural area (30 per 1(),000), with the western mining

regions occupying an intermeditary position (32). Seelig hnd Benignus also

demonstrated that lung cancer 
death rates fcr 1930 to 1934 were higher in the

urban areas than in the rural ones of the forty-eight States-.

S*imilar sdtaeite discrepancies in the distribution of pulmopary cancer

appear, if the lung cancer death rates of the forty-eight States are compared

(table 3).
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Table 3.

Lung Cancer Death Rates in the a5 States of the United States

in 1946 and 1948
Crude Death

Rates per 100,000

Industrialized States --- -----

State 1 -1
Connecticut 8.1 8,2
Illinois 1  8.
Maryland 6.105 8.42
Massachusetts 1 .4 12,1
Michigan 5.7 7.1
New Hampshire 7 4  9,7
New Jersey 9.7 11.9
New York 10,2 1.9
Ohio 6.9 8.4
Pennsylvania 6.7 8.4
Rhode Island 8.7 7.4

States with Regional
Industriali tiio-n----- 1--

St - --

F1cda M 8.4
Loisiana 6.5 89.4
Misouri 7.3 98.8
Mont-ana 1 .0 8.0
Nebn ska

Agricultural States

Sta-e 
5.1

Ala.na 4 03.6 5.1
Arka '.f-s 32,6 3.0
New rexico 2.6 3.0
Nort.h C&..-.lina 3.1 4.1
Norih Dakota 5.6 4.1
Oregon 4.1 3.7
South Carolina 1.6 4.2
Washington 59 4.2
WVoming 409 3.9

The death rates for the year 1946 were taken from OThe American

Cancer Society, Inc., 1949, Cancer Death Rates for each State in the

United States by Site"; those for the year 1948 wen produced by the

National Office of Vital Statistics (Rigdon and Kirchofi).

__ 
-L _' 

I
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The extremes in deviations of lung cancer death rates between different

States were presented by New York with 11.9 per 100,000 deaths as the highest
rate and Idaho with 2.9 in 1948. Althdiygh the differences are in part ex-

plainable by variations in medical care, recording, etc., they are too marked

not to be in part at least, real and to represent actual trends.

It is remarkable, moreover, that rates above 7.1 are mainly met in in-

dustrial States (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Ycrk, New

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Missouri and Michigan) or in States

having known cancer-producing industries in some industrialized parts (Montana,

Louisiana, Maryland), while the majority of the predominantly agricultural

States having relatively low lung cancer rates.

Sinilarly, Springett reported that the mortality from lung cancer was

five times higher in England and Wales than in Norway, while the mortality

from larynx cancer in Norway was only one quarter that in England. Fischer,

likewise, remarked on the considerable variations of the lung cancer frequency

in different parts of Germany, where the highest incidence figures were re-

ported from the densely populated and highly urbanized and industrialized

districts of Saxony and the Ruhr Valley (Dissmann),

Stocks; Kennaway; Kennaway and Kennaway; and Fulton also noted in their

more recent studies that there was a prevalence of cancers of the lung and

larynx in urban areas over rural ones. In urban populations there was, more-

over, a lack of influence of social class upon the liability to lung cancer.

If the coefficient of number of persons producing one cancer death was set

arbitrarily at one hundred for the administrative county of London during

1946 to 1949, it was 233 for rural districts (Kennaway). For cancer of the

larynx the coefficients were 100 and 170, respectively. Stocks' statistical

analyses of the lung and larynx cancer incidence for different age groups

cfurin te- ;e-riodsd 0,2_ to 10,20) - 101.-0 tc 19U roVe:l^ tht c.!_ner cp thf t
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respiratory organs was the certified cause of much higher death-rates in

urban than in rural areas. In fact, it was shown in 1936 that for cancer of

the lung in males there was a steep downward gradient from London through

large and small towns to rural areas. While the standardized mortality ratios

for cancer of the lar-nx at ages 35 - 64 for social classes in England and

Wales, 1930 - 1932 showed a definite increase toward the lowest social class,

cancer of the lung revealed only snUll and insignificant correlations with the

environmental and social indices as expressed by the five social classes used

in the evaluation. From studies of the records of the Meteorological Office,

however, it appeared that there existed a positive correlation between the

lung cancer death rate and sunshine hours for 20 towns investigated. Stocks

suggests that the only explanations of these results which seem adequate were

that either smokiness of atmosphere is an importnnt factor in itself in pro-

ducing cancer of the lung, or sunshine is an important factor in preventing

its incidence.

In a recent study of Mills on the distribution of respiratory tract

cancers in relation to atmospheric pollution in Cincinnati, this author came

to the conclusion that in general the cleaner suburbs of the city had low

respiratory cancer rates, while the more industrialized, low lying districts

had higher rates, and that the rates of respiratcry cancer deaths per 10,000

males for a five-year period compared with the average carbon deposit per

month in different parts of the city.

3, !tmospheric Pollution.

The topographical distribution p-attern displayed by respiratory cancers

clearly suggests the action of an environmental agent which is present or

operative to a higher degree in urban and industrialized regions than in

rural areas. Air pollution from effluents of domestic fireplaces, incinerators,

industrial establishments, and carbon blace, pants, (:2laust £i frrom gas~i- e
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and diesel engines and coal or oil-fired railroad locomotives, dust from

asphalted, tarred and oiled roads and from abrasion of rubber tires (Sharrah),

would perhaps best conform with this pattern. The possible causal signifi-

cance of some or all of the mentioned sources of air pollution has been pro-

posed previously by several investigators (Duguid; McCrae, Funk and Jackson;

Klotz; Mats; Katz; Wegelin; Roffo; Seelig and Banignus; Kling, Samssonov and

Heros; Oldofredi; Smith, !n.; Lorentz). Others, however, disclaimed for

various reasons, the existence of such connections (Husted and Biilmann;

Lehmann; Brandt; Fischer; Jaffe; Konrad and Franks; Kennaway and Kennaway;

Stocks; Syrek) with lung cancer incidence in England; France; Germany, Poland,

Latvia, Russia and Sweden.

The three main sources of potentially carcinogenic air pollution are re-

presented by (a) the specific hydrocarbons which are contained in the combustion

and distillation products of carbonaceous matter; (b) arsenicals released as

fumes from metallurgical establishments (smelters), and coal-burning furnaces

and power plants or as dust following their use as pesticides; (c) radioactive

matter present as gases and fumes in the effluents from industrial and military

radioactive operations, and radioactive reaction and decay products of atomic

energy plants (Smith; Lowry).

a. Domestic soot, which may consist of up to 40 percent of tarry

matter (Cohen and Ruston) and which is the chief atmospheric contaminant,

contains, according to Goulden and Tipler, 3,4-benzpyrene (300 ng./kg. in a

mixed sample) representing one of the carcinogenic agents present in coal tar

and shale oil (Berenblumn and Schoental), The same carcinogenic chemical has

recently been demonstrated in carbon blacks which form a major constituent of

automobile tires (Falk and Steiner). It has been estimated that a single

automobile tire during its life, produces by friction with the surface upon

which it travels, 750 billions of carbon black containing rubber particles
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(Sharrah). This does not include the dust created from tarred, asphalted and

oiled road surfaces on which the tire was worn. It has been established also

that the exhaust of gasoline and diesel engines contains benapyrene (Waller)

and was demonstrated in automobile lubricating oil. It is noteworthy that

whilst the particles of coal smoke are distributed over a large range of sizes,

Waller found those in the exhaust of internal combustion engines concentrated

in a limited range of small sizes. Dust particles of small size are known to

undergo maximum retention in the lung.

Recent studies of Waller showed that samples of smoke drawn from the air

at eight different towns in England contained benzpyrene. The concentration of

benzpyrene rose sharply during the winter, and there was a tendency for the

mean annual values to increase with the size of the town. The average benzpy-

rene concentritions during smog days increased fourfold (from 7.2 mg. per

100 m3 to 32.8 rmg.). A large part seems to come, in the opinion of Wallzr,

from domestic fires. Since it has been detected also in the exhaust of com-

bustion engines, some benzpyrene in the atmosphere must come from this source.

While the human evidence concerning the existence of a causal relation

between the inhalation of atmospheric carcinogens from soot, rubber tires and

engine exhausts and cancer of the lung is suggestive (Schnurer), there exists

adequate and valid proof of the carcinogenic properties of soot or carbon black

or their benzolic extractives when applied to the skin of mice or inhaled into

the lungs of experimental animals. Extracts of dust from the air of eight large

industrialized nmerican cities when injected subcutaneously into mice produced

sarcomas at the site of introduction (Leiter and Shear; Leiter, Shimkin and

Shear).

Mice exposed to the inhalation of soot obtained from a hospital flue stack

developed an excessive number of pulmonary adenomas and carcinomas (Seelig and

Benignus). - S-.ilar results were obtained by McDonald and Woodhouse as well as



Campbell, when mice repeatedly inhaled clouds of soot collected from an

English city or swept from tarred English roads. Squamous cell cancer of the

bronchi was obtained by Muller in six (6) out of. 24 rats painted on the skin

Hwith tar over prolonged periods, while Pessano reported similar results in rats

exposed to the inhalation of the exhaust of combustion products of petroleum.

b. Extensive pollution of the air with arsenical effluents from metal

ore smelters was especially in past decades, a well-recognized fact giving

rise to damage to crops and wild and domesticated animals (Hofmann; Prell;

Nieberle). It was an unavoidable while usually circumscribed complication of

large scale dusting and .spraying operations with arsenical pesticides. The

contamination of the air of cities with arsenical impurities from the combustio.

of coal doubtlessly is in general of a much lower order. Goulden, Kennaway and

Urquhart recently determined the arsenic content of the air obtained from

eight (8) English cities. It was found that there were in one cbm. of air,

0.055 micrograms of arsenious oxide. This pollution increased during November

to January to 0.104 micrograms. These amounts when inhaled by man over a perioc

of years are considerably below those introduced into the lungs from smoking

cigarettes or entering the body when Fowler's solution is taken. Goulden et al.

0 believe, therefore, that the arsenic contained in the air of large cities may

have at best a summation effect,

The human epidemiologic evidence on pulmonary cancer caused by on environ-

mental arsenical air pollution is practically non-existent, unless the ob-

servations made during recent years in several counties in Montana having

copper ore smelters provide what might be considered suggestive evidence

(table 4).

c. Contamination of the atmosphere with radioactive material on a

regional level near atomic energy plants or occurring at times on a wider scale

as the result of massive discharnTes of radioactive matter following atornic
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Table 4.

Lung. Cancer Mortality in Several Counties

of Montana, 1947 - 1948

Number Annual Lung

Total Lung Cancers % Lung Cancer Death

Population Major Total Cancer Cancer Rate/100,000

1940 Industry Male FZnale Total Deaths Male Female Male Female

Deer lodge Copper 21 0 21 98 30.8 0.0 145.7

13,627 Smelting
Silver Bow Copper 27 2 29 259 22.6 1.5 48.6 3.9

53,207 Mining
Cascade Copper 20 5 25 299 12.7 3.5 46.3 12.3

41,999 Mining
Smelting

Gallatin Agriculture 1 0 1 81 3.0 0.0 5.2

18,269

The estimated crude death rate for lung cancer among white males in the

entire United States in 1947 is 10.9 per 10,000 population.
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bomb explosions represents a special pro'odlan .which still needs a great deal

of critical investigation for properly assessing the possible creation of

cancer hazards to the lung and other organs from prolonged exposures and

cumulative effects. The ordinary radioactivity of the air, on the other hand,

stems from the gaseous decay products of the small amounts of uranium, and

thorium distributed throughout the earth's crust. Dawson recently deterdmined

the degree of radioactivity of the suspended matter in the air of urban and

rural areas in England. The amounts found were smrall (1/10th to 1/3000th of

the lowest amounts considered harmful to man), It appears, therefore, that

* these common radioactive contaminants of the air do not play any significant

role in the production of the ordinary type of human lung cancer. There is

thus a certain amount of evidence suggesting the existence of a causal relation

between sone atmospheric pollutants with the relative distribution of respira-

tory cancer upon large groups of the general population.

4. Occupational and Professional Distribution, Dusty Trades and Tobacco

-Smoking Habit.

Numerous attemnts have been made also to establish evidence indicating

* an excessive lung cancer liability for special and restricted population

groups related to occupations, trades, professions and habits,

a. Occupational Aspects. A considerable number of investigators

recorded failure in attempts to find specific occupational relations to lung

cancer incidence (Brockbank; Hollingsworth; Simmross; Haintz; Husted and

Biilmann; Jaffe; Rice; Rogers; Shennan; Bonser; and others). Others concluded

that workers exposed to road dust or nonspecific industrial dusts and fumes

displayed an excessive frequency of lung cancer and/or cancer of the larynx

(Campbell; Duguid; Ferenczy and Matolcay; KennKaway ad cinaway; Perrone and

Levinson; Rosedale and McKay; Schachter; Singer; Aske.Upmark; Singer; H-anpeln;

Harvey; Seyfarth; Hudson; Rostoski; Saupe and Schmorl; Schmorl). Silica dust
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in particular was mentioned by Weigl; Schmorl and Singer. The basic concept

underlying these claims is apparently the .still rather wide-spread, although

erroneous belief, that cancer may develop on the basis of any nonspecific

chronic irritation. Since occupational and experimental cancer research has

rather definitely established the fact that carcinogenic properties are

possessed by only specific agents of which only a part have also an appreciable

irritative action, the above-mentioned assertions as to an alleged carcinzgenic

action of all and any kinds of dust seem to be conclusions drawn from pre-

conceived ideas; and, therefore, are of relatively little scientific value.

Street dust does not possess any carcinogenic properties in the opinion of

Kikuth; Berblingor, Schmidtmann and Probst. The latter cited in support the

relative infrequency of lung cancer among policemen, -trolleymen, teamsters,

chauffeurs, street workers, and street vendors.

Of distinctly greater significance, on the other hand, are the observa-

tions made in reganl to the increased or decreased frequency of lung cancer

among members of certain occupational groups, especially as these data reveal

a definite degree of uniformity with 'which certain worker groups are cited

for their excessive liability although the data are coming from different

investigators and obtained from different material. The information on this

subject is suRnamrized in table 5.

In addition to these occupational gr-ups for which a certain amount of

agreement exists, there were mentioned by some investigators, other griups

which do not have general support. Versluys noted diamond cutters; Dublin and

Grahmn, engravers; Wynder and Graham as well as BECC 1952, cabinet makers and

carpenters; WJynder and Graham, smelter workers; and Varsluys, butchers and

bamen, A low frequency of lung cancer is recorded for agricultural workers

(Kennraway and Kennaway; Vrsluys) and coal miners (Kennaway and Kennaway;

Mason; Versluys; Foil; Schulte; Schulz; illen).
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Table 5.

Qocupational Groups with an Excessive Lung Cancer Incidence

Dlccupational Group Investigator

Metal workers, welders, metal Borst; Kennaway and Kennaway; Tumor and

grinders and polishers, wire Grace; Mueller; Dublin and Vane; Wynder
makers, tool and die makers, and Graham; McLaughlin
Sfundry workers, metal moulders,
lathe workers, etc.

Cigar manufacturers and Seyfarth; Borst; Kennaway and Kennaway;
tobacconists Enger; Versluys; Brinkmann

Engineers; mechanics; machinists, BECC* 1944 and 1952; Gillespie; Tamer and

plumers, etc. Grace; Mueller; Wynder and Graham

Painters, decorators BECC 1944; Mueller; Dublin and Vane; Fulton
Wynder and Graham

Tar workers, road workers, Kennaway and Kennaway; Fulton; BECC 1952

asphalters, paviours, stokers, Registrar-General (1938), McLaughlin
patent fuel workers, furnace

* men, foundry laborers,
rollers, etc.

*Report of British Empire Cancer Campaign,
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Table 5.

Socupational Groups with an Excessive Lung Cancer 1'cinc

Jccupational Group Investigat//-----

Metal workers, welders, metal Borst; Kennaway and Kenu-w aY Turnr and

grinders and polishers, wire Grace; Mueller; Dublin Vd T!nF ; W nde
make'rs, tool and die makers, and Graham; McLaughlin
fo.'ndry workers, metal moulders,
lathe workers, etc.

Cigar manufacturers and Seyfarth; Borst; Kennawal an" Kcnnaway;
tobacconists Enger; Versluys; Brinkmhnn

Engineers; mechanics; machinists, BECC* 1944 and 1952; Gil3sPia Turner and

plumers, etc. Grace; Mueller; Wynder fid Graham

Painters, decorators BECC 1944; Mueller; publ1u and Vane; Fulton
Wyndor and Graham

Tar workers, road workers, Kennaway and Kennaway; pF l ton; BECC 1952

asphalters, pe.viours, stokers, Registrar-General (1938, McLaughlin
patent fuel workers, furnace
* men, foundry laborers,
rollers, etc.

*Report of British Empire Cancer Campaign.
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Table 6

Lung Cancer Death Rate per 1,000 Deaths .of All Causes for Seven (7)

Industrial Groups in Ohio, 1947 Among 5,309 Male Cancer Deaths

Industry % Respiratory Cancer

Iron and Steel 2.18
Transportation 2.91
Agriculture 0.82
Rubber and Plastics 2.34
Stone, -ay, Glass 0.66
Non-Ferrous Metal 3.22
Mining and Quarrying 1.53

Total 1.76

Table 7

Lung Cancer Frequency Among Operating and Non-Operating Railroad Workers

Lung Cancer Lung Cancers
Total No. Operating RR Non-Operating Lung Cancers Unde-

Railroad Period Lung Cancers Workers RR Workers termined RR Workers
No. % No.% No,%

A 1940-1950 29 24 83 5 17

B 1939-1949 104 59 e, 15 15 30 .29



The employment ratio of operating railroad workers to non-operating

railroad workers of one of the two companies was 1:4. From this rftio it

appears that about 75 percent of the lung cancers Usted for railred employees

of these two companies occurred among the operating group h ich represents only

25 percent of the total number of employees. Operating railroad workers in-

cluded engineers, firemen, conductors, men in the roundhouses and switchmen.

It may be mentioned finally that Bourne and PRushin demonstrated the

presence of not inconsiderable amounts of chromium (chromite ore and chromates)

in the atmospheric air in the immediate environment of a large chronato plant

and that Davis recantly reported that the use of soluble chromates as corrosion

and rust inhibitors in automobiles had led to a yellow discoloration of the

snow in AJkron, Ohio. In view of the established high lung cancer liability of

chrounrte workers, serious attention must be given during the coning years to

possible carcinogenic effects resulting from such atmospheric pollution of

the air -ith chromium containing carcinogens (Hueper), Such observ;tions should

not be lightly passed off with the unfounded assurance that it is inconceivable

that any hazardous concentrr.tions of chromium or arsenic or other carcin3genic

agents ight. enter the air in the environs of plants (Foulger). Thorough and

critical surveys must establish the harmlessness of such contcminations as

definite facts before they can be dismissed as potentiaJ- public health hazards.

The occurrence of a not inconsiderable number of "neighborhood cases" of r

berylliosis caused by plant contamination of the environmental air and associ-

ated with at least a potential lung and bone cancer hazard for the victims

should represent a very impressive warning against undue complacency.

In view of the demonstration of atmospheric carcinogens (Editorial,Lancet)

the serious problem of the possible important role of industrial air pollution

in the rise of lung cancers ahould not be characterized as a subject for

"loose and injudicious statements". It is poor scientific judgment if persons

.';'·lahu



having serious and competent concern with a public health hazard of rapidly

growing importance are suspected of "misusing statistics for propaganda

purposes" (Lanza).

It is obvious from the evidence available that the incidence of lung

cancer prior to. 1900, in relaticn to the frequency of cancer in general, stood

at approximately one percent of all cancer. After this period there was at

first a gradual increase in the frequency of these neoplasms, followed in many

localities studied by a sudden and much more rapid increase, the gradient

becoming constantly steeper during the last three decades of this century.

SOne of the characteristic features of this phenomenon is that the development

did not start in different cities, countries and continents at the same time

but that there were marked differences in the time of onset not only between

different countries, but also between different regions and cities of the same

country. The development, moreover, was not uniform in degree and intensity in

different localities, but evidently affected urban, industrialized areas to a

higher extent than rural ones and certain occupational groups more than others

(Hueper; Steiner). If the action of environmental carcinogens should mainly

account for the striking increase of lung cancer frequency and for its irreg-

ular course in different regions and conditions, industrial and industrially

related carcinogens would well fit this pattern, since the growth of indust-

rial establishments and the use of their products in the economic life of

different countries and communities have greatly lacked uniformity in time,

type and extent (Hueper),

b. Tobacco Smoking Habit. Rather far-reaching, if not extravagent,

claims recently have been advanced as to the important, if not predominant

role which cigarette smoking is alleged to have played in the production of

lung cancer and its progressive rise in frequency during the past 50 years.

A critical and sober analysis of the evidence offered in support of these
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assertions is in order not only for reasons of scientific accuracy but also

for medicolegal reasons and especially for detenrdning the direction of

future epidemiologic research and of control activitaes in the fiSSd lung .cancer .

A few years after there developed a growing appreciation of the rapid

increase of cancer of the lung, snoking of. tobacco, particularly, cigarettes,

was suspected by some investigators as one of the causes, or the main cause

of this phenomenon (Perret; Adler; .ahssink, Azkin and Wagner; McCord; Bogen

and..Loomis; Grace; Thys; Syrek; McNally; Strmad; Joannovic; Barblinger;

Hochstaetter; Schoenherr), although such connections were denied by Staehelin

and Hint ze.

Lickint in 1930, however, was the first to make definite claims in this

respect, for which he sought support in the. observations of Seyfarth and of

Young, Russell, Brownlee and Collis concerning the excessive frequency of lung

cancer among restaurant owners and waiters professionally exposed to tobacco

smoke. These assertions were repeated by Hoffman; Ferrari; Brockbank; Roffo;

Muller; Weigl; and Lehmann, as to the lung, and by Roffo; Hermann; and

Jackson and Jackson as to the larynx. AMller did the first statistical study

on the relation of tobacco smoking to lung cancer by comparing the relative

intensity of the smoking habit (cigarettes, cigars, pipe) among the members of

a series of 86 lung cancer patients with the intensity distribution among a

normal control group (table 8).

According to the occupational data given, there were in the cancer series

19 male individuals occupationally exposed to metal dusts and fumes, lubri-

cating oil mist and soot; 12 exposed to soot and automobile exhaust; 11 ex-

posed to ingredients of paints; one (1) exposed to chromates; while of the

10 female cancer cases, three (3) had worked in an ammunition plant and one (1)

in a cigarette factory. A possibly significant occupational exposure history

thus existed in 43 of the 76 male cases and in perhaps four (4) of the 10

female cases.
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Table 8

Degree of Tobacco Consumption Among 86 Lung Cancer Cases and 86 Normal Controls

Degree of Tobacco Highly
Consumption Excessive Very Heavy Heavy Moderate Non-Smokers

No. of No. of No. of No, of No. of
Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases

% of Degrees Among
Lung Cancer Series 29 (25) 21 (18) 15 (13) 31 (27) 4 (3)

% of Degrees Among
Normal Controls 5 (4) 6 ( 5) 25 (22) 48 (41) 16 (14)

Ask
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An analysis of the .tobacco smoking history of 93 lung cancer patients

of Schairer and Sch8niger revealed similar statistical correlations, since

29 were highly excessive smokers; I1 very heavy ones; 31 heavy ones; and

11 moderate ones, while three (3) were non-smokers.

While these discussions of a possible causal relation between cigarette

smoking and lung cancer first aroused little attention beyond the narrow circle

of research workers, the problem started to attract wide attention from the

medical profession, public press, industry, and laity after -the publication of

the papers of Schrek, Baker, Ballard and Dolgoff and of Wynder and Graham in

1950. There followed in rapid succession a number of statistical investiga-

tions of this problem from this country and abroad (Levin, Goldstein and "

Gerhardt; Breslow; Ochsner, DeCamp and DeBakey; Graham; Iynder; Mills and

Porter; Dungall; Doll and Hill; Daff and 'Kennaway; Daff, Doll and Kennaway;

Gsell). From the results of these studies the following conclusions were

drawn by the different investigators:

Wynder and Graham: Excessive and prolonged use of tobacco, especially cigar.-

ettes, seems to be an important factor in the induction of bronchiogenio

' carcinoma. imong 605 men with bronchiogenic carcinoma, other than adenocar-

cinoma, 96.5 percent were moderately heavy to chain smokers for many years,

compared with 73.7 percent among the general male hospital population without

cancer.

Schrek et al,: The correlation between smoking and cancer is probably not

due to fortuitous or secondary factors. It seems plausible, therefore, to

formulate the hypothesis that there is a direct relationship between cigarette

smoking and cancer of the respiratory tract and that cigarette smoking may be a

carcinogenic agent. This relatively low percentage of deaths by cancer of the

respiratory tract compared to the high percentage of smokers indicates that

smoking is, at most, only a weak carcinogenic agent.
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Ochner, DeCamp and DedBAey: There is a distinct pidrlelism between the
sale of cigarettes and the incidence of bronchogenic carcinoma. Because the
carcinogenic effect of cigarette smoking does not become evident until after
many years of smoking (approximately 20), it is frightening to speculate on
the possible number of bronchogenic cancers that may develop as the result of
the tremendous numbers of cigarettes consuned in the two decades from 1930
to 1950. If there is a causal relationship between cigarette smoking and
bronchogenic carcinoma the deaths per 100;000 population fom this cause may
be expected to increase from 11.3 to 29.4 by 1970.

levin, Goldstein and Gerha.-t: These data support the conclusion that lung
cancer occurs approximately 65 percent more frequently among males who have
smoked cigarettes for 25 years or more than among males who have smoked cigars
or pipes for a comparable period, or non-smokers. The data indicate also that
pipe and cigar smokers have no higher incidence of lung cancer than non-smokers.
The findings suggest, although they do not establish, a causal relation between
cigarette and pipe smokin and, respectively, lung and lip cancer.

SMills and Porter: Imong cancers of the respiratory tract from the larynx
downward,- an abnormally high percentage of cigarette smokers, as well as of
Pipe- and/or cigar users, is found. This group of cancer victims exhibits

Significantly increased percentages in all forms of smoking.

Doll and Hill: mong the smokers a relatively high proportion of the patients
with carcinoma of the lung fell in the heavier smoking categories. Smoking is
a factor, and an important factor, in the production of carcinoma of the lung.
The risk of developing carcinoma of the lung increases steadily as the amount
smoked increases. If the risk among non-smokers is taken as unity and the
resulting ratios in the three age groups in which a large number of patients
were interviewed (ages 45 - 74) are averaged, the relative risks become



6, 19, 26, 49r, and 65 when the number of cigarettes smoked a day are, 3, 10,

20, 35, and say 60 - - that is, the mid-points of each smoking group. Cig-

arette smoking was more closely related to carcinoma of the lung than pipe

smoking. No distinct association was found with inhaling.

It appears fror the speculations of Doll and Hill that among the popula-

tion of Greater London over the age of A5, those who smoke 35 or more ciga-

rettes a day, had a chance of developing cancer of the lung which was fifty (50)

times greater than that of non-smokers of similar age. Assuming that these

conclusions are essentially correct, it may then justly be argued that an

effective control of cigarette smoking offers the means for a far-reaching

* prevention of cancer of the lung and, possibly, the laryrcx. The statistical

data which form the basis of these conclusions are sumnarized in table 9.

Brunner found among 127 lung cancer patients 75 percent heavy smokers and 9.5

percent non-smokers.

While some of the not inconsiderable differences in the relative percent-

ages of smokers of various degrees are doubtlessly due to the use of different

standards in the classification used, this explanation, however, does not hold

for the proportion of non-smokers listed by the different investigators. The

percentage range for non-emokers is from 1.3 to 14.6 percent for the various

lung cancer groups and from 8.8 to 30.5 percent for the control groups. These

discrepancies suggest the existence of differences in the basic composition of

the human material evaluated. The validity of this concept also is supported

by the fact that the various investigators noted rather widely varying pro-

portions of adenocarcinomas in males and females in their respective series.

The histologic type of pulmonary cancer is predominantly of the epidennoid

variety among males, while a considerable proportion of these tumors among

women are of the adenocarcinomatous kind (36.54 in females; 4.5% in males

(Gsell); 52% in females; 18% in males (Proc. First Nat.. Cancer Conf,); 13.7%

in females; 6.7% in males (Mason); 52% in females; 0.6% in males (Wynder and
Graham). It was noted also that a history of heavy smoking was less often
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Table 9 _

Statistical Correlations Between Tobacco Smoking and Lung Cancer

Degree of Smoking Habit Among Lung Cancer Patients (Males)

Highly Ver ModerateVery-Smokers

Authors Excessie He Moderate Non-moker

Schrek, etal. 18.3 50.0 12.2. 14.6 Cigarettes

balance:
pipe &
cigars.

Wyrnder & Graham 20.3 30.9 35.2 12.4 1.3

Doll & Hill 5.0 21.0 30.3 38.6 5.1

Breslow 15.3 50.7 19.5 3.5 9.0

Geell 30.0 37.0 21.0 10.5 2.0

Controls:

Wynder & Graham 7.6 11.5 35.6 30.5 14.6

Doll & Hill 2.1 11.4 30.5 47.1 8.8

Breslow 3.5 34.8 18.8 11.1 30.5

* rso40- l 9



elicited froim patients with adenocar;ima than in those with-epidearoid

carcinoma (Gsell; Wynder and Graham).

The- apparent lack of uniformity in the human material analyzed by the

different authors is further denonstrated by the appreciable differences in

the sex distribution of lung cancers reported at different times, from dif-

ferent regions and by different investigators. The male to female sex ratio

fluctuates between 2:1 to 20:1 (Hueper). It is noteworthy, however, that the

uniformly observed prevalence of lung cancer among males has, in genera4 become

in recent years even more pronounced than in former decades. This observation

strongly militates against a predominant causal role of cigarette smoking in

the production of lung cancer, because all previous experience in the field of

occupational cancer indicates that given the same type of carcinogenic exposure

for both sexes and at the same time an increasing equalization of the intensity

of exposure, there occurs a narrowing of the gap in incidence rates of the two

sexes and not a widening, which actually exists. This interpretation of the

diverging, sex related frequency trends is not fundamentally affected by the

statement that the interval between the start of tobacco smoking and the

appearance of a lung cancer is between 20 and 40 years (Wynder and Graham;

Ochsner, DeCamp and DeBakey; Schrek, Baker and Ballard). Even if women may not

have indulged on a large scale in tobacco smoking some thirty years ago, there

can be little doubt that the cigarette smoking habit has made during this

period much greater strides among women than among men.

The purely statistical approach leading to the assumption of the existence

of causal relations between two coincidental events and trends is thus in

urgent need of supporting biologic evidence. It is for this reason that the

negative statistical correlation between pulmonary cancer frequency and ciga-

rette smoking recently reported by Dungal from Iceland has added relatively

little to the basic issues. Dungal pointed ou t that there were among 1939

autopsies performed during 1939 - 1948 with 417 cancers of all sites only

12 pulmonary cancers (2.9% instead of 10 to 20% in the United States and 12%
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in Switzerland), that tobacco, especially of cigarettes was not particularly

popular in Iceland until 1939 and that tarring of the roads which had ex-

tensively been done since 1920, had not exerted any influence on lung cancer

frequency.

Experimental Tobacco Cancer:

Attempts to produce'ccncers with tobacco tar in experimental animals

began many years before even any relation between tobacco smoking and lung

cancer was suspected - that is at a time when the claims ot a causal relation-

ship between cancer and tobacco smoking was still limited to cancers of the lip,

tongue, mouth, and larynx (Martin, Friedell and Rosenthal).

a. Skin Applications of Tobacco Tar:- Macker and Schmincke as well

as Helwig using tobacco tar extracts which they applied to the ears of rabbits

and the skin of mice, respectively, produced only ulcers with epithelial pro-

liferations, but not cancers. Similarly negative were experiments of Hoffmann,

Schreus and Zurhelle who applied denicotinized tobacco tar for 80 days to the

skin of mice; and by Cooper, Lamb, Sanders and Hirst who used the same tech-

nique for 23 months and observed a single skin cancer. Roffo and Chikamatsu

reported the production of cancroids in the ears of a few rabbits after pro-

longed painting with tobacco tar. These claims were confirmed by experiments

of Lu-Fu-hua but cancers of rabbits' ears were seen only when he used simul-

taneously intravenous cholesterol injections as well as painted the other ear

with coal tar. These observations of Lui-Fu-hua on cholesterinized and coal

tar treated rabbits were successfully repeated by Schurch and Winterstein who

in turn failed to produce skin cancers in mice receiving skin application of

tobacco tar and various tobacco tar fractions having different boiling points.

Sugiura subsequently succeeded in producing a solitary squamous cell

carcinoma in a mouse painted with tobacco tar distilled at a temperature

between 5000 -9000 C. Tobacco tar distilled between 1000 - 5000 C. proved to

NNW
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be noncarcinogenic for mice when applied to the skin. Both distillatcs were

administered in an oily mixture to the ears of rats and rabbits for 52 to

95 weeks without tumor formation. Flory repeated the application of tobacco

tar distillates of different boiling points (130-3500C) ;35--7O?Cc)as:reLas of

pS..tgEaccthealrt.4.eas of rabbits and obtained in a considerable proportion

of the anirls,. papillomas and carcinom.toid tumors, but not carcinomlv s.

Several squamous cell carcinomas were found in mice after the application of

these tars.

b. Inhalation of Tobacco Tar Fumes:- The first attempts to produce

cancer of the lung in experinertal aninals by the inhalation of tobacco smoke

were made by Mertens using mice which were exposed in glass jars to tobacco

smoke injected into these vessels. Among the first set of 125 mice, two (2)

developed "lung cancer"!, but in both instances they most likely were of

"spontaneous" origin. 1hen this experiment was repeated no lung tumors were

obtained. Likewise, negative were similar experiments of Lorenz et al. Wvhen

mice inhaled tobacco smoke introduced into a closed container. The stra..n A

mice exposed to tobacco fures showed the same incidence of spontaneous lungt1uo rs

as control animals. In Canpbell's experiments in which a similar technique

of inhaling tobacco smoke was used, there followed a minor increase of lung

tumors in the test series over that of the controls.

A more direct and drastic method for introducing tobacco tar into the

lungs of experimental ..ninals was chosen by Roffo who injected this material

directly into the lungs of rats and obtained in one (1) rat, four (4) small

squamous cell carcinomas.

A critical evaluation of the total experimental evidence permits the

conclusion that tobacco tar obtained at various distillation ranges is of very

weak if not doubtful carcinogenicity to the skin of mice and produces apparently

only carcinom;atoid tumors in the ears of rabbits, when applied over long periods
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of time. The inhalation of tobacco smoke, released into the atmosphere:,by.

mice failed to produce lung cancers. The unconfirmned positive claims of

Roffo have been disregarded in reaching these conclusions.

c. Dmconstration of Known Carcinogens in Tobacco Smoke and Tar.

Among the known carcinogenic chemicals which may occur in tobacco smoke or

tar carcinogenic eronr.tic hydrocarbons and arsenicals have to be considered.

The carcinogenic aromatic hydrocarbons might be formed during the combustion

of the tobacco while arsenicals might occur in only those tobacco tars and

fumes which are generated from tobacco conteaining arsenical insecticide

residues.

Although Roffo asserted to have demonstrated 3,4-benzpyrene in tobacco

tar by spectroscopic methods, this claim has remained unconfirmed by several

very reliable investigators (SchIrch and Winterstein; Cooper, Lminb, Sanders

and Hurst; Waller).

V1hile the failure to demonstrate 3,4-benzr7rene in tobacco tar does not

exclude the possible presence of other carcinogenic chemicals in this mnteriral,

it nevertheless is an observation which is-noteworthy because 3,4-beznspyrene

O seems to be one of the coaon carcinogenic combustion products of carbonaceous

matter of many kinds.

In view of these negative findings for carcinogenic hydroc:.rbons in

tobacco tar some investigators recently have favored the concept th5 t the

alleged carcinogenic effect of tobacco smoke upon the respiratory tract de-

pends at least in part upon the inhalation of arsenic present in the tobacco

as an insecticide residue -and volatilized during the smoking process (Doll and

Hill; Goulden, Kennaway and Urquhart). In fact, rather appreciable amounts of

arsenic can be demonstrated in tobacco and in tobacco smoke, especially of the

American variety. Gross and Nelson found that the arsenic content nof cigarette

tobacco of five (5) b:rands ranged from 9.7 to 36.3 p.p.m., that of cigars from
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8.3 to 48.4 p.pA., and that of pipe tobacco from 26.0 to 50.0-p.p,m. Thomas

and Collier noted that the range of the arsenic content of cigarette tobacco

was from 35.4 to 114 p.p.m., while that of cigars was 13.2 to 29.5 and that

of pipe tobacco 22.7 to 42.8 p.p.m. The reason for the marked variations in

different samples and various types of tobacco is undetermined. However,

different climatic conditions and methods of cultivation and processing of

tobacco in various parts of the United States and the different use to which

the various types of tobacco are subsequently put in the production of tobacco

goods may have a decided influence in this respect.

In More recent studies of cigarette tobacco by Daff and Nelson, three (3)

American brands gave an arsenious oxide content ranging from 25 to 47 micro-

grams; two (2) English brands had one ranging from 50 to 55 micrograms; eight

(8) Turkish brands had one ranging from 0 to 4.1 micrograms; one (1) French

brand ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 micrograms; and from a Rhodesian brand, the range

was 1.8 to 4.1 micrograms. Popp found that Palatinate tobacco contained 5.1

p.p.m. of arsenic; Macedonian cigarette tobacco 0.7; Java tobacco 0.33; and

Brazilian tobacco 4.6. Oliver reported that English pipe tobacco contained

32 p.p.m. of arsenic (as metal); cigarettes 68 p.p.m.; Jamaica cigars, 30 p.p.m.;

and Havana cigars, 170 p.p.m.

The observations show that the concentration of arsenic in cigarettes, -

cigars and pipe tobacco is very variable depending upon the brand as well as

upon the -country of origin. The tobacco of American derivation, and smoked

in the U.S.A., Canada, Norway and England has by far the highest arsenic content

(24 to 106 micrograms As2 03 per gram of tobacco), while tobaccos grown in the

eastern European countries and Turkey have, as a rule, a low arsenic content

(0.0 to 4.3 iicrograms As20 per gram of tobacco). This type of tobacco is

used in cigarettes made in Austria, France, Poland and Bulgaria.

In adjudging the degree of arsenic hazard which may result from the smoking

of arsenic containing tobacco, Daff arxn Kennaway, Thomas and Collier, and Gross
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and Nelson ascertained -that between 7.0 and 26 percent of the arsenic present

in the tobacco is volatilized and may be inhaled during the smoking process.

Remington, however, placed this portion as high as 50 percent. Daff and

Kennaway expressed the degree of potential hazard by the following calcula-

tion:- "If a person smokes 50 cigarettes with a mean arsenic content of 50

micrograms and 15 percent of this escapes, he has volatilized 0.375 mg. As20 3 ,

which is the amount contained in 0.0375 cc. of Fowler's solution (official dose

0.125 to 0.5 cc.)."

In a recent, very illuminating study of the relation of cancer of the lung

to tobacco as grown and smoked in different countries, Daff, Doll and Kennaway

have unearthed important observations which strikingly demonstrate the con-

plexity of the problem and show "that the arsenic content of tobacco has not

provided any simple and exclusive explanation of the association between

cigarette smoking and this form of cancer. " Analyzing first the data provided

by Saglam, Schwartz and Yenenman from Istanbul, Turkey, urhere for over five (5)

decades tobacco was consumed almost wholly in the form of cigarettes and where

there have been many heavy smokers among women, they found that there had been

a* considerable r-so in lung cancer frequency during the past 50 years, accord-

ing to clinical and anatomic-pathologic statistics (increase in clinical

material, 12 times, in pathologic material, 4.1 times). However, the male: -

femiale ratio ch-'nged from 6:1 during 1935 to 1939 to 8:1 during 1949 - 1950,

although cigarette smoking has been a habit indulged in by Turkish women for

many decades. The tobacco consumption expressed in pounds per head increased

from 1.21 in 1925 to 1.9 in 1949. Since the tobacco consumption stood in 1935

at only 1.55 lbs. per head, and in view of the long lag period in the develop-

ment of lung canjcer, it is most unlikely tha.t the increase in lung cancer

frequency in Istanbul has any relation either to tobacco consumption or to its

arsenic contcnt. This view is supported by the sex ratio which is, like in
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many other countries,. markedly and increasingly in favor of jiales, despite the

long established smoking habit among Turkish women, Sagamm clso, therefore,

rejected cigarette smoking as a factor in the incidence of bronchial carcinoma.

Another illustration of the apparent lack of significance of arsenic in

tobacco in relation to the causation of lung cancer and its recent increase

seems to be provided by. the autopsy data from Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, provided

by Kosir. During the period 1925 to 1939 lung cancer represented 7 percent of

all males coming to autopsy with cancer of all situs, and 1.5 percent of all

females of the same type, while during 1940 to 1949 these figures stood at

15 percent and 2 percent, respectively. Tobacco is smoked principally in

W cigarettes of oriental type with a low arsenic content. The increase in lung

cancer frequency thus was disproportionately large for males.

The data provided to Daff, Doll and Kennaway on Switzerland by v. Meyenburg

-have been coliplqmented by those reccntly given by Gsell.

According to Gsell, there hrs taken place in recent years a m-rkced increase

in the consumption of cigarettes (10-fold between 1924 and 1949) but the main

tobacco product consumed in Switzerland had remained the "Stumpen", a medium-

sized cigar without a tip. There were 48 Stumpen and cigar smokers and only

0 * 30 cigarette smokers among Gsell's 87 cases. The absolute number of lung cancer

cases rose in males from 68 in 1905 - 1909 to 2058 in 1945 - 1949 (20.7 times),

while the corresponding increase in femple cancer deaths was from 59 cases in

1905 - 1909 to 421 cases in 1945 - 1949 (7.1 times). During the same period

there occurred a shift of the male: female sex ratio from 2:1 in 1905 - 1909

to 4.9:1 in 1945 - 1949. The lung cancer death rate per million stood in 1931

at 66 for males and at 14 for females, while in 1947 it w.s 183 for males and

34 for females. The arsenic content of tobacco of Swiss cigaretteswas bf inter-

mediate order (3.1 .to 12,0 microgrpms of AsO 3 per aram). Since during the

critical p'riod of lung cancer increase for wnich Swiss tobacco consumption

fijures 2re aviible (1924 to 1935) the main use of toba6cco was- irn-th form of

cia-rs, Stumpen and Toscani, one must assume that the majority of the lung
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cancers observed during the years 1940 to 1949 cannot be attributed to the

smoking of cigarettes, if smoking at all had any causal connection with their

development. That the existence of such a relation is not likely is again

attested by the divergent trends in the sex distribution of lung cancer, which

according to past experience on this point from the field of occup-tional c'ncer

would display a tendency toward equalization whenever members of both sexes are

exposed to the same environmental carcinogenic agent. That this principle also

applies to tobacco smoking is evident from the recent statistical studies of

Doll and Hill who ascertained that the risk of developing cancer of the lung

is the same in both men and women, apart from the influence of smoking.

T The importance of this argument is strikingly illustrated by the- informa-

tion supplied to Deff, Doll and Kenneawy by Kreyberg concerning the.lung cancer

incidence in Norway during the past 20 years. Apart from the fact that deaths

from lung cancer were higher in urban than in rural districts of Norway, there

occurred during the two decades a definite rise in pulmonary cancer frequency

from about 20 in 1930 to approximately 157 in 1948. The rise was mor.; =rked

in urban areas than in rural ones and affected males to a higher degree than

females. While thus the Norwegian experience followed in this respoct the

usual pattern, it differed fundamentally from it in its sex distribution.

During the first six years of the survey period, lung cancers'wvre apparently

as frequent in females as in males and thereafter the rise of the rates in

females fell somewhat below that of males, This observation permrits only one

interpretation when analyzed in the light of the existing facts, that the

epidemiologic behaviour of lung cancer as to sex distribution was influenced

in Norway by probably environmental factors which were not active at all or

to the same degree in the other countries investigated. Since the population

of Norway has smoked predomin.ntly American made tobacco, this deviation from

the common epidemiologic pattern does not support the view-that tobacco smoking
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in Norway or in any of. the other countries was a deciding and important factor

in determining lung cancer epidemiology during the past 50 years,

In the various arguments advanced purportedly favoring the cigarette

smoking role in the causation and rise of lung cancers much is made of the

existing parallelism between the increase of lung cancer frequency and the in-

creased consumption of smoking tobacco, particularly cigarettes, during the last

25 to 50 years. In the graphic presentation of these two developments the rela-

tive events of annual rise of lung cancer rates and of tobacco consumption are

invariably synchronized, while in fact these events have a distinct hetero-

chronicity because of the long latent period of lung cancer which has been esti-

mated for smokers to range between 20 and 40 years. The lung cancer cases

observed in 1950. for instance, therefore have no causal connection with the

tobacco consumption of the same year but more likely, if at all, with that re-

corded for 1920 to 1935. It is evident from this consideration that the so-

called "parallelism" as presented by synchronized graph lines gives a definitely

distorted expression of any possible hypothetical relation between lung c-'ncer

and tobacconism (figa. 4 azid 5).

Distinctly disconcerting in this respect is also the obvious disagreement

of different investigators as to the relative role which cigarette smoking, on

the one hand, and the smoking of pipe tobacco and cigars, on the other hand,

allegedly play in the causation and rise of lung cancer, While Levin et al.

contended that only cigarette smoking but not pipe and cigar smoking reveals

a positive statistical correlation, Mills et al. emphasized that all three

forms of smoking are equally guilty, while Wynder and Graham; Gsell; and to

some degree also, Doll and Hill, assess the individual smoking habit by in-

cluding all types of smoking. While Doll and Hill contemplated the possibility

that pipe smoking may be less lung cancer inducive than cigarette smoking

because in their opinion pipe smokers smoke less tobacco than cigarette smokers,
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it may be well to consider the fact that many cigarette smokers discard their

cigarettes after a few puffs and that, therefore, the assessment of the degree

of cigarette smoking may more easily become exaggerated, while that of the

pipe and cigar smoker may become underestimated. Gage indeed stated that one

study strongly indicated that the average cigarette smoker consumes less tobacco

per day or year than a cigar smoker or chewer.

Of undoubted importance seems to be another statement of Doll and Hill in

which they note that inhaling of cigarette smoke did not convey any increased

lung cancer liability. This is an observation which cannot be reconciled with

facts established for determining occupational cancer incidence. Whenever the

intensity and duration of exposure to an occupational carcinogen increases,

there rises the cancer incidence rate among the exposed population group.

There is no plausible reason to assume that the inhalation of allegedly car-

cinogenic tobacco smoke would be exempted from this rule. The complete lack

of even minor increase of laryngeal cancer during the past five decades,

although the larynx forms a part of the smoke tract, also militates against

* the tobacco smoking theory of lung cancer.

It may be concluded that the existing evidence neither proves nor strongly

indicates that tobacco smoking and especially cigarette smoking, represent a

major or even predominating causal factor in the production of cancers of the

respiratory tract and are the main reason for the phenomenal. increase of pul-

monary tumors during recent decades. If excessive smoking actually plays a

role in the production of lung cancer, it seems to be a minor one if judged

from the evidence on hand. However, it may be well to remember in this con-

nection, the concluding statement of Doll and Kemnaway; that "the study of the

relation between the national consumption of tobacco and the national incidence

of cancer of the lung has scarcely begun."



5. Cancer of the Lung and Its Relation to Specific Agents.-

It should be apparent from the preceding discussion that evidence related

to large population groups with exposures to diverse environmental agents with

mainly unknown carcinogenic properties gives at best information of only

circuastantial value, 'hich may serve as a lead for more specific and detailed

subsequent survey studies. The establishment of firm causal connections be-

tween environmental influences and the development of cancers of the respira-

tory system therefore, depends upon the demonstration of definite and signifi-

cant statistical and causal relations between exposures to specific environmental

or occupational agents and/or working conditions and the subsequent appearance

of cancers of the respiratory system. It is for this reason that at present

the only conclusive evidence on the causal relationship between exogenous

factors and cancer of the lung is of occupational origin. In fact, the great

majority of the occupational cancers discovered during the present century

affect the lung and/or other parts of the respiratory tract (nasal cavity,

paranasal sinuses, larynx). While exposure to the so far known respiratory

carcinogens occurred in all instances by inhalation, the successful production

of lung tumors in experimental animals receiving various carcinogenic chemicals

(urethane derivatives, acetylaminofluorene, etc.) through other routes suggests

that respiratory garcinogenesis may not be limited also in man to contact with

environmental carcinogens by inhalation.

The respiratory carcinogens so far recognized differ greatly in their

chemical and physical properties as well as in the physicochemical status in

which they come in contact with the respiratory tissue. Some are chemical

agents such as various metals or metal compounds (arsenic, chromium, nickel)

or minerals (asbestos) or aliphatic organic (isopropyl oil) or aromatic organic

compounds (chemical carcinogens in coal tar, pitch, soot, petroleum derivatives).

Others exert a carcinogenic effect through physical forces (ionizing radiation),
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su c h a s t h e various radioactive chemicals. They enter the respiratory tract

in the form of dust, fumes, mists, vapors and gases. Depending upon the

particle sise of the dispersed carcinogenic material they may penetrate into

different parts of the respiratory tract. If the particles are rather Inrge,

they produce mainly c.acers in the upper parts (nasal cavity, larynx). They

may enter, on the other hand, the deeper portions, such as the bronchi nnd

lung or paranasal sinuses, if they are of very saill particle size or take the

form of vapors or gases.

The depth of penetration of atmospheric contaminants into the respiratory

0 tract depends moreover on the intensity of exposure and on a possible destruc-

tive action of the ailiated epithelial lining and its mucus producing glands

of the upper respiratory tract (nose and trachea). Whenever under the in-

fluence of an overwhelming or excessively prolonged exposure to pollutants of

the air the limit of the protective saturation of the nasal and tracherl mucosa

is reached, dispersed particles will penetrate thereafter in increased amounts

into the deeper portions of the respiratory conduits,

The relative degree of carcinogenic property of the various respiratory

carcinogens depend not only upon their intrinsic carcinogenic potency, but

also on the degree of dispersion, their solubility in water and fats, and their

direct cytotoxic qualities, all of which influence the action of a particular

carcinogen by controlling its penetration into cellular elements and its time

of retention and possible permanent deposition in the lung tisa8es. Since

under occupational conditions, exposure to respiratory carcinogens is not in-

frequently complicated by contact with various noncarcinogenic types of dust,

solvent vapors, acid fumes and alkali and oily mists, the primary and direct

action of the carcinogens may be modified by an interaction with these con-

comitant agents or with the anatomic reactions set up by these agents in the

lung.



Recent studies of Falk and Steiner and of von Haam, Titus, Shinowara and

Caplan, have shown that carcinogenic hydrocarbons (3,4-benzpyrene, pyrene,

20-methylcholanthrene), when adsorbed to the surface of carbon particles, such

as those forming the bulk of various carbon blacks (commercial soots), are

released only with diffuctlty by elution with solvents and show within a given

time limit a lowered carcinogenic potency when tested in their adsorbed form

on mice. It may be assumed that similar conditions prevail when carcinogenic

hydrocarbons are adsorbed to the carbon particles of ordinary soot or to

particles of silica present in road dust or released as waste catalyst from

catalytic cracking towers of oil refineries. Counterbalancing this. slowed

release, however, is the longer retention of the carcinogenic hydrocarbons when

introduced into the lung tissues on the surfaces of chemically rather inert,

noncarcinogenic particles.

Simpar modified conditions of exposure are apt to prevail if radioactive

gases adsorbed to the surfaces of noncarcinogenic mine dust enter the lung,

and are bound to stay in this adsorbed form over a longer period in the lung

and, thereby, exert a more pronounced carcinogenic effect upon the lung tissues

1 than when entering these organs as free radioactive gases (radon, thoron).

While a few of the respiratory carcinogens cause the development of pulmonary

fibrosis and pneumoconiosis (radioactive dust and gases, asbestos, chromium

compounds, beryllium, soot and tar fumes), such effects do not accompany the

carcinogenic action of others (nickel, arsenic, isopropyl oil, petroleum

products).

Consideration also must be given to the possibility that the simultaneous

action of pulmonary fibrosis producing dusts or chemical vapors, gases and

fumes associated with, preceding or following the action of specific respira-

tory carcinogens might interfere with the removal from the lungs of inhaled

carcinogenic material due to the obliterations of lymphatics and blood vessels
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and the formation of fibrous barriers.- Such anatomical complications present

in the lung again would most likely tend to prolong the action of inhaled

carcinogenic agents, and thereby intensify their specific affect on the lung

tissues. On the other hand, there exists adequate evidence for the view that

established pulmonary fibrosis would hinder to some extent for similar reasons

the spread of a cancerous growth within the lung as well as to other tissues.

Fibrogenic pneumoconiosis thus may exert a definite effect on the productive

and developmental phases of pulmonary cancer, as well as on its subsequent

proliferative phase;

Consideration must further be given to the concept that carcinogenesis by

specific agents-=may be accelerated.by the simultaneous action of nonspecific

chronic inflammatory processes. Some investigators have proposed that bronchial

cancers originate in scars or mucosal pigment perforations produced by the

deposition of inhaled dust (Schmorl);

Finally, pneumoconiotic and fibrotic lesions are clinically important from

a differential-diagnostic viewpoint, since some of these changes may resemble

neoplastic lesions in their symptomatology or they may obscure the presence of

such conditions. From the general evidence available on lung cancer it appears,

however, that the great majority of these neoplasms are not associated with

pneumoconiotic conditions.

Probst pointed out that pneumoconiosis usually is absent in lung cancer.

Bauer stated that the inhalation of stone dust as such certainly does not

elicit the development of a pulmonary cancer since there exist many industrial

operations with definite pneumoconiotic hazards without an increased liability

to lung cncer. In the report of the British aEmpire Cancer Campaign of 1952

the statement appears that pneumoccniosis was present in only one (0.1%) of

325 cases of pulmonary cancer, Olson reported that in a series of 69 cases

seen in Boston, pneumoconiosis was prescnt in only 2.9 percent. However, such
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observations obviously-disregard the rather frequent occurrence of anthracotic

and bitumlnotic pneumoconiotic deposits in the lungs of persons living in

industrialized regions. There exists, moreover, the possibility that benign

pneumoconiotic conditions elicited by dust -of black metallic ccnpounds such

as iron oxide or chromite may be mistaken at autopsy for anthracosis, The

differentiation between carbon pigments and those of metallic nature requires

the use of spodograms or ashed sections. This procedure, however, is not

routinely applied.

A, Relation of Inhalation of Metal Dusts and Fumes and of Metal

Pneumoconiosis to Respiratory Cancer.

The chronic dust disease of the lung (pneumoconiosis) caused by the occupa-

tional inhalation of dusts and fumes of metal, metal compounds and metal alloys

only exceptionally assumes a progressive, fibrogenic character (beryllium).

As a rule, metal pneumoconioses are of the so-called benign type; i.e,, they

cause non-disabling reactions sometimes associated with minor fibrosis around

dust particles (subpleural, peribronchial and perivascular tissues). Such

"benign" lesions when severe may ultimately lead to a narrowing of the lumens

of bronchi and- blood vessels and, thereby, in the long run interfere with the

proper blood circulation in the lung causing an embarrassment of the right

cardiac function. Massive accumulations of so-called inert dusts, moreover,

may cause tissue necrosis and the fornation of cavities. The pulmonary re-

actions occurring after inhalation of dusts, fumes or vapors of some metals

are mainly of inflammatory and possibly allergic nature (metal fume fever)

(manganese, cadmium, zinc, selenium, copper, brass). Both acute inflammatory

and chronic fibrosing reactions may be observed with others (beryllium). The

metals and metal compounds which deserve consideration in this respect are

aluminum, magnesium, beryllium, cadmium, calcium, copper and copper alloys,

vanadium, chromium, manganese, nickel, zinc, tin, antimony, mercury, molybdenum,
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lead, iron, tellurium4 tungsten, titanieum, barium, selenium, thallium,

arsenic and silver (Greenburg; Hamlin; Silson; Elldns).

Inhalation exposure to these metals may be related, to various occupational

activities (mining, smelting, casting, polishing, grinding, drilling, powder-

ing, bagging, alloy making and processing, metalizing, electroplating, solder-

ing, welding, metal catalyst production and use, pigment production and con-

sumption (paints, inks, glazes, glass coloring, textile, paper, rubber, plastic

and linoleum dyes), spraying, chemical and metallurgical processing, etc.)..

The number of workers who are exposed to the various metallic dusts and

fumes in American industries is considerable. ELoomfield, Trasko, Sayers,

Page and Peyton produced the following estimates (1940) based on the survey of

all industries of 10 states and a total of 1,503,204 workers exposed: Lead:

76,743 workers; antimony: 9,735 workers; chromium: 7,976; arsenic: 3,356;

mercury: 3,220; cadmium: 3,031; manganese: 2,287; other metals: 220,929; total:

327,277 (22% of worker population surveyed). From additional estimates made

by these investigators it can be assumed that approximately the same percentage

of industrially employed workers in the rest of the United States has some form

of occupational metal dust exposure.

The epidemiologic information on hand indicates that respiratory cancer

hazards definitely exist for only a few of the metal dust and fume exposures,.

that they are potentially present or controversial for others and that for

most of them they do not exist. For many, adequate epidemiologic information

is not available. Some metals, however, have produced cancers in organs other

than the respiratory ones (livers bone) of experimental animals. . Very defective

is the information as t- the existence or nonexistence of occupational lung

cancer hazards for the various metals, metal compounds, types of exposures and

industrial operations in which metals with established respiratory cancer

hazards are used and produced.
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a. Aluminumn .

With encrmous growth of the aluminum industry, exposure to aluminum dust

has become rather videspread during recent decades for various types of in-

dustrial workers. During the past decades, it has been proposed and used on

a limited basis as an alleged preventive and therapeutic of silicosis (Brown

and van Winkle; Berry; Jephcott and Johnston).

While Imerican investigators are, in genoral, rather skeptical as to the

actual existence of an aluminosis (Crombie, Elaisdell and McPherson; Hunter,

MAllon, Perry and Thompson; Folicard; Ehrismann; Editorial, Lancet), European

investigators have described rontgenologic and pathologic changes of diffuse

pulmonary fibrosis occurring in workers occupationally exposed t t the inhala-

tion of aluminum dust (propeller grinders, reduction furnace workers, aluminum

powder workers, aluminum alloy manufacturers (Goralewski; Goralewski and Jaeger;

Koelsch; Jaeger and Jaeger; M&dder and Schmitt; Schwallnus and Kleinsorg; Feil;

Perry; Filipo; Gerstel; Doese; Kahlau). The recent observations of Wyatt and

Riddell on the diffuse pulmonary fibrosis occurring in bauxite workers (Shaver

and Riddell; Shaver), tentatively places the blane on the inhalation of

amorphous alumina dust or fumes generated during the production of alumina

abrasives. It thus may be concluied that a massive and prolonged inhalation

of bauxite and possibly also of aluminum oxide dust or fumes may produce -

fibrotic pulmonary changes (aluminosis).

As to an alleged carcinogenic action of ingested aluminum, first proposed

by Odier, it can be stated that such claims have not been confirmed by subse-

quent investigators (Doese; Bordas; Marie-Amero; Ichok; Bertrand and Serbescue;

HLumenthal; Editorial, J.A.M.A.). This negative evidence does not favor the

concept of a carcinogenic action of inhaled aluminum dust on the lung tissue,

although a final decision of this question must await the result of compre-

hensive and competent epidemiologic surveys of exposed worker groups for the

incidence of respiratory cancers.
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b. Magnesium. *

The situation as to the inhalation of magnesium dust and its relation to

pulmonary neoplasia is similar to that recorded for aluminum. The inhalation

of magnesium dust and magnesium oxide fumes in foundries, airplane manufactur-

ing plants, etc. is considered as not particularly harmful although the

occurrence of disturbances has been reported (Teleky; Gardner and Delahant;

Ford and Stern; Elkins). The absence of reliable and competent surveys of

respiratory cancer incidence among magnesiumm workers does not permit to render

at this time any definite opinion as to the existence of a lung cancer hazard.

0 There is, however, no evidence available for suspecting the occurrence of such

a complication.

c. Barium.

The development of pneumoconiosis (barytosis) following the inhalation of

barium sulfate among workers of barite mills has been reported (Spedini and

Valdini; Teloky; Arrigoni). Nothing is known as to the existence of an ex-

cessive liability to lung cancer hazards among the exposed workers.

d. Cadmium,

Contact of the respiratory organs with cadmium vapors, fumes or dust

occurs during the smelting of cadmium ores, working up of residues, spraying

of cadmium containing paints and pigments, welding of alloys, and other in-

dustrial operations (Division of Industrial Hygiene, NIH and may give rise to

acute pulmonary reactions (edema and hemorrhages; pneumonitis) (Fairhall).

The published records do not contain any reference to pulmonary neoplasia as

a late effect of prolonged occupational exposure to cadmium fumes, dust and

vapors (Greenburg).

e. Calcium.

The deposition of lime dusts in -the lungs (calcicosis) of lime stone miners,

lime burners, marble polishers, gypsum manufacturers, etc. considered as harmless,

* ~ q~C C_,s
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gives rise to disseminated foci of peribonchitis and interstitial pneumonia

(Teleky). Causal relations to pulmoay-cancer fzom occupatioal exposures

to lime dust are unknown.

f. Cobalt.

Exoosure to cobalt dust especially by cobalt ore miners has figuLredfor

many years as an alleged cause of cancer of the lung among the Schneeberg

miners (Caroszi; Schinz). The increasing use of cobalt in alloys of steel,

as a catalyst in the Fischer-Tropsch processof oil production from coal and

in the manufacture of iorn free magnets and carbide tools and dies has brought

a considerable number of ioriers in contact with cobalt dust (Fairhall., Keenan

and Brinton). Granular or conglomerate markings were found in the lungs of

such workers upon radiologic eamination (Fairhall, Castberg, Caroszi and

Brinton). Although Schinz reported the development of a spindle cell sarcoma

of the femur in a rabbit which received an intraosseous implantation of

powdered cob.lt more than three (3) years previously, the survey conducted in

1925 by a special committee of the Labour Office of the League of Nations

among workers employed in cobalt mines in other parts of the world (Canada:-

Cobalt City; Congo: Katanga; Norway: Skuterud; France: Allemont; Czechoslovalda:

* Dobschina) failed to show any excessive liability of cobalt miners to lung

cancerm German investigators, moreover, noted that the high lung cancer fre-

quency in Schneeberg was limited to miners and was absent among the workers

employed in the cobat pigment factory. It may be mentioned, moreover, that

the chemical nalysis of the lung of a Schneeberg miner who died with lung

cancer did not reveal any cobalt (Beyreuther). The evidence on hand supports

the view that a carcinogenic action of cobalt upon the lung tissues has not

been established and that claims to that effect are not supported by valid

evidence.
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Since the extensive use of titanium and its compounds in paints, steel

alloys, cemented carbides, screening smoke and in protective ointments against

flash burns is of rather recent date, relatively little information is avail-

able as to the existence and type of pulmonary effects produced by the inhalv

ation of dust of metallic titanium and its compounds, mainly titanium oxide.

Carozzi thought titanium oxide to be nontoxic because of its chemical inertia.

Blina did not observe any pulmonary reactions among workers exposed to

titanium oxide dust, However, guinea pigs exposed to this chemical showed

after two (2) months an increase of connective tissue of the lung and abundant

exudate in the large and medium sized bronchi. Similar observations were made

by Lena (1936) in guinea pigs exposed to the inhalation of clouds of pure

titanium oxide, according to Teleky. It seems that under the circumstances,

long range epidemiologic studies are indicated for determining whether or not

the inhalation of titanium and its compounds may be associated with any lung

cancer hazard.

h. Antimony,

Antimony and its compounds are used in considerable quantities in alloys

(lead), type metal, bullet cores, pigments in rubber, enamels, paints and

textile dyes, bronzing powders and medicinal agents, An appreciable portion

of the workers using antimony and its various compounds are exposed to antimogy

dust and fumes (type setters, metallurgical workers, rubber workers). Irri-

tative symptoms of the upper respiratory tract including perforation of the

nas.l septum have been reported to occur among these workers (Feil; Shirley;

Schwartz and Tulipan). Fairhall and Hyslop stated that antimony metal dust

appears to be much more toxic than the dust of other insoluble antimony com-

pounds of industrial importance, They noted, moreover, in connection with

industrial exposure tp the various antimony dusts, that finely divided antimony
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a heavy metal.

None of the few existing studies of antimony dust hazards in industry

apparently paid any attention to the possibility of a lung cancer hazard for

workers exposed to these chemicals.

i. Beryllium.

Beryllium is a metal which has found significant industrial use only since

about 1920. It was not until about 1940 that beryllium and its compounds were

eatensively employed for numerous purposes and products (beryllum-copper,

beryllium--alumnum and beryllium-nickel alloyss glass, phphosphors in fluorescent

lamps and neon tubes, atomic energy products, ceramics, refractories, x-ray

tube windows; vitreous enamel; radio tubes, textile fibres, gas mantles)

(Galman; Gardner; Vorwald; Breslin; Hardy; Hyslop, Palmers, Alford, Monaco and

Fairhall). It is evidently for this reason that untoward effects in persons

exposed to the inhalation of dusts and fumes of beryllium and its various

compounds (beryllium sulphate, beryllium chloride, beryllium oxide, beryllium

fluoride, beryllium carbonate, beryllium manganese siliaate, beryllium oxy-

fluoride, beryllium silicate, beryllium hydroxide, zinc manganese beryllium

0 silicate) have been recognized only during the last decade. These manifesta-

tions were of both acute and chronic nature as far as the respiratory organs

were concerned (acute beryllium pneumonitis, chronie pneumoconiotic granulo-

matosis (berylliosis). Some investigators used the term sarcoid in describing

the histologically peculiar, pulmonary manifestations (Gardner; Hardy, Vorwald;

Eisenbud, Wanta, Dustan, Steadman, Harris and Iblf; Eisenbud, Berghout and

Steadman; Corcoran; Sterner and Eisenbud; Machle, Beyer and Tedbroek; Laskin,

Turner and Stockinger; Johnstone, Bruce, Lovejoy, Brothers and VelaqueZ;

Higgins; Vigliani; Wilson; Van Ordstrand, Hughes, DeNardi and Canmoy: Aub and'

Grier; Shilen, Mellor, Koppenhaver, Cleland,. Galloway and Lutz; Hasterlik;

Jetter; Ginabat; Van Ordstrand, DeNardi and Schneider; Sander; Kline, Inkley

and Tritchard; Fenn; Silson, Benjanmin and Wilson; Wil.iam s;
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artland, Brodkin and Martland; Wilson; Machle; Dutra; Morgie and Forbes;

Reynolds; Hardy, Bartter and Jaffin; Cass; Pomeranz and Brodkin; Klemperer;

Pascucci; Pyre and Oatway).

Hardy noted as a conservative estimate there occurred up to September 195L

between 300 - 400 cases of acute beryllium poisoning and at least 200 cases of

the chronic variety in the United States which resulted in the fluorescent-

lamp industry in a mortality of about 25 percent among the ill workers. It

is remarkable, moreover, that chronic berylliosis has appeared not only among

exposed workers, but also among persons living in the neighborhood of fluores-

cent lamp factories .and inhaling their beryllium containing effluents (Eisenbud,

Berghout and Steadman; Eisenbud, Wanta, Dustan, Steadman, Harris and Wolf),

Similar observations on occupational berylliosis were reported from Germany,

Italy, England, Russia and Canada (Hardy; Gerrie, Kennedy and Richardson;

Kennedy), Not infrequently similar granulomatous lesions have been observed

in other parts of the body after the usually traumatic introduction of beryllium

dust, especially of beryllium phosphors from broken fluorescent tubes. The

skin of the fingers and hands was the most frequent extrapulmonary location of

these reactions (Nash, Grier and Freiman; Helwig; Davis and Grimes; Curtis;

Large and Stunpe; Gerrie, Kennedy and Richardson; Dutra; Silverman and Erickson;

Stokes, Beerman and Ingraham). Beryllium granulomas have also been found in

the nose (Kazanjian and Joseph) and in the anterior ocular structure (Rizzuti),

It is noteworthy that beryllium apparently once inhaled is retained over

a long period of time in the human body, since beryllium was detected in the

urine up to 10 years after cessation of exposure (Klemperer, Martin and Van

Riper) and has been demonstrated in the lungs of rats one year after the in-

halation of beryllium oxide (Dutra, Largent, Cholak, Hubbard and Roth) as well

as in their bones (Stokinger, Steadman and Root; Barnes) where it may replace

calcium, The- skeleton retains the bulk of the beryllium in the body (5)-80%)
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if the inhaled aerosols -are soluble compounds, such as beryllium sulfate and

beryllium fluoride; the lungs retain the bulk of beryllium if the compounds

are insoluble, such as beryllium oxide. Experiments of Aldridge, Barnes and

Denz, moreover, have shown that beryllium ions react rapidly with certain

tissue proteins and form complexes with plasma proteins when introduced into

the blood. These complexes protect the beryllium from being precipitated by

phosphate ions.

The metabolic peculiarities of beryllium compounds obtain special impor-

tance in view of the fact that Gardner in 1946 reported the production of

osteogenic sarcomas in rabbits injected intravenously with insoluble beryllium

containing powders (beryllium phosphate, zinc beryllium silicate). Other

investigators subsequently confirmed these results with the same and other

beryllium compounds (beryllium oxide, beryllium silicate; metallic beryllium)

introduced into rabbits by the intravenous or respiratory routes (Sissons;

Barnes, Denz and Sissons; Hoagland, Grier and Hood, Nash; Hoagland and Hood;

Dutra, Largent and Roth; Barnes), The preparatory period for the sarcomas was

from 11 - 24 months. Commenting on the successful production of osteogenic

sarcomas in rabbits after inhalation of beryllium oxide, Dutra, Largent and

Roth noted the fact also that the bones of persons dying with berylliosis

contained not inconsiderable amounts of beryllium. They came to the following

conclusions: "During the last 20 years, considerable numbers of persons have

been exposed to dusts of poorly soluble compounds of beryllium in various in-

dustries throughout the United States. Despite the fact that cases of cancer

of this type have not been reported, it is possible that the inhalation of poorly

soluble compounds of beryllium may eventuate in osteogenic sarcoma in man,

Presumably, the incubation period of such tumors would bo considerably longer in

man than in rabbits, and observations. may be required over a period of years

before it will be known whether persons who have been exposed to beryllium - v.
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are prone to have such 'tumors." Barnard also suggested that osteogenic sarcoma

from compounds of beryllium "might possibly be another industrial hazard," So

far, only rabbits have responded *ith the development of osteogenic sarcomas

following the administration of beryllium compounds. The direct introduction

of powdered beryllium metal into the femoral cavity of rats, into their pleural

cavity and into the paranasal sinuses failed to elicit a single neoplastic re,

sponse at the site of injection in any one of the 85 animals used within an

observ-tion period of two (2) years (Hueper).

When in 1948 Hueper proposed that the sarcoid pulmonary manifestations of

H berylliosis might be followed by outright malignant lesions in the lungs, this

suggestion was received with a great deal of scepticism. The recently reported

successful production of bronchogenic carcinomas in the lungs of rats which

inhaled over periods of more than one year, dust of soluble and insoluble

beryllium compounds (Vorwald), however, makes the appearance of such delayed

malignant sequelae in man a distinct possibility.

In view of the established occupational as well as general environmental

occurrence of human berylliosis, it may be pointed out that the discovery a<nd

identification of this pneumoconiosis was definitely facilitated by the dis-

tinctive and definitive histologic features of the '-isease, If these manifesta-

tions should be followed by the development of cancers of the bones and lungs,

the establishment of causal relations between a previous exposure to beryllium

and the subsequently appearing cancerous reaction would appear to be a rather

easy proposition. The studies on the toxicity and carcinogenicity of beryllium

compounds indicate that the toxic and cancerous manifestations are to be con-

sidered as responses to the action of beryllium itself and not as the result of

the associated anions of its acidic salts.(Sokinger, Sprague, Hall ot al.).

In considering possible future carcinomatous developments in persons with

previous exposure to beryllium, some consideration also may be given to the
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toxic effect aeerted by 'beryllium on the liver leading to the defelopment of

cirrhosis and to an impairment of the metabolic and detoxicating function of

this organ (Aldridge, Barnes and Denz; Hoagland, Grier and Hood).

k. Selenium

Selenium and. its compounds have increasingly been employed by industry

during the past two (2) to three (3) decades for various purposes (glass

decolorizer, production of ruby glass, glazes, paints, pigments, inks, coloring

of plastics, steel and copper alloys, rubber accelerators and antioxidants,

photoelectric apparatus, fireproofing of electric cables, insecticide chemicals)

* (Buchan; Manville). Workers engaged in primary and secondary industries

handling selenium containing ores (copper, lead, zinc, pyrites, lime and cement)

and selenium products may become exposed to the inhalation of dust and fumes

containing metallic selenium, selenium oxide and hydrogen selenide (Smith, M,I.;

Dudley and Miller; Dudley; Buchanj Moxon and BRhian).

There may occur an environmental exposure to selenium containing dust in

those parts of the United States in which selenium fumes are released from

netal ores smelters (Montana, California, Tennessee) (Byers) or where a

seliniferous soil exists (Wyoming; South Dakota) (Smith, Franks and Westfall).

In addition to toxic manifestations in other organs, especially the liver

(Lillie and Smith; Cameron; Smith, Stohlman and Lillie; Fitzhugh, Nolson and

Bliss) and nervous system, the inhalation of selenium causes respiratory irri-

tation, with cough, sore throat, and pulmonniry edema (Greenburg; Motley, Ellis

and Ellis),

There is no recorded evidence indicating that industrial and environmental

chronic selenosis produces an increased liability to lung cancer in man and

animals, although a prolonged oral administration of selenium to rats resulted

in the development of liver adenomas and carcinomas (Nelson, Fitzhugh and

Calvery) as well as thyroid adenomas (Seifter, Ehrlich, Hudyma and Mueller).
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1. Manganese

Manganese is used chiefly in the steel industry, but also in the chemical,

ceramic,. glass, dye and varnish industries and in electrotechnics. Cases of

poisoning may occur whenever manganese is handled and particularly when manga-

nose dust is produced. Manganese enters the organism mainly through the respira-

tory passages. While the symptoms of chronic manganism are caused by changes

in the central nervous system, pneumonia is a rather frequent reaction among

mang.nese workers and has a high mortality rate (Gartner; Baader; Voss; Joetten

and Jeploh; Kahlstorf; Gundel and Heine; Joetten, Reploh and Hegemann; Zanetti;

Bdttner; Elstad; Blttner and Lenz; Davies; Ehrismann; Vigliani; Fairhall and

Neal). Large and numerous deposits of mrnganese ore dust were found in the

lungs (Schopper; Bauer; Boemke) of manganese workers.

There do not seem to exist any data on the lung cancer incidenco among

manganese workers.

m. Copper

The industrial use of copper, copper compounds and copper alloys (brass,

bronze, etc.) has been very cxtensive for many years and a great number of

workiers, therefore, are exposed to the inhalation of copper dust and fumes

S(mines, smelters, foundries, bronze powder operations, parasite repellent appli-

cations on hulls of ships, fungicide and insecticides production and upe, plating

operations, paint production and use, ink manufacture, etc.).

While inhaled copper dust and fumes may elicit irritative syqptoms of the

respiratory tract, cuprosis is infrequently mentioned as a cause of benign

pneumoconiosis (Query; Schiotz). Ulcerations of nasal membranes and perforation

of the nasal septem have exceptionally been observed among workers of copper

plating operations (Barsky). It is noteworthy, howevort that copper and brass

workers have an highly excessive mortality from pulmonary "tuberculosis"

(Hayhurst), Since occupational cancers of the lung ap well as oryptogenetic
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cancers of-this organ int infrequently have masqueraded in the past as

tuberculosis of the lung, a thorough and competent clinical and epidemiologio

investigation of copper, brass and bronze workers of all types is urgently

needed for detemnining lung cancer morbidity and mortality among members of

this occupational group. The recent study of Snegireff and Lombard on the

cancer incidence amohg copper smelter workers is too inadequate and methodologi-

cally defective to be of any real value,

n. Tin

Tin is extensively used in alloys, bronze, brass, foil, plate and solder.

While tin ores are not mined in the- United States, there exist one (1) tin

*smelter (Texas) and several tin oxide recovery plants.

The inhalation of dust and funes of tin and tin oxide, especially by

furnace tenders, may give rise to the development of a pneumoconiosis (stannosis)

which roentgenologically resembles in appearance ailicosis and baritosis

(Pendergrass and Pryde; Cutter, Faller, Stocklen and Wilson), although anatom-

*ically there is an absence of fibrosis (Bartak and Tomecka; Dundon and Hughes).

The lungs show a fine network of black lines, which on histologic examination

is represented by particulate dark brown and black pigment located in inter-

b& veolar septa and peribronchical and perivascular tissue.

There is no information as to the incidence of lung cancer among tin

workers. None of the so far reported cases of stannosis had such a neoplasia,

although one died from cancer of the prostate.

6. Lead

Lead is used as a metal as well as in the form of various compounds for

various industrial purposes (pigment in pajits, inks, glazes, and enamels, in

the manufacture of storage batteries, antiknock agents (tetraethyl lead), insec-

ticides, -glass, cable coverings, ammunition, sheet lead, pipes, etc.). During

the mining and smelting of lead ores and during the manufacture, processing and
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use of the various products workers become exposed to the inhalation of lead

dust, fumes and vapors. Chronic lead poisoning is, in fact, one of the most

conmmon occupational diseases.

While chronic plumbism as a rule is not characterized by the deposition

of lead in the lung nor by the development of fibrosing pulmonary reactions,

Black commented on the fact that cancer of the lung had been observed in workers

exposed to the inhalation of lead or lead compounds. In support of a possible

causal relation between exposure to lead dust and fumes and cancer of the lung,

he cited the occurrence of pulmonary cancer in glass workers (Boyd; Gutzeit;

Klotz) and type setters and printers (Seyfarth). Rosedale and McKay noted that

nine (9) out of 43 persons with lung cancer had been working more or less with

lead in one form or another. Black added two (2) cases of lung cancer (linotype

worker, metal polisher) to the previously published number of 15 cases of pul-

monary cancer in lead workers, He found a chronic fibrious pneumonia in both

of his cases.

Because of the close chemical relation between lead and radium and in vicew

of the occurrence of radioactivity in some lots of comnercial lead (due to the

presence of radium D) he believes that the pulmonary reactions reported repre-

0H sent results of the inhalation of radioactive lead. These allegations have so

far remained unconfirmed. Although it may be advisable to ascertain through

epidemiologic surveys of various types of lead workers, whether or not there

exists an excessive liability to pulmonary neoplasia, it is not likely that

such complications of chronic plumbism exist because of the thorough and pro-

longed study which chronic lead poisoning has been subjected to by investiga-tors

of many countries, The reported excessive frequency of lung cancer among

painters who are known to be affected not infrequently with plumbism probably

has no causal relation to lead exposure because painters, especially spray

painters, inhale also other paint constituents, some of which have known carcino-

genic properties (minc chromate, carbon black, etc.).
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p, Zinc

Zinc metal and zinc compounds (zinc chloride, sulfide, oxide) are used

industrially on a large scale for galvanizing, brass production, alloys,

paint pigments, rot-proofing compounds and sheeting.

Inhalation of zinc dust and fumes occurs during smelting, galvanizing,

spraying, brass founding, brazing and walding of galvanized iron operations,

Such exposures give rise to attacks of metal fume fever. Lehmann stated that

volatilized zinc upon cooling forms zinc oxide which in turn is transformed

into zinc carbonyl. This is hydroscopic and when inhaled spreads over the

surfaces of the respiratory structures, producing a necrotizing effect on

the exposed cells. Exposure to fumes of zinc chloride, which is a known

corrosive and occasionally still used in the chemosurgical treatment of skin

cancers, has resulted in injury to the mucosa of the nasopharynx and respira-

tory tract (Evans, E. H.).

Whether or not there exists a chronic type zinc poisoning (duBray; McCord

and Friedlander), however, is still controversial (Drinker and Fairhall;

Hegsted, McKibbin and Drinker; Nuck, Remy and Holtzmann; Gocher). Although

the experiments of Nuck et al. on dogs exposed to the inhalation of zinc dust

showed that the zinc content of the lung, liver and kidney decreased rapidly

after cessation of exposure, the conclusion that such a rapid removal of

z.ine from the organism precluded the development of a chronic type of zinc

poisoning is scarcely acceptable, since many examples of chronic poisoning

can be cited which demonstrate that a prolonged retention of a toxic agent

is not a prerequisite for the causation of chronic poisoning provided there

were contacts with the offending agent over long periods of time. At any

rate, it is a well-established fact that under such conditions of exposure

a rapid removal of the environmental agent from the site of contact would

not preclude the subsequent development of a cancer,
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While there does not exist any evidence indicating that an occupational

exposure to zinc dust and fumes creates an increased liability to cancer of

the respiratory organs, Cristol reported that zinc is present in increased

quantities in all malignant growths and that, therefore, a decision should

be reached whether this metal might be a carcinogenic agent. In fact, there

exists P. fair number of observations on the successful production of testicu-

lar teratomas in fowl following the intratesticular injection of zinc chloride

(Falin and Gromzewa; Falin; Anissimova; Bagg; Bertrand and Vladesco; Falin

and Anissimova; Falin and Gromtseva; Ljvraga; Michalowsky). In view of these

findings it seems to be desirable to study population groups occupationally

exposed to zinc dust and fumes in regard to lung cancer frequency.

q. Vanadium

Vanadium is one of the group of metals which have obtained rapidly in-

creasing importance during the past one (1) to two (2) decades in metallurgi-

cal operations. It is mainly used as an alloy in steel and as a catalyst in

the production of diamond black, sulfurio acid, phthalic anhydride and

benzoic acid,

Exposure to vanadium dust exists in the mining and smtlting of vanadium

ores. The smelting process is accompanied by the production of dust of

vanadium pentoxide (Symanski). The inhalation of this dust has caused among

exposed workers pulmonary dust reticulation as well as chronic rhinitis, and

bronchitis (Wyers; Balestra and Molfino).

Apart from the fact that vanadium dust apparently is retained in the lung,

thereby causing a chronic metal effect upon the lung tissues, its possible

carcinogenic relation is complicated by the fact that vanadium ores in this

country contain uranium and other radioactive substances. It is for this

reason that vanadiium ore miners and smelter workers -are not suitable subjecte

for a study of possible carcinogenic vtnadium h'azards connected with the
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inhalation of vanadium dust and fumes, Such future investigations should

be conducted on worker groups whose members are not in contact with any

known and recognized environmental carcinogen. At present nothing is known

concerning any carcinogenic properties of vanadium and its compounds.

r. Iron

The extensive production and use of various types of iron and of diverse

iron products offers frequent opportunities for the inhalation of dust and

fumes of iron and its various alloys and compounds (iron ore miners, are

welders, grinders, polishers silvor finishers, metal workers).

The resulting red or black siderosis caused by pulmonary retention of

Fe20 or of Fe3 0 4 H0, respectively, is considered an inert form of pneu-

moconiosis which does not cause disability and which at least in part seems

to be reversible (Greenburg; Pendergrass and Leopold; Jones and Lockhart;

Pendergrass, Lame and Ostrum; Doig and McLaughlin; Bohrod; Barrie and Harding;

D'Onofrio and Passeri; Sander; Dreessen, Brinton, Keenan, Thomas and Place;

Teleky and Gilbert; Humperdinck; Buckell, Garraud, Jupe, McLaughlin and

Perry; Balsac and Feil; Lanza; Stowart and Faulds; Boamko; Koelsch; Hamlin;

Silson; Teleky). The deposition of iron oxide particles does not elicit .in

the lungs a progressive and marked fibrosing reaction (Harding, Grout and

Davies), unless the inhaled dust contains also'silica, producing then a

siderosilicosis (Teleky).

The coexistence of siderosis and cancer of the lung has occasionally been

observed (Stewart and Faulds, one (1) case; Dreyfus, three (3) cases in watch

makers; Vorwald and Karr, three (3) cases in hematite miners; Simons, one (1)

case in a blaster of iron casts). It may be mentioned, moreover, that Kennaway

and Kennaway reported a 2.25 fold incidence of pulmonary cancer among metal

grinders and that Turner and Grace as well as Campbell noted an excessive

frequency of lung cancer among metal workers.
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Experimental studies on animals exposed to iron oxido and hematite,

respectively, gave contradictory results as to the production of lung tumors,

While Vorwald and Karr, using guinea pigs and rats failed to obtain lung

cancers with hematite dust, Campbell reported an increase in the number of

lung tumors in mice exposed to iron oxide over that of the control series,

When the available evidence is viewed critically, it is not likely that

exposure to iron dust conveys an abnormal liability to the development of

lung cancer. The excessive frequency of this malignant neoplasm among metal

morkers in general may well be due to exposure to dusts, fumes and vapors of

specific carcinogenic metals, such as chromium, nickel, arsenic, and perhaps

beryllium, or to mists of lubricating and cutting oils. It may be noted,

however, that Warren and Drake when discussing the causation of primary

hepatic carcinoma in livers with hemochromatosis stated "Together, primary

progressive parenchymal damage to the liver and subsequent deposition of

iron in hepatic cells seem to provide -a setting for caroinogenesis more

effective than simple portal cirrhosis." Whether similar considerations

might be applicable to siderosis and cancerof the lung seems to be doubtful

in view of the few cases reported so far, in which the two conditions co-

existed. However, thorough and comprehensive epidemiologic data on the

incidence of lung cancer in workers exposed to iron dust are not available -

and a definite conclusion on this problem, therefore, must be withheld. The

availability of conclusive information on this point appears to be urgent,

since damages have been allowed in the past by court action in at least one

case of cancer of the lung in the production or aggravation of which the in-

halation of steel dust was alleged to have played a significant role

(Medicolegal Abstracts).

ss, Nickel

Nickel, one of the most industrially important metals, and principally

mined in the Sudbury district of Ontario, Canada, finds many uses (alloys
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(iron, copper, chrdium, alminua, cobalt), molybdenum) employed in the

manufacture of stainless steel, heat resisting steels, forgings, casts,

wires, sheets, structural shapes, tubing, rods, bars, strips, etc.),

electroplating, catalysts, ceramic enamels and colors, pigments in paints

and inks, storage batteries, etc. (International Nickel Co.; Friend; Davis).

Exposure to nickel fumes and nickel dust of metallic nickel and its

compounds or to nickel carbonyl vapors is, therefore, frequent for industrial

workers of many types and in many operations (Sappington; Fischer). While

skin contact to nickel and nickel salts not infrequently results in the

development of an apparently allergic type of dermatitis (Burckhardt;

Wedroff; Weber; Schittenhelm and Stockinger; Mllschitrky; Kolsoff; Cormia

and Stewart; etc.), inhalation of the volatile nickel carbonyl has been re-

sponsible for an appreciable number of acute and often fatal poisonings (Armit;

Amor; Nott; Brezina; Kotsing; Brandeis; Bayer; Krafft; Goldblatt and Wagstaff;

Drinker, Fairhall, Ray -and Drinker; Hamilton; Royer). The pulmonary mankm

festations (congestion, desquamation of alveolar epithelium, fibrinous acelular

exudation into alveolar spaces, broichial mucosal hemorrhages) are apparently

attributable to the toxic action of finely dispersed nickel formed from the

disintegration of nickel carbonyl upon the pulmonary structures (Henderson

and Haggard). KraLfft suggested that these reactions amr the result of a

nickel allergy having the lung as its shock organ.

The first report concerning the occurrence of an excessive number of

cancers of the nasal passages (nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses) and of

the lungs among workers on the Clydach plant of the International Nickel

Company located at South Wales, England, was made by Grenfell in 1932, although

the first appearance of these neoplasms among the nickel refinery workers was

noticed in 1924 (Baader). Subsequent reports dealing with these cancers were

made by Stephens; Amor; Cooper; Carozzi; Bridge; and Merewether. From 1923

to 1948 inclusive, there were notified with the Chief Inspector of Factories
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-a total of 47 cases of cancer of the nose and 82 cases of cancer of the lung

from the nickel works. By the end of 1948, 46 of the nasal cancer and 72 of

the lung cases had died. None of the nasal cases and only two (2) of the

lung cases had commenced work in the nickel refinery after 1924 when a re-

construction of the plant had been carried out. The average exposure period

for the nasal cancers was 23 years (range, 3-26 years), and for the lung

cancers 25 years (range, 1-33 ycars). No cases of cancer of the larynx have

occurred, and only one (1) cancer of the nasopharynx was observed at Clydach.

The nasal cancers involved the turbinates, nasal septum and paranasal

sinuses (ethmoids). Of these the majority were of the undifferentiated cell

type (6), some showed a squamous cell character (3), while columnar cell

carcincmas were uncommon (1). Of the lung cancers, of which histologic studies

were available in only four (4) cases, three (3) were of the small cell,

pleomorphic type, while one (1) was a squamous cell carcinoma.

Similar observations were recently recorded from a Norwegian nickel

refinery, where three (3) cases of lung cancer were seen (L ken). In one of

these cases a squamous cell carcinoma was associated with sarcoid lesions,

Goldblatt and Wagstaff mentioned that so far cancers of the respiratory

tract have not been noted amonpg the workers employed at the German nickel

refinery at Ludwigshafen, nor has there been observed an unusual frequency

of respiratory cancers a.mong the workers of the Sudbury nickel ore mines and

smelters in Canada.

Amor pointed out that the majority of individuals employed at Clydach

who developed respiratory cancers were not exposed to the inhalation of nickel

carbonyl but to that of nickel matte dust or dust from the nickel matte

roaster ( Lken). More recent data conmunicated by Morgan confirmed this ob-

servation, although exposure to nickel carbonyl vapors had occurred more fre-

quently among the affected workers than apparent from the data previously
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given by Amor. The relatively high incidence of cancer of the nasal cavity

indeed suggests that a rather coarse particulate dust readily arrested at

the region of the turbinates may have been active in the production of can-

cers at this particular site, vhile nickel containing vapors or a very small

particulate dust most likely account for the cancers of the lungr and nasal

sinuses,

As to the causative agent, various theories have been advanced. Amunor

favored the concept that the inhalation of mist from arsenic containing

sulfuric acid used in the refining process was the active carcinogenic agent.

It is nact unlikely that this is correct because the nickel refinery workers

do not suffer from perforated nasal septa and display no evidence of chronic

arsenicism such as dermatosis and cutaneous cancers, which almost elways have

accompanied the occurrence of lung cancer among workers exposed to arsenical

dusts or fumes (Hueper).

Amor stated that the refined nickel-copper ores are free from radioactive

matter, The respiratory cancers observed among nickel refinery workers thus

are not identidal in etiology with those seen in miners employed in the radio.

active mines of Schneeberg and Joachimsthal.

Workers employed at the roasters, in the nickel carbonyl operation and

at other parts of the plant, on the other hand, booome exposed to the inh4L.a

tion of dust, fumes, or vapors containing nickel. Nickel is the conmmon

denominator for all of them, It thus is most probablo that the respiratory

carcinomas observed among nickel refinery workers are reaction products to more

or less finely dispersed nickel particles or vapors. There is no evidence

available, however, which indicates that the inhalation of nick4 in particu-

late or vaporized form is accompanied by pulmonary changes of .1 pneumoconiotic

nature,

The concept of a nickel etiology of respiratory cancers was tested it

animals by Campbell, who exposed mice to the inhalation of powdered nickel
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iatte and observed that these animals had a lung tumor incidence signifi-

cantly higher than that of the unexposed control mice. The recent experi-

ments of Hueper seem to demonstrate more conclusively the carcinogenic

* properties of metallic nickel. When pure metallic nickel powder was implanted

into the femoral and pleural cavities of rats, cancers developed at the site

of injection within six (6) to 24 months in about 40 percent of the surviving -

rats. Among 14 tumors thus produced, 13 were sarcomas and one (1) was a

squamous cell carcinoma.

Whether or not nickel assumes a carcinogenic role for cancers of other

organs and following exposures by other routes is unknown. It may be mentioned,

however, that Araki and Mure demonstrated by spectrographic methods, nickel

in human and animal cancers of various types and sites. The nickel content

ranged from 6.273 mg. per kg. of fresh tumor tissue to 0.2 Mg./kg.

No assessment of the degree of occupational nickel cancer hazard can be

made from the data available, since the number of workers at risk is unknown.

Likewise, no definite opinion can be expressed as to the possible existence

and extent of respiratory cancer hazards for persons having for other reasons

contact with dust, fumes and vapors containing nickel or its compounds.

- t. Chromium

Chromium as a metal, alloy or compound is used for many purposes in in,

dustry. It is for this reason that a large number and variety of workers hbve

contact with chromium and chromium compounds and that even restricted groups

of the general population may possibly become exposed to thuse agents in the

form of dust, vapor, fumes, mist, liquid and solid (Bourne and Ruskin).

Workers most likely to be exposed to chromium and its compounds are acetylene

workers, aniline workers, bleachers, blue printers, chrome workers, chromium

platers, chromate manufacturers, chromite miners, crayon makers, dye workers,

electroplaters, enamel workers, glass and. pottery frosters, glass colorers,
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pottery glazers, artificial flower makers, battery makers, linoleum workers,

paint makers, ink mankers, painters, photographic workers, photoengr navers,

polishers, printers, rubber workers, steel workers, tannery workers, vul-

canisers, waterproofers of textiles and paper, welders, users of chromate

anti-rust agents (locomotive attendants and engineers), bitumen and oil

refinery workers (U. S. Department of Labor; Sappinston; .braham).

An environment al atmospheric cont-ation with chroum compounds may

-result from the release of chromium containing industria1 wastes of chromate

plants and of oil refineries using a chromium containing silica catlyst for

the catalytic cracking of oils. An onvironcntfal spread of chrom.tes may

also follow the use of such compounds as anti-rusting ag-nts in automobiles.

Since many of the industrially used chmnium compounds exert a corrosive

action on tissues, skin contact and/or inhalation of such agents results in

the development of chrome ulcers of the skin and nasal septum, which in turn

provide definite proof of an existinr health hazard. Commrnnting on the

appearance of such manifestations among workers of new inustries usin

chrmium compounds, the Chief Inspector of Factories of England and Wales

remarked in his report of 1944 that "the control of old hazards in new indus-

tries is of interest to others as well as to the student of industrial health,

for it would seem that in many cases the hawrd is not recognized until daiage

to tissue has been done, when old principles have to be relearnt and adapted

to new uses."

This reflective observation seems to be quite appropriate when contem-

plating the possible existence of respiratory cancer hazards for individuals

employed in the numerous industrial operations in which chromiu and its

compounds are handled and for which no pertinent published data of any kind

exist at the present time (Chief Inspector of Factories, 1917, 1948; Regional

and Field Letter OFS; Engelharit and Mayer; XMayers; Schw.-rtz and Dunn;
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Schrapf; O'Donovan; Deribere; Vaccero; Goldman and Karotkin; Mancuso;

Mancioli; Buess; Winston and WIalsh; Harrold, Meek, Collins and Markell;

Edmundson; Liebennan; Dixon; Carter; Peroni; Galloro).

The observation of apparently occupation-connected cancers of the respira-

tory organs, especially the lung, has been limited so far to two types of

operations, the production of chromates from chromite ore and the manufacture

of certain chromium pigments (zinc chromate, barium chromate, lead chromate).

In these operations both water soluble and insoluble chprmium compounds are

inhaled by the exposed workers. The chemicJ.l nature of the actual carcino-

genic agent which is responsible for the excessive liability of chromate and

chromium color workers to cancer of the lung is still controversial. .lthough

all investigators believe that some chromium compound or compounds are causally

involved, it has remained uncertain whether the compounds suspected are

hexavalent or trivalent, water soluble or insoluble, nonochiomates or di-

chromates. Water soluble chromium compounds (monochromates, dichromates, and

zinc chromate) are most often incriminated. Mancuso and Hueper recently

pointed out that it may be more likely that carcinogenic effects are elicited

by chromium compounds which are either not soluble in water or only slightly

so, because such chemicals when inhaled as dust would be retained and deposited

in the lung and thus exert a prolonged effect upon the pulmonary tissues. Such-

chromium compounds present in a chromate plant would be represented by chro-*

mite ore and its early conversion products preceding the formation of mono-

chromates. These little water soluble trivalent chromium compounds occur in

the matcri-:1 present in mixers and roasters and are contained in the slag

which usually is stored for future use in the yard area of the plants.

Supporting this concept as to the chemical nature of the carcinogenic

chromium compounds is the fact that workers as well as animals exposed to the
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inhalation of chromite ore dust have not only a high chromium content of the

lungs but also an excessive blood chromium level (1Mancuso and Urone). Recent

experiments on rats which inhaled finely powdered chromite ore dust showed

that after 18 months a chromium level of 13.0 and 17.0 gamnua, respectively,

in 1CO rec of blood was found in twn (2) rats studied. This finding, moreover,

definitely establishes the fact that a fraction of the chromium contained in

chromite ore is solubilized in the pulmonary tissues and discharged into the

blood.

Additional support of a causal role of trivalent compounds may be derived

Sfrom the observation that 10 workers of the 20 chromate workers with lung

cancer reported on by .1wens and Jonas in 1938, were not employed within the

manufacturing buildings or were repair men or maintcnance workers (blacksmith,

glazier, drivers, welder, or manufacturers of sulfuric and hydrochloric acid,

produced in a nearby building). While all of them probably had some exposure

to chromatos, it is likely that their contact with chromite ore dust or with

dust from the slag heaps containing more or less "insoluble" chromium com-

pounds was much more pronounced (Mancuso; Urone, Druschel and Anders; Bourne

0 and Yee; Buchell and Harvey).

As the result of the retention of "insoluble" chromium compounds in the

lung tissues, there develops a blackish spotty pigmentation and a spotty

fibrous thickening of the peribronchial and interstitial tissue where the

chromium dust particles are deposited. This pnoumoconiotic condition called

chromitosis was described by Andrievskaya and Mislavskaya in chromite ore

miners and by Lukanin; Letterer, Neidhardt and Klett; and by Mancuso and

Hueper in chromate manufacturers. It was produced experimentally in rabbits

by Lukanin. Letterer reported a chrome-silicosis in a polisher of an iron

foundry who inhaled silica and chromium oxide dust.
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While the attempts of Gross and Koelsch; and Campbell to produce lung

cancer in mice by their exposure to chromate dust were unsuccessful, Schinz

and Vollmann, who implanted powdered chromium metal into the femoral cavity

of rabbits observed after more than three (3) years, one (1) animal with

cancer of the lung and one with cancer of the femur. In a series of pilot

experiments recently conducted, guinea pigs, rats and mice wore exposed to

the inhalation of chromite ore dust at a concentration of 155 gaimma per liter

of air for five (5) to six (6) hours per day, four (4) days per week, for a

total of 18 months, three (3) of the six (6) Wistar rats showed tumors in-

volving respiratory organs. One (1) rat had a squamous cell carcinoma

originating in the paranasal sinuses and invading and dislocating the eyeball,

two (2) additional rats showed at autopsy, sarcomatous growths involving the

mediastinal lymph-nodes and lungs. There was much black pigment within the

thickened interstitial tissue. The lungs of three (3) guinea pigs revealed

on histologic examination a marked proliferation of the bronchiolar epithelium

which often occluded the bronchiolar lumina by the formation of cellular plugs

consisting of oval and spindle shaped, hyperchromatic epithelial oells. These

* cellular masses extended in places into the the adjacent alveolar lumens

forming polyps, coatings or solid casts. These changes were widely distributed

in the lungs which showed, moreover, a scattering of dark brown to black

amorphous pigment located especially in the subpleural zone and within a

fibrous and thickened interstitial tissue.

These multicentric proliferative lesions of the bronchiolar epithelium

resemble in many respects those recently described by Spain and Parsonnet in

a woman and termed by thoem "minute bronchiolargenic carcinomns." Although

the carcinomatous as well as sarcomatous reactions observed in rats and the

hyperplastic bronchiolar lesions found in guinea pigs provide suggestive

evidence that a prolonged inhalation and pulmonary retention of chromite
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dust may lve a cancerigenic effect upon pulmonary tissues, this evidence is

at present far from being conclusive.

It is definitely surprising that an excessive liability to lurn cancer

has been established so far only for chromate workers in Gernany (Pfsil;

Alwens and J6nas; Teleky; Carozzi; Gross and Koelsch; 'lwens, Bauke and

Jonas; Lehmann; Martineck; Gross; Koelech; Alwens, Bauke and Alwons;

Goldblatt and Wagstaff) and United States (Machle and Gregorius; Gregorius;

Baetjer; Hueper, Mancuso and Hueper; Imprescia) and in chrome pigment workers

in Germany (Baader; Gross and Koelsch; Letterer, Neidhardt and Klott).

lBidstrup found a single case of lung cancer upon x-ray examination of the

chest of 321 chromate manufacturers employed for more than 10 years in

English plants, while no data exist on this point in regard to chronm.te

producing or consuming plants in other countries, such as Switzerland, Italy

and France (Wackman; Saita; Lecoeur).

Apart from the excessive frequency of lung cancers among chromate workers

which according to American observations range from 13 to 31 times the normal,

an occupational origin of these cancers is strongly suggested by the shift of

the ago distribution toward younger age groups. This is particularly striking

for the lung cancers present among German chrome pigment workers, since 50

percent of the cancers affected individuals before the age of AI years when

lung oancers of unknown etiology are relatively infrequent. (Table 10).

The quantitative data on the chromium content of various orga.ns arnd

blood of persons with chromium lung cancer have been reported by several

investigators (Alwons and Jonas; Jonas; Letterer, Neidhardt and Klett;

Mancuso and Hueper), Spannagel recently noted a peculiar behaviour of the

chromium content of the blood and urine in chromate workers before -nd after

the development of lung cancer. It was found that the normal urinary ex-

cretion of chromium ceases in workers with the development of lung cancer
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Table 10.

A<ge Distribution of Chromium Cancers of the Lung

Years 21 1-4 41-50 1--60 61-70 71-80 Totel

Cases: American 16 19 10 5 4

Chromate A 16 19 4

SGermn 7 1 2  1 J 8

Chromate 1 3 7 14 12 1 38

w Gerian
Chrome 1 1
Pigment 5 3 1

0
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while simultaneously the blood chromium level becomes elevated. If con-

firmed, this observation may have distinct importance in causal, metabolic

and diagnostic respects.

With the exception of two (2) cases (one (1) cancer of the nares

(Newman); one. (1) cancer of the maxillary sinus (Goldblatt and Wagstaff),

the lung was the exclusive site of respiratory cancers observed among chromate

workers. The total number of these cancers is at present around 125 cases

.from all sources. None has been reported as originating from nasal septum

ulcers.

Chromium pneumrconiosis thus seems to accompany the development of cancer

of the lung in chromate and chrome pigment manufacturers. It is uncertain,

however, whether the pneumoconintic process plays an essential or modifying

role in the specific cancerization process or whether it is merely a

phenomenon of coincidental coexistence.

u. - ALrsenic

Arsenicals represent a by-product or waste product of the smelting of

many ores (copper, zinc, silver, cobalt, antimony, iron, bismuth, nickel,

tin and lead). Arsenicals are present in the smelter fumes and slag heaps.

They are extensively produced and used, especially during past decades, as

insecticides, fungicides and vermicides (sheep and cattle dip, grasshopper

bait, rat poison) as well as a herbicide, especially for clearing railroad

rights-of-way. Arsenicals are applied as sprays to orchards and vineyards and

are dusted from airplanes upon cotton, corn, soybean and potato fields. They

are employed as wood preservatives, in the manufacture of glass, lead-base

alloys, dyestuffs, bronzing and paint pigments, and medicinal and cosmetic

preparations (Mote). Arsenic and its compounds constitute, according to

"Environment and Health", a health hazard for 35,251 workers employed in

Americ..n industries. This definitely is a very conservative estimate of the
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number of exposed workers considering the long although incomplete, list

of different occupations entailing contact with arsenicals given by

Chamberlain. The estimate, moreover, does not include the rather consider-

able number of persons who are exposed to arsenicals for purely environmental

reasons by either ingesting arsenicals with foodstuffs contaminated with

arsenical insecticide residues or consuming drinking water polluted with

arsenicals leached into drinking water supplies from mine and smelter dumps

.or inhaling arsenicals released into the air from industrial establishments

or by small or large scale dusting operations of arsenical pesticides.

From the published evidence on hand, it appears that environmental and

non-occupational contacts with arsenicals have been responsible in recent

decades for the majority of cases of chronic arsenicism and cutaneous arsenical

cancers (Neubauer; Hueper; Arguello, Tello, Macola and Manzano; Butzengeiger;

Baader; Nieberle; Hofmann; Prell; Holmquist; Montgomery and Waisman; Cannon;

Arhelger and Kremen; Straube; Bohnenkamp; Hanser and Simon; Gonnet; and

many others).

While the causal role which arsenic plays in the production of cangers

of the skin on the basis of chronic arsenicism of occupational, medicinal

or environmental origin has long since been firmly established, it is of

rather recent date that exposure to arsenicals has seriously been considered

as a principal causal agent of cancers of the mucous membranes, such as those

of the bronchi, stomach and bladder, Indeed, today there exists as yet only

highly suggestive but not conclusive evidence linking cancer of the lung with

an occupational exposure to arsenical dust. However, in almost all cases of

lung cancer for which such claims were made, there existed stigmiata of chronic

arsenicism in the form of arsenic dernatosis with or without skin cancers.

Since the inhalation of arsenical dust and fumes produces rather frequently

the development of perforated nas.l septa as well as chronic irritative
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conditions of the bironchi, thereby creating a symptonmatic cahcerigenic

pattern similar to that seen in chromate workers, the existence of , causal

relationship between cancer of the lung and chronic arsenicisn appears under

such circumstances to be a reasonable conclusion. Chest and x-ray examina-

tions of forty (40 workers employed in an arsenic smelter revealed a mild

degree of pneumoconiosis (Saupe).

Although Saupe himself did not discover any evidence of lung cancer

among the workers studied - even though they often were afflicted by hyper-

keratoses of the skin and perforated nasal septa - he cited the autopsy

observations previously made by Schmorl on two (2) arsenic smelter workers

who died with cancer of the lung (Teleky). Frommel briefly mentioned the

occurrence of a cancer of the lung in a taxidermist who used an arsenical

powder for dusting the pelts of animals. Four (4) additional cases of lung

canoer in sheep dip workers with arsenic dermatosis noted in one (1) of these

were reported by Mcrewether, while Hopkins and Van Studdiford observed in a

fanner living near a cotton field sprayed with insecticides, arsenical

dermnatosis, epithelionas and cancer of the lung. The occurrence of five (5)

cases of lung cancer (Morewether; Hopkins and Van Studdiford) among only

24 individuals suffering from occupational arsenical dermnnatosis and epithev

liomas caused Neubauer to wonder whether this is mere coincidence, because

only two (2) cases of lung cancer were observed among 143 cases of medicinal

arsenic cancers of the skin (Russell and Klaber), or under occupational

conditions whether the irritation of the respiratory tract by arsenical dust

was responsible for the phenomenon,

Henry commenting on the occurrence ct'f skin cancers rmnong sheep dip work-

ers (1910 - 1923) recorded the cccurrence of two (2) additionr;l cases of

lung cancers among ten (10) workers of this group havingi cutaneous cancers.

I He mentioned, moreover, the presenec of cansar3 of the left foot, abdominal
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wall and lung in a furnaceman of a sodium arsenite factory. -Analying the

mortality experience of a sheep dip factory, Hill and Faning found that

seven (7) or 31.8 percent of the 22 cancers causing death among members of

this group were located in the respiratory organs, while three (3) or 13.6

percent were .situated in the skin. There were during the period 1919 - 19435

a total of 75 deaths from all causes. The proportional excess of cancer

deaths was mainly attributable to an excessive frequency of cancers of the

lung and skin which were confined to workers in the cheinical prucesses and

were absent among members of the general group who would be unlikely to be

exposed to any specific hazard. Perry, Bowler, Buadkell, Druett and Schilling

concluded from the clinical evidence obtained that after many years of ex-

posure to arsenicals these sheep dip workers may develop a squamous cell

carcinoma in the bronchus.

The most recent addition to epidemiologic investigations on arsenic

cancer was made by Snegireff and Lombard studying cancer deaths among em-

ployees of several metallurgical plants of unidentified type. Of the total

of 1Q9 deaths from all causes recorded during the last 25 years, twelve (12)

were due to cancer of all sites and of these, six (6) were located in the lungs.

The investigators concluded from this evidence that "there are indications

that biologically the human race made the adjustment to arsenic in the envi-

ronment and that only rarely, when associated with other contributing

endogenous factors such as systemic disease, or possibly factors such as

radiation, it may be capable of upsetting the biological equilibrium"; and

further "that the handling of arsenic trioxide in the industry studies does

not produce a significant change in the cancer mortality of the plant em-

ployees; hence other factors in addition to arsenic must be considered signiý-

cant in the causal relationship to cancer". In vicq of the fact that 50 per-

cent of all cnncer deaths among employees of one (1) plant surveyed were
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caused by cancer of the lung, the observations made in fact confirm a

carcinogenic action of inhaled arsenic trioxide upon the tissues of tho

lung of the exposed workers. The conclusions of the authors seem to be

based on wishful thinking and not on a rational evaluation of facts. This

interpretation of the data of Snegireff and Lombard is supported by the high

incidence of lung cancer among the population of several counties in Montana

where copper smelters and mines were operated for many years creating on

occupational and environmental pollution of the atmosphere and soil with

arsenicals. Prolonged inhalation of arsenical dust and fumes appears to

produce an increased liability to cancer of the lung.

However, the existence of such connections should be acknowledged only

when there existed at some time, clinical and, if possible, histo-and bio-

chemical evidence of chronic arsonicism. In view of the absence of any such

evidence associated with chronic arsenicism among the nickel refinery workers

affected by cancers of the nasal cavity, paranasal sinuses and lung, among

excessive tobacco smokers with cancer of the larynx and lung, it is most un-

likely that exposure to arsenic dust, fumes and vapors plays any role in the

production of respiratory cancers in members of these population groups.

. Conmments on Respiratory Metal Cancers

The evidence presented demonstrates that some metals and metal compounds

when inhaled as dusts, fumes, mists or vapors are capable of producing cancers

in various parts of the respiratory tract. Pneumoconiotic changes precede

and accompany such developments when chromium compounds are inhaled, while

such lesions have not been reported following the inhalation of nickel com-

pounds and are apparently of minor nature a.-fter the inhalation of arsenicals.

Although the respiratory introduction of beryllium compounds leads in animals

to the development of progressive granulomatous pneumoconiotic alterations

which may become complicated in rats by bronchiogonic carcinomatous manifesta-

tions, no such malignant sequelae has been reported z.s yet in hunan berylliosis.
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Whether or not. respiratory metal cancers may develop efter the inhala-

tion of other metals represents a problem deserving serious consideration

especially where such metals are widely used or have attained major idus-

trial importance only in recent years.

B. Relation of Inhalation of Silicon and Carbon Polymers to Respiratory

Cancer

The second group of resriratory careinogens is composed of chemical

agents of rather diverse composition but sharing the characteristic that they

may form or occur as linear polymers. The principal evidence suggesting the

existance of "polymer cancers" has come from expeierimeal observations. The

"so far" known or suspected carcinogenic polymers are either polymeri.zed

carbon compounds or silicon compounds (Table 11).

Cancers of the respiratory tract in man seem to be causally related to

both varieties of polymer carcinogens.

a. Carbon Polymers.

The first experimental evidence apparently representing a carcinogenic

effect of a carbon polymer was provided by Turner who obtained in four (4)

of nine (9) rats sarcomas at the site of subcutaneously implanted bakelite

discs. Bakelite is a phenolfonnaldehyde polyuwr. More recently Oppanheimer,

Oppenheimer and Stout succeeded in obtaining sarcomas in rats and mice after

inbedding subcutaneously various plastic:. films, namely, cellophane, alcohol-

extracted cellophane, a commercial polyethylene, a very pure polyethylene

and vinyl chloride film. Sarcomatous reactions were absent following the

subcutaneous implantation of linters, surgical cotton, and glass cover slips.

Druckrey confirmed these findings on rats which received subcutaneous and

int-aperl-tonotal irnpl.nts of cel..cphne aend of .eiJ.ophan3 extracted with

boiJ ng bonzene. Sarcomas were alec obtained by Druckrey in rats which were

intraperitcneally Injected wit! a plyacmid poolZitLer, nameliy. - caprol.ataam.
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Negative results, on the other hand, were noted with Orlen, yylon and Perlon

as well as glass wool.

Additional experimental evidence supporting a cancerigenic role of linear

polymers can be deduced from the observation that certain methylolamines,

ethylebindlEs and epoxides, which readily form linear polymers, possess cyto-

toxic (canceroclastic) and cancerigenic properties (Elwore, Gulland, Jordan

and Taylor; Goldacre, Loveless and Ross; Philips; Hendry, Rose and Walpole;

.-Hendry, Homer, Rose and Walpole).

Several other industrially important polymers, such as synthetic rubber3s

polystyrenes, polymethacrylates, urea-formaldehyde and melamine-formaldehyde

* resins have as yet not been tested for potential cancerigenic properties.

Through the recent discovery of cancers of the paranasal sinusess larynx

and lung among isopropanol manufabturers, the occurrence of carbon-polymer

cancers has probably been extended to man. Isopropyl oil, i.e., the crude

liquid from whieh isopropyl alcohol is distilled and which is a slightly

turbid, viscous liquid, turning, upon standing, slowly into a brownish to

blackish tarry material, contains polypropylene compounds as well as propylene

ether which may be oxidized into propylene peroxide and prpylene epoxide

0 having a tendency to polymerize. Polypropylene, merchandised as Opponol K,

is used commercially as an oil for cable filling (Schildknecht).

Workers employed in isopropanol manufacture have been exposed to the in-

halation of vapors, mist and dust of isopropyl oil. escaping from leaky pipe

connections, defective pumps and gaskets or spilled on the floor at the occur-

rence of breaks in pipelines and during repairs on pipes, pumps and stills.

Weil, Smyth and Nale reported that between 1928 and 1950, a total of seven (7)

neoplasms affecting various parts of the respiratory tract (nasal sinuses (4),

larynx (2), and lung (1) came to observation among 71 employees or in 8.4

percent who worked more than five (5) years in the isopropanol plant. Inhajat



experiments conducted on mice with the various chemicals to which the workers

become exposed provided suggestive evidence incriminating isopropyl oil.

Since the occurrence of an excessive number of respiratory cancers among

isopropanol manufacturers has not been limited to one particular plant, it

can be concluded that isopropyl oil, and thus probably polypropylene com-

pounds, represent a human carcinogen.

In an attempt to explain the carcinogenic action of these carbon polymers,

Druckrey suggested that they may become bound to cellular proteins by cova-

lence bindings or that low grade polymers may even be incorporated into

protein molecules and, thereby, give rise to abnormal proteins, which in turn

would be equivalents to the carcinogen-protein complexes established for car-

cinogenic aromatic amino- and azo-compounds as well as for 3,4-benzpyrene and

certain metals (arsenic, chromium, nickel) possessing pronounced allergenic

qualities. Perhaps a part of this general reaction mechanism may be repre-

sented by the recently reported occurrence of a so-called polymer-fume fever,

similar in symptomatology to metal fume fever which in turn resembles anaphyl-

actic shock (Koelsch; Harris).

b. Silicon Polymers

Among the various crystalline, amorphous or colloidal silicates (quartz,

asbestos, talc, soapstone, tripoli, diatomaceous earth, silicon carbides, etc.),

both asbestos and crystalline silica when inhaled produce specific types of

pneumoconioses which in turn allegedly convey an excessive liability to cancer

of the lung. Certain silicon polymers thus may display carcinogenic properties

similar to those displayed by aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbon polymers.

I. Silicosis

Since silicotic pneumoconiosis fulfills all the requirements which may be

asked from a nonspecific carcinogenic agent acting on the basis of the chronic

irritation theory of carcinogenesis, uncomplicated sillcotic conditions

in1 ·rar



(anthracosilicosis, siderosilicosis, etc.) have repeatedly been claimed as

favoring the development of lung cancer (Fine and Jaso; Dible; Charr; Klotz

and Simpson; Klotz; Schmorl; Andersen and Dible; A&tner). Isolated cases or

small series of cases showing the coexistence of silicosis with cancer of the

lung were reported by Alien; Cramer; Dible; Fine and Jaso; Fronmmel; Harris;

Klotz and Simpson; Maxwell; Middleton; Olson; Sladden; Saupe; Sweany, Porsche

and Douglass; Charr; Gsell; Pancoast and Pendergrass; Vorwald and Karr;

Homburger). The total number of such combinations reported from this country

and abroad is around 75 cases,

Merewether recently added data of a large series to this evidence. Among

6,884 cases of silicosis which came to autopsy, there were 91 cases associated

with cancer of the lung (1.324), which is practically identical with the inci-

dence rate of lung cancer in the general population, Gloyne, however, obtained

on several special groups of workers distinctly higher figures. There were

four (4) lung cancers among 78 iron and steel workers (5.1%), nineteen (19)

lung cancers among 340 pottery workers (5.6%), nineteen (19) lung cancers

among 293 coal miners (6.4), and eight (8) lung cancers among 90 stone masons

(8.9%), who showed pneumoconiosis at necropsy. Strieck, on the other hand,

O did not see any lung cancers among 186 cases of chalicosis, and B8hme recorded

the absence of an increased lung cancer rate among silicotics.

Other investigators, also, have pointed out that cancer of the lung is not

inore frequent or less frequent among workers exposed to the inhalation of silica

dust (anthracite miners, pottery workers, sandstone workers, etc.) than among

the general population (Vorwald and Karr; Schulte; Schulz; Saupe; Pancoast and

Pendergrass; Olson; Fail; Berblinger). Schulte remarked that the pneumoconiosas

present in the coal miners of the Ruhr district seems to provide a poor soil

for the development of lung cancer. In view of the fibroblastic proliferation

stimulating action of silica, Gardner suggested that if anything, there should

be an excess of pulnmonary sarcomas, but thoaes have not been reparted. Sinwe
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in this country alone, over one (1) million workers are exposed to silica

dust (Environment and Health) and in view of the fadct that silicosis among

anthracite and metal ore miners (copper, zinc, silver, gold, etc.) still

occurs rather frequently, the available evidence supporting a causal relation

between silicosis and cancer of the lung is unimpressive.

A lung cancer once established in a pneumoconiotic lung, according to

Allen, on the other hand, is not impeded in its pulmonary as well as meta-

static spread by the existing fibrotic blockage of the lymph and blood vessels,

It seems that this medicolegally important statement needs further confirma-

tion by other investigators, because it is in disagreement with the observa-

tions made and concepts held concerning the retarding influence of organ and

stroma fibrosis on the proliferative and metastasizing activities of malignant

growths in general.

It may be mentioned in this connection that the inhalation of silica dust

and the development of lung cancer by the cobalt ore miners in Schneeberg,

Saxony, represents only an apparent exception (Schulz) to the negative con-

clusions reached. It is not the silicosis of the miners' lungs which is of

significance but the possible adsorption of radioactive solids or gases to

) the silica particles which may be of importance in the production of the lung

cancers, because such combinations are likely to prolong the carcinogenic .

action of the radioactivu material upon the lung tissues.

Attempts to produce lung tumors in animals experimentally by the inhala-

tion of silica dust (Vorwald and Karr (guinea pigs, rabbits, rats, chickens,

mice, cats); Campbell (mice)) gave essentially negative results, Willis and

Brutsaert observed in guinea pigs exposed to silicon carbide after 18 to 31

months multifocal proliferations of the bronchiolar epithelium which seem to

invade the adjacent alveoli as small dark cell groups. Since adenomatoid

structures have been observed in the lungs of apparently "normal" guinea pigs

(Sternhbere LeItch.) thQe ignificance of WilUis end Brutaaert s -findings n s
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remains in doubt.

Itr. Asbestosis

Asbestos differs from the ordinary giant molecular crystalline silicates

not only in its chemical and physical properties, but also in the anatomical

aspects of the pneumoconiosis produced by it. In contrast to the tridimen-

sional polymerized silica crystals in which no oxygen atoms are left carrying

charges to attract positive ions, asbestos consists of giant fibrous molecules

composed of polymerized silico-oxygen tetrahydra which are arranged in chains

or bands (Parices). Depending on the origin of asbestos the fibrils may be

short or long. Italian, South African and Austr-lian asbestos (amphibols)

Sconsists of fibrillar or radiating crystals of calcium-magnesium silicate

or sodium iron silicate (40 percent iron oxide). Canadian, Russian, German

and French asbestos is hydrated magnesium silicate, which contains small

amounts of iron oxide (5.75 percent) Beintker; Wyers; Kruger, Rostoski and

Saupe; Vorwald, Durkan and Platt). Canada furnished about 75 percent of the

world production of asbestos. Canadian asbestos, because of its long fibers,

is especially suitable for textiles.

Depending on its physical characteristics asbestos finds numerous uses

* (textiles, filter material, building material, gaskets, insulating material,

adsorbants, etc.), Some 35,000 workers are exposed in the United States to

asbestos dust (Environment and Health),

It is asserted that inhaled asbestos dust produces asbestosis only if the

inhaled fibers are sufficiently long. In the absence of a fibrous structure

the dust is said to be inert (Wyors; Vorwald, Durkan and Pratt). Since the

larger fibrils are arrested in the bronchioles (Gardner), the granulomatous

reactions form peribronchiolar fibrous cuffs with giant cells and asbestos

bodies. Theae have a fibrillar core and an iron staining proteninic or

colloidal silicic acid sheath, VWhether the iron in the sheaths originates
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from the asbestos fibers (Timmermans) or is derived from blood or tissue

elements (Vorwald, Durkan and Pratt) is still controversial. These two ob-

servations deserve special mention because of the apparent dependence of

cancerous changes in the lungs of asbestos workers upon the presence of

asbestosis and in view of the possiblility that the proteins of the lung

tissue may specifically interreact with free groups of the filamentary .1s,

bestos molecules (Druckrey).

The coexistence of asbestos with cancer of the lung was first reported

by Lynch and Smith in 1935 (one case), who recorded later three (3) additional

cases (Lynch and Smith; Lynch). Similar observations have subsequently been

recorded from this country (Stoll, Bass and Angrist (one case); Holleb and

Angrist (two cases); Hamburger (three cases)); Canada (Dosmeules, Rousseau,

Gilroux and Sircis (two cases); Cartier (four cases); Rousseau (one case));

England (Gloyne (17 cases); Harrison (three cases); Merewether (eleven cases);

Cureton (one case); Owen (one case)); Germany (Nordmann (two cases); Linzbach

and We'dler (one case); Horning (one case); Wels (two cases); Bohne (one case);

Domenici (two cases); Baader (one case)). There is, thus, at present a total

of 60 cases of asbestosis cancer of the lung on record. To this number must

perhaps be added the eight eases of cancer of the lung complicated by asbestods

which Kennaway and Kennaway discovered in an analysis of the death certificates

of males registered between 1921 and 1938,.

Merewether noted that the mean age of males with asbestosis cancer of the

lung was 55.2 years (kange 22-72) and that their mean exposure time was 20.1

years (range 6-40), while the mean age of female cases was 44.6 years

(range 32-71) and their mean exposure time was 7.6 years (range 0.5 to 48).
However, in many cases there elapsed a long exposure free interval ranging

from several months to 20 years before the lung cancer became manifest (Wedler).
There were 37 males and 15 females among the 52 eases for which information

on sex was available. The male:female ratio is -thus 25tL, which represents a
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Table 12.

Age Distribution of Asbestosis Cancer of the Lung

Years 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-75 Total

Cases -2 11 16 17 5 51

Since lung cancer of unknown otiology occurs rather infre-

quently before the age of 40, while 26 pcrcont of the asbestos

cancers appeared before the age of 44, it seems that there exists
a moderate shift toward younzer age groups for cancers associated
with asbestosis of the lung (table 12).

Table 13.

Exposure Timu Distribution for Asbestosis Lung Cancers

Excluding Series of Merewether

Years 1-3 4-10 11-20 21 :nd ovur tot:.l

Cases 4 6 4 7 21

The exposure time of this series covers a wide range (1-23 years),

indic.ting that type and intensity of exposure to asbestos as well as

perhaps an individual susceptibility to asbestosis play an important

role in determnining the development of this pneumoconiosis and th'-,cby

the possibility of a secondary carcinomatous sequela in the lunL;
(table 13).
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marked shift toward the female side when compared with the usual sex rtio

of 5:1 to 10:1 for lung cancers of unknown etiology. Equalization of

carcinogenic exposure as represented by asbestosis, for the two sexes, thus

resulted in a trend toward equalization of liability to lung cancer.

It is of importance to note that the mean age of noncomplicated cases of

asbestosis (128) was only 44.2 years (Morewether). One may conclude from

this observation that some of these individuals apparently died from asbestosis

before their lung cancer had a chance to develop (Linzbach and Wodler).

Additional support for a causal relation between asbestosis and cancer of

the lung is derived from the fact that Merewether found among 266 cases of

asbestosis observed from 1924 - 1946, 31 cases of coexisting cancer of the

lung (13.2 percent), while there were 91 cases of lung cancer with an average

age of 59.4 years among 6,884 cases of silicosis (1.32 percent), which came

to autopsy. Wodler noted that asbestosis cancer of the lung occurred in 14

cases or 16 percent of 92 cases of asbestosis on which necropsics were per-

formed, whereas the normal rate of lung cancer in autopsy material was esti-

mated to be 2 - 6 percent.

While Lanza, Vorwald, Warren and Cartier are quite sceptical as to the

actual existence of an excessive liability of individuals with asbestosis to

lung cancer and while Cureton and Homburger are undecided on this question,

other investigarors.favor this concept or consider the existence of a causal

relation as highly probable or established (Kennaway; Merewather; Teleky;

Nordmann; lHuepur; Gross; Lecoeur; Smith, S. W.; Saita; Wegelin; Linzbaeh and

Wedler; Stoll, Bass and Angrist; Welz).

The histologic types of lung cancers observed do not essentially deviate

in their relative frequency from those seen in cancers of unknown etiology.

There were 22 squamous carcinomas, seven (7) oat cell carcinomas, four (4)

anaplastic carcinomas and six (6) adenocarcinomas. In view of the fact that
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one of the Norwegian cases of nickel cancer of the lung was associated with

pulmonm-ry sarcoidosis, it may be mentioned that Skavlcm and Ritterhoff reported

the combination of an asbostosis with a sarcoidosis of the lung which, however,

was not complicated by a carcinoma.

Attempts have been made to refute the claim of a causal relation betweejj

asbestosis and lung cancer by determining the frequency of pulmon::ry cancer

among the total worker population of the asbestos industry (Carticr; Vorwald).

Such a procedure is bound to give misleading results. It is quite immnaterial

how many workers employed in the -industry develop lung cancer, since an un-

determined portion of these workers doubtlessly sustains either no exposure

or only a low intensity exposure and thus does not develop asbestosis of the

lung which is the prerequisite for the subsequent cancerous development.

Asbestosis must be considered as the essential stigma of an effective exposure.

It is, moreover, necessary to know the sex and age distribution of the worker

populition studied and evaluated as well as the duration of employment and

exposure. A marked labor turnover in the industry is not inducive for ob-

taining reliable information on the actual number of lung cancers and asbes.

tosis cases which may result from effective exposures. For these reasons,

* no definite conclusions can be drawn from the observation of Cartier, noting

eight (8) eases of lung cancer among 4,000 workers studied for 10 years,

especially as the frequency of asbestosis amrong effectively exposed workerp

increases with the duration of exposure (Bohme; Skull). Kennaway and Kennaway

reported that eight (8) lung cancers may be found among 4,000 males of the ago

range 45 to 64 years.

The evidence on hand, at any rate, has convinced the West German government

to make asbestosis cancer of the lung a compensable disease (Tabershaw).

Anbestotic warts of the skin, on the other hiand, are not cover-e (Oliver, Morand

and Brun; Young; Derwitz; Dreessen, et al.).
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The experimental approach to the problem has so far given eguivocal

results. Vorwald and Karr using guinea pigs which were exposed to asbestos

dust obtained negative results. Nordnann and Sorge employed mice for this

purpose and claimed to have produced bronchiogenic carcinomas with pulmonary

fibrosis in two (2) mice. This observation needs to be confirmed before it

c-n be accepted.

Comments on Respiratory Polymer Cancers

While the fundamental concept of "polymer cancers" is a tentative one

and needs to be supported by additional evidence, the available data are

sufficiently important to require serious attention from both a scientific

and practical viewpoint. The rapidly expanding industrial production and

industrial and general use of natural and synthetic polymerized substances in

plastics, films, rubbers, textiles, etc., brings a considerable part of the

working population in direct contact with chemicals of this type. It seems to

be advisable, therefore, to study these population groups during the coming

decades for the occurrence of cancers, particularly those affecting the

respiratory system.

* C,. Relation of Inhalation of Combustion and Distillation Products of

Coal and Petroleum to Respiratory Cancer

The third major group of recognized, suspected, or potential occupational'

respiratory carcinogens is composed of substances containing specific carcino-

genic aromatic hydrocarbons, and being derived from the incomplete combustion,

distillation, catalytic cracking and hydrogenation of coal, petroleum, shale,

natural gas, and similar oarbonaceous matter. The carcinogenic hydrocarbons

are especially contained in the higher boiling fractions of coal tar, pitch,

creosote oil, anthracene oil, soot, carbon black, fuel oils, lubricating oils,

and crude paraffin oils, The inhalation of dusts and mists of those materials

results in their partial retention in the lung and in the production of
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anthraoosis, 6ituminosis or chronic oil pneumoania.

i, Coal

Severe and prolonged exposures to carbon dust lead to the development of

a mildly fibrosing anthracosis even it' not complicated by silicosis (Hollman),

Some 650,000 workers in this country are exposed to carbon dust.

The inhalation of coal dust, which is mainly carbon without hydrocarbons,

is not credited, in general, as a possible cause of cancer of the lung. A

low incidence of pulmonary malignancy ( 3 8-71) and laryngeal cancer (44-58)

(general population 100) was found to be present in coal miners in England

and Wales by Kennaway and Kennaway. This observation agrees with si.ilar

ones previously mentioned and covering coal miners in Pennsylvania (Allen),

in the Ruhr District of Germany (Schulte; Schul), and in Saxony (Gerbe).

Gloyne reported, on the other hand, an incidence rate of 6.5 percent of

lung cancer with pneumoconiosis (19 cases) among 293 coal miners who came to

autopsy. Gough observed a case of lung cancer in one of six (6) coal trinmers

dying from anthracosis after an occupational exposure to coal dust for 25 years,

No information is available on the lung cancer incidence among graphite

miners and workers inhaling graphite dust and developing a fibrosing, granulon

matous type of pneunoconiosis (graphitosis) which shows a tendency to cavita-

tion (Jaffe; Dunner and Bagnall; Dunner; MacMahon; Harding and Oliver;

Dassan?»yake; Ray, King and Harrison). Graphite is one of the allotropic forma

of crystalline carbon which is mined in Ceylon and Ontario, and industrially

used in lubricants, polishes, electrodes, crucibles, furnaces, lead pencils

and electric batteries.

b. Combustion and Distillation Products of Coal

The apparent innicuousness of coal and, possibly graphite dust as respira-

tory carcinogens, however, is not shared by the incomnrlate couLtua tlon, dblui1.ti

lation and hydrogenation products of coal (pitch, tar, soot, creosote oils,

anthracene oils, tar oils, and the highly viscous oily and tarry fractior.n
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obtained by the direct hydrogenation of coal employed by the Bergius process).

The carcinogenic action of these combustion and distillation products of coal

on man and experimental animals has been established beyond any doubt (Henry;

Ross; Hioger; Kennaway; Legge; Cook, Hewett and Hieger; Downing; Earle;

O'Donovan; Passey; Pott; Woglom; Twort; Teutschlaender; Olivcr; Seelig and

Cooper; Goulden and Tipler; and many others). Although the bulk of the

Casuistic and epidemiologic human evidence of occupational coal tar and pitch

cancers has come from England and Germany, it can not justly be assumed that

American made coal tars, tar oils, creosote oils and pitches differ funda-

mentally in their carcinogenic properties from those manufactured abroad.

The exposures sustained by the numerous types of American workers in a great

variety of occupations and operations do not seem to differ according to our

own observations from those found for their European colleagues, nor are the

carcinogenic effects on the skin of these workers at variance with European

observations.

However, in addition to skin contact with these products of processed coal,

there exists for some groups of workers a considerable exposure to these

agents in the form of dust or fumes (tar distilleries, tar paint, shingle,

roofing paper, paper conduit, and battery case manufacture, gas works, coke

oven operations, road construction and repair work, roofing, brick making,

foundries, furnace attendance, railway engine driving, round house operations,

pickling of lumber, chimney sweeping, cork brick manufacture, etc.),

Since the high boiling fractions of synthetic oils produced by the direct

hydrogenation of soal through the Bergius process have been shown to be

highly carcinogenic to the skin and/or subcutaneous tissue of mice and rats,

respectively, certain types of workers rmanufacturing and using such products,

inhaling fumes or mists of these carcinogenic petroleur and tar oil substir.

tutes, may have a special lung cancer hazard. Manufacturing plants using the



Bergius process have been operative for somn 20 years in Germany and have

recently been constructed by several industrial concerns in the United States.

Not only the environmn tal, but to a greater degree, also, the occupational

inhalation of dust, soot and funes produced by the incomplete combustion of

coal results in the development of a soot lung, called bituminosis, which is

characterized by the deposition of finely dispersed carbon particles contami-

nated with hydrocarbons normally contained in coal tar in the interstitial

lung tissue (HUbner; Gartner and Brauss). Roentgenologic changes may appeal

in the lungs after many years of exposure to high concentrations of soot in

the -air inhaled. While the pulmonary deposition of small to moderate amounts

of soot in the lungs, such as commonly found in inhabitants of industrialized

regions, does not elicit any appreciable fibrous proliferations, massive

storage of soot particles in the lung tissues may finally be associated with

an increase of the interstitial connective tissue and with pseudoglandular

formations of peribronchial alveoli,

The human evidence relating exposure to coal tar dust and fume with an

increased liability to cancer of the lung is equivocal. Kennaway and Kennmway

stated that "coal tar in the atmosphere, whether derived from roads, domestic

chimneys, or any other source, does not cause an exceptionally high incidence

of cancer of the lung." A similar statement was mrade by Hugounenq and by

Husted and Biilmann in regard to the liability to cancer of the lung for

workers employed in the tar industry and in the construction and miaintenanoe

of tarred roads, McLaughlin did not find any lung cancer among 3,059 foundry

workers subjected to clinical and x-ray examinations, although there were

three (3) deaths from lung cancer among 64 deaths of all causes. Menz re-

cently reported that of 93 workers in Swiss gas plants who died during the

1926 to 1946 period, 21 or 22.6 percent died from cancer of all sites, thereby

confirming previous English experience that workers of tar and pitch opera-

tions have an excessive liability to cancer in general. Isolated observations



of lung cancer in workers exposed to the inhalation of tar fumes were made

bT Koelsch (blacksmith, tar worker), Rodenacker (briquette factory worker),
MMllschitzky (tar worker).

This predominantly negative information contrasts sharply with observa-

tions made among Japanese generator gas oven workers employed in steel

plants and among gashouse retort workers in Canada (Kawahata; Kuroda and

Kawahata; Cruickshank). The Japanese investigators found within a six (6)

year period, 21 cases of lung cancer among generator oven workers who were

exposed to the inhalation of hot tar fumes when stoking the coal. An Cx-

cessive lung cancer rate was absent among workers employed in other parts of

the steel mills. The general incidence of lung cancer among the generator

gas workers was five (5) per 1,000 workers employed. Seven (7) of these 21

lung cancers occurred in workers 40 years or younger (33 percent, against

18 percent, in cryptogenetic lung cancers) (Hueper). The exposure time

varied from nine (9) years to 23 years, the average being 16.6 years. Simila?

observations were recently made among Canadian gashouse workers. Of 14 cases

of cancer emong retort house workers, six (6) were due to cancc-r of the lung,

one (1) to cancer of the larynx and one (1) to cancer of the ethmoid sinuses

(57 percent cancers of the upper and lower respiratory tract).

It is likely that similar lung cancer incidence rates may exist among

American tar workers. Following a visit with a tar distillery where, among

the 300 workers during an eight (8) year period, some 25 skin cancers and

more than 80 pitch warts had been observed, there was found one (1) case of

lung cancer. Subsequent inquiries made by company officials brought the

number of lung cancers in this and other tar operations to six (6) cases of

cancer of the lung.

From the evidence available it appears that the inhalation of tar fumes

sustained by workers of certain operations '.coke ovens, generator gas plants,

gas plants, tar distilleries) seem to have an ;ccessive liability to cancer

of the respiratory tract. It is not unlikely that a more thorough and
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competent analysis of .the death records of other worker groups;- which have

so far been found to lack such tendencies, might extend the types and

number of tar and pitch workers having an abnonrally high respiratory cancer

rate,

c. Petroleum, Shale Oil and Natural Gas

The carcinogenicity of certain high boiling fractions of petroleum and

oil shale as well as of the combustion products of some of these petroleum

derivatives, oil shale and natural gas, have definitely been dcmonstrated

not only on experinental animals but also -on workers developing cancers of

the skin after prolonged contact with these agents (Leitch; Brockbank and

Stopford; Scott; Southam; Twort and Fulton; Twort and Twort; Volkmann; Smith,

Sunderland and Sugiura; Woodhouse and Irwin; Cruikshank and Squire; Auld;

Henry; Schamberg; Hayhurst; Heller; Haagensen; and others). Known carcino-

genic chemicals, moreover, have been isolated from these petroleum deriva-

tives.as well as their combustion products (Berenblum and Schoental; Fischer,

Priestley, Eby, Vinless and Rchner; Falk, Steiner, Goldfein, Breslow and

Hykes; Waller; Rehner).

In addition to skin contact with carcinogenic petroleum derivatives many

(0 workers are also exposed for occupational reasons to an inhalation of oil

mist or fumes (workers in paraffin pressing operations, certain groups of

oil refinery workers, spinners, metal lathe workers, foundry workers,

metallurgical workers, printers, etc.). In spite of this established occupa-

tional respiratory exposure to petroleum and shale oils, there is not a single

case of oil pneumonia among such workers on record, although such conditions

have rather frequently been observed after repeated medicinal instillations

of mineral oil containing nasal drops (oil aspiration pneumonitis or paraffi-

noma of the lung) (Schneider; Rossier and Buhlmann; Kaplan; Ikode; Graef;

Gaertner; Cannon and Wash; Cannon; Bodmer and Kallos; Young, Applebaum and



Wassernan; Berg and Blurford; and others). In fact, two (2) cases of cancer

of the lung apparently developing on the basis of a medicinal mineral oil

pneumonia have been described (Ifood; Sante).

The- occupational evidence available or published on this aspect is rather

scanty and in part controversial. Kennaway and Kennaway found a relatively

high ratio of laryngeal, .but not of pulmonary cancer in mulespinners, who

inhale a mist of the carcinogenic shale oil lubricating the spindles. Southerm

noted that mulespinners occasionally develop multiple primary cancers involving

the stomach or the lung in addition to cancers of the skin.. Scott,.on the

other hand, stated that he had not observed a single case of lung cancer among

* shale oil workers.

Huguenin, Fauvet and Bourdin, who analyzed a series of 112 lung cancers

for possible etiologic factors, found that 18 or 16 percent were metallurgical

workers exposed to the inhalation of nebulized lubricating and cutting oils,

eight (8) wore chauffeurs, five (5) mechanics and one (1) was an engineer.

They concluoed that their observations indicated an excessively high fre-

quency of lung cancer among workers exposed to vaporized or nebulized lubri-

eating oil, While the study of Gafafer and Sitgreaves on cancer morbidity

40 and mortality among the male employees of an oil refining company did not

reveal any abnormal liability of the members of the occupational group to

cancer of the lung, this judgment may have to be revised at least for certain

types of refinery workers according to more recent and scrutinizing observa-

tions. Roesch observed three (3) primary cancers (skin, stomach and lung) ina

paraffin worker. Touraine and Bour also attributed the development of pul-

monary cancer anong certain worker groups to lubricating oil mists. Such

exposure conditions may account also for the excessive lung cancer mortality

among male metal grinders observed by Turner* and Grace.

Since soot as a waste or commercial product has been found to be carcinoatie

and to contain known carcinogenic hydrocarbons, a thorough and cortpctont survey
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of occupational groups particularly exposed to the inhalation of soot

(operating railroad personnel, stokers, carbon black manufacturers, rubber,

paint and ink makers, painters, soot bumrrs, printers, Diesel engine drivers,

electrode manufacturers, smudge pot operators, phonographic record makers)

(Gallie) is an urgent necessity. The negative conclusions reached by Ingalls

as the result of a survey of the carbon black industry are based on evidence

of dubious merits, because only 79 of the 677 evaluated workers have been

employed for 10 years or more in the industry. Since the majority of known

occupational lung cancers have an average latent period of over 10 years,

his conclusions are actually based on 79 living and active workers. It stands

to reason that an analysis of the death records of former carbon black workers

may have told a different story, especially if the diagnoses were based on

autopsy findings. Such investigations would also add to our knowledge as to

the existence, extent and type of bituminosis which might be expected to

exist in workers inhaling finely dispersed soot particles. (.

Comments on Respiratory Aromatic Hydrocarbons

At the present time, exposure to tar, pitch, asphalt, heavy fuel oils,

lubricating and cutting oils, soot from domestic furnaces, incinerators,

industrial power plants, oil refineries, steel plants, metal smelters, carbon

black factories, oil dumps, and smudge pots, as well as to the effluents of .

Diesel and gasoline engines represents the most widespread occupational and

environmental contact with carcinogenic material. The specific carcinogenic

agents contained in these carbonaceous matters are certain specific aromatis

hydrocarbons, which not infrequently are attached to carbon particles giving

rise when inhaled to bituminosis or anthracosis or they are constituents of

oily matter which when inhaled and retained in the lungs cause oil pneumonia

or paraffinoma of the lung.

Since pure anthracosis is not causally related to cancer of the lung,

the pneunoconioses accomapanyin? respiratory carinogenesis -by aromatic
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hydrocarbons db not play a primary and essential role in this process,

although the pneumoconioses may lower the intensity and prolong the duration

of the effect of the specific carcinogenic chemicals on the lung tissues.

Since our civilization and economical life has been built around the

production and use of the basic carbonaceous substances and their derivatives,

it does not seem -feasible to attain complete protection against exposure to

these carcinogenic chemicals with the preventive and prophylactic engineering

and sanitary measures practical and economical at the present time. There is,

howbver, no doubt that a great deal remains to be done in this respect and

that we are still rather far-removed from having the maximal amount of possible

reduction in exposure to the respiratory cancer producing hydrocarbons con-

tained in the various carbonaceous substances mentiqned.

D, Relation of Inhalation of Radioactive Agents to Respiratory

Cancer- .

Up to some ten years ago, occupational exposure to radioactive agents was

limited to relatively small groups of industrial and professional workers

(miners and refiners of radioactive ores, industrial and medical consumers of

radioactive substances (gas mantle manufacturers, luminous dial painters, radio

4 tube makers, physicists and their assistants, radiologists and their assistants).

Since the advent of successful atomic fission and the ready production of

synthetic radioactive substances the number and variety of individuals who

have occupational contact with radioactive matter have rapidly and greatly

increased (uranium and thorium ore miners, smelters and refinery workers,

atomic energy plant employees, military personnel, agricultural, biologic,

medical, chemical, metallurgic, oil, pharmaceutical and other industrial re-

search workers employing radioactive isotopes as well as operators handling

directly or indirectly such materials or technical devices giving off ionizing

radiation (radioactive static eliminators (Silson; Berman and Ernest; Bryan

and Silverman), sewage disposal worke-s, paper, and textile. manufacturers, etc.).



It is an established fact that cancers of the skin, connective tissue,

bone and blood forming organs have resulted from excessive exposures to

radioactive substances affecting the organism or parts of it by various routes.

There exists a great deal of highly suggestive, if not conclusive opidemiologic

end experimental evidence relating an occupational inhalation of radioactive

dust and gasses to the development of pulmonary cancers. Although excessive

medicinal and occupational exposure to ionizing radiation (radium, x-radiation)

alone may produce in man and experimental animals a fibrosis of the lungs

([ailbfleisch; Doenecke; Belt; Borgmann and Graham; Engelstad; Warren and Gates;

Leach, Farrow, Foot and Wawro; McIntosh; Warren and Spencer; Widmann; Bauer;

Bauer and Schraer; TOnges and Kalbfleisch; Freid and Goldberg), occupational

exposure to radioactive dust and gases has often been complicated by simul-

taneous inhalation of dust containing various metals (chromium, nickel, iron,

arsenic, cobalt) as well as silica, Pulmonary cancers observed among radio-

active ore minors, therefore, have been complicated in an appreciable number

of cases by silicosis of a minor to moderate degree.

It is for these reasons that the radioactive genesis of the cancers of

the lung noted among these miners as well as among uranium and radium refinery

workers has been doubted by some investigators, who felt that one of the

various nonradioactive metals or the silicosis represented the main causal or

an important contributory agent (Schinz; Lorenz; Schmorl; Rostoski and Saupe)

or that the available evidence did not provide absolute proof of a radioactive

genesis (Lacassagne), Several investirators felt that the lung cancers among

the radioactive ore miners in Schneeberg and Joachimsthal were principally

attributable to a hereditary predisposition created by inbreeding of the mining

population (Macklin and Macklin; Lorenz; Vesin).

The "mala metallorun" causing death at an early age of the miners in the

ore mountains of Saxony was first described by Agricola during the early part
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of the sixteenth century, and was, subsequently, mentioned by other in-

vestigators (Henckel; Scheffler; Thiele). However, it was not until 1879

that its malignant neoplastic character was correctly recognized (Haerting

and Hesse). This judgment was, subsequently, confirmed by Cohnhein; Aucke;

Arnstein; Uhlig; Risel; Schmorl; Beyreuther; Rostoski, Saupe and Schmorl;

Lange; Ncitzel;. Dhnert; Baander; Teleky; Hueck; Rostoski and Saupe and

Schmorl; Thiele; Weber; Koelsch; Lindcmann; Doubrow; Brandt; Brezina. Al-

though the miners of the uranium ore mines in Joachinsthal (Czechoslovakia)

also were suffering from a fatal lung disease similar to that observed among

the cobalt ore miners in Schneeberg, Saxony, it was not until 1926 that the

cancerous nature of the pulmonary disease among these miners was recognized

(LAwy). Additional confizming evidence was provided later by Beutel; Ziel;

Sikl; Saupe; Poller; Pirchan and Sikl; Baader; Behounek and Fort.

Evidence supporting a radioactive origin of the lung cancers anong these

two groups of miners was provided by the observation of lung cancers among

employees of radium refineries and radium laboratories. LIwy reported the

occurrence of two (2) such cases among the workers employed in the labora-

tories of the Joachimnsthal mines, where the ores are refined and the purified

Smaterial is tested. One of the cases had chronic radiodermatitis, leukemia and

lung cancer. A similar observation was recorded by Teleky and Neitzel in a

Gorman technician of a radium laboratory. The cancerous lung was found to be

radioactive. Four (4) cases of lung cancer have recently been observed,

according to Baader, among the workers employed in the radiun ore processing

plant in Belgium, where the occurrence of such complication were previously

said to be absent (Maisin, citing Delaet). Perhaps the development of a

bilateral alveolar carcinoma of the lung in a woman 16 years after the intra-

venous injection of ?5 cc, of thorotrast may also supply suggestive evidence

by the medicinal use of radioactive material arrested in the lung. Mention

may also be made in this connection of a report of Martland relating the
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occurrence of a cancer pf the ethmoid cells in a luminous dial painter,

because dial painters not only ingested radioactive mate rial which became

deposited in the bones end produced there the developmlent of osteogenic

sercomas, but they also inhaled this matter which, thus, may have produced

the carcinoma of the paranasal sinus.

The four (4) cases of. cancer of the lung recently reported in an ig-

dustrini population at an atomic pile site, however, are definitely not

causally related to any specific radioactive exposures sustained by the

workers concerned because of an insufficiently long exposure and latent

period (Love). The argument that these workers were, in part, not directly

concerned with radioactive material carries, on the other hand, little wr

weight, as they had, doubtlessly, at times, environmental contact with such

material when the meteorologic conditions were unfavorable for the ready di-"

dispersal of radioactive wastes at this particular operation.

In favor of an occupational and radioactive origin of the lung cancers

among the Schneeberg and Joachinsthal miners is, moreover, the fact that the

excessive liability to pulmonary neoplasia is limited to the workers empuyod

underground and is absent among the workers employed above ground, as well as

0 among the population at large of Schneeberg and Joachimsthal, including the

employees of the cobalt piggent plant using the Schneeberg ores (Bauer;

Schmcrl). An excessive lung cancer attack rate, also, has not been found

among the niners of the nearby Johann Georgcnstadt region where the mines

have .a low radioactivity. There is, furthermore, no valid evidence on record

that miners of arsenic, chromium, nickel, and bismuth containing ores are

affected by lung cancers at a rate even remotely approaching that seen among

the two (2) radioactive ore miner groups.

The attack rate of lung cancer-among the Sohneeberg miners has consistently

been between 75 and 80 percent since 1879, while that of the Joachimsthal



miners has been stated to range from 1,) to 50 percent, although this inci-

dence rate nay be too low considering the recent statement of Baader who

noted that during the period 1939 to 1943 a total of 180 cases of lung cancer

were acknowledged as compensable occupational diseases and that in 1929 there

were only 323 miners employed at Joachimsthal. Considering, the fact that the

exposure and latent period of lung cancer in Joachimsthal miners ranges from

13 to 23 years, it may justly be assumed that these lung cancer cases origi-

nated in a miner population of approximately 300 to 400 members working at

these mines between 1920 and 1930. The exposure and latent period at

Schneeberg is stated to vary from 15 to 18 years for the majority of the

cases, but to be occasionally as short as seven (7) years (Baader; Rajewsky,

Schraub and Kahlau).

The total number of Schneeberg miners who have died from cancer of the

lung between 1879 and 1939, according to available records, stands at approxi-

mately 400, while the number of Joachimsthal miners who fell victim to this

disease has reached 225 (1926 - 1943). An appreciable number of these miners

died at a relatively early age from lung cancer as evident from the data

given in table 14, showing the definite shift toward younger age groups.

Measurements of the radioactivity of the Schneeberg and Joachimsthal mines

have demonstrated that in both places, mine air and dust have an excessive

degree of radioactivity surpassing many times the maximal tolerance dose

(Joachimsthal 30 timrs (Peller)) (Behounek; Behounek and Fort; Tschelnitz;

Ludewig and Lorenser; Lange; Rajewsky; Stooklasa). Humphris suggested that

the recent introduction of pneumatic drills into these mining operations

aggravated the hazard by increasing the production of fine particulate dust

containing solid radium,

Repeated attempts have been made to produce cancers of the respiratory

tract in experimental animals exposed tto the inhalation of radium emanation

and/or radioactive mine dust (Schmidtmann; Lowy; Campbell; Dohnert; Kahlau;
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Rajewsky, Schraub and Kahlau). Schmidtmann obtained neither pneumoconiosis

nor pulmonary cancer in animals exposed for two (2) years to the inhalation

of Schnoeberg mine dust collected from drill holes. Campbell, on the other

hand, reported that mice inhaling dust of Czechoslovak pitchblende displayed

a significantly increased number of pulmonary tumors. In experiments of

Dohnert and Hueck, mice were placed in cages within the mines' Some miie de-

veloped moderate chalicosis, while pulmonary and mediastinal tumors (adenomas,

round cell sarcomas) in addition to an occasional squamous cell metaplasia of

the alveolar epithelium were seen in an "abnormally" high percentage of the

exposed animals. However, the actual number of affected animals was small,

and the interpretation of the results as to their significance, therefore,

difficult. Kahlau and Rajewski, Schraub and Kahlau subjected mioe to the in-

halation of radon. Many of the animals developed bronchial lesions characterisd

by an atypical epithelial linirn as well as pulmonary adenomas (in seven (7)

of 12 mice of the test series against one (1) in the control series). While

they concluded from this evidence that the radioactive origin of lung cancers

in Schneeberg and Joachimsthal miners was confirmed, it seems to be advisable

to consider the evidence obtained by these investigators as highly suggestive

but not conclusive because great variations in the incidence rate of lung

tumors occur among different groups of mice belonging to non-inbred strains.

However, some observations contradicting this conclusion have been re-

ported by Lorenz, Heston, Eschenbrenner and Beringer as well as by Henshaw,

Riley and Stapleton. Both groups of investigators found that mice exposed

to ionizing whole body radiation revealed in addition to leukemia and ovarian

tumors little, if any, increase in the number of pulmonary neoplasms, Of

greater significance in this connection are the findings of Lisco and Finkal,

who found in rats inhaling an aerosol of radioactive qerium,metaplzstic and

neoplastic proliferations of the bronchial epithelium. Sinrilar results wcrv
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obtained with plutoniun brought into the lungs of rats. Sinco ranium ore

miners inhale net only redon and radium dust, but also uranium which may be

retained in the lungs, Hueper, Zuefle, Link and Johnson injected metallic

ur'nium powder dispersed in lanolin into the pleural and femoral cavities of

rats and obtained sarcomas at the sites of injection in 13 or 24 percent of

the 66 rate used. Evidence thus produced shows that focal accumulations of

uranium which is an alpha-radiation emitter may exert a cancerigenic action

upon the surrounding tissues, but it does not discriminate, between the in-

fluence of metal toxicity per-se and radioactivity in the genesis of these

lesions.

From a critical evaluation of tho epidemiologic, clinical and experi-

mental evidence available, it appears that a prolonged inhalation of radio-

active gases and/or dust may elicit in man pulmonary cancers (Martland;

Evans), In commenting on the production of lung cancer by atmospheric car-

cinagens, an Editorial (Lancet, 1952) remarked, "radioactivity of Joachimsthal

mines is stated to be thirty times the tolerance dose. It is scarcely sur-

prising, therefore, that in the past more than half the miners died of lung

cancer," It stands to reason that this effect on the lungs of workers will

0 prevail wherever similar conditions of exposure to radioactive gases and dust

exist. The excessive suicide rate observed in the past among the miners in

Joachimsthal (Sikl) reflects aptly the human misery produced if such hazardous

working conditions are permitted to persist.

While there thus can be little, if any, doubt of the principal role of

ionizing radiation in the production of lung cancers among radioactive ore

minors and similarly exposed occupational groups, some conments on the pbssihle

significance of pneumoconiosis in eliciting or modifying this effect may be

indicated.

Reports on the occurrence of pneumocoiniosis ?mong the miners in Schneebergr

and Joachinsthnl are c-ntradictory.. While Schinorl as well as Rostoski, Saupe
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end Schmorl in their early reports (1936, 19 28) noted that Schneeberg miners

suffer from more or less intense anthracosilicosis and that this condition

was causing or favoring the development of the bronchial cancers, Rostoski

and Saupe stated in 1930 that pneumoconiosis was usually not very extensive

in lungs with cancer. Because of the relatively slow course of the pulmonary

tumors, they felt that pneum:conicsis may slow the intrapulmonary growth of

the tumors. Hueck, on the other hand, remarked that silicosis does not re-

present a precancerous condition for fcaLSchneeborg lung cancers. Some of the

miners had silicosis but not lung cancer, while others had lung cancer but

not silicosis.

Similar discrepancies seen to prevail concerning the Joachimsthal miners.

Ziefl in 1935 reported that marked silicosis among these miners is quite

frequent and that ashed lungs contain large amounts of silicon oxide. Pirchan

and Sikle, on the other hand, maintained that no pneumoconiosis could be

found in spite of an abundance of pneumatic drilling and that pneumoconiosis

has no role in the production of the lung cancers. This opinion was shared

by Lowy. Sikl in his most recent communication on the subject stated that

some degree of fibrosis suggestive of silicotic origin could, of course, be

seen in the lungs carrying cancer, and there were single cases of outspoken

silicosis combined with cancer; but on the whole, silicosis was not a

prominent feature in cases of cancer, on the other hand, the lungs most

heavily affected with silicofibrosis being generally free from malignant

growth. Behounek and Fort noted that pneumoconiosis was recorded as cause

of death in only 8.2 percent of 63 miners who came to autopsy between 1929

and 1938. This statement contrasts strikingly with the observations made

by Saupe during a chest x-ray study of 398 Joachimsthal miners conducted in

1939. He found that 43.4 percent of these miners presented rotmtgenologic

evidence of pulmonary silicosis. However, silicosis was of minor degree

nuuong the seven (7) miners who were suspected of having pulmonary neoplasms.



Although 'thd data are in part contradictory, it seems that silicosis

does not play any significant role as a direct or contributory cause of

cancer of the lung among the radioactive ore miners in Schneeberg and

Joachimsthal. Whether it has an antagonistic effect upon the cancerization

process or modifies the course of the established cancer remains prob.

lematical.

Finally it may be mentioned that these lung cancers vary a great deal in

histologic structure, many were squamous cell carcinomas, others, round cell

or anaplastic carcinomas, while a few were of adenocarcinomatous type. The

radioactive lung cancers, thus, follow in this respect the pattern set by

ll other occupational cancers. The same environmental carcinogenic agent

is capable of eliciting a great variety of cancers, although all of them

originate from the identical tissue matrix.

Comments on Respiratory. Radioactive Cancer

The rapidly growing production and use of radioactive material and thereby

conditioned increased potentiality of inhalation of radioactive gases and

dust for certain occupational groups and possibly, also, for parts of the

general population determine the scope and significance of respiratory cancer

hazards which may result from such exposures. Since the attack rate of lung

cancer from this source is vory high according to past experience with miners- - -

of radioactive ores, a competent assessment of the degree of exposure to

radioactive dust, mist and gases by worker groups and neighborhood population

is essential wherever radioactive material is produced or handled. The

available information supports the view that the simultaneous inhalation of

siliceous dust causing the development of a silic-sils in indivicua1le miniw.

or processing radioactive ores does not represent a condition which favors

the production of lung. cancers or .fundamentally modifies their course once

they have become established.
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3 . Relation of Vegetable Dust Pneumoconioses to Cancer of the

Respiratory Tract

An qiypreciable number of occupational activities of varied types are

associated with an exposure to vegetable dust (tobacco, cotton, hemp,

oisal, sugar cane, wood, paper). Some such contacts elicit pneumoconiotic

chan-es. Inhalation of cotton dust given-off in preparing the cotton for

spinning and weaving causes a progressive fibrosis of the lung in reaction

to the inhaled and retained cotton fibers (byssinosis) (B-len; Thiry;

Cam-inita, Baium, Neal and Schneiter; Lanza). Pulmonary fibrosis, likewise,

may follow upnn a prolonged exposure of dust generated fro.t the handling of

0 sugar c-ui residue used for the production of fiber bo-rd (bq.gassosis)

(iManas; Gersti, TraGer and Szczopaniak; Casteleden and H:imilton-Paterson;

Silson; Lanza). The posibility of a carcinogcnic iction of th.se vegetable

fibers on the lung tissues has apparently not been considered nor havu any

cases of lung cancer among such workers been rpocrtud.

The inhalation of dust from dried tobacco leaves, on the other hand, has

received sorme attention in this respect, although the actual existi;ncc of

a fibrosing tobacco pneumoconiosis (tabacnsis) is controversial ('ro: Zenker;

Boemke; Palitsch; contra: Long; Gross; Kruicger, Rostoski and S-.up1 ; Pencoast;

Miller and Landis; Landis, Funk, Smyth and Miller). In consideriig theso

claiims, it should be noted that workers hand]ling dried tobacco leaves not

only have contact with the powdered vegetable matter of the tobacco leaf,

but also inhale silica containing soil dust, nicAtin, arsenical insecticide

residues, ;.ind soot froma the dryinj and curing procudure secondarily con-

taninrtin.; the leaves (McCormick, Smith and Marsh).

The claini that persons exposed to the inhclati.on of tobacco dust exhibit

an excessive liability to lung cancer is partly based on cpidoamiologic

evidence among German and Indonesian-tobacco workers and cigarotte manu-

facturers (En-er; Rottmann; Soyfarth; Brinkmann; Kouwenaar; Koolsch), in



part it is supported by observ.Ations made in connection with the high inci-

dcnco of oral cancer among population groups indulging in the chewing of

quids containing tobacco (betol quid-chewing tobacco (lit. Hueper; V'nder;

Friedell and Rosenthal; etc.). Although the evidence supporting a carcino-

genic effect of inhaled tobacco dust upon the respiratory tract is at present

only mildly suggestive, the strong evidence of such an action on the oral

mucosa when tobacco is chewed, is an indication that serious efforts should

Ibo mide to establish reliable factual evidence whether or not similar rela-

tions exist when tobacco dust is inhaled and acts upon lung tissue. Such

investigations appear to be especi.lly urgent, in view of the fact that

recent experimental observations indicate that alkaloids as well as aliphatic

polymers derived fron cellulose possess carcinogenic properties.

F. Relation of Animal Dust Pneuroconioses and of Fibrosing

Pulmonary Parasitic Diseases to Cancer of the Respiratory Tract

Nothing is known whether workers engaged in the production, processing

and cleaning of silk, wool and hair, and the various goods, Eade from these

animal fibers, and thus, exposed to varying degrees to the inhalation of

these proteinic macromolecular polymers have any excessive liability to

cancer of the lung. While the occurrence of cancers of the skin among

textile workers using such fibers has occasionally been reported, the

causation of these lesions has justly been attributed to contact with

carcinoLenic lubricating oils.

In view of the repeatedly reported abnomally high lung cancer incidenoe

anong painters, it is of interest to mention briefly that the inhalation of

shellac, a basic constituent of various lacquers, and oil a-nd spirit

varnishes extcnsively used in industry as finishing substances and often

applied as a spray, has resulted in the development of a chronic indurative

progressive fibroblr.stic pnumnoni;a (Hirsch and Russell). Shellac is a natural
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resin of indect origin and before purification contains lac dye and wax.

Most of these impurities except wax are removed in procossing the shellac.

Sonime evidence favors the view that the component resins of the original lac

are bound together in a complex form or a weak chemical linkage (Bhattacharys).

This relationship is destroyed during purification and the pure lac resin

consists of hydroxy acids of the aromatic and aliphatic series joined together

by lactone and various internal ester linkings.

Although pfinters and cabinet makers are exposed durinI their occupational

activities to many other chemicals, soma of known carcinogenic nature (solvents

oils, resins, plastics, pigments, waxes, paint removers), it may be wise to

0 include shellac in any future considerations of the possible causes of the

excessive liability of members of this occupational group to lung cancer.

Among the various parasitic infections of the lung which are associated

with localized or diffuse fibrosing changes in this organ, tuberculosis

stands in first place. In fact, during past decades, pulmonary tuberculosis,

particularly tuberculous cavities and bronchiectases, were regarded by some

investigators as a frequent cause of cancer of the lung (Ewing; Kraft; Fried;

Derischanoff; Larson; Moore and Ncal; Moo.-re and Schmeisser; Ssipowsky; and

others). The coexistence and possible causal, yantagonistic or fortuitous

relationship of tuberculosis and cancer of the lung has been the subject of

numerous investigations (Hueper; Marx; Cohen; Munteau and Amon; Schwartz;

Robbins and Silverman; Hambly). Thc possibility of a causal relationship

was suggested because cancer seems to develop with unusual frequency in

tuberculous lesions of the skin (lupus) (lit. Hucper). The great majority

of investigations, however, does not support the contention that the various

chronic inflimupatory and fibrosing processes associa.ted with pulmonary

tuberculosis causes or favors the developmnnt of cancer of the lung (Fried;

Brymalski and Sweany; Attinger; Olson; Hambly; Vinson; Symmers; Walzer; and
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others (seo lit. Hueper)) and indicates that the coexistence of these two

conditions is fortuitdus. This conclusion is supported by the fact that

cancer of the lung has become in recent years much more frequent, while

pulmonary tuberculosis, during the same period, has shown an opposite trend.

Cwncer of the lung, on the other hand, is of great importance for differenti-1

diagnostic reasons, since the number of cases in which tuberculosis and cancer

of the lung coexist appears to be increasing (Gerstl, Warring and Howlett).

Cancer of the lung may symptonmatically simulate pulmonary tuberculosis

(Siltzbach; Bergmann, Shatz and Flance; Hembly).

The causal reletionship between schistosomiasis of the bladder and cancer

of this organ is a generally acknowledged fact. Less certain is an etiologic

connection between dancer of the colon and rectum and schistosomiasis of

these organs. Although schistosoniasis of the lung is not infrequently ob-

served in regions in which this parasitic disease is endemic (Egypt; North,

Central aind South Africa; Central and South America; West, East and South

Asia) (Erfan; Gelfand; Mainzer; Shaw and GharebPCBPntcai pight,et 2iL..;Clark and

Graef; Koppisch), the ultimately developing pulmonary cirrhosis apparently

has not given rise to cancer of the lung as far as the published records

O) indicate.

The available evidence, thus, apparently shows that the inhalation of

animal fibers or the presence of parasites and their metabolic products in

the lung does not result or favor the development of cancer in this organ.

It cannot be maintained, however, that the quantity and quality of data

existent on this subject should make this conclusion definite.

G. Relation of Various Bacterially or Chemically Induced Chronic

Inflammatory Processes to Cancer of the Lung

Although many noxious gases, vapors and fumes do not accumulate in the

lungs on prolonged exposure, they may elicit chronic inflammatory processes
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of more or less-diffuse or localized character (chronic bronchitis,

bronchiectases, chronic chemical pneumonia, cavitation). Occasionally, such

exposures and their anatomic effects upon parts of the respiratory tract have

causally been related to cancers subsequently developing in the injured and

inflamed tissues.

Birkholz asserted that a laryngeal carcinoma was caused by an inhalation

of benzine-petroleum vapors over a period of three (3) years. Commenting on

a similar claim of Nikoloff that the inhalation of benzene vapors was re-

sponsible for the production of a pulmonary carcinoma, Koclsch stated that

benzene end its homalogues do not exert a specific carcinogenic effect upon

the lung tissues. It is, however, uncertain whether or not this statement

applies without any exceptions to all organic solvents and solvent vehicles,

since some of these agents hrve clicited cancers when applied to the skin of

mice. Although repeated exposures to fonmaldchyde fumes, such as those sus-

tained by manufacturers of certain plastics, embalmers, makers of certain

deodorizers, mny cause chronic bronchitis (Wyss) and despite the fact that

formaldehyde has recently been shown to be a mutagen (Auerbach), there does

not exist any valid evidence indicating that this chemical also is a respira-

tory carcinogen.

Claims have repeatedly been advanced concerning carcinogenic effects pro-

duced by the inhalation of alkali and acid fumes upon various .-rt-s ;f the

respiratory tract (larynx, lung) (Kikuth; Hunermnn; Bct!-e), A highly doubt-

ful significance of such isolated occurrences is indicated by the fact that

Koelsch did nnt find a single case of lung cancer when studying large series

of manufacturers of inorganic acids (sulfuric, hydrochloric, nitric acid)

and large scale industrial users of these chanicals (chemic'l. metllurgic,

and graphic industries). Likcwise, there is no evidence that the pneuno-

fibrosis observed in a high percentage of Italiant Oulfur miners causing
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peribronchial as w-iU as micronoddiar fibrotic lesions associated with

bronchicctases increades the liability to cancer of the lung.

Following the first World War the alleged carcinogenic action of war gas

npoisonings has played a conspicuous role among speculations as to the cause

of the rising number of respiratory cancers. Poisonings by chlorine,

phosgene, diphosgene, dichlorethyl sulfide, and diglycol chloride was con-

sidered one of thc major causes in this development by Kikuth; Spaner;

Brockbank; Matz; Denker; and others. Koclsch conceded that a few cases of

lung carcinoma exhibited a doubtful etiologic relation to war :as injuries.

Although the chronic effects of acute war gas poisonings were obliterative

bronchiolitis and bronchiolar mctaplasia, a connection between cancer of the

lung and war gassing was lacking in the series of pulnonary cancers reported

by Berblinger; Probst; and Simons. Since sone of the war gases oontained

arsenic, while derivatives of mustard gas have recently been shown to possess

carcinng;unic properties for experimental animals, a final decidion on the

existence of such connections must at present be held in abeyance.

The relative infrequency with which other chronic inflammatory ajnd

cicatricial pulmonary lesions, especially bronchiectases, of nonspecific, and

in p.rt traumatic nature, appear as alleged direct or indiroct causes of

bronchogenic carcinomas (Schwyter; Friedrich; Ro'ssle; Mangelsdorff; Woodruff

and Nahas; Weller; Plazy; Gouriou and Gerrain; DahLmnann; Wells and Cannon;

Pilgersdorfer; Luckow; Gomez; Fischer-Wasels; Fischer and Fenster; Gillespie;

Bourret and Fraisse; Rospide; Konwaler and Reingold; and others), indicates

that chronic irrit-tion (Berenblum) as such does not-represent a direct and

priimary cause of cancers of the respiratory tract. The validity of this

general conclusion is apparent from the total evidence presented.

It may be concluded that pneumoconioses of benign or progressive type

as well as pneumofibroses resulting from the inhalation of noxious cases,
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vapors and funos not retained in the lungs or from bacterial- or parasitic

pulmonary infections of occupational or non-occupational origin do not

exhibit a consistent causal relationship to cancer of the lung.

Wherever cancer of the lung appears to be etiologically connected with

the inhalation of chemical dusts, fumes, mists, vapors and gases, such

relations arc highly selective and specific. Since pulmonary cancers are

also elicited by chalmical agents which do not produce any appreciable fibros-

ing reactions in the lun., it is most unlikely that these pulmonary changes

represent an essential primary part in the causative mechanism of pulmonary

neoplasia. It is quite evident that the irritative and carcinogenic proper-

ties of respiratory carcinogens are neither identical nor closely interre-

lated, and that in this respect, these agents behave like those which cause

cancer of the skin. Only a few of the skin irritants are also cutaneous

carcinogens.

'hile observations in other fields of huiran and experimental carcino-

genesis indicate that acute or chronic inflammatory processes might set off

or accelerate a cancerization nrocess initiated by a specific agent, there is

no evidence available indicating that such an action is exerted by pneumo-

coniotic reactions upon the development of lung cancer, The average latent

periods of occupational respiratory cancers is about the same for cancers -

elicited by all respiratory carcinogens investigated, regardless of whether

they have pneumoconiotic qualities or not.

Chemoallergic reactions, however, may be active in the production of

both fibrosis and/or cancer by some of these agents. The evidence on hadd

does not permit a definite conclusion whether the action of a pneumoconiotio

agent or the presence of a pneumofibrosis accentuates or impairs the action

of a respiratory carcinogen or has no influence whatsoever on it. It is,

likewise, uncertain whether a progressive pneumoconiosis favors or impedes
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the intraialnonary and metastatic spread of an established envimronmenteAl

or cryptogenetic cancer of the lung, although the general evidence available

on this point would support a hindering effect.

H. Methodologic and Medicolegal Aspects

It has recently been asserted that air pollution is not a serious or

critical menace to public health (Lanza). The evidence presented does not

support the correctness of such a view. The industrial hygienist accustomed

to think in terms of toxic concentritions of chemicals in the atmosphere

should become better acquainted with the often subtoxic or metatoxic concentra-

tions in which carcinogens cani and do act effectively. The possibility of

delayed untoward effects by the prolonged inhalation of atmospheric pollutants

appears to be especially likely, whenever such pollutants exert a cumulative

effect or are readily retained in the body and, thereby, able to perform their

insidious work over long periods of time.' The long, symptom free latent

periods sometimes extending from 15 to 20 years after cessation of exposure

to an environmental carcinogenic agent are striking and convincing proof

and demonstrations of this fact. This consideration applies not only to

industrial products and wastes, but with equal force also to the large number

of environmental poisons (pesticides, herbicides, chemical additives to

foodstuffs, cosmetics, and sanitary household goods) with which large parts

of the general population come in daily contact. The recent demonstration

of cumulative storage of DDT, which when given in excessive amounts to rats,

has produced hepatic tumors, in the fat tissue of unexposed members of the

general population, provides an apt illustration of the possible existence

of health hozards from such sources (Pearce, Kattson and Hayes).

While it may be difficult in many instances to supply absolute scientific

proof, which will satisfy even the biased sceptic, of relationship between

air contandinants and damage to health (Best), particularly cancer of the



respiratory organs, -such proof can be obtained if competent personnel,

ndoqua.te funds and facilities are made available. Past efforts made in

this respect were scarcely extensive nor ilways comp-etent.

Environmental carcinogens behave very much like pathogenic icicroorg"nisms

in producing disease phenomena in only a fraction of the total population at

risk, As a rule, the number of persons 'ffected depends directly on the

relative potency of the carcinogenic agent a-nd on the intensity .and dur tion

of exposure to it by the individuals composing the group. While naturally

susceptible individuals seem to succumb first and in the presence of a weakly

* acting carcinogen may be the only ipersons -ffected, the attack rate may

practically reach 100 percent of the exposed population, if a carcinogen is

highly potent and the exposure to it very severe and prolonged.

Consideration, also, must be given to the fact that in contrast to the

almost simult-.neous affliction of large numbers f'f persons by infccti-us

diseases during epidemics, environmental and occupat;ional cancers exhibit

in this epidemiology a distinctly endemic pattern, i.e. the existence of an

environmental or occupational cancer hazard becomes apparent only if effectively

exposed and, therefore, restricted population groups are -analyzed for the

occurrence, number, site, age and sex distribution of cancers observed among

its members over periods of not less than five (5) to 10 years. The inclusion

of a larte number of unexposed or little exposed individuals who did not ex-

hibit at any time the specific stirgmata of an effective contact, invariably

leads to a dilution and possible obliteration of the actual positive evidenie

(Hueper; Hueper and Mancuso), Whenever occupational cancers are consistently

associated with other disease phenomena affecting the same organ and producing

symptonmatically similar lesions such as cancer of the lung and pneumoconiosis,

reliable cpidemiologic evidence depends lupon the availability of pathologic

diagnoses (biopsies, autopsies) for all cases included In the group ^ev-luated.
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Chest x-ray studies and cytologic data from sputum examination are under

such circumstances of only limited value.

It is obvious that an efficient and reliable study of respiratory cancer

hazards occurring in industry is a complex undertaking requiring not only

competent investigators and adequate facilities but also a comparatively

unusual .um-ount of financial support. A proper appreciation of the actuality

and scope of the problem anong interested parties is of rather recent date

and so far only a few research institutions have devoted a paFrt of their

S wrk to a study of industrial respiratory cancer hazards, The- Truiea.u

Laboratories hav.e pioneered in this field and occupy a leading place. Be-

cause of the rapidly increasing importance of respiratory cancers rs public

health problems, the National Cancer Institute has provided throu:gh special

cancor control rrants, financial assistance to three (3) universities

(Urnivcrsity of Pittsburgh, University of Utah and University of Southern

Californi'2.) for the establishment of research facilities for epideniologic

and experimental studies of environmental cancer, particularly cancers of

the respira..tory tract caused by occupational and environmental air pollutants.

* It is hoped that these units may become within a-few years, organizations

totally independent from governmental support and may provide interested -

private parties as well as local health agencies with additional. privately

controlled spcoial laboratories, staffed by cancer research specialists

competent and experienced in highly diverse and difficult aspects of environ-

mental cancer research. It may be hoped that with the passing of time, an

effective and reasonable control of environmental respiratory cancer hazards

may be achieved, which may prove satisfactory and fair to all pa.rties concerwci:
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Discussion

DR. RHOADS: Dr. Hueper, you referred several times to the presence of benzpyrene
in suspected material as supporting the view that these materials were carcino-
genic in the human lung. Does evidence exist that pure benzpyrene, per sewill
produce cancer in man?

DR. HUEPER: There is no direct evidence, only circumstantial evidence. There
are on record two cases among laboratory workers who accidentally came in con-
tact with benzpyrene. One was ,f tae skin later a cancer develo-.

ped but whether that is conclusive evidence I am not certaih. We must remember
that benzpyrene is only one of the carcinogenic chemicals in these materials.
Falk and Steiner isolated three or four. There are shale oils which do not

contain benzpyrene but which are carcinogenic, so we should not consider only
the crude material, as such, but should take into account components that are
carcinogenic.

C-)



DR. RHOADS: The presence of benzpyrene suggests that possibly stronger

0 darcinogenic agents, or even a whole series, are alos present.

DR. HUEPER: A whole spectrum of carcinogens.

1  DR. SAMUELSON: With reference to carbon black I would like to correct the

. *' record. The Steiner work showed that 3:4 benzpyrene and 1:2 benzpyrene, a

very mild carcinogen, was present in the extract of carbon black, and no

evidence of carcinogen to follow.

DR. RHOADS: Dr. Hueper's joking remark that the sun might be prophylactic

raises an interesting point. I believe that one cannot wholly ignore the

endocrine system in cancer, in view of the surveys of McCann, Tannenbaum and

others. Other surveys not yet published suggest very strongly that hypo-

phisectomy will render inactive certain compounds which otherwise are active

and exceedingly carcinogenic and it is not inconceivable that the sun might

play a similar role.

DR. HUEPER: Pellet, who studied the incidence of cancer of internal organs

among Canadians, suggests that persons who develop cancer of thLe skin become

partially immune to cancer of the internal organs. I do not believe that the

evidence, from an epidemiological viewpoint, shows that. If an individual

is exposed to an occupational agent that causes cancer of the skin, he has,

in fact, a greater liability to develop cancer of the internal organs. A

pathologist of the University of Richmond has made claims similar to those of

Pellet but I do not believe that they are justified on the basis of the

factual evidence.

*b



-* DR.RHOADS: Dr. Levin, will you comment on the statistical validity of the

evidence regarding occupations for which the incidence is comparitively low?

Many of those figures are from the Kenilway series; do you wish to comment

on the validity of those observations of the engineers, the tobacconists,

the barroom workers, and individuals having other occupations?

DR. LEVIN: I haven't examined the data sufficiently to be at all critical.

It is interesting that with a few exceptions, such as the lung cancers of

Schneeberg, the majority of persons exposed, even to a high dosage, do not

develop a disease. This condition suggests that if we confine our attention

entirely to ventilation and ignore the intrinsic constitutional agent we are

over-stressing the situation. We should attempt to determine why some persons

exposed to a specific concentration of a carcinogenic agent do not develop

disease while other persons do.

Some of the published material to which Dr. Rhoads referred is difficult

to evaluate because factual information is lacking: How many persons were

in the factory at a certain age for how many years; were all the cases studied;

at what age did they retire; was there a difference between the people you did

have information about and the people you did not have information about? As

a state official I would say that tue evidence is sufficiently strong to justify

the proposal that industry be required to keep, confidentially and without bias,

much better records than it does regarding both its workers and what happens to

them. The information is there; we simply are not getting it in such a way

that we can analyze it.

DR. RHOADS: I should like tc emphasize Dr. Levin's point that it is perhaps

the obligation of industry to set up so-called preventive experiments with

I-



control groups which will provide possibly the most final data.

DR. PRATT: With referencd to carcinoma in individuals with asbestosis, we

see hyperplasia of the bronchiolar epithelium and extension into the alveolar

spaces in areas of the lung that show fibrosis, but if we look at the epithe-

lium of the major bronchi we see a normal appearance. Nevertheless, the

cases that have carcinoma with asbestosis - at least the cases I have seen -

in the main give every evidence of being primary in the major bronchi. It

seems to me that if t .ere is a connection between asbestosis and cancer, it

must be a considerably more devious one than simply hyperplasia, metaplasia,

and neoplasia. I would like to hear Dr. Hueper's comments on this point.

DR. HUEPER: I am glad you mentioned this topic because it is of great interest

to me. The carcinogens are really misnomers. If you study the anatomic re-

action to carcinogens, you see first hyperplasia; you see many benign tumors

and then, finally, you may see carcinomas - some of the benign tumors may have

become malignant; or you may see, in the prepared soil, carcinomas of primary

origin. Personally, I place a great deal of significance upon the development

or history of carcinomas in the histologic sections of the cases I have studied.

I believe that those sections give us the life history of the carcinogen and

the life history of the cancer. To me, the changes of asbestosis are a typical

example. I have seen characteristic changes in the cancers we produce in dogs,

in the cancers we produce in mice with the various hydro-carbons. Those progres-

sive changes are always significant.

DR. DRINKER: As I was the instigator of two of the surveys Dr. Hueper mentioned -

Lombardo's on arsenic and Ingall's on carbon black - I have more than a casual

0 j



interest in Dr. Hueper's rematks. Today the big arsenic producer is Sweden,

with Mexico second and the United States third. We shall continue to produce

arsenic for an indefinite period because copper ores, which are smelted,

contain arsenic. The industrial experience of the smelters in the United States

dates back for about 40 to 50 years - a relatively long experience for health

matters; the Mexican and the Swedish experience is briefer. The survey on

arsenic was instigated because we were a little apprehensive, after finding

that chromate workers get perforated septa and lung cancer, that perhaps the

same thing might be caused by exposure to arsenic.

Dr. Hueper questioned the interpretation of Lombard and Snegireff's

statistics, in which they concluded that the handling of arsenic trioxide does

not produce a significant change in cancer mortality. The incidence of 50 per

cent, to which Dr. Hueper refers, is quite startling but the numbers of workers

involved were so small that the high rate could have been merely a matter of

chance. Lombard and Snegireff used for a control a smelter that handled ho

arsenic yet the incidence of lung cancer of the control was a little greater

than that of the community as a whole. In Utah, Neal and others made a good

survey concerning arsenic; they found no evidence of lung cancer.

I believe that Dr. Levin's plea for better statistics in ind'-stry is an

extremely good one. I know that the big smelters are anxious to keep good

records.

DR. RHOADS: There is a tendency to incri:minate pure compounds of known acti-

vity when considering the possible carcinogenic action of a complex mass of

materials coming out of a smelter or out of a complex organic mixture. The

evidence may be good for the problem involved - contamination or pollution -

but not so good for a single pure constituent of the polluted material.

(^T- _-



DR. HAMPE: Dr. Pratt mentioned that in carcinoma with asbestosis he did not

find the so-called hyperplasia, metaplasia, and so on, of the carcinoma. In

Holland I have had two cases of asbestosis, one with carcinoma and one without.

I tried to differentiate between the type of hyperplasia seen in tuberculosis,

so-called metaplasia, and the type ordinarily seen in bronchial carcinoma.

DR. PRATT:



A whole spectre of carcinogens.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Hueper made also a very interesting point

in joke, that was the disposition of the point that the

sun might be prophyllactic. I think one can not wholly

ignore the endocrine system in cancer, in view of McCann,

Tannenbaum's and other worker's surveys. There are surveys

as yet unpublished, but they suggest very strongly indeed

^ that hyposectomy (?) will render inactive, inert compounds

which, otherwise, are active, exceedingly carcinogenic,

and it's not entirely inconceivable that the sun might play

' some role.

BY DOCTOR HUEPER:

Various surveys have been made by Pellet, who

studied the incidence of cancer of internal organs among

Canadian - among the natives, .and he suggests that persons

who develop cancer of the skin would become partially immune

to cancer of the internal organs. I don't think the occu-

pationa,l evidence shows that. If you are exposed to an

occupational agent that causes cancer of the skin, you haves

in fact, a higher liability to develop cancer of the inter-

nal organs. That's the general evidence offered from a

general epidemiological viewpoint.

The pathologists of the University of Richmond -

his name escapes me right now, he makes very similar claims.



to I don't think they are justified on the basis of the factua,

evidence we have. One can speculate a lot but I think itts a

our feeling we have to stick quite strictly to what we actu

ly observe, the factual evidence, and not speculate too

much.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Now, I'd like to ask Doctor Levin to comment on

the statistical validity of the evidence regarding occupa-

tion, where the incidence is comparatively low. Many of

.those figures are from Kenilway series, of course; do you

want to comment on the validity of those observations of

the engineers, the tobaccionists, the barroom workers,

other happy occupations?

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

I don't think I have recently examined that data

to - sufficiently to be at all critical. One of the things

which impressed me about the type of information that Doc-

tor Hueper presented and which is, I think, good literature

is that, in general, even at the - with a few exceptions, te

lung cancers of Schnaberg, seems to be one of those, even

with the high dosage of exposure and the majority of people

exposed, apparently do not develop a disease,which strongly

suggests that we are over-stressing the situation if we cont

fine attention entirely to the ventilation and ignore the

intrinsic constitutional agent. I think that perhaps - I
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don't mean to say that we should do the other thing and

throw overboard the evidence regarding these things, but I

think we should study just as carefully why it is that some

people just as exposed to the concentration of the agent,

do not develop the disease. I think we may get clues to

the development of the disease in others which may be more

useful or certainly as useful as the preventive aspects

of the occupational data*

Some of the published material that Doctor Rhoads

referred to is simply of a kind that's very difficult to

evaluate because you don't have enough facts. You don't

l S know how many people were in the factory at a certain age

for so many years. You don't know whether all the cases

were studied. You don't know at ih at age they were retired,

You don't know the difference between the people that you

did have information about, and the people that you did not

have information about, but from the standpoint of a state

official, which I am, and from the standpoint of what all

this sort of thing leads to, from the standpoint or question

of actual action, official action, I would say - and

since this is an industrial group, lid like very much your

reaction to this proposal - I would say that the evidence

is sufficiently strong to at least justify one proposal

and that is that industry be required to keep much better

records than it does regarding both its workers and what



happens to them without any bias as to what conclusions

will be reached and perhaps with every preservation of the

confidentiality of that information.

I think the information is there that will answer

many of these questions beyond a shadow of a doubt; we sim-

ply are not getting the information in such a way so that

we can analyze it and really be sure of some of these thing

I think, however, that could very readily be done.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Thank you, Doctor Levin. I hope that point will

come out and I think I would like to emphasize another

Spoint Doctor Levin made previously, and that is it is per-

haps the obligation of industry 
to consider the setting 

up

of the so-called preventive experiments 
with control groups

which, after all, will 
provide perhaps the 

most final data,

I take it, from your feelings about it*

Like to have your further discussion. Yes, sir.

BY DOCTOR PRATT:

In reference to carinoma in asbestosis cases, we

see the hyperplasia of 
the bronchialarepithelia 

and its ex-

tention into the alveolar spaces in areas of the lung that

show fibrosis, but if we look at the epidemiology of bron-

chi, it seems to me it looks quite normal;yet in the cases

that do have carcinoma together with their asbestosis, the

Sases that I've seen, in the main give every evidence of

caes¾-



being primary in the major bronchil It seems to me that if

there is a connection between asbestosis and cancer, it

must be considerably more devious than simply byperplasia,

metaplasia and neoplasia. I'd like very much to hear

Doctor Hueper's comments on that point.

BY DOCTOR HUEPER:

I'm glad you brought up that question, because

it's been a long time in my heart, but Itm glad you brought

up that question because it's been a long time on my heart,

and I would like to shoot it off.

The carcinogens are really misnomers. If you

study the - an atomic reaction of carcinogens, you see firs

hyperplasia, you see lots of benign tumors and then finally

you may see carcinomas, you may see that some of the benign

tumors become malignant or you may see, in the prepared

X, soil carcinomas, originating primarily.

I personally place a great deal of significance

upon seeing the development or history of carcinomas in the

slides I have studied in the cases I kave studied. I think,

they give us the life history of the carcinogen and the

life history of the cancer. To me, the changes in asb4s-

tosis are typical of that. I have seen them in the cancersi

which we produce in dogs. I have seen them in caacers which

we produce in mice with the various hydrocarbons; it's

always the same story; to me those progressive changes are
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significant*

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

I think this is a very interesting point that

comes up frequently in discussions of the histo-pathologic

development of neoplastic change, and always puzzled by one

group of cells presumably equally in contact with others

become exposed to a rapid shift in mortality, and I presume

there are unknown factors regarding concentration. Next

question?

BY DOCTOR DRINKER:

'I was the instigator of two of the surveys Doctor

Hueper mentioned, the one of Lombardo's on arsenic and the

one of Ingall's on carbon black, so I have an interest,

more than a casual one, in Doctor Hueper's remarks. Today

the big arsenic producer is Sweden, with Mexico second and

the United States third. We will continue to produce ar-

senic for the indefinite future, because of the fact that

the copper comes contaminated by asenic.

The industrial experience of the smelters dates

back now in the United States for about forty to fifty

years, so that as experience goes in health matters,

they probably have as good as there is. The Mexican exper-

ience is a little briefer and so is the Swedish experience.

The survey in the arsenic works was instigated because we

Wi were a little apparehensive after what was found in the



chromate industry to which we may have some slight analogy.

That is, the chromate workers get the perforated

scepta, and then they were shown to get lung cancers, so we

wondered if perhaps the same kind of thing did not occur

in the arsenic business*

Doctor Hueper remarked that Lombard,and Lombard

and Schnager, from an interpretation of their statistics,

the interpretation was curious. I cantt say I agree. I

will admit that half of something is - startles you, and -

but half of four or half of ten is not very startling, and

I rather think that the explanation in the smelter in the

0 west in which Hueper takes them to task for not making

more of the arsenical cancer is due to the fact that the

figures are too low, the amount of numbers of workers are

too low and they concluded that it might just as well have

been the other way, on a pure chance basis*

They took for a control a smelter in the arsenic

business that had no arsenical exposure and, in that case,

the lung cancer, I regret to state, was a little more alarm

ing than that of the community at large, and there was no

arsenic exposure whatever. The smelter handled no arsenic.

I think that the doctor's plea for better statis-

tics in industry is an extremely good one and I know that

the smelting business, all of the big smelters now, I'm

familiar with what theytre doing about this, are more than
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anxious to get their figures straight and will keep records.

Their records, in the past, are very fragmentary. Hueper

did not mention the fact that there was a good arsenical

survey in Utah by Neal and others, in which they found no

evidence of lung cancer.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Well, here information comes from another angle,

perhaps alluding to a point brought up before, and that is

the tendency is to incriminate pure compounds of known

1 activity when one is considering the possible carcinogenic

action of a most confusing and complex mess of materials

0 /coming out of a smelter or coming out of a complex organic

mixture, and perhaps the evidence, I take it the evidence

is good for the problem involved, in contamination and

pollution, but not so good for a single pure constitutnt

A Iof the polluted material. Yes, sir?

BY DOCTOR SAMUELSON:

On that point, in reference to carbon black, I'd

like to correct the record. The Steiner work showed that

3:4 benzpyrene and 1:2 benzpyrene, a very mile carcinogen

was present in the extract of carbon black, and no evidence

of carcinogen to follow.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Thank you. Will you give your name please?

BY DOCTOR SAMUELSON:

I __---;
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Doctor Samuelson.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Very interesting point, yes.

BY DOCTOR HEMPE:

I would follow up the question of Doctor Pratt.

Did I hear it right that you were commenting on the fact

that in asbestos carcinoma or carcinoma with asbestosis,

you did not find the so-called hyperplasia, metaplasia and

so on, oc the care--inoma? Was that what you said?

BY DOCTOR PRATT:

That's what I said.

BY DOCTOR HEMPE:

May I show one slide? I come from Holland and

there were only two cases up to now, of asbestos in Holl-

and, one with carcinoma, one without* It was by chance I

got them; it was a chance I got the case with hyperplasia

and metaplasia. I don't know how you use these words,

hyperplasia, metaplasia, I can only say that I tried to

differentiate between the kind of hyperplasia, as you see

it in tuberculosis. I tried to differentiate between the

types, as you see it in tuberculosis, so-called metaplasia

0 and the type you see ordinarily in carcinoma, bronchial

carcinoma of the lung, as you can study it in specimens,

and then I must say that in the same type of bronchi, the

middle lot, not only the small ones, but the greatest ones,

i ____________________ 
__________



as you will got the specimens, but inthe middle grades

bronchi, you will find a certain type of naBtaplasia, that

certainly is related to carcinoma.

I do not say that carcinoma does come from a type

of metaplasia, but you do find them together, as you do not

find the metaplasia in bronchieotasia or tuberculosis, and

this is the slide I got here, Our slides are not as beau-

tiful and our micrographs are not as beautiful as you nor*

Xs mally see them here, but I hope you will see the point in

what I am trying to show.

H ere you see the bronchi epitholia, and you see

- the conmment will coame that is not an entire cross-section,

but you will see the typbal metaplasia, the hyperchromatosin

of it, and you will see entirely how this bronchial epi-

thelium is out of order.

This is one of the greater bronchi; it is not a

small one, and the next please. Here you see the contents

of the middle lobe bronchus, mucous calls, aucocytes. Here

you must imagine the basal membrane and here you see the

so-called typical metaplasia, perhaps leading to hyperplasi

I don't know*

These are of the greater bronchi too, and the next

please? Here you see the same, that thick mucous that is

coughed up so difficultly in asbestosiss the thickened

basal membrane, and nere the very typical kind of epitheliun4
-- _ __ ----------- __- --- A--
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'rnnmchIa you will find a certain type of metaplasia, that

certainly is related to carcinoma.

I do not say that carcinoma does come from a type

of metaplasia, but you do find them together, as you do not

find the metaplasia in bronchiectasis or tuberculosis, and

this is the slide I got here. Our slides are not as beau-

tiful and our micrographs are not as beautiful as you nor-

mally see them here, but I hope you will see the point in

what I am trying to show.

Here you see the bronchi epithelia, and you see

- the-comment will come that is not an entire cross-section

but you will see the typhtal metaplasia, the hyperchromatosii

of it, and you will see entirely how this bronchial epi-

thelium is out of order.

This is one of the greater bronchi; it is not a

small one, and the next please. Here you see the contents

of the middle lobe bronchus, mucous cells, mucocytes. Here

you must imagine the basal membrane and here you see the

so-called typical metaplasia, perhaps leading to hyperplasii,

I don't know.

These are of the greater bronchi too, and the next

please? Here you see the same, that thick mucous that is

coughed up so difficultly in asbestosis, the thickened

basal membrane, and here the very typical kind of epitheliun



]BR. RHOADS: You say that the mass survey did not reveal these cases but

that the roentgenograms taken when the individuals applied for medical care did?

DR. CARTIER: No, the roentgenogram was taken during a routine examination

at the clinic.

DR. RHOADS: How does that differ from the mass survey?

BR. CARTIER: It differs in that people over 50 years of age do not take

advantage of the mass survey. All the cases have been detected at the clinic

and, later, have been followed up and have come to autopsy.

DR. RHOADS: It appears that somehow the mass survey doesn't always result

in the actual detection of cancer and in the bringing of the patient into

medical hands.

"S..
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that certainly is quite an interesting thing in this case.

4" The next? There you have the same in the peri-

pheral parts. I don't know if it were alveolar or not,

and there you have the same as Doctor Hueper showed, that

same metaplasia or, in any case, a typical form, let us

call it epitehlium, and diffusing - diffuse, that is going

into carcinoma.

This is a case where I could not prove that car-

AI- cinoma really was due to asbestos, and I think no one up to

now proved it, although we saw many cases of them. It was

a case where carcinoma of the lung was multiple and I

think that follows up the question of Doctor Pratt too,

when he commented on the fact that the metaplasia was more

extended in the peripheral parts of the lung than you would

expeect that you would find more carcinomas in asbestos

lungs, and I had one of these cases only I could not

prove that it was bronchial carcinoma, so one of the ques-

.tions of Doctor Pratt is fulfilled here.

Here you see the peripheral metaplasia with

carcinoma, but in the periphery, but together with it you

see the metaplasia inthe bronchi, the greater bronchi.

0 BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Thank you very much, thank you, Doctor Hempe.

To keep on schedule at all, we are sort of late, we'd best

now have a break until twenty-five minutes of twelve.

-_ _-- (Short recess take



BY DOCTOR RHOADS i

The next paper on the Symposium concerns the

paper already discussed by Doctor Rueper. If we could have

a little quiet, it would be very helpful for those who are

presenting papers. Doctor HIueper has asked to co"ment on

Doctor Drinker's remarks. I think ve must defer this until

we can get the papers under way.

I will, therefore, introduce the paper on asbes-

tos mining by Doctor Cartier* Doctor Cartier.

BY DOCTOR CARTIERt

Members of this Tymrposiumt Not being a statia-

tician, neither an epidemiologist, I don't think I should

ha v e accepted to present this paper, but I think, to excuse

myself, I should say that this statistics and most of the

papers I an presenting have been reviewed by your statios

tician in Montreal and Doctor Phillips, official statisticin

for National Cancer Institute of Canada in Toronto, so I

would like that these two experts take the responsibility

of the statoremnts I might advance.

So I was invited to present this paper on the

pulmonary cancer in the asbestos mining industry, not an

account of any special qualification, only because I happen

to be in chargo of a clinic which has, as a primnary func-

tion, to supervise the primary condition of four thousand

asbestos miners, such a group of entrants offering an

II----- ------------ ~~-~--~
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outstanding metallurgical study of cancer of the lung in

relation to asbestors fibers or any other related fibers.

In the origin of mines, six different companies

are doing asbestos mining operations, so for more than

eighty years, and since 19145, these coranies have organ-

ieod the Thetford Industrial Clinic which has, as a pri-

mary aims to fulfill a program of industrial hygiene,

mainly wmedical and with dust control provisions.

In 1950, the concept of an inhalation of asbes-

toe fibers and pulmonary cancer was mentioned by many in.

vestigators and it was at that moment that the Medical

Advisor or the Quebec Asbestos Miniing Association, saw ad-

vantages for the employees and the employers, to recomnend

a company investigation composed of an epidemiological and

experimental study.

This report is part of this study.

The Thetford Industria4 Clinic has been in oper-

ation only aince 1946, and we have medical records on five

1 thousand fifty-two employees, but this survey is based only

on three thousand nine hundred fifty-seven workers having

* worked in the industry from two to sixty years* About one

thousand employees nave been rejected from this survey be-I. cause they have not worked long enough, or because they

have worked in different industrial trades before.

iL Before presenting the first table, I think it is



worthwhile to say that the labor turn-over in the asbestos

industry is one of the lowest in all the industry in Cana-

da, meaning that the a table population is working in our

mine and meaning, also, that in many aspects, it is easier

to study and more representative.

The first slide please* So as I mentioned, this

Table Number 1 shows the age group distribution of the

group study and I don't think it needs any comaants except

to say that the average age of our employees is thirty-

five, about two years older than the average for the gener-

al industrial population, and this table will show also

that 1,577 men are inoluded in the age group frmt forty to

* and over, in the group where the incidence of cancer is

more general*

Second - next table, please. This table indi-

* cates the number of years spent in the asbestos mining in-

dustry by the total number of employees surveyed. Of cours ,

this table is not as significant as would be a table indi-

eating the specific exposure of these employees, but after

many attempts it has seemed impossible to - to add together

the different years spent in different concentration of

fibers, to which most of the employees have been exposed,

and I think as a remark too, it is worthwhile to mention

that two thousand, two hundred have spent more than ten

years in the asbestos industry*
--- ----- --------- ~-rT



Iext table, please*. The following table shows a

classification of various exposures in the asbestos mining

industry. Realise that this classification could be dis-

cussed for many hours, and present many quarrels, but I

think nevertheless that we need, for many purposes, we need

a job classification, even for the exposure aspect or for

research, so after we were stationed with our engineer.

we took the average of all the dust survey made in the min-

Sing indumtry and we decided just to draw this table, and

this table has also, I don't know if it is objective ad*

vantage, but has the advantage of c or r elati ng with our case

of asbestosisi

I want to state that all the cases of asbestosis

have belong*s - have worked in shops, under that rule, I'm

I orry, in the lower group, and our men having worked even

trom two to forty-five years in that kind of exposure, has

never developed an asbestosis which was found by pathologis

or *pidemiologists or by experiments, to be of any sequence

any medical sequence.

This table, as you may see, presents million par.

tidces per cubic foot and the percentage of fiber count.

This is very important, because from experience to exper-

ience, it seems that the fiber is the only pathological

agent, rock dust not being - not being reproduced in any

concensus, pulmonary fibrosis. I think, only this Aight



need some further explanatiou, because you see that is not

clear. Even this might seem a little less concentrated,

but just the same we put in this whole group, because on

the ground, dry work and the grizzly men are working longer

they are working in more constant concentration of fibers,

and in the third place, because we have found a few excep-

tional cases of asbestosis in that group* So, please re-

member the categories, 0, ls 2, 3, 4 and 5, because in the

coming tables, they might help you to understand them.

The following tables intend to indicate indicence

or prevalence of pulmonary cancer in different groups of

asbestos workers in comparison to different control groups,

Tho task of selecting significant control group has been,

in this case, as everywhere, very difficult. We would have

I wished to be able to find a group in the province of Que-

beo, a group in any other comparative - comparable indus-

trial gEtoup, but it was impossible for the following reasong

that in no other industrial cities in Province Quebec, so

large a proportion of the adult population is followed

medically so closely, because I think I should mention to

you that about thirty-three - about thirty percent of the

i adult population in Thetford are working in the mines, bein

2 the only industry, so we can't have a very close supervisool

of the " function of the - of the condition of the lungs.

We tried, with the mass survey, to detect a con-



parable survey group, but I don't think it was or is pao-

sible, because in the province of Quebeo, very few adults

over fifty years of age are taking advantage of the mass

survey. As a matter of fact, the mass survey made in Thet-

ford nines in 1950 by the provincial Departmaent of Health,

did not detect a single case of pulmonary cancer, either in

the generic operation or in fourteen miners who have been

X-rayed, so having not succeeded in selecting a good con-

trol group for the reason Just mentioned, we have decided

to make comparative study of incidence of the pulmonary

cancer in different groups of asbestos workers, which can

be studied with the same methods and which, at the same

time, would present sufficient characteris tics to be sig-

nificant.

The next table, please. This table indicates the

prevalence of pulmonary cancer according to degree of length

to degree and length of exposure and by age* This table

shows the prevalence of pulmonary cancer in the group with

severe exposure, that's this group, and this is more or less

a control group.

This, we have six cases of pulmonary - of primary

pulmonary cancer and four cases, in fact, in the group ex-

posed and this, of course, the number being samaller, it

gave us a hieher incidence, but if we also take that, we

have to e.dnit that this difference in incidence is not, has

~---~----4- - --- ---- ----
__ _ -



0 no statistical value, because it is not more or equal to

twice the secondary condition.

Next, please. This table was made at the aug-

gestion of Doctor Pratt, who was interested to know the con-

parative Incidence in group of employee, of employees who

have been exposed to a significant degree of exposure,

Category 3# 4 and ,5 given as less - as one year, and as

a control group, we take the group of employees with any

kind of exposure, but of the Categories 1, 0. 1 and 2*

Doctor Pratt had in mind, in suggesting that

table, that the factor exposure to severe concentration of

asbestos for any length of time might be as significant as

the factor asbestosis itself, meaning that if there is a

possible causal relationship, the inhalation of sufficient

dosage of asbestos fibers might be as important as the fao-

tor asbestosis itself and at the same time, I think we have

the two extremes*

In the previous slide, we have men with severe

exposures the incidence of cancer, pulmonary cancer in men

with severe exposure, and in this - in this table, vo have

men in the group 2 with very light or very little exposure

but with sufficient dosage of - of dust.

Next table, please. This table indicates the

prevalence of pulmonary cancer in a series of fifty-three

autopsied asbestos workers. This analysis, althogh not as

---~~--------iI-------



Siiportant as that of Doctor fotrewvther of Great Britain,
is based on quite a similar basis and I would think that
t h i s group is less selective, because that is no section
at all. That's all the cases we meant to autopsy after

- from fifteoen years and over in the industry. Again here,
the difference is not as big as it looks, because after
u s ing - using the standard there, we came to a difference

of about only .5 between the two groups, the group with
asbestosis and group with - without asbestosis.

I can not answer why there is less cases of can-
cer in the asbestotic group, but I think that if we could

have autopsy on every employee who happens to die, we might
get either a different picture of maybe an indirect ezplan-
ation.

Ne x t table, please. This table was made for the

purpose of knowing if the ratio between the number of can-

cer deaths outside and the pulmonary cancer deaths was

soriewhat different from the ratio observed in a few other
control groups. First, I think it should be mentioned

that ninety percent of the caEes for the City of Montreal
and a hundred percent of the cases for the City of Thet-

I ford Mines, are autopsied, are post nortem cases, so that

is why I say it is difficult to compare. I don't know in

which proportion for the Province or City of Quebeck, but
for the Province of Cuebec, the statistician and the

-~ -~- - --- -" -------- -- ~--.--·- .------ ___-----



epidemiologist at the same time told ms that less than ten

* percent are post-mortem cases, so this might be not con-

parable to a large extent, but I think if there was any

significance, wo should expect to have a bigger variation

in the porcentages.

Next, tablo, please. Instead of comparing the

annual prevalence on incidence of pulmonary cancer in the

population of Thetford Mine a with the incidence in otber

control groups, Doctor Phillips from the National Cancer

Institute of Canada has suggested to work this number, this

table, which is based on the fact that Doctor Domnning has

found in a random population of 48,833, an annual incidence

of seven cases for each hundred thousand of population,

given a yoar expectancy of seventy.

On that basis, Thetford Mines, which is average

population of 15,000 for the last ten years, should Lave

ten cases between - twenty-five cases of pulmonary cancer,

and the actual prevalence for ten years, this ten years,

the actual provaloence is nine cases*

In Montreal, with the ten years expectancy of six

six ninety or aix ninety-three cases, it has, as you see,

eight hundred fifity-six and I think it is worthwhile to

Smention that in MIontreal, the rate since 145, in '45 the

rate per hundred thousand of populationwas only *5, 5.9,
and in 1950, it has reached 12.9.

- - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ - - - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _



In conclusion, this paper hasn't been, by any

means, the intention to bring the final answer to the prob-

lem of the final relation between the inhalation of asbes-

tos fibers and the development of pulmonary cancer, but I

think that this incomplete study, I must admit, may have

found one of the most representative groups of asbestos

workers, believing that the data collected in Thetford

Mines do not seem to indicate a causal relationship, and

that if it be so, that the data do not correlate the data

of Doctor Merewether in Great Britain. Thank you.

t -(Applause).

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

I'm curious to observe the remark of Doctor Car-

tier of the mass survey employed in his group, did not re-

veal any patients with early pulmonary cancer. I must

* ipresume that the mass survey was not sufficiently large,

so if this means, after all, for picking up a disease which

is treatable and in many instances curable, may not have

been sufficient.

I'm also very curious about the fifty-three

autopsied individuals of whom ten had pulmonary cancer. I

thought they were autopsied because it was thought they may1

1 have had pulmonary cancer. It was not a routine autopsy?

BY DOCTOR CARTIER:

No.



BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

are there any questions on this paper? (No re-

sponce). Of course, the implication is clear that there is

no danger of pulmonary cancer from the workers in this par-i

ticular group, and perhaps you are right. It appears to

me that asbestosis is a very healthy ailment as far as can-

cer is concerned. There seems to be no discussion.

1i Y DOCTOR PLATTE:

My name is Platte from Kirkman Lake. It's es-

sentially a gold mining district. We now have an asbestos

0 mine in the Town of Banville near Madison. Itd like to ask

the doctor what his first signs - I mean it has nothing to

do with cancer - but what he looks for for indications of

trouble from asbestos?

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

The question is, what are the first indications

of trouble from asbestos exposure. Can you answer that,

Doctor?

BY DOCTOR CARTIER:

I don't think there is any specific symptoms ex-

cept as actually changes in the - if the fibrosis is exten- 1

i sive enough, that is dyspnea and cyanosis, on the extreme

degree, but that is, for asbestosis, in my experience, we

have had about - I can mention, we have ninety-eight cases

of asbestosis in our group and only the group with marked
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exposure and many - for many years, and many times when

they start to reach fifty-five and over, they are more

dyspneac, and I think the main thing, the resistance to it,

they seem to die more rapidly once they reach fifty, sevent

years without much of any disease. Within a few months,

they go down the hill very rapidly.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

What do they die of?

BY DOCTOR CARTIER:

They die, some from cardiac and from generalized

miscellaneous diseases, and some from bronchiectasis, but

I don't think, in my experience, there is any special pic-

ture except that in a few, in two or three months, they go

down very rapidly.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Vorwald would like to comment.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

I'd like to comment just a bit. We have been en-

couraging Doctor Cartier to continue or pursue this study

in the rather isolated population in Thetford. We are pre-

sently conducting a similar epidemiological survey in a

0 neighboring city, also engaged in the mining of asbestos*

Of course, I think you realize Doctor Cartier's difficul-

ties in a community such as Thetford, where he must rely

upon the material available to him, and we debated how the

__ __ 4---Z-



incidence of cancer in his exposed population in Thetford

might be identified, and we have suggested, as he did, re-

viewal of the chest Roentgenograms, of all these cases, the

Roentgenograms having been taken during the last period of

fifteen years* Admittedly though, there will be a number

of cases of pulmonary cancer missed by that method. We

have considered sputum examination of a large population

such as that, but at the moment, the best we can do was

survey and study the chest Roentgenograms of this large

series of individuals exposed to a special industry*

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

And you did not pick up any cancer, I take it, in

so doing?

.BY DOCTOR CARTIER:

Oh, yes, from the X-ray.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

From your survey?

BY DOCTOR CARTIER:

Yes - no, not from mass survey; all the cases have

been detected in the clinic.

BY DOCTOR RHOADB:

I'm a little puzzled about this. This can be a

very interesting topic. You say mass survey didn't do it

applied for medical care?

_~~ I -- ~---~- _---



BY DOCTOR CARTIER:

No, that's a routine examination at the clinic.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

How does that differ from the mass survey?

BY DOCTOR CARTIER:

I think it differs in that the people over fifty

years of age do not take advantage of the mass survey, but

at the clinic, all the cases have been detected at the

clinic and after that they have been followed up, and we

have the cases of post mortem.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

This indicates what we have referred to before ini

a number of discussions at this point, that somehow the mas.

survey doesn't come through to the actual detection and use

of the detection facility in bringing the patient into

medical hands always.

Any further discussion? (No response). If not,

we'll proceed to the next paper. Doctor Kenneth Lynch, as

you know, is Professor of Pathology and Dean at the Medicall

College of South Carolina. Doctor Lynch.

I BY DOCTOR LYNCH:

0 (Doctor Lynch read a prepared paper which is on

file at the Saranac Laboratory.)

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Thank you, Doctor Lynch, for a very orderly and
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Of 58 cases. asbestos

oConfusinag and obs cure as th e etio logy ad t h patho -genicnty 1of9cacer' in generala esiae 
19eof4 2000 m 15iter-

the asbestos industry, and that during that period a minimum of
100,00 employees have inhaled a significant amount of asbestosdust?

It is recognized that the English statistics publishedin the Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Factories for the
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year 1947 seem to indicate a causal elationslj b.etween the

factor asbestos and pulmonary cancer but',:p theother hand, in

S:. South Africa with about the same num beokers as

G'eatBrittai., and -when:h-re is . -:iime

autopsies and good medical controp Jl.eq llpploYees in dusty

trades, the statistics do not indic to.m n nar oai1 incidence of

pulmonary..,cancer. .,

Sc -If, the frequency of pulmionar cac South Africa

and in the Province of Quebec is really not higher amongst the .

Ssbestos workers than in any comparable groups -ast seems to be

is it possible to suspect that the asbs os mining industry might

be fferent from the Asbestos Textil& ti ýasar carcino- 'be drn Texti y '

^ ^l^-enicactivity 'o the asbestos is concerned t he'f eacthat e

f-equency among the 30,000 asbestos workerms d thenited States

;io are also: working in the Asbestos Textile Zndustry is not knon

o 'be higher, adds still more to the confusiori.

Why is the standardized death rate from ;Ciancer of the6.

-ngs in Great Britain 3 times higher than that in the Uhnitd Wl

States - 231 in comparison to 723 (rates per million)?

It would indeed be very informative to have some answers

-to this list of unanswered questions before being able to form an

* opinion; and it might be that a few answers could influence or

modify any conclusion concerning a'causal relationship.

;· :· ·.- :i - .



i, 1PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY.

The purpose of this investigatio is to try to leari

The ara pac Laborator and many ther investigaf rn_1-eean

a recoiogsay *andpss iexperimental invesi ation and ehinch- wo

the grokhat on of asistos ningdust and pri inohei ionary i aidencer-in':

A §^plogical investigati)on andi tweina)se o Sia abn o ran

grouipns gation h e achieved u s a 1 po

S This study was rendered possiblemainly because ther

e gt u he ara b d Mines a co-operativeintduherialnsclinicr be
-. ~-. - -r

Sai he empl oyees reorking in the different asbe stos hcompanes

- are reniit ed to have a pre-employment examination, plus an

^ annual peraiodic examination completed each time by a standard

stereogram. At this c inic it was easy to analyse all the

pathological findings of the necropsies and to review the series

of chest roentgenograms of each employee. Thetford Mines being

S ll METHS AND MATERasy c c -
e" e.mlo. 091 7. ri

The-tford Mines a co-otperative indusripL clinic vihe

q-the --_- inhalaý- n of ) in the differenri asbestos s-compani es -

are required to have a pre-employment examination, plusa n '

annual periodic inesxamination completed each time by a standard

tereogram. At this clinic it was easy toi analyse alls the r,..

-medical recors, thedeath certificates, the protocols and the

pathological findings of the necropsies and to review the series

jof - chest roentgenograms of each employee. Thetford Mines being

a small city of.-18,000 it was also easy to contact and to discuss
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TABLE 1

POPULATION SAMPLED.

Ae group :distribution of 957 asbestos workers

E GO P§ 2;0 40 49 50 0-3::69- _69__0

b~es the age group distribution oh

t xept mention that 'th&

asbestos workers is somewhat hige thntr

for 'ns ter 'nidustia oups. T1s rema g i.cal ^
& n^a4 14 Jabr turnover in t he Quebec Aslbestos

e odes all^^,^ the indusrS in% ^ |

This first table also shows that some V
2 000 rs re 0 35 years of age and over - a repre-1

enta e p1 t^he study of a cancer problem.

S....



i't 1 
-$_ .. .

;Year employed in the aBet i idustry

by 3 957 asbe6stos workers.

, Indaustry.. - -, .
;

..*;

.

Ehployees 640 1060 645 476 .... 281 546 309 39 5 7

: Yeara -2 7420 8740 80? . 2 ;-14742 . 12360 5846

; -REMARKS 2,257 men haV ape ears nd o inthe asbestos -
industry. .. - -''

-TA -E 2

The second tableindicate or oryears spent

in the asbestos mining industry by t - empoyees studied. t

Of course this table is not as significant as one indicating

the specific .ezposure for each employee by-categories; but after |

many attempts it has seemed impossible to find-a' common denominatorJ

which would permit to add together the years spent in different

degrees of exposure-by the same employee.

The Yman-years exposure has in the mind of many invest-

gators no great meaning-ih general, but in] this case the fact that

1 1-.9 1 1;i., Z :w.2409 .25- -4.9 35 &. Ov. 4 TOTAL

56,an56 man-years asbestos exposure having given rise to only 12360

"*- .. . 4-
r  

.
v

facing an acute problem. .

The following table 3 shows classification of various

exposures in the asbestos mining industry. I realize that such

d a classification could be discussed at length and possiblya classification could be discussed at length and possibly



lmodified ecau in the asbestos ind i as in moo i -he

other dusty industries, it is. impo b trans te w th ;

strict mathematical precision the different coneentrations of
dust particular to each' job. This classification is given not-

-Withstandingi:- it' itbs on -sbt count

performed by different compe an ae ad, m er, becaus

we feel that a satisfactory classiicat iS Very ful in under-

standing more clearly scientific and medico-legal problems.

clasaikatic& i a 'y o

exposure i t;1 ^ s8 Inr -h a

Estimated TMOSPHERI CONDITIONS -
- .degree of * e

.4hazard. e- r * " fo i b cunt0

* -4Open Pit Shops

Open Pit: Bov iader, Cobbed f *t

Dump Less .than 2
Primary Crusher L e s t h n 2

Dryer 3-*^e^^AN^^3 :  . .

Concentrating

Underground: all jobs under wet condition:.
Short. exposure of skilled empl 42"oys 6:

^F~2r .Open Pitr dry drilling2 5*c
- .Secondary Crushing '- --- :

10 14, 4

SI3 . Underground: dry drilling i 15 1 -
* Grizzlies .15-15 2
Shed Cobbing 3 - 14 2

Shipping Shed: Cleaners, Filers 4- 15 10 - 14
4 Mill: Millwrights, Oilers, Sweepers. 10 - 25 25,- 9Testers.

8 20
5 Bagging Department 20- 30 28

* ..3



Ts dtable icates that: the- otal ̀ dustcon tl a0n nd · h'!

|per ent fib`er counrit are both constituents of the dege ha

meanring that a rather low total dust oiun ..P.'may ýbecomea 'a sk

Pthe ntage e is ig i

dust count may-also become harmless uro ngpump

If the fiber percent count is low

The- percent age of fibers in relation- to the tota coun

is t fcuiabers 5 mi crons and on :the'p^e

that : ;only prticul s having a length t least twice its i p;.

fibers. -

I , sA- you may see in the table; the Industia3 opr

iacn erent categories and th esae Al

aga 1 subiided by dube line in two maineinus-hei-

o ce.theobswhich in our expepen doi' o rodui

.fibrosl o pnso.me clinical importance and the lowe .grou ,the,: jch

whichi can produce 'asbestosis.

SThere is an obvious explanationý why the men wor-.ii gk

ti he'ope; pit bt doevelop asbestosis and ' also oe

Singas baggers might develop asbestosis, but it s inore liffiat

-to explain why some industrial operations with about the 's ameus

concentration as secondary crushing, storage bin on one part, the

grizzlies and shed cobbing on the other part have been classified

in ditferent categories.' We admit that in adopting.such a

* classification we have been influenced by our clinical findings to

some extent, but also by the fact that in the operations of category.

3, the fiber concentration is more constant and work thuch heavier

than in the operations of category 2. There is a marked difference

,' * *



the degree AL ar-d qof-.-categories 2and 4 a, bth.

S^difference -is4 not so marked for the categories 2 and 3. This

; .idrtant· in -orider .lto. fully urderstand those.tof w

-iBi m~ain purpoe of this presen t"ton

nt^ reportthe, 'incidence :of pulmonary :cancer in a, group -of e;
3957 asbestos workers, but the nude statement that 10 cases of .r j

ulnina cancerhave :.been detected would not be significant ,nless
wecan mcopare thiaSp revalence wi t h that in comparable groups' $i j

h:is task of finding a good comparable group or a

olitrl- group in this study as in any similar studies is very l

Sdifficlt We wish it had been possible to- find a controi group;

i thoer stries or in other industrial centers in the oin

of ehee in Canada . We soon realized that 'o th

ditsies were' interested in that problem of cancer of the

nor 1hcassahry data for comparison. No ` other

dndustla: eve hd -thtid of its male adult pu

' 4 -closely medically supervised with ya

n-' al e rde tgenographic a iaiiat .- 4ia ls been on

I hi'tf&^rdzMeisfdr the last 7 years. The mass surveys in

4differ-enVties 6t. helpthe situation; the findings- were'.
S-too dificient doubtless because a too small proportion in the -

40-year and over age group is taking advantage of the mass survey .
As a matter of fact, a mass survey in Thetford Mines in 1950 by
the Provincial Department of Health did not detect a single case

of pulmonary cancer as in most of the other centers, and the analysis
of the results is not very helpful.

0 ,,-; * ' .



A: erA-brAt -

ems the ener drease in the

freqO"uency ef lun9ap e Ape a nt, but when .we

ha-observe. dial diagnos facllite to aninuy e * Y:an
ibe extent ch an inrease The e the exlusve

ghave the samerei alailisties, has to e rased winth cautionty

of Xontreala fr _om ~7o7 in 46 toZ.91.n'- W9.9 wmust :admit

that he ou i e dig nless the facilities re are onpar to an

In this ,stud^ the^ onpaatie statistical analysis of the death
pcertificatbes was ued because in the opinion of th officia

S apprecia le x e i such an- inc rease. thef t a te ste exclusinve
he* ; Nda-t onal;  a de e fi  C ae the deathe cereifsicates no

anath e asbes-oougRocondi td a selective group and a
. smi la r lyse p a alal elsewhere. e *F

being un~~a le ect^on we decided to compare th

wo r k rs who have theeen submfa ities the same edical investh tion ,

and who a the me time were facli presenting enough caracteristics

In this study the comparatiVe statistical. analysis of.,the death

to permit certain conclt used onions the officr impraions

g -- .

statistician o the Ity on real and of the Statt ian : of
:-.the NatibnaV.anci.AIt -f Canada, the death certificates of

the asbesto a highly selective group and a'

similar: -selecr was ,not-available elsewhere.

For el t -here'asons-mentioned above and the factý -of

Sue leetion, we decided to compare

incdidence -of pu na;ry-,cancer indifferent groups of asbestos'

workers who have ,,been submitted .to the'same medical investigation,'l

and who at the same time were presenting enough characteristics

to permit certain conclusions or impr4siions.



Incidence of pulmonary cancer
according to degree and ength of exposure by

Unsignificant t exposure oig ii .ificant -eo sure

AGE GROUPS AGE GROUPS

16 - 39 40 - 86 40- 86

'Number of
t^.oyees * ' 2229 1367 -56 05

; : lo: ees
relence

oAilmonary 0 6 (0.44 0 4(1.1%)
,Cancer .

REUMARKS: Uniignificant exposure 'ncdlude men with exo ire 0-1-2 2
and less than 15'yearas -4-

-~

SSignificant exposure includes only me 15
years 3-4-5. (See Tabl- 3)

The usual calculations of.the sana herrrshow that

the observed difference in percentages fee e ncfi'l the 2f

groups (.87) is inferior to twice the Standa Error .346)

This table shows that there is no statistical evidence

that the incidence of pulmonary cancer in the group 2 including

the employees who have sustained severe exposure and all those who

have also developed asbestosis, is higher, than in group 1 of

employees those without significant exposure and without any

clinical asbestosis.

L *.



it i-. 1 . recognized that this table might.- lose a large: h

part oeaing if it i hown that any inensaty

b .con 4 Id: s a -c erigenic because then a large nA.umb ¼iP^

emgrpluoyeesngrou will be transferred to group 2 and it i i
Sprobable that an unknown number of pulmonary cancers i the^. .

ogrou 1 wold a have to be transported to group , chaingg

f ^.o:baedied difference in incidence as fell the

cal complement to this table, we wish we

|||^ 0%id^ ^^^^ies; e other tables showing the ne

or p ^i X r in · grodups with recent or remote s;e ojuM

nsdial exposure of 1-2 to 15 years rja s¼'imilir

Bex on* duration, 1 years and over; also in 3F.op

hl ext Veyxposiure anid asbestosis or without asbestosi'|i . ^ "

obtained from such tables mighte .' 1j

the ! b'ypothesiza a 1causal relationship whethier the tJha tii

of .asbstos iis more important than the presence of
S 4hn Any. 1- .

asbestosis.;itself also what approximative -degree of asbestosisb s o

1gypes inhalation can be considered as predisposing to cancer.*' d. 4 o -nv t be tdp h

IL l''- ed- *'' *a **l the

.,t .. i f n.e

4-~·
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TABLE 5,

.. . ..ael..i.e... of Publionary

Number, a o Ia ps i no bests opworkers

v h o
eg ees* P 2 TOTAepeie.wih

ser es: p b s ed i B ith ua R 'ep o yr o wi thout

Scoposedrom oases of asbestosisA

e em pb oyees who happen to be

aut op h u sh t sied3 1

4:

.Krerdent in

tabe hows the prevale

an se ie f3 ss d asbest0 s'Workers havi ng worked i

Series published in the Annual Report of Great Britain for theyear 1947, but can 
t consi~ered as le4ss selective and morerepresentative in nbt being Composed' fro case of asbestosisb composedof 

all the employees who happen to beautopsied; although itn should be-.mentioned that there was an

f ra rianf



~FAs '"

-14.
'P-~

involiuntay selection in't he see that ,most of these

h ·veeehn:;aTsied because

~ 3 r m p t o n s .
'AA. 

.S,' J

exte-i::.: :- n t~e~ the hig perent ag f aes o:4f5:tsi, bu n m~~n t c t eun be o 4r r s 4 t1e 'a desrn

imotac bjo espraa·7 ~ ; i !YMP! PIR·

hoherie iid ter

::i~:xpla n o;-ý -sos:; e

thestances rtete
'j,ci4k,8 ifr t the 

nadd;rr 
this 

aa 
ed

* -~ ~ ]ihica .
f*~

doe P-.,produdcic

e'?i~nc e .

eier, plmnary :cor' ,to twice theSta

hetwsew:Ab -,an the ·opportunj'f:' to o an` -. -. 
-

I'

k4' ~"~~~·o .7-~P:oempl~~joes who d-;ie, :it: remains 'di~frif.u.tb: xc~la~h why.~IFn a l Y . t o p

in our -seris. there are ess cases of pulmon-ry ca:cer in the ~

bra.

." asbs~it:~~ up :-an t h Lik we h ave. -hý Iu~s tr
0as toMh <why½Iany.atisticians counsel not to draw any c onc. usionj'.

from ai-is i's based on'a selective group even if such a
e nt autopsy category because the role played by th6 factor:

co incidence-might be too great.

A'·
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'p rroi Pul o ·apoportionSof atý rm oýt l Bitf8-: t
19J.

1 9, 4. . a *

Province -of Quebec .2

City of Montreal:  1527 .0

City of Quebec 25
-W:

* City-of Thetford . : -
Mines - -

a t e Table 6 w-as, prepared fouroeQ eermining if

the rati etenthe number 'fP cance- -afiA1stes. and theo,

pulmonary c-anceiteaths was somewhat- di.ifreiti'ti bl^Thetford Mines;

from the: ratio observed in few oher -,contrd .ps First it
.3 - ' : " ' ^---- -^ ". .--

should be mentiQned that about 90mon"atr in

cancer in Montreal and 100% of the cases of.o the Thetford Group

are autopsy cases and both cities have thoracic clinics, so

.these two groups.are reasonably comparable. In Quebec City

for the specific period 1945 - 1950 inclusive, 5% of all

cancer deaths were also pulmonary cancer. It was thought that

had a special factor existed in Thetford Mines the ratio between

the number of total cancer and the number of pulmonary cancer

would have been different. The difference observed here is

not sufficient to draw any conclusion either positively or

negatively.



- ·,7 .

p ti'ation of 88 .giving a pn

a Q7 e pLE 7000000. pu o
omparative 1I Years Expectancy and 10 year :

Prevalence of Pulmonary Cancer in 2 citie

SYEAS 10 YEARS c0 Yper 100,0

FeP~~ D . EXPECt atCYo Eaon

ys:;^ a rather osevi sa

Shhetfords Mines. 1941 - 1950 0..'

X f 1,00r for 1941 1950 e 693:p .v 1 c s

5- - *,i *an 4'
^^^*^-Based -oný U.S. Public .Health Service; Rkeport-2537. Aradou^"

k -< p:^ ^ opulatio of 48,833 giving a.year;pulmonary cmanceroa ? xpt^,
f -ikancy ? of_7 cases per 100,000 population. ;i ; l

ý l:Tab~ 7was Iqprepared at theý su 6 o

Stat-.i dan i the National Cancer" InrStitute .f a 41:.

'hh'' tecomparative study of-the 10 years.e cnc ad sy

i^ ;yearae pevance of pulmonary. cance

n Mntreal will be more informative andc.more bincii sivi

f^hl 1 -. -tna.i..osiscdin mortality rates. According t theviief

random population of 4 ,83,anan Iiua n.2Ln.-; :

dence iul~n~i'^cancer of 7 cases per 100,000'canbe epeciedd -7

giv:*ing-. a year expectancy of 7. It is true that Dr. Dorns.,ire'rey

Ss mia4e4 in!-1'943-45 and that the year expect ancy might have

S-*increased recently. As a matter of fact, Watson of Saskatoon,'!

Canada, found in 1948 .a'year expectancy of 8.5; therefore, a

year expectancy of 7 is a rather conservative standard.

On that basis Thetford Mines with an average population

of 15,000 for 1940 -1950 period is supposed to have 10,5 cases



nary cae d th actual prevalence e

Again it seems logical to think that the 10 year prevalence- or

on aiir ir Thetford Mines whe two-hirds ta t

Spo ing e asbestos industrywotld 'e higher

an10 year sey should theaa se

be considered barcinogenic 0

T h6hie etiology and. the pathogenicity of the pulmbnary Ir^ l

lnei in ·re lation to, asbestos factor is as obscure and cofus

-as o thos -cancer in general,. and in presence P.of -con c tradi ct

dat im diffeyrent'a aspects of the probl gtshould aeon

g at a concltusion.

'.*,... S?^2.8&e purpose of this study is to nlear the nis encl

IM y 'anr amongst the 3,957 asbestos mining workeirsan

oi a h cideine with other comparable group This

-cop idemiologica report is a contribution to a -a-ore

,Wnve6sgaion under progress at the Saranav ratoi-yrj.t . H

S'cordinto he standard procedure- the medical fis

.results of medical supervision, the annual stereogramis 0of all4

the asbestos workers having worked from 2 to 60 years aand the

findings of 53 autops esg ehave beehused as material.

The results have been. .tabulated and cpmpared to control 1

groups and we thnirc kihat the'data coqllected in th-e Abetos Mining *'

Industry are not exactly superposable to the results found in the

4- '. " .: 7-: , '-

0 ';



English e

4Englih Asbestos Text te oIndust"'ry -of Great ritain and if - theyo

z d, ,,not .permit to deny -a bausal relationship between the inhalation-

asestce'of pulmonary cancer, they do- -l1>-~-

k not seem either to bring any positive evidence.

ki".i
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Discussion

DR. RHOADS: I was interested in Dr. Cartier's remark that the mass survey

employed in his group did not reveal any patients with early pulmonary cancer.

I presume that the mass survey was not sufficiently large and therefore this

method of revealing a disease -which is treatable and often curable -m-ay not

have been adequate.

In regard to the 53 autopsied individuals, of wihom 10 had pul-onary cancer,

I presume they were autopsied because it was tuought that they may have had

pulmonary cancer. Those were not routine autopsies?

DR. CARTIER: No.

DR. RHOADS: The implication is clear that there is no danger from pulmonary

cancer to workers in this particular group. Perhaps that inference is true.

It appears to me that asbestosis is a very healthy ailment as far as cancer

is concerned.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Dr. Car4ier, what are the first signs of trouble from

exposure to asbestos?



DR. CARTIER: I do not believe there are any specific symptoms. If the fibro-

sis is extensive enough tnere is dyspnea and cyanosis, sometimes to an extreme

degree. In our group we have had 98 cases of asbestosis. These individuals

have had a marked exposure to asbestos for years and many of them, on reaching

age 50 to 55, are more dyspneic and seem to die more rapidly without much

disease. They go downhill rapidly, within a few months.

DR. RHOADS: Of what do they die?

DR. CARTIER: Some from cardiac disease and from miscellaneous generalized

diseases, some from bronchiectasis. In my experience there is no special picture

except that they fail rapidly - in two or three months.

DR. VORWALD: We have been encouraging Dr. Cartier to continue this study of

the rather isolated population of Thetford, and we are conducting a similar

epidemiological survey of a neighboring community which is also engaged in the

mining and processing of asbestos. We suggested to Dr. Cartier that he might

determine the incidence of cancer in his exposed group in Thetford by review-

ing the chest roentgenograms of his cases - the roentgenograms taken during

the past 15 years. Admittedly, cases of pulmonary cancer will be missed by

that method. We have considered sputum examinations but at present the best

we can dc is tc study the chest roentgenograms of this large series of indivi-

duals exposed in a special industry.

DR. RHOADS: Did yo-; discover any cancer cases, in so doing?

DR. C.RTIR: Yes, with the X-ray. No cases were revealed by tne mass survey;

all the cases were detected in the clinic.

_-,, .-



TakYO%4 Doctor zpx4 for a very ardway and



Chapter Seventeen

Carcinoma 6f the Lungs in Asbestos Weavers

Kenneth M. Lynch, M.D.

Perhaps the main justification.........

....................... *......................factor were ccvered.
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CARCINOMA OF THE LUNGS IN ASBESTOS WEAVERS

BY

KENNETH M. LYNCH, M. D.
Professor of Pathology
Medical College of South Carolina
Charleston

(Summary of presentation at the Seventh Saranac Symposium,
Saranac, New York, September 24, 1952)

Perhaps the main justification for my acceptance of the invita-

tion to discuss the subject of this paper in this company rests in

my interest in the questions concerned more than in any special con-

tribution that I might make out of a rather sketchy and spasmodic

indulgence in efforts to solve them. I am sure that others who are

present here are better qualified, and my purpose is to gain from

them rather than to expect them to benefit from any offering of mine,

When in 19S4' I had the opportunity to examine by necropsy the

case of carcinoma of the lung that was to become apparently the

first of such an occurrence in a case of agbestosis to be formally

set into published records, there immediately arose the question of

a possible causal relationship in the prior state of chronic lung

disease. We had for several years been deeply interested in asbestosis,

and this new occurrence produced an additional question for thought

and investigation.

At least up to that time chronic inflammatory disease, or chronic

irritation, particularly with fibrous production and disarrangement
concerning the

of structure, was the main anchor in speculations / etiology of



cancer, particularly of epithelial types. In advanced asbestosis

an opportunity for the occurrence of carcinoma of the lung on

that basis seemed to be good. Actually nothing has yet occurred

to cast out that possibility,

In the intervening time, during which we were to encounter

two other like cases, there appeared scattered reports of the same

occurrence in other locations; until, by compilation in 1947

Merewether2 states that there were then recorded at least 31 in-

stances of cancer of the lung in 235 cases of asbestosis, an autopsy

pulmonary cancer incidence of 13.2% in persons suffering from as-

bestosis.

For a fully acceptable comparison of this incidence of course

one would be limited to the use of an autopsy series from a closely

similar group in age and sex and at least in like environment for

a similar period of time except for exposure to asbestos inhalation.

Even these rather loosely set criteria could hardly be met where

numbers would be large enough to provide a minimal chance of error

in statistici-en-type, cal cilation.

The most that can be done at the present is to take what is

available as evidence for or against an etiological basis for cancer

of the lung in asbestosis, at the same time recognizing that the

large chance of statistical error does not allow proof to be claimed

but merely suspicion to be supported or not supported.

At present such evidence as is available appears to support

the suspicion and to justify further investigative effort of what-

ever nature may be scientifically'evsiosed, At least the available

evidence does not allay the suspicion.
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In South Carolina the autopsy service that has furnished the

human material for our studies in asbestosis is in a general

hospital that through the years might be expected to produce a

cross section of the run of serious diseases of the community of

location,

For such value as it may have we have analyzed the findings

in the 3943 autopsies occurring in that service from 1926 to 1950

in the age period of twenty years or over, the purpose being to

cover a span of twanty-five years that corresponds roughly to the

period of observation of asbestosis and an age group that would

also cover the occurrences of that condition.

In that total autopsy series were found 46 instances of a

diagnosis of asbestosis by microscopic evidence, including all

cases regardless of degree, and among these 46 were three with

advanced carcinoma of the lung, an incidence of 6.5%. In all

others carcinoma of the lung occurred 58 times, an incidence of 1.5%.

Obviously such a comparison is of limited value, as are all

others from which the question has been posed, although taken as a

whole they are at least in agreement that carcinoma of the lung has

been consistently more common than was to be expected in reports on

asbestosis. Our incidence of that order is less than in some other

reports, while our general incidence of carcinoma of the lung is

comparable to some (Homburger) but less than others (Rigdon &

Kirchoff). Our incidence in asbestosis would approach that given

in other reports if the calculation were made within the group of

medium and advanced grades of asbestosis, in which area the three

instances of pulmonary carcinoma occurred. In that group we had

28 cases, and the incidence within the group would be 10 +g

-3-



Incidentally, for such support as it may give to the

common report of growing prevalence of carcinoma of the lung,

we find that in the first third of the time period covered in

our series the incidence of carcinoma of the lung was 0.9%,

in the second third 1.1% and in the latest third 2.2%, apparent-

ly a steady increase during the twenty-five year period, even

though still not as high as reported from some other areas.

-4-



Without at this time attempting to make a thorough analysis of

the published papers and records, a few recent pertinent reports are

noted.

In one of the latest, Stoll, Bass and Angrist3report an addition-

al case of cancer of the lung in association with asbestosis and cast

up the literature as of 1951. They refer to Merewether's 1947 re-

port, as previously noted herein, and also refer to a report by

Wyers in 1949 recording a series of 115 cases of asbestosis in which

there were 17 instances of associated pulmonary carcinoma, an autopsy

series incidence of 14.8%, as compared to Merewether's 13.2%.

Homburger reported three additional cases of association of

pulmonary carcinoma and asbestosis in his autopsy service. In his

series of autopsies from 1918-1938 there were 15 cases of pulmonary

carcinoma, an incidence of 1.08%. Asbestosis was diagnosed 8 times

and in 4 of the 8 cases pulmonary carcinoma was also found.

For such comparison as may be allowable, Rigdon and Kirchoff 5

reported in 1951 a pulmonary cancer incidence of 7.5% (67 in 892)

in an autopsy series in individuals 30 years of age and older in Texas.
would best

They suggest "that frequency of cancer of the lung/be established from

a series of autopsies," on account of the unreliability of death

certificates.

Counterbalancing at least some of the weight of evidence of

reports of cancer of the lung associated with asbestosis is the

widespread increase of pulmonary cancer in the general population

that has been recognized during the same period of time. A few

references will serve to focus that tremendous problem.

-5-



Grahaain 1951, says, "Bronchogenic carcinoma differs from

other cancers in two important respects: (1) it has shown an

enormous increase in the last 35 years; (2) there has been a

progressively larger incidence in the male sex."

He states that Adler in 1912 could collect only 374 cases of

cancer of the lung from the World's literature, while individual

experiences in this country greatly exceed that total of reported

cases from the whole world, and that cancer of the lung has ad-

vanced to a position of first place in men from one of 8th place

in frequency - and this all within the last 35 or 40 years.

Doll and Hili refer to a British government report which shows

that for the 25 year period from 1922 to 1947 the incidence of lung

cancer in autopsies in England and Wales increased fifteen times over

what it had been previously.

An editorial note in The Lancet in January, 1952, strikes a timely

note in referring to Hill's report that "in at least 17 out of 29

boroughs (metropolitan), deaths from neoplasm of the lung and bronchus

were more numerous than deaths from tuberculosis" and in remarking,

"This is something quite new."

Smith8 in 1952, states that lung cancer has shown an increase

over and above what could be expected as a result of increases in

numbers of elderly persons. He states also that high lung mortality

has been recorded for both men and women patients with asbestosis

in England.

Perhaps a'personal note is permissible to illustrate the ap-

parently universal'experience in autopsy services during the last

forty years that carcinoma of the lung has changed from a rarity to

a commonplace. As a residient in the Philadelphia General Hospital

-6-



I had done an autopsy on what I took to be a case of tuberculosis,

and had discarded all organs and tissues except the small pieces from

which I prepared microscopic sections. When I showed the resulting

slides of carcinoma of the lung to my chief and had to acknowledge

that I had thrown the lungs away, he arose sternly from his mic-

roscope and literally booted me down the stairs.

Perhaps I may also note t at the scarcity of residents in pathol-
their

ogy nowadays has s3ia brought ab ut a difference in/treatment, al-

though possibly not so much differ ce in their deserts.,

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Because of the question raised by autopsy observation of

associated asbestosis and cancer of the lung, and among the many
apparently

0 experimental studies that/have been done and tort are now going

on by subjection of experimental animals to respiratory exposure

to a variety of suspected substances, I have undertaken to see

whether evidence of carcinogenic action on the part of asbestos

or of the condition, of asbestosis might be gotten in this way.

Now in the third year, we have such a project under way, supported

in part by a National Cancer Institute grant.

In devising such an experiment, one is, of course, faced

with many questions, among which are the choice of experimental

animals, the methods of exposure, the mechanical questions in-

volved in methods, the practical matters of time and help, etc., etc.

Because, so far as I am aware, no animal except man has shown

bronchogenic carcinoma of the lung naturally(or experimentally

* for that matter)

-7-



we chose to work with a strain of mice known to develop adenom-

atous tumors of the lung in regular pre-calculable occurrence.

In this animal we have one of short life span, of known lung

tumor productiveness that might be susceptible to influence in

that natural occurrence, and at the same time as good as any

other prospect for bronchogenic carcinoma so far as is known,

The strain chosen is the AC1 hybrid (A male and C femnale) first

generation from breeding stock obtained from the Roscoe B. Jackson

Memorial Laboratory. Approximately equal numbers of mice are

being exposed and kept as controls. Exposure chambers are of our

own devising. Regular dust counts are made, with concentrations
obtained

of dust as high as may be/without risk of killing the animals.

As near as feasible, the same asbestos as our human cases ex-

perienced is being used as dust.

As the animals are sacrificed they are autopsied and the

number, size, and distribution of lung tumors recorded. An attempt

to grade these will also be made. It would be premature to give

any analysis of this data as yet. However, no epidermoid carci-

noma has yet been observed.

Because we wished to also use another and larger animal, a

number of dogs are ajim being subjected to similar dusting in

specially constructed chambers. This is, of course, a much longer

term experiment, and no report can be made upon it at this time.

One of the reasons the dog was selected is that observation of the

occurrence of asbestosis bodies in the lung of a dog exposed in an

asbestos factory is recorded.

So far as I am aware, there is only one published report of

an inhalation experiment exposing mice to asbestos dust as a test

-8-



9
of cancerigenic action. This report, by Nordmann and Sorge,

by the authors
was claimed/as positive evidence of such a relationship and has

been cited to that effect by others. Smith, however, analyzes

it to the conclusion that it not only produces no proof of a

causal relationship of asbestos in cancer of the lung but actually

to the contrary. In that report ill-defined epithelial changes

were thought to have resulted in the lungs of 9 animals out of an

original 100 mice, squamous metaplasia was found in 6, adenocar-

cinoma in one and squamous cell carcinoma in one. Smith questions

whether the interpretation was correct as to the demonstration of

actual squamous cell carcinoma and calls attention to the common

occurrence of squamous cell metaplasia in old rats with chronic

pulmonary infections and in animals deficient in vitamin A.

The only other experiment of which I am aware where animals

under exposure to inhalation of asbestos dust developed tumors

of the lung in a way suggestive of a relationship occurred in an

uncompleted experiment of the lap L. U. Gardner that came to my

attention through a courtesy from the Saranac Laboratory.

In one of Gardner's experiments in asbestosis he found a

high incidence of the type of lung cancer to which mice are disposed,

Since the strain he was using was unknown as to tumor susceptibility

and since the experiment was uncontrolled from that standpoint, he

stopped it, apparently intending to set up a proper experiment to

follow up the suggestion later,

At least it does not appear that any reported experiment can

be accepted as conclusive, and I am inclined to the same view as

expressed by Smith, that up to the present no experimental proof

that the inhalation of asbestos or any other material will cause

-9-



B ronchogenic carcinoma has been presented.

As the matter now stands, it appears that 
while additional

evidence of the same sort has been 
collected in the meantime, the

question that was raised with our 
first McPt in 1935 as to whether

asbestosis can act as a producer of cancer 
of the lung in human

beings remains as open as it was when 
raised.

So far as we are concerned, the-conditions in the industry

are so much improved that even the problem \of 
asbestosis has be-

come greatly lessened. The grade of exposure to the dust has been

so reduced in our territory of experience that 
we no longer ex-

pect to see the extreme of the disease 
that earlier uncontrolled

conditions caused, medium to

Even so, and although our cases were those of/advanced

asbestosis, if the exposure may be cancerigenic 
it could not now

be certainly said that lesser grades of the primary 
disease would

be immune to the tendency.

In all respects, therefore, the problem remains 
with us and

should be subjected to continued investigation on its own merits,

aside from any advantage that would accrue to the 
investigation of

malignant neoplastic disease as a whole if such an etiologic

factor were uncovered.

*-10-
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395.

interesting presentation. I hoped to be able to make a

pertinent comment, but Doctor Lynch disposed of that in the

last part of the talk. I gather there is no correlation

between the extent of asbestosis in your series and the

occurrence of neoplastic change?

BY DOCTOR LYNCH:

In our series, Doctor Rhoads, the three cases,

now, remember there are only three - occurred in advanced

cases of asbestosis, not in minor conditions where you

merely make a diagnosis because the asbestosis might be

Ei present.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

I would ask those who are going out if they

wouldn't mind waiting until we take the photographs in just

a few minutes. Doctor Vorwald, we're anxious to keep all

possible here for the photograph.

Is there other discussion on Doctor Lynch's paper

I hear no discussion. Doctor Vorwald and I both feel, be-

cause of the time and the need for taking the photograph,

we had best postpone Doctor Merewetherts paper until after

lunch. Doctor Vorwald, do you care to speak about the

t 0 photograph?

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Yes, we would like to take a photograph of the

group as we are seated here. Is the photographer here?



(No response).

Now, if those of you who are in the back, could

you come forward so that we can really get a picture. There
are a lot of seats up forward and it will only take a few

minutes.

I might say that the photographer will print

these pictures and you may buy one from him if you so wish)
on the bulletin board outside will be a paper where you
might indicate whether you want one or a dozen.

(Photograph was taken, after which the meeting

was adjourned. Session reconvened at 2037 P. M.),
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Discussion

DR. RICHARDCSON: Vhich workers of those included in the survey were affected?

DR. LANZA: I cannot tell you positively until I have studied the Public Health

Service report. The plants are small, the men shift around, and the details

of their exposure to chrome are rather indefinite. l o &  .- l-

DR. RICiHARDSON: Could one say just when the exposure to chrome begins and vhen

it ends i-n the orocess of handling the chrome?

DR. LANZA: The engineering portion of the Public Health Service report gives

the details of the process and the dust studies at various operaticns frcm the

time tie ore is received in the plant until it is shipped out.

DR. VICKERS: IWorkers in the chrome industry are exposed to chromate in one

way or another all through the plant.

DR. RhOADS: The exposure is not limited to any particular operation or to

any particular f irri of chromium?

BR. VICKERS: I.o. There are mixed exposures of one kind or another, but

definitely to chromium, all the way through the plant.



SDR. IEr ARES: Is there any hazard after the material has been shipped out?

DR. LANZA: So far as I know, there has been no complaint.

DR. HUEPER: In regard to the possibility that the material shipped out of

the plant will become carcinogenic, there have been reports from Germany that

zinc pigment - zinc chromate - workers have developed carcinoma. We are

attempting to find out whether the painters who sprayed zinc chromate on air-

planes during the last war have an increased cancer incidence.

DR. BAETJR 0* '
lD)R. Bta- iA One hundred thirty-four cases of carcinoma of the respira-

tory tract have been described in the literature among men exposed

to chromium chemi, -1 in their occupation. Of that number 121 had

worked in the chromate chemical manufacturing industry and 11 in

SJthe chrome pigment industry. Only 2 of the men had beehad been employed

in industries which use chromium compounds, one of which was a

/ chrome plater and one hac' sprayed chromium paint.

We have never accer o the skin in chromate workers /or cancer

of the nasal septum even though a large percentage of the workers have perfora-

tion of the nasal septumoan u10 < < ^- Q. a4 - a- t d &o -ead -co

It is interesting to review the duration of exposure of these people to

chromium before they 5e cancer. The average age of these individuals was 52

29
years and the range of ages was from 3X>to 72 years. The duration of exposure

varied from 4 to 47 years n th itialepoe nd-he

. In

some cases cancer may develop many years after the termination of exposure but

the interval between diagnosis and death is, as in all ceses of lung cancer,



usually a very short period of time. Many of our cases, on coming to eoa

dispensary, claimed that their severe symptoms didn't begin until two weeks

before these dj-i'aia1 came to the clinic, and they-r lu-l..th-b diagnosed

as having lung cancer. So far as we have been able to determine, the clinical

symptoms and the pathology are no different for lung cancer in chromate workers

than for lung cancer of other origin.

DR. RHOADS: Vhat brought these patients to the clinic? Symptoms referable

to the lungs?

DR. BAETJER: Some came with lung symptoms 4g pain in the chest" Abme patients

about whom I have read came with symptoms referable to metastases.

ý2 /



397.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Will the meeting please come to order? You will

remember that we were forced by the delay starting this

morning, to put over Doctor Merewether's paper to the first

one on the program this afternoon. It is, therefore, my

honor to introduce E. R. A. Merewether, Senior Medical In-

spector of Factories, Administrator of Labor and Allied

Service, London, England. Doctor Merewether.

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

Doctor Rhoads, Ladies and Gentlemen: I am great-

ly honored to be invited to attend this erudite meeting

which has now, by virtue of the diverse and inspired work

of my old friend, the late Doctor LeRoy Gardner,and Doctor

Vorwald, become an international event.

Now, only a foolhardy criminal would speak after

the most stimulating papers of this morning, but I'll en-

deavor to do my best, and I shall not detain you long.

All I have been able to do in the short time

available is to bring up to date our mortality and patho-

logical data on this matter and lay them before you in the

confident hope that if there is an explanation of them, and

there are deductions to be drawn from them, I shall obtain

them during this conference.

Frankly, I'm puzzled and disturbed at the possi-

bility which may emerge, not only in connection with the
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7 Discussion

DR. MEREWETHER: I am greatly honored to be invited to attend this

erudite meeting which has now, by virtue of the diverse and inspired

work of my old friends, the late Dr. LeRoy Gardner and Dr. Vorwald,

become an international event.

Now I feel foolhardy speaking after the most stimulating

papers of this morning, but I will do my best and shall not detain

you long.

All I have been able to do in the short time available is

to bring up to date our mortality and pathological data on this

matter and lay them before you in the confident hope that if there

is an eqplanation of them and there are deductions to be drawn

from them, I shall obtain them during this conference.

Frankly, I am puzzled and disturbed at the possibility which

may emerge, not only in connection with the question of an etiological

relationship between cancer of the lung and asbestos, but also be-

tween cancer of the lung and other local irritants.

In 1949, I published a note of the deaths from asbestosis,

asbestosis with tuberculosis, and either of these also with cancer

of the lung, recorded in the United Kingdom from 1924 to 1947.

I placed alongside them for comparison the corresponding data we

have from silicosis and cancer of the lung. These were factual

data which speak for themselves insofar as they go, but I attempted

to make no deductions, since I felt the asbestosis deaths were too

few for the purpose. I have now brought these figures up to date.



The corresponding figures for silicosis deaths amount to

several thousands. They were, I think, sufficiently large to show

that there is no etiological relationship between silicosis and
am

cancer of the lung and in this I / fortified by the data produced

by the South African experts. I will not weary you, therefore,

with the additions in the last three and a quarter years to our

silicosis figures.

Briefly, therefore, our latest figures for recorded deaths

from asbestosis, asbestosis with tuberculosis, or either com-

plicated with cancer, are 306. I am excluding ten of these where

there is also cancer of sites other than the lungs. Our net figures

are, therefore, 296 deaths and of these forty-eight or 16.2 per cent

-were associated with primary cancer of the lung. This shows an

increase from a 13.2 per cent disclosed by our earlier figures.

This means that, as more deaths from asbestosis come to hand, the

cumulative percentage of deaths with complicating cancer of the

lung is rising rather than falling.

Now, where do we go to from here? Are these figures sufficient

to indicate a casual relationship between the retention of asbestos

dust in the lungs and subsequent cancer of the lung? The small

numbers certainly dictate caution. Nevertheless, they represent

the great majority of the deaths from asbestosis which have

occurred in the United Kingdom during the past quarter of a century.

Nowadays, because of the greatly increased awareness of workers,

doctors, and others in the neighborhood of asbestos plants, of the



disease; because of the duty of coroners to investigate with

autopsy and to report to my department deaths suspected to be due

to occupational disease, whatever it may be; because of the compen-

sation benefits accruing to cases of pneumoconiosis; because of the

system of factory inspection in force; because of our periodical

check-up of the death certificates provided by the Registrar

General and for other reasons, it is likely that very few deaths

from asbestosis escape notice.

Therefore, with confidence, I think we can say that the

figures point to the necessity for the collection of similar

data from other communities with an asbestosis hazard, so that

by means of statistical examination of the global figures so

obtained vie can settle the question of whether cancer of the

lung is an additional risk of asbestos exposures.

I would remind you here that these figures include all the

deaths from asbestosis, during the period in question, which vie can

trace and which have been verified pathologically. Undoubtedly,

the deaths of some cases, which to my personal knowledge had

developed asbestosis round about 1930, have escaped notice, for

reasons about which we can only surmise: they may have emigrated

or died from other causes, including primary or secondary lung cancers,

and thus the asbestosis and occupational factors have passed unrecorded.

For the reasons I have mentioned, however, such deaths have been

increasingly unlikely to escape the net during the past 20 years.



I mention this more particularly because of the real danger of

duplication of cases in compilations of global figures from different

countries. Often there have been reports in the United Kingdom of

cases or of series of cases from different observers of particular

aspects of the disease, and often the same cases have appeared in

more than one of the reports. There are no duplicates in the

figures given here.

There is --another point to be borne in mind and that is that

the population at risk from asbestos is small relatively to other

industries and it fluctuates. A war brings a great increase of

people at risk. because obviously there is a great demand for

high class asbestos insulation for use in warships .and other types

of work..: . Then when peace comes the demand drops off again, so

that one can never really isolate a population, for instance, to

which one could relate particular cases of asbestosis, assuming

that asbestos is a factor in this matter.

We must be careful, therefore, as I have implied, that we

do not accidentally magnify the risk. On the other hand, it is

possible for a risk to be concealed because of an erroneous

estimation of the population exposed to the risk. Thus, as I

found a number of years ago in the coke-oven industry, only a

small proportion of those employed are exposed to tar or tarry

vapours, and in them the risk of cutaneous cancer is about six

times that of the general population. Yet if one relates the

cases to the whole population of the coke-oven trade, the risk is



entirely submerged. In other words, the risk is concealed in

the overall numbers erroneously assumed to be at risk.

And we shall have to consider this point in relation to

asbestosis and cancer of the lung.;. a considerable proportion of

v  -workers in the asbestos industry have very little exposure to

asbestos - on the other hand, we do not know whether much or

little exposure to asbestos is required to trigger-off the cancer

of the lung, if, in fact, there is such a relationship.

This morning Dr. lynch asked, "What is the degree of asbestosis?"

In fact, all these people have been autopsied and all of them died

primarily of asbestosis, whether they had tubercle or cancer also,

I will not weary you with the statistical approaches we have

made to our slender data, but will content myself with a rough

breakdown of the figures.

Of the 296 deaths we are considering, 172 occurred in males

and 12h in females. Eighty-two or 27.7 per cent, half males and

half females, were associated with pulmonary tuberculosis. The

mean age at death was L8 .2 years, with a range of 24 to 73 years

for the cases of asbestosis; 39.3 years with a range of 17 to

66 years. for the cases of asbestosis with tuberculosis; and 53.4 years

with the range of 32 to 77 years for the cases of asbestosis and

cancer of the lung.

The mean duration of exposure was 15.7 years with a range of

1 to h8 years for deaths from asbestosis; 11.1 years with a

range of 1 to 33 years for deaths from asbestosis with tuberculosis,



and 19 years with a range of 2 to 42 years for deaths from

asbestosis with cancer of the lung.

The mean duration of life between cessation of exposure and

death was 6.5 years with a range of 1 to 32 years for deaths from

asbestosis, h.7 years with Pange of 1 to 21 years for deaths from

asbestosis with tuberculosis, and $.8 years with a range of 1 to

26 years for deaths from asbestosis and cancer of the lung. You

see the ranges are very wide indeed, which is of some interest.

Now, there are indications, from our data, that our preventive

regulations which came into full operations in 1932, twenty years

ago, are having an effect and this may be the explanation of why

the incidence of complicating cancer of the lung appears to be rising.

Today, we do not encounter cases of extreme massive fibrosis

and gross bronchiectasis and even anasarca and a Inutmegt liver

with death (uncomplicated with tuberculosis or cancer of the lung)

at an early age, within 5 to 7 years from the commencement

of exposure. Those cases do not seem to occur. The duration of

exposure which results in death from asbestosis is lengthening,

the age of death is increasing and the degree of fibrosis found

at autopsy is less.

This means that cases of asbestosis are living to the cancer-

occurring age period, and if - and I say if - there is a relationship

between asbestosis and cancer of the lung and if irritation,/let us

surmise from the asbestos fiber/is a co-carcinogen with a long lag



period, then we would expect an increased incidence of cancer of

the lung over that found in the general population to become evident.

Regarding these cancer cases, the mean age of death, as I

said,was 53.h years, and the range 32 to 77 years,and the mean

duration of exposure 19 years with a range of 2 to 42 years. Now,

the occupations involved may be interesting, but I would certainly

not attempt to draw any deductions, since several occupations with

different dust exposures were - and to a lesser extent nowadays

are - carried out in the same room. Nevertheless 10 of the L8

cases were associated predominantly with weaving, 8 with dis-

integrating, mixing or opening fibre, 7 with pipe and boiler

/ covering:, and 6 with mattress making - all very dusty jobs in

the earlier days.

Well, what then is the etiological factor, if any, here? I

would be most grateful for your views. I know that physical irri-

tation as a direct carcinogenic agent has been rather discounted

by the cancer experts, but I remember that a United States expert,

Dr. Oppenheimer, has done some experimental work with cellophane

/ / wrapped round the kidney, which may be a pointer.

DR. RHOADS: Dr. lynch, was there no correlation in your series

between the extent of asbestosis and the occurrence of neoplastic change?

DR. LYNCH: The three cases of carcinoma in our series occurred

in advanced cases of asbestosis, not in minor conditions where a

diagnosis is made merely because asbestosis might be present.



SDR. IANZA: I find it difficult to believe that the cancer incidence

among asbestos workers in the United States could be anywhere near

as high as it appears to be in England. We may have missed some

cancer cases but I do not believe we could have missed so many if

they had occurred to the same extent they apparently do in England.

It is true, of course, that as soon as the harmful effects of

asbestos were recognized by American industry a program of cleaning

up the plants was instituted, and although all asbestos plants in

the country have not attained perfection in industrial hygiene,

great strides have been made, particularly in the plant in

Charlotte, Dr. Lynch's city. With the number of workers in the

industry so small, it is obvious that we shall never have the

clinical experience with asbestosis that we have had with silicosis.

I used to hear frequently in Canada that the Canadian asbestos

is less damaging than the kind used in England where the major part

of the asbestos used, I an informed by my English friends, is

Rhodesian asbestos, a variety quite dissimilar in structure and

physical characteristics to the Canadian kind. I am told also

that there are differences in the Canadian varieties, between the

asbestos mined at the town of Asbestos and the kind mined not far

away at Thetford. Since experimental studies in the past few

years have shown that different types of silica may produce

entirely dissimilar pathological effects, I am beginning to wonder

whether we have given sufficient attention to differences in the

type of asbestos in our attempt to explain variations in the rate

of asbestosis.



DR. SMTH: I had an opportunity to visit Dr. Gloyne shortly before

his death and to learn something about the material he had assembled

in England. He had 17 cases in which there was co-existent asbestosis

U7  and carcinoma of the lung,. In his series there was no detectable

relation between the degree of asbestosis and the presence or

absence of cancer. His series came from a plant that used the

Rhodesian blue asbestos which, as Dr. Lanza has pointed out, has

certain characteristics that are different from those of Canadian

asbestos. The Rhodesian variety has a more brittle fiber and,

therefore, gives rise to more dust. I understand, however, that

some of the British cases had been exposed to Canadian asbestos.

Earlier the question of carcinogenicity/nickel was brought

up. Recently, I visited Dr. Amor,. formerly medical officer for

the plant in Wales where the nasal sinus tumors had been observed,

and Dr. Morgan, who is the medical officer there at present. They

stated that the men who developed the nasal sinus tumors had not

been employed in the part of the plant where there nmight be ex-

posure to nickel carbonyl. Both doctors were very reluctant,

therefore, to believe that nickel carbonyl was a factor in the

nasal sinus tumors observed. They pointed out that the tumors

Nwhich had occurred were in men exposed to arsenical dust from

the calciners and that cancer of the nasal sinus was not seen

in men who were employed in the industry only after 1924, when

the calciners were re-designed.

DR RIIOADS: Dr. n lerewether, would you comment on these remaarks?



DR. MEREWETHER: I am afraid I cannot comment on all of them, but

I think I can partially answer some and that Dr. Knox can answer

others.

First of all, I think Dr. Lanza is misinformed about the

proportions and kinds of asbestos used in England. The original

cases of asbestosis, fifty years ago, were all from Canadian

asbestos. The earliest commercial asbestos work in England

was in the early seventies of the last century and there may have

been some Italian fiber used here then, but very quickly the trade

concentrated on the white Canadian chrysotile - namely a hydrous

magnesium silicate.

Later on, the Rhodesian chrysotile, the South African blue

crocidolite, and another South African type, amosite,also.

main3y an iron silicate, came into use. Now, of all of these,

amosite, the brown long-fibred material is the most brittle and

dusty - to such an extent that its use in England has declined.
believe

I do not / they use any blue there at all and they have had

a number of cases of cancer of the lung, as one might expect. Of

course not all the cases of cancer of the lung, even if there is

an association with asbestos, can be ascribed to it because there

must have been an ordinary incidence of cancer of the lung irres-

pective of this possible factor.

If Dr. Knox were here, he would be able to tell us about

his plant,which is the largest in the country, about the types

of asbestos they use, and about his experience of cancer of the lung,

The fact is that mainly chrysotile is used in his factory.



Concerning the so-called nickel cancer, it is quite correct

that none of us think that nickel carbonyl has anything to do with

it as such.

Dr. Amor, Dr. Morgan, and myself feel that the re-building

of the old calciners had a crucial effect on the risk, although

there was some change in the constitution of the semi-refined

matter shipped from Canada. The difference - as I know, because

I saw them before and afterwards - between the old and extremely

dust calcincers and the modern practically dustless building is

enormous.

DR. LEVIN: Dr. Knox informed me that in the plant under discussion

there were from 1932 to 191L, exactly 16 cases of lung cancer.

Unfortunately, Dr. Knox did not have sufficient data to enable

him to say whether or not that was an excessive number of cases.
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question of an etiological relationship between cancer of

the lung and asbestos, but also between cancer of the lung

and other local illness.

In 1948, I made a note of the deaths from asbes-

tosis, asbestosis with tuberculosis and either of these

with also cancer of the lung, recorded in the United King-

dom from 1924 to 1947. I placed alongside them for com-

parison, the corresponding data we have from silicosis and

cancer of the lung. These were factual data which speak

for themselves insofar as they go, but I attempted to make

Sdeductions since I felt the asbestosis deaths were too few

for the purpose. I have now brought these figures up to

date.

The corresponding figures for silicosis deaths

amount to several thousands. They were, I think, sufficient-

ly large to show that there is no etiological relationship

between silicosis and cancer of the lung and in this I'm

fortified by the data produced by the South African experts.

I will not weary you, therefore, with the additions in the

last three and a quarter years to our silicosis figures.

Briefly, therefore, our latest figures are recorded

Sdeaths from asbestosis, asbestosis with tuberculosis, or

either complicated with cancer of the lung, with cancer,

are 306. I am excluding ten of these where there is also

cancer of sites other than the lungs. Our net figures are,



therefore, 296 deaths and of these forty-eight or 16.2

percent were associated with cancer of the lung. This

shows an increase from a 13.2 percent disclosed by our

earlier figures. This means that, as more deaths from

asbestosis come to hand, the cumulative percentage of

deaths with complicating cancer of the lung is rising rather

than falling.

Now, where do we go to from here? Are these fig-

ures sufficient to indicate a causal relationship between

the retention of asbestos dust in the lungs and subsequent

cancer of the lung? The small numbers certainly dictate

caution. Nevertheless, they represent the great majority

of the deaths from asbestosis which have occurred in the

United Kingdom during the past quarter of a century.

Nowadays, because of the greatly increased aware-

ness of workers, doctors and others in the neighborhood of

asbestos plants, of the disease, because of the duty of

Coroners to investigate with autopsy and to report to my de-

partment, deaths suspected to be due to occupational dis-

ease, whatever it may be, the compensation benefits accru-

ing to cases of pneumoconiosis, the system of factory in-

spection, our periodical check-up of the death certificates

provided by the Registrar General, and for other reasons,

it is likely that very few deaths from asbestosis escape

notice.



Therefore, with confidence, I think we can say

that the figures point to the necessity for the collection

of similar data from other communities with an asbestosis

hazard, so that by means of statistical examination of the

global figures so obtained, we can settle the question of

whether cancer of the lung is an additional risk of asbes#

tos exposures.

Now, I should mention here that the figures in

United Kingdom, that these figures include all of them,

because they come to me, so that we must not add up excess

figures and - the X figures and Y figures and Z figures,

and think that they're all additional cases of asbestosis,

with carcinoma of the lung. One can add up, of course,

different countries, but one must be very careful adding

up or duplicating the same cases in the same countries.

There is another point that was brought up this

morning, that the population risk of asbestos is small

relatively to other industries and it fluctuates. A war

brings a great increase of people, because obviously, there

is a great demand for high class asbestos insulation for

use in war ships and other types of work, and then it drops

0 off again, so that one could never really get a population,

for instance, to wnich one could relate a particular case

of asbestosis, assuming that asbestos is a factor in this

matter.
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Now, another thing is the reverse which I think

has got to be brought in mind, into mind, that when one is

considering a hazard in an industry and one wants, as the

statisticians always do want, something like a world popu-

lation before they give us anything very satisfactory about

the matter, that you - you say that, f or all purposes, the

population of an industry is say two hundred thousand, your

very risk may be lost in the mass of the population.

That occurs, for instance, in coal carbon trade,

where I tried a number of years ago, a relatively small

portion of people exposed to tar or tarry vapors, and

they'rj lost in the whole population of the trade, but

when you limit them to the people who are exposed to tar

and tarry vapors, you find there is six times the risk of

cutaneous cancer. In other words, the risk was lost in the

overall numbers assumed to be at risk.

And, it is something like that in the asbestos

trade. A lot of people don't have much exposure to asbes-

tos at all. Now, as far as the rate in asbestos, I haven't

got into that yet, but following a remark made this morning,

I will try and do so.

B Then Doctor Lynch did say, what is the degree of

asbestosis. Now, all these people have been autopsied and

all of them died primarily of asbestosis, whether they had

tubercle or cancer later.

J .- __------- ____-----~



Now, I won't weary you with the statistical ap-

proaches. Besides that, I'm very frightened of statistic-

ians. They're going to die if I find an error in this.

Not quite as bad as a psychiatrist, of course. I'm looking

for the day when we have a statistical psychiatrist. Well,
just another page of this, sir, then we'll be ready to thro
me out.

Of the 296 deaths we are considering, 172 occurre
i n ma l e s and 126 in females. Eighty-two or 27.7 percent,

half males and half females, were associated with pulmonary

tuberculosis. The mean age of death was 48.2 years, with

a range of 24 to 73 years for the cases of asbestosis. 39.3
with a range of 17 to 66 years, for the cases of asbestosis

for Or with tuberculosis and 53.4 years with the range of

32 to 77 for the cases of asbestosis and cancer of the lung

The mean duration of exposure was 15.7 years with

a range of one to forty-eight for deaths from asbestosis.

Some took a Hell of a long time to die -- 11.1 with a range

of 133 - no, I put the wrong one, I'm sorry, 11.1 years, wi h

a range of 33 years with asbestosis with tuberculosis and

19 years with a range of 2 to 49, 2 to 42 years for asbes-

tosis with cancer of the lung.

l jThe mean duration of life between cessation of

exposure and death was 6.5 years with a range of 1 to 32

for asbestosis, 417 years - that should be 4.7 years with



range of 1 to 21 for asbestosis with tuberculosis, and 5.8

years with a range of 1 to 26 for asbestosis and cancer of

the lung.

You see the ranges are very wide indeed, which

is of some interest. They say with tubercle, you can get

tubercle any time. It can come on them at any time and kilI

them at any time. Now, there are indications, from our

data, that our preventive regulations which came into full

operations in 1932, twenty years ago, are having an effect

and this may be the explanation of why the incidence of

complicating cancer of the lung appears to be rising.

Today, we do not encounter cases of extreme mass-

ive fibrosis and gross bronchiectasis and even a sarcoma

?nutmeg' liver with death, and complicated with tuberculosis

or cancer of the lung at an early age, within five to seven

years from the commencement of exposure. Those cases don't

seem to occur. The duration of exposure which results in

death from asbestosis is lengthened, the age of death is in-

creasing and the degree of fibrosis found at autopsy is

less.

This means that cases of asbestosis are limited

to the cancer occurring age period, and if - and I say if

there is a relationship between asbestosis and cancer of

the lung and if irritation, let us surmise from the asbestos

fiber is a co-carcinogen with a long exposure period, then



we would expect an increased incidence of cancer of the

lung over that found in the general population to become

afterwards.

Regarding these cancer cases, the mean age of

death, I said was 53.4 years, so I put this in for - since

I found I'd be kicked off if I didn't. Now, the occupation

involved are somewhat interesting. They're always differ-

ent, as you know, because sometimes two occupations carried

out in the same room with different dust exposures or with

other different factors, but it is a little interesting to

see that the majority of these forty-eight cases, that the

more dusty the process, of course, it's most fallacious,

but still we watch with care, for instance, weaving. Weav-

ing is notoriously dusty, one case there with ten of these

cancer lung cases, one case also associated with tarding

and spinning that the man had done, andone case mixing and

sorting, disintegrating and mixing, either - well, eight

pipe and boiler coverers, including mixing; seven, and

mattress making, six and all the rest are below that, and

all those are dusty jobs.

-Well, what then is the etiological factor, if

any here? And, I'd be most grateful for your views. I

know that physical irritation as a direct carcinogenic agent

has been rather debunked by the cancer experts, but I

remember that some recent work by a United States expert,
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Doctor Oppenheimer, has - who has done some experimental

work with cellophane wrapped around hinges, which may be a

pointer*to this factor if it is material. Thank you.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Thank you, Doctor Merewether. Is there a comment

about the Merewether discussion? (No response).

Doctor Lanza, I think you can make scme comment

on this.

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, before going

into this brief statement of mine on chromates, I would like

to make a few comments on Doctor Merewether's observations.

w^ ermuh iLmpre ssed with what, D0octor l re2-;,,

wether said, and there is no question but what a very

careful, painstaking job has been done in Great Britain on

the subject of trying to determine what the hazard might be

in the asbestos industry with respect to cancer.

There are just a couple of comments, I'm not say-

ing one way or the other, that it may or may not influence

the incidence of cancer. I would raise a couple of points

which I think all of us might keep in mind, and which might

possibly have some bearing on the situation in England*

Now, I have visited, somewhat extensively, I think

nearly all the asbestos plants of the United States, and the

mines and the mills in Canada and have spent quite a lot of



time there, and have spent a lot of time reviewing films,

and not long ago, spent several days with Doctor Kenneth

Smith on asbestos, reading his films.

I find it difficult to believe that our cancer

incidence among asbestos workers could be anything like as

large as it seems to be in England, because while Itm per-

fectly free to admit that we may have missed cancer cases

which we should have not, on the other hand, I don't think

we could have missed all of them if they had occurred, into

the same extent that apparently they do in England.

Now, that is simply an observation of mine. Of

course, it is true that as soon as the business of the harm-

ful effects of asbestos once took hold in the American in-

dustry, they did start to clean up their plants and, while

I wouldn't say that all the asbestos plants in the country

were marvels of industrial hygiene perfection, neverthe-

less great strides have been made, and particularly, for

instance, in the plant in Doctor Kenneth Lynch's town in

Charlotte, South Carolina, where they have done a very

beautiful job, so that with the small number of people in

the industry, it's obvious that we are never going to have

the clinical experience with as bestosis that we have, for

instance, with silicosis, because there is not going to be

the material to work on.

Now, back of that, there is still one more question.

' -I
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0 j That is the nature of the asbestos itself. Now, when I

first used to go to Canada, I used to hear frequently that,

up there, that the Canadian asbestos was less damaging than

the kind they used in England,I believe, and I have put

that comment down to what we might call the national or

local patriotism, you know, like the rivalry between towns,

so that you so frequently see, but the fact remains the

same, that in this country, we do use the asbestos, mostly

the asbestos that we get from Canada, and I believe, from

what I hear from our English friends, that a great deal,

if not the major part of the asbestos used in England, is

0 IRhodesian asbestos, which is quite dissimilar in its con-

struction and in its formation, its physical characteris-

tics, to the kind that comes from Thetford and from asbes-

tos in Canada*

Now, that may have nothing to do with it, and up

until two or three years ago, I dismissed that. I thought

that was just purile, but since we have in the last few

years, learned that different types of silica, for instance,

produce entirely distinct pathological effect, I am begin-

ning to wonder if we have not failed to pay sufficient at-

Stention to the type of asbestos which varies even, as -I.1 am

informed, there is a difference between the asbestos that

is mined in the town of Asbestos and the kind that is mined1

not far away in Thetford, and yet both of these, in turn,

-------.-- ~+--- ----- ------ ------------ --- ---II
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0 are quite different from the asbestos that come from Rho-

desia, and possibly from other parts of the world with

which I'm not acquainted.

And, having in mind the lesson we've learned in

the silica dust, I think that is something perhaps that we

should pay more attention to* Now, I simply raise that

point, because I think it may have a great deal more sig-

nificance than we have been inclined to give it.

Now, I have summarized - I have summarized my re-I

marks here very briefly, because the topic of chrome is go-

ing to be handled by Doctor Anna Baetjer, who has done the

0 experimental work in chrome, and has a more intimate know-

ledge of it from that point of view than I do.

The available eviddnce is that chromate workers

do have an incidence of cancer of the lungs in excess of

what might be expected. Beyond this, we do not as yet know

ii a great deal.

Interest in chrome as a possible carcinogenic

agent, with particular respect to lung cancer, is compara-

tively recent. The officials of one of the largest chrome

producing companies in this country supplied the impetus

that started interest in this subject in the United States,I

their apprehensions to tangible form, in setting on foot

1ý the statistical survey conducted by Machle and Gregorius,

and published in the Public Health Reports on August 27th,1948
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0 Efforts were made to reduce exposure in chromium

plants and more intensive medical service was inaugurated

with a much more free use of X-ray examination, and I ven-

ture Doctor Baetjer will tell you of her work in Baltimore

with experimental animals.

Now, Doctor Baetjer published a comprehensive

paper on pulmonary carcinoma in chromate workers in the

Archieves of Industrial History in 1950, and up to now,

there is not much more to say that was not said in her

paper. In a word, as the saying goes, she covered the sub-

ject 'from soup to nuts' and as far as our question stated

Salong that line, goes.

Now, fortunately, during 1952, the Division of

Occupational Health of the United States Public Health

Service , with the assistance and cooperation of the

industry, conducted a survey of the whole chrome industry.

Through the courtesy of Doctor Seward E. Miller, in charge

of the Division of Occupational Health, I have been given

* a copy of the medical portion of their admirable report.

Doctor Miller was kind enough to make that available to me

ghen I asked him if he was going to present his findings

here and he said no.

The report, however, is in the press now, and as

it will be presently available, I will only fefer to it

in a very brief summary. I quote from the Public Health

____ 
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0 Service Report: All specific causes of mortality in chrome

workers, the chrome workers had frequency rates that were

not greatly different from other workers. However, cancer

with a rate of 7.1 compared with .7 stands out as markedly

in excess for chromate workers. For cancer of all sites,

the actual number of deaths of chromate workers was approx-

imately four and a half times the number that would have

been expected had the cancer rate for all males in the

United States prevailed. When cancer of the respiratory

system was observed separately for chromate workers, nearly

twenty-nine times as many deaths as were expected were

0 found. All other types of cancer failed to show an excess

among chromate workers.

It is obvious -- that's the end of the quote --

it is obvious that much research and experimentation remain

to be done before we can talk with more assurance of this

situation. In the meantime, the industrial plants are be-

ing cleaned up and in some cases re-built with the hope and

expectation of steadying this tide of cancer cases.

Before leaving this topic, I again would like to

make a plea for the more careful and precise use and assoc-

iation of words. The evidence of the relationship of chrome

exposure and pulmonary cancer appears conclusive. This

cancer of the lungs in chrome workers does not follow, as

far as I can ascertain, does not follow, nor is it dependen4

-V -
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I upon a pre-existing pneumonoconiosia. I mention this so th t

there may not be any false conclusions drawn from the assoc-

iation of these two terms as they are used in heading up

our program. Thank you.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

With very characteristic precision, Doctor Lanza

has laid to rest any illusions or questions that might be

raised concerning the relation of chrome to pulmonary cance .
Is there a comment on Doctor Lanza's presentation?

BY DOCTOR RICHARDSON:

Who were the workers that were effected in this?
BY DOCTOR LANZA:

As far as I know now; I can't tell you positively

until I have had a chance to digest the Public Health Ser-

vice report, but you know these are small plants and in

small plants, men shift around, so that not only do we not

know what particular chrome substance or wnat particular

process in the manufacture of chrome is responsible, if it

is a cancer, but we do not know or you can't depend on this

group of men in this department or that group of men in

that department, unfortunately, we can't do it.

BY DOCTOR RICHARDS:

5/ .Well, could we say when does the exposure to chrome

begin and when does it end in the process of the handling

of chrome?



BY DOCTOR LANZA:

Well, you would have to then. We had, I think,the engineering portion of the Public Health Service report

which will give the details of the process, the dust stud-
ies, and so forth, at different stages all along the line,
from the time they get their ore out until it is shipped
out of the plant.

SBY DOCTOR RICHARDS:

Well, then, is there any hazard after it is
shipped out of the plant?

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

As far as I know, there has been no complaint fro
any source, but that again is something we don't know.
BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Hueper has comment.

BY DOCTOR HUEPER:

You asked the question whether the material
shipped out of the plant will become carcinogenic. There

* have been reports from Germany that zinc pigment workers
have developed carcinogen. The zinc chromate, the yellow
die with which we spray our airplanes and with which we
spray the oil tanks and oil pipe lines, if you see those
beautiful bright yellow colors in the landscape of our re-Sfineries, that's zinc chromate. We are quite a bit interes ed
to find out whether the painters who sprayed the zinc

jl--- 
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chromate on our airplanes during the last war have increas-

ed cancer incidence. We don't know that. They can't be

traced, but it seems to be,

BY DOCTOR VICKERS:

In regard to the previous question, I might say

that in the chrome industry, workers are exposed to chromat

in one way or another all the way through the plant. Some

of your workers are exposed to chromium, and some to

hexavelium all through the operation.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

You can't pin down any particular step or form of

chromium?

BY DOCTOR VICKERS:

No, some workers will have exposure to chrome in

some form or other, but there are mixed exposures in one fo m

or another and definitely to chromium all the way through.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Would you care to comment on the zinc chromate

observation, Doctor Vickers?

BY DOCTOR VICKERS:

No.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Is there furhter comment? Doctor Baetjer?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

In the literature, there have been reported,
- -----



already in the literature, a hundred and thirty-four cases

that are already on record. Of that number of cases of luni

cancer, there were a hundred and twenty-one of those are in

the chromate producing industry; ten are in the chrome

pigment industry, that is where they are manufacturing the

sinc chromate pigments, and the varying, the lead chromate

pigments, and only two have I been able to find reported

in the literature, among people who use chromium*

We had one case in Baltimore in a chrome plater,

but he was also exposed to many other substances, and

there is one reported in the literature who sprayed chrom-

ium or sprayed with chromium paint* Whether it was spray

painting or not was not stated* So that, altogether, of

the one hundred and thirty-four cases, there are a hundred

and thirty-two or threeabouts that are in the chrome pro-

ducing or chrome pigment producing industry, and only two,

so far, in the chrome users*

There are a few other points, if I may add a few

points to this, if Doctor Lanza will forgive me for adding

onto his paper* I don't know whether lie got over the point

i |to you that we have hever had, interestingly enough, any

cancer of the skin in chromate workers, nor have we ever

had any cancer of the nasal sceptum, oven though a large

percentage of these workers have perforation of the nasal

Ssceptum.



There are some figures that might interest you

concerning the duration of the exposure of these people

until they get cancer. May I show one slide? This might

i interest you to show the distribution of these cases by

length of exposure. If you just focus your attention, be-

cause we doa't have much times on this column and the range,

you will see that the average age is fifty-two years, and

the range was from thirty-one to seventy-two of these cases

Sthat have been reported in the literature*

The duration of exposure is the interesting thing

0 here, and it varies from fourto forty-seven years, These

men have been exposed to chromium, before they developed

their cancer* The interval between initial exposure and

the diagnosis of cancer was approximately the same, because

once it is - about seventeen, and the range is four to

forty-s'3ven.

Then between the end of exposure and the diagno-

sis of cancer is also interesting* It shows that in some

cases, the cancer may develop many years after the end of

the exposure. The interval between diagnosis and death is,

! as in all cases of lung cancer, an average of a very short

Sp3riod of time*

isany of these cases which we have had and which

we havu studied, have cone to our dispensary claiming that

their symptoms, their severe symptoms, didn't begin until
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two weeks before they came to the clinic, and they could

then be diagnosed as having lung cancer. The clinical

symptoms and the pathology are no different in the chromate

workers, as far as we have been able to determine, than in

lung cancer of other origins. I think those are the prin-

cipal points.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

That raises the question, Doctor Baetjer, of as-

symptomatic on cancer which simply means no symptoms refer-

able to the lungs. What brought these patients to the

clinic, symptoms to the lung?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

No, some came with lung symptoms, pain in the

chest* Some of the patients I have read, came with symp-

toms referable to the metastises.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Is there further comment on this?

BY DOCTOR SMITH:

Doctor Lanza, again commented on Doctor Mere-

wetherts discussion, asbestosis, and then went on to the

chromate situation. I wonder if I may call for a little

II more discussion of the asbestosis problem.

At the end of the morning session, a question was;

brought up as to association of lung cancer with the degree

of asbestosis. Shortly before Doctor Glynn's death, I had



an opportunity to visit him and learn something of the ma-

terial that he had assembled. He had seventeen cases in

which there had been co-existent carcinoma and asbastosis

in the lungs* In his series, there was no relation that

could be detected between the degree of asbestosis and the

presence or absence of cancer, or the degree of asbestosis

and fight of cancer.

Now, his series came from a plant that used the

Rhodesian blue asbestos which, as Doctor Lansa has pointed

out, has certain characteristics that are different from

Sthe Canadian asbestos. It*s a more brittle fiber and,

therefore, g ives rise to more dust* However, it was my

understanding that some of the cases described in Great

Britain, had had exposure to the Canadian white asbestose

I wonder if any of our colleagues from overseas

who are in the room, might care to cormmient on that?

I would like also, to make one further point In

connection with a matter that both Doctor Devan and Doctor

Rhoads brought out, and that is the experiment of nature,

jl where one may vary circumstances and see if that has any-

thing to do with a phenomenon that has been observed. The

question of exposure to nickel, which was brought up this

morning, is something that I have been asked about by sever-

al individuals over the lunch hour*

P_ I recently had an opportunity to visit with Doctor



Amore who was formerly medical -officer for the plant in Wals

where these nasal sinus tumors had been observed, and I also

visited Doctor Morgan who is the Medical Officer there at

the present time.

They both stated that the man who has developed

the nasal sinus tumors were not men who had been employed

in the part of the plant where there might be exposure to

nickel carbonel, and they were, for that reason, very re-

lucpt to believe that the nickel carbonel was a factor in

the nasal sinus tumors that had been observed.

They further pointed out that the tumors that had

occurred were in men who have been exposed to the calciners,

that is the ores with the - that since 1924., when the cal-

ciners were redesigned, they have not seen cancer of the

nasal sinus in men whose employment in the industry has

taken place only subsequent to 194, so that it would seem

that there is an instance which fulfills the stipulations

that were raised this morning as to whether an experiment

of nature might be performed which would have bearing on

the question of an occupational hazard in the way of a

respiratory tract carcinoma.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Merewather, would you comr-eAnt on these re-

marks?

BY DOCTOR MTEREWBETHiR:
ii ------- - ----------- t--



I couldn t coxment on some of them, but I think

I can partially answer some of these, sir, and I think Doc-

tor Knox can answer conclusively one of them.

First of all, I think Doctor Lanza is misinformed

about the proportions of asbestos used and where they are

used in England. The original cases of asbestosis, fifty

years ago, were all Canadian asbestos* The earliest asbes-

tos work in England was either seventy-eight or eighty-two

and there may have been some crystalline fiber then, but

very quickly the asbestos trade concentrated on the white

0 Canadian crystalline*

Later on, the Rhodesian asbestos and the Rhodes-

ian - the South African blue, and the third one which is

also an iron silica, the amacite, came in. Now, of all of

these, the amacite is definitely the most brittle. It has

short fibers, it's brown and it*s got fibers as long as that

(indicating) whereas the best Canadian spinning fibers havef

only got fibers as long as that (indicating) and the beat

blue is about that.

Well, there is no doubt about the dustiness of the

amacite. That is the brown long fibered stuff, to such an

extent that it's very little used today, so it's at the

period where some of these cases are concerned, or where

the cases of asbestosis occurred - some of my old friend

Glynn's cases occurred - there- was a Good deal of blue and
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a good deal of amacite used.

Now, I think Doctor Knox will be able to tell us,

in his plant, which is the biggest in the country, what

about the types of asbestos they use in that particular fac.

tory, and the - whether they have had any carcinoma of the

lung.

Now, about the nickel cancer, it is perfectly

correct that none of us think that nickel carbon has anyw

thing to do with it as such for the very simple reason that

- well, one reason is that nickel carbon is so toxic that

we should build a factory in order to get the - in order

to get the little cancer, and of course, it might act in

that proportion, then I should imagine a lot more people

would have been effected.

Doctor Amore or Doctor Morgan and myself feel

that the - that the re-building of the old calciners was

the crucial change in the matter, though there was some

operation in the constitution of the materials which are

shipped from fort Home in Canada. The difference, as I

know, because I saw it before and afterwards, between the

H old and extremely dusty calcincers and the modern buildi

is enormous. Therefore, there may be scae hope in the

fact that perhaps a lot of Uig dosage is necessary to pro-

duce some of these cancers.

BY DOCTOR RHOADSt
I- I
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Dr. Morgan and mys f feel that the re-bui g of the calciners as the

crucial change in e matter because th e is an enourmous differ nce between

the old and extremel- usty calciners and the new buildings. Perhaps, to

produce these cane s a big dosag is necessiry.

In that f ctory i is main]y chrysotile bhat is used - no blie asbestos

is used, I elieve - an there/have been a hn ber of cases of can er of the

lung, as phe might expe . f course not all cases of cancer of he lung,

even if/'associated with bestosis, should be Dncluded in the lis because

ther must have been an or inary incidence of ulmonary cancer irrespective

o any factor of asbestos.

DR. LEVIN: Dr. Knox informed me that in the plant under discussion there

were, from 1932 to 1951, exactly 16 cases of lung cancer. Unfortunately,

SDr. Knox did not have sufficient data to enable him to say whether or not

that was an excessive number of cases.

*C
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SDR. MEREWETHER The discussion has brought out the various aspects in this

matter that must be considered. The important things are prevention and

compensation for those unfortunate enough to get the disease and suitable

nomenclature and definitions to

Since the word pneumoconiosis has a sinister meaning to ew people, I

deplore the use of the word,-et - to indicate some-

thing that does not cause disablement, sickness, or death.

'T;p : ait EL peaop1 three types of definition u£ *aa \

J ,I must be considered. First, the widest conception of the word like that of

',F the intelligent layman or general practitioner who merely means a dusty

^»,~.y :lung; second, the particular definition adopted some years ago by the IM0;

and, third, a definition more narrow in type Wike those used in different

Sstates and counties In Englad pheumoconiosis is defined at the present

moment, as fibrosis of the lungs due to silica dust, asbestos dust, or

other dust, and includes the condition known as dust reticulation,eof4e

-J jq. Expert chest physicians understand the meaning of the definition

and can apply it with justice., flcr oflic, for t I, 1 . ru1

It is important to have for compensation purposes a definition which

can be applied by specialists in the field. People that get a devastating

disease should be compensated for it. It is unjust, however, by making a

definition too wide, to compensate somebody who has not got the disease.

- 11 -



In our law, in the tyI T injimn Act, there is aprovision for piMtan. 1

any disease? reoi13e as soon as it is shown to be occupational in

character, and after it is on the list people who have got the disease can

be compensated for it. T*W-e P'n a

J by BuO d"fiei x, B& 44 4:04e it iAto th0 t papate

Mixed dusts, as everybody knows, produce very mixed types of X-ray

appearances* You can have aimsd dusts which are mixed in some areas of the
kba 'tWA.jL^ &ak * VIA U6M** VA'*'* % '- -'. ̂ ALU rOA+*Ctlak 40

country and not in others n pr r tr3o or 1o l.,

AFrench chalk, n f I have seen, through the

courtesy of my old friend, that great man, the late Leroy Gardner, a slide
(,tA+ b%. kLu«^

of a lung which in the literature was labeled talc pneumoconiosis but which

revealed rather obviously that the man died of silicosis and asbestosis

together, whatever else the talc did.

Dust if inhaled nay cause damage to the lung in spite of being classed
4&At'X *L OtiU«O.y1 .O'AJAedCL

as actiw±mp inert. But the main dusts that cause disability in di&-ae we

know, and if we can get a nomenclature suitable for them, we have achieved

an objective which will help justice to be done to those so

DR. VORWALD Ve have had a discussion of disease - what is disease. Would

you like to comment, Dr. McCann?

DR. McCANN: The interpretation of disease is a difficult question upon

which to comiment. As a clinician I think we have to relate the word disease

to the occurrence of symptoms and wie must realize that disease - in the

sense that symptoms occur - may not be so extensive that it becomes a

pathological process. A skilled athlete may develop a system of distress

if the emotional distress is great enough, so Va must consider the factor

of great stress, the factor of normality or abnormality of the individuEl.

- 12 -



We lmust take into account the individual as a whole in regard to his

ability to adapt himself to stress. He may have in one organ a pathological

process for which he will compensate by the adapted processes in another

organ so that under the same stress he may react differently than his

neighbor. To define disease as distinct from a pathological process one

must take those things into account, aside from cases like that of an indi-,

vidual with a definite pathological process produced by silica, talo may

never be put under stress sufficient to bring out symptoms. Therefore,

from a clinician's standpoint, I believe one would have to say that disease

is the difference 'in adaptation to stress, produced by a pathological pro-

cess, to such a degree that the individual is unable to adapt with ease

to the extent that a normal man would adapt himself.

DR. VORWALD: There is considerable agreement in our thoughts about defini-

tions but there is some disagreement also. It is apparent that there are

terms which need definition and clarification. In order that definite

action be taken in this regard, it has been suggested that this Symposium

invite Dr. Seward Miller, Chief of the Division of Industrial Hygiene of

the U. S. Public Health Service, and Dr. Carl M. Peterson, Secretary of

the Council on Industrial Health of the American Medical Association, to

appoint a small committee of members representing organizations and indivi-

- dual experts concerned with the use of the word pneumoconiosis, for the

purpose of considering the definition of the term with due regard to its

application in the research, clinical, and legal fields and with tie aim

of establishing a common interpretation. Do you think such a committee

should be formed and should it have corresponding members in England and

South Africa and elsewhere, who might write their views to the corsmiittee?

- 13 -



DR. RICHARDS: I propose that your suggestion be made a notion &nd I

second the motion.

DR. VORWALD: I think Dr. Seward Miller and Dr. Carl Peterson are in the

audience and I shall place upon one or both of them the responsibility to

arrange the commitees. Will those in favor of the motion so indicate?

(Response of ayes.) Those against it? (No response.)

DR. PETERSONs I'd like to see the American Public Health Association

represented in the committee.

DR. GREENBURG: The American Public Health Association now has a committee

at work on the terminology*

DR. VORWALD: Dr. Peterson's suggestion is a worth-d:sile one and I am

sure that the committee chairman will consider it.

-14 -
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Id Doctor Knox here? Do you care to comment on

these remarks? (No response). Apparently not.

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

Well, I can finish it if he won't.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Why don't you?

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

Because all of my information on this is derived

from him; he's unduly modest. The fact is that it's mainly

crysotiles used in that factory. I don't think they use

any blue at all, and they've had a number of cases of cance

of the lung as one might expect. Of course, not all cases

of cancer of the lung, even if it is due or associated with

asbestosis, must be included in the list that we have, be-

cause there must have been an ordinary occurrence of cancer

of the lung quite irrespective of any factor of asbestos*

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

It just happens that I talked with Doctor Knox

about his data at lunch, and he showed me the data which he

has. That's the occurrence of dancer of the lung at his

plant.

0 jNow, from 1932 to 1951, they have had exactly

sixteen cases of lung cancer. Unfortunately, Doctor Knox

did not as yet have the information which would enable

either him or anyone else to say whether that was an excessive
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1 number of cases. That's the kind of statistics, which we

presented to statisticians, that makes them wish that they

did have a psychiatrist.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Very proper statement, I'm sure. Is there fur-

ther comment on our questions of chromate or nickel?

(No response).

We have dismissed these conclusive topics. We

will proveed to the paper by G. Burroughs Mider, Director

of Cancer Research, National Cancer Institute. Doctor

Mider - on Experimental Pulmonary Cancer.

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

(Doctor Mider read a prepared paper, which is on

file with the Saranac Laboratory).

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Certainly a very comprehensive dissertation on

this subject. It is most unfortunate to suspend these ex-

periments at this stage of medical science. I am most in-

terested to hear advocated the correlation of clinical ob-

servation and epidemiological studies. May I ask you the

reference to the serial work, which is new to me, I think

others might be interested in that since it hasn't appeared

yet.

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

It has appeared in Lithgow & Finkel, Observations
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM OF
PULMONARY CANCER

by

G. BURROUGHS MIDER

From the National Cancer Institute, National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda 14, Maryland

The common occurrence of primary tumors of the lungs in mice

was recognized at least 20 years before pulmonary cancer assumed gen-

eral clinical importance. Interest in these peculiar lesions has pro-

vided us with a mass of data which we can only summarize briefly today.

The detailed studies of inheritance of cancer prosecuted by Dr. Maude Slye

suggested to her that cancers in general were inherited as recessive

(32)
Mendelian characters . This interpretation is open to considerable

question. We mention it here because it represents almost our total

knowledge of the heredity of spontaneous neoplasms in an essentially

hybrid population -- and man is hybrid.

The development of inbred strains of mice by mating brother to

sister for at least 40 generations has provided experimentalists with

relatively homozygous subjects in which the specific anatomical types

of cancer, the frequency with which they occur, and the age at which

they appear are highly standardized. Results obtained by experimenta-

tion with these inbred mice are reproducible.

Study of inheritance of pulmonary tumor in inbred stocks resulted

in the concept that the lesion was inherited as a Mendelian dominant

1. Public Health Service, Federal Security Agency
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trait(4,24). Consideration of the spontaneous appearance of these

lesions, however, reveals that the incidence varies from less than

1 percent to practically 100 percent. Since there are so many strains

with intermediate incidence, it would be extremely difficult to ascribe

the inheritance of lung tumor or the susceptibility to pulmonary tumor

as a single factor in inheritance(1,10). The gradation, as Heston has

pointed out, tends to prohibit the use of the terms dominant and recess-

ive in respect to tumor inheritance. It now seems established beyond

reasonable doubt that the inheritance of pulmonary tumors, and probably

other forms of cancer as well, involves more than one gene. Geneticists

have demonstrated linkage between multiple factor quantitative traits

and single factor qualitative traits. Heston has shown an association

between various quantitative genes of the mouse and susceptibility to

pulmonary tumors. Susceptibility has been demonstrated to be associated

with the linked genes waved-2 and Shaker-2, the flexed tail gene, the

hairless gene, and the lethal fellow gene (9,11,12,14). The last is

particularly interesting since yellow mice, which are prone to the devel-

opment of pulmonary tumors, are considerably fatter than their more re-

sistant brown siblings. Confirmation of these data has been provided

recently by Morgan(25). The other genes reduce both the weight and in-

cidence of pulmonary neoplasms.

The ability of certain strains of mice -- notably Strain A devel-

oped by Strong(34)-- to form a high proportion of pulmonary tumors has

afforded an extremely sensitive tool for the quantitative estimation of
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carcinogenic potency of some chemical compounds(3). A number of

apparently unrelated chemicals influence the genesis of such lung tumors

in Strain A mice. Their influence can be measured in three ways. The

lung tumors occur at an earlier age than would be expected, they affect

a higher proportion of the population studied, and the absolute number

of tumors formed is greater when a known carcinogenic stimulus is pro-

vided. The same compounds which influence the development of mouse pul-

monary tumors are capable also of producing some cancers de novo.

Benzpyrene, dibenzanthracene and methylcholanthrene, for instance, elicit

epidermoid carcinomas when painted on the skin, sarcoma when injected in

subcutaneous tissues, and, in some cases, even tumors of the alimentary

canal when fed in an appropriate vehicle. These compounds can elicit

certain neoplasms, other than pulmonary, to which the strain may be spon-

taneously susceptible, such as mammary cancer or leukemia. The precise

mechanisms by which these effects are mediated are not known at the pres-

ent time, though some evidence suggests that the influence on the genesis

of pulmonary tumors involves direct action of the carcinogenic agent on

lung tissue as the potent agent circulates through the blood stream(21).

Ethyl carbamate (urethane) is another chemical with potent effect

on the mouse's lung tissue(27). It can be shown to increase the incidence

and number of pulmonary tumors and to cause them to appear at an earlier

age. In fact, the compound may exert its influence on the fetus in utero,

apparently being transmitted through placenta (17,18). It would be im-

possible to detail the experience with all of the known chemical carcino-

genic agents that have been tested for their effects on inducing tumors
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of the lung, but there are some agents which do not seem to influence

the occurrence of these peculiar neoplasms. No filtrable viruses have

yet been incriminated in the etiology of pulmonary cancer. Gamma radi-

ation enhances the development of tumors of the lungs in mice 0

Spontaneous and induced tumors of the mouse's lung appear almost

identical. Shimkin studied the action of methylcholanthrene on the lungs

of 7 different strains of mice with varying incidences of spontaneous

pulmonary neoplasms(1). He found no morphological differences among:

1. Spontaneous and induced tumors

2. Tumors induced in the 7 strains of mice studied

3. Tumors induced by methylcholanthrene and those

produced by 1,2,5,6-dibensanthracene

4. Tumors induced by subcutaneous, intravenous or

intratracheal injection

5. Tumors induced by carcinogen dissolved in lard,

in horse serum, or in cholesterol (pellet) or adsorbed

on charcoal.

The ability of pulmonary tissues to react to a carcinogenic stimu-

lus is a function both of the genetic constitution of the subject and the

intensity of the stimulus. Heston and Dunn(13) recently transplanted

pieces of lung successfully from mice of a strain resistant and of a strain

susceptible to the induction of pulmonary neoplasms to hybrid mice, a cross

between these two strains. Those grafts donated by the susceptible subjects
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developed many more characteristic neoplasms in response to a carcinogenic

stimulus than did the grafts from resistant donors. It would seem, then,

that the genetic influence in large measure predestines the reaction of

this particular tissue to its environment and that the susceptibility

resides in the tissue itself. Comparable data have been published by

Shapiro and Kirschbaum (30).

It is probably desirable to describe these tumors of the mouse's

lungs. They may occur as single or multiple roughly spherical nodules

visible through the pleura as circumscribed gray masses of granular tissue

often producing a convex distortion of the pleural surface. The tumors

affect both sexes equally. Histologically they appear as convoluted

columns of cuboidal or columnar cells supported by a delicate, poorly

vascularized stroma. They appear to grow expansilely and project into

surrounding alveoli, which they ultimately fill. Metastases are not

common but when present involve the mediastinal nodes and sometimes

distant sites (36). Tumors are usually measured in millimeters but

occasionally larger samples are found. Grady and Stewart ascribed their

histogenesis to cells lining pulmonary alveoli (8). Orr dissents from

this view and believes that they are of bronchiolar derivation (28)

While the burden of evidence tends to support Drs. Grady and Stewart,

we can conclude, at least, that this particular type of tumor does not

arise from the bronchi or their major ramifications.

The lesions we have described are most certainly neoplastic but

*s their precise classification is difficult. A tendency to call them



adenomas is increasing. One may make a reasonably good case for their

cancerous character if structural changes alone are considered. Exam-

ination of their biological properties, however, confuses the picture

for they seldom threaten life. The absence of metastasis is not an

adequate reason to deny malignant properties in mouse neoplasms for

unquestionably cancerous lesions often remain localized in this species.

It seems probable that the spontaneous or induced pulmonary tumors of

the mouse represent a spectrum of biological types among which locally

invasive neoplasms predominate.

One of the most interesting phenomena that has been described in

lung tumors of this kind is their behavior on serial transplantation to

mice of the same inbred strain, which they invariably kill(2). The sample

transplanted is necessarily small, but over a course of five to ten success-

ful transplantations the morphology of these masses undergoes a dramatic

change, with sufficient frequency to suggest that it is not accidental.

The cells lose their regular rectilinear appearance and assume various

bizarre forms, ultimately becoming long and spindle shaped. They then

present the general picture usually associated with sarcoma(233)

Whether this represents an actual change in the epithelial cells which

appear to be the neoplastic elements, or some change in the stroma, is

conjectural. The phenomenon can be observed in spontaneous tumors in

which no chemical agent can be incriminated or in tumors induced with

polycyclic hydrocarbons. In the latter instance, however, it seems clear
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that the action is not mediated through continued contamination with an

active carcinogenic agent which might produce sarcoma through acting on

the host's own tissues.

It is curious, with the wide varieties of carcinogenic agents

which will affect the spontaneous incidence of pulmonary tumor in mice,

that experiments with tobacco have been completely ineffective. Flory

has shown that tars which can be isolated from tobaccos have some tumor-

igenic potency when painted on the skin of mice(7), but Lorenz and Stewart

were unable to affect the incidence of pulmonary tumors in Strain A mice

when they were exposed for 4 hours a day for 1 year to an atmosphere heavy

with tobacco smoke, even though a residue probably derived from tobacco

could be identified in the lungs on histological examination(22).

Campbell of the National Institute for Kedical Research (London)

reported his experience with mice exposed to inhalation of various dusts

for 6 hours on 5 days of each week over a period of 1 year( 6). He divided

his results according to the statistical significance of the difference

between tumor incidence in exposed and unexposed subjects. He found that

significance of increase was high in mice exposed to tarred road dust,

similar dust in the presence of carbon monoxide, and a dust mixture con-

taining equal parts of silica, iron oxide (Fe20 ),alumina and calcium

carbonate. He considered also that samples of iron oxide, of Czecho-

slovakian pitchblende dust and tarred road dust that had been extracted

with benzene also increased the pulmonary tumor incidence significantly.
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Perhaps the most interesting finding was a lack of correlation between

pulmonary dust deposits and tumors of the lung. In this sense, at least,

the mouse responded as does man. A wider variety of histological types

of pulmonary cancer was claimed among mice exposed to dusts than in the

control group. Coal dusts produced no appreciable effect on the inci-

dence of pulmonary neoplasms in the mouse.

Most species of common laboratory animals other than the mouse

seem to have an excessively low incidence of spontaneous pulmonary neo-

plasms. Such lesions occur so rarely in the rat that Horn and Stewart

were able to find very few reports of them recorded in the literature(l5).

Urethane produces pulmonary tumors in albino rats similar to those which

occur spontaneously in mice( 1 6 ,2 6 ).

It must be clear by this time that the spontaneous tumor of the

mouse's lung is not precisely comparable to the great majority of pul-

monary cancers that affect man. If we can accept the endemiological

studies of bronchogenic carcinoma -- and we use this term as synonymous

with pulmonary cancer -- then we are confronted with a situation in which

the apparent increase in pulmonary cancer during the past 25 years has

affected males predominantly. Furthermore, almost all of the increase

is probably due to epidermoid or undifferentiated carcinoma. Unfortun-

ately the experimental production of bronchogenic carcinoma of the lung

in any species must be quite difficult. Such a lesion was found by Orr

and Bielschowsky following the administration of 2-acetylaminofluorine(29).
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Their interpretation of the material is questioned by some workers.

It is possible to produce squamous metaplasia of the bronchial epi-

thelium in various experimental animals but, nevertheless, most of

them prove resistant to development of a cancer which might have

arisen in a metaplastic area. Lisco and Finkel found neoplasms in

the lungs of rats that had been exposed to an aerosol containing

radioactive cerium (cerium oxide)(19). The work has been published

only in abstract form but the investigators suggest that the cancers

observed in their material originated in foci of metaplastic bronchial

epithelium. A more detailed report of this work is urgently needed.

I do not wish to anticipate the presentation of our host, Dr. Vorwald,

but it would seem possible to induce unequivocally malignant neoplasms

in the lungs of rats, a species with extremely low incidence of spon-

taneous pulmonary tumor, by exposure to contaminated atmospheres. Most

of the work cited of studies on mice has used percutaneous or parenteral

routes of administration for the carcinogens. Whether the use of inbred

strains of mice is indicated in inhalation experiments seems conjectural.

The combined effects of an agent inducing a particular form of tumor in

which we are not greatly interested and the toxic side reactions that

may be expected to accompany the administration of noxious substances

may militate against our ability to produce the bronchogenic lesions that

we wish to study. It might be preferable to use mice that are not suscep-

tible to the development of spontaneous neoplasms of the lung. More exten-

sive use of the inhalation techniaue seems to be indicated, particularly
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since this seems to be the most logical route by which carcinogenic

agents would have access to the human lower respiratory tract. I say

'most logical' because we know that highly potent chemicals may produce

their cancerous effects at considerable distance from the site of admin-

istration. One of these, Betanaphthylanine, which produces cancer of

the bladder in man, has to be metabolized to a 2-amino-l-naphthol com-

pound before it has any carcinogenic effect(5). We can not eliminate

the possibility that even an ingested material may affect importantly

the incidence of human pulmonary cancer.

If the inhalation route seems preferable, then our experiments

* * must be designed to test the potential cancerous hazards that have been

incriminated in the genesis of human cancer of the lung. Further experi-

mental work on products of combustion of tobacco is greatly to be desired

but one must consider seriously whether or not exposure to an atmosphere

of tobacco smoke really reproduces the same situation as cigarette smoking

in man. It is felt that the smoking of cigar or pipe does not constitute

the same hazard as does the cigarette. Whether or not combustion products

of these three types of tobacco are similar or identical should be estab-

lished. It has been suggested that arsenic used to spray the growing

plant may be responsible for the apparent association of excessive cigarette

smoking and pulmonary cancer. This is a tenuous argument. Is it customary

to spray the plants from which cigarette tobacco comes with arsenic and

not to spray the tobacco that is used for cigars or pipes? If arsenic
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were of any major significance in this phenomenon, one would expect to

find some unequivocal manifestations of arsenical poisoning such as

palmar and plantar keratoses, other cutaneous eruptions, and perhaps

nasal septal perforations. Yet, no records of such paracanceroses have

been recorded.

Evidence is beginning to accumulate that the incidence of pul-

monary cancer in city dwellers is greater than that in residents of

rural communities. I know nothing about the smoking habits of these

two groups, but certainly contamination of the atmosphere in our indus-

trial areas is a matter of common knowledge. Waller has recently iso-

lated 3,4-benzpyrene from the smog of British cities(35). This is the

known active carcinogenic agent found in soot and in coal tar. It en-

hances the incidence of pulmonary tumors in mice. The combustion of fuels

may conceivably give rise to carcinogenic agents other than those already

known. Data on the exposure of experimental animals to atmospheres simil-

arly contaminated would be highly desirable.

There are a few industries in which there seems to be an inordinate

amount of pulmonary cancer. These experiences offer a means of testing

the susceptibility of experimental animals to the development of cancer

of the lung with materials that almost certainly can produce the disease

in man. I say 'materials' because, to the best of my knowledge, no chem-

ically definable carcinogenic compound has yet been isolated from the

mixtures that have been incriminated. Identification of such compounds
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is a slow, tedious process which nevertheless should be pursued

vigorously, not only from the standpoint of understanding better our

problem of lung cancer in man but in the development of laboratory

studies which will expedite our investigations. We all can agree that

the acquisition of factual knowledge is a desirable end in itself but,

when confronted with an important practical problem, our efforts should

be directed towards its solution. Hence all facets of the enigma, the

etiology of bronchogenic carcinoma in man, are pertinent to the dis-

cussion of laboratory experiments designed to study cancer of the lungs.

The evidence currently available does not seem to account for all

of the excess of malignant pulmonary neoplasms that has been alleged to

occur. The apparent relationship between cigarette smoking and cancer

should be better defined by a study of large groups of smokers, a forward-

looking project. W.e are told that a significantly high proportion of

patients with cancerous lungs have a long history of rather extensive

cigarette smoking but we need information on the relative frequency with

which non-smokers and smokers of different types and degrees of tobacco

consumption develop pulmonary carcinomias. Possibly the ladies may pro-

vide the answer in due course. If the increase has affected predominantly

the masculine persuasion as seems indicated, we should expect some upward

trend in the incidence of bronchogenic cancer among females in the fore-

seeable future. The ladies are smoking. That much is certain.

0
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The preponderance of males in the population with pulmonary

neoplasms may suggest that men are subjected to some cancerous hazard
which women escape. This is strengthened by genetic studies of tumor
development in laboratory mice. It seems unlikely that hereditary sus-
ceptibility to those murine tumors with which we are familiar is a sex-
linked character in the genetic sense. Mammary tumors occur exclusively
in female mice as spontaneous growths. They may be induced readily by
estrogens among males of those strains in which the female is spontaneously
susceptible. Occupational exposure might afford a reasonable solution to
the problem if more and better evidence that such is the case could be ob-
tained. This is an extremely difficult matter to evaluate. The historical

approach of an adequate occupational history is far from ideal. It pre-
supposes that the individual interrogated remembers the details of his

employment accurately and is familiar to some extent with industrial pro-
cesses. Frequent changes in job or in its details even within one plant
are difficult to retain over the years, especially when the patient's

mental acumen is blunted by his illness. A forward-looking program should
be designed that is based on a common group study -- common employer,
common trade. In any case the intimate and continuing interest and coop-
eration of industry is essential to success whether the approach be histor-
ical or futuristic. There is no real reason why such a study should be
limited to cancer of the lung.

Experimental cancer research has amply confirmed the basic observa-

tions of hr. Percival Pott and Sir James Earle that extrinsic agents can
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cause cancer and not all subjects exposed to the noxious stimulus need

develop a neoplasm. The study of cancerigenesis in animals has added

other important concepts and facts. Susceptibility and resistance to

cancer are determined by genetic influences. Susceptibility and re-

sistance are purely relative terms for an overwhelming stimulus may

overcome resistance. The carcinogenic stimulus requires a long time

to produce its result in which effective dose rather than continuous

exposure is a major determining factor. Non-carcinogenic agents and,

indeed, naturally occurring substances important to the body's economy

may enhance or inhibit carcinogenesis. A potent carcinogenic stimulus

not only increases the incidence of specific anatomical types of cancer

in a species but may cause them to occur at an earlier age than would

the same specific kind of neoplasm in the usual course of events. The

last statement is extremely important for our purposes. Perhaps we

might arrive at a better conception of those factors that are especially

important in the causation of bronchogenic carcinoma if we studied more

intensively its victims less than 50 years of age. Experimental cancer

research has provided one new clue for improving our clinical research

attack on the etiology of cancer: relatively large doses of a carcino-

genic agent stimulate the carcinogenic process and evoke tumors at a

comparatively early age. The younger patients with pulmonary cancer

should represent those who have either the greatest susceptibility or

who have received a relatively intense stimulus.
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The general tenor of this talk may lead one to feel that your

speaker has unbounded confidence in the ability of the experimentalist

to solve the clinical problem of etiology of bronchogenic carcinoma. His
enthusiasm is tempered by realization that extrapolation from laboratory

to clinic is fraught with many pitfalls. An azo dye no longer used to

adulterate foodstuffs produces cancer in the rat's liver. It was con-

sumed in considerable quantities by many of us who ate colored oleo-

margarine during the first World W-ar but no appreciable increase in the

incidence or relative frequency of hepatic neoplasms ensued in the popu-

lace. Conversely the production of cancer in man by long continued in-

gestion of compounds containing trivalent arsenic is documented in such

a way as to remove any reasonable doubt that cause and effect obtain.

Nevertheless, no one has reproduced this situation in an experimental

animal though many have tried. Nothing resembling Koch's postulates can

be formulated today for cancers by which one may prove cause and effect.

One may conclude that the study of spontaneous pulmonary tumors in

mice has been of little immediate practical value. This is a dismal view.
The workers who labor so diligently over this vexing material have already
taught us a lot. They have shown that general principles may be derived

from investigating different types of cancer. They have pointed out the

multiplicity of cancer-producing agents and defined how the effects pro-

duced may be modified. Practical applications of their knowledge depends

upon the closest possible cooperation between experimentalists and clinicians.

Only then will we accumulate the enormous stock of factual information that

will point out the etiology of cancer of the lung in man.
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on Lung Pathology Following the Inhalation of Radioactive

Serials, Abstract of Federation Proceedings, Page 360, 1949

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Thank you very much indeed. I know many would be

interested in this reference. I might also point out again

in defense of the tobacco studies, that there has been same

increase in cancer among women. Furthermore, much of the

known cancer of women, may be adino-carcinoma, compared to

carcinogenic.

Now, you're used to the term alleged increase, in

man as not seriously meant. Do we not agree that the in-

crease is real?

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

I think you and I can, Doctor Rhoads; I think

Doctor Levin will join us, but there are still some die-

hards who will not.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

This very interesting paper is open for discus-

sion now.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMIAN:

I would like to ask Doctor Mider a question. Youj

referred to the effect of coal dust on the incidence of

cancer and you made the statement, I believe, that you did

not thing it had any effect, particular effect, upon the

incidence of cancer. Now, we have seen -- or something to
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remark on that, Doctor Mider?

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

I don't know if I can; all I said was that the

mere - or what I meant to-say was that the mere presence of

large quantities of coal dust in the lungs of miners over

the years has apparently not been associated with any con-

siderable frequency of pulmonary cancer.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Thatts the point. Well, now, I wanted to ask you

a question. Do you know whether or not it actually has

established the inhibition or has prevented the incidence

of cancer in these individuals, because in our own group, w

have been impressed with the fact that we have seen very

few cases of pulmonary carcinoma in coal miners, and with

respect to the incidence of the disease in the rest of our

hospital population.

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

Well, come to think of it, I think Doctor Finkeelts

experiments will bear out that contention, though I have no

opinion on it myself.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Can you give us your figures on that?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Out of three thousand cases, we have only had five
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i cases of carcinoma and I just sent one case to Doctor Vor-

wald that we're not even sure is carcinoma*

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

And I'm sorry to say Doctor Vorwald hasn't exam-

ined the sections yet so I can't comment.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

It's not likely that we're missing it, because we

do extensive diagnostic studies and, in view of your com-

ment, I thought perhaps you might have some other informa-

tion on the studies.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

I think some of this might be clarified further;

three thousand cases of what?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Three thousand cases of coal miners pneumoconiosis

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

In Wales?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

No, in Alabama; I thought you said Mayo Clinic,

in Mayo, and we only have either four or five cases.

BY DOCTOR LYNCH:

That's clinically, Doctor?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Pathological diagnosis, and a fifth case is in

debate; wetre not sure it's a carcinoma or not,b ecause
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Doctor Vorwald is one of those to express an opinion*

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Then if I may summarize, in three thousand autop-

sied individuals ..*

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

No, three thousand clinical cases, those in which

we have been able to establish a definite diagnosis of car-

cinoma of the lung, we have only been able to prove it in

surgery, and the autopsy table in four or five cases*

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Do most of your miners chew or smoke?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

They do everything. Well, they smoke an awful

lot when they come off the job; they chew; they smoke; they

drink, they eat all sorts of food.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Do they smoke as much?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Well, we ask in our social history, we ask the

amount of cigarette smoking they do or cigar smoking or

tbbacco, whatever type of tobacco they use, and I believe

it would be safe to say that the average coal miner would

smoke between three quarters and one and a quarter packs

of cigarettes a day.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:
I t
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0 Doctor Mider has a comment on these interesting

remarks*

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

In what age group did these three thousand ind-

ividuals fall, did you say?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

You're asking me a lot of questions and I haven't

prepared statistics on it, but they run - the oldest coal

miner whom I took care of, I think, is eighty-six years of

age and the youngest one whom Ilve taken care of as a coal

miner is around twenty-four or twenty-five, so you see I

have not - I have not taken the statistical analysis, but

that's roughly the spread.

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

This brings up the subject that has been brought

up before today and that is an adequate frame of reference

for judging the incidence of cancer in a population, whether

it is excessive, lower than normal or higher than normal.

Certainly, we have not had adequate standards of reference

in the past. Can you hear me back there?

We have not had adequate standards of reference

in the past. In the United States at least, autopsy sta-

tistics cover a relatively small proportion of decedents.

The use of mortality statistics imply that cancer is not

curable. Well, that may be debatable. Cancer now is



reportable by law or by regulation in twenty-eight of these
United States and the district of Columbia, and Alaska.
BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

After death?

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

No, cancer. It would seem practical then to de-
rive tables of incidences of anatomical types of malignant
neoplasms in relation to both age and sex for the principal
types wetre interested in and from these calculate the ex-
pected occurrence of cancer of these various types in size-
able populations in which we are interested.

Now, the method for that was devised by Curtis
and, to the best of my knowledge, it was first published
of all places in the American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, in 1946. The New York State Department of
Health, through its Bureau of Cancer Control, I think
largely due to the efforts of Doctor Levin, has made such
tables for the year 194.5 to the year 1947. I wonder if he
would like to comment on this type of standard of reference
which might improve our criteria for saying that this occu-
pational or this environmental group has or has not an in-
creased incidence in cancer.

BY DOCTOR BHOADS:

Doctor Levin, you already showed one such refer-

ence in your slide this morning.

II



29.

SBY DOCTOR LEVIN:

Yes, I was going to ask Doctor Friedman if he wou d

mind telling us how long he had been practicing medicine?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

I have been practicing medicine since 1941.

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

That's a period of observation of ten years?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Less than that, because I haven't practiced to

make a living since 1945 or '46.

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

I don't think thatts particularly pertinent. In

a period of ten years, you wouldn't have observed your three

thousand cases for more than a fraction of their life span.

Now, if you observed three thousand males, according to the

tables Doctor Mider was talking about, according to our data

that come from all the hospitals, laboratories and physic-

ians practicing medicine in New York State throughout their!

life span, in our three thousand cases, if they had neither

more nor less lung cancer than were expected, there shoudl

be thirty cases.

Now, if you also watched them for ten years, it's!

quite possible that you observed just a lot of the normal

incidence of lung cancer in three thousand men. Of coursei

I if we knew what the age of these people were when you first
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saw them, and of course, what the ages were when you last

saw them, we could use the tables that Doctor Mider was re-

ferring to and give you something a little bit more refined

I think it's a kind of observation that you can not bank

on as far as it goes, is worth following up more precisely

and may actually lead to something that is a more precise

type of data, you can't tell. The tables are available if

anyone would like them; you can have them.

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Let me comment once more on this terribly danger-

ous habit of trying to form statistics on hospital popula-

tion, and I really do feel - I reproved Doctor Friedman for

i it yesterday, but he apparently is quite unrepentant*

Doctor Cochrane, - I did describe to you a survey

that Doctor Cochrane has done in the Rhondda Valley in

South Wales where he has X-rayed a complete mining commun-

ity. Now, it was very interesting in the course of that

X-ray survey where he X-rayed over nine thousand minders anc.

ex-miners, I'm sorry I haven't got the detailed figures here,

but they'll be available for the record - he didn't actually

pick up on the X-ray a single case of pulmonary neoplasm

among that whole population, although he did pick up two

intrathoracic - what you - what do you call them, you know,i

pains?

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

ii
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Mediastinal pains?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

Two terms, you know, it's astonishing. You pbck

it up, but not a single neoplasm, but within a year of the

survey, there had been again -- I'm quoting from memory --

there had been four deaths from that neoplasm in that group

Now, we shall have actual figures for the actual mortality

from neoplasm on this actual group of miners extending over

the years, with accurate age distribution, and I think we

should be able to give a fair answer to the effect of coal

dust on the incidence of neoplasm in that group.

In the meanwhile, I think that Professor Gough's

experience, with an enormous experience of post mortem work

in coal miners in South Wales, he thinks that there is no

influence at all of coal dust on neoplasms. He sees just

as many neoplasms in miners as in non-miners. But I don't

pay any greater respect to that by the evidence from the

post mortem department than I do to Doctor Friedman,

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Friedman?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

I want Doctor Fletcher to know I did learn yes-

terday, and that today I didn't make any definite conclusion.

I was merely asking a question. I don't think you should I

j have reproved me again today.



0 BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

During very recent months, years really, I have

become increasingly distressed by efforts of some who in-

criminate a dust which has been inhaled into the lung, de-

posited in all areas of the lung, which might be seen as

present in an area of malignancy as the causation for that

malignancy. I refer specifically to the asbestos body which

occurs in tumors developing in the lung, and I should like

to have someone comment upon the validity of that sort of

reference or not. Doctor Mider may like to comment.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Mider?

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

Doctor Mider doesn't like to comment on that, but

it seems to me that it's your possible hope, probably your

hope, that sort of argument, and not susceptible to scien-

tific proof or reputation; it's a state of mind, is it not?

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Levin?

BY DOCTOR LEVIN:

Coming back to Doctor Miderts very interesting

0 paper, I wonder if you would mind commenting on this ques-

tion which may be unfair. In view of the facts regarding

j experimental pulmonary neoplasms in animals such as the

mouse, what justification could you educe for drawing any
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0 conclusions whatsoever regarding the effect, pro or con, of

various agents in the mouse, in what way would that have

any bearing on the neoplasm in the man, in view of the

marked differences that you have?

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

There is a question for you.

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

It seems to me about the only information that we

can obtain from the house and man, in relation to man, is

that information which has afforded us basic factors of in-

formation on carcinogenesis and is duplicated in some meas-

ure by what little we know about carcinogenesis in the hu-

man species and in other species.

In general, with some very definite exceptions,

comparable approaches in man and in the mouse have led to

comparable results. We must remember that the experimental

cancer approach came out of the clinic and that, as far as

we know today, there seem to be only five unadulterated

substances which are capable of causing cancer in man that

we know of, X-rays, ultra-violet rays, trivinyl arsenic,

benznapthalene and more recently, benzadrene.

0 jEach of these agents is alleged - and I think with

adequate evidence - to produce one or more types of neo-

plasms in experimental animals. Though one can not differ-

entiate from one species to another directly without some

I.--
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_ 434.It evidence that this is one
pulmonary tums in theones I d o t h i n k t h a t t h e s t u d oPulmonary tumors in the mouse and of other tumors in otherspe have contributed to our basic faculty - our basicfac tu al inform ation as to w hat to expect in se a- chingba or
human carcinomas e x p e c t in searching for

here, wis Doctor Smith would interject ome remarks

doI , e knows a great deal more about this situation than
BY DOCTOR SI4ITH:

thing abouthin the difference is that I don't know any.
hoads asked fo and like to say that the reference DoctorRhoads asked for and Very Properly called to Your attention/

that is the abstract by Lithgow and inke our attention
tumors in the lungs of anima Finkel, describing

S oae s i s that have been allowed toinhale radioactive serum, is an abstract that I have - thatI read carefully and ecouldn't understand I believe if youlook it up, you may encounter the same difficulty, so Iwrote to Doctor Lithgoww and he replied that - I asked Doctoi

ifmeant ta he had, in fact, gotten tumors and,if so, what sort of tumors he got, He replied that he didSmean that he had gotten tumors and that they were epideoi
carcinomas. eh a  ^y were epidermoi

Now, s ince he waso andasicehwas talking about a matter of path-logy and not statistical queston as ned t

what he said as fact, and think it s

Milop wath



0 extraordinarily important advance, because it represents,

inasfar as I know, the first experimental success in pro-

ducing in animals the type of carcinoma that forms a really

major segment of the lung cancer problem in man, and as far

as commenting on that general problem goes, I think that

we are right there faced with a very important comment on

it, in that here we are talking about an experiment which

is so recent that it is in literature only in abstract form

and yet the statisticians tell us and the clinicians have

long known that lung cancdr has become perhaps the outstand-

ing clinical problem in males. We are faced with a real anc

a serious situation, and as far as our ability to study

that situation experimentally goes, we have very little

experience to guide us and that we urgently need more stud-

ies of suspected carcinogens by isolation techniques.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Well, that's an arbitrary statement, Doctor. I

would like to, with all deference to Doctor Mider, you re-

ferred to the five carcinogens which have included man, all

having shown activity in the experimental animals. Did you

yourself not question the animal experiments with arsenic?

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

Oh, excuse me, that's right.

I BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Are there other comments? (No response). If not,



then we will proceed with the next paper. Doctor Anna

Baetjer, Pulmonary Cancer in Experimental Exposures to

Chromium.

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

Oh, don't you want to give them a little rest first?

After all, they don't all have rubber rings like I do.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

She says they don't all have rubber rings like

she does, so don't you want to give them the rest period.

We'll will take a short recess then.

W (Recess from 4:20 to 4:25 P. M.).

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Will you take your seats, please, so we can go oni

with the program. Will you please be seated; will you plea e

be seated so that Doctor Baetjer can be heard? Gentlemen,

will you please be seated? Our next speaker would like to

be heard and we'd like to hear her.

Will the meeting please come to order. The next

paper is by Doctor Anna Baetjer, Associate Professor, En-

vironmental Medicine, Johns-Hopkins School. She will dis-

cuss pulmonary cancer in relation to exposure to chromate.

Doctor Baetjer.

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

Doctor Rhoads, Ladies and Gentlemen: First of

all, I'm going to have to justify why I should stoop to do
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Pulmonary Cancer in Experimental Exposures to Giironmi™m

Am1a Baetjer, Sc. D.

.First of all I'ra going to....................

.. .......... .....................

.. . .. ..... .......... .. .............................. on this subject.
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-Each experimental group was compared with its control group and the

observed differences were tested for statistical significance.

b. Results

The experiments are still in progress and the statistical analyses

of the data have not been completed. Hence, the results reported

here are only tentative.

In the individual mouse experiments, the percentage of mice with

tumors and the average number of tumors per mouse were not signifi-

cantly higher in the experimental groups than in their respective

control groups. However, when the various experiments were standardized

for age and combined, the incidence of tumors was significantly

greater in the Swiss strain mice which received intratracheal injec-

tions of the mixed chromate material suspended in olive oil, than

in the control mice which received intratracheal injections of saline

or which had no treatment. This difference was not apparent in the

A strain mice, but a significantly higher incidence of tumors resulted

from the intratracheal injection of olive oil alone in this strain.

It is possible that the higher incidence of tumors in the Swiss strain

was in part due to the olive oil and in part to the chromate materials.

The other characteristic finding which resulted from these experiments

was an epithelial investment of the alveolar walls in all of the

strain A mice and part of the Swiss mice which had been injected

intratracheally with zinc chromate. No bronchogenic carcinomas

resulted from exposure to the chromate materials in any of the mouse

or rat experiments.



A number of other pathological changes, some of which were

attributable to the chromate materials, were observed in the mice

and rats in these experiments* These changes are now being studied

by the pathologist.

c. Conclusion

The pathological studies and the statistical analyses of these

experiments have not been completed* The tantative results from

these experiments at this date ares-

1. The exposure of mice and rats to chromate dust in a

dust chamber and the intratracheal injection of chromate

materials did not cause bronchogenic carcinomas in these

species of animals under the conditions of these experiments.

2. The intratracheal injection of olive oil and of the

mixed chromate dust suspended in olive oil appeared to

cause an increase in the incidence of pulmonary adenomas

in certain strains of mice.

3. The intratracheal injection of the complex zinc chromate

caused a metaplasia of the epithelial cells lining the

alveoli.
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animal experiments and why it's wOrthwhile at least why I
thought it might be worthwhile. Actually, I thought I'd

already done a good enough statistical and epidemiological

study so that I had proved, alonf with Doctor Machle and

now the Public Health Service that chromates do produce or

at least are a factor in the production of lung cancer in

man. At least, my epidemiological study passed our statis-

ties and epidemiological department and I defy even Doctor

Levin to say that didn't contain all the quirks that a

statistician can suggest first, so now I'Ir going to tell you

about these animal experimentsa

We felt that if we could possibly reproduce this

condition in animals, thon we would have a basis to start

to study the changes in the tissues that result when a

Ssimpla substance, if you could prove it, causes cancer. We

also hoped that we could tell exactly which substance was

the carcinogenic agent in these human exposures if we could

reproduce it in animals. That then - so that we thought it

was well worthwhile setting up a large project to study the

effects of chromiun compounds on animalsa

This work was supported very generously by the

National C&ncer Inatitute and has ben a project in which

Doctor Louny of the United States Public Haalth Service,

Departrient of Pathiology, and Mr. Udas on our staff, have

participated witih me.



I would like to divide my presentation into three

parts t First, animal experiments on our efforts to produce

lung cancer in animals; secondly, our results of our animal

- our analysis of two cases of humans who have been exposed

to chromates, and a comparison of that with the results

that have been reported in the literature; thirdly, as time

permits, I might hazard a guess or two as to why or how this

chromium might act, and which substance -- no, I'm not go*

ing to guess that, because I can't -* I might commnent on

what chromium might possibly do to tissues, and I might

speculate as to which substance might possibly be responsible

Taking first then our animal experiments, in the

literature, there are only a few studies which report the

effects of chromium compounds or attempts to produce cancer

with chromium compounds. Lukanin exposed seventeen animals

in a plant for eight months. He got some quite marked

K: pathological changes in the lungs of the animals, but he

did not mention cancer, and the description of the pathology

does not resemble cancer.

Doctor Snipkin, injected the iron chromite or

the chromite ore into cancer susceptible mice, and he found

that there was no increase in the spontaneous lung tumors

of these mice* Furthermore, he found that the injection of

chromite dust intravenously into animals did not increase

the effect of metachromatin in the production of lung tumors.



The third paper which I think is worth mentioning

is a paper by Shintz in which he implanted into the tro-

chanter of animals, a few animals, metallic chromium. He

reported that after four years, one animal developed a lung

cancer which was a carcin.., a sarcoma, that one and possi-

bly a second bone cancer occurred at the site of the implan"

tation.

The other work that has been reported in the lit-

erature has been not worth anything, because it has involved

only one or two or three animals* That was what was in the

0 literature*

Today you hoard Doctor Hueper say that he had been

able to produce three lung cancers in seven rats with the

chromite ore. Such was the background in which we started.

Our experiments have been of much greater magni-

tude than any of these which I have reported. First of

all, with regard to the character of the animals which we

used. We used mice and rate, three strains of mice, a

cancer susceptible inbred strain, the A strain that you have

just been hearing about; secondly, a Swiss strain which has

a moderately high incidence of spontaneous lung tumors,

and thirdly, the C0-57 inbred strain which has very, very

low incidence of spontaneous lung tumors. The other type

and species of animals which we have used so far are rats

and in that, we used a maixed broed, a ainrle strain that has



been In oar labor:atory for many years. So much for the typo

of animals.

What about the type of exposureT We used, in the

first place, inhalation expoaure over periods of four hours

per day for five days per week for shorter and longer per-

iods of exposure up to the life term of mice and rats in

some cases. These animasls were put in a dust chamber and

thus oxposed by inhalation. The seooond method of exposure

that we used was intra-trachoal inocculations with the ma-

torial. Thase were given repeatedly in mice and in rats*

The third type of .iaaterial which wo used, the third method

b of exposure that we used was by intrapleural injection*

The fourth type of exposure that we used was intravenous

injection of material*

Next, with ruard to the type of material which

we used. We wished to reproduce in our dust chamber the

conditionris e.actly ca closely, similar, to that condition

wh-ich oxiets in the chronata choemical manufacturing plants

vhera these cases of lung cancer have occurred. We asked

one of the plants which has been most cooperative and has

supplied us with material and the analysis of our materials$

in overy inntaince In which we have come to them.

Th' r%.atorial whici we used in the dust chamber

Swas a mixd cdust. I have put or the board here, if you

can't iear in i-the back, i?1ase say so -- I have put on the



board here, the material which we have used. In the indus-

try; in the chromate chemical manufacturing industry, the

chromite ore,that 's the chrome iron ore, is heated with

soda lime ash to form a rose material. This rose material

contains about six percent chromium, in the form of sodiuma

chromate. It contains an intermediate products the sodium

chromate is the end product* It's water soluble. The

intermediate products are water insoluble but soluble in

acid and it also contains a small amount of unchanged chro-

mite, which is insoluble or relatively insoluble.

This material - the clironite - has the chromium

in the form of a hexavalent, in a trivalent form. The

sodium monochromate is of a hexavalent form. The inter*

mediate products are partly trivalent, partly hexavalent

and the unchanged ore, of course, remains as trivalent.

We took, for our inhalation experiments and for

some of our intra-tracheal experiments, this mixed mater-

ial, because we believed that this represented, largely,

the exposure which existed in the plants, and so we had

this material which the plant ground for us to a small

) particle size. However, the large p.rt of the chromato in

this material of the hexavalent chromate is almost entirely!

in a water solumble form. It, therefore, had to be in the

intra-tracheal injections and intra-ploural injections,

put in oil* We therefore used for our control animals, the



oil without the chromates, the chromate mixture in oil for
the experimental animals. This, therefore, was not suitabl

for intravenous injection.

Furthermore, we have already heard that there have

been some cases in the chrome pigment industry, in which

there were primarily zinc and berium and red chromate. We,
therefore, used as our second type of material, zinc chro-

mate, It's this very complex form that you see here on the

board, is the type which is the zinc chromate pigment.

For control experiments, we used zinc carbonate. We also

used - and this is relatively insoluble, but does break

down slowly, yielding a potassium dichromate and a zinc

complex.

We also used berium chromate and for the controls

for that, we used beri-um sulphate. We used the zinc and

berium chromates for the intra-tracheal and intravenous

injections.

I'll trun this off temporarily; we'll come back

to that again. Therefore, we used these three materials,

the mixed dust, the zinc chromate, and the berium chromate.

* All this dust was in a particle size such as that - such

that at least eighty-five purcent was one micron or smaller

in size, so that we're dealing with practically conparable

du s t as far as particulate matter is concerned. So much

for the material which we used.



Now, with regard to the animals and their expos.

ure. We used a concentration which was just below the leth.

al point. w e tried to get as high a concentration as pos-

sible. 3ome of the animals, however, died, because of the

toxicity of the material or for othereincurring infections cr

* other reasons, and the results which I want to report on the

mice are limited to those which survived to the point where

we killed them.

SThe rat experiments which were only inhalation

and intra-tracheal with the mixed dust, we counted all

^ 9animals which survived one year and we killed the final

lot which survived to a two-year period* We concluded that

the - in the rats, those which died then after one year of

age. So much for the materials and the type of exposured

We - in the mice experiments which you have heard

from Doctor Miders, we did spontaneous experiments, we used

I when the animals were killed, we examined the lungs for

the incidence of spontaneous tumors or tumors that were

visible on the surface. We autopsied all animals, the dead

ones too, but those I can't report to you because we have

not yet studied them pathologically.

Tho animnals were killed at various age periods.

This was necessary in the micebecause of the development

of spontaneous tumors, and we wanted to determine whether

I th tumors appeared earlier in our chromate animals than th j



did in the controls. We killed the animals, therefore, at

various intervals, We took out the lungs, counted the

number of tumors on the surface of the lungs and also made

cysts, histological sections, I should say, of these tumors

for confirmation of their pathology. All other abnormal

conditions of the lungs were also sectioned and studied by

the pathologists. All other organs were examined and where

there was any evidence of other types of malignancies in

other tissues, they were also sectioned for histological

examinations

The animals were then compared with regard, in the

case of the mice, with regard to the number of animals which

survived, which had pulmonary tumors on the surface, the

number of or the percentage, that is the percentage of ani-

mals with tumors, the average number of tumors per mouse#

the early or late onset of tumors, the presence of multiple

tumorsjas Doctor Mider has said, you get often many tumiors

with the carcinogens. We determined, therefore, the per-

centage with multiple tumors, compared the controls and ex-j

periments also with regard to other types of lung pathology

and other types of malignancies*

One thing I forgot to say which is important, and

that is that we had to maintain our weight gain of our ex-

perimental mice to be equivalent of the control mice, to be

equivalent to the experimental mice, because it has been



shown that caloric intake may effect the incidence of lung

tumors. All of our mice, therefore, were weighed and the

controls' diet was restricted so that it was - the weight

gains were equal.

After we killed our animals, made the sections

and studied them by pathology, we then compared the exper-

imnentals and the controls in these various methods that I

have said. In addition, we analyzed the lungs for the pros.

once of chromium to be sure that we were getting chromium

into the lung tissue. So much for our methods.

Now, about the results of our animal experiments.

In the mice experiments, altogether, we used large numbers

of mice such that at certain - at the date of killing, we

had a total in all of our twenty-five experiments of about

sixteen hundred mice. This yielded us data which we could

treat statistically. The - in regard to the incidence of

lung tumors, their age at onset, the average number of tu-

more and the character of the tumors, there was essentially

no difference in the control groups as compared with their

- in the experimental groups as compared with their respec-e

tive controls*

The results, therefore, of the mice experiments

with regard to the incidence of pulmonary tumors, was on the

whole, negative. There also was no difference betwoeen the

incidence of other malignancies in the mice, between the
- --
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experimentals and the controls.

In regard to the other Pathology, however we fo dsome characteristic changes with one of our materials. Wi
regard to the mixed dust, the mixed dust caused a slight
inflammatory reaction. In the intrapleural animals, it
caused a marked fibrosis, a marked inflammatory reaction,
but in inhalation and the intra-tracheal experiments, there
was only a slightly greater evidence of some irritation in
the lunes in the experimentals versus the controls.

The b erium c h r o n ate also produced only a slight
irritation of the lungs, both in the intra-tracheal and
intravenous experiments, However, the zinc chromate proved
much more interesting. In the intra.tracheal zinc experi.
ments, the mice ' lungs showed a metaplasia of the alveolar
epithelial lung. I can not report further on this, because
that study has not yet been made by the pathologist.

Also, in the zinc chromates we injected intraven,
I o u l y produced a marked inflanmatory reaction in the lung
tissue in a high percentage of the animals. Thus, the zinc
chromate proved, by far, the most irritating and by far the
most damaging of the materlals by intra-tracheal and intra.
venous routes, The nixed dust was very irritating in the
intrapleural rote. So much for the mice experiments.

Iow, about the rat experiments* We started the
inhalation group of rats with a large number. Unfortunatelyl



we had a large number of deaths, both in the intra-tracheal

and in the inhalation group of rats. The intra-tracheal

animals died so rapidly we were forced to kill them at an

age of forty-eight weeks, and except for the irritative

changes, there was nothing significant. The group in the

inhalation chamber, which was exposed to the mixed dust,

however, did show one possibly interesting feature.

These animals - there were fifty-eight that sur-

vived a period of sixty-eight to one hundred and one weeks

in the dust chamber. These rats, when they were examined,

showed, out of the total fifty-eight, three definite cases

of lynmphosarcoma and two possible cases of lymphosarcoma.

Of those lymphosarcoma cases, one appeared to be primarily

in the lung, one possibly primarily in the lung and one was

secondary*

We had fifty control animals left, but fortunate-

ly, we had in our lIboratory a large number of stock ani-

mals of the same age, sane strain, same diet, as our controi

aniials* Therefore, we were able to increase our control

group to threo hundred and fifty-six animals, living on the

b or to the same age as the experiomental group, and propor-

tionately killed at the sama age period* Of the three

hundred and Cfifty-Lix, we had five animals which showed

malignancies, none of them were in the lung and none of

them involved the lung tissue.

. .
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If you take the percentage, therefore, of exper-

imental animals, iwhich had malignancies, as in the experi-

. mental as compared with the controls, and calculate the

differences, divided by the standard area of differences,

using Yates Corrections, because we are dealing with num-

bers under ten, you find that the X over sigma value, using

three experimentala and not including the two questionablesa

three experimentals and five control malignancies, you coame

out to an X over sigma value of 2.4. If you take the

malignancies which effect the lung tissue in the controls,

three animals as compared with zero in the experimentals,

you come out to an X over sigma value of 3.5 or so*

This shows that they are, according to statistical

figures, statistically significant. But I'm not going to

say anything on three animals, no matter what the figures

show* I don't like drawing any conclusions on just three

animals. That doesnot go right, so, as a result, we are

repeating the experiment if we can repeat it, and we hope

that we will be able to keep the rate in larger numbers in

the dust chamber this time, so that we do not have as many

deaths and we will have more at the end, we hope we might

be able to confirm it. At the present time, I would not

say we had proven anything at all, but we have a suggestive

lead, as indicated, that we might repeat the experiment.

The rats, therefore, showed that type of reactionf



The nice showed assentially negative. So much for our ani.

mal oxperiments.

The second part of our work has just begun and

that is that we are now analyzing tissue for chromium,

Whenever we can persuade anybody to let us know that they

have one of these men who had worked in the chromate chem.

ical producing industry, with - which is coming up either

for autopsy or for pneumonectony, we immediately say, let

us have some of the tissue. To date, we have gotten two.

One was a body that was disinterred, and of a

* man who had had a year and a half of exposure, which was

terminated two years before his death, who did not die of

lung cancer. The other is a case that came into our hos-

pital, a couple of weeks ago for - with symptoms of chest

pain. They diagnosed it as pulmonary carcinoma, operated

within twio weeks, the man had, therefore, his exposure up

to sometime within a month of the time we got the tissue

for analysis,

jId like, therefore, to show you the results of

our two cases and to compare those with the results of the

) othor analyses which are only four, that have been reported

in th! literature.

First of all, I might, in the lungs analysis work,

I might tell you what normal results have been reported.

Chromium appears to be present in almost all or may be presant

Fi -
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in almost all types of normal tissue in traced amoungs.

B. Warren Benz, many years ago, showed that tumors just

taken from the autopsy room or from the operating room,

many of them showed traces of chromium, but did differanti.

ate between benign and malignant, present in same, benign,

in some malignant, some benignj present in others, of both

types. They could not decide on any possible function of

chromium in these cases.

Chromium also appeared in other tissues of normal

people* It appears sometimes in the urine, sometimes in

the blood. As far as I have been able to make out, we had

no idea that it has any physiological function Tihus, I

put in the first table, a few results* All right, if we

could have the table*

These are the analyses that have been reported.

4, I might sqe the other people who have reported these cases,

which is Hancuso and Hueper and United States Public Health

Service, this represents four cases and our lung case, ours

put in terms of fresh tissue -- our disinterred body we

couldn't compare, because, of course, we could only do it

in ash, so that this represents our case of the man with

thirty years exposure who just cane to operation for pneumo

nectorny.

N ow, there are a couple of things that interest-

_ ing and thrat* why Ifm taking your time to show you theseF~- -4 - -- _ -_ -.̂  .. _ _ _._. _ _ _ .._ ._ ._ _____ _ j _ ̂



figures. In the first place, the chromium, the chroiaum in

the lung tissue is relatively high as compared with what hal

been reported to occur in one or two normal cases* Of per-

haps greater interest, because you expect this in the chro-

mate workers, and by chromate workers, I mean always people

in the chromium chemical manufacturing industry, not people

using chrmiumas, it is relatively high. You would expect

that, but notice we found a high incidence of chromium in

your lung tumor, but there are two cases on record in which

there was no chromium in the lung tumor in chromate workers

although other people have also found, in other cases, a

high incidence.

You will notice that blood, in our chromate work-

ers, contains chromium, but chiefly located in the red blood

vessels. 1I11 come back to that in a moment. Much less

in the plasma. The other point that is of interest in this

table is that there are cases of chromate workers, and this

represents a large number, a large series of Mancuso's and

Hueperts work, in which there were a number, in which there

was absolutely no chromium detectable in the urine* I

must say we couldn't believe that when we saw it in the lit"

erature, but when we got this case the other day, he had noI

chromium detectable by our methods in the urine either.

So much for the distribution in test tissues.

The next slide shows the distribution by lobe of
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the lung, in our two cases, expressed as micrograms of

chromium per ten grams of ash. In the right upper lobe,

where in this - this was the case that came for pneumo-

nectomy, this is the cancer case, this is the lung cancer

case. We found a tremendously high value of chromium in th

lung where the cancer was located. Hiere is the cancer which

shows twenty thousand micrograms, the immediate surrounding!

area was fifty-nine thousand; the other lobes were shown

here. This man had a right pneumonectomy.

A non-cancerous case is shown here. You will seea

( . that in both of these cases, there is more chromium in the

upper lobe. Hueper and Mancuao also found that in one of

their papers, but one of the German papers found more in

Sth lower lobe, I don't know whether that was true. We

found a higher chromium deposit where the cancer was present

one of the German papers claims that was not true in one

of their cases.

j However, this gives you some idea of the marked

area of distribution. In line with Doctor Prattfs comments'

yeastarday that you ought to do the whole lung, I submit

or I might say that these tissues were done per gram of wet!

weight, per gram of dry weight, per gram of ash, so that we

have taken into account, on our distribution, all the pos-

Eible factors of infection and other subsequent pathological

changes which might offect the weitht of our tissue.



Therefore, we have certain very definite distrib-

ution, very marked variations in the distribution of our

chromium tissue. Our animal tissues all showed, lung

tissue also showed, chromium of about one tenth as much as

we got in the humans. So much for that part.

I think I have one minute more, perhaps, is that

right, in which I might speculate just am well, so that

I won't put my foot in it* There are two things I'd like

to talk about. One is, what is the material which might be

responsible*

Doctor Hueper indicated to you this morning that

he thought it might be chromite dust, and you will see from

here that it might be this material which is quite insolubl

I would like to call your attention to the fact that the

United States Public Health Service made a study of a plantj

which uses chromite, that is the chrome iron ore, and in

which the concentration was found in the atmosphere of the

plant. The mortality records of that plant showed no

higher incidence of lung cancer than in the population as al

whole, so that we have, on the one hand, Doctor Hueperts

experiments, on the other, the United States Public Health

Service field study*

The United States Public Health Service has sug-

gested that this material which is the water-insoluble,

acid-soluble material, may be responsible for the lung



cancers. They, * this is only a suggestion, they have no

real proof. They say that in - in England, in this country

in most of our plants here, this intermediate product is

re-workeds In the English plants, it is not re-worked.

There has not been a high incidence of lung cancer reported

in the English plants. Therefore, they think it might be

because this is not re-worked and thus the exposure to this

material is less.

I should like to comment on that and say that I

have been told by the chromate industry that there is a

plant in Germany which does not re-work this material, whi

has exactly comparable features to the English process, and

they have had lung cancer, Itts one of the German plants

where some of these cases came from. So it may or may not

be that material. We have a small amount of it always in

the plant in the air.

The majority of workers, including Doctor Machle,

have thought that the hexavalent chromates are the respon-

sible factor. They are insoluble, it is true. They are

water - I mean they are water-soluble, it is true, and -

but, however, they are very corrosive, they are highly oxi-I

dizing agents, because of their hexavalent form, and tnus

they are materials which you would expect to cause a marked:

reaction in the lungs.

Therefore, we can not say what the material is,



because we don't know. You can take your choice. Your
guess is almost as good as mine.

The last point that I would like to make is, what
happens to chromium when it's taken into the lung? I don't
know at all. I have no idea, but I would like to briefly
tell you some very interesting experiments that have been
done at Harvard by Bray and Sterling. They showed that if
you inject radioactive antibiotic hexavalent chromium intra
venously into animals, the material passes immediately into
the red blood cells and combines with the globin protein
of the hemoglobin. The trivalent chromium on the other
hand, does not penetrate the red blood cell membrane/ It
is, however, if the red cells are hemolyzed and the hemo-
globin is liberated, it will then combine with the globin
fraction. If you inject the trivalent form, it will how-
ever, combine with the blood proteins.

On the basis of this, it has been suggested that
possibly the failure to find chromium in the urine, in some!
cases, may be due to the fact that the chromium, although

cule and thus too large to pass through the clomular cap-
sule. Nobody knows what happens to chromium.

Even the tank industry doesn't know exactly the
reaction between chromium and proteins* It is known that
chromSum bocoeos co-ibinod with the nrotoins, but even undea&
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0 or in the tank industry, people don't know whether it com-

bines with the carboxyl or the amino group.

So that we who are dealing with tissue at an

entirely post mortem, which exists in the body, and who are

dealing with live material and not other material, are even

harder pressed to determine what happens to the chromium.

Very little work has been done on the effects of chromium

on enzyme systems. I do not think it yields enough of in-

terest to this group to review it.

In summary then, I would say that we have attempt-

ed animal experiments which have yielded us almost no re-

sults. In line with - as Doctor Mider said, or in line wit

most of the other experiments, we have not been able to

reproduce in these two species of animals, the type of can-

cer that we find in humans. We are hoping, by our analy-

ses, eventually, to have something of the distribution of

chromium and what takesplace. The results, therefore, have

not yielded us anything to really contribute to the sum of

our knowledge on this subject.

(Applause).

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

We can certainly all congratulate Doctor Baetjer

: i and the Public Health Service on a most comprehensive and

conclusive study. I would like to ask one or two questions'

for my own interest. I presume - could you tell us what



method was used in measuring the chromium?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER: Yeah, we

used a method - well, that's one of the great reasons

why it's been extremely difficult to analyze tissue for

chromium, is because most of the methods are not good. We

have taken the method suggested by Gemany,and have made a

number of modifications for which we are very grateful to

Doctor Hueper for their help in this.

The material is wet ashed, is not processed, the

hexavalent chromium is reduced to the trivalent chromium.

It is then further ashed in a muffle oven. It - in order

to get rid of the iron which is the complicating factor and

which is the very difficult factor, because you get your

chromium being carried down with the iron, we try to keep

it in a trivalent, we keep it in a trivalent form and pre-

cipitate the iron out with bromine.

Then we precipitate out the iron and, at the same

time then, bring the material back to a hexavalent form.

Then, following that, having it back in the hexavalent form

we determine color with the bromine.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Do I assume that the concentration of dust em-

ployed with the animals was about that achieved in the plants

or higher?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:
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Well, nobody knows what the concentration was in

the plants at the time these men got their exposure. The

concentrations that have been measured by the public Health

Service are in the range that occur when they made their

summary, and which we have been able to lean on for the

few measurements that have been made in recent years, and

they are somewhat comparable to ours.

Our concentrations for the mice experiments were

ten times the maximum allowable concentration; for the rat

experiments, they were twenty times the maximum allowable

concentration. They helped to represent the mqximuj for

the animals, in fact we killed a lot of them by trying to

get them up just to the maximum levels. It is, therefore,

comparable and higher than the plants now have. It is

lower than - by far, than the plants in the old days. In

the old days, it went less than one tenth of a milligram

per cubic meter of air up to fifty milligrams reported in

the literature. We were working in the ranges of about one,

to two to three*

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

There is a question here that bothers me a little

0 bit, and bothers Doctor Mider a little, I suppose. You

were working with animals that had high enough concentration

to be fairly sick in many instances, I take it?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:



Yeah, only we cut it down to the point where they

did survive*

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

You cut it down to the point where it wouldn't

-impair the health?

BY DOCTOR BAETJE3R:

We cut it down to where they would survive.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Did it impair their growth?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

In the inhalation chambers, they were absolutely

lower, in some groups they were only lower, in some groups

they were slightly lower.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Was the caloric intake cut way down?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

The weight wasn't down too much.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

You said you cut it down?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

Yes, it was cut down.

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

There were some more pathological changes other

than the neoplasm in these animals?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:
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0 Yes, there were more. The inhalation mice showed

very marked difference. The inhalation rats did show a high-

er degree of inflammatory reaction. In the intra-tracheal,

there, of course, we were using definitely measured doses

to put in, and there we had gotten marked fibrosis with

atelectasis in the mice when we injected the mixed dust.

That, at the point where it was injected, so that we knew

we were getting it down in, but - and those animals, the

weight gain was not too different from the controls.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Now, I'm afraid I missed your group three of mices

berium chromate animals.

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

They showed no difference at all,e xcept they

were slightly - slight irritation, slightly more, but not,

statisticians would never consider it to matter.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Doctor Lanza, could you comment on this work?

BY DOCTOR LANZA:

No.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

0 iThe paper is open for general discussion.

BY DOCTOR KUSCHNER:

Doctor Baetjer, in your experiments, the lesions

comparable to nasal perforations, nasal sceptum, you mean



Sthat is almost universal in the humanexperience?BY DOCTOR BAETJER h u a n e x p r n c

/ | There was nothing in the rats or ice, we are

w doinghe rabbits, and we are n ow getting nasal Perforationof the rabbits, we didn't have it in the mice. We had no
p evidence Of any malignancies there.

There was one other thing, there was a recent
case report in which liver damage Was alleged in a - in aworker using chromate I think in a ma employed in a - lating industry, and rs al o man emp l o y e d in a p l a t -ing industry and it's also been alleged, I think, thatrenal lesions have been caught. Could you comment on that

on either liver or kidney lesions?

SBY DOCTOR BAETJER:

We have not studied -- oupathologist as amatter or fact did h. o u r p a t h o l o gso t - a *
matter of fact, did had no pathologist on the project fora year, because hehas been ill, so that the other featureshave not been studied We have them, so I wou l d not like
to comment In the literature - have never found any
description in thliterature that chromium causv er  any
liver damage. That does not seem to be characteristic any
There are many reports in the literature
ments inwes a , of animal experite in which the chromates have been injected and which
those caused kidney damage. Doctor Riegler has done some ofthose Doctor eper has done some; he can perhaps answer



your question better than I.

BY DOCTOR HUEPER:

With reference to liver damages, refer to the

Journal of the American Medical Association, I think itts

published in New York, Liver Damage after Exposure to

Chromate.

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

I'd like to say with regard to thad paper, my com-
ment about it, if itts worth anything, and it probably isn' ,
is that I thought it was an extremely weak case for chromat .
They had one case of liver damage in a chromium industry,

and, therefore, they say chromium causes it. They had four

persons working near there that had slight changes inri.the

liver test, but no other changes whatsoever. It seemed to

me that paper was extremely poor.

BY DOCTOR KUSCHNEAR:

I should like to refer back to a statement Doctor

Baetjer made in reference to Doctor Lanza's paper. She

stated that the pathology in these cases of chromate carsi- |
noma was identical to that found in the garden variety car-

cinoma. I think, to pathologists and clinicians, that the

lung carcinoma is unessential in a great many cases, and

with Lindberg's study on thegenesis of carcinoma, there have

j been many changes in many portions of the bronchial epi-

thelium. Some people, indeed, assume that this unicentral



I character is an argument against the importance of inhaled

carcinogens. I don't think that's necessarily so, but I

would like to know if in these chromate carcinoma, there ard

multicentric tumors or is there metaplasia, or perhaps

carcinoma in sight, to be reassuring that in this type which

seems to be so definitely related, if there were demonstra-j

tions ofeffects on the whole bronchial tree.

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

As far as I know, Doctor Hueper can probably

answer this question;from the case histories that I have

read, they were localized. There were sixty-eight percent

in the right bronchial tree, and the rest in my series, and

I think the German series was sixty percent in the right

bronchial tree. The - all these cases have been localized

and are not distributed throughout the bronchial tree.

BY DOCTOR KUSCHNER:

Were there extensive studies of the bronchial treeo?

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

No, there were not, as far as I know.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Can anyone else answer the question, very exten-

sive studies being made of the changes in thebronchial

necrosis in general; have you data on that point, Doctor

Hueper?

BY DOCTOR HUEPER:
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I couldn't tell you that.

BY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Does anyone have information? I think a very im-
portant point has been raised here certainly.

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

I don't think any results have been published on
the results that I have seen.

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

Could I ask, sir, whether Doctor Beatjer has any
cases of isolated carcinoma in the lower lobes? Professor
Gross, when I saw him about seven years ago, said he had ha
a few cases or one or more anyway, that had nothing to do
with the bronchi, the node bronchi.

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

All of my cases were concerned with definitely
bronchogenic, except one in which we had a pleural cancer
in addition to the bronchogenic one, and it was of a differ
ent type, so it was not apparently related to it. We had
some in the lower lobe, But as far as I know, they were all
related to the larger bronchi* At least, so according to
the pathology report that appears on the history.

SBY DOCTOR RHOADS:

Are there further questions on the chome question?

(No response). If not, we will pass to the last paper,

that of our host, Doctor Vorwald, who will discuss his



Are there further quiestious on the dly a qmeaetions

(ND response). If not# ve wini peaw to the last pawer that of

our host,, Doc*tor VorwUld vbc vin discuss Uis



studies on pulmonary cancer in the experimental exposure

to beryllium.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

I'm sorry to say the report I'm about to give

emanates from the work of ray colleagues, particularly Doctor

Pratt, and Mr. Durkan, Mr. Delehant and Mr. Urban of the

Saranac Laboratory. Also, the second remark is that the

hour is late and as host to this conference, I'm sure that

they will agree with me when I cut my paper drastically,

so that I will not take longer than ten minutes, if that.

Third, I am not going to bow to those who champion the

human experimentation versus animal experimentation because

these observations are purely accidental* They weren't

planned. The animals performed the experiment for us, and

we have relatively little to do with it, except to place

them in an environment for other purposes.

Briefly then, the report involves,this pilot or

tentative report involves an experiment where we were ex-

posing large groups of white rats to inhalation of atmos-

pheres contaminated with beryllium in the form of pure

beryllium sulphate, in one instance, and in the form of pure

beryllium oxide in another. Theanimals, the white rats,

and I call attention to that, that these animals are not

mice, were bred in our own stock and they come originally

or are descendants about 1935 from the Worcester Institute,

--''~ i-----. _____.~-~.~~. __. _____L_



and no attempt has been mad& to kbreed or to select the
S train and the strain i ubject to phoSaroma at a low
Sat which inot Precisely known by us, because
arge enough groups of animals have never been kept In a

duration of life experiment.

All rats under this observation were fed ad libwith a standard diet of prepared dog chow and water, Therate were exposed to pure beryllium sulphate in an atmot.
pheri c oncentration of 0.011 milligram per cubic foot ofair* The rats were kept there under exposure for usuall
ix: an d a half to Seven hours dailly for five days a weak anthe animals which I will roort one, one of the observation

made or the observatio which I will report upon are madeupon animals that have had that exposure continuously forapproximately thirteen months.

The first slides Jim. And, I wills rather thanto show you all of thepithelial changes that have gone on
in the bronchial tree of these white rats during the courseof their exposure, namely, at one nonth, at three months,
six nonths, nine months, ten months and twelve month, I# te mont and twelve months, Itake you immediately to the fourteen month animals, At thad*tie, there were only four white rat lft in the experiment

in the large group of - well, in the group of fifteen femal
white rats being exposed to beyllium sulphae in the n c ol/

Scentrations which I have given. At thirteen and three quarters



months, it was observed that one animal was ill, and so as

is our custom, that animal was sacrificed rather than to

allow it to die, and we, on killing the animal, we observed

a very strange lesion which we had never heretofore obsOrved

in our rat colony, and here is the gross lung of that rat,

and we see that there are paro-broncholar foci of reaction

to the beryllium that has become beryllium sulphate, that

has becoirie localized in those areas in the lung and in ad-

dition, we see also rather consolidated areas, and here is

one, and we can pick some out.

here is another, and in this area here, and also

this large tumor mass at this point. That is one area.

The next slide. And, the second animal, now,

subsequently then, having made the observation, killed all

t roe remaining animals, remaining in that particular ex-

periment, and I shall now show you the lunge of the three

remaining animals and we have here the lung of a rat at

fourteen months of exposure, the gross lung. We see the

tumor localized in the apex. We can see the small lesion

there. We can see it in the lugn, we can see a small lesior

at that point. We can see a small lesion here and here and

here. I merely take pains in pointing them out to show

that the tumnors are multiple within the lung tissue, and

here is a larger tumor which was one - on one of the lobes

which is not included in this section, and we see it - ther

---r '



is a aerial section and we see the tumor in the lowest por'
tion of that lobe This is the mark ore i have tak a
the photomicrograph mark I h a v e t a ke

The next s l de, The third and again the fourth
animal nd ou, all four animals having been exposed for
cubic foote Mot to beryllium ulphates 0.11 milligramn percubic foot of air At twelve months, we do See
*pithel l a l hyperplasla and I haven't bothered to show ou
those sections, but wedid not believe at the ti nor doIe believe now that tht "e n or dowe believe now that that epithelial hyperplaSia had beo.g

cancerous but at fourteen months, it hase That again iI
another gross section.

We show you one f th larer tuors er isanother tumor implanted on the pleura Her o is another
tumor implanted n the ura er s thre tumo i
planted on the Pleura and we question whether this tumor

of the lobe at this point* We're not sure about thats butwe believe it has happened, because there is no eviden.
of lvmh node tissue at this site which is comon to both
human subjects and in animal subjects, namely the trier..
cation of the bronchi,

I will proceed briefly to show you the microscopiof these sections. Now, this then is a sect h opiocro/; a seeian photosticro.



graph from the major bronchial tree, and I call your atten.

tion to the epithelium lining the major bronchial tree,

calumnary in type, slightly hyperplastic and at some points

the sublucose lymphoid tissue has apparently broken through

which may be a normal observation, and here we see that

lymphoid tissue exposed* I won't discuss that further.

There is a problem here which I do not think pertains at thi

mone nt, to our immediate problem*

The next slide* And, as we go further down into

the bronchial tree, we ko find foci where a cross-section

of a respiratory bronchial made up of epithelial cells,

thick at the mucosa, evident hyperplasia, but in addition,

we also find the adjacent alveolar spaces which are distort

ed by reason of the fibrous tissue or the cellular reaction

of the alveolar walls, and we find those alveolar spaces

lying with a very well defined epithelium which in instannce

is calumnar, but in most instances is of the flat colloidal

type. This is common, a common finding in the lung, subjec

to chronic diseases which give rise especially to fibrosis.

It is seen in human, in the lungs of human si-b-

jects, as well as it is seen in the lungs of experimental

animals. Here is the type of lesion which we think simu-

lates the lesion seen in human subjects, which character-

izes that lesion due to the composition of beryllium. Made

up of large mono-nuclear cells and very exact* I only



point that out in passing. That is the lesion which we are

attempting to reprcduce and we believe that we have repro-

duced it in these anximal subjects, the rats, but not in any

other ani-rnal have we produced a reaction. We have produced

a reaction after intravenous injection in the rabbits.

Doctor Gardner first showed this with zinc beryllium sulphata,

a Beo content of 13.8 percent end subsequent to that time,

we have carried on a lar-;e number of experiments with var.

ious beryllium compounds, and we have reproduced the similaz

type of oCteogenic sarcoma with matastases to the lungs

with various beryllium compounds.

In passing, I night say that we were unsuccessful

in producing these losions with beryllium sterate, with

beryllium carbonate, with - I want to get the list here so

beryllium storate, beryllium carbonate was too toxic, it

wasn't tolerated by the rabbits intravenously. Beryllium

hydrcxide and beryllium metal, we have not succeeded in re-

producing this tun-ior in the bones of rabbitas, but we have

i done so with zinc beryllium silicate, a 13.6 percent 3e0#

S1C percent BeO, 2.3 percent 1Ee0 Wo have done the same

thing with .pu.re Beo dalivered intravenously in rabbits,

in lowor doses, the lowest dose was 650 milliý,rams. The

sane uiuing was accormlished with beryllium phosphate, in

a dose of a i;--idred and two, 102.2 milligrans. I say that

only becausu sovie of you are intorested in the dosage facto*



So that this epithelial hyperplasia lining alveolar spaces

in a common finding, and I am not &oing to enter the debate

at the moment as to whether this re-epithelialisation repre

sents a hyperplasia of epithelial to epithelium which nor-

mally lines the alvoolur space or whether it represents

growth of epithelium fron the adjoining respiratory passage

which we know is lined with epithelia.

This then is the slide of the tumors. Now, and

it is a deposit of all these four animals, and we find here

two different types of tuaor, one wnich is distinctly adoe.

noidus in type and one part of the same tumor which is more

alveolar in type, tending to reproduce at times at the al.

veolar architecture. Well, let us go on, and examine some

of these tumors.

And we'll concentrate, first, upon the adenama-

tous type of tumor, that is the adeno-carcinoma seen in

these lines and here we have a high-power magnification.

It demonstrates the heterogeneous growth of this tumor ties

Sue, a tendency to form spaces adenonatous in type. Certain-

ly, there are many cells which are antiplastic, they are

large, they are hypertraum atic. 'e can discover here many

hypertrophic figures.

The next- lide, and takinC you to a hiCher mag-

nification because my atte-npt here will be to show that

this cellular chance, tnis tumor is, we believe, a truely



malignant, and it has been submitted to other pathologists

who have reviewed the section, Again, a higher magnifica.

tion, you caRi see the cell structure.

The next slide, and still a higher magnification

to show you the differences in size and staining capacity

of these cells. No reproduction really of a specific pul*

monary tissue growing in the tissue and also producing im.

plants or matastases go to the pleural surface and matasta.-

sea also going to the trancheo-bronchial lymph node*

The next slide, as to the alveolar structure, the

alveolar type, indeed, this has been called by some in con-

trast to the respiratory bronchio-carcinoma, the alveolar

type carcinoma and here we see a reproduction of the pul-

monary alveolae lined with the malignant cells. And here

a higher magnification to show you the character of that

cellular growth.

The next slide, and still a higher magnification

of this alveolar type of structure and we see a multitude

of cells. This is now lining an alveolar space and hyper-

traumatic, there is not myotic figure, except possibly that

may be one, I don't remimber the particular detail of tnia

section.

The next slide is a section from the pulmonary

implant tumor, and here it is tending to reproduce the

major tumor in the - within the pulmonary branch. The next



slide, and here is the high powered magnification of that
tumor on the implant, the megalocytic lesion, and here we
have obvious metastasea going on, extreme activity. Again
note the difference in size and shape of the cells and the
hypertraumatic richness of the nuclei, and the large size
of the nucleoli, all of which is characteristic for a true
cancer*

The next slide, and this then is the area of the
tracheo-bronchial lymph node, this is the large mass bound
at the trifercation of the trachea and these merely repre-
sent serial sections because we were looking for difference
in the gorwth of this tumor.

The next slide shows you now the tumor which has
apparently replaced the matastases too and replaced the en-
tire tracheo-bronchial lymph node and here again we see the
character of the cell structure reproducing the primary
tumors occurring within the pulmonary trachea, and this
tumor is highly vascularized in the tracheo-bronchial lymph

Snode

With that then, we have now with Be0, we have

subjected animals to Beo, pure beryllium oxide exposure,
the concentration there was approximately 12 millir-ras per
cubic foot of air and the animals at that experiment were
carried along for only eleven and one tnird months, not 10
enough to reproduce the same type of tumor as we have obser ed

-: - . -.. 
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with beryllium sulphate.-

However, at this time, we saw similar epithelial

hyperplasia in the bronchi as demonstrated in rats under

exposure to beryllium sulphate, but we can point out that

intra-tracheal injection of beryllium oxide, we have repro.

duced the same kind of tumor on intra-tracheal injection of

beryllium oxide as we have with the beryllium sulphate, and

also the beryllium sulphate on intra-tracheal injection,

animal killed at eight months also shows a similar epithel-

ial hyperplasia and lining of the alveolar spaces, and we

suspect that these animals with longer periods of time, when

they approach the fourteen month period, will show compar-

able changes.

So, with that then, we believe that we have pro-

duced in the white rat pulmonary cancer of the adeno-carci-

nomatous type, with matastaees to the pleural surface and

to the tracheo-bronchial lymph node* We have not as yet

observed distant matastases* This, as I mentioned, is only

e pilot experirment. The observation is only tentative.

SIt involves only four animals, but all four animals, all

the eanimnalc remaining in that inhalation experiment, so we

have set up a very large experiment in order to reproduce

and to validate these observations.

,e have abandoned the sacrificing period so that

;----~ i !._~ _ __...



Chapter Twenty - one

Pulmonary Cancer in Experimental Exposures to Beryllium

Arthur J. Vorwald, M.D.

The report I'm about to give..........................................

....................................... cancer in human subjects.

Discussion

MR. McCORMACK: What concentration of beryllium was used?

DR. VORWALD: The concentration was 0.01 milligrams of BeSO4 per cubic foot

of air.

DR. BAETJER: 'What dose was used for the intratracheal experiments?

DR. VORWALD: In the intratracheal experiments we injected into the ±ats

0.25 cc. of a 5 per cent suspension of the dust, once a week for 3 weeks. The

total amount of dust injected was 37.5 mg.

DR. HARDY: In relation to life span, what age of a man would be comparable

to the age of a 14 months old rat?

DR. VORWALD: I suppose that 14 months of exposure in the rat iigiiht be equiva-

lent to perhaps 25 years of exposure in human beings. Our rats seldom live

longer than two years, so believe tha£t at 14 months they are approaching the

age period when they may develop pulmonrary cancer.

0



at the conclusion of the exposure, we will have an adequate

number of animals which will give validity to our observa-

tions, I should like to point out here also that this is

a pilot experiment, that this has been produced in white

rats,that this does not mean that beryllium will produce

pulmonary cancer in human subjects. Thank you.

(Applause).

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

Doctor Rhoads has delegates his authority to me,

finding it necessary to go back to New York, It would seem

unequivocal that Doctor Vorwald and his colleagues have pro-

duced real lung neoplasms in an animal with which all of us

are familiar, and a species in which the spontaneous occur-

rence of neoplasms seems to be excessively rare. He and

his colleagues are to be congratulated for this most timely

report. May we have some discussion? Are there any ques-

tions which someone would like to ask?

BY DOCTOR McCORMICK:

Would you repeat again, Doctor Vorwald, the con-

centration of beryllium used?

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

0.1 per cubic milligram of air.

BY DOCTOR BAETJER:

May I ask about the intra-tracheal?

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:



The intra-tracheal was an injection over a period

of four weeks consisting totally of 2.5 milligrams or 2.5

.co*,s of a five percent suspension*

BY DOCTOR MIDER:

Any other questions?

B DOCTOR VORWALDt

I will check that, Doctor Baetjer, I want to be

sure of that, I have it here.

BY DOCTOR MIDERt

Are there further questions?

BY DOCTOR HARDY:

Ignore a clinician's ignorance for me to ask how

old in a man's life a fourteen month old rat is, how long 4d

rats livet

BY DOCTOR VORWALDt

Our rats seldom live beyond two years, so we be-

lieve this animal at fourteen months, and that may be a

factor that tbheyre approaching, this age period, when they

may develop pulmonary cancer.

BYTDOCTOR HARY;:

I was trying to translate it into the number of

years that humans have carried a body burden of beryllium.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Well, I suppose fourteen months in a rat, to that

exposure, might be equivalent to twenty-five years in a humaae



LY DOCT'OR HIDER:,

f.tm further questions?

(No response).

if not, thiL Lyi oulum will aaujourn to 900 ~14

tor~orrouw.

(Ad.journed at 1-:)+ P. pl.&)
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DR. RHOADS: Dr. Lynch, was there no correlation in your series between the

extent of asbestosis and tie occurrence of neoplastic change?

DR. LYNICH: The three cases of cerc'noraE in our series occurred in advanced

cases of asbestosis, not in mninor conditions where a diagnosis is made merely

because asbestosis might be present.

DR. LA2kA: I find it difficult to believe that the cancer incidence among

asbestos workers in the Unitec- States could be anywhere near as high as it

appe.arc to be in England. 1e .1i-y have missed some cancer cases but I do not

believe we could have -issed sc :.-any if they sad occurred to the same extent

they apparently do in Engind. It is true, of course, that as soon as the

harimful effects of asbestos were recognized by American industry a program of

cleaning up tae plants was i .stit-ited, and although all asbestos plarts in the

country have not attainefd perfecti-cn in industrial hygiene, great strides have

been made, particularly in the plant in Charlotte, Dr. Lynch's city. Such-a



*g- jWhb has-cben ^-done, ad the number of workers in the industry ),e so small, pS that e shall never have the lni
thatwe shall never have the clinical experience with asbestosis that we have 3
had with silicosis. 

- V

I used to hear frequently in Canada that the Canadian asbestos we less
damaging than the kind used in England where the major part of the asbestos
used, I am informed by my English friends, is Rhodesian asbestos, a variety
quite dissimilar in structure e and physical characteristic to

3^tt i - tts we a; d ~ aysical cha racteristics to ,9
the Canadian kind. Since experimental studies in the Past few years have
shown that different types of silica may produce entirely dissimilar pathological
effects, I am beginning to wonder whether we have given sufficient attention to
differences in the type of asbestos in our attempt to explain variations in
the rate of asbestosis.

DR. SMITH: I had tk6 opportunity to visit Dr. Glynn shortly before his death
and learn something about the material e had assembled He had 17 cases inmA Hm ^tmn, .e had 17 cases inwhich there was co-existant asbestosis and carcinoma of the lungs. In his
series there was no detectable relation between the degree of asbestosis and

S the presence or absence of cancer or tweai Lb r -ph,, d
- a-p-Fe .s. EHis series cane from a plant that used the Rhodesian blue

asbestos which, as Dr. Lanza pointed out, has certain characteristics that are
different from those of Canadian asbestos. The rhodesian variety has a more
brittle fiber and, therefore, gives rise to more dust. I understand, however,
that some of the Gwft Br in cases had been exposed to tW Canadian asbestos.

Whlol +' f ffot zf--,--..

eiag-4^eo the question of e ;dickel was brcugt up. Recently,
I visited Dr. 4nor , formerly medical officer for the plant in W.les wýere the

I



nasal sinus tumors had been observed, and Dr. Morgan, who is the medical

officer there at present. They stated that the men who developed the nasal

sinus tumors had not been employed in the part of the plant where there

might be exposure to nickel carbonyl a&=d 0th doctors were very reluctant,

therefore, to believe that A nickel carbonyl *as a factor in the nasal

sinus tumors observed. They pointed out .:l that the tumors which had occ-

ur/ed were in men exposed to the calciners and that cancer of tne nasal sinus

was not seen in men who were employed in the industry only after 1924, when

the calciners were re-designed.

DR. ME REWETHl  : I believe that Dr. Lanza has been misinformed a ut the

proportion of te different kinds of asbestos used in England d about wnere

they are used. he original cases of asbestosis there, wii h occurred 50years

ago, were caused by Canadian asbestos. In the early da of the asbestos trade,

about 70 years ago, different kinds of asbe-tos may ave been used but very

quickly the industry c ncentrated on the white Canadian variety. Later on,
Rhodesian asbestos - the biue kind from South rica - and a third variety,
amosite, wijich is also an *ron, silicate, c e into use. Of these amosite is

definitely the most brittle. It is bro in color and has fibers tha.t ire much

shorter than the best Canadia spinnin fibers or 'the best Ehodesman fibers.

iiaosite liberates considerable us and is not extensively used tod.y, but at

tne period when some of these ca of asbestosis occurred, a l.rge amount of

blue asbestos a-.d of anmosite as use .

Regarding tne cancer om exposur to nickel we do not believe that nickel

carbonyl has anything to do with the sit ation for tue simple reason that nickel

carbonyl is so toxic Et nay more persons wculd have been affected. Dr. Alnorf

1-->
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CLINICAL ASPECTS OF PNEUTMOCONIOSIS

Chairman: William S. McCann, M. Do

Incidence of Clinically Manifest Diffuse
Obstructive Emphysema

Leonard J. Bristol M. D.

Discussion

Pulmonary Function Studies in Men Exposed for

Ten or More Years to Inhalation of Asbestos Fibers

Fernand Gregoire, M. D.

Discussion

Maxfmum Ability for Physical Work of Moderate

Duration Correlated with Various Tests of Pulmonary

Function

George W. Wright, M. D.

Discussion

Cardio-Circulatory Aspects of the Pneumoconioses

William S. McCann, M. D.

Discussion led by James J. Waring, M. D.

BY DOCTOR McCANN:

Ladies and Gentlemen, since the title of this

morning's meeting is the Clinical Aspects of Pneumoconiosis,

I should like to take the Chairman's privilege of making a

few introductory remarks to this session*

There have been several points which have come up

in the course of the recent meetings which seem to me worthy

of comment. First of all, it was a great pleasure to learn
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idcsby which to. define physiological -values., Dr. 'Bristol and Dr. !Wrih
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byj al f i oltfietos define a

ofn the difficulties is that althou there may b "e a high

W e ye tesit th anoth the rror of diction

^^ fI llth-other often tll ve^ : o na- o
Of C1 i ·between one functionon such as a imum

1-S: ^ 'volntyslaticf adthe- timed vital capacity; there w ma be a ilt aib

bo egreson is fich tisa t averageeation dbeefon

from:'G abou 0.7, th scatter is sti

ti fonation ine th rediction of t

Sa bsolute relation between them. Two -tests 1

VolVhte s thing;t it is in the re -sidual vari an at

tiion that the specific quality measured by th one is

reected, 'a4o ut't egres rror,n in prediction. t

ill admit thaatthe clinician can define gros ephysea as

t aristo ar tihat :possibility -then

an ake th iffered tesfts which describe the fchanges in. emphysema (e

e ma volutary tentilation, residual capacity, carbon dioxide

senstivity, eto and find by a descriminant function t what combinationl of than

gives maximum differences between normal and grossly emphysematous groups of

' bjects Such fu ion, might read, for example, something like "three times

the .V.V., plus four ties an index of ventilatory inequality, less twice

the descrimination between the groups, if it is pm viding something hot

Scontributed by the tests already inclded. Such a descriinant function for

"emphysema", for example, can then be applied to determine the degree of this

characteristic in field results on cases of pneumoconiosis.*emphysema" for exampl, cn t
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S-this case emphysema. of h hat be a

high degree of correlation o anone bteta eranroof s-

ately, very great. :f a rla on bt et

voluntary ventilation and the of the l caacit there i ertain

catter about the regression lin If the 'correlation l ven as high1 . .

as-0.7, when one is predicted from the other, there iille s catt bout this

line,-and to overcome this difficuty e have used what is statistically a

discriminate function tha is, e bined aseries of tests adiffi-

culty or difference.- -

If one will admit that t cli can define ss phei

: with the normal - Dr. Bristol descri e lAiat possibthen. take the

different tests, those giving r examp ma ventiation, re,

:and CO2 , or tests predicted frod the, an find what combination., ..

. (*..(text not ciear)... , ... and obtain^ atatisicaf nAon hie

he change from normal Ultk abnoral . otla)

discriminate function ch gives th .aimum in

values for extreme yseme and theHiapp e i t hs

other things, us ing s simple predi t

DR. WRIGHT: Dr. Hugh-Jones sIuggestion is a good one e. atPt ito .get at

Athat to some extent by a -full-time correlation rocedure, s lained in y paper

S(Chapter 24). Possibly Dr. Hugh-Jones' procedure is a little different and is one

with which I am not familiar.'-

DR. FLETCHER: Regarding fibrosis and emphysema I should like to mention that in

.ýpoSfA coal miners fibrosis is commonly but not always associated with emphysema.

Will you tell us, Dr. Wright, what percentage of the total population covered

by the studies refused to take the tests?

-

*1 
-
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OQ Pulmonary Function Studies in Men Exposed for Ten or More Years to

Inhalation of Asbestos Fibers

Fernand Gregoire, M.D.*

3- 'O' * (#either transcript nor paper on file)

Discussion

IV ('4DR. HUGB-JONESt Dr. Wright offered a suggested finition, shall we say, of

measuring a man's overall capacity for work. Taylor and Briggs did what they

called the erea load, the maximum work t people can do steadily, and other

people have done the maximum ability work as measured bpy the oxygen con-

sumption, used also by Dr. Wrigh But one thing worries me: Although two

persons may have very dfere powers to do their maximumnn effort, does that

- fact necessarily limit them at the ordinary work they do every day? Does Dr.

Wright have evidence to show t the performance at sub-eaximal loads is

necessarily worse fo people who wa falling-off of their maximum ability?

if p 2 ^ It doesn't seemto me that such a situa on must necessarily follow. For

K-- r
^ -^- ^ Qi



TAKEN FROM PAGE 477.

BY DOCTOR MC CANN:

Ladies and Gentlemen, since the title of this morning's

meeting is the Clinical Aspects of Pneumoconiosis, I should like

to take the Chairman's privilege of making a few introductory

remarks to this session.

There have been several points which have come up in thd

course of the redent meetings which seem to me worthy of comment.

First of all, it was a great pleasure to learn
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It was a pleasure to learn from Dr. Philip Hugh-Jones that there is so much

validity to the clinical estimation of disability. He was, of course, speaking

of British Clinicians. I wish I could be sure that his remarks applied equally

to us here in America, where, it seems to me clinical medicine has fallen to a

low estate, due to our national penchant for gadgeteering and for simon-pure

specialimation.

This leads me to address syself to answer the question - which naturally

arises in your mind - what is so wrong about specialization? The answer is sim-

pie - as one learns "more and more about less and less" he tends to become un-

able to see his patient as a whole against the background of his whole environment.

This is the %ery essence of understanding the nature and meaning of disease. As one

becomes more and more specialized he becomes the very antithesis of the true clinician.

Let us attempt a definition of disease.

Diseases may be recognised and classified bys

(1) heir symptoms and sns (2) Their causes;(3) The nature of the ptho-

logical processes underlying them; (4) The character of the environmental

setting in which they occur; and (5) The personality or "constitution" of

the patient who suffers "dis-ease."

These are the pignents with which the pictures of disease - nosography -

are painted.

Sydenham said "Symptomata se habent ad morbent ut folia et fultera ad plantem."

Auenbrugger, Laennec, Stokes, Corrigan, Graves, Bright, Addison - Louis -

Andral - Brettoneau, etal -- reifted signs to the morbid anatomical changes. Pasteur,
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0 Koch, began the concept of specific causes. People like William Harveq, Magendie,

Claude Beraard laid the foundations of pathological physiology.

Localized environmental settings were first taken into account by Ramazzini.

The first great clinician to take account of the entire personality of the patient was

Charcot.

To Claude Bernard we owe the basic concept of disease - the effort to maintain

constant internal environment for the individual cells of the body.

To this end aggregations of cells, which we call organs or systems of organs,

have specialized functions in maintaining this constancy - this homeostasis.

These functions are integrated and regulated by the mediation of the nervous

systsm, central, peripheral, and visceral; and by the balance in hormonal activity,

which determine thO character and constitution of the rson or as we say, inAdvidual

Each individual must adapt himself to his eniromaent, not only that which is

iamediate, or local, but the entire environment - physical, climatic, religious,

moral - every influence with which each person must strive for survival in peace

and comfort or health.

When environmental factors cause stress - the strain of the individual to adapt

to it produces symptoms and signs of "dis-ease."

Normal individuals develop symptoms and signs only when the stress is unusually

great.

Abnormal individuals, whose adaptive functions are limited or damaged by patho-

logical processes, show strain when the stress is not unusually large or even when it

is less than usual.

Disease may occur then in both normal and abnormal persons depending upon the de-

gree of stress relative to the capacity to adapt.

____________________1
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As Wilia Harvey said - "There are two kinds of death - failure from a lack

and suffocation by an excess.*

With this preamble I will now venture to suggest a definition of the gpeagg-

oconiogse. They are a group of diseases characterised by shortness of breath and

diminished capacity for exertion and the performance of mechanial work; caused

by the prolonged and repeated inhalation of particles of substances, which in

sufficient amounts are capable of producing morbid anatomical changes in the

lungs and circulatory apparatus, such as fibrosis, emphysma, lphatic obstrastion,

pulaonie arteriosclerosis, right heart bhypertrophy, adhesive pluritia, etc., in

varying degrees and in varying permtations and combinations. They are classified

by the character of the dust, by the nature of the occupational environment (mine,

foundry, quanry, sandblasting, etc.)

In evaluating the degree 6f disability resulting from these diseases one ast

consider the constitution of the whole personality of the individual patient, int-

cluding his motivation and his capacity to compensate for injury in one organ system

by iaproved use of another. It nast also take into account organic iApaimraent which

are not the result of occupational stress, such as age, habits, nmtrition, inheritance

and environmental stresses outside the occupation. This involves a thorough general

diagnostic study.

In closing these remarks, I would like to comaent on the pZhyseal di&aMOan of

aphrlay a. I have heard it said that there is no pathognomonic sign of esphysema

but I do not believe this. I think there is one sign; and that has to do with

auscultation, The breath sounds in anphysema are of low intensity and pitch, and

the expiration is of longer duration than inspiration. The use of a stethoscope is a
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handicap rather than a help in detection of these characteristics. One mst listen

directly with the ear to appreciate them, paying attention to pitch, intensity, and

duration. In this manner the presence of emphysema may be detected when the -fway

picture is full of densities which obscure it*

The role of the clinician in the study of disease is like that of a man trying

to put together the pieces of a picture cut up by a jig-saw. He has first to ea-

amine the pieces in order to MAg/the nature of the assembled picture. The clinician

ast ues - he must speculate - he mat postulate as to the final pattern, if he is

to put the pieces together quickly enough to be of any use.

The clinician mest have something like "eat whiskers" in his mind, which en

ables hia to develop the "diagnkstie hunch* , which is the great shortcut to the

truth. Time is of the essence as Hippocrates implied when he said, "The occasion

is instant."

This attribute of the clinician is often not appreciated by the scientist, until

he himself becomes a patient and has reason to thank a good doctor for the speed of

his skill and acumon.

The methods of science are like the old three decker, which took a watch to steer

her and a week to shorten sail. They are applicable to the study of diseases, but much

less applicable to the study of patients.

One final word about the teaching of clinical medicine. Some one wisely said that

if teaching consisted only of imparting factual knowledge, there would have been no use

for universities and professors after the discovery of printing. One would then need

only libraries. However, the great teachers are those who can endow facts with their
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imaginative consequences. Young pupils are usually sceptical and will often

start investigations to prove the Master wrong and in this way, whether he is

right or wrong, knowledge advances., unless the weight of magisterial authority

is so great that no one dares to challenge it.

0
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It was a pleasure to learn from Dr. Philip Hugh-Jones that there is so much

validity to the clinical estimation of disability. He was, of course, speaking

of British Clinicians. I wish I could be sure that his remarks applied equally

to us here in America, where, it seems to me clinical medicine has fallen to a

low estate, due to our national penchant for gadgeteering and for simon-pure

specialization.

This leads me to address myself to answer the question - which naturally

arises in your mind - what is so wrong about specialization? The answer is sim-

pie - as one learns "more and more about less and less" he tends to become un-

able to see his patient as a whole against the background of his whole environment.

This is the very essence of understanding the nature and meaning of disease. As one

becomes more and more specialized he becomes the very antithesis of the true clinician.

Let us attempt a definition of disease.

Diseases may be recognized and classified by:

(1) Their symptoms and signs; (2) Their causes;(3) The nature of the patho-

logical processes underlying them; (4) The character of the environmental

setting in which they occur; and (5) The personality or "constitution" of

the patient who suffers "dis-ease."

These are the pigments with which the pictures of disease - nosography -

are painted.

Sydenham said "Symptomata se habent ad morbent ut folia et fultera ad plantem."

Auenbrugger, Laennec, Stokes, Corrigan, Graves, Bright, Addison - Louis -

Andral - Brettoneau, etal - related signs to the morbid anatomical changes. Pasteur,
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Koch, began the concept of specific causes. People like William Harvey, Magendie,

Claude Bernard laid the foundations of pathological physiology.

Localized environmental settings were first taken into account by Ramazzini.

The first great clinician to take account of the entire personality of the patient was

Charcot.

To Claude Bernard we owe the basic concept of disease - the effort to maintain

constant internal environment for the individual cells of the body.

To this end aggregations of cells, which we call organs or systems of organs,

have specialized functions in maintaining this constancy - this homeostasis.

These functions are integrated and regulated by the mediation of the nervous

system, central, peripheral, and visceral; and by the balance in hormonal activity,

which determine the character and constitution of the person or as we say, individual

personality.

Each individual must adapt himself to his environment, not only that which is
SoctJ, ixaffwV..Ac<

immediate, or local, but the entire environment - physical, climatic, religious,

moral - every influence with which each person must strive for survival in peace

and comfort or health.

When environmental factors cause stress - the strain of the individual to adapt

to it produces symptoms and signs of "dis-ease."

Normal individuals develop symptoms and signs only when the stress is unusually

great.

Abnormal individuals, whose adaptive functions are limited or damaged by patho-

logical processes, show strain when the stress is 
not unusually large or even when it

is less than usual.

Disease may occur then in both normal and abnormal 
persons depending upon the de-

gree of stress relative to the capacity to adapt.
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With this preamble I will now venture to suggest a definition of the pneumon-

oconioses. They are a group of diseases characterized by shortness of breath and

diminished capacity for exertion and the performance of mechanical work; caused

by the prolonged and repeated inhalation of particles of substances, which in

sufficient amounts are capable of producing morbid anatomical changes in the

lungs and circulatory apparatus, such as fibrosis, emphysema, lymphatic obstruction,

pulmonic arteriosclerosis, right heart hypertrophy, adhesive pleuritis, etc., in

varying degrees and in varying permutations and combinations. They are classified

by the character of the dugt, by the nature of the occupational environment (mine,

foundry, quarry, sandblasting, etc.)

In evaluating the degree &f disability resulting from these diseases one must

consider the constitution of the whole personality of the individual patient, in-

cluding his motivation and his capacity to compensate for injury in one organ system

by improved use of another. It must also take into account organic impairments which

are not the result of occupational stress, such as age, habits, nutrition, inheritance,

and environmental stresses outside the occupation. This involves a thorough general

diagnostic study.

In closing these remarks, I would like to comnent on the physical diagnosis of

emphysema. I have heard it said that there is no pathognomonic sign of emphysema

but I do not believe this. I think there is one sign; and that has to do with

auscultation. The breath sounds in emphysema are of low intensity and pitch, and

the expiration is of longer duration than inspiration. The use of a stethoscope is a
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handicap rather than a help in detection of these characteristics. One must listen

directly with the ear to appreciate them, paying attention to pitch, intensity, and

duration. In this manner the presence of emphysema may be detected when the x-ray

picture is full of densities which obscure it.

The role of the clinician in the study of disease is like that of a man trying

to put together the pieces of a picture cut up by a jig-saw. He has first to ex-
at

amine the pieces in order to Ruess/the nature of the assembled picture. The clinician

must guesg - he must speculate - he must postulate as to the final pattern, if he is

to put the pieces together quickly enough to be of any use.

The clinician must have something like "cat whiskers" in his mind, which en-

ables him to develop the "diagnostic hunch" , which is the great shortcut to the

truth. Time is of the essence as Hippocrates implied when he said, "The occasion

is instant."

This attribute of the clinician is often not appreciated by the scientist, until

he himself becomes a patient and has reason to thank a good doctor for the speed of

his skill and acumen.

The methods of science are like the old three decker, which took a watch to steer

her and a week to shorten sail. They are applicable to the study of diseases, but much

less applicable to the study of patients.

One final word about the teaching of clinical medicine. Some one wisely said that

if teaching consisted only of imparting factual knowledge, there would have been no use

for universities and professors after the discovery of printing. One would then need

-only libraries. However, the great teachers are those who can endow facts with their
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imaginative consequences. Young pupils are usually sceptical and will often

start investigations to prove the miaster wrong and in this way, whether he is

right or wrong, knowledge advances., unless the weight of magisterial authority

is so great that no one dares to challenge it.

*(



from Doctor Philip Hugh-Jones that there is so much validit

in the clinical aestimation of disability. He was, of

course, speaking of clinicians. I wish I could be sure that

his remarks applied equally to us here in America, where,

it seems to me clinical medicine has fallen to a lower stat(

due to our national penehant for gadgeteering and simon-

pure specialization.

Naturally the question arises in your mind as to

why I think there's something wrong about specialization.

The answer to this is simple. As one learns more and more

about less and less, he tends to become unable to see his

patient as a whole person against his whole environmental

background. This, it seems to me, is the very essence of

understanding the nature and meaning of disease and as one

becomes more and more specialized, he becomes the very

antithesis of the clinician.

Now, the other day, the question came up of try-

ing to make a definition of disease. I made a very lame

attempt at it, and I should like to devote a moment or two

to an attempt to define disease. Diseases may be recognizec

or classified by certain criteria. First, there are simple

S, there are symptoms and signs; second, their causes, third

the nature of the pathological processes underlying them,

fourth, the character of the environmental setting in which

they occur, and fifth, the personality or constitution of



0 the patient who suffers disease. These are the pigments

with which the pictures of disease are painted.

Tracing the history of nosography, Sydenham said:

"Symptomata se habent ad morbent ut folia et fultera ad

plantan." Symptoms are to disease as the leaves and fruits

are to plants, and following Linaeus, he tried to classify

them.

Auenbrugger, Laennec, Stokes, Corrigan, Graves,

Bright, Addison, Louis, Andral, Brettoneau, all related

signs to morbid anatomical changes. Pasteur and Koch began

the concept of specific causes. People like William Harvey,

Magendie, Claude Bernard laid the founcation for pathologi-

cal physiology.

Localized environmental settings were first taken

into account by Ramazzini and the first great clinician to

take account of entire personality of the patient was Char-

cot.

To Claude Bernard we owe the basic concept of dis-

ease, the effort to maintain constant internal environment

for the individual cells of the body.

To this end, aggregations of cells, which we call

organs or systems of organs, have specialized functions in

maintaining this constancy, this homeostasis.

These functions are integrated and regulated by

the mediation of the nervous syttem, central, peripheral and

-j---- --
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S visceral, and by the balance in hormonal activity, which de-

termine the character and constitution of the person or as

we say individual personality.

Each individual must adapt himself to his envir-

onment, not only that which is immediate or local, but the

entire environment, physical, climatic, religious, moral,

every influence, with which each person must strive for a

survival in peace and comfort or what we call health.

When environmental factors cause stress, the strain

on the individual to adapt to it produces the symptoms of

disease. Normal individuals develop symptoms and signs only

when the stress is unusually great. Abnormal individuals,

whose adaptive functions are limited or damaged by patho-

logical processes, show strain when the stress is not un-

usually large or even when it is less than usual.

Disease may occur then in both nonnal and abnormal

persons depending upon the degree of stress relative to the

capacity to adapt. As william Harvey said, there are two

kinds of death, failure from a lack and suffocation from an

excess. By this preamble, I will now venture to suggest

a definition of the pneumoconioses.

1 They are a group of diseases characterized by

shortness of breath and diminished capacity for exertion

and the performance of mechanical work caused by the prolon ed

and repeated inhalation of particles of substances which, iq



S<w sufficient amounts, are capable of producing morbid anaton-

ical changes in the lungs and circulatory apparatus, such

as fibrosis, emphysema, lymphatic obstruction, pulmonary or

pulmonic arterial sclerosis, hyper... right heart hyper-

trophy, adhesive pleuritis, and so forth, in varying de-

grees and in varying permutations and combinations. They

are classified by the character of the dust, by the nature .

of the occupational environment, such as mine, foundry,

t. quarry, sandblasting, and so forth, and perhaps within these'"

categories, local designations such as Welch coal mines

or Lancashire coal mines or Pennsylvania hard coal area, and

so forth*

In evaluating the degree of disability resulting

from these diseases, one must consider the constituion of

the whole personality of the individual patient including

his motivation and his capacity to compensate for injury

in one organ system by improved use of another. It must

also take into account organic impairments which are not

the result of occupational stress, such as age, habits, nu-

trition, inheritance and environmental stresses outside the

occupation. This involves a thorough general diagnostic

study.

In closing these remarks, I would like to comment

on the physical diagnosis of emphysema. I have heard it

said that there is no pathognomonic sign of emphysema and I
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do not believe this. I think there is one sign and that has

to do with auscultation. The breath sounds in emphysema

are low intensity and pitch and the expiration is of longer

duration than the inspiration. Now, in appreciating these

characteristics of the breath sounds in emphysema, I believe

that a stethoscope is a handicap. A stethoscope is, after

all, a good deal like the receiving set of a certain radio,

It will separate bands of frequencies of sound and very

often certain bands are cut out or blocked by the stetho-

scope. I, therefore, think that one should routinely lister

to the chest with the ear directly, in order to appreciate

this and, to pay attention to intensity, pitch and duration

of sound. In this manner, the presence of emphysema may

be detected when the X-ray picture is so full of density

that it is obscured.

Now, the role of the clinician in the study of

disease is like that of man trying to put together the piec

es of a picture cut by a jig-saw. He is first to examine

the pieces in order to guess at the nature of the assembled

picture. The clinician must guess, he must speculate, he

must postulate as to the final pattern if he is to put the

pieces together quickly, quickly enough to be of any use.

He must have something like cat whiskers in his

mind which enables him to develop a diagnostic hundh as to

how this picture is going to turn out. This is the great



short-cut and time is of the essence, as Hippocrates said:

"The occasion is instant."

This attribute of the clinician is often not ap-

preciated by the scientist, until he himself becomes a pa-

tient and has reason to thank a good doctor for the speed

of his skill and acumen.

The methods of science are like the old three

decker, which took a watch to steer and a week to shorten

sail. They are applicable to the study of diseases, but not

very applicable to the study of the patient.

- One final word I would like to say about the

teaching of clinical medicine. Someone said, very wisely,

that if teaching consisted only of transmitting factual

knowledge, there wouldn't have been any excuse for univer-

sities or professors after the discovery of printing. The

job of the teacher is to endow the facts with their imag-

inative consequences. Young pupils are often skeptical

and they're often starting investigations just to prove the

master is wrong and in this way, whether he is right or

wrong, knowledge advances unless the weight of magisterial

authority is so great that no one dares to challenge it.

I was moved to make this last remark because, in

my own presentation, I have allowed my imagination to work

on the facts to some extent* (Applause),

Now, I think I have taxed your patience over longs



We will proceed to the first paper on the program by Doctor

Leonard Bristol, on the incidence of clinically manifest

diffuse obstructive emphysema. Doctor Bkistol.

BY DOCTOR BRISTOL:

Doctor McCann, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Sympos-

ium: I should like to state at the outset that this is a

preliminary report. It is a combined study of the Depart-

ments of Physiology, the Radiology of the Trudeau Founda-

tion and the physiological data in this paper has been con-

piled by Doctor George Wright and his staff, I should like i

to have it clearly understood that my part in this work was

that of a radiologist.

The word emphysema is derived from the Greek and

literally means a blowing. Strictly speaking, it is define4

as a swelling produced by gas or air diffused in a cellular

tissue. It is a term of broad general meaning and, there-

fore, when it is employed for descriptive purposes, one must

define clearly what is meant by its uses.

The clinical diagnosis of chronic pulmonary emphy-

sema is not simple to make. No physician should have dif-

ficulty in establishing a diagnosis of far advanced emphy-

sema, but it requires the most keen clinical insight to di-

agnose correctly a mild to moderate emphysema. A large

proportion of moderate emphysemas are overlooked while many

cases so diagnoses are not confirmed by pathologic study.
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We will proceed to the first paper on the program by Doctor

Leonard Bristol, on the incidence of clinically manifest diffuse

obstructive emphysema. Doctor Bristol.



In a recent publication, Fernon states: There is

no consistent relationship between the clinical severity

diffused by lateral pulmonary emphysema and the extent of

the process seen in necropsy. This, in general, has been

our experience. Histologically, pulmonary emphysema is a

condition in which the alveolae are distended, distorted anc

interrupted. Continued air sacs within a lobule may coalesce

and adjacent lobules may fuse to form large air spaces.

I As a result of this, the total respiratory surface is re-

duced and the pulmonary capillary bed is diminished. The

pulmonary elastic tissue is frightened and appears to be

reduced in amount. It is surprising that one of the chief

clinical and physiological features, namely, air with an

obstruction, has not, with the exception of a recent paper

by Spain and Amberson, been described by histologists.

The term emphysema as used in medicine is very

ambiguous and as - is far too often employed in a very loose

manner. Therefore, it is imperative that we think clearly

as to what is meant when we use it. Several varieties of

this condition are recognized. A simple but satisfactory

classification has been devised by Rubin -- may I have the

first slide, please -- as follows:

Obstructive emphysema caused by mechanical inter-

ference with respirators. The subdivisions be neath that,

as you can see it, are chronic hypertrophic bulbous forms,
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two, common obstructive emphysema caused by obstruction,

in the thoracic change. The lungs expand to fill a barrel

shaped chest, referred to as senile or postule emphysema.

Interstitial emphysema condition characterized by tissue

trauma of the lungs; for compensatory emphysema, a state of

physical enlargement of the alveolae to meet anatanic read-

justment and increased functional demands resulting from

loss of tissue and, five, combined forms of emphysema, one

component usually being predominant.

At this time, emphysema may develop suddenly or

slowly and is usually bi-lateral and generalized. This con-

dition may occur independently of any pulmonary disease,

as a complication of long standing bronchial disease or may

Ad be associated with other diseases or malformations of the

lungs or chest.

SFor purposes of discussion in this paper, we shall

* limit our consideration to diffuse obstructive emphysema

for the chonric hypertrophic form, The salient clinical

feature of which is airway obstruction* Whatever the ob-

structive agent, the mechanics of this condition are such

that air entering the lung during inspiration is exeplled

U with difficulty during expiration, the difficulty in turn

leads to a reduced maximal breathing capacity, a high re-

sidual air and in its advanced stages, to a retention of

carbon dioxide in the lungs and hypoxia.
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0 I These physiological data can be recorded accur-

ately in relation to an individual's total respiratory ca-

pacity. I should like to present a case of classic diffuse

structural emphysema. This slide represents a film in full

inspiration and full expiration, the production on your lefl

being the inspiration microgram and the one on your right

in full expiration.

I should like to direct your attention to the lac

of rise of the diaphragms in the expiratory film and the

failure of this patient to empty his lungs on expiration.

The information to be gathered from this slide is that the

patient has a low maximum breathing capacity and a higher

residual air. We have predicted maximal breathing capacity

of twenty-two liters per minute at determined thirty-one;

residual air, predicted 1.36 and determined was 1.54*.

The data on this slide shows that the patient has

an elevated carbon dioxide content, an abnormally low hemo-

globin saturation with .02. There is an elevated PCO 2 and

a low P02 . These are evidences of markedly impaired venti-

lation of the blood.

Diffuse obstructive emphysema is known to be one

Sof the complications of silicosis. Simple discreet nodular

silicosis is seldom associated with clinically manifest di-

ffuse obstructive emphysema. On the other hand, conglomerate

silicosis is almost always complicated by some degree of
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diffuse obstructive emphysema. We do not mean to imply that

chronic pulmonary emphysema is never detected in an individ-

ual who has discreet nodular silicosis, but raise a question

as to its underlying cause when the two are associated.

Is it directly related to the pulmonary deposition

of quartz or is it entirely an independent process? Emphy-

sema has been alleged to be a complication of asbestosis.

This problem will be discussed by Doctor Gregoire. Emphy-

sema is also alleged to be caused by the inhalation of coal

dust. Emphysema has been observed in granular beryllium

workers, but is by no means always present. Emphysema is

also observed in persons exposed to all manner of inert dust

and some go so far as to associate these inert dusts in a

causal relationship.

Now, to establish a causal relationship between

emphysema and the inhalation of any foreign material, re-

quires the demonstration of a high presence of emphysema

in those so exposed as in a similar group not so exposed.

We propose to explore the question of whether or

not there is a higher incidence of emphysema in those ex-

posed to the inhalation of inert dust than in those not so

exposed, in an attempt to prove or disprove a causal rela-

tionship between such inert dust and the development of

diffuse obstructive emphysema.

The first step in such a study is to discover the
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relative incidence of emphysema in a dusty and non-dusty

trade. As mentioned before, diffuse obstructive emphysema

is difficult to diagnose by means of history or physical

examination, except in advances cases. Hence, it is imper-

ative that we look for more refined methods.

In recent years, clinical physiologists have de-

vised accurate techniques in the study of the normal and

abnormal functions of the lungs. These various lung func-

tion studies offer a method of appraising pulmonary disa-

bilities objectively. If we again refer back to our orig-

inal case which, as you will recall, was that of a patient

with diffuse obstructive emphysema, it will be seen that

there was the presence of a low maximum breathing capacity.

This test measures the maximum volume of air that can be

breathed in a unit of time. The patient also had a high

residual of air. This represents the amount of air remain-

ing in the lungs following a maximal respiratory effort*

Also, there was a retention of carbon dioxide and

hypoxia. Obviously, it is impractical to employ these

methods in undertaking a study of a large series of indi-

viduals. Therefore, wehave attempted to find a more prac-

tical procedure. The maximum breathing capacity is known

to correlate highly with the volume of air that can be ex-

pelled in a unit time.

Gensler has shown that the maximum breathing



0 capacity correlates highly with the volume of air expired

in one sector. In a similar study carried out in our phys-

iology laboratory, Wright and his co-workers found that the

volume of air expelled in eight tenths second following the

beginning of the most rapid expiration possible, correlated

with the maximum breathing capacity of .758 with a standard

error of .750. It will appear from these studies that the

air expelled in eight seconds during such a maneuver and

hereafter referred to as E2, is to a limited extent a sub-

stitute for the maximum breathing capacity test in mass

surveys.

May I have the next slide, please? It would appe

logical that the enclosed area within the silhouette of the

thoracic cage at full inspiration would bear a relationship

to the total volume of air within the lung, that the silhou-

ette of the thoracic cage at full expiration would bear a

relationship to residual air. The possibility of using the

ratio between these two areas is a substitute for the actual

residual air total volume ratio, has occurred to several

investigators.

On this slide, a-3 refers to the area at full ex-

piration and A-1 to the area of full inspiration.

In 1933, Gertado and his co-workers showed that

there was a significant correlation between residual air

and total volume ratio and the area enclosed within the



thoracic porages on a film taken at full expiration, pro-

vided that - in a similar area on full inspiration. Five

years later, in another communication, he stated that con-

trary to previous results, the correlation between the

ratio, area at maximum expiration divided by area at maxi-

mum inspiration and the maximum residual air divided by to-

tal capacity, was low and insignificant, but no explanation

of this statement was ever made,

May I have the next slide, please? Recently,

George Wright has studied two hundred and thirty-four cases

and showed a good correlation of the residual air total

volume ratio with the area of radiological inspiration, area

of radiologic inspiration, the co-efficient being .772 and

6 with a standard error or .02, and the remainder of this

paper, this radiologic ratio will be referred to as A-e,

A-1.

This is the regression formula showing that high

correlation of stock that Wright obtained in this study.

You will notice in the right-hand corner is marked 134 case

but since this lamp slide was made, he has studied a hun-

dred more, making a total of 234 cases. From this regressio

formula, we can see that there is a high correlation betweer

the area expiration and area of inspiration, with the per-

centage of residual air.

Now, this lantern slide represents a full



expiration of a normal healthy male. The area of the film,

the area of the film on your right is referred to as A-3

and the area of full inspiration on your left represents

A-1. These measurements are determined by a clinimeter and

you can see.the tracings which have been made especially on

the expiration film, to determine ffom these traces.

The work we wish to report on this morning re-

presents a study of 713 men in the General Electric plant

in Schenectady, by means of inspiration and expiration

films and measurement of maximum expiratory velocity. The

0* men studied made up three distinct groups, one, all but two

of those currently employed in the iron and steel foundry,

or 237 persons; all but eight of those currently employed

in the porcelain division or 193 persons; workers from the

tool and dye and punch press divisions, 229 persons; these

last were chosen by random sampling, but were allowed to

refuse if they did not want to participate in the study.

Fifty more men from salary personnel were also studied.

Most of these have been employed more or less

sporadically than the laboring group of the divisions men-

tioned. The non-dusted group, at the same age distribution

as did the dusted groups. Each man had the following

study: Roentgenograms were made on a four by five flat fil ,

the films taken as follows: One, full inspiration, two,

four tenths of a second after beginning of the most rapid



expiration possible; three, eight tenths of a second after

the beginning of the most rapid expiration possible, and

four, in full expiration.

We are not reporting on the four tenths or eight

tenths seconds films at this time. All exposures were set

at one tenth of a second, The kilowatts and high amperes

being slightly over exposed for the film in that period.

The expired air was caught in a spirometer with

two indicators, one of which was stopped at either four

tenths or eight tenths second after expiration was began.

The other registered the full vital capacity. The volume

of air blown into the epirometer during the four tenths or

eight tenths second period is considered to be representa-

tive of maximum expiration velocity. The maximum breath-

ing capacity was measured in 233 of the 713 men.

The following data have been calculated regarding

the maximum expiratory capacity. The first three lines are

representative of - define our symbols. E-l equals the

volume of air expired in four tenths of a second at the

fastest expiration possible. E-2 represents the volume of

air expired eight tenths of -a second at the fastest expir-

ation possible and E-3 equals the vital capacity at fastest

Oxpiration possibles RE equals the co-efficient oc corre-

lationI

Now, Itd like to draw your attention to this line



here, apparently E-2 correlates highly and best with the

actual maximum breathing capacity. This is all the more

significant when one realizes that we were studying a

group of individuals who are almost normal from the stand-

point of their maximum breathing capacity, As indicated

by the fact that their mean maximum breathing capacity was

135 liters per minute and the median 140 liters per minute.

If we had had a larger proportion of persons with a patho-

logically low maximum breathing capacity, we probably

would have had an even higher correlation co-efficient.

If one would accept the contention that the E-2

is a fairly representative measure of the maximum breathing

capacity especially for group studies, one can derive fur-

ther information from the study. One hundred and six men

had a maximum breathing capacity that fell within one

standard deviation of their predicted normal figure, and a

hundred and sixty fell within two standard deviations. The

mean E-2 for the hundred and six men was 2.934 liters, and

for the hundred and sixty men, it was 2.836 liters.

One may, thus, take the figure of 2.836 liters

as the mean E-2 for a group of men who have normal maximum

breathing capacity.

Of the entire group whose maximum breathing ca-

pacity was measured, 32 have values outside the range of

normal, that is beyond two standard deviations on the low



side. The mean maximum breathingcapacity of this low group,

was eighty-eight liters per minute and their mean E-2 is

2,198 liters, in contrast to the normal group. It is appar.

ent that the E-2 will disclose the presence of a low maxi-

mum breathing capacity.

If one starts with the premise that those mean.

with a normal breathing - maximum breathing capacity, that

is within two standard deviations of their predicted, com-

prise a group which is, as a whole, free of emphysema, then

their mean E-2 plus two standard deviations and their mean

A-3:A-1 ratio plus two standard deviations can serve as a

control for comparison- with other groups.

SThe mean maximum, breathing capacity of 160 men,

within two standard deviations of predicted, covering ninety-

five percent of their group, is 139.97 liters, and is 97.17

percent of predicted values. The B-2 of this group is 2.83

with the standard deviation of .551.

Next slide, please. From this data, is it - itis

seen that the mean E-2 of these 713 men compares well with

the mean E-2 of the 160 men whose mean maximum breathing

capacity was 97.17 percent of predicted values. The only

exception was in the iron foundry group and this difference1

was only slight, the difference being .164 which is slight-

ly more than twice the standard error of the difference.

So, therefore, there is just as many pathological
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E-2»s in all groups, and insofar as E-2 correlates highly

with maximum breathing capacity, we can state that there ar(

just as many people with low maximum breathing capacity in

the non-dusty trades as there are in the dusty trades.

The next question we must ask ourselves is what is

the percentage of men within the various groups who fell

below two standard deviations of the mean E-2 of 2.836. Ne t

slide, please. From this chart, we can see that there'was

one out of fifty-six in the steel foundry or 1.8 percent,

five percent in the iron foundry, J.- percent in the porce-

lain division, 5.8 in tool and dye, 8.3 in punch preps and

9.3 in salaried personnel. There were as many men in.the

non-dusty trades who fell below two standard deviations as

there were in the dusty trades.

This demonstrates quite conclusively for the groul

studied, this, that there were as many men, if not more,

in the non-dusted group who have a below normal E-2 as ther(

are in the dusty occupations.

Next slide, please. The mean A-3:A-l, that is area

of expiration over area of inspiration, from the radiolog-

ical films, from the films of those men having a normal

maximum breathing capacity, is .615 with a standard devia-

tion of .05. Now, it is reasonable to assume from this

information, that there is some increase in residual air in

the foundry and porcelain workers, but not enough to cause
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a reduction in the E-2, and by inference, the maximum

breathing capacity. The number of men in this group who

have a pathological A-3, A-1 ratio, in other words, more

than two standard deviations from the men of normal mean,

* is demonstrated on the next slide.

The steel foundry, 7.9 percent; iron foundry,

5.8 percent; porcelain division, 5.9 percent; tool and dye,

1.8 percent, punch press, 5 percent; salaried personnel,

2 percent. Now, from this we can readily see that the num-

ber of men who have an increased residual air is slightly

higher in the dusted versus the non-dusted groups.

Now, in conclusion, I should like to say that this

has been an exploratory study made in an effort to obtain

information as to the degree of emphysema present in cer-

tain occupations. The E-2 of all groups was approximately

the same, and the A-3:A-1 ratio in the foundry and porce-

lain divisions departed only slightly from that in the

group of men employed in the non-dusty trades. Because

E-2 has a high correlation with maximum breathing capacity

and the A-3: A:l ratio correlates highly with residual air,

it is easy to assume that these studies in mass survey will

render reliable information as to the quantity of emphysema

present in any particular group.

These methods failed to reveal any presence of

significant change among the various groups studied. If
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the pulmonary deposition of dust is the cause of an increase

in the incidence of emphysema, then one would expect, from

this investigation, to find it clearly demonstrable, the

difference between the two groups studied, such a differ-

ence was not apparent.

In closing, I should like to reiterate that this

is a preliminary report and that the information to date

suggests that there is just as much emphysema in the non-

dustry trades as in the dusty trades. Thank you.

(Applause).

BY DOCTOR McCANN:

Doctor Bristolls paper is open for discussion.

BY DOCTOR BENNETT:

Doctor Bennett, New York State Workmen's Compen-

sation Board. I believe the paper and the presentation

of its biostatistical data should have had the age groups

referred to, because this may well be the universal statis-

tical computation, namely the study of emphysema in various

trades. However, the age group is an important thing.

BY DOCTOR McCANN:

Are there any other comments? Doctor Hugh-Jones?

BY DOCTOR HUGH-JONES:

Mr. Chairman, I would like to congratulate Doctor

Wright and Doctor Bristol on this - on their work. One of

the very difficult things, indeed, is to find practicable
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less one will have to use his breathing apparatus for a given

stint of physical work. Since this ratio is in essence the "cost"

in terms of breathing that one pays for a unit of physical work,

one could anticipate that it would have a relationship to maximum

ability for oxygen uptake. That this ratio as measured during

sub-maximal work .correlates rather highly with maximal oxygen

uptake is shown in Table VI. If one excludes all persons with a

sub-normal maximum breathing capacity (power to breathe), thus

choosing a group in whom variation of the 02 v predominates, the

correlation is as high as for maximum breathing capacity alcne.

It is of interest that breathing power as measured by maximum

breathing capacity and the cost of physical work in terms of

breathingnamely theO02v, correlate highest with maximum oxygen

uptake. The clearcut increase of the correlation. when one or the

.,other is held constant by the method of partial correlations is

shown in Table VI.

TABLE VII

MAXIMUM 02 UPTAKE PER SQUARE METER OF BODY SURFACE CORRELATED VWITH:

No. Studied ar" "I"

*Maximum Breathing Capacity and 02 v at Sub-maximal Exercise

Entire Group 180 0.904 .001

Normals 35 0.720 .001

Entire Group
Exclusive of Normals 145 0.896 .001

Emphysema 20 0.892 .001.

Silicosis 29 0.847 .0U1

Asbestosis 19 0.849 1

Miscellaneous 30 0.940

¶Method of multiple corrolations
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tests which one can use in the field, and they're tackling

something which is exceedingly difficult to do, and that is

to find a suitable combination of things to define physiol-

ogical values. They have set about doing something which

other people have similarly tried to do, and one of the

difficulties has been always in relating a group of tests

to define a particular syndrome, if we like, in this case

emphysema.

Now, one of the difficulties is that although you

may get a high correlation of any one test, unfortunately,

the error of prediction is very great. Could I make my

point clear with the blackboard? If you have a relationship

which they demonstrated, between one function such as, shall

we say, a maximum voluntary ventilation and the time of the

vital capacitor, then you will find a certain static about

the regression line.

Unfortunately, if the correlation is low or even

as high as .7, when you predict one from the other, you

get a high scatter about this line, and one suggestion that

we have tried to work out in overcoming this difficulty,

is to use what is, statistically, a discriminate function

' and that is to combine a series of tests to maximize a

Sdifficulty or a difference.

I don't know whether I can make my point clear,

but if you will accept for a moment that the clinician can



define gross emphysema as compared with the normal, and

Doctor Bristol adequately desdribed that as a possibility,

then you can take the different tests, for example, they

-S give maximum ventilation, residual capacity, Co 2 , or the

tests predicted from them, and find what combinationit

might be,three times the predicted M. B. C., plus four timeE

the predicted residual capacity from error of the films, atc

get a statistical function which maximizes the change from

normal to abnormal.

When that is done, you enormously improve the

difficulties of any one test being significant, and I would

suggest that as a method in using these predicted tests.

You can get a discriminate function which gives the maximum

difference in accepted normal and extreme emphysema, and

then apply that in the field to these other things, using

the simple predicted tests. Thank you.

BY DOCTOR McCANN:

Are there any other comments? Doctor Fletcher?

BY DOCTOR FLETCHER:

I just want to ask two simple questions. I was

also interested in the age standardization, which, of coursf, ;s

perhapsis not vital, but you did tell us that some men were

allowed to stand down from being tested, but you didn't

tell us the percentage of the total population that took

advantage of that privilege.



The other small point I would just like to correct

is your statement that as far as coal miners are concerned,

that fibrosis is always associated with emphysema, which is

quite a common association, but not always.

BY DOCTOR HUEPER:

What was the labor turn-over in 'the various group

you tested? I think in dusty occupations; you should us-

ually have your higher turn-over and, therefore, shorter.

exposure time. If you can manage statistics that way very

beautifully.

BY DOCTOR HERMAN:

The general statement was made about dusty occu-

pations. Nothing was said about the degree of dustiness,

extreme dustiness, any comments to be made on that?,.,._,

BY DOCTOR McCANN:

Any other comments? Doctor Bristol, would you

like to answer these questions?

BY DOCTOR BRISTOL:

should like to have Doctor Wright answer these

questions, as he is in a better position to do so than I

am. Doctor Wright.

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

That's all right. The questions have all been,

of course, very pertinent. Doctor Bristol took same pains

to say this is a preliminary report and when the final
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report is made, most of these questions will be answered,

in particular the ones about the dust:exposure and the la-

bor turn-over.

Neither of those have been the subject of scrut-

iny as yet. Data is available and is in the process of be-

ing looked at. I can say that the - there were a large

number of men, I attempted to say the vast majority in the

dusty trades, that had been in employment twenty, twenty-

five, thirty years. I'm sure that Doctor Vosburgh, who is

in the audience, can give you a little more information on

that, if anyone wants to ask him personally. That will be

in the final report.

The age distribution, I can tell you roughly

about. It ran from approximately twenty-five to seventy anc

we took pains in choosing our control group, to have the

same age distribution.

Now, the matter of obtaining volunteers in the

tool and dye and punch press, in the dusted trades, we

obtained all of the people except two in the foundry, and

eight in the porcelain. Those were people who were away on

holidays and we couldn't get them. There were no refusals,

and I don't think that our relation was seriously impaired

by the lack of those ten individuals. There were relatively

few individuals who refused when requested, in the tool and

dye and punch press. That was a random sample and then the
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were some refusals; ,I can't tell you precisely how many.

I'm afraid that maybe we won't be dle to tell

you that at all, because I'm not sure that records were

kept as to how many refused, but I will look into that.

It's a good question and, for the sake of completeness, we

should have it.

Doctor Hugh-Jones' suggestion is a good one. You

will see in the next paper that we attempted to get at that

to some extent by full time correlation procedure. I'm not

certain that that's the same thing he's talking about. I

believe that his procedure is a little bit different and it

is one that I'm not familiar with. I certainly will get

together with you afterwards and see if we can't improve o

data.

BY DOCTOR BRISTOL:

The complication of conglomerate.

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

Oh, yes, perhaps Doctor Bristol didn'tt make it

clear enough. I think he did say, commonly or almost al-

ways, in regard to emphysema being a complication of con-

glomerate disease. We certainly have had the experience in

the vast majority of conglomerate silicotics, of demonstra-

ble evidences of emphysema. We have one, I published a



very striking case of no emphysema.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Doctor Wright, in the dusty trade groups that you

analyzed, what percentage of significant pulmonary dust dis.

ease did you find in the dusty groups?

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

You mean how many have radiological evidences of

silicosis?

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

How many have radiologic evidences and how many

were disabled by our other standards of function studies?

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

Well, insofar as the number who had radiologic

evidences, there were some. That will be in the final re-

port. Doctor Bristol is just getting ready now to review

on large film all of these cases* There were some, perhaps

Doctor Vosburgh could give us a rough estimate. Other meth-

ods of study were not carried out in these individuals. I

wish that such an opportunity were made available to us.

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

Now, in the dusty trades, you analyzed then,

there isn't necessarily a very great hazard that could have

* been corrected previously with proper hygienic industrial

methods. You may have entered into places where improvement

had already taken place.



BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

On all of these people, I think the employment

records will show they have been there twenty, twenty-five

years*

BY DOCTOR FRIEDMAN:

And you know how many years they worked in hazard

our concentration and how many years not?

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

Yes, we have a letter - we have all that infor-

mation on cards, and it is being gone over now. That will

be in the final report.

BY DOCTOR McCANN:

Ifthere is no further discussion, we will procee

to the next paper, and we're going to change the order of

the program so that Doctor Wright's paper will precede that

of Doctor Gregoire. Doctor Wright.

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: Before pre-

senting the material in my paper, I would like to make one

comment to amplify, to some extent, one of the things that

I think was rather important that was brought out by our

Chairman, and that is the importance of the clinician in

these various studies, and the position that gadgeteering

and attempts to measure with some precision has in such

studies as we are making.
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TAKEN FROM PAGE 505.

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: Before presenting the

material in my paper, I would like to make one comment to amplify,

to some extent, one of the things that I think was rather important

that was brought out by our Chairman, and thAt is the importance of

the clinician in these various studies, and the position that

gadgeteering and attempts to measure with some precision has in

such studies as we are making.
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.Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: Before presenting thb J*2.

material in my paper, I would like to make a contment to amplify

one of the things brought out by our Chairman that I think was

rather important.

I find myself in full agreement with him as regards the

importance of the clinician and the questionable tendency we all

have to rely too strongly on laboratory procedures. This reliance

in clinical medicine is caused in part by the large number of

patients that the physician must see daily. I think it is also

to some extent due to the fact that we can see and understand

figures, more easily than YVe car those clinical pbservations that

go into forming an opinion. I do believe, however, that Doctor

McCann would be the first to say that we need objective laboratory

methods of. measurement if for no other reason than to apply some

sort cf a test to our clinical abilities.

The clinician has fo- years expressed "opinions" but has

lacked more precise metLo-s of cor.f rmni;. his opinion. One of

the most imnortait uses of more prrcise methods of measurement--

is to apoly t --- a test of our clinical abilities. It is

partly in this vein that our work has been carried out and the

study that I am to report this morning was done.

!May I have the first sl<de? (Fig. 1) Because this is a

mixed audience, I am going to take just a few moments to prepare

some background for the comrents that I am going to make and I

have hopes that my medical colleagues will forgive me for this

crude diagram which, to my mind, portrays in an easily understood

0



manner the vital functions of respiration.

The respiratory apparatus is, in essence, a bellows or air
pump through which blood circulates for the purpose of being
ventilated. Air enters into the bellows and is then distributed
throughout the bellows., Being constantly replaced by each breath,
the lung air is maintained with a higher pressure of oxygen and
a lower pressure of carbon dioxide than alIst, in the blood that
flows through it. The venous blood returns to the lungs from the
periphery where it has given up part of its oxygen and taken on
additional carbon dioxide. As the blood circulates through the
bellows, gas passes across a very thin membrane which separatoes
the blood phaso fror. the gas phase of the lung, oxygen going
into the blood and carbon dioxide coming out. The blood then
returns to the left side of the heart and is pumped out to the

S tssues, thus comrletinr the circuit for oxygen and carbon
dioxide transport. ; tss„ence, the respiratory apparatus is an
air pmp and a diffusio,: surface. It is intimately associated
witx, a! cannot be separated from the circulatory system which
pumps the blood into the lung, accepts blood back from the lung
and then pumps it oant to the tissues.

The vulnerable points of such an apparatus are immediately
apparent, The bellows itself is vulnerable. Loss of power to
actuate it or loss of deformab:lity or the ease with which its
volu carn .e chan,,ed will obviously impair its utility as a
Pump. T:e am,-aratus is also vulnerable in regard to the movement
of air through the airways. Any narrowing of these will ob-
viously interfere with the capacity of this apparatus to behave
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as an air pump.

Improper distribution of air in this bellows will lead to

regions poorly ventilated and possibly even areas of lung that

are not ventilated at all. If these poorly ventilated areas are

still circulated, the venous blood that flows through them does

so to no purpose whatsoever. The system is vulnerable at the

thin membrane which separates the blood from the gas phase. If

this becomes thickened or otherwise changed, you can readily

understand that gases may have trouble in getting across this

barrier. The circulatory system itself is vulnerable. The total

area which can receive blood or the cross-sectional area of the

vascular bed may be so diminished that blood is pumped through

with considerable difficulty. Moreover, blood may dam back in

the lung because of failure of the pump on the left side to move-.,

the blood along as it leaves the ..-ng. The circulatory aspect.

is goin. to le covered by Doctor McCann.

During the past twenty years, methods have been developed

which will oerr'it a fairly precise meas;.rezrent rf the activities

cf t.Le respiratory q..parat.u, esnecially the study of those

vulnerable point.s -.D 1 i vo -tjst montioned. 7 would like to

say that Doctor McCann and his iroup were and continue to be

picreers 'n thi 1F re of stds-'.

Sr.,e thirtHe-n ýears -o, D-ctor Gardner became interested

in the eff-cts that the inhalation of dust might have on the

funrtiun: of the lun,: en2 circulation. It was because of this

Interest that our nh.ysiolopy laboratory was developed. We began

ou- studies ,-by easuring the individual actions of the respiratory
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apparatus. These procedures are those that yo i e been

told about by others that have talked on the subjeut"of. iuimonary

function during this symposium,

We measured the size of the bellows at various degrees of

enlargement, the so-called pulmonary volumina; we measured the

stroke volume of the air pump, the vital capacity; we measured

the power that this pump has to deliver air per minute, namely,

the maximum breathing capacity. We have attempted, with relatively

little success, to measure the distribution and mixing of gases

in the lung. With some greater success, we have been able to

measure the impairment, if any, for the passage of gases from the

gas phase to the blood phase. This is done in two ways, first,

by studying the degree to which the hemoglobin is saturated with

oxygen and the degree to which carbon dioxide has been removed

from the blood after it has passed through the lungs and, second,

we have measured the pressure head that exists between the oxygen

and carbon dioxide in the gas phase and the oxygen and carbon

dioxide in the blood phase.

Unfortunately, we have not been able to measure with nearly

the same degree of accuracy the role of the circulatory apparatus.

We will be much further ahead when maximum cardiac outputs can

be reasured and when the pressure relationships about which

Doctor McCann will tell you, that govern the flow of blood through

the lung, can be measured under conditions of severe stress.

After about four years of work, measuring these individual

functions of the lung, we came to the realization that we were
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daally accomplishing all that we had set out to do. It is

e that we could recognize failure of the blood to be properly

ventilated. We could recognize impairment of the pumping action

of the respiratory apparatus. We could recognize poor distri-

bution of gases. We and others have referred to these specific

abnormalities of function by using the general term of "disability"

.without making it absolutely clear that the disability was for a

Sspecific function. A low maximum breathing capact'y is a disability

Sfor breathing power. A subnormal arterial saturation is a

.. disability for blood gas transfer. We have often confused the

issue by failing to say whether or not this specific disability

:,ý 'as regards breathing power or ventilation of the blood is actually

&adisability in terms of a man's ability to work. During about

four years of effort along these lines, we were repeatedly struck

ih the' fact that certain men were remaining on the job doing

a full day's work inspite of considerable impairment of breathing

power, some degree of arterial unsaturation and abnormalities of

the pulmonary volumina. It took us a long time to realiz thaat

we should be much more careful in the use of the word disability

and should define it precisely every time that it is used.

The word itself means exactly what it says, loss of an

ability, and we should be careful to say what ability. We, as

have many cthers befor .;is, cast about for some way of trying to

relate these specific disabilities to the general ability of a

person to perform as a physical engine.

There are various measurable things that reflect a person's

ability to "work." The earning nower of a man is to some extent
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Sto riding a bicycle.

Figure 2 shows a man walking on a treadmill while various

measurements are being 
made. Studying the i n d ivi d u-al in this

way, at increasing .ntensities of physical 
exerti on , certain

measurements can be made 
as shown in Table I. This is the data

of a normal person who has been walked at a ecstant speed at

three and a half miles an hour but increasing the grade on which

he walked until finally a grade is reached which is the 
utmost

that he can accomplish. In other words, at the next higher grade

the walk could not be completed because of intolerable distress.o

These walks were all of six minutes' duration and by in-

creasing the grade on which the man walked we 
finally reached

a point where the man could not walk for the full six minutes.

Normal individuals terminate the walk because of severe leg

weakness and breathlessness.

It is apparent that the human engine is quite similar to

the internal combuStin engine.- The oxyge1 uptake (Table I), as

you would expect, increases .and gets up to a peak oxygen uptake

of 2.950 cc. of oxygen per minute. This is the greatest ability

that this individual had for oxygen uptake. There is very

little increment in the last two intensities of exercise. Our

data show that a plateau is reached in oxygen uptake at a time when

the ventilation of the lungs can still be augmented. This, with

other evidence, has led to the conclusion that in the normal man

the circulation is the governing factor for peak physical output

of moderate duration. We're not talking about short bursts of

energy output.
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perhaps the best at present available, of a man's ability to

per'orm as an integrated being is the height to which he can in-

crease or raise his oxygen uptake during exercise. This is

certainly a function not only of respiration but also of circu-

lation and I believe in normal persons is primarily a function

of the circulation. The other tables that I will show you will

indicate, as Doctor Motley stated, that we bave enormous reapira-

tory reserves; they are far greater than those for circulation.

We have chosen the peak oxygen uptak* as our measure of the

maximum ability of the human engine to perform. Each man studied

in the data that I will show you was oarried in a series of walks

to his peak oxygen uptake. The first twoor three exercises can

be done in one day but subsequent, more sevire ones should be

done one or at most two a day.

In Figure 3 are shown the maximus oxygen uptakes .of 47

normal men. The oxygen uptake in liters per square meter of

body surface is plotted on the ordinate and the age in years on

the abscissa. There is a loss of this ability as the man becomes

older, a fact of common experience. The degree of spread is

interesting in that I had anticipated there would be a greater

variation. The standard deviation is approximately 13i of the

mean.

Figure 4 shows some data from abnormal individuals in

respect to peak oxygen uptake plotted on the "grid" of normal

persons. The heavy line defines the expected normal maximum

oxygen uptake based on age in years. The grid embraces two
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standard deviations on either side of the mean. The resting

oxygen uptake and the amount of oxygen intake for a level walk

are indicated in order to show the reserves we posses. To support

the belief that peak oxygen uptake is a good measure of a man's

ability to perform physical work, I have plotted data taken from

a paper that appeared in Science by Robinson, Dill and their co-

workers on peak power of physical performance of some of our

fine athletes.

The open circle at the very top on the far left is the data

from Don Lash, whob many of you will remember was our very fine

two-mile and cross-country runner.. The three that are plotted

below him are athletes who were also very fine distance runners.

It is apparent that these men have a phenomenal .bility for

oxygen uptake. This is an ability that is far« » yQ .ythi ngl i

that is possessed by the rest of us mere mortals, th' average

normal individual's ability being indicated by the heavy regressin

line. The remainder of the data is of some pathological subjects

These should not be considered as necessarily representing a

true cross section of each of the diseases represented. While

the group as a whole shows less ability than that possessed by

normal males, many still fall within normal limits and nearly all

still possess more than enough ability to wat on the level at

3.5 rph. Tt is of interest note that the young man with only

one lung (a pneumonectomy aV T*7WOAcoplasty havi- "been performed

for tuberculosis) still posse6SSS sac-/ a large AAeity F maximum

physical energy output.
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To what .xtent do the variousi.. d ynamic characteristics

of the respiratory apparatus influence or correlate with a person's

maximum ability for physical anergy output During the past few

years we have measured the maximum oxygen uptake ability using

the method we have just described in 180 individuals. These same

persons also were subjected to various "tests" of pulmonary

function. The group includes normal persons and those having

various diseases of the respiratory apparatus. There were no

unusually skilled athletes or "trained" persons in the group.

All degrees of respiratory and physically impaired persons were

included except those so impaired that they could not even walk

at 1.25 mph. on the level for six minutes. We deliberately ex-

cluded all persons with overt cardio-rculatory disease. It

is likely that a few persons with unreconizSed mild cor pulmonale

or with disease of the coronary vessels may have been included

because of the age groups and the nature of the pulmonar-y diseases

studied.

TABLE II

MAXIMUM 02 UTTAKE PER SQ'ARE XMTER OF BODY SURFACE CORRELATED WITH,

No, Studied "I" up

Vital Capacity, Absolute Value

Entire Group 176 0.691 *001

Normala 58 0.486 .001

21 0.511 *02
Pl and P

Silicosis 29 0.533 .01

Asbestsis 18 0.495 .05

SAsbeatoais 
L
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TABLE II (continued)

Miscellaneous 26 0.836 *001

Emphysema 25 0.273 .100

"Be" Granuloma 10 0.468 .100

Vital Capacity as % of Predicted Normal

Entire Group 176 0.696 .001

Normals 38 0.159 .100

P1 and P2  21 0.610 .01

Silicosis 29 0.481 .01

Asbastosis 18 0.619 .01

Miscellaneous 286 0.721 .001

Emphysema 25 0,546 .01

S"Be" Granuloma 10 0.4335 .

Tables II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII show the correlation

coefficient "r", and level of significance "P" for the relationship

Sof several of the commonly performed "tests" of the respiratory

apparatus to maximum oxygen uptake.

Table II shows the degree of coarrelation betwreen 'll apacity

both absolute and as a percent of predicted normal valie to be

moderately good for the group as a whole. When broken down into

sub-groups on the basis of diseases, a significant correlation

does not always exist. The Vital Capacity has been used for years

as a method of estimating "disability" but its failure to correlate

with "clinical experience" in many instances has come to be

recognized. The data in Table II substantiates this experience.

*
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TABLE III

MAXIMUM 02 UPTAKE PER SQUARE METER OF BODY SURFACE CORRELATED WITH:

No. Studied "r" u"P

Residual Capacity as % of Total Capacity

Entire Group 174 -0.551 .001

Normals 41 -0.353 .05

Emphysema 25 -0.688 .001

Silicosis 29 -0.693 .001

Asbestosis 17 -0.119 .1

Impediment to air flow through the tracheo-bronohial tree,

especially during the expiratory phase, reduces the maximum breath-

ing capacity and in the majority of instances diminishes the degree,

to which the lungs can be emptied. Abnormal volumes of air retained

in the lungs at the end of the most powerful expiration possible

can be detected by expressing the residual capacity as a percent

of the total capacity of the lungs, except in those few examples

in which the ratio is abnormally high by reason of a pathologically:'

small total capacity. The ratio of R.C./T.C. x 100 correlated-it

maximum oxygen uptake is shown in Table III. It is well established'

that a high R.C./T.C. ratio is a consistent finding in diffuse

obstructive emphysema; hence it is not surprising that a highly

significant correlation is found for the entire group because it.

contained a large number of emphysematous persons. The significant

correlation in the emphysema group per se suggests strongly that

tho degree of abnormality of the R.C./T.C. ratio parallels the loss

0
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of ability for maximum oxygen uptake. The high correlation in

the silicotic group is undoubtedly due to the fact that diffuse

obstructive emphysema existed in a number of this group. The

lack of correlatioin in the normal and asbestosis groups fits

well with the fact that diffuse obstructive emphysema of a

clinically significant grade is absent in these persons.

TABLE IV

MAXIMUM 02 UPTAKE PER SQUARE METER OF BODY SURFACE CORRELATED WITH:

No, Studi. "r . "op"

Maximum Breathing Capacity (Absolute)

Entire Group 180 0755 .001

Normala 41 0.508 .001

Entire Group excluding
Persons with IBC over
150 L/min.. 150 0.96 .001

Emphysema,, 26 0.797 .001

Silicosis 29 0.802 .001

Asbestosis 17 0.590 .02

Maximum Breathing Capacity as % of Predicted Normal Value

Entire Group 180 0.559 .001

The maximum breathing capacity measures the maximum ability

of the respiratory apparatus to behave as an air pump. Its

correlation with maximum oxygen uptake is shown in Table IV.

For thY group as a whole, "r" is higher than for vital capacity

or for the ratio of R.C./T.C.. As might be anticipated, the

.^rour o. nrcrnal persons did not show as high a correlation an
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The"ef fejtiveness. withwbich the respiratory apparatus.

ventilates the blood is reflected by the degree to which the

hemoglobin of as saturated with oxygen, the head

,of pressure for oxygen acrtss the membrane separating the blood

from the gas phase ofa the lung as expressed by the arterial-alveolar

pO difference during exercise and by the difference in arterial

carbon dioxide conte ihiyFlt, and during exercise. The correlations

of these factors with' ixnmum oxygen uptake are shown in Table V.

:: Although there is sigi t correlation in all three, it is

eerally of a low order sprobable that when this data

ais further exj ined_ bre&a &thqe' group into sub-groups according

to diseases, there il-bei. ne no correlation at all and in--i;H'%^:,^..^I ' ^^^^? ^^lassist -ther-` will '

.others a better" -cor-,,heio,., -concept that the arterial-alveolar'

pOZAtfeofeno0 h arterial hemoglobin is

tu- frated¶ yltgood measures of a person's i.

ablitty to do p xrcso is not substantiated by our data.
S(arried out In our laboratory an)

In fact, as shown irlthe as estaos a study reported herein by

y ̂  Doctor iregoire hemoglobin unsaturation does not

presage a lowered ability,, for maximum oxygen uptake. This will

- not:, seemtrange whh ione t^ allsthat great civilizations have

been developed at altitudes so high as to make one certain that

all of the inhabitants had arterial hemoglobin unsaturation.

The pathological respiratory conditions, for example low maximum

breathing capacity, that lead to or accompany the unsaturation of

hemoglobin are likely stronger determinants of maximum ability to

use oxygen than is hemoglobin unsaturation per seo
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highly correlatet)
Since maximum breathing capacity and 02v are and

entirely independent physiologic factors, we have, by rultiple

correlation technique, studied their combined relationship to

maximal oxygen uptake as shown in Table VII. The very high

correlation for the entire group is maintained when specific

sub-groups are studied.

TABLE VIII

REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTING MAXIMUM 02 UPTAKE FROM:

Vital Capacity: Og/m2/min. - 324 + 234 V.C.

S.D. - 236, Coeff. of variation = 21%

Maximum Breathing Capacity: 02/m2 /min. = 424 + 6.26 M.B.C.

S. D. - 220, Coeff. of variation = 19.8%

M.B.C. + 0 2 v: 0 2 /m 2 /min. r 1159 + (5.75 M.B.C. - 21.8 02v

S.D. = 143, Coeff. of variation = 13c

The scattergram of the ccr:-elations between Vital Capacity,

1Maximur. Breathing Capacity, and M.B.C. + 02 v with maximum oxygen

uptake are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 respectively. It is apparent

that although the correlation coefficient is significantly high

in all, the scatter is much greater for Vital Capacity than for

Mjaximum Breathing Capacity or K.d.C. l C(.v a-nd i le t_

latter. The regression equatiorns for thesre three corrfeir-:1.s

are shown in Table VIII.

These data strornly ' -,et That ;.'e.C. - 0 2 v are t:.-

:ihylsioloic detr.-rminants of r xi - rTn n::i: .y r )ox-yC'. . 1 ; :

oersons nhavirn piulmonary disease -v'':..t vert. circila: c>,.
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as a complication. Exercise to a maximum tolerated level is time

consuming and not always practical as a means of measuring the

overall ability of the human engine to expend energy. The importance

of the M.B.C, + 02v as measurable 
characteristics from which one

can properly estimate the normality of a person's ability for

physical energy output is apparent.

These data also show that whereas abnormality of the vital

capacitY, arterial blood gases, tc., and even abnormality of the

maximum breathing capacity or 02 v per se may be "disabilities"

for the specific function measured, one must question the correct-

ness of presuming that such abnormalities of necessity indicate

a disability for physical energy output. When the departure

from normal for any of these specific characteristics of the

respiratory apparatus is gross, the correlations indicate a high

probability that the maximum oxygen uptake w ill e sub-normal.

When, however, the departurc, from normal is small, the maximum

oxygen uptake may still boŽ well within the normal range.

The fact that the circulatory system nas not been critically

assessed in these studies must be borne in mind, especially if

practical applications of the information are to be made.

In closing, 1 would like to state that this work is a

preliminary report and wef contributed to I- the entire laboratory

personnel over the last ffw years. It has been my privilege to

report it.



Legends for Dr. George Wright's Paper

Maximum Ability for Physical Work of Moderate Duration Correlated

With Various Tests of Pulmanary Function

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of essential mechanical factors of

respiration.

Fig. S. Physiologic data being obtained while subject exercising

on motor-driven treadmill.

Fig*. . Maximur oxygen uptake of normal men plotted against age

in years.

Fig. 4. Maximum oxygen uptake of abnormal individuals plotted on

"grid" of normal persons.

Fig. 5. Scattergram of maximum oxygen uptake plotted against

vital capacity in a group of normal and pathological

subjects.

Fig. 6* Soattergram of maximum oxygen uptake plotted against

maximum breathing capacity in a group of normal and

pathological subjects.

Fig. 7. Scattergram of maximum oxygen uptake plotted against

a combination of maximum breathing capacity and oxygen

ventilation equivalent.
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I find myself in full agreement with him on the

question of the importance of the clinician and the tendency

to rely on laboratory procedures. This reliance, in clin-

ical medicine, is a manifestation partly of the tremendous

burden that is put on a physician. I think itts also, to

some extent, a false reliance in that we can see figures

and understand gigures more easily than we can the things

that go into forming an opinion*

I do believe, however, that Doctor McCann would

be the first to say that we need these gadgets and these

methods of measurement if for no other reaason than to ap-

ply some sort of a test to our clinical accounts, our clin-

ical abilities*

The clinician has been going on for years express-

ing opinions, and lacking all - most always wanting to know,

but lacking more precise methods of confirming his opinion,

and I would think that perhaps one of the greatest functions

- more precise measurement - is that of applying some sort

of tests to clinical abilities, and it is somewhat in that

vein that our work has been carried out and the study that

I am to report this morning was done.

May I have the first slide? Because this is a

mixed audience, I am going to take just a few moments to

prepare some background for the comments that I am going to

make, and I have hopes that my medical colleagues will forgive
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me for this crude diagram which, to my mind, portrays in an

easily understood manner, the vital functions of respiratior.

The respiratory apparatus is in essence, a bellows,

an air pump through which blood circulates for the purpose

of being ventilated. Air enters into a bellows and the act on

of that bellows is all important. The air is then distrib-

uted through the bellows and being constantly replaced, mair-

tains its way, with a higher pressure of oxygen and a lower

pressure of carbon dioxide than existed in the blood that

flows through it.

The veinous blood returns to the lung from the

periphery, carrying a high load of carbon dioxide and being

low in oxygen. As the blood circulates through the bellows

gas passes across a very thick membrane which separates the

blood phase from the gas phase of the lung, oxygen going

into the blood and carbon dioxide coming out. The blood

then returns to the left side of the heart and is pumped out

through the tissues*

You have, in essence here, a pump and a diffusion

service. That is the lung proper, and then we have, of

course, a system that is intimately involved, it simply can

not be separated from the lung, namely, the circulatory

system, a pumping system which pumps the blood into the luni,

accepts blood back from the lung and then pumps it out to

the tissues.
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Now, the vulnerable points of such an apparatus

are, of course, immediately apparent. The apparatus is

vulnerable from the point of view of air flow into and out

of the lung, namely, from the pipes. Any airway obstructior

will, very obviously, interfere with the capacity of this

apparatus to behave as an air pump*

Improper distribution of gas in this bellows will

lead to regional poor ventilation and possibly even --

actually it does occur -- areas of lung that are not venti-

lated at all. If these areas are still circulated, the

veinous blood that flows through such areas does so to no

purpose whatsoever. The bellows itself is vulnerable. It

is a pump in the same sense that any other mechanical pump

operates. Loss of power or loss of deformability or ease

of being changed in volume, will obviously impair its

activity as a pump. The system is very_ vulnerable at that

thin membrane which separates the blood from the gas phase.

If it becomes thickened or otherwise changed, you can read-

ily understand that gasses may have trouble in getting acro

this barrier and then, of course, the circulatory system it

self is vulnerable, the total area which 'can receive blood

or the cross-sectional area of the vasuular bed may be di-

minished, so the blood is pumped through with difficulty.

Blood may dam back in the lung, because of failure of the

pumpon the left side to move the blood along as it leaves



the lung. The circulatory aspect is going to be covered

by Doctor McCann.

I don't, however, in our presentation, want you

to lose sight of the fact that a lung is not just an air

pump; it's intimately associated with the circulation.

Now, for a good many years, the - these intimate

and distinct functions of respiration were not amenable to

very precise study, but during the past twenty years, meth-

ods have been developed which will permit a fairly precise

measurement of the activities of the respiratory apparatus

especially the study of the vulnerable points that I have

just mentioned*

I would like to say, at this point, that Doctor

McCann and his group, Doctor Kotler, who is in the audience

were and continued to be pioneers in this study. Areally

tremendous amount of the work that we are talking about

today stems from it, their own laboratory, and I just think

this is a rather appropriate time to recognize their role

in studies of respiration in this country and abroad.

Now, some thirteen years ago, Doctor Gardner be-

came interested in the functional aspects of the effectx

that the inhalation of dust might have on lung and circula-

tion and it was because of this interest that I came here.

I might say also that it gives me some pleasure to say thal

it was through Doctor McCann's efforts that this was made
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building of the laboratory came about as a result of con-

tributions for a number of years from the Department of

Medicine, not only of money, but of time and helpful instruc-

tion. We began our studies in the only way that we knew

how at the time, namely, to study the individual actions

of the respiratory apparatus. These procedures are those

that you have been told about here by others that have

talked on the subject of pulmonary function.

We measured the size of the bellows, the so-callec

pulmonary volume; .we measured the stroke volume of this air

pump, then the vital capacity. We measured the power that

this pump has to deliver air per minute, namely, the maxi-

mum breathing capacity. We have attempted, with relatively

little success, to measure the distribution and mixing of

gasses in the lung. With some greater success, we have beer

able to measure the impairment, if aný, for the passage of

gasses from the gas phase to the blood phase, and this is

done in two ways, by studying the blood gasses of the blood

after it has emerged from the lung, namely the degree to

which the hemoglobin is saturated with oxygen and the degree

to which carbon dioxide has been removed from the blood, and

in a little more precise way, we have measured the pressure

head that exists between the oxygen and carbon dioxide in

the gas phase and the oxygen and carbon dioxide in the blood
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One of the great shortcomings, and I think it is

still a shortcoming, although a lot of work is being done

on it, is that we have not been able to measure with nearly

the same degree of accuracy, the role of the circulatory

apparatus. I await with great eagerness the day when maxi#

mum cardiac outputs can be measured, and when the pressure

relationships about which Doctor McCann will tell you, that

govern the flow of blood through the lung, can be measured

under conditions of stress.

0 : After about four years of work, measuring these

various things, these individual functions of the lung, we

came to the realization that we were not really doing what

we had set out to do. It is through, we could recognize,

failure of the blood to be properly ventilated. We could

recognize impairment of the pumping action of the lung or

the respiratory apparatus. We could recognize poor dis-

tribution of gasses, and I have been guilty, as have others

of calling these disabilities, and thereby, we have confusel

some of our legal friends, because we have failed to be

precise, and say these were disabilities for certain things.

A low maximum breathing capacity is a disability

for breathing power. A poor arterial saturation is a dis-

ability for blood gas transfer and that is all that the

disability is. That's all we have measured, and we and
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others have sometimes not been careful to say whether or

not this disability to breathing power is a disability in

terms of a man's ability to work.

After, as I say, about -four years of effort along

these lines, we were repeatedly struck with the fact that

certain men were remaining on the job doing a full day's

work who had considerable impairment of breathing power,

who had some degree of arterial unsaturation, who had ab-

normalities of the pulmonary volumena, and thick-headed as

we were, took a long time to realize that we should be much

more careful in the use of that word disability, and should

define it precisely every time that it is used*

The word itself means exactly what it says, loss

of an ability, and we should be careful to say what ability.

Because of this discrepancy, we, as have many others before

us, cast about for some way of trying to relate these spec-

ific disabilities to the general ability of a person to per-

form as a physical engineer - engine.

Now, you may use various procedures in this regarc

The earning power of a man is the - to some extent, a meas-

ure of his ability to perform as a physical engine, but it

0 is not a very precise one, and many factors are involved

in that, perhaps I'll have occasion to say more about that

this afternoon.

As doctors, we were, of course, interested in the
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S human body, and therefore, it is or would be nice if we

could find some way of measuring the integrated man, what

he can do in the.:way of physical performance. Some work

has been done along these lines, measuring peak abilities

to - for physical output, for example, the wonderful re-

cords that have been set in distance running and in other

forms of physical feats, is, in a sense, a measure of an

ability.

There is a more precise way of getting at it. The

human engine is a great deal like an ordinary internal com-

bustion engine. Fuel is burned, oxygen is required in that

burning, and carbon dioxide is the result of that burning,

and just as you might rate the power output of any engine

in terms of its oxygen consumption, the human body can be

studied in essentially the same way.

SThe next slide, please* One can study maximum

performance abilities by having the individual walk on a

treadmill rather than run on a circular one-mile track, and

tremendous amounts of excellent work has been done in the

Peck Laboratory at Harvard, studying fine athletes and some

of that data I will show you in just a moment.

We have studied men from the point of view of

their greatest ability to put out physical energy, by hav-

ing them walk on a treadmill. We chose that rather than thl

bicycle because in this country, our people are not accustoaec



to riding a bicycle. In addition, the exercise involved is

not as free as it is in walking.

This is simply a picture of a man walking on a

treadmill while various measurements are being made. Next

slide. Studying the individual in this way, at increasing

intensities of physical exertion, certain meaxurements can

be made, as represented in this slide. This is of a person

who has been walking or who has been walked at a constant

speed, as you see, in the forward right-hand column, three

and a half miles an hour, but increasing the level on which

he walked until finally a level is reached which is the ut-

most that he can accomplish; in other words, a higher level,

the walk is terminated at an earlier period than we have,".

0i or had chosen.

These walks were all of six minutes duration and^,r-

by increasing the grade on which the man walks, we finally-

get to a point where the man can not walk for the full six-

minutes; he must get off and normal individuals, because

of some severe leg weakness and some degree of breathless-

ness.

Now, it's apparent that the human engine is quite

similar to the internal combustion engine* The oxygen up-

take, as you would well expect, shown in the far left col-

umn, increases and gets up to a peak oxygen uptake of 2,950

cubic feet - cubic centimeters of oxygen. Now, that, then,



is the greatest ability that this individual had for oxygen

uptake. If you would plot that out, you would see that as

the last two exercises were carried out and a plateau was

reached, there is very little increment in those last two

exercises, and we have some data to show as in others, that

a plateau is reached in oxygen uptake at a time when the

minimum ventilation or breathing facility of the lungs can

still be augmented and this has led along with other evi-

dence, to the conclusion that in the normal man, the cir-

culation is the governing factor for peak physical output

of moderate duration. We're not talking now about short

bursts of energy output.

I believe that I won't need to labor the point

any further, but can simply say that it is generally accept

that the - one of the measures and perhaps one of the best

at present available, of a man's ability to perform, as an

integrated being, is the height to which he can increase

or raise his oxygen uptake. This is certainly a function

not only of respiration but of circulation, and I believe

is primarily a function of circulation or chiefly so.

The other tables that I will show you, will in-

dicate, as Doctor Motley stated, that we have enormous res-

piratory reserves, far greater than we do circulatory.

Now, we have chosen as our measure of the ability

of this human engine to perform, this peak oxygen uptake,
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Sand each man studied in the data that I will show you was

carried in a series of walks of this sort to the peak oxygen

uptake. The first two or three exercises can be done in one

day. Subsequent ones, especially those requiring, when you

get near the top, you can't do more than two in one day, be-

cause it's very strenuous work. It's very time-consuming,

as you can see, so that what will be referred to as maximum

oxygen uptake, is this bottom figure on the left-hand side,

your left-hand side, and expressed in square meters of sur-

face area, liters per minute, and what we have attempted to

do or what we have accomplished in our study over the last

ten years, is to run various tests of specific respiratory

function in conjunction with this measurement of peak oxygen

uptake.

Next slide. Now, here are forty-one normal men

carried to the peak oxygen uptake on the treadmill. On the.

on the left you see plotted on the oribt, the oxygen uptake

in liters per square meter of body surface, and here the

age in years. There is a loss of ability, as the man be-

comes older, which is only common sense, that fits in with

what you all know.

0 The degree of spread is interesting in that I did

anticipate* there would be a greater variation. It is a

good sized variation, standard deviation is approximately

thirteen percent of the mean and that means that an individ al
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really with normal mean bearing.

The next slide shows some abnormal individuals in

respect to peak oxygen uptake, I might also say that the

resting oxygen uptake is indicated, the amount of oxygen

intake for a level walk is also indicated showing what re-

serves we possess. These are abnormal individuals and, to

confirm the notion that peak oxygen uptake is a pretty good

measure of a man's ability to perform, I have plotted data

taken from a paper that appeared in Science, by Robinson

Dill, and their co-workers, on peak power of physical per-

formance of some of our fine athletes.

The very top figure is the data from Don Lasch,

whom many of you will remember was our very fine two-mile

runner, and very fine cross-country runner. The three that

are Plotted below him are Glen - Gene Benske, Glen Cunning-

ham and Archie San Romani, who were also very fine distance

runners. They have a perfectly phenomenal ability for oxy-

gen uptake. Lasch could sustain that level not for five or

six minutes but for twenty minutes.

Now, this is an ability that is far beyond any-

thing that is possessed by the rest of us mere mortals. The

average normal individual, as indicated by the very heavy

line. These are some pathological subjects. The squares,

filled in squares, are emphysemas. There is one
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pneumonectomy over here, who still possesses a quite good

ability. Some of the silicosis and asbestosis cases are

scattered around.

Next slide. Now, I would like to show you a ser-

ies of correlation c o-efficients in which we attempted to

disclose or find out which of these specific measurements

seem to parallel a man's greatest ability for oxygen uptake

and, by inference, his ability to perform as a physical

engine. The vital capacity correlated in a rather sur-

prisingly good fashion. I have been one who, in the last

ten years, has belabored the position of the vital capacity

measurement. I'm not retracting all that I said about it,

but I must say that this gave me some reason for surprise

and I think Doctor Hugh-Jones, in his paper the other day,

also said that they were somewhat surprised to find a way

in which vital capacity correlated with ability of a man to

perform.

This data, I must say, that I've got, is obtained

on 180 individuals, and embraces all manner of pulmonary

disease. There are sarcoid, there are pulmonary glanulomas

emphysema, bronchiectases, non-specific pneumoconiosis that

we were able to diagnose, silicosis, asbestosis, exposure t

dust, men with linear exposure and so on, a conglomerate

group and ranges all the way from people who can just bare-

ly walk on the level at one and a half miles an hour for
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five minutes, to men who had astounding abilities to per-

form, and it is, I believe, going to be possible with further

working of our data to find out that there are specific dis-

eases in which the vital capacity does give the erroneous

information, and others in which the information is more re.

liable.

As you run down, you can see that there is very

little improvement in the correlation when the vital capac-

ity is expressed as a percent of the predicted, in other

words, where you attempt to correct for age and surface are(.

Now, the residual capacity, or the residual air also corre-

lates with a quite high correlation, as y.ou would well ex-

pect, and as those have showrn.in the normal individuals, the

correlation is very poor; in order to disclose the corre-

lation, one must add in other people, namely, those who have

had some impairment of their residual capacity.

It's rather interesting to show what Doctor

Gregoire will later show, that in asbestosis, there is no

correlation whatsoever.

Maximum breathing capacity correlatex somewhat

better than does the vital capacity.

The next slide. Splitting up the maximum breath-

ing capacity, you see that in normal individuals, the correa

lation drops considerably, and I think this is further evi-

dence that we possess far greater reserves for breathing
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power than we do for circulation. If the maximum breathing

capacity in normal men was a strong determinant of ability

to perform, the correlation should be higher and I'm sure

that when we are able to measure cardiac output during peak

exercise, we will find a very high correlation. However,

when you have impairment of the breathing pump as occurs in

asbestosis and silicosis, the correlation is somewhat im-

proved, especially in silicosis.

Next slide. The ability of the lung to remove

carbon dioxide from the blood is, I think, one of the very

important ones, and we were curious as to how that might

correlate, and there is a correlation, but it is of a rathei

low order. Very poor correlation, as you see, between

aerterial hemoglobin saturation during exercise - these were

blood samples removed while the man was walking on the mill

- very low correlation between any of the gas exchange meas*

urements and peak ability to work.

I rather wish that Doctor Motley were here becaus

he could correct me if I'm wrong in my impression that he

left, that perhaps I'm wrong in this, because as I under-

stand what he said, his belief is that the single best in-

dication of whether a man is normal or not fram a respka -

tory point of view, is whether his blood gasses are normal,

and I think you see here a fairly convincing demonstration

that a man's ability to work depends relatively little on
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his arterial saturation.

This is not difficult to understand if one will

recall the great civilizations have been built at altitudes

where every one was unsaturated, and today some of our pro-

ductive mines operate with some physical energy expended

on the part of the men, at altitudes where everyone is to

some extent, unsaturated* To be sure, compensations on

the part of the body do occur, but the same thing is true

in the diseased man, as Doctor McCann will undoubtedly des-

cribe to you, so that arterial blood gasses were surpris-

ingly poorly correlated.

Now, the 02V, that is a term that I must define

for you, and could apply on one of the previous slides. It

is'what we refer to as the ventilation equivalent. It is

obtained by dividing the minimum ventilation by oxygen up-

take, and expressed, it's simply an expression of the breati-

ing load, it's the amount of air that a man must breathe

for a certain amount of energy expended, and it is surpris-

ingly constant in normal people, has a very narrow range

of variation.

Now, you see here a fairly high correlation,

herein higher than we had anticipated, n.60, and I shall

jump now, just to the very last one, in which we had a

multiple correlation. Incidentally, we had multiple corre-

lations with most of these, and I'm only showing this one,
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because it is the highest that we obtained. If one com-

bines maximum breathing capacity and ventilation equivalent

as a single factor, and I will show you some scattergraphs

in a moment on that to point that out, then the correlation

equivalent is a surprisingly high one, .904. This came as

somewhat of a surprise to me. I still have difficulty in

believing that it means what it seems to suggest, namely,

that there is this very high dependence on M.B.C. and 02V

when one wishes to study peak abilities to perform.

On the other hand, it is somewhat common sense,

isn't it, because maximum breathing capacity is, in essence,

breathing power. Ventilation equivalent ix, in essence,

breathing load and the ability of an ordinary engine to

perform is certainly directly related to the power of the

engine and to the load that one puts on it*

Next slide. Now, we were interested in whether

or not this correlation would hold up, of M. B. C. and 02V

versus oxygen uptake when one divided the data by diseases,

and you will see that the correlation did hold up. Again,

for normal individuals, the correlation is nowhere near tha

which we found in diseased individuals. This was another

evidence that breathing reserves are much greater than

Scirculatory reserves.

Next slide. Now, itts always well to look at

scattergraphs, because as Doctor Hugh-Jones pointed out,



the correlation co-efficients usually look much better than

do the scattergraphs, and the scatter will show you at once

the wide variation which can also, of course, be expressed

by the standard deviation which I will show you. This is

-vital capacity versus maximum oxygen uptake and there is,

of course, this general slant, which is defined by the cor-

relation co-efficient.

The standard deviation is large, as is shown by

this wide scatter, making it, of course, very difficult to

use the vital capacity as a good measurement in an individ-

ual, but for class studies or group studies, it is a better

tool.

Next slide. This shows a maximum breathing ca-

pacity against peak oxygen uptake, and you will see at once

that there is a - somewhat less scattered effect, still ovel

large, and there are some exceptions that are always more

interesting. Here, we find three individuals way down here

Sall alone. These three persons were cases of pulmonary

granuloma in beryllium workers, who possessed a normal

maximum breathing capacity, but whose ability to exercise

was very limited because of the very high ventilation equiv-

0 alent, and when you correct the ventilation equivalent, they

fall back into the body of the chart, as you will see in

the next slide. Leave this one on just a moment.

You see, if you take above the average peak oxyget



uptake above 1.3, the scatter is tremendous, much more so

than is true in the lower percentages here, indicating that

respiratory reserves are far greater than circulatory or

at least in relation to work. This shows you the M. B. C.

and 02V combined as a factor, and here you have a scatter

that is certainly far less, again more scattered in the

range of normal, because the M. B. C. has undue weight at

this or in this portion of the disti.tion of our'data.

But here we have a quite nice 'distribution.

The next slide. As I say, 'it's one that surprisec

me. I throw this on primarily so that you can see the co-

efficient of variation which defines mathematically -the de-

gree of scatter around the regression line. Vital capacity

twenty-one, 1,984 maximum breathing dapacity and very great

- very gratifyingly, much smaller for the combination of

M. B. C. and 02V.

The next slide brings you back again to the same

distribution of M. B. C. over 02V using, coming down now

to zero instead of standing at three, with a drawing of a

grid which combines the regression line and the standard

deviation on the two sides.

The next slide -- or, that's all, I think. I

want to summarize this rather long period of work by saying

that as one would almost have anticipated, and I presume

if I had gone to an engineer and said, "Now, look, we would

IIm
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like to know what determines peak oxygen uptake", he would

say, "Well, what's the load and what's the power", and we

could have avoided all this work, because it's just a com-

mon sense correlation. I believe that the correlation is a

rather surprising one. I can certainly say itts a surpris-

ing one to me. I don't understand why it's so high. I would

think that circulation should have entered into this more

than it did. We had no one in the series who had been in

or was in congested failure. I'm sure we had some early

cor pulmonales in the group. Undoubtedly, we have had some

cardiac patients in this series, severe cardiacs, we would

have found a little different result*

I believe that this type of study applied to the

* cardiac group would be very rewarding. In closing, I would

like to say that this study is the end result of the labors

of a large number of persons. I simply have the pleasure

of presenting it to you. It's been carried on over the pasi

ten years and the men who have worked in the laboratory have

all taken a part in it. Thank you.

(Applause).

BY DOCTOR McCANN:

since the next speaker's material covers areas

- much the same area, I think it would be better to deffr

the discussion on the two papers until we can have the two

papers together, so I'll now ask Doctor Gregoire to present
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LE BUREAU DU DIRECTEUR MEDICAL
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Dear Mrs. Blinn:

I am sending a copy of my conference to
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BY DR. McCANN:

since the next speaker's material covers areas - much of the

same area, I think it would be better to defer the discussion on the

two papers until we can have the two papers together, so I'll new

ask Doctor Gregoire to present
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___Table II XPOSURE. Age-o

49.2 6 1 l5

5 6

e III EXPOSURE VS M.BC

411.99 5.202 16

-.107.3 29.58 1119 17.6 11.67 No S.

we study the data, we can see that the.mean is lower and-:

significantly so specially for the subjects in the group 300 to

400, but some individual, are still in normal limits and the group

of- 400 and over has a higher figure than the preceding group,, , * .*

Spossibly .due to the fact that the number of subjects is only 7 in r

this group.
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his paper on the pulmonary function sdies in men exposed

B* for ten or more years to the iihal ation of asbestos fibers.

BY DOCTOR GREGOIRE:

(Doctor Gregoire ead a pr ed paper which was

Sto have been filed with the Saranac boratory. Transcript

.There qmay·& - bonsiderd" 6Uo

' ' ''of his remarks is *aailable inthe vento afoml paper

papers but' I suggest ,that tef

: inurte, recess for' astretch be r a^ V6 iscus s them.

(Recss. on : vonw0ý1_ C,

Ma e aii t'ake ; - ' a 6"o u'.ar6 a :  ' ; *

BY DOCTOR McCANN:e

Will r ? -meeting-Wa rdr ill o

____please _ _come t6 orde;? Will all H not go

their banquet tickets plese do so efore twelve o tlock

Bby Doctor Wright and by Doe tor Gregoiryare now open for

B BY DOCTOR HUGH-JONES: " *.-

pt I would like to make tawo comments really. The

first is about Doctor Wright's paper with which I was ex-

mitremely interested, and he put forwrda suggested definition

tremely interested, and he put forward~ a suggested definiti n



shall we say, of a way of measuring a man 's capacity for

overall. work. There was one question I would like to ask

him about that, and that is.this that many people, It

B think I'ra u'ighthin saying, Taylor and Briggs originally did

4 -'

that which they called the crest load, the maximum work that

people 'ean do in a staady state. Other people have done

the maximum ability to work as measured by the oxygen con-

sumption' iioh Doctor Wright has used.-

' w tr' there" is always one thil ng that worries me

zgl about tatLan' t-that isa this, that although you

and , 1 nstance, might-have very different powers to

Ba a do oui'anadoes, that neces arily limit ui, at the

Ireor1z a wr w go ing to do in every day performance. .

TI fact the q estionits ist -hat doe aDoctor Wight have

evidence to show that the performance at sub-maximal loads

s oncese wiyo shaow falling off of

Olea i It doesn't always seem to me to

necessarily follow.

For example, I might have a reduced maximum ven-

' tilation or maximum ventilatory power of my lungs and, there -

fore, not be able to run, shall we say, a half a mile as

Sfast as I could before. On the other hand, I might be able

to walk at a slow rate for a long time perfectly well if my

own thinking on that subject, and I would like his comments

on that.
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The other thing I want, and I hope people will

excuse me because Im not a statistician, I'm a male physiol-

ogist, and I have a certain amount of fears, and worries

about statistics. S I` think-you know about the same kind of

known estimatibns that are given that if all the blood

capillaries were, put end to end: t would stretch around

the world. Somebody once said if all the statisticians

were put end to end, thtwould agood thing

With those -remarks, if Pmay make two technical

criticisms on te statistics, op you 11 forgive me.

The first is on ahe use f this co ionoff ii

:Doctor Wright wasi 2iuri-sed at the U tremely high co-effici nt

he got between the maximui a ty combined with

the ventilation eq~iL1iientf or ogen, ,and the maximum

power to work. I'believe that is an example of what

is technically calle a urious coprelation. He has got

the same thing coming, i th b ;|to adp, tto of the frac-

tion, namely, the ventilation in maximum breathing capacity

in one case and in ventilation equivalent on the other, and

I believe in his examples of comparing correlations, he

should have been using partial correlations throughout,

that if you are comparing the overall correlation, what

you're observing is the amount one test relates to some

other test, and the degree of that is a set thing if you're

just comparing one set of tests. If you're comparing
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another test to the first thing, in this case oxygen capac-

ity, for work, the reason why that correlates so highly may

Sbe due because itis partially correlated with your orig-9

Sinal test and I don't think you can put out or compare

""things on that basis unless you "take a count of the par---

tial ci relaetion5s and particularly of the spurious corre -

laions. which inay arise from fractions.

rThat is one technical point, 'Thiere -are two othern

Sne ,.that t does seem to me that if people, and I would'

Slike to- ask Doctor Gregoire this questin, when he says thal

thse ^test5 are significantly d i f f erent, fwhlatihe precisely.

=6, A Ifhe uses twice the standard error of the differ. ^

',which I think that assumes anormal is bu

Surve and in t a l 'o f these things which he was con-

paring, he is using a fraction which I know and can demong

s& -te *: is not normally distributed.

I would like. to ask him what he takes as a level:

. statistical significance when the thing is on askewed

distribution, and then lastly, which I think is an important

point, and I put it up in all humility because IUm not sure

the real answer to it, and that is this, that is a greait

U fashion in physiology to which many people have been addict

ed, and that is to express things in a percentage of the

predicted normal.

Now, it does seem to me that what Doctor Wright



and Doctor Gregoire did in two of their slides was a much'.

more valuable way of doing things, and. that is they showed

the regression line with these tests scattering about it,

and I think 'instead of saying that somebody at that point

is a hundred percent of a predicted normal, you should say

he lies within plus or minus . a certain scatter of what

would be expected at that age In fact, you should sub-

tract the average fall with age and not express it as a

percentage. To express it as, a. percentage assumes, for

one thing, a linear regression. I,,t asurmes the thing goes

about the mean which it doesn t:irinny case, and lastly, in

the extremes, it is entirely incorrect and it s a thing in

physiology, I think we.ought t ey seriousl, that

if we are going to use statistics sin ugh to con-

sult expert statisticians on those things, and I do make

those comments in all humii I.do tink a lot of

thb-physiological conclusions can be erroneous*

I was extremely inteiestetid Pjn tor Gregoire' s

conclusions, his last ones, about the differences between

asbestosis and silicosis, and. I have no. doubt in my own

mind that all he said was extremely correct statistically

from that point of view, and I think it was a fascinating

and a very valuable and able study though I would like to

ask him whether he did take cognizance of the various other

individual tests as far as their significance level was



co nerned.

BY DOCTOR "McCAN-:

-e*re going to fi ish by your scheduled timeit

1willbe, necessary to limit this discussion and I'll ask`--

:bo6'i-oct "Wrght if he cares to answer Doctor Hugh-Jones.

C. DOCTOR WRIGHT:

Doctor Jones, Im afraid you read more .into y a

payr.. a n I wbrante o e in it. You have gone beyond now-

-d : , "RP; iin he pe^ak` -'oxygen uptake to a man.'s abli

o1 e a I t o -ae h ve 'cas i f r om doing that edelib-e

B ecqus%'-w ,^er hat w measureds and thats alil.:

') I * otalk1^ w ate 6 s into a man's ability to

pez z mevez d h st -complex;motivation alone, how

many l h en he mu st f eem -at home is extremely important

hy people become fatigued on their job is a most complex

* question. Why does th'e housewife who really, in many

instances, has little physical labor to do, with our wash-'.

* ing'machines and so on, become dead tired at the end of the

day? I wouldn't for a moment say, and I refrain deliber-

ately from saying that peak oxygen uptake will tell you

whether or not the man is able to carry out a full day's

* work.

I can show you, I'm sure you have many examples,

of men that stay on the payroll. They break just as much

tonnage underground as the .next man who may have double his



* peak oxygen uptake-:

W!hat- Ido believe the eak oxygen uptake giveso

some inormation at. i human engine is able to do

in this preci espece of work.

NoW, there are two extrens that this soft of

falls in the middle of. There is .the sudden burst of ener-

gy which a man may be called upon to do in running from a

burning building, whicha seve cardiac might be able to

do. That Isacompli shed anaphobia. Then there is the

Sothe ki referring to, the sub-maximal work

not bear athe eak oxygen uptake.

a' -we aa

a matter of fact, it was the failure of its

b earing ton l aled do this study oriugin-

ally, becausewe had. observed just in a practical way, that

men were- wi ,a ow maximum breathing capacity who had w

arterial sa ation, wh had a high residual of air, were

Sneverthele able to do a full day underground, doing a job

that was certanly a sub-maximal job, so I agree with you

fully. Itm glad you brought the point up that one can not

transfer this-sort of data in any exact manner to the ques-

tion of whe ror not an individual is able to do a day's -

work at sub -maximal labor.

I do believes however, that it is a tool that let;

the clinician find out how well he is able to estimate the
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(departure from normal*''.

Now, our stat istica i b:.e uld take a consid-

erable amount of time. I recognize`the things ypu are.,

S- talking about and would i e.o opp unityo:ave o opportityd out,,

converse with you in that regard.p e re wrried about

whether or not we hadt a l ond, wo sides of the

correlation, .a thing that I belieeasIa serious criti-

cism of Doctor Motleys adata.

't's true at xygen :oxygen uptake, is a fac-

tor that appears, ''and vntiaion. appe t they are don

under different circumsstan ces and Ido not btelieve they ar

the same.

It woulde mthi like ing that a man who

has one dollar is a-millionair beaause he possesses a

dollar. Oxygen uptake, during work, when it's related to

ventilation equivalent, i m yihpl ;e amount of oxygen bein

used in relation to the amount. <off' ai being breathed'at the

time. It's totally different from maximum breathing capac-

ity and itts totally different from peak oxygen uptake

and I think we re on fairly safe grounds from that point

of view.

You raise the question of askewed distribution.

It's true that one of these correlations definitely is a

curvo-linear distribution and thatts the maximum breathing

capacity against maximum oxygen uptake. The curve is in th



process of being fitted at the present tame in an effort to

see whether it would give us a-better correlation than the

formula we did use, whichIwas g.a straight line formula.

I would like to, say one thing that Doctor Greg-

-oire perhaps won't be able to touchon, and that is .,when we

say a thing is a certain perdent of the predicted, we are

WB^ ^ taking into cons ideratio -the two. standard deviations fram

normal. SThese are most of thee corrected curves for age

0o r s o m e other factor and the standard devianion of the nor-

mal predicted value has b acted a for example,

-with maximum breathing capaolty in' which we say there is

s u c h a figure as one. hundred percent or a normal figure,

t h e scatter around thatgvegres u sion ine gives you a sation thandar the

devformutioa we if you wish io was straight ine for a

The scatter, for example, around the maximum

obrething capacty is suableh ttouch on,tes theand standard devia-

saytion of the predicted value requ s you t consider all

people .over sixty-six percent, as being within the normal

trange Now, the matter of partial correlation is much too

involved for us to discuss here, We can do that afterwards,

]LY DOCTOR McCANN:

Do you wish to makp furtherv comment, Doctor

BY DOCTOR GREGOIRE:

S I think e has covered it ch sa there



mi ay at the outset in answer to a remark

S:C ightO atI do not think the clinician shoull

omit, unctiona aid physiological studies. The function of

heAo llniciah t'isto put the whole mess of things together.

He.s's integrator. lHe must take all aspects of the man

onc ,into account, if Itts -goifg to make any sense.

r,, (cC o innIs. pape6r, from ths i"nt, was prepared, and

a copy as been filed with the Saranac Laboratory.

I i :he printed record of these proceedings, I

Sshouldi ike the names of Doctor Love joy, Hillfrank and othe s

as co-authors of the paper -twhich I have read.* I'm afraid

,I haven t' been too clear. I certainly have used up so much

-time, I'll certainly leave very little for discussion.

Doctor Waring will open the discussion.

BY DOCTOR WARING:

. * Doctor McCann and Members of the Symposium, Doctor

McCann has, as always, presented factual matter as well as

philosophical comments with such a happy facility that I

envy him. I'm reminded of the story which I hope our Brit-

ish friends here will not find incorrect, about Sir Joseph
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THE MECHANISMS CONTROLLING PULMONARY VENTILATION AND

CIRCULATION ARE SO INTIMATELY RELATED THAT IT IS VIRTUALLY

IMPOSSIBLE TO CONSIDER ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER, EITHER IN NORMAL

OR PATHOLOGICAL INDIVIDUALS. IT IS ALSO TRUE THAT NO CONSIDER-

ATIONS OF THE PULMONARY AND CARDIAC MECHANISMS HAVE VALIDITY

UNLESS THEY INCLUDE THE ENTIRE CIRCULATION AND RESPIRATION,

PERIPHERAL AS WELL AS PULMONIC, AND THE CENTRAL AND VEGETATIVE

NERVOUS INTEGRATION OF THESE FUNCTIONS.

IT HAS LONG BEEN REALIZED THAT IN SOME INSTANCES

ADVANCED PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN THE LUNGS RESULT IN FAILURE

OF THE RIGHT VENTRICLE OF THE HEART. THIS HAS BEEN DESIGNATED

AS PULMONARY HEART DISEASE, OR COR PULMONALE, WHEN THIS EVENT

OCCURS AS A RESULT OF GREATLY INCREASED PULMONARY RESISTANCE

TO THE TRANSFER OF BLOOD FROM THE RIGHT VENTRICLE TO THE LEFT.

THE SITUATIONS RESULTING IN FAILURE OF THE RIGHT VENTRICLE TO

ADAPT TO INCREASED PULMONARY RESISTANCE MAY ARISE ACUTELY, OR

MAY RESULT FROM REACHING THE CRITICAL LIMITS IN SLOWLY DEVEL-

OPING LONG COMPENSATED PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN THE LUNGS.

WE HAVE RECOGNIZED ACUTE COR PULMONALE FOLLOWING EXTENSIVE

EMBOLIZATION OF THE LUNGS, AND IN ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK. THE

CHRONIC COR PULMONALE, WITH WHICH WE ARE CONCERNED TODAY,

IS THE HEART FAILURE OF HYPOVENTILATED EMPHYSEMA, OR OF

EMPHYSEMA PLUS FIBROSIS.
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WERE DOMINATED BY PURELY MECHANICAL THINKING, BASED ON OUR

KNOWLEDGE OF THE MORBID ANATOMICAL CHANGES IN THE LESSER CIR-

CULATION ACCOMPANYING CHRONIC PULMONARY DISEASE. SINCE THE

WAR THE ASPECTS OF THIS PROBLEM HAVE BEEN ENTIRELY CHANGED BY

A FLOOD OF NEW LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT. THE KEY TO THESE NEW

DEVELOPMENTS WAS THE INTRODUCTION OF THE CARDIAC CATHETER BY

COURNAND AND RANGES (6),

As SOON AS THEIR TECHNIQUES WERE APPLIED TO THE STUDY

OF INTACT MAN IT BECAME POSSIBLE, NOT ONLY TO STUDY THE PRESSURE

CHANGES IN THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE HEART, PULMONIC ARTERY AND

PULMONARY CAPILLARIES, BUT ALSO THE RESPIRATORY GAS TENSIONS

IN THE MIXED VENOUS BLOOD, TO CALCULATE PULMONARY BLOOD FLOW

BY THE FICK PRINCIPLE, AND TO DESIGN MANY CLEVER EXPERIMENTS

FOR CORRELATING THE ADAPTIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE RESPIRATION AND

CIRCULATION. THE RESULT HAS BEEN A BRILLIANT ILLUNINATION

OF THE WHOLE PROBLEM, AND A SHIFT OF INTEREST FROM PURELY

MECHANICAL EVENTS TO THE CHEMICAL, HORMONAL, AND NERVOUS MECH-

ANISMS UNDERLYING THEM. IN THE IMMEDIATE PHASE OF THIS

DEVELOPMENT WE HAVE STILL CENTERED OUR INTEREST ON EVENTS

OCCURRING WITHIN THE THORAX, BUT WE ARE SHOWING SIGNS OF

APPRECIATING THE PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ADVANCES IN NEURO-

PHYSIOLOGY, NOT ONLY OF THE RESPIRATORY CENTER AS IT MAY BE
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"AFFECTED BY CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW, BUT OF THE NUMEROUS PERIPHER-

ALLY SITUATED PRESSO- AND CHEMORECEPTORS, KNOWLEDGE OF WHICH HAS

BEEN SO WELL REVIEWED BY HEYMANNS AND PI-SUXER , WHECH

GREATLY EXTEND WHAT WE FORMERLY KNEW ABOUT THE AORTIC AND

CAROTID MECHANISMS.

THIS WHOLE DEVELOPMENT ILLUSTRATES BEAUTIFULLY THE

DIRECTION OF CHANGE IN CLINICAL MEDICINE. IT IS NO LONGER

POSSIBLE TO SOLVE ITS PROBLEMS IN THE LIGHT OF KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN SINGLE ORGANS AND

SYSTEMS,, WE REALIZE, AS NEVER BEFORE, HOW MUCH EACH CELL

DEPENDS UPON EVERY OTHER CELL, THE WHOLE ADDING UP TO THE

"PERSONALITY" OF THE ORGANISM. FOR MANY YEARS THE PENDULUM

SWUNG IN THE DIRECTION OF MORE AND MORE DIFFERENTIATION AND

SPECIALIZATION IN THE PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE; NOW IT IS SWINGING

THE OTHER WAY TOWARD INTEGRATION AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE ADAPTIVE

RESPONSES OF THE WHOLE PERSON TO HIS WHOLE ENVIRONMENT.

IN 1946 LAUSON, BLOOMFIELD, AND COURNAND PUBLISHED

A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF RESPIRATION ON CIRCULATION IN NORMAL

MEN. THE SLIDE WHICH I WILL SHOW IS TAKEN FROM THEIR PAPER.

SLIDE 1

IN THIS SCHEMA IT WILL BE NOTICED THAT THE INTRA-

Oh THORACIC PRESSURE DECREASES TO A MINIMUM AT THE END OF INSPIRATION
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OF MINUS 8 CM. H20, THE MEAN PULMONARY ARTERIAL PRESSURE /RISES1

AND RIGHT VENTRICULAR STROKE VOLUIME TO A MAXIMUM AT THE SAME

POINT, WHILE THE LEFT VENTRICULAR STROKE VOLUME AND MEAN

SYSTEMIC ARTERIAL PRESSURE DECREASE.

ONE OBSERVES THAT THE RIGHT AND LEFT VENTRICULAR

OUTPUTS VARY IN RECIPROCAL DIRECTIONS DURING A SINGLE RESPIRATION;

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM IS REFLECTED IN THE CHANGING VOLUME

OF BLOOD WITHIN THE LUNGS. FROM THIS WE MAY INFER THAT IN

PULMONARY HYPERTENSION THESE RECIPROCAL DIVERGENCES MIGHT

INCREASE THE DIFFERENCE IN OUTPUT OF THE TWO VENTRICLES EVEN

TO THE POINT AT WHICH STARLING'S LAW OF THE HEART WOULD HAVE TO

BE APPLIED TO EACH VENTRICLE SEPARATELY (NCCANN

SLIDE 2

IN THIS FIGURE ARE SHOWN THE SIMULTANEOUS AND RECIP-

ROCAL VARIATIONS IN PRESSURE IN THE THORACIC AND ABDOMINAL

PORTIONS OF THE VENA CAVA DURING A SINGLE INSPIRATION AND

EXPIRATION. THIS IS TAKEN FROM AN EXPERIMENT OF HERBERT R.

BROWN, JR., IN OUR LABORATORIES.

THIS ILLUSTRATES GRAPHICALLY ONE OF THE MAJOR MECHANISMS

FOR RETURNING VENOUS BLOOD TO THE HEART, AND FOR COORDINATING

THE BLOOD FLOW WITH THE VENTILATION OF THE LUNGS. ONE CAN

READILY SEE THAT THIS MECHANISM WOULD BE DISTURBED PROFOUNDLY BY



SUCH ABNORMALITIES ON THE ABDOMINAL SIDE AS RELAXATION OF THE

MUSCULATURE, DIASTASIS OF RECTI, ABDOMINAL HERNIAS, AND VARI-

COSITIES OF THE VEINS OF THE LEGS, AND ON THE THORACIC SIDE BY

ADHESIONS OR EFFUSIONS IN PLEURA OR PERICARDIUN, AND BY ANYTHING

WHICH TENDS TO ELEVATE THE ALVEOLAR AIR PRESSURE, AS IN BREATH

THOLDING DURING ASCENT FROM A DIVE, POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING,

OBSTRUCTION OF THE AIR PASSAGES, THE VALSALVA MANEUVER, SEVERE

ASTHMA, ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK, AND EVEN PAROXYSMAL COUGH. WE

WERE ABLE TO RECORD AN INSTANCE OF THE LATTER CONDITION TO

WHICH WE GAVE THE NAME TUSSIVE SYNCOPE" IN WHICH THE

RIGHT VENTRICULAR PRESSURE ROSE DURING A BOUT OF COUGHING TO

MORE THAN 200 MM. HG., AND INTERRUPTED THE CIRCULATION SO THAT

SYNCOPE AND CONVULSIONS OCCURRED. THIS CONDITION HAD BEEN

DESCRIBED BY CHARCOT IN 1876 AND NAMED BY HIM "LARYNGEAL

EPILEPSY".

SLIDE 3

NEXT I WOULD LIKE TO SHOW YOU A CRUDE SCHEMA OF THE

TOTAL CIRCULATION IN ORDER TO BRING OUT CLEARLY CERTAIN BASIC

RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE CIRCULATION,

SLIDE 4

THE MOST BASIC FACT TO BE BORNE IN MIND AT ALL TIMES IS

STARLING'S "LAW OF THE HEART", WHICH STATES: "THE ENERGY SET

FREE AT EACH CONTRACTION OF THE HEART IS A SIMPLE FUNCTION OF
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THE LENGTH OF THE FIBERS COMPOSING ITS MUSCULAR WALL.'

IN OTHER WORDS THE OUTPUT OF THE HEART IS TO A LARGE EXTENT

DETERMINED BY THE VOLUME AND PRESSURE OF THE VENOUS INPUT.

DURING DIASTOLE THE RIGHT AURICLE AND VENTRICLE ARE DISTENDED

BY THE INCOMING TIDE OF VENOUS BLOOD, AND THE FORCE OF THE

CONTRACTION OF THE RIGHT VENTRICLE IS DETERMINED THEREBY.

UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS THE DISCHARGE OF THE RIGHT VENTRICLE

DETERMINES THE DEGREE OF DIASTOLIC DISTENSION OF THE LEFT HEART

AND THUS THE INPUT AND OUTPUT OF THE TWO BALANCE.

UNDER ABNORMAL CONDITIONS, AS WE SHALL SEE LATER,

INTRATHORACIC CHANGES MAY IMPEDE THE TRANSFER OF BLOOD FROM

THE RIGHT VENTRICLE TO THE LEFT SO THAT THE OUTPUT OF THE LEFT

VENTRICLE IS DIMINISHED AND THE BALANCE OF THE TWO VENTRICLES

IS UPSET.

BEFORE WE PURSUE THIS SUBJECT FURTHER I WOULD LIKE

TO DIRECT YOUR ATTENTION TO THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE BRONCHIAL

AND CORONARY CIRCULATIONS TO THE PULMONIC, THE FIRST TWO ACRE

IN THE REVERSE DIRECTION TO THE PULMONIC, CARRYING BLOOD FROM

LEFT VENTRICLE TO THE RIGHT.

THE BRONCHIAL CIRCULATION ANASTOMOSES WITH THE PUL-

MONIC (AND WITH THE CORONARY AS WELL) THE NATURE OF THE

BRONCHIAL-PULMONIC INTER-RELATIONSHIP WAS CLEARLY APPRECIATED

BY VIRCHOW IN 1850, WHEN HE POINTED OUT THAT THE BRONCHIAL
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FURNISHED COLLATERAL CIRCULATION WHEN THE PULMONIC WAS BLOCKED,

AND THAT THE BRONCHIAL VESSELS BECOME ENLARGED IN VARIOUS TYPES

OF CHRONIC PULMONARY DISEASE. THESE WISE OBSERVATIONS HAVE

BEEN CONFIRMED IN RECENT YEARS BY SCHLAEPFER AND MORE R

RECENTLY BY WOOD AND HILLER , AND LIEBOW AND LINDSKOG V.

IN THE YOUNG THE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN THESE TWO

ARTERIAL SYSTEMS IS LITTLE IN EVIDENCE, BUT AS AGE PROGRESSES

AND PULMONARY AND CARDIAC STRESSES MULTIPLY THEY BECOME MORE

AND MORE EAST; TO FIND. IN OUTSPOKEN PULMONARY AND CARDIAC

DISEASE THEY BECOME MANIFEST. THROUGH A BRONCHOSCOPE ONE MAY

SEE VARICES OF THE BRONCHIAL VEINS IN PATIENTS WITH MITRAL

STENOSIS, AS SHOWN BY FERGUSON, KOBILAK, AND DIETRICH .

I THINK WE MAY ASSUME FROM THESE FACTS, THAT WHEN

THE RESISTANCE TO TRANSFER OF BLOOD FROM THE RIGHT VENTRICLE

TO THE LEFT IS INCREASED, WHETHER THIS RESISTANCE BEGINS IN

THE PULMONIC CIRCUIT OR WHETHER IT BEGINS AT THE MITRAL VALVE,

THERE WILL PROBABLY BE A CERTAIN PORTION OF THE BLOOD DISCHARGED

FROM THE RIGHT VENTRICLE RETURNED THROUGH THE BRONCHIAL VEINS

TO THE RIGHT AURICLE. AS PRESSURE IN THE RIGHT AURICLE RISES,

STASIS IN THE BRONCHIAL VENOUS SYSTEM MIGHT BE A FACTOR IN

PULMONARY CONGESTION AND EDEMA, THIS SAME FACTOR APPLIES TO

THE LYMPHATIC SYSTEM DRAINAGE OF WHICH CAN BE AFFECTED ONLY

ADVERSELY BY RISING PRESSURE IN THE GREAT VEINS. IT SHOULD BE

REMEMBERED THAT WILLIAM SNOW HILLER AND ROUVIERE 7 HAVE
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SHOWN THAT THE LYMPHATICS OF THE LUNG EXTEND DOWN THE BRONCHI

ONLY TO THE RESPIRATORY BRONCHIOLES, AND THAT THERE ARE NONE

IN THE ALVEOLAR WALLS.

WITH THIS FIGURE STILL BEFORE YOU LET US CONSIDER THE

PROBLEMS OF CONGESTIVE FAILURE OF THE CIRCULA TION. IN THE

LABORATORIES OF CARL WIGGERS ATTEMPTS WERE MADE BY LEVY AND

BERNE TO PRODUCE CONGESTIVE FAILURE EXPERIMENTALLY, THESE

WORKERS TRIED NUMEROUS MEANS OF DOING THIS BY INJURIES TO THE

LEFT VENTRICLE, BY TRAUMA, CORONARY LIGATIONS, TOXINS, ET CETERA.

ALL OF THESE EFFORTS FAILED TO PRODUCE CONGESTIVE FAILURE.

SUCCESS WAS ATTAINED BY ONE METHOD ONLY, THAT OF APPLYING

CONSTRICTION TO THE MAIN PULMONARY ARTERY.

CONGESTIVE FAILURE IS CHARACTERIZED BY RISING PRESSURES

IN THE RIGHT HEART AND VEINS, AND DIMINISHED OUTPUT OF THE

LEFT VENTRICLE. THIS IS WELL SHOWN IN NUMEROUS PAPERS BY

HcMICHAEL AND OTHERS . CONSIDERED MECHANICALLY, IN THE

LIGHT OF THIS DIAGRAM, CONGESTIVE FAILURE CAN BE BROUGHT ABOUT

IN ONLY TWO WAYS:

1) OVER-DISTENSION OF THE RIGHT HEART BY A FLOOD OF

INPOURING VENOUS BLOOD, AND

2) INCREASED RESISTANCE WITHIN THE LUNG TO THE

TRANSFER OF BLOOD FROM THE RIGHT VENTRICLE TO

THE LEFT SO THAT THE OUTPUT OF THE LEFT VENTRICLE

IS REDUCED.



MCHICHAEL HAS RECOGNIZED THESE TWO TYPES UNDER

THE DESIGNATION OF HIGH OUTPUT " AND "LOW OUTPUT" FAILURES,

AND HAS ILLUSTRATED THE OPERATION OF STARLING'S LAW IN THESE

CASES IN THE FOLLOWING FIGURE,

SLIDE 5

IN THIS DIAGRAM YOU WILL OBSERVE THE NORMAL OPERATION

OF STARLING'S LAW UPON A HEALTHY HEART IN THE UPPERMOST CURVE,

ON WHICH THE CROSS ILLUSTRATES THE VENOUS FILLING PRESSURE AND

CARDIAC OUTPUT AT REST, AT A POINT WELL BELOW THE MAXIMUM WHICH

THE NORMAL HEART CAN ATTAIN.

IN THE MIDDLE CURVE THE MAXIMUM OUTPUT WHICH THE

HEART CAN ATTAIN IS LESS THAN NORMAL AND THE RESTING VENOUS

PRESSURE R O ATTI- IS HIGHER THAN NORMAL.

IN THE LOWER CURVE THE RESTING VENOUS PRESSURE IS

HIGHER THAN THAT AT WHICHA LOW MAXIMUM OUTPUT CAN BE ATTAINED.

THE CONDITIONS UNDERLYING "HIGH OUTPUT FAILURES"

ARE SUCH AS THESE:

A) ARTERIO VENOUS ANEURYSMS

B) BERI-BERI

C) SEVERE ANEMIAS

D) HYPERTHYROIDISM

E) PAGET'S OSTEITIS

F) EMPHYSEMA A /® e 4

G) CHRONIC C002 INTOXICATION



IN ALL OF THESE CONDITIONS THE TRANSFER OF BLOOD FRO ARTERIES

TO VEINS MAY BE INCREASED, BOTH AS TO RATE AND VOLUME, SO

THAT THE RIGHT VENTRICLE IS OVER DISTENDED BY THE INCOMING

FLOOD OF VENOUS BLOOD TO THE POINT OF FAILURE, 11Cu4 .4o i 'i

THE CONDITIONS UNDERLYING "LOW OUTPUT" FAILURE ARE

THOSE IN WHICH THE CAPACITY OF THE LEFT VENTRICLE TO INCREASE

ITS OUTPUT SUFFICIENTLY TO MEET THE METABOLIC DEMANDS FOR

OXYGEN IS IMPAIRED, SUCH AS:

A) ISCHEMIA OF LEFT VENTRICULAR MUSCLE

B) HYPERTENSION

c) LEFT SIDED VALVULAR LESION

D) CONSTRICTIVE PERICARDITIS

ET CETERA

ALL ATTEMPTS TO EXPLAIN THESE TWO TYPES OF CONGESTIVE FAILURE

WHICH ARE BASED ON PURELY MECHANICAL OR ANATOMICAL FEATURES

ARE DOOMED TO FAILURE, . WEAKNESS OR INJURY TO THE LEFT VENTRICLE

DOES NOT SIMPLY BACK UP BLOOD IN THE LUNGS, THE FIRST PHENOMENA

FOLLOWING A CORONAAY OCCLUSION IN THE LEFT VENTRICLE ARE NOT

THOSE OF CONGESTIVE FAILURE, BUT ARE THOSE OF SHOCK. IF CONGES-

TIVE FAILURE ULTIMATELY RESULTS FROM CORONARY OCCLUSION, IT IS

A SECONDARY EVENT. I SHALL ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP AN HYPOTHESIS

TO EXPLAIN WHY THIS IS SO,

LET US SUPPOSE THAT A WEAKENED LEFT VENTRICLE IS FACED

WITH A STRESS IN WHICH IT IS UNABLE TO PUT OUT ENOUGH BLOOD TO



MAINTAIN THE, NORMAL OXYGEN DEMAND OF CELLS OF THE BODY, SO THAT

AN OXYGEN DEFICIENCY OCCURS.

THE FIRST REACTION TO OXYGEN LACK BEFORE COMPENSATION

SETS IN IS HYPERVENTILATION WHICH LEADS TO A LOSS OF CARBON

DIOXIDE. THIS IS WELL ILLUSTRATED BY THE BEHAVIOUR OF AN

UNACCLIMATIZED MAN ON FIRST ASCENT TO A HIGH ALTITUDE.

SLIDE 6

THE FIGURE SHOWN IS TAKEN FROM DILL'S BOOK, "LIFE,

-7/

HEAT AND ALTITUDE", SHOWING THE DATA OF H. T. EDWARDS .
THIS FIGURE SHOWS CLEARLY THE DIMINUTION OF C02 TENSION (pCO 2 )

SAND CO CONTENT OF THE ARTERIAL BLOOD AS ALTITUDE INCREASES.

PARTIAL COMPENSATION OCCURS, BUT THE PH OF THE ARTERIAL BLOOD

IS SHIFTED DEFINITELY TO THE ALKALINE SIDE (FROM PH 7.35 TO 7.46).

HYPOCAPNIA RESULTING FROM HYPERVENTILATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH

DIMINISHED BLOOD FLOW THROUGH THE BRAIN AS SHOWN BY KETY,

SCHMIDT, AND OTHERS , AND ALSO BY PERIPHERAL CONSTRICTION

WHICH TENDS TO DELAY AND DIMINISH THE TRANSFER OF BLOOD FROM

ARTERIES TO VEINS, BY REDUCING THE VENOUS RETURN THE CARDIAC

OUTPUT IS LIMITED,

IT IS PROBABLE THAT THE STATE OF SHOCK WHICH CHARAC-

TERISTICALLY OCCURS FOLLOWING AN INFARCTION IN THE LEFT VENTRICLE

IS, AT LEAST IN PART, TO BE EXPLAINED BY THIS MECHANISM.



'HIS IS ILLUSTRATED BY A PATIENT OBSERVED ON OUR WARDS RECENTLY.

THIS PATIENT HAD PROLONGED HYPOTENSION FOLLOWING A CORONARY

OCCLUSION. WHILE BREATHING ROOM AIR HIS ARTERIAL 02 SATURATION

GREATLY REDUCED, HIS PC02 WAS 40 mN. HG. AND THE PH WAS 7.48.

WHEN HE WAS GIVEN 100 PER CENT OXYGEN TO BREATH THE ARTERIAL

OXYGEN SATURATION ROSE, THE PC02 ALSO ROSE FROM 40 TO 52 mN. HG.

AND THE PH FELL TO 7.38. AS THE PC02 ROSE THE BLOOD PRESSURE

AND PULSE VOLUME MARKEDLY IMPROVED.

TABLE 1.

C02 TENSION AND SHOCK FOLLOWING NYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

BREATHING PC02 PO 2  CO 2 CONTENT 02 CONTENT 02 SAT. PH
MM.HG. MMH. G MH/L. VOL.% %

ROOM AIR 40 44 21.7 153.08 71.5 7.48

100% 02 52 81 23.5 17.46 95.6 7.38

IF WE EXAMINE THE DATA OF PETERS AND BARR 1/, WE FIND

THAT THE ARTERIAL PC02 OF PATIENTS WITH HEART FAILURE RANGED

BETWEEN 39.7 - 52.2 MM.HG. THESE VALUES RANGE FROM NORMAL TO

SLIGHT ELEVATION, AND ARE QUITE LOW COMPARED WITH VALUES OF

80 - 90 MM. HG. AND HIGHER USUALLY SEEN IN CASES OF PULMONARY

FAILURE.

IN INTERPRETING THESE RESULTS WE HAVE POSTULATED THAT,

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRIMARY HEART FAILURE, ANOXIC HYPERVENTIL-
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ATION THREATENS THE HOMEOSTASIS OF C02 AND BLOOD PH, AND THAT

AN ADAPTIVE REACTION OCCURS IN THE LUNGS WHICH MAY PROTECT THE

BODY AGAINST C02 LOSS OR HYPOCAPNIA. IN SUPPORT OF THIS POSTULATE

IT CAN BE SAID THAT MEASUREMENTS OF THE LUNG VOLUME IN CONGESTIVE

FAILURE CHARACTERISTICALLY SHOW A DECREASE IN THE VITAL CAPACITY

AND INCREASE IN RESIDUAL AIR (IN THE ABSENCE OF PLEURAL EFFUSION).

THIS CHANGE IS SUCH AS WOULD DIMINISH ALVEOLAR VENTILATION

AND LIMIT C02 LOSS.

IN EXPERIMENTS ON NORMAL MEN, WHICH WERE CARRIED OUT

ON OURSELVES (HURTADO, KALTREIDER, AND McCANNV) IN A LOW

PRESSURE CHAMBER, WE FOUND THAT A SIMILAR DECREASE IN VITAL

CAPACITY AND RISE IN RESIDUAL AIR OCCURRED. THIS, AS WE WILL

SHOW LA TER, IS PROBABLY THE ADAPTIVE RESPONSE IN THE LUNGS TO

THE NEED FOR CONSERVING C02.

PROGRESSIVE FAILURE OF THE LUNG - GENESIS OF COR PULMONALE.

THE MAINTENANCE OF HOMEOSTASIS OF THE INTERNAL

RESPIRATION REQUIRES THAT A FINE BALANCE BE MAINTAINED BETWEEN

BLOOD FLOW AND ALVEOLAR VENTILATION IN THE LUNGS. WE HAVE SEEN

THAT WHEN PRIMARY PATHOLOGICAL WEAKNESS OF THE HEART DEVELOPS,

SO THAT THERE IS A DEFICIT IN DELIVERY OF OXYGEN TO THE CELLS,

THERE IS A TENDENCY TO LOSE C02 BY HYPERVENTILATION. THIS MAY

BE COMPENSATED BY ADAPTIVE CHANGES IN THE LUNGS, WHICH DIMINISH

ALVEOLAR VENTILATION THUS PREVENTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACAPNIA



-i.AND SHOCK. "THE, ý.TRANSITION FROM CARDIAC SHOCK TO CONGESTIVE

FAILURE HAY FREQUENTLY BE OBSERVED,AND THE PROGRESS OF THIS

TRANSITION IS REFLECTED IN THE RISE IN C02 TENSION OF THE

ARTERIAL BLOOD FROM THE HYPOCAPNIA OF SHOCK TO THE HYPERCAPNIA

OF CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE.

THE TYPES OF PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS WITHIN THE LUNGS

WHICH LEAD TO PROGRESSIVE FAILURE TO MAINTAIN AN EFFECTIVE

ALVEOLAR VENTILATION WILL NOW BE CONSIDERED. THEY ARE

(1) EMPHYSEMA - OBSTRUCTIVE, POSTURAL, AND COMPENSATORY,

(2) FIBROSIS, (3) PATCHY ATELECTASIS, (4) THICKENING OF

ALVEOLAR WALLS, (5) PULMONARY ARTERIOLAR SPASM, SCLEROSIS

AND OCCLUSION, (6) BRONCHIAL SPASM CONGESTION AND EDEMA.

THE DEGREE OF EMPHYSEMA IS FREQUENTLY UNDERESTIMATED

BOTH BY PHYSICAL EXAMINATION AND IN X-RAYS OF THE CHEST. ONE

OF THE MOST IMPORTANT DIAGNOSTIC MEASURES IS THE DIRECT AUSCUL-

TATION OF THE LUNGS WITH THE EAR AGAINST THE CHEST. ONLY IN

THIS WAY WILL THE LOW INTENSITY OF THE VESICULAR MURMUR BE HEARD

THROUGHOUT AND THE RELATIVE PROLONGATION OF THE EXPIRATORY

MURMUR BE APPRECIATED. THE STETHOSCOPE IN SOME INSTANCES IS

A HINDRANCE RATHER THAN A HELP,

FOR A QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATE OF EMPHYSEMA THE MEASURE-

MENT OF THE LUNG CAPACITY AND ITS SUBDIVISIONS IS IMPORTANT.

AS A SINGLE INDEX THE RATIO RA/TC IS IMPORTANT. IN FIGURE 7



DA TA. FROM., ,OUR LABORATORIES RELATES THIS RATIO TO THE 02 SATURATION

AND CO 2 CONTENT OF ARTERIAL BLOOD

SLIDE 7

LEAVING ASIDE THE QUESTION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT THE METHODS

WE THEN USED WERE SUFFICIENTLY PRECISE, THE RELATIONSHIP

PRESENTED HERE REMAINS ESSENTIALLY TRUE. AS THE DEGREE OF

EMPHYSEMA PROGRESSES ONE FINDS A PROGRESSIVE DECREASE IN

ARTERIAL SATURATION WITH OXYGEN AND A PROGRESSIVE RISE IN CO2

CONTENT OF THE ARTERIAL BLOOD, THE INCREASE IN C02 CONTENT

IS COMPENSATED, AS A RULE, BY THE INCREASE IN ALKALINE RESERVE

OF THE PLASMA BROUGHT ABOUT BY A SHIFT OF BASE TO THE PLASMA

AND OF CHLORIDE TO THE TISSUES OR URINE. POLYCYTHEMIA MAY

ASSIST IN THE INCREASED TRANSPORT OF C02. DURING THE COMPEN-

SATED PHASE THE PH OF THE BLOOD WILL NOT BE ALTERED. As COMPEN-

SATION BEGINS TO FAIL, THE TENSION OF CO2 (pPC02) BECOMES

INCREASED. DUE TO THE FACT THAT CARBON DIOXIDE IS A NARCOTIC

THE SENSITIVITY OF THE RESPIRATORY CENTER BECOMES DEPRESSED,

SO THAT IT NO LONGER RESPONDS NORMALLY TO THE STIMULATION OF

40

CO2 . T HIS EXPLAINS THE RESULTS OF THE SCOTT TEST .

SLIDE 8

IN THIS TEST THE NORMAL INDIVIDUAL WILL DOUBLE THE VENTILATION

OF THE LUNGS WHEN 7 PER CENT C02 IS ADDED TO THE INSPIRED AIR,

WHILE THE PATIENT WITH EMPHYSEMA INCREASES THE VENTILATION



SLIGHTLY OR NOT AT ALL, AND TOLERATES. THE BREATHING OF PERCENTAGES

OF C02 WHICH NORMALS CANNOT ENDURE. THIS TEST IS A MEASURE OF

THE ADAPTATION TO A CHRONIC OR PERSISTENT HYPERCAPNIA,

ONCE THE RESPIRATORY CENTER HAS BECOME DEPRESSED

BY 002 NARCOSIS, FURTHER DEPRESSION OF THE CENTER BY OTHER

PR)oDucE
NARCOTICS, SUCH AS THE OPIUM ALKALOIDS MAY EIES t1PITATS A RAPID

AND CRITICAL RISE IN CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION AND ACIDOSIS,

PEECIPITATING DECOMPENSATION OF THE PULMONARY FUNCTION AND

SECONDARY FAILURE OF THE RIGHT VENTRICLE.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF OXYGEN MAY ALSO CONTRIBUTE TO

THE SAME END, BY REMOVING THE ANOXIA WHICH IS ONE OF THE

STIMULI STILL OPERATING DURING 002 NARCOSIS. STILL ANOTHER

FACTOR WHICH MAY PRECIPITATEIIS THE INTERCURRENCE OF BRONCHIAL

INFECTION OR A BRONCHOPNEUMONIA, OR A SUDDEN PNEUMOTHORAX

WHICH TEND TO FURTHER DIMINUTION OF THE EFFECTIVE ALVEOLAR

VENTILATION, THESE FACTORS WILL BE DISCUSSED IN MORE DETAIL

LATER. THEY ARE MENTIONED AT THIS POINT IN ORDER TO EMPHASIZE

THE IMPORTANCE OF RECOGNIZING THE MARGIN OF RESERVE OF VENTILATORY

FUNCTION IN EMPHYSEMA.

IN ADDITION TO THE SCOTT TEST THERE ARE OTHER INDICA-

TIONS OF IMPENDING FAILURE OF THE EMPHYSEMATOUS LUNG. THE

VELOCITY OF BLOOD FLOW, AS MEASURED IN ARM TO TONGUE TIME,

BECOMES MORE AND MORE ACCELERATED AS THE HYPERCAPNIA INCREASES



IT IS NOT UNCOMMON TO FIND THE CIRCULATION TIME AS LOW AS

8 SECONDS IN EMPHYSEMA BEFORE THE RIGHT VENTRICLE FAILS.

WHEN THIS FAILURE DOES OCCUR THE CIRCULATION TIME IS MORE

PROLONGED, YET IT MAY STILL REMAIN WITHIN NORMAL LIMITS.

THE RESTING CARDIAC OUTPUT IS ALSO HIGH IN EMPHYSEMA

BEFORE THE RIGHT VENTRICLE FAILS.

PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO BLOOD FLOW.

AS A FINAL STEP IN THE DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN

PRIMARY CARDIAC AND PRIMARY PULMONARY FAILURE, I WISH TO REVIEW
RECENT

AACQUISITIONS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO BLOOD

FLOW, AND THE RELATION TO IT OF THE RESPIRATORY GAS TENSIONS

IN THE BLOOD.

YOU ARE, NO DOUBT, FAMILIAR WITH THE DISCOVERY OF

VON EULER AND LILJESTRAND THAT ANOXIA RAISES THE PRESSURE IN

THE PULMONARY ARTERY OF THE CAT, THIS FACT HAS BEEN CONFIRMED

IN MAN BY HOTLEY, eJ l V, AND INOTHER

LABORATORIES INCLUDING OUR OWN.

% q
DIRKEN AND HEENSTRA V V CONFIRMED THE RISE IN

PULMONARY PRESSURE AND ATTRIBUTED IT TO THE FORMATION OF

HISTAMINE IN THE ANOXIC LUNG. IF ONE LUNG WERE VENTILATED WITH

A LOW OXYGEN MIXTURE - PULMONARY VASOCONSTRICTION OCCURRED ON

THAT SIDE, THUS DIVERTING BLOOD TO THE NORMALLY OXYGENATED LUNG .



FASOMOTOR NERVES APPEAR TO PLAY LITTLE.JPART IN THIS EFFECT.

. CLAIMS HAVE BEEN MADE THAT THE HISTAMINE CONTENT OF THE

ARTERIAL BLOOD IS ELEVATED IN ANOXIA, / AND, MORE RECENTLY

THAT THE HISTAMINE CONTENT OF ARTERIAL BLOOD IS HIGHER THAN OF

THE VENOUS.

IN OUR OWN "CHEST LABORATORY" BLOOD HISTAMINE DETER-

MINATIONS IN ANOXIC PATIENTS HAVE BEEN MADE, USING A METHOD

DESCRIBED BY DR. HELEN GRAHAM , THE RESULTS OF THESE DETER"

MINATIONS HAVE NOT BEEN PUBLISHED, BECAUSE SO FAR THEY HAVE NOT

BEEN AT ALL CONSISTENT. IN OUR VASCULAR LABORATORY, DURWOOD SMITH

AND HARGARET CUSHMAN HAVE MADE UNPUBLISHED DETERMINATIONS OF

HISTAMINE OF THE BLOOD AND ALSO OF THE LUNGS OF ANOXIC PIGS.

THE AMOUNT OF HISTAMINE IN THE LUNG APPEARS TO BE GREATLY

INCREASED, THE VARIABLE QUANTITIES OF HISTAMINE IN THE BLOOD

MAY BE EXPLAINED BY VARIABLE RETENTION OR DESTRUCTION OF HISTAMINE

IN THE LUNG, THIS WHOLE QUESTION OF HISTAMINE IN ANOXIA NEEDS

FURTHER CLARIFICATION, BUT THE VIEWS OF DIRKEN AND HEEMSTRA

ARE PROBABLY CORRECT, THE KNOWN ACTIONS OF HISTAMINE ARE SUCH

AS WOULD CONSTRICT THE PULMONARY VESSELS AND DILATE THE ALVEOLAR

CAPILLARIES,

DURING THE PAST YEAR WE HAVE MADE ESPECIAL EFFORTS

TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF CARBON DIOXIDE ON THE PULMONARY

RESISTANCE AND BLOOD FLOW. THESE RESULTS ARE AT PRESENT BEING

PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION. IT CAN BE SAID HERE THAT 3.6 PER CENT
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UC02 AND 6 PER CENT CO2 WITH 21 PER CENT OXYGEN WERE GIVEN TO0

NORMALS AND PATIENTS WITH EMPHYSEMA. IN THE NORMALS VENTILATION

AND BLOOD FLOW INCREASED IN RESPONSE TO INSPIRED C0 2, WITH

VERY LITTLE RISE IN PULMONARY ARTERIAL PRESSURE (*9 PER CENT).

PATIENTS WITH SEVERE EMPHYSEMA SHOWED LITTLE OR NO INCREASE

IN VENTILATION AND A MUCH LARGER RISE IN PULMONARY ARTERIAL

PRESSURE (28-106 PER CENT). I SHALL TAKE THE LIBERTY OF SHOWING

A TABULATION OF THE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS DETERMINANTS

FROM THE UNPUBLISHED PAPER OF MY ASSOCIATES, DOCTORS LOVEJOY,

YU, JoOS AND NYE.

SLIDE 9

THESE DATA WERE ALL OBTAINED IN A STUDY OF PATIENTS WITH

CHRONIC PULMONARY DISEASE.



CORRELATION BETWEEN VARIOUS DETERMINANTS IN 18 PATIENTS
WITH PULMONARY EMPHYSEMA

PULMONARY

MEAN PUL. MEAN PUL. TOTAL PUL. ARTERIOLAR

ART. PRESS. "CAP" PRESS. RESISTANCE RESISTANCE

ARTERIAL BLOOD PC2O O +0.695** +0.284 +0.742** +0.651** : l

MIXED VENOUS BLOOD
pCO2  +0.613** +0.200 +0.704** +0.582*

RA/TC x 100 +0.624** +0.081 +0.544* +0.420

ARTERIARL BLOOD 0
ATURA TIBON -0.490* -0.002 -0.318 -0.312

CARDIAC INDEX -0.396 +0.208 -0.518* -0.452

ARTERIAL BLOOD p02 -0.426 +0.093 -0.085 -0.272

HIXED VENOUS BLOOD

P02 -0.050 -0.246 -0.080 -0.001

RIGHT AURICULAR

PRESSURE +0.292 +0.643** +0.279 -0.114

** HIGHLY SIGNIFICANT
* SIGNIFICANT



YOU WILL NOTE THE VERY HIGH AND SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE CORRELATION

OF THE ARTERIAL PC02 WITH PULMONARY RESISTANCE. THE MIXED

VENOUS PC02 IS ALMOST AS HIGHLY CORRELATED AND THE RATIO

RA/TC ALSO QUITE HIGH AND SIGNIFICANT. RELATIVE TO CARBON

DIOXIDE - THE OXYGEN TENSIONS AND BLOOD FLOW SHOW LESS SIGNIFI-

CANT AND NEGATIVE CORRELATIONS WITH PULMONARY RESISTANCE.

ALMOST UNIFORMLY RECENT STUDIES OF THE HEART FAILURE

PROBLEM HAVE CENTERED ON THE INADEQUATE DELIVERY TO THE CELLS

OF THE BODY ENOUGH OXYGEN TO SATISFY THE DEMANDS OF THE METABOLISM,

THIS VIEW WAS WELL DEVELOPED BY J. H. LITTLE \/ ALSO COURNAND

IN HIS HAMBURGER LECTURE V ON THE PULMONARY CIRCULATION GIVES

MAJOR ATTENTION TO THE FACTOR OF OXYGEN LACK AND LITTLE OR NO

DISCUSSION OF THE C02 FACTORo. MORE RECENTLY WESTCOTT AND

CO-WORKERS V IN A STUDY OF ANOXIA AND PULMONARY VASCULAR

RESISTANCE PAY LITTLE ATTENTION TO THE C00 FACTOR, EXCEPT THAT

THEY OBSERVED THE EFFECT OF GIVING. 5 PER CENT C02 IN INSPIRED

AIR TO FIVE NORMAL SUBJECTS, BUT NO PATIENTS WITH EMPHYSEMA

WERE SO OBSERVED. IESTCOTT FOUND, AS WE HAVE, THAT IN NORMALS

THE EFFECTS' OF INSPIRED C00 ON PULMONARY RESISTANCE WERE

VARIABLE AND SLIGHT, OUR RESULTS IN EMPHYSEMATOUS PATIENTS,

WHEN THEY ARE PUBLISHED, WILL CONVINCE YOU I AM SURE, THAT THE

C02 FACTOR IS AT LEAST EQUAL TO IF NOT GREATER THAN THE ANOXIA

FACTOR IN CHRONIC PULMONARY DISEASE,

*
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THE GREATFALLACY IN THIS EXCLUSIVE CONSIDERATION OF

ANOXIA XLIES IN tffp THAT IT DOES NOT ACCOUNT FOR THE FACT

THAT ANOXIA, UNDER ONE SET OF CIRCUMSTANCES, LEADS TO SHOCK.,

WHILE IN OTHERS IT RESULTS IN CONGESTIVE FAILURE.

IN OUR LABORATORY AND CLINIC WE HAVE BECOME CONVINCED

OF THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTNESS OF THE VIEWS OF YANDELL HENDERSON V

WHO OBSERVED THAT ANOXIA LED TO HYPERVENTILATION WITH ACAPNIA

AND SHOCK IN SUCH CONDITIONS AS LOBAR PNEUMONIA, AND CARBON

MONOXIDE POISONING. THE SAME THING IS TRUE IN MOUNTAIN SICKNESS.

ON THE OTHER HAND BRONCHOPNEUMONIAS, WITH THEIR COMBINATION OF

EMPHYSEMA AND ATELECTASIS CHARACTERISTICALLY LEAD TO CONGESTIVE

FAILURE, THE DIFFERENCE IN THE TWO SITUATIONS IS TO BE

EXPLAINED ON TWO COUNTS. FIRST, IT DEPENDS ON WHAT HAPPENS

TO THE VENTILATION. IF ANOXIC HYPERVENTILATION IS NOT CHECKED,

ACAPNIA AND SHOCK ARE INEVITABLE, IF ADAPTIVE CHANGES IN THE

LUNG OCCUR, SUCH AS THE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT OF HISTAMINE EFFECTS

ON THE BRONCHI, THE RA/TC RATIO WILL INCREASE, AND PULMONARY

CONSTRICTION WILL OCCUR, AND THE LOSS OF CO2 WILL BE CHECKED,

IN LOBAR PNEUMONIA THE LOSS OF C02 IS NOT ALWAYS CHECKED, BECAUSE

ALTHOUGH BLOOD FLOW IS SHIFTED TO UNINVOLVED LOBES, THE RAPID

SHALLOW BREATHING CONTINUES TO HYPERVENTILATE THEM. IN

BRONCHOPNEUMONIAS (AND I REFER TO CATARRHAL NOT INTERSTITIAL

PROCESSES) THE VENTILATION IS IMPAIRED AND C02 TENDS TO ACCUMULATE

BEYOND NORMAL LEVELS. SECOND, THE EFFECTS OF CARBON DIOXIDE ON
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T2gSgPERIPHERAL CIRCULATION JHAS .TO..BE- TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.

OCARBON DIOXIDE IS A POWERFUL PHARMACODYNAMIC AGENT. IN GENERAL

HYPOCAPNIA TENDS TO SLOW.DOWN THE RATE AND VOLUME OF BLOOD FLOW.

T HIS IS WELL SHOWN IN ITS EFFECTS UPON THE CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW.

(KETY, SCHMIDT, ET AL). EXCESS OF C02 TENDS TOWARD VASODILATA-

TION TOWARD ACCELERATION OF THE RATE AND VOLUME OF BLOOD FLOW

UP TO THE POINT WHERE THE RIGHT VENTRICLE AND PULMONARY CIRCUIT

CAN NO LONGER ACCOMODATE THE FLOOD OF VENOUS BLOOD POURED INTO

IT.

WE SHOULD NOT CLOSE THIS TALK WITHOUT SOME ATTENTION

TO THE CEREBRAL CIRCULATION IN PULMONARY FAILURE. ATTENTION

HAS BEEN CALLED TO THE FACT THAT SOME CYANOTIC PATIENTS WITH

EMPHYSEMA MAY LAPSE INTO COMA WHEN OXYGEN IS GIVEN, AND RECOVER

CONSCIOUSNESS WHEN IT IS WITHDRAWN. THE CEREBROSPINAL PRESSURE

HAS BEEN SHOWN TO RISE AS THE CYANOSIS CLEARS, AND TO FALL AS

IT RETURNS. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THIS IS SHOWN IN

T7ble

SLIDE 11

IN FIGURE 11 IS SHOWN A MORE EXTENDED OBSERVATION OF

SUCH AN EVENT IN A WOMAN WITH EMPHYSEMA AND BRONCHITIS, WHO WAS

PUT ALMOST IN EXTREMIS BY THE ADMINISTRATION OF OXYGEN AND
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(INSERT)

TABLE 2

EFFECT OF ADMINISTERING PURE OxYGEN BY PRESSU

MASK ON THE BLOOD GASES AND pH OF BLOOD OF A

SlPATIENT WITH OBSTRUCTIVE EMPHYSEMA, WITH
CONCOIITANT CHANGES IN INTRATHECAL

PRESSURE

Oxygen capacity .......... 23.1 vol. percent
Hematocrit ............... .51 per cent

BEFORE OXYGEN AFTER 15 MINUTES
- l MASK OF OXYGEN

Oxygen content 16.15 vol. per cent 22.72 vol. per cent
Oxygen saturation 69.9 vol. per cent 98.4 vol. per cent
pCO, mm. of 71.9 87.5

mercury

pH 7-3 7.18

SPINAL FLUID PRESSURE

mmH 1 mm.HO 160 260

^4-

'' ' .'
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RESCUED BY ARTIFICIAL HYPERVENTILATION IN A DRINKER RESPIRATOR,

FOLLOWING A PROCEDURE WHICH WHITTENBERGER HAD SUCCESSFULLY

EMPLOYED. THIS CASE HAS BEEN REPORTED (HcCANN, LOVEJOY AND YU).

UP TO THIS POINT I HAVE DRAWN IN SHARPLY CONTRASTING

BLACK AND WHITE A PICTURE OF OUR CONCEPT OF PRIMARY HEART FAILURE

(LEFT VENTRICULAR) AND THAT OF RIGHT HEART FAILURE SECONDARY

TO PULMONARY EMPHYSEMA. A BRIEF AND SKETCHY RECAPITULATION OF

THEIR GENESIS IS AS FOLLOWS:

ANOXIA

LEFT HEART FAILURE RIGHT HEART FAILURE

1. HYPERVENTILATION WITH CO 2  1. CO2 ACCUMULATES DUE

LOSS. TO INCREASE RA/TC.

2. HISTAMINE IN LUNG. 2. COMPENSATION - INCREASA
NA AND DECREASE CL

k y -t o C . IN PLASMA.

3. PULMONARY VASO CONSTRIC- 3. HARKED INCREASE PCO

TION AND INCREASE R.A. + NARCOSIS OF RESPI-

DECREASE VC. ATORY CENTER.

4. EUCAPNIA OR MODERATE HYPER- 4, DECREASE EFFECTIVE

CAPNIA WITH RISING RA/TC. VENTILATION.

5. SLOWING OF CIRCULATION RATE 5. INCREASE IN VENOUS

AND DIMINISHING CARDIAC OUTPUT. INPUT. INCREASE IN

PULMONARY RESISTANCE.

6. SECONDARY FAILURE OF RIGHT 6. FAILURE RIGHT VENTRICLE

VENTRICLE.

IN TRACING THE COURSE OF EVENTS WE MUST CONSIDER THAT THE TENSIONS

OF 02 AND C02 MAY HAVE DIFFERENT EFFECTS AT DIFFERENT POINTS



IN THE CARDIORESPIRATORY IfECHANISM* FOR INSTANCE:

Low ARTERIAL P0 2 MAY DEPRESS THE RESPIRATORY CENTER A LITTLE -

BUT THIS IS OFFSET BY THE STIMULATION OF PERIPHERAL CHEMO-

RECEPTORS. NET RESULT HYPERVENTILATION. AT THE SAME TIME THE

FORMATION OF HISTAMINE IN THE LUNG EI7 ALTERX: THE PULMONARY

RESISTANCE AND ALVEOLAR VENTILATION AND COUNTERACTS CO2 LOSS

THROUGH HYPERVENTILATION.

Low PCO2ARTERIAL BLOOD / ASSOCIATED GENERALLY WITH A DIMINU-

TION OF RATE AND VOLUME OF BLOOD FLOW, HIGH PC02 WITH INCREASED

RATE AND VOLUME, AT THE SAME TIME AUGMENTING THE PULMONARY

RESISTANCE.

IN DRAWING THE CONTRASTING PICTURE OF PRIMARY HEART FAILURE

AND PULMONARY HEART FAILURE WE HAVE BEEN OBLIGED TO OMIT

DETAILS OF CERTAIN CASES OF PULMONARY FIBROSIS IN WHICH EMPHY-

SEMA IS VERY SLIGHT OR NON-APPARENT; DYSPNEA MAY BE MARKED AND

EFFORT GREATLY LIMITED. I REFER TO CASES IN WHICH THE RESTING

LUNG VOLUME MAY BE DECREASED AND THE RATIO OF RA/TC NOT GREATLY

ALTERED, ALTHOUGH X-RAYS MAY REVEAL EVIDENCE OF FIBROTIC CHANGE,

OR EVEN THOSE SUGGESTIVE OF AN IRREGULAR EMPHYSEMA. THESE

PATIENTS MAY SHOW NO HYPERCAPNIA; THEY MAY SHOW NO ELEVATION

OF RESTING PULMONARY RESISTANCE AT REST. THE SYSTEMIC BLOOD

PRESSURE MAY BE QUITE VARIABLE - LOW OR NORMAL IN RANGE.

ANOXIAAS EXPRESSED IN ARTERIAL SATURATION MAY BE VARIABLE FROM



ONE OBSERVATION TO ANOTHER. 
DYSPNEA MAY BE PRONOUNCED AT

REST AND EFFORT GREATLY LIMITED. 
RESTING RECORDS OF THE RESPIR-

ATION MAY BE VERY IRREGULAR, OR THERE MAY BE UNDULATORY CHANGES

IN THE MID-CAPACITY LEVELS, AS THOUGH THERE WERE EXAGGERATED

PERISTALSIS OR GREAT VARIATIONS IN TONUS OF THE BRONCHIAL

MUSCULATURE. HANY PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS OF THESE

FINDINGS WILL BE OBSERVED, WHICH RENDER THEM MOST DIFFICULT

TO INTERPRET. THESE CASES DO NOT SHOW THE PICTURE OF CONGES-

TIVE FAILURE.

; IT IS MY BELIEF THAT THESE VARIATIONS ARE DUE TO A

WIDE RANGE OF CAUSES. ONE MAY, ON FURTHER INVESTIGATION, FIND

AN UNSUSPECTED RENAL ACIDOSIS, FOR INSTANCE, OR LATENT CORONARY

DISEASE. THEY MAY REVEAL EVIDENCE OF CEREBRAL ARTERIOSCLEROSIS.

THEY MAY HAVE POT BELLIES WITH THIN, WEAK MUSCLES AND VARICOSE

VEINS. ONE SUSPECTS THAT THE SENSITIVITY OF THE CHEMORECEPTORS

BOTH IN AND OUTSIDE THE CHEST MAY BE ENHANCED IN SOME OF THESE

PEOPLE. ONE MAY SUSPECT THAT ANOXIA MAY NOT INDUCE HISTAMINE

FORMATION UNIFORMLY IN ALL PERSONS. CERTAINLY INDIVIDUALS VARY

IN THEIR SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ALLERGIC DISORDERS. NOT INFREQUENTLY

ONE OBSERVES MARKED ANXIETY, WHICH COULD PLAY A ROLE IN THE

HYPERVENTILATION OBSERVED.

SO - WHILE ONE MAY PAINT A CLINICAL PICTURE - A TEXTBOOK

PICTURE - OF HEART FAILURE FOLLOWING MARKED EMPHYSEMA, WITH
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ANOXIA AND HYPERCAPNIA, HE IS FACED WITH A MULTITUDE OF VARIANTS

FROM THIS PICTURE. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE CURRENTLY USED

TESTS FOR STUDY OF THE LUNGS AND PULMONARY CIRCULATION REQUIRES

ALL THE RESOURCES NOW AVAILABLE TO THE MODERN INTERNIST, AND

EVEN THEN THE CONCLUSIONS REACHED CAN BE ONLY TENTATIVE. AS

USUAL THE MOST DIFFICULT FACTORS TO EVALUATE ARE THE PSYCHO-

LOGICAL ONES AND THE NEURO-PHYSIOLOGICAL.

IN SUMMARY PERMIT ME TO QUOTE WILLIAM HARVEY: -

"THIS IS EVIDENCE OF TWO KINDS OF DEATH, FAILURE FROM A LACK,

AND SUFFOCATION FROM AN EXCESS. IN THESE EXAMPLES OF BOTH,

ONE MAY FIND PROOF BEFORE HIS EYES OF THE TRUTH SPOKEN ABOUT

THE HEART,

"FAILURE FROM A LACK" IS SHOCK. THE LACK IS OF

BOTH OXYGEN AND C02, ANOXIA AND ACAPNIA, WITH RESULTANT S1OW-

ING OF THE CIRCULATION IN RATE AND VOLUME. THIS SITUATION

MAY OCCUR FROM ACUTE ISCHEIIC OR TOXIC INJURY TO THE LEFT

VENTRICLE. IT MAY ALSO OCCUR IN FIBROSES OF THE LUNG WHICH

ARE NOT ACCOMPANIED BY EMPHYSEMA, AS WELL AS IN CO POISONING

AND LOBAR PNEUMONIA.

"SUFFOCATION FROM AN EXCESS" IS CONGESTIVE FAILURE

OF THE CIRCULATION. WHEN THIS IS DUE TO PRIMARY DISEASE OF

THE HEART, THE RATE AND VOLUME OF CIRCULATION ARE DECREASED

BY THE "CHECK-VALVE" ACTION OF THE LUNG, DUE TO LOCAL ACTION
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OF HISTAMINE, WHICH DIMINISHES ALVEOLAR VENTILATION AND

INCREASES ARTERIAL RESISTENCE AND COMPENSATES FOR THE TENDENCY

OF ANOXIC HYPERVENTILATION TO PRODUCE ACAPNIA5 A7 kIvr

WHEN IT IS DUE TO PRIMARY PULMONARY LESIONS ASSOC-

IATED WITH EMPHYSEMA, THE VENOPRESSOR EFFECTS OF HYPERCAPNIA

POUR A FLOOD OF VENOUS BLOOD INTO THE RIGHT HEART, WHILE AT

THE SAME TIME THE "CHECK-VALVE" MECHANISMS OF THE LUNG

INCREASE THE RESISTANCE TO TRANSFER OF BLOOD TO THE LEFT

VENTRICLE, SO THAT THE RIGHT HEART IS OVERWHELMED. WHEN

SEVERE ANOXIA OCCURS, THE EVENTS WHICH DETERMINE WHICH FORM OF

DEATH WILL ENSUE TAKE PLACE WITHIN THE LUNG.
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TAKEN FROM PAGE 535.

BY DOCTOR WARING:

Doctor McCann and Members of the Symposium, Doctor McCann has,

as always, presented factual matter as well as philosophical

comments with such a happy facility that I envy him. I'm reminded

of the story which I hope our British friends here will not find

incorrect, about Sir Joseph

0
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CARDIO-CIRCULATORY ASPECTS OF THE PNEUMONOCONIOSES

by

James J. Waring, M.D., M.A.C.P.

Dr. McCann has covered his assignment so beautifully that I am

reminded of the story of the visit of Sir Joseph Lister to a formal occasion

of a great English university where he made a splendid address. Following

Sir Lister's address there was a demand from the audience for the local Pro-

fessor of Surgery to say something. As it happened the local professor was

extremely modest and it required much and very flattering insistence from

the audience to make him step forward on the platform. When the audience be-

came still he looked them over and spoke as follows: "When the English

Nightingale sings all other birds should be still." He then returned to his

seat. Perhaps following this example the Rocky Mountain Magpie should be

quiet since the Rochester Nightingale has sung so beautifully.

As always, Dr. McCann has given a very thoughtful discussion of

the varied problems facing physiologists and clinicians in dealing with the

cardio-circulatory pneumonoconioses. Within certain limitations he sings

the praise of CO2*

In the past we have indeed erred too much in concentrating atten-

tion on ventilation to the neglect of the pulmonary circulation. We have

been too intent on the obvious importance of getting oxygen into the lungs

and to little aware of the importance of getting carbon dioxide and nitrogen

out of the lungs. It is not paradoxical to say that we have been perhaps

too much interested in "heart failure" to the neglect of "lung failure."

In "lung failure" both pulmonary and systemic circulation are involved and

McCann is quite right when he says, "The inter-relationship of the functions

of ventilation and circulation are so intimate that one cannot think of one
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without the other."

As to the significance of emphysema in the pneumonoconioses, the

difficulty in its recognition and its physiological significance, I am in

agreement. McCann says emphysema is the chief cause in the genesis of right

heart failure.

In its advanced, diffuse form, emphysema is distinguished by its

"absences":

1. Absent or diminished cardiac and hepatic dullness

2. Absent or diminished diphragmatic movement

3. Absent or diminished breath sounds

4. Absent or diminished broncho-vascular markings by

fluoroscopy

5. Absent or diminished broncho-vascular markings in the

roentgenogram

6. Absent filling of the finer bronchi with lipiodol in

the bronchogram

7. Absent retention of lipiodol after the bronchogram

In physical diagnosis, absences are always less conspicuous than

presences.

Some years ago R. W. Scott (Arch. of Int. Med. 26:544, 1920) noted

the remarkable tolerance of the large lunged emphysematous patient for breath-

ing for short periods of time, say only ten to fifteen minutes, high con-

centrations (8 - 10%) of carbon dioxide. Added carbon dioxide to the inhaled

air, with oxygen, did not materially stimulate the ventilation of these

patients. However, Scott noted the appearance of acute distress at certain

higher critical concentrations of carbon dioxide in these patients. One

patient, comfortable on breathing 9.28% C02, was in great distress after



breathing 11.44% C02. At this concentration his minute volume was only 14

L/m. In other words, with a .potent stimulus to respiration, he had a factor

of safety amounting to about 7 L/m as compared with about 50 L/m for normal

persons under the same conditions. This indicates a marked limitation in

pulmonary reserve.

One of Scott's charts showed that when the normal subject breathed

8% C02 the tidal air was increased 300%; but in the emphysematous patient

only 25%. Note the significance of the prolonged expiration phase of the

respiratory cycle. Prolonged emptying time explains the reduction of M.B.C.

Scott concludes, "The level at which carbon dioxide equilibrium is established

is definitely higher in emphysema than in the normal."

Through the generosity of Dr. L. L. Anderson of the Cardio-Pulmonary

Division at the University of Colorado Medical Center, I can give you inter-

esting but incomplete reports on a group of patients with emphysema due to

various causes, namely asthmatic bronchitis and silicosis. I have divided

these 19 patients into two groups, 12 averaged 60 years of age; 7 averaged

45 years of age. The older group had a residual air of 61.2%, the younger

group a. residual air of 41%. The older group had an M.B.C. of 33.5 liters,
the younger group 73.1 liters. The older group had an average arterial oxygen
saturation at rest of 71% and the younger group an average arterial oxygen

saturation at rest of 91%. For seven patients over 60 years of age, the

M.B.C. averaged 26.4 liters, the R.A. 61.4% and the arterial oxygen satura-
tion 75%. The average pulmonary arterial pressure for the 12 patients over
60 years of age was much higher than for the seven persons under 45 years of
age. Anderson has studied some 50 emphysematous patients, half with severe

emphysema and the other half with moderate emphysema. None were in heart
failure at the time of study. All had either normal or low cardiac output.



All the hypoxic patients had pulmonary arterial hypertension which was re-

duced by inhalation of high concentration of oxygen. All these patients

after exercise showed reduction in arterial oxygen saturation with further

elevation in pulmonary arterial pressure.

Since Dr. McCann has stressed the importance of carbon dioxide,

I thought I would here tell you of some studies done by Whitehead, Draper,

Goldensohn and others at the University of Colorado Medical Center on what

they have called "Diffusion Respiration." This work adds significantly to

our knowledge of what we may call the "pharmacology" of carbon dioxide.

Under standard experimental conditions, if a dog is given enough

sodium pentothal intravenously to suspend respiration, sufficient oxygen

for its metabolic needs continues to flow inward to the alveoli of the lungs

and the animal may live for as long as 90 minutes without the application of

any sort of artificial respiration. During the period of apnea and "dif-

fusion respiration," the energy responsible for the inflow into the lungs

of oxygen is furnished by what these workers have called the "hemoglobin-

oxygen pump (Figure 1)." This "pump" acts in the following manner: as long

as blood circulates through the lungs a steady stream of reduced hemoglobin

passes through the capillaries in the alveolar walls and picks up and carries

away as normally oxygen from the alveolar spaces. The volume of oxygen so

removed, however, exceeds the volume of carbon dioxide that coincidentally

enters the alveolar spaces from the blood, with the result that the bsc=e2er

pressure within the alveoli falls slowly but steadily below the atmospheric

pressure at the glottis and the ambient oxygen moves under this head of

pressure into the airways and down into the lungs.

Due to the absence of expiration, the endogenously formed carbon

0 dioxide accumulates steadily and progressively within the lung alveoli and

blood and tissues with ultimately fatal results.
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If the experiment is terminated at the end of 45 minutes of apnea,

by withdrawal of pentothal and the institution of artificial respiration,

the animal will make a perfect recovery (Figure 2). For the success of the

experiment and the survival of the animal, certain conditions must be met:

1. The animal must be previously de-nitrogenated, that is by

breathing 100% oxygen for 45 minutes his body must be largely cleared of

nitrogen gas. The presence of nitrogen in the dead-space air is followed

by its accumulation in the alveoli during apnea and this interrupts pressure

relations -- smothers the pump with a blanket of inert gas.

2. The airway must be kept open at all times. Obstruction of the

free flow of oxygen leads to rapid absorption of this gas from the alveoli

and rapid collapse of the air spaces.

3. The circulation through the lungs must be adequate to carry

away the needed oxygen.

Important metabolic changes taking place and their influence upon

the circulation may be summarized as follows:

1. Absence of respiratorymovements and their influence on

circulation of the blood

2. Extreme respiratory acidosis

3. Marked hemo-concentration

4. After 30 minutes progressively increasing hypoxia

5. Over-dose of pentothol

The following are the important observations on the circulation:

1. No significant or consistent changes in heart rate.

2. During the first five minutes a decided and consistent fall

in systolic blood pressure followed by a gradual return to normal. With re-

establishment of ventilation of the lungs, the blood pressure rises rapidly
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to a level significantly above normal.

3. Electrocardiogram changes. Frequently during the first 30

minutes of apnea extra-systoles appear. In every case these extra systoles

disappeared as apnea proceeded and the pH of the blood fell and the level

of pentothal sodium diminished. It is thought that the extra systoles were

due to the large dose of pentothal sodium required to induce and maintain

anaesthesia.

Other experiments showed that light pentothal anaesthesia with

low pH and high C02 do not of themselves have a marked tendency to cause

serious disturbances of cardiac rhythm.

Another interesting observation was the prolonged absence of elec-

trical activity of the brain after about 20 minutes of apnea. This was

quickly and completely reversible and was not associated with permanent harm.

McCann calls attention to the very alarming symptoms which may

develop rapidly in a hypoxic patient given a high concentration of oxygeni to

breathe. Under certain conditions such a patient will show decrease of cya-

nosis but clinically he becomes much worse. Coma and convulsions may ensue.

This apparently paradoxical situation seeintep be due to the rapid develop-

ment of a high grade respiratory acidosis. During the period of hypoxia

before administration of a high grade oxygen concentration, respiration was

being driven by anoxic chemoreceptors, and the respiratory center was being

depressed by a high C02 tension. The administration of oxygen removed the

chemoreceptor stimulant to breathing and left the patient at the mercy of a

depressed respiratory center. Breathing became shallow, CO2 accumulated to

a still higher level, the pH fell and serious C.N.S. symptoms developed.

Dr. McCann points out the high C.S.F. pressure which develops in these patients.

This observation was made also experimentally by Goldensohn, Whitehead in 1951.
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This type of "oxygen poisoning" is due more to the fall in pH

with high C02 than to any specific effect of oxygen itself.

A further interesting observation was an apparent mainly reflex

anuria which developed almost immediately after or simultaneously with the

Sapnea.

Further significant observations were:

1. As apnea proceeded and carbon dioxide increased, less

Spentothol was needed to keep the respiration suspended.

2. A small dose of barbiturate reduces or abolishes the

distressingeffects of ventilation of human persons and animals

breathing high concentrations of carbon dioxide.

I direct your attention particularly to the possibility of the

-precipitation of atelectasis under clinical conditions. Not only a part of

the lung may collapse but even an entire lung may collapse if obstruction

of an important portion of the airway occurs in the lung in patients who

have been breathing high levels of oxygen. I refer you to Holmdahl and

S Risho l m 's article of 1951. These men report a fatality from massive atelec-

tasis of the remaining lung during a lobectomy for pulmonary tuberculosis

and ascribe it to the mechanism to which reference is made in these remarks.

Dr. Whitehead made soae other interesting observations. Dogs were tested

with diffusion respiration at various barometric pressures. Duration of

life at the lowest barometric pressure, that is at the highest altitude,

was shortest. The duration of life increased slowly as barometric pressure

was increased, that is as the experiment was tried at lower altitudes. Long-

est duration of life was at sea level. As barometric pressure was increased

above atmospheric pressure at sea level, duration of life did not increase.

Aý-.?;'*' '
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Legend

Figure 1. The Hemoglobin-Oxygen Pump. The animal has been de-nitrogenated

and now breathes only oxygen. As oxygen is removed from the lung, the

alveolar pressure is reduced and oxygen flows down the airway. Meanwhile,

C02 is accumulating. (Anesthesia and Analgesia, Nov.-Dec., 1949)

Figure 2. Carbon dioxide content and pH of arterial and venous blood.

During "diffusion respiration" venous CO2 content and pH show reversal of

their normal relations with the arterial. After resumption of ventilation,

normal relations are restored. (Anesthesia and Analgesia, Nov.-Dec., 1949)

Footnote: Figures 1 and 2 are reproduced through the courtesy of Anesthesia

and Analgesia.

* H. Enghoff, M. Holmdahl and L. Risholm, 
Oxygen Uptake in Human Lungs

without Spontaneous or Artificial 
Pulmonary Ventilati*n., Acta Chirurgica

Scand., 103, 1952, fasc. 4.
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Lister, who was invited to attend a graduating exercise of

one of the great universities in the British lies, and he

gave a magnificent address and at the end of his address,

there was some demand from the audience that the resident

professor of medicine should get up and make a few remarks.

Being a modest gentleman, he was reluctant to do it, but

the demand increased and finally he stood up and he said,

"Ladies and gentlemen, when the English nightingale sings,

all other birds should be still". Now when this Rochester

nightingale,who is both physician and physiologist,sings,

I think the Rocky Mountain magpie, perhaps, ought to shut

up.

Now, he has emphasized many important things, and

I can only touch on them in just a few moments. He indicts

heavily emphysema and the physiological changes that accom-

pany emphysema and I agree with all that* He sings in

praise of carbon dioxide and I think very wisely, and also

very cautiously so. He emphasizes that in past times, we

have emphasized too much heart failure and too little lung

failure, and dne surely will have to agree with him on that

Now, at the University of Colorado, we have had

competent physiologists and bronchologists and since Doctor

40) McCann was kind enough to send me a copy of his address to

try and digest at the higher and more rarified altitude of

the Rocky Mountainregions, this denser atmosphere within
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and without, why I am grateful to him for letting me have

that and I wanted to tell you perhaps something about the

formal pharmical dynamics of carbondioxide as it has been

studied by Doctor Whitehead and Doctor Draper, Doctor Gold-

enson and other men in the Departments of Physiology and

Pharmacology at the University of Colorado School of Medi-

cine.

So, may I have that first slide, please? Now,

in 1908, Volhard talked.about what he called toxygen pumper

and the experiments which I will tell you about here will

demonstrate something of this*

Now, if you will look at the slide, you will see

that we have the ambient atmosphere outside; we have an

airway depicted and we have the 'rspiratory alveolae, and

moving from left to right, we have the.pulmonary circulatio

in the capillary bed*.

Now, if,. as was done by my colleagues, if an an- ,t

imal is first de-nitrogenated, that is if he is permitted

to breathe one hundred percent oxygen for forty-five min-

utes until the nitrogen is pretty thoroughly walbhed out of

his system, especially his repiratory airways and if then,

he is given pentothal of sodium intravenously until his

respiration ceases entirely and if he is now continued in

a one hundred percent atmosphere or as the circulation

proceeds through his capillary bed, oxygen is picked up out



of the alveolar spaces and carried away and carbon dioxide

comes into the alveolae. His respiration has ceased en-

tirely under the influence of pentothal of sodium, but be-

cause the uptake of oxygen volume exceeds the indigenous

CO2 in the alveolar space, why a valent of pressure 
is cre-

ated from the space to the alveolae and the oxygen which is

alone in this animal's ambient atmostphere, the atmosphere

then flows from his glottis down through his trachea and

into his alveolaer spac is picked up and carried away and the

dog, without any artificial breathing whatsoever, and Doctoi

Whitehead calls this the fusion restoration rather than

oxygen pumper as Vorhard described it, the animal will live

without any form of artificial respiration just by ir tue

1*'of this hemoglobin oxygen pumpentothal o sodium, but be-

Tcaushe oxygen is taen away with sufficient rapidity

in the alveolae to spaeup, wh a valcurrent to set up aradium of

pressure from the atmosphere down into the lungs, and the-

animal will continue to survive for forty-five minutes.

Now, he will die after that time if the experimen

is continued for the reason that the carbroughon dioxide elimin-

ation gradually blankets the alveolar capillary me, mbrane so

0 that the oxygen is no longer able to move into the - into tIe

Warterial and capillary into the blood.

Now , the animal would die if he was immediately

taken ouoft from this and put in airmp because then there woultaken out from this and put in air, because then there woul.
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0 be a great inflow of nitrogen and the nitrogen would serve

in the same blanketing way and he would die very quickly.

Now, if, after say, say after twenty minutes the

carbon dioxide has begun, has been steadily increasing, no

longer is pentothal of sodium needed after twenty - between

twenty and thirty minutes, because the carbon dioxide ac-

cumulation, as Doctor McCann referred to, is sufficient at

this time and has an oxidizing influence upon respiration

and for the last, say fifteen minutes or longer of the ex-

periment, the animal is not breathing, but he does not re-:.

quire any longer pentothal of sodium to keep him in this

state.

Next slide, please. Now, this slide shows you,

here up above the blood pressure and the picket fence here

is the spirometer reading and the movements on the left her

show the respirations up and down and then the pentothal

sodium is given in sufficient quantity to stop his breath-

ing entirely and that's where you see, over on the left, th

point where the up and down respiratory movements quit6

Each one of the large moving down of the lines

simply indicates the point at which the spirometer bell is

filled again. The moving down simply means the point where

the spirometer bell is filled in with oxygen;over here are

the respiratory movements, and these figures here do not

refer to minutes. These are the minutes down here, but



these refer to certain events in whatts 
happening here.

Now, you can see, although respiration 
has quit

here, oxygen is continued 
to be taken up by this oxygen

hemoglobin from the bell. 
The bell is filled again, oxygen

continues to be taken up, the 
bell is filled again, oxygen

continues to be taken up, and 
so on.

At this point up in here, you 
will notice that he

had a little fall in blood pressure and then a little rise

and then here, this is a run 
of X-ray cystolic contractions

which Doctor Whitehead showed very nicely 
with - were due

not to fall in blood pressure 
and not to fall in carbon

dioxide, but to too much pentothal, 
and then you notice

Sthat they disappear and the blood pressure falls slowly

over here and after some sixty 
minutes over here, why with

complete lack of circulation, 
there is complete stoppage

of uptake of oxygen from the 
bell.

Next slide. Now, he showed very nicely in this

slide here, time in minutes 
in here and oxygen saturation

of the hemoglobin is here 
and here is the arterial satura-

tion and the veinous saturation, 
the control period. This

is during the period of abnema, of - during diffusion and

this is after the period of abnema. You notice the period

of arterial saturation maintains remarkably well for

thirty minutes here as hypoxia develops. You notice the

veinous saturation does the same thing and then very rapidl1



at the termination of the experiment which is simply ter-

minated by giving artificial respiration with oxygen*

Next slide. Now, this slide shows time in min-

utes down here,- control period b e, the abnea appeared

here, the after abnea aperiod here, and the C02 in control

percent here. You willnotlice that the arterial PH during

B the accumulation of carbon dioxide, and arterial PH falls,

the veinous PH falls anate aterial and veinous CO2 both

rise quite remarkably. The PH falls down in the neighbor-

hood, in the average arou du to 6.69.

The next slide, please. Now, here an interesting

thing was done., Tbhis is- similar to the other slide I showed

you. There was a, little rise in blood pressure here at the

beginning of theexperiment and a little fall. This is the

respiratory movements here. This is'where the abnea appear

or that period begins, but the oxygen uptake continues.

The spirometer bell was filled again and the oxygen uptake

gains again.

Now, at this point right here, the bell was held

so that the bell could not fall and monometers were placed

so as to record the negative pressure that would be created

under these conditions, and you can see that this pressure

fell quite remarkably here and amounted to about fourteen

centimeters of water. In other words, the oxygen uptake

by the alveolar capillary system, under these conditions,



V. V ..

and you can see that this pressure fell quite remarkably

here and amounted to about fourteen'centimeters of- water*

In other words, the oxygen uptake by the alveolar capillary

system, under these conditions, was sufficient to create a

negative pressure in the - or in the airway amounting to

umpteen centimeters of water.

Next slide. Now, they subjected some animals to

carbon dioxide inhalation, and Doctor McCann referired to

this work of Doctor Stott, and there is one in our clinic

out there, that work of Doctor Stott, and that was he em-

phasized the importance that should be attributed or the

significance attributed to the fact that the emphysematous

patient has a remarkable tolerance to CO. He lives in

an atmosphere of low oxygen and a high atmosphereo of .CO

Now, if you give this emphysematous patient car-

bon dioxide to breathe, he establishes it remarkably well

until a point where he comes to a critical level. Perhaps

Doctor Stott reported that when the CO given to breathe wa3

around about 9.28 percent, the emphysematous patient was

remarkably comfortable, but when he was given carbon diox-

ide to breathe as high as 11.28 percent, he was very ex-

tremely uncomfortable.

Now, one other thing in relation to that, and that

was this, both in these animals and in the human beings who

were subjected to ventilation with high percentages of carbm



Se dioxide. Doctor Whitehead found that a small done ofpento-

thal, while the CO 2 was being breathed at high concentratio,

could show amazingly the discomfort of this high CO venti-

lation. A perfectly normal person breathes a high CO 2 con-

centration, 'why he becomes very quickly very uncomfortable

and this discomfort is very easily controlled by the very

small dose of pentothal sodium.

Doctor e hitehead found, in addition, that during

the high concentration of C02, there was more barbiturate

apparently taken up in the central nervous system than when

there was low C0G2 and -that suggests the clinical danger per-

haps of a patient who has been given, for surgical purposes,

a barbiturate and then that patient comes back to the ward

uand becomes.,anoxic because of an obstructed airway, and

.. *now, very quickly, he has a combination of high CO2 and

esthetic effect,, and a,.high barbiturate can drive or can be

driven into. his,! central nervous system to add to his diffi-

culties.

Now, one other thing in relation to this, and thal

is this, that when a patient breathes oxygen, a higher per-

centage of oxygen, I should have mentioned this earlier in

one of the slides, when this patient breathes a high per-

centage of oxygen and he gets an obstruction of the airway,

why there is no nitrogen, there is only a very small amount

of C02 there early, and he can get very quickly a complete



collapsible lung or a collapse of a lobe or a segment of
his lung, simply because the residual oxygen is only there
and that is very quickly absorbed under these conditions.

Now, here you see the effect on a human being of
breathing nearly ten percent CO2,.twenty percent, thirty
and forty percent C02 and the remarkable effect on the PH
breathing these different percenlitages of C02

2*
Next slide. Now, experimental slide of treating

psychotic patients tC and With this type of experimen
In other words, it was thought that maybe that inhalation ohigher CO2 and the droppin fn iPH might have an impor-

tant influence upon the underlying abnormalities within the
4. central nervous system that made a patient schizophrenic

or at least so abnormal t ,t he couldn't get along with the
rest of us, and so they tried this on a number of patients

Snd ound that within a small number, that they were appar-
ently helped by breatling this high percentage of CO2 with
a change in their PH.

Now, they found also one other thing that was ve
interesting and that was that practically immediately the
abnea ensues, the kidneys stop sereting urine and when the

*experiment was terminated and the respiration starts again,
the kidneys immediately start secreting urine again, and th ydetermined that this was a reflex by denervating one kidney
by injecting a local anesthetic around that kidney, and



leaving the other kidney without any anesthetic around Lt,

and they found there that the normal kidney not denervated
.-4"

by local anesthetic continued or stopped secreting immed-

iately that the abnea was started. The other kidney that

was denervated, why, continued to secrete urine, but at a

lower rate than normal, and after the experiment was termin

ated, and a period of abnea was over here, why, the dener-

vated kidney rapidly returned to a higher rate of secretion

of urine and the one that wasenpt denervated, why, resumed.

also its normal rate of secretion.

Now, I have repported this, bedaue I thought that

these might have mono-dynamic influence or effects of car-

bon dioxide might bear an mportant relationto what.

Doctor McCann has been telling you*

(Applause).

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

M ay I beg your patience just for a few moments*

It is twelve o'clock and there is only one announcement, if

you remember, the photograph which was taken yesterday.

There will be a young lady in the foyer of the building

for most of you who wish to have one* I am sure she will

satisfy your needs, and so with that, let us be off to lunc

(Session adjourned at 12:00 noon)

-oOo 000..
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WORMEN S COMPENSATION - MEDICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS

SChairman; M. W. Thompson 2:30 to 5:30 P.M.
Concepts of Disability Under Workmen's CompensationAKStatutes

Theodore C. Waters

Compens ation for Disability and Death Resulting From
the Pneumoconioses

George W. Wright, M. D.
George E. Meredith
Martin F. Hilfinger V0 ' "ALD COLL

BOX 89-91Discussion, led by

Andrew Kalmykow

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

Ladies and Gentlemen, may we begin. -We have a
very tight program for this afternoon and we will have to
adhere as closely as we can to schedule,

Now, if you refer to your programs, as you un-
doubtedly have during the first three and a half days of
this Symposium, you will note, I am sure that there are
two broad areas which are covered. The first area has
reference to medical phases and the second area has refer-
ence primarily to the medical-legal aspects in compensa-
t tion.

During the first three and a half days, guests,
you have heard Jenny Lind from Boston, you have heard the
oriole from Baltimore leading off from Doctor Waring, and



S. .

you have heard the English sparrows, and I discussed this

with Doctor Orenstein. He said there are no singing birds

in South Africa, but we are very fond of the ostrich, so -

and, yes, we've heard the nightingale from Rochester and

the magpie from Colorado and no matter how beautiful their

song might have been or how comforting or discomforting, I

know that many of you who have sat through this three and

.a half iays were medical men, and you've had some distress

SJpar ts various parts, and the men from the legal profession,

Scompensatio. 'fie.d, sometimes, I'm sure in sympathy, other

a e ith. arather high degree of forbearance, but now it

-tistheizr urn and you medicai men, physiologists, psychol-

ogists and% psychi rists and what not, must sit and listeni

i to them ..,So I think they are now in a position to do to yo ',

what you have done unto them.

Now, much of this prpgram, particularly the last

day; and a half, would have been impossible had it not been

for'the great help and counsel of the co-chairman of this

Symposium, Mr. Waters. Mr. Waters has been a long friend

of the Saranac Laboratory and the Trudeau Foundation and

I want, for the record, to say again that the success which

this symposium may have is, in large measure, due to his

effort.

Mr. Waters comes from Baltimore and he is to act

as General Chairman for the next day and a half, and he will



also introduce the speakers, and so with that, Mr Waters.

BY MR. WATERS:

Thank you, Arthur. I know that I speak for the

participants in the program this afternoon and tomorrow,

when I thank Doctor Vprwald and the Saranac Laboratory for

the opportunity to participate in the deliberations of this

Symposium. We're all tremendbusly interested. We've ap-

preciated the information that you-docs have given us. 
We

would like to perplex you with some of the problems that

are incident to the administration of compensation laws

dealing ith the pneumoconiosis. We feel that we have

learneda lot. Wen ill re11learn more before- the

sessions close ndwe opt .you, in turn, will find

out so ithing about the point of view of the lawyer who is

trying to do the job in handling claims dealing with this

type pof industry.

Now, ,jIm going to be very brief in these introduce

tory remarks, because this afternoon, it is my pleasure to

introduce to you the chairman who will preside at this par-

ticular session. I can only say that he is a grand person

and an industrialist. He is a little guy, but a big man

and comes from an industry that has concerned itself and

Shas done something about the protection of the health and

the welfare of the men that are exposed in that particular

industry. Mr. Thompson, from Hall China Company, Mr. Mike

Thom son. *-----



PART SIX

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION - MEDICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS

Chapter Twenty-six

Introduction

M. W. Thompson

The object of this symposium, as stated in the program, is to improve

industrial health. Following that lead I would like to say just a few words

about industrial medical programs in small plants. I believe this topic has

a direct bearing on workmen's compensation, the subject to be discussed at

this session of the symposium.

First of all a small plant, or a group of small plants, in a so-called

hazardous industry cannot really improve its Workmen's Compensation position

without an intelligent medical program. Then too, it has been my experience

that if a State Industrial Commission knows that a certain small plant or

group of small plants in any industry is honestly trying to eliminate hazards

and handle intelligently its industrial health problems the members of the

Commission will give to that plant or industry a more favorable consideration

than they would if the management were not making a proper effort to soly'e.:

its own problems. The-members of the Commission are human and if they know

that management is doing its best, their attitude is going to be a friendly

one.

Small plants in the United States comprise over 3.6 million establish-

ments, employing almost 19 million workers. When we realize that only a

small percentage of these plants or of their employees is experiencing the

constructive benefits of on-the-spot in-plant health services, the urgency

of the problem becomes apparent. We don't need to bother very much about



the industrial medical programs among the larger manufacturers. Generally

they are well taken care of, but the small plants - and I come from a small-

plant industry - do need more and better information and more intelligent

leadership along this line. Fortunately, many organizations are doing just

this. I just want to mention a few organized efforts along this line.

The National Association of Manufacturers made a very comprehensive

study in 1951 of industrial health, medical and safety practices. This study

will be available in printed form in a few months. As a matter of fact, the

study has been completed. It is a very voluminous volume but it will be

condensed and will be available for general distribution within a very few

months. Comparison of the previous study made in 1940 with this new infonna-

tion shows us that a tremendous advance has taken place in those eleven years

and the comparison definitely indicates that industrial management is becoming

more and more aware of its problems and responsibilities. That is one agency.

In the industry with which I am connected we have received invaluable

help and guidance from the Industrial Hygiene Foundation of Pittsburgh, not

only in studying and evaluating the hazards in our industry but also in setting

up a proper medical program. The Council of Industrial Health of the A.M.A. has

developed and will soon have in print a pamphlet or handbook, entitled Guiding

Principles for Small Plant Industrial Health Services, which will be available

to all and which will be particularly valuable to management and to general

practitioners who devote some of their time to industrial medicine. I under-

stand that the National Industrial Conference Board in New York at the pre-

sent time is making a study of industrial health programs which will be pub-

lished in the near future.



These developments indicate that today, more than ever before, employers

in small plants realize that better industrial health means lower workmen's

compensation costs, increased production, better employer-employee relations,

proper placement of employees and the practice of preventive medicine, all

of which really produce greater profits. This enlightened viewpoint, to-

gether with the assistance from the agencies mentioned and from many other
5k

organizations working along the same line, can result only in more and better

industrial health programs.
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0 BY MR. THOMPSON:

Thank you, Ted, for those kind words. You know

I'm going to talk, in the few words that I say this after-

noon, about something that is not perplexing at all, not

71 along the medical lines or along the legal lines, so I hope

4. you'll bear with me. I am neither a doctor or an attorney,

'I- just try to be a plain businessman,

The subject for our discussion this afternoon is

Workmlenas Compensation -- Medical and Legal Aspects, and

we're avery fortunate in having as speakers on the program

gentlemen who are tops in their fields. The team is in

good shape and we can look forward to an interesting and

Pinforma'tie afternoon.

SI notice in the forword on the inside cover of

the program that the object of this Symposium is to improve

industrial health. That's why we're here, so following

that lead, I would like to say just a few words about in-

dustrial medical programs in small plants. I believe ithis

has a direct bearing on the subject we are discussing this

afternoon,Workments Compensation.

First of all, a small plant or a group of plants

in a so-called hazardous industry can not really improve

their Workmen's Compensation position without an intelligen

medical program. Then again, it has been my experience tha

if a State Industrial Commission knows that a certain small



plant or group of plants in any industry is honestly trying

to eliminate hazards and intelligently handle its industrial

health problems, the members of the Commission will give

more favorable consideration to that plant or industry than

if management is not making a proper effort to solve its owr

problems. The members of this Commission are just human

and if they know that the people in the industry are really

doing the best they can, their attitude is going to be a

little different.

Small plants in"'tie United States comprise over

3.6 million establishments, employing almost 19 million

workers. When we realize that 'only a small percentage of

these plants.or their employees are experiencing the con-

structive benefits of on-the-spot in-plant health services,

then the urgency of the problem becomes apparent.

We don't need to bother very much about the in-

dustrial medical programs among the larger manufacturers.

Pretty generally, they are well taken care of, but the smal:

plants, and I come from a small plant industry, do need

more and better information and more intelligent leadership

along this line. Fortunately, many "organizations are doing

just this. I just want to mention a few organized efforts

along this line*

The National Association of Manufacturers made a

very comprehensive study in 1951 of industrial health,

III
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medical and safety practices. This will be available in

printed form in a few months. As a matter of fact, the

study is, has been completed and it's a very voluminous

volume, but it iill-be condensed and .available for general

distribution within a very few months, they tell me. Com-

paring this - comparing its previous study made in 1940 witl

this new information shows us that a tremendous amount of

advancement has taken place in those ,eleven years and def-

initely indicates that industrial management is becoming no e

and more aware of the problems and its responsibilities.

That is.one agency*.

In the industry that I am connected with, we

found that the industrial hygiene foundation in Pittsburgh

gave us invaluable help and guidance, not only in studying

and evaluating the hazards in our industry, but in setting

up a proper medical program*

The Council of Industrial Health of the A. M. A*

has developed and will soon have in print a pamphlet or a

handbook. Now, it is entitled Guiding Principals For

Small Plant Industrial Health Services, and it is pretty

near reary for publication. Itts coming along in fine

shape. When ready within a few months, it will be availabl

to all interested parties. It will be particulagly valuabl

to management and general practititioneos who devote some

of their time to industrial medicine.



I understand also that the National Industrial

Conference Board in New York is making a study at the pre-

sent time of industrial health programs which will be pub-

lished in the -reasonably near future. This all indicates

that today more than ever before, employers in small plants

Spractice of preventive medicine, all of which really make

Sfor greater -profits *

S'This enlightened viewpoint, together with the

assistance from the agencies I mentioned above and from

many other organizations working along the same line, can

result only 'inmore and better industrial health programs.

Nw, N from there, we go to the first team, and

we've got0 a fine first team on this afternoon. As you will

notice inthe program, Ted Waters, who is of the firm of

Milliken,satockbridge and Waters, Baltimore, Maryland, is the

lead-off man, and so, Ted, will you take the ball from here.

BY MR,. WATERS:

You see, you didn't get rid of me as easily as

you had expected. Gentlemen, as Doctor Vorwald has remarked,

) we have been considering the medical aspects of the pneumo-

conioses for several days and I know you share with mn my

own personal feeling of appreciation for the opportunity
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to meet in the atmosphere f learning o the Saranac Labor-

atory and of this Symposium to re-co ider the various prob-

lems incident to the pneumoc niose .

(Mr. Waters' prepa ed aper, which is on file wil

the Saranac Laboratory was r

BY MR. THOMPSON:

Thank you, Ted. I always thought that Ted waters

knew more about Workmen' Co ensation as it effects the

various states through ut the United States. than anybody

Selse, and I'm quite Are that paper proves it.

Now, the /iext item. the program this afternoon

is Compensation. rr Disability and tDeqth Resulting from the

Pneumoconioses.

Now, on this subject, we have a group of four

speakers. Unfjortunately, Mr. Ge rge E. Meredith is not

able to attend this afternoon, b t.we have two other gentle-

men who will more than fill his p ace, but to lead off in

this particuiar discussion, we're oing to have Doctor

George wrig t, who is Director of the Department of

Physiology of the Trudeau Foundation. I know that most of

you know tiat. The only reason I repeated it is because

someone might be here this afternoon who was not here this

morning, so Doctor Wright, will you please take the stand?

BY DOCTOR .WRIGHT:

Take the stand?



TAKEN FROM PAGE 553.

to meet in the atmosphere of learning of the Saranac Laboratory

and of this Symposium to re-consider the various problems

incident to the pneumoconioses.

(Mr .Waters prepared paper, which is on file with the

Saranac Laboratory, was read)
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CONCEPTS OF DISABILITT

0 UNDER WORDIEN'S COMPENSATION STATUTES

During the present week, we have been privileged to meet

in an atirosphere of learning to reconsider the problems presented

by "pneumoconioses". Certainly there is no place in this country

where that subject has received more conscientious scientific and

intensive consideration than here at the Saranac Laboratory.

We have renewed our associations with the memories and

0 teachings of those two grand men of industrial medicine-LeRoy U.

Gardner and Arthur J. Yorvald-together with their many associates

who have rendered such distinguished service in this field of

medicine.

The previous meetings of the symposium have been devoted

to the medical aspects of pneuamoonioees) beginning with the

present session, we turn to the legal aspects of these problems to

consider:

1. Legislative provisions for compensation

for the victims of these diseases, and

2. The evaluation of disability or injury

arising -therefromi.

These problems are complex and give rise to differences

of opinion, dependent upon the point of view of approach.

In order that I may identify ayaelf for the record, I

wish to state that in my professional practice, I have always

represented employers and insurers in matters dealing with this

0 subject, except in a number of instances where my employer clients
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have requested me to represent their employees in the presentation

of claims. While my professional representation has been on the

side of employers, my thinking has always been influenced by deep

sentimaent and regard for those tragic figures who become disabled

or die from diseases for which the medical profession has found no

cure.

Our brothers of the medical profession have already

* admitted that they do not know all about pneumoconioses. There

are many unsolved questions that should stimulate continued labora-

tory research of the type and character that has distinguished the

activities of this Laboratory. From the legal standpoint, our

legislatures, commissions and courts have been wrestling with the

legal problems relating to employer liability for compensationj

and here again, we find that they have not found all the answers

to those problems.

In py remarks, please consider that I anr thinking out-

loud with no conclusive opinions, but still am one of a group who

is trying to find answers to questions that have so perplexed my

legal brethren.

Dr. Vorvald has asked me to discuss the legal concept of

the term "disability* under the compensation statutes. As a prelude

to that discussion, may I remind you of the nature of an employer's

liability to pay compensation for these diseases. The liability is

two-folds (1) that imposed by the comaon law, and (2) that imposed

by the Workmen's Compensation Acts of the several states. Common

law liability results from the employer's negligence in providing

for employees a safe place in which to work, safe tools with which
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to work and failure to warn employees of dangers incident to their

employment. In such actions the employer retains the common law

defenses oft

1. The Fellow Servant Doctrine,

2. Assumption of risk by the employee, and

3. Contributory negligence of the employee*

The cause is tried in a Court of Law, before a jury, and technical

legal principles of procedure and rules of legal evidence prevail.

The ultimate questions of liability and damages are within the dis-

cretion of the jury.

Several decades ago, our society became dissatisfied with

that procedure and devised the Workmen's Compensation Acts to pro-

vide remedies for that type of industrial injury. Today all of the

states and federal jurisdictions have enacted such Acts; they differ

in form and in benefites h states() do not provide compensation

for occupation diseases, and in 21 states(2) benefits for the pneu-

moconioses are subject to limitations that are not placed on benefits

for accidental injuries, while in 14 states(3) no benefits are paid

for partial disability. By the acceptance of the provisions of the

Compensation Acts, the employer becomes an insurer of the health of

his employees as to those diseases made compensable thereby and

loses his coimmon law defenses in such actions, while the employee

surrenders his right of coaaon law actions and accepts the Compen-

sation Act as his exclusive remedy of the injury so sustained. In

such claims there is no issue of negligence, either on the part of

employee or employer and the technical rules of procedure and

evidence are abandoned.
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Perhaps one of the most troublesome aspects of providing

compensation for the dust diseases results from the varying conm

aoept of the term "disability" under the Law. Some compensation

laws define that terim; some leave it to comuission or court deter.

mination. Certainly one of the basic purposes of the compensation

statutes was to provide monetary compensation for injuries resulting

-in loss of wage-earning capacity of the injured employee.

The comllon law concept of the term is that of "injury to

the body"j while under the compensation statutes, three distinct

concepts of the term have been adopteds

1. Disability implies an inability on the part

of the injured employee to earn full wages in the emplay-

ment in which he was last employed. (New York)

0 2. Disability shall mean that an employee is

totally unable to perform any further work in his then

occupation or in any other trade, business or occupation.

(Vermont)

3. Disability means the event of an employee

becoming actually incapacitated, either partially or

totally from performing his work in the last occupation

in which he was exposed to the hasards of such disease.

(Maryland)

Bearing in mind those concepts of disability, let us con.

sider only briefly the three main special provisions of our Compen-

sation Acts that apply to the pneumoconiosess

1. Limitation Provisions of Monetary Benefits.
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2. Limitation Provisions Relating to Filing

Claims after Disablement or Death, and

3. Denial of Compensation for Partial Disability.

Time does not permit detailed discussion of these subjects,

but I would like to refer to their purposes and objectives. When

laws were first amended to provide compensation for dust diseases,

it was recognised that many employees who had been previously

exposed to dust had accumulated dust in their lungs over the period

of employment antedating the effective date of the Law. This created

so-called "accrued liability" or "potential liability" because when

the Law was amended, employers were liable as insurers and deprived

of their comaon law defenses. Therefore, many of the states adopted

provisions known as escalator clauses of monetary benefits, providing

Sa low benefit at the effective date of the Act with gradual increases

in benefits each successive month thereafter. Such provision was

contained in the New York Dust Disease Act of 1936. This served to

relieve tne imediate impact of liability and to discourage an

avalanche of claims as soon as the amendment became effective. his

pattern was followed in many states.

While many of the states have retained these legislative

provisions, others have since repealed them. The fact is that the

employee disabled from dust diseases is just as much entitled to

compensation as the employee suffering from other types of disability.

Limitation provisions relating to the filing of claims

present a serious question. Employers and their insurance carriers

properly desire to ascertain and discharge their liability under the

law within a reasonable time after last exposure or the termination
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of employment. They wish to avoid continuing liability for an
extended time. Our courts have interpreted these statutes liberally,
Sgiving to the claimant the benefit of doubt. With that philosophy,

I am in accord, but there should be some reasonable time limit

within which claims must be filed. However, our courts have adopted
the general theory that limitations of time for the filing of claims

do not begin to run until the employee knows or ought to know that

he has contracted the disease. The result is that claims are filed
and allowed years after the employment has terminated. Legally,
such doctrines do not make sense. With respect to other types of
injuries or in cases of damage actions, all state laws provide

some fixed period of tiae within which claim must be filed or suit

brought. Why not as to these diseases? I pose the question, but

do not profess to know the answer.

SWith respect to the matter of Cooqpnsation for partial
disability for the pneumoconioseu, a far more serious problem is

presented, and the legal profession is awaiting informed opinion

from our medical brethren before finding the solution. If, as and

when the medical profession can find some satisfactory formaul for
evaluating such disability, I have no doubt that our laws will be
amended in this respect; but we do not seem to have reached that

stage yet.

As stated before, the laws of 14 states provide that no
compensation shall be paid for partial disability while in 4 states ,
legislative provisions attempt to provide limited compensation

therefor. It is not my purpose to advocate provisions for or against

such benefits as we shall be enlightened upon that subject by the
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speakers who are to follow, but I believe it will be of interest

for me to outline briefly the reasons for this problem and to state

the arguments for and against the allowance of compensation for

partial disability.

The old story is true that the day we were born, we began

to die. With advancing age, most of us show lung changes demon-

strable upon x-ray examination. kvery employee engaged in a dusty

trade may show such markings which the medical profession may

attribute in part to his exposure. As a matter of fact, aony sili-

cotics are engaged in trade and should be continued in their employ-

mint even though they have demonstrable evidence of the disease

without impaixment of wage lo.s or embarrassment in the perfonmacse

of their duties, Prom the standpoint of the employer, he feels

that to allow that employee compensation would mean that he would

be on the compensation payroll for life, with the privilege of re-

opening his claim from time to time with increasing benefits; in

other words, every employee is a potential claimant where he has

been subjected to any dust exposure. In many instances such

employees may continue to perform their regular duties for a normal

lifetime without wage loss. But from the standpoint of the employee,

he feels that he has suffered some injury--as distinct from the

concept of disability; that his disease may later become complicated

with some other infection, resulting in wage loss or leading to

death; furthermore, if his employment is te noinated, he may be

denied employment in a similar trade upon physical examination. He

may not be "disabled" but he is injured. Recently in a meeting

where I participated in a discussion of this subject with Dr. Vorwald
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And Dr. yer', they used the term 'disfunctionu. Perhaps during
the course of their remarks, the may attempt sowe definition of
that ter%.

In summary, the reasom for denying and granting coupon.
nation for partial disabilityr a a follows,

BeanOs for Denying coinzaenmatioui

1. Im ibility of medical evaluation of
the extent of disability.

2. Copensatioa should not be paid unless

the Olaiamt has sustained a vw loss.

3. EMploy*r's liability should be fully

dsrtemiad and dischargP4 ithIn a reasonable tite
after ternnatio of epoeure or eployment.

easons f Gr antiang w saticha

1. qplloyee has reoeivd some injury.

2. If employent is terminated, employee

e a uAble to obtain Oer emploment because of
his condition.

3. CoNpensation for partial disability

from other diseases is genwrally allowed.

Four states have legislative formulae that attempt to
answer this problem, They ae Maryland, North Carolina, West
Virginia and WisconsidJ and I coeadN their statutes for your cono-
sideration. The gist of their provisions is to provide limited
benefits for Hpartial disability", the payment of which discharges
the employer from continuing liability. Such methods avoid the
imposition of unjust and unreasonable costs upon industry and meak
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the liability of the employer terminable and insurablej they also

give to the employee monetary benefits during the period of his re-

adjustment in other employment where he is removed from continuing

hazards.

May I refer briefly to the provisions of the Workmen's

Compensation Act of West Virginia, with which I am perhaps more

familiar both as to its subject matter and its admaiistration. The

law of that state provides as followss

*Section 6.a. Stages of Silicosisa Benefits and Mode
Sof PayPentto Emplo ses 5ad Depennts,

An employee shall, for the purposes bereofs, be
deemed to have silicosias (1) In the first stage when it
is found by the commissioner that the earliest detectable
specific signs of silicosis are present, whether or not
capacity for work is or has been impaired by such sill.
cosisj (2) In the second stage when it is found by the
commissioner that definite and specific physical signs
of silicosis are present, and that capacity for work is
or has been impaired by that disease; (3) Ina the third
stage when it is found by the comumissioner that the
employee has silicosis resulting in total permanent dis-
ability, whether or not accompanied by tuberculosis of
the lungs."

Compensation payable for first stage silicosis is the sua of $1,000)

for the second stage, $2,000. Such payment operates as a fuall re.

lease and discharge of the employer for continuing liability. There

is no requirement that the employee shall file claim) it is within

his election to do so. The purpose of the statute is to provide a

fund for his readjustment in other employment where he did not con.

tinue to be exposed to the hazard of dust. As a practical matter,

this law has worked successfully. Certainly, no state has had more

serious problems particularly with reference to dust exposure among

coal miners. It may not be the full answer to the question, but
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apparently has been administered to the satisfaction of employers

and employees.

The foregoing discussion has been presented with the

purpose of directing your thoughts toward those questions that are

troublesome in the administration of laws dealing with compensation

for pneumoconioses. State legislatures will continue to search for

proper legislative formulae. Let us hope that our medical brethren

may help us to find the answer to these problems and also find some

method to effect cure of these diseases.

+R+g*+
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Chapter Twenty-eight

Comenation for Disability and Death Resulting from the Pneumoconioses

Remarks by George V. Wright, M.D.
(  -- ·-- ------- ·--- ·-- *~U--

This is a most complex problem. The things..............

................ frequently they cannot do.

-____ - - --- ----
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BY DOCTOR WR :

0 T'are t e stand?

BY MR. TH PSON:

Yes/ si

BY DOW; WRIG

/Irm not so kee about that.

BY/'MR. WATERS:

Raise y hand and rn, please.<8

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

As a matter of fact, I wasn't too keen about the early

remarks of this afternoon. It would appear as though I'm to be

drawn and quartered or pilloried in some way. I'm the only

medical representative, I believe, and these are supposed to be

the lawyers' innings. I'm at least permitted a few words before

the final events.

I was reluctant to appear on this program, as I think Mr.

Waters would inform you, and before saying anything, I should

like to establish my position. There are others in the room

who have had a vast experience in the strictly medical aspects

of the compensation problem. At first hand, I mean. I've had

relatively little. Most of the knowledge that I may possess

stems from questions that have been directed toward me and it

is by virtue of these that I do have, I believe, some comprehension

of the problem faced by the doctor and the problem faced by the

legal profession and the problem faced by the administrators.

I would like, most of all, just to be here, to answer

questions if I can, so my remarks will be quite brief.
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This is a most complex problem. The things that we had to

talk about this morning, by comparison, are simple. They are

subject to measurement. Doctor Orenstein said to me in the course

of some of our conversations this week, one of the great dif-

ficulties in the field of compensation is that it turns on a

matter of opinion and opinion is difficult to measure. If a

legal problem comes up about construction of a bridge, an engineer

can go and measure it and can state in legal hearings that such are

the measurements of that bridge, and if you don't believe it, get

someone else to go out and measure it and it will come out the

same way. Usually the information desired from the doctor is not

subject to strict measurement*

Many things are involved. Some can be measured, but in the

last analysis, the physician still has to give an opinion and an

equally able and properly motivated physician may, as sometimes

does happen, take the opposite side with a conflicting opinion.

It seems to me that so long as we must deal in terms of opinion,

we are going to be beset with a man who will take one side and

another who will take the other side. I must say Solomon himself

would have had difficulty in some of the circumstances that have

been presented to me.

Now, I was intrigued by something that Mr. Waters said. I

have long looked for a definition that he made in a very easy,

offhand manner as though I should have known it all my life. This

something was his definition of disability under the common law.

I don't know much about law but I do believe the common law is
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the result of many, many years of experience. Is that correct?

BY MR. WATERS:

That's right.

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

And, therefore, it's very apt to be common sense. Certainly

the common law definition of disability is much more common sense

to me than is the definition that has been written into most com-

pensation laws.

In compsensation law, Mr. Waters said, the definition of

disability hinges on the matter of earning power. Who is to measure

earning power, and how is one to measure earning power? Many things

enter into it that can be determined with same degree of accuracy.

There are other factors such as motivation and the rights of a man

that cannot be measured but that also enter into an opinion as to

whether one has an adequate ability to earn wages. Certainly

one of the primary problems that a physician comes up against is

this matter of stating whether a man is disabled or not.

To assess disability in terms of "injury to the body" (the

common law definition of disability), much more nearly approximates

what a physician is trained for and what he has devoted his life

to. As physicians, we are used to looking for departures from

normal and if disability were defined in terms of injury to the

body and not in terms of ability to earn wages, I think that

doctors would have a much better chance to satisfy the legal

profession and those charged with the duties of administration

of these laws.
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It makes my day worthwhile to have Mr. Waters tell me that

the common law definition is as it is. It appears to me to make

sense. It certainly makes more appropriate some of the studies

that we have done because our aim, thus far, has been to attempt

to disclose and find ways,such as an engineer would use, to recog-

nize departure from normality or"injury to the body." In contrast, when

I'm asked to talk about a person's ability to earn wages, I find

the task most difficult.

Doctor Orenstein, in his opening remarks at the beginning of

this Symposium, made another statement that I thought was very

pertinent. I have made this very same statement publicly and in

writing. The statement is to the effect that when these compen-

sation laws were drawn up, the lawyers gave the doctors credit

. for ability that I don't believe we possess. This fact has caused

its share of trouble.

BY MR. WATERS:

The does probably were not consulted, George.

BY DOCTOR WRIGHT:

In the Journal of the American Medical Association in 1949

I published some comments concerning the medical aspects of ad-

ministering workmen's compensation laws governing industrial

pulmonary disease. In going over the problem in py own mind

again, my views remain essentially as appear there.

Certainly, a lack of proper understanding of the legal defi-

nition of disability has led to much trouble. Many of the men in

the medical profession who appear as experts don't know the defi-

nition of disability as it is being used in the legal sense. Hence,
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the court and the doctor speak of two different things as though

· they were the same. Confusion is bound to ensue.

When it comes to accuracy of evaluating departure from normal,

which is some of the background information on which a doctor must

base his opinion, we run into more difficulties. Doctor Fletcher,

in his opening remarks, left the impression with me that he would

be inclined to define disease in statistical terms; a diseased

individual being one who departed more than two standard deviations

from normal. Now I should like to show a slide if I may. (Fig. I)

This is a chart showing the distribution of one of the functions

of respiration as measured in normal individuals. This is the

maximum breathing capacity of a hundred and sixty normal men. I

say normal men because we were unable in this group, after searching

for it, to find any evidences of what we as physicians recognize

as disease. I would like to direct your attention to the enormous

spread of this particular ability of the human being. The coef-

ficient of variation is so great that a man might have a fifty

per cent loss of this power and still be considered a normal man.

I'll try to make that a bit more clear. Let us say that a

perfectly well man was originally a high normal; in other words,

up in the top part of two standard deviations. Years later when we

examine him we find him down here at the bottom. Such a man may

have sustained an injury causing a loss of almost fifty per cent

of his abilities but still be in the normal group.

Now, surely, I have either misunderstood Doctor Fletcher or

he, I believe, is in error if he is going to attempt to use the

Sstatistical approach to define disease in the individual. My

main purpose in showing this is to give you some idea of the
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difficult position that the doctor finds himself in who is presented

with a patient after the alleged injury has occurred, who has no

notion of what the man was prior to the injury. The doctor may

find him to be in the low normal group. Lacking information as to

the mants abilities prior to the alleged injury, the doctor must

decide whether or not this man has lost powers down to the low

point or whether this low ability is what he was originally endowed

by nature with. It is not a simple problem.

May I have the next slide? (Fig. II) I11 show you another

example of the same thing. Thisypeak work ability, the slide I

showed you this morning, and here you see a very appreciable scatter

of powers to perform. I showed you another one this morning in

which extraordinary athletes were way up here. Normal men possess

great difference in their abilities.

It's true that when an individual is so terribly injured that

he has very few of his original powers left in any direction; it is

then simple to recognize the presence of injury. But when the

injury is of lesser degrees, and in some respects this type of

scatter defines the degree, the opportunities of clearly recog-

nizing that an injury has occurred are rather remote.

I have put these slides on simply to indicate the extreme

difficulty that a physician has in trying to form an opinion that

he can be certain about, that a man has been injured, to say

nothing of deciding how badly he has been injured.

Now, if it is hard enough to do that on a matter of departure

from normal, or what I understand the common law definition of

disability is, just think how much more complicated it is to say
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whether this man is disabled to the point where he cannot earn

wages.

Well, I don't intend to labor that point any further. I'm

sure that you're all aware of the tremendous difficulties that we

have and I wonder if the time hasn't arrived to perhaps reconsider

the ways in which the laws have been written. Perhaps the laws

can be brought a little bit closer to the true abilities that the

medical profession has to assist you with in these matters'.

There is only one other comment I'd like to make and that
(between injury and disability)

is the question of causal relationship f or which the legal

profession and the administrators again turn to the physician.

Not only must we discover whether an injury has occurred and the

degree of injury,but I believe under the law, causal relationship

must be shown. Here again the physician is asked for evidence

that is not always available at the present time.

The first paper given this morning by Doctor Bristol reveals

an attempt to find out whether or not diffuse obstructive emphysema,

which can be a crippling disease, is caused by so-called inert or

non-specific dusts. This is a very pressing problem of the present

day. When faced with a case in compensation involving this situation,

who can say with certainty that emphysema is caused by the dust in
ý,can

question. Equally so, who say with certainty that it is not caused

by it? We simply don't have the critical information.

Almost all of the ailments that I know of which occur as

industrial disease can be re-duplicated symptomatically and even

to some extent on the radiogram, and (in the case of pulmonary



granuloma of beryllium workers) even at autopsy by naturally occurring

non-industrial diseases. It becomes at times very difficult for

the medical profession, with certainty, to ascribe a definite

demonstrable injury to an industrial origin.

The last plea that I would have to make, Mr. Waters, is for

the cooperation of all concerned in a much more intensive study

of industrial and related diseases in an effort to get more factual

information to disseminate amongst the physicians. They have my

sympathy in that they are often so hard-pressed to answer questions

that cannot at present be answered* T.hniou
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Remarks by E. R. A. Merewether, M.D.

Before 1887 a worker was held to assume.............................
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......................... National Heqlth Insurance Act.
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I was intrigued by Dr. Yright's remark.............................
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e have just heard..................******.......
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Remarks by Henry D. Sayer
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Mr. TJaters opened his discourse................................*******************

...............................................................*.........

............................. second degree silicosis.

* Paper not read at the symposium on account of illness of Mr. Sayer.
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closing down the Industries an Which their liveliood depended and

*driving them out of the State. And y*to all recogaized the necessitY

of doing sommething about It to got silicomsi sAM other dust diseases

under the law In saw form.



Flidy afterq ~ysso ans~.s tit ot otg.

under. the. law with provipion for'am l hsele io otv
worker's# so that mn iadgt be rmwVd from the tizstpxm . upmXPMMthe

w a* 4km Atan m., of the dE ea.

-Mark A. Daly Executive Vise pwesien @t14"Se vbots~.IE

wit*1h the. 0Commission to'accpth i1teZkds$
MIjDw 6 Pes rkins, agreed that the bil mtjtda m tpi h
wISM direction. But the -e ~attvsor ebg ~*it

COisWI=on that they would, OPP*po".ms om-spyM h e

'O'IThis arnfor befoe51..*wotwdu ~a~

Slavaw therewim 06 by W
adno'M lotheg trade at w ish the J0l eý~e~4' & l~

ontzed tIr work sat tei, rds essohy~ hspi

able -do -so. They preforzod fMullwast pato.ýW .

initnand rightly othat measures -bu4be efforeed ftr' the
eanutrol of dust.* The employesr were. in, eompltes ea wt ta
detwad, Provided the ameaures of eantrol were PMMrsotisu d ven aft
eUoh as otad reduce output to the Point whew. eMIPIoretnti
State eUIld not survive in @oWuptitio with industries in other
nconregulated states.

Anl of industry# Including labor a&dMaamnt finally agreed,
In order to bring silicosis under the law eVen though in an incomplete
forn,, but with the expectatiOn that benefits would rise an indu~stry got



to4. -pna law by which In conalAeration, of no 1*sisalft

iso ud tem isati ~ -but permittin men to waft and eamui_-~

*0~u* ae~ 'eue cmesta beneftst woii b a1 p pWoo

ofM 4sbitthat is,4 inability to work =ui earn urao$ at fteir

"S~ir. tSvade j.kuoh: beef its to Increase In aeoozdaaoe with a so4hediale

~i mopusd: and *eplogvunt In a dusty trade eontimNe, the aaochut

owQ~p5t~feng related to the inareased 03ONOM UsVdr tohe law

Is)*Ry:tal e~ils tiansi to be required; adequaate. meUAM$,IOt b* takO*n,

t~z t *uotrwo .of, duat nd tMe neessary enSern tudiestob

.a~*4ontpi'oipbyz mad no compensation. to be payabIW for p-skia

d~l~ity ~That aw wasa enacted In 1936, andsnethtS befs

* .*'*~ R~Rt st in, the schedule had wPen eh4fet*t~o

.~. bS~~ 1~0.1 disaility equal those -for. aWy otbe d**

ý,Wf go @ft ba eanditnc that is no dialneg law ue sms thoat I

US usw 6 0 Vrsaw ofimn t oe characeitia of asabldiablity#wsllgfo

s-alld In-silleomi wasdend essentm othe dus dessims,,abl to y ita

does not lend itaelf to accursate deteradnation or evaluation isidr

a ~pLSton laws.



los wamt* lt 7ta h thei UJr~Ihow ptof anl hip~saftmlly

much cOnmsioa or th"Osait OCOWS VISA WO tXy tG classify as-a
0 disability Arl £ b~e~ Loa fact @-msIttng possiblyV an

inpemuelnt of fwictimi bu e ~ss OUGstitting a bar to

saznug ullwapr S ar pwn t ~sdera jiAys:Iological defeat

the em ocmumsti~n4imalem t. Tie 3 York Wormasnis
-Co mlli n taw S b6$n 37 relating to ooutqcnal disease,

defies aoonemsil dSAMilitryý -ALI--,disnlmet Which prevents

*=d:Ltim :of. siLIU± 94"Is -meobpee'si of 0twoo'ki for p~ar In

eup~antswhre ilca us ispsA=*tSed r *es~rat. The 4=at' 47tb
."autltthe: hua qinentnapvtais der a Gertain

aioiostopic size am, U* a sitieety ag number. We oommonly find
Workers in such dust. ezPousiw mbm1ng definite ev*ence of s~iJosis,

bohby X-Ray mand by *1n~ ~aig.d ye hyare * kn
rogular home. am' SM11w ill ,s teem a hs who do not
exhibit thep mama oouaditom. &%oMAIOrecl ife that the

muham sillaosis,* but Ani -iqv of the tact that the person is working

mand earning full wags',,he Gaaaut say thAt he is 'dIxabled". If he
eament work and Saft -1!!s, hei ttlly iabeand in any such

* cmebe is %w4VwstiombY entItled to fulcmemtoabenefits

as a life pension If the I enditiomn isaassified as*permmnet, and as
* teuorarytotal d1isability when the oiIois* not so classified.

Then againD there is the well-nigh impossibility of evaluating
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0 the dspt* of partial disability In Gus eandiftis fhim
am told by wedical experts that there ASi no Standard rand:nwqo
"T2lIng .by X-ra.y the depee' ,fay fprild~~1~~~,orn

Of thoeandition, while other men shwing very ltfl* or_)MwpoelIve
signs ,by. X-raiy, may nonetheless have severe compl* t adhtre Of
-breath..and -allege an~ Inability to eanfull wages a Reroaain

~~At the tmyard, cuitting and polishIng stonei, at .tb*4Wu3Mld W

or in he fow4z~, 3mlng -rook drill In -the t-4nZ~'I4h jm'y

i~ *Wthr Msa em Ore VIaIVUS1set hai 4i ~

art nly vo ases of m== those. fto are abe*46d4oreI o

ft atre disabled =W,. are, Mthewt ;:IlS= .tO .....

I~- t, hasm been ursed that elfeeae ~1~,e Ub w is

Sh a M~wn to have any jowlr$l*ii.,.
t~edisabled. It ban been:,iW i'a-d t))te m'0' h tt hm

paying full compensation beneflt nese#b s ltrWss al

ý 4Lubled, bars suacha- r tt evs h 4 n

*6 us, o i wenl t:o~wAed. ýý`Yet, Iwe 4t~dadg~4t I
*Miaoteda fey years ago, whrbyte.w*a. oa daiit to
u1il1c6051 or other dust disease Was 40ee1ed -to b4 ''n. 15 :the ture Ofa
second Injury and so the liability of the *mploywi' In such a eame Is

shard inby the Spe*ia Disability Fund, -to Ah±.h all, $dloe
OeutrIbiate regardless of whether or not they kAvo any olases that are
payable ouit of the FvMd * Snce Now York State led the way in a

* *ontructive and practical weannr to meet the prblem: presented by
Militosis and siailar conditions,, ansd sin"e in Its MIR feature.

Industry has oooperated fully and has agreed with the progranm, we, takce



~~1G V *00600oo 2plihMatu of th* New Yorkc Legisstw.

M4 I )* pointed outi, howveri, the question of Lopnatw o
* -pwt~l E$sblity romsiliosi prsents diffio~t±sa. #tato s

aem=t be $,wnsuvoantable, When attempting to mnrmout sw*" diffIcult?.

we Indthat; therevy we may Increase the difficulties pentdby

anoter t 'U'in thin -field that we find the nexessity pf keeping

,0stp~ly in "Min the distinction between a phiysiologic or Maanat.i

~~~ "oal 4 '4sability",9 and the disability thAtV:~nt

as~a *SZ. ItS O~C prsent physical discoomif ot and. e6e"A lw *

r'411Uax O600hityp wUithout lose of earniesu wniie uw wuler JWq un"-

-ibk#Aot1wa inability to, work,, resulting In lanss: MfSz~ i te

w 4ft *0nOMIc lose such as the aopnsto IAS"£ 310* t*A

~h~ 4~Weoom~nat for a bodily In1jurY Which. 4OVs*uei# w
f avfelty, Is, to 'man~eoua&;.

Xt ybe aidby, those who'V creoorupenstatim for, viawbl

d~uaili~ tn, i 09osi that Ithi isnofttewent tMha, S"e 11MU1n

a ~ ment for loss or loss of use .of a mbw

m1 as t.aschedule loss or a meliber howerovz it MOONecssar
:A,$# -m~ " ~~n t the condition presented has reached its

m=x== m ipovewnt, and that It is a permanient loss Not so with

pswtla dimalIty fron 8ilico6Si. Mistead, we afitieipate that the

conitio wifl become worse, and If the worker continues In the sane

or a. sivilar occupation,, we look for eventual total disabilityl, which

SWill be permanent.

In conside ring this problem, we must keep in mind another

distinction. Partial disability,. following a traumatic Injury,, ocours
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dAisaility ,t often is-peduced by t&laps of tim and the .fheit

ofhelig 1 uailfinally It 'ia asWholly,* The trend of sartial

disbilty n dst cases -Is the other varls It Ae*er beoom les t

can only chana$O or the warse.

44 4-~ An4 other tangbi, at uihat point dus cmpensable pabtial disblt

begin?, bi the camse or tramtic la~uM or of an acute occupational

diba~. e hy~~ oint before mbuhih-no rognzbecmpnal

ponitanca euiv, ha i, hedate of the injury xn' the case of,

mutle*eiso we have a slowy. prp'resilve eon.iti .,.As generally seen,

ali~~eso asbostowisi# tm to' ez~t onyatrthe lapse, of a lon

ti, reuety Nmay 0ers* The. length-Orf t~me ay be a shorter Or.,

iNJ" us..th s of *Aft Aa th e fprtieles roam-
In' ~~~~a th ohr;11i

mos ofO smt*1 ec <~heel~mt ust when a
worermyshw heqbwateiU ~-way p$dng of the. disease Is

w, Oa wb~ et ediscovered until.

to lae UR ..ae aeperiodically4 Will a

*laim -be mmd* the 41s isO dust. by x-aor by a reduced

vialcaacty. fthe luagsm a"d If sop will. an award be vade? And if

"ades how Will the eretelore ofwe bp measured? Will an award

close the case' ir amw it bueqal be iepne a.nmd a further award

Smade? And if' then total disability eventuatesj, wiLl1 credit be given

against the total disability award for the amowit or amounts already

p paid an the portial 40andtion?

Will the ewgloyoe he benefited by an award for partial dimbility?

I think not. In the first place., oncee a man has been officially adjudged
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Overatims _create% dU~t Will be quite XUW liicel to Ive exaplymsuit t a

MAR who -a hedb~ ~u by e1aI vz.adaofiilescd
of the reteree, to have, aillcosi. It i:jd.likely that the Otticial

board mM;F direct that sucAh peMRso shall not 'ww"az to a dusty trade W.

a venaltrybýf "losling all s~beutril~t*t ope t orw a~tta~l

diaa~ifty ; And in lIII= oiromt-ne =Wy *fier employer w ihsitate
£ 10l5 11" befors hiring such -an SUROi4PZ 8t1pdsiioto."o

over- t 4iawho& have voxksd at a dut6wvto Wy~eawwl

weati~j e adpba~ble for work In~ a mwn mat diffat.. sit rae.Epeie;

'has 4aWsrtdmandtime again. U~at amd 1s A;'jeo"14Y. WOO1

occapaim whm teyhav lernd atde. this ftat hasbeen

108Iahite two 11iytmse~t ste4". saw.. 'htoges
stic to t . . - .v..

And what ofth .ft4 .-ýý_ Yh WI~I 5~et oWAt.

a"dL them found toe a 1s 10,siI@te Would 'it. surprise

anyonef ltsc e~ eaeldately 4.esndad. utterly .. :-

~5 Vnidhe ct e I~lto- Aw~ 'Us~ be at been, condemned
0to earis total, dis6aWv~ &A- ý .Ath Willeý;to

law onwi~te ekoswdr~sigef wt, of the Official adjUdicationt

of his disease? iDoetwe msereiZ try toLSPeI" their PaItiet the

Iawwledge -ofa fatal and mliwmukt eondition wbAm they find one. H ow

may Gamse are thew*' of prsoom VO-take their'lives, be cause of same

0real or ferACied desperaft'a tnditiml Would-the mneaw Compensation

benefits, whateve they zuJtt beg mkse the Compensation Lawa kindly One

*by robbing'the voricr or peace of mind?

There are no statistics avalable, as to the number of men who MY
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with the responsibility of directing the activities of the
Associated Industries of New York in legal and legislative

matters, dealing primarily with industrial relations. Mr.
Hilfinger.

BY MR. HILFINGER:

Mr. Chairman, .gentlemen and ladies: George

Wright mentioned the birth of opinions, and so forth in thi

subject, and; I sat there, just thinking of - they were tell-

ing abou this professor in medical college. It wasn't

yourcollege, Mert, that had this class seemingly, this cla s

Sfor two years, and at the final meeting, he was having with

them, at the final mee ing he was having with them before

graduation, he said, "Gentlemen, I've told you a lot of

'things in the last two years*" He says, "I suppose if I
said that fifty yercent of them are correct, I suppose that

would be, a good average"., He said, "nThe trouble is, I

Sdon't know which fifty percent it is".

I feel very remiss here if I didn't congratulate

Doctor Vorwald and Doctor Wright and the Trudeau organiza-

tion on the work they are doing to solve one of probably

the biggest mysteries among the problems that exist today

in this field of industry. I feel very much subdued, as I
stand here and as I sat here this morning and listened to

this group, and I understand that there is representatives

here from, I think it's ten or twelve different countries,
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ii all from the medical profession, and the present chairman

mentioned here a little while ago, the part that themedi-

iS> cal profession is playing in industrial safety and indus-

* rial welfare and I congratulate' you gentlemen of the pro-

fession because industrial medicine, as you know, is just

beginning to grow.

You mentioned the small plants, ,!Mr. Chairman. I

don't think it will be long before every plant will have a

direct connection withi some of your profession, and I don't

|t"^ know if you realize it or not, but as just an ordinary citi-

zen to sit here with 1a group like this and listen to the

discussions and see the things that you're doing inthese

graphs and so forth, which .are getting right down to facts,

I say, I'd feel remiss if I didn't compliment you and con-

gratulate you on the grand job you're doing to help relieve

human suffering and make life a lot more livable, making

living a lot better, and I think it's proper to say that the

employer today is more and more approaching the subject fron

that standpoint.

Cost, yes, of course, that's important, but I

think behind it all, is the attempt to relieve human suffer-

ing, and I think we have made tremendous progress, and I'm

sure that it won't be long before you gentlemen in this

field will have the answer to the problem wetre discussing

today.
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(The remainder of Mr. Hilfinger's paper was read.

A copy has been forwarded to me, and it is attached hereto)

BY MR. THOMPSON: -

Thank you very much, Martin. Now, we have heard

from three talks on Workmen's Compensation in the United

States, It seems to me that it would be very interesting

if we had a talk on Workmen's Compensation in other coun-

tries, so Itm going to ask Doctor E. R. A. Merewether, Sen-

ior Medical Inspector of Factories, the Ministry of Labor

and National Services, London, England, if he would be kind

enough to tell us about compensation for the pneumoconioses

in England.

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER: -

"Ii. ; ^Ladies and gantlemen, you have seen me before,

but it.ts not my fault this time. I'm a stand-in. With a

foot in both professions, I have been extremely interested

in these papers, and it does illustrate the tremendous dif-

ficulties not only intrinsically on the subject, but in

different states and different conditions. Just a few

words that I have written this morning, which will give some

idea of our evolution, is by no means perfect, and it may

be in the course of evolution still, and it certainly is

not necessarily a model for any different set of circum-

stances.

Before 1887, a worker was held to assume all the
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risks of his occupation, although he could bring suit for

action, to recover for injury and damage. Proof of negli-

gence was difficult, and the high costs made it very expen-

sive. For the fifty years.subsequent, there have been leg-

islations imposing duties on the employerof supplying safe

working requirements, on the old principal if you keep a

dangerous element, you must keep it under control.

Nevertheless, so-called acts of God were remark-

ably and unduly prevalent and many werwthe tragic and un-

just results.

In 1887, therefore, the employers liability act

reached the statute book, the act dealt with accidents

only and provided for a measure of compensation which, how-

ever, could be advocated partially or entirely on the scote

of contributory negligence on the part of the workmen. It

was not until the advent of the Workmen's Compensation Act

' in 1906, among the pieces of legislation at that time that

compensation for occupational disease, as well as for acci-

dents arising out of and in the course of employment,

arrived on the scene.

The occupational diseases and hazards covered

were strictly occupation, that is to say practically speak-

ing, they did not occur in the general population irrespec-

tive of occupation. They were specifically set out in a

schedule to the end, on one side, the disease uprisings, and



opposite, where possible, were detailed the occupations or

exposures which commonly caused the disease or poisoning*

The aims of this method of prpscription, particular pre-

scription, as opposed to general prescription of diseases

and possible poisonings, were two-fold: Firstly, to reduce,

speed -up. and simplify litigation, and secondly, by setting

up opposite disease or poisoning, the relevant occupations

or exposures to - to afford a presumption in favor of the.

workman.

SThus, the sche'dule minus the disability, and put

opposite coal miner, mining, if a man developed the stigmas

which 'he thought were due to hiss occupation, he could make

a claim,; but .if he was not a coal miner, to succeed, he would

have to prove that his asthmas were due to his work, his par..

ticular work.

- He - if he was a coal miner, then the burden of

'· proof that; the asthmas was not caused by coal mining, was on

the employer. This is still a feature of our law today.

The first disease and poisoning to be scheduled in

this way, subject to compensation, wer- anthrax and lead

phosphorus and mercurial poisoning. To show you the need

for such legislation, with over a thousand cases of lead

poisoning noticed in my department, well over a hundred died,

Slowly and after full investigation and proof of occupation-

al causation on the disease, the occupational diseases and



Sposioning were put in the schedule until now there are

forty-four on the list including pneumoconiosis and others.

It was not until 1910 that pneumoconiosis was

included in the schedule, In form - in the form of silico-

sis with or without tuberculpsis. Total disability only

was provided for, and silicosis was then defined as fibroid

. crisis due to silica dust.

-Those were the simple days, and the 1918 act af-

forded.rough justice to worse cases since even with the

a elementary X-ray apparatus of those days, the slow start of

silicotic nodules in the film hit the expert like a charge

of machine gun bullets.

.-B y 'oBy 925,'e of 1929, therefore, the disease the

compensation covered, and the machinery for diagnosis quite

inadequate and the great new act, the Workmen's Compensatio

Act of 192,:codified the previous legislation and extended

1 it to partial as well as total, isability, alco constituted

our experts ,under the Home Office, with your Ministry of

Interior to deal with diagnosis and assessment and whose

decision was final.

This Board successively described as the Silciosii

Medical Board, the Silicosis-Asbestosis Medical Board, and

now it's the Pneumoconiosis Medical Board, functions today

and its decision on diagnosis questions is still final*

Up until 1930, the campensable dust disease was



still limited to silicosis, now defined as fibrosis of the

lungs due to silica dust with or without tuberculosis and

with either partial or total disability. Coinciding now

with my entry into the Factory Department, then the Home

Office, confusion became worse confounded. With our mixed

dust elements, it was obvious that the classical descrip-

tions of silicosis following on pure quartz exposures, was

inadequate to serve justice. Coal miners* troubles were

much in the public eye. The disease I've,?seen in the pot-

tery and grinding trades.did not fit and, ..to make the situ-

ation worse, one of the unshakable foundations of knowledge

at that time, that only dust containing free -silica, was

really injurious, trembled and tottered, as asbestosis loom d

darkly as a cloud the sizde of a man's hand on the horizoi

Many free surveys were set on f ot and completeds

therefore, between 1925 and 1930, and by the Workmen's

Compensation Silicosis and Asbestosis Act in 1930, a law

was made, under that act, the range of dust diseases subjec;

to compensation and occupations to be covered were greatly

extended. The diseases were now covered by an extended

definition, fibrosis of the lungs due to silica dust, as-

bestos dust or other dust, to be defined, with or without

tuberculosis*

Relative calm now set in for a time, but soon

uneasiness became apparent, that the coal miners and trimnmes



were not getting a fair deal. The slate dressers as oppos-

ed to the slate quarriers and some foundry operators,

seemed to escape adequate notice and busy nurses; that was
a very awkward disease and missed notice. The cotton

workers teltVt-ey were left out.

OSan invesoigationss on a considerable scale, were

b s e t u p successively in the coal mines, the whole gamut of

S" f o u n d r y w o r k a nd" so on, the slate dressers and some foundry

operators being dealt with on existing evidence.

11 94 3, this, culminated in Workment s Compensatior

;Pneumoconiosi A-at, -which provided comprehensively for coal

miners d imers and cotton workers, also in legislative

4 form. The defoii now beame fibrosis of the lungs due

to s ili c a dist asbestos dust or other dust including the

condition known as dust reticulation of the lungs.

m .'^I * la s a y i t is now a pity, we are taking evi-

Tdence as to'whetr this Is quite the right definition. In

Sthe meantime, in the Beverage Report on comprehensive in-

surance burst like an earthquake on the scene and resulted

in a series of acts, Round about 1946, most of them coming

into force in 1948s and our new law today.

ere Th e on e we're most concerned with is the National

Insurance Injury Act in 1946, which changed the whole systen

of what was formerly Workmen's Compensation. Formerly,

Sworkmen s compensation was a liability wholly on the employtrs

for. .The defi.__o__now beame fibrosis of the lngs due-



provisions being made with respect to pneumoconiosis for

contributions as more required during the previous five

years, but even then sometimes it was impossible to tax

liability to an employer, so the man didn't get the

money; also the acts were ddjudicated by the County Court

judges with.,with appeal to the high courts* Compensation

was payable for partial or total disability, but was based

on loss of wages .with an .upper limit as to the amount pay-

able weekly and the otal amountpayable on the date of the

claim.

.Under' the new a -, the, industrial Injuries Act,

the present Act, compensation or benefits, as it is now

called, is payable-for loss of aculty, which is not quite

the same as disablement, andis. given in the form of pen-

sion if the assessment is twenty percent or over, and in

the form of a maturity; f-if under twenty percent.

Diagnosis is made as -before, by the Pneumoconiosis Board.

The assessment- i appealable to "the Appeal Board, but the

diagnosis of pneumoconiosis is not. The equal differences

are assigned by an appropriately constituted appeal tribun-

al and the different interpretation of principals of the

law is by the Commission, who is the Queen's Counsel of

Distinction, and not by the Courts.

The administration of the mass of claims by safe-

guards, where our decision is investigated by a non-medical
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0SH official called the insurance officer, is helpful. Rate of

percentage for total disability is forty-five\ shillings a

week irrespective of earnings with additions to wife and

Sdependents. If necessary, that 'saves -a mants - that means

if a man is a veteran, an additional llowance is given.

The basic rate of pension is, exactly the same as

the basic rate-for disabled war veteransthe - and the

committee under His Honor, Judge Hancoack of which I was a

-':,member, correlated dn n, 6'exad ct .basi th e ates. for what

are known as the schedule disabilities. That is to say

Hthat-if a man had lost a hand as a result of an occupationaX

accident, he would get exactly ,the same award, other things

being equal, as a soldier who lost his; ,hand as a result of

a war.

Furthermore, if the injured workman from circum-

stances beyond his control, is unable-to maintain himself

%· and family, he may obtain under another act, the Public

Assistance Act, further financial assistance to prove -

on proof of need. Medical treatment is covered by the

National Health Insurance Act, rehabilitation, vocational

.guidance and training and placing for a new occupation is

obtained under the provisions of yet another act, the dis-

abled persons employment Act.

Special factories called the granule factories

are set up in South Wales to provide employment to disabled



persons mostly miners there. Here there was formerly little

alternative work for pharmaceutical factories. Those fac-

tories, they were built by the Government, and they get -

the firms are induced to go there, suitable firms, and get

a very low rate and other arrangements provided they employ

fifty percent of adisabled persons, not necessarily sili-

cotics.

S'In there we do see - we do make greatest efforts

to keep, out .the tubercle as we do in all the dust producing

industries. To those totally unable to complete in the

.- to ..compete in the labor market, even under relatively

.sheltered conditions, there are the "rent-buy" factories,

which are almost necessarily, at the present time at any

. rate, run at a loss. Thus, no disabled person need beg for

an existence and the inducements to disabled persons to make

the most.-of the disability is continued*

Costs of these arrangements are paid for out of

al.fund administered by the Government and the money is pro-

vided by contributions by the employees or the workers with

a contribution by the Treasury. The fund is a very large

sum in hand at the moment. It was an idea -- I pay about

a pound a month is about my share. The contribution is the

same for men, different for women, different for young per-

sons.

Now, an insured person, under this act, is anybod



person under a contract for service.

Now, I've got two minutes, I think, just two

minutes, yes, two; two things were raised that were very

interestingsby Mr. Waters. The common law of disability:

In our other Workmen's Compensation, people were getting

very much larger damages by a common law action. Now, he

can proceed to take his 'workmen's compensation and he can

still claim against the mpoye Should he succeed, his

workmen's compensation amduit is ated by the appropriate

sum& These common law ac-tibns are, ekedingly interesting

and very troublesome, because ureS-as one of you, I

think it was. Mr. Hilfingersj, said that juries: were very

peculiar in the way they award txedages and then fin

that somebody making ten thousand dollars for loss of two

fingers, and somebody ese ma : get two hundred pounds,

and so, however, that is the case and there is a very

; curious reason.

When the liability was put on employer, of course,

there was a certain sanction to take care of, but believe

me, the common law actions were even more greater sanction,

because supposing a man gets his hand off in a press. Wellj

necessarily, the Factory Department prosecutes the employer

for not guarding the machine* Well, that is - the factory

is under criminal law, not civil law, and a successful



prosecution, all the man has got to do in making his claim

is to prove the conviction and he can prove the negligence.

Now, the other point is limitation of claims. In

the times of the Workmen s Compensation Act, the worker

first may have 'two years to make a claim for silicosis,

then it was increased.to five years and could not be in-

creased longer, because the firm might have gone out of ex-

istence, but under the new act, there is no limit to the

time the man may put in a claim for compensation.

Then, the other thing is that when a man, a dis-

abled person, gets another illness, ordinary illness like

4 : everybody must get and .is disabled with it, he, of course,

,- gets 'the appropriate, much smaller amount under the

National Health Insurance Act. Thank you. (Applause)

B BY MR. THOMPSON:

SThank you very much, Mr. Merewether. Wetre going

to t a k e a seventh inning stretch for exactly five minutes,

.inasmuch as our time is short and will you please be back

in your seats in five minutes.

(Recess from 4:35 to 4:45 P. M .)

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

We'd like to get on with the program, so will you

please take your seats; we l d like to get on with the progr an .

We'd like to start, so that there will be plenty of time

for 9ou to enter into the discussion.
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SBY MR. THOMPSON:

Yes, we ll please come to order again. We have

only one more'talk: and then I'm going to ask just a few to

say a very, very few words. Our last speaker is Andrew

Kalmykow, Assistant Manager of the Casualty Department, As-

sociation of ,Casualty and Surety Companies of New York

SCity; BHe has specialized in compensation matters, both in

Btral practice and in field legislation. Mr. Kalmykow.

BY HR. KAL YKOW:-

{Mro. .jalmykow read a prepared paper, which is on

f ile with the Saanac Laboratory).

BY'H -MR.. THOMPSON:

SA :: :oThank. you' Andrew, that was very well done; I

'ate t Now the meeting is now open for general

disoussion, and with the type of talks we've had this after..

Bnohn" --it seems to me that there should be a good many ques-

! .tions. We ask you, please, will you be kind enough to dir-

, . ect your question, to the speaker who yould like to have

answer that question.'

BY DOCTOR BENNETT:

I'd like to ask Doctor Merewether a question. He

brought up the question of medical boards and I'd like to

have him elaborate a little more on that.

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

I thought the worst had now come. I sat in the
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back deliberately. The decision on a matter of diagnosis,

a question of diagnosis as called for in the regulations,

is for the expert board oft, medical men whose existence has

Sbeen since 1926 and is final.

BY DOCTOR MANGANO:

My question is this, is this medical board now a

fact-finding body or an examining body, in other words, are

any controversies permi tted?

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER? '

It'ts a pure, diaehostic board, examining board,

7 it does periodic examinat on's,- ,does post mortems, where,

; when the coroner-' andapa hologist - we have inquests, you

know, on these case sic~erand the lungs are re-

tained. If a member of the, board is not there and the de-

_'cision as to what ahrom is for the board and

for nobody else.

BY MR. THOMPSON '

Thank you very much, Doctor. To help the steno-

grapher, when you ask a question, would you be kind enough

to announce your name, as well as the party to whom the

question is directed. -

Any other questions?

SBY DOCTOR HERMAN:

Doctor Merewether, while you're still available,

Sweve been greatly interested in the administration of the



Occupational Disease Act in Maryland, in arriving at some,

idea of partial disability in it, specifically in silicosis

and apparently that's.a foregone conclusion and a matter of

long experience now in your jurisdiction. Will you comment

on-that, how you arrive at some ideas of partial disability

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

You know, some of you fellows are awfully diffi-

f cult*, You know, I slipped out to have a quick one, but I

'don't feel quite well even now.

Years ago, I was Chairman .of a medical board ad-,

1 ;ministering pensions, in Ottawaw ou reimember it, nd grad-

ually, there was built up a system of assessment which I' ve

.,no doubt you've done the same yourselves, remunerations

for demonstrable divergences for the, normal. I e an if

you decidec a man was seventy percent disabled, lost all

his hearing, fifty percent is probably too high and so on,

or lost a leg, and then you consider that as the case then,

the man's disability in the general labor market, you can

discover what really was the proper assessment for a man

with what we call silicotic bronchitis and emphysema, not

bhypertrophic emphysema, and give him an average over a

period of time.

Well, now, when this last act came around, where

it agreed to have the assessment divided in ten percent,

Stwenty percent, thirty percent and so forth, the members of



the board have a very fair idea as to what his fair percent

r of disability is. It is true that, with the silicotic,

well, you know yourselves, a silicotic has, for instance,

v intermittent attacks of slight bronchitis and so forth.

If he is bad, or reasonably bad, he may pop off in one of h

them, but, overall, they don't get so much intermittent

attacks until they get very severely disabled.

Sell, the board was fairly easily able, I think,

to assess these things,., ten percent one way or either way.

l Itts one way or the. other, which is within ten percent,

which doesn'ti2make a great deal of difference and the man

can always, claim he s got wors%. Yes, I agree with that,

you ,now <that if .you have ever seen a man die, which many

of you have, you have watched him over years bedridden and

so forth, still intelligent, still thinking of the industry

S. and so forth, as I've watched some managers, for instance,

and high class executives; it is a terrible disease to die

from. Asbestosis is worse.

Well, it really doesn't matter whether your ten

percent accurate or twenty percent accurate, as long as

substantial justice has been done. This craving for - for

particularity in the executions of life which we attempt to

do, particularly research people, which I've never claimed

to be, I find a little difficult to apply to the normal

operations of life. (Applause).



BY DOCTOR HERMAN:

I really wasn't thinking in terms of small incre-

ments of the kind that you describe. I was thinking in a

broad general way, if a man is - if he's - howara you going

to arrive at any other degree of disability other than per-

manent, permanent total, I-mean would it be a question of,

oh, let us say, of forty percent or seventy-five percent,

which after all, is of considerable moment, and in correlar

to that, how far can you use any objective means of arriv-

ing at that conclusion, or do you derive your conclusions

entirely from man's 'subjeotive.complaints?

BY DOCTOR MEREWETBER:W

You know, -ctr -Hel 1an1 you'll find just as much

difficulty in asking questi ons as I have in answering them,

but you're like most doctors',' there is. acertain amount of

medicine, and a certain amount of inspiration, but itts

quite a fact, you see, these things are permanent, a thing

like silicosis, but are fluctuating, and it doesn't make a

man who is assessed at thirty percent, let us say, at one

time, is not going to reach a hundred percent seven years

later. They will give him an assessment.for several years,

but if he suddenly becomes worse, say gets this pneumothor-

qx or something, then he goes onto total disability in a

few minutes, well, in a few hours, but his assessment would

then be raised in response to a new examination. Does that



answer your question? It's the best I can understand it.

-BY DOCTOR HERMAN: -

Well, it would be a great deal simpler, of course

if this, weren't all set within the frame work of law, which

is necessarily relatively rigid. If it were a question of,

oh, let us say, your feeling for medicine, your diagnostic

notions or anything of that sort, ti would be a great deal

simpler.

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

I understand you, but the procedure of the board

is a little. different. When you say a little more compli-

cated than. appears on the surface, that would describe it.

Not less than two members of the board examine the man.

.t Well, now, it may be that they're a little doubtful about

some point, in spite of their experience. Then,they con-

sult other members of the board in other parts of the coun-

. , ~try, or London or somewhere and by that means, rightly or

wrongly, they arrive at some measure of disablement or the

diagnosis, and assess the man accordingly, but it isn't,

you know, after you've got eight of these types of cases a

day, you feel as.if it, as if it's just about time to go to

bed, and it's very exhausting as I'm sure you know, and the3

don't do a vast number; they're overworked and they're far

behind with their cases, but they do try and do justice in

that way, not? They have a great attitude within the limiti



of the legislation that is'laid down in the law, which is

the definition I quoted to you. The interpretations of

those definitions, medically speaking, is investigated in

this board of experts. That is, I don't know whether Irve

made it clear or not.

BY DOCTOR fERMAN:

Well, it's - I.have some idea of how your board

operates, but I'm not sure that, there is anything comparabl

to it in the experience of anyone in - of anybody in this

country. *f jaters may correet me 'on that.

BY MR. WATERS:

I agree with you.

BY MR. THOMPSON:,:

- Genitemen, are there rany other que st ions ?

(No respoi se).'

SYouknow, weare very fortunate .to have with us

here some members from the State Industrial Commissions and

Medical Boards of Review* Now, I don't know them all, but

*I wonder if - if Mr. Hill, who is Chairman of the Michigan

State Commission, if he would care to say a word,

BY MR. HILL:

Well, first of all ...

BY MR. WATERS:

Come up.to the platform.

BY MR. HILL:



wi8

I haven't much to say, I guess.. I will say this,

I was immediately intrigued by Doctor Wright's remark that,

after all, medical testimony is only opinion and, therefore

is not conclusive, or can not be conclusive, but the Work-

men's Compensation administrator has got to make a con-

clusive finding; I suppose that's his job.

My own experience has been that when we were per-

mitted to or were mandated by our act, to send disputed

occupational disease cases, that included dust disease cas-

es as well as lead poison or anything else, to an impartial

commission for an examination, and their finding was con-

Selusive, absolutely conclusive, on the question of whether

or. not the man had the disease alleged, that at least half

of our job was done right there.

If it was reported he didn't have the diseases

-that's all there was to it, and his claim was summarily

dismissed, so itts, at least we thought, it was much easier

to have it, and more convenient, and we got a better - or

more as a result, when used, we made through that vehicle,

let's say, medical opinion conclusive.

Now, I think there is one other, one other item

that I might mention, and that is that compensation for

occupational diseases, including dust disease, of course,

has created a great incentive, I believe, for employers and

carriers to adopt every known preventive measure and probably
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*^ it undoubtedly has created the incentive for research in an

effort to find other mea'sureto, prevent the"various dis-

eases.

In our experienace when w first had an occupa-

tional diseasae law, we had, at one time, sixty lead poison-

ing cases pending at one time. Last year, we didn't have a

single lead poisoning case. I asked one of the large car-

riers whether the companies- had quit using lead, and they

told me no, they had just found a way to manage to handle

it so that it wasn't dangerous. Trichloroethylene poison-

ing, for nst ;nce, when that was under our original acts

which was "'schedule act, we had any number of trichloro-

ethylene poisoning*. That was a :-sort of a sixty-four dollar

word, and ay, you don't heven.hear of it, and I asked, oh

one or two of. the representatives of manufacturers, whether

or not they used trichlordethylene as a degreasing agent.

They said sure, .we doqn't have any cases. We prevent it;

we prevent t a disease, and so the mere fact that you're

paid compensation benefits, they are paid to the unfor-

tunate,persons, nevertheless, the fact that there is the

potential liability, has made industry and carriers very

eager to prevent it, and I think that tremendous good,

without any question, has come from the preventive measures

and I think that's an important - or the safety end of it i

an important angle that shouldn't be overlooked in a dis-



cussion of this type.

Now, compensation people think they have problems,

but I'm amazed at having been around here a couple - only a

couple of days, to see the tremendous problems that the doc-

tors have and the - certainly, my little compliment, if I

can add it, I certainly want-to congratulate them on the

tremendous work they're doing in the occupational disease

field.

Now, if you want me, to keep .on talking, I can say

that I disagree with this business on payment of compensation

for partial disability. ,I don't think you can, if you're

going to give a man, a man compensat ionmrely because he

has silica depos.ted in hs lungs -I dis agree with that<

I think that you've got to tiei up wit the wage loss and

maybe that's a way - maybe I'Ve- fissed the boat, but it seens

that whether a man is working in the same occupation or in

another so-called non-injurious occupation, if he is re-

ceiving the same wages in both occupations, whether it.'s foi

the same employer or for a different employer, I feel that

he shouldn't be entitled to compensation, that compensation

should be paid strictly on a wage loss theory, and as far

as that, unless hets unable to secure employment because of

silicosis. That might be something else. Thank you,

(Applause).

BY MR. THOMPSON:



Thank you very much, r. Hill.

BY MR. KNIGHT:

Mr. Chairman, my name is Knight, from Illinois,

Chairman of the Illinois Industrial Commission.

BY MRi THOMPSON:

Would you care to say a word, Mr. Knight, please?

_BY MR. KNIGHT:

such a sta

: o thea words, the medcal testimony produced in

etitio puts on his medical, pays for his medical 
tes. ti-

have been in that capacity in Illinoiscal, I know ofllinois certain

doctors that will willingly givedical te percstimonent or dollars

to testify that for a hundred percentfor only ten percent,

That presents quite a problemedical, doesnt it, into the

Commission who has to pass es it, and when k none of c ous are

this isntt always the case, but 
i n th e f o u r y e a r s t a t

::H teThat presents quite a problem, doesn't it, to the

^H Commission who has to pass upon it, and when none of us are



doctors. Our CommissionbI made up of ive commissioners

who sit in appeal. We have fourteen arbitrators in the

field, nine arbitrators in Chicago in the State of Illinois

Building, with their court rooms there, five downstate in

strategic. territory. The arbitrators, as you know, hear the

evidence, hear the testimony, see the exhibits and then if

they feel an appeal is warranted, they appeal it to us as

what is known as the Commission.

Twq, of thcse .members of the Commission are ap-

pointed to reprpsent management, and two to represent the

employee .gr Wei term the thing labor and capital,

but thats 4he Sake' of the Commission, and the fifth

member, the Chairman, as the ndependent member. That hap-

pens to be'myposititon,"'"

K1''' ha ve seen this old act, both as to workmen's

S' 'compensation and. as to occupationa diseases, grow from its

Sinfancy in Illinois. In 1911, when the Worknen's Compen-

sation Act was first passed in Illinois, it came within

my province to write the last half of that act. I was just

a young lawyer and, of course, I knew more law then than I

ever knew since and so, of course, I copied largely the New

York Compensation Board Act. ' I called it the Illinois Com-

pensation Board in conjunction with the the other lawyers that

were working on it, so the nomenclature wasntt difficult.

We just called it Compensation Board, and it wasn't until
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1918 that it became known as the Illinois 
Industrial

Commissiono

Now, seriously, within - I don't want to hurt the

feeling of any of you people from Pennsylvania when I say

this, but within.smne twenty-four miles of my desk on South

Street, I am told that beer ehansixty-five percent of

all the steel in the United States is manufactured. Now,

perhaps Bethlehem and othr -Pe nsylvania points will

disagree with that, but tknow. that when we take around the

curve over into 'ar an nider the amount of silica

that's used, you real,somedea of our problem.

We're enaeavoring. to. work t out ith partisan medical tes-
Were endeavoring twron

timony which I say s wrng as for the ordinary

layman to attempt tosolve the problems of law. He might

hit it once in a while, but, it's entirely unlikely.

Now, I am - this last 1949 legislature, I re-wrot

the act at the request of both management and labor, prin-

cipally to recodify it, ,because it took a Philadelphia lawyer

to tell where to find the law, the sections were interspersed

in anything but properly codified. Do you care to hear

anything about this? I don't know whether you do or not.

BY DOCTOR MEREWETHER:

Yes.

BY MR. KNIGHT:

You care to hear this. So, we at least recodified
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the act with a few changes and that pertained to the occu-

pational diseases act as well. Now, you must bear in mind

OF that, in Illinois, the Occupational Diseases Act is not

mandatory. The company doesn't have to accept that act if

they dontt choose to do so or an employer. That throws a

further complication into the thing, and the farmer isn't

under the Workments Compensation Act unless he chooses to

come under that act. "

N Now, in the matter of pulmonary disarrangements,

what we call" the shadow land cases, we feel that any help

that we can get on this,honest medical help, is of great

vaTeV to -s,' and so inthi last legislature, I tried my

best to get a provision in there appointing., a medical

board, and if possible, a medical board made up of.repre-

sentatives from both of the political parties.

Now, I say that because' our Senate was strongly

Republican this last time in Illinois, and where you get on<

result in the House, you'd get another one in the Senate,

and so the whole thing has been very perplexing in Illinois

We have about 2,260 cases filed a month, with us, which

runs into 26,000 or 27,000 cases a year in gross, with - ou

of about 62,000 injured or diseases people in the same year

B so that gives you about the percent thatts filed and the

percent that's settled.

Now, we have every type of industrial occupation.



Sposures to every type of industrial hazard.

-Npw, in passing upon those, we listen to the evi-

dence on bohyo sides Of course, it's our hope that we can

strike veraewith etween the testimony that seems to c34000 p eople

Sin ong b th esbut when I first went in ther the four years

largo, I broke the tie in a case with the Telephone Company,

where ten doctors had testified on one side and twelve on

he ohr. 'ad the testimony of the first doctor on .

.ýboth sides. nild just as well not have read the testi-

Smony ofh theotuhe r eleven doctors, because almost verbatim,

the testimony weas the same.

Now, that's appalling, and I don't believe the

Medical Society stands for anything of that sort, but by

having partisan men give testimony, you put a premium on

that sort of thing. Therefore, I am in favor of a medical

board made as non-partisan, or as bi-partisan as you can

Smake it, and hoping from that board to get direction, be-

W cause after all, this touches into the vitals of the whole

nation, into the vitals of the citizenry of the State of

Illinois and every other state, at least I think it does,

and so each year we hope when these cases come in, that we
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have decided to drop them, but still we keep trying.

(Applause).

BY MR. THOMPSON:

"Thank you very much, and we appreciate it very

much. Now, I'm sorry, our time is running short, and as you

all understand, the banquet is tonight, and we can't over-

run the time. However, there are a few other gentlemen thai

Ild like very, t itroduce and ask them.if they

R' ·care to, to speak for not more than two minutes.

Mr. Brodkin of - the State of New Jersey, with the

Commission there. -

BY MR. BRODKIN:

SMr. Chairman, the hour is getting very late and

t what I like o ay woud ea take more than two min-

utes, .a. ' if you rill excuse, n

SBY MR. THOMPSN0 : i

-.All right; thank you very much for being here.

I know that there are two representatives of the Board of

Referees of the State of Ohio. Would one of them care to

say anything?

BY THE OHIO BOARD MEMBERS:

I have no pearl of wisdom to add to those which

have already been offered; thank you.

BY MR. THOMPSON:

Thank you very much. Now, Mr. Herman of Maryland
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COMPENSATION INSURANCE RATING BOARD

125 PARK AVENUE AT FORTY-SECOND STREET

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
HENRY D. SAYER

GENERAL MANAGER

September 24, 1952

Dr. Arthur J. Vorwald, Director
The Trudeau Foundation
Saranac Lake, N. Y.

Dear Dr. Vorwald:

On account of Mr. Sayer's sudden illness

and the fact that the doctor has ordered him to remain in

bed for a couple of days, I am forwarding to you herewith

two copies of his discussion paper, which is incomplete

because it does not take in any of Mr. Hilfinger's remarks.

Sincerely yours,

Florence Lossack
Enc. Secretary to Mr. Sayer



Discussion by Henry D. Sayer at the
Seventh Saranac Symposium held at
The Saranac Laboratory, Saranac Lake,
New York, on September 25, 1952

Mr. Waters opened his discourse by identifying himself as to

his activities. So, I may also say that, while I am of the insurance

industry, I am not speaking here as an insurance man or as voicing the

views of any particular group of the industry. On the contrary, may I say

that I have been identified for nearly forty years, in numerous capacities,

in the administration or working out of problems in workmen's compensation.

I was appointed by the Governor as a member of the Industrial Commission and

entered upon the administration of that law in 1915, before the law had been

a year on the statute books. Ever since that time, I have maintained a

contact of some kind and an extreme interest in the system of workmen's

compensation. What I say here today, therefore, is borne out of an intimate

association with the compensation law and an extreme interest in it. Thus

I speak for no particular group.

Mr. Waters referred to the two-fold liability of the employer to

pay compensation for dust diseases: one, the liability imposed by the common

law, and two, that-imposed by workmen's compensation laws. That is entirely

proper, for we should understand the nature of the differences in the two

systems. I think in this discussion of the legal aspects of the problem, we

should keep definitely in mind the liability imposed by workmen's compensation

laws, first because some of those laws are compulsory, as for instance New

York's, and the others are elective, but with such penalty for non-election

that they may be regarded as practically compulsory. He has rightly pointed

to the common law defences to any action under employer's liability, among

which is the assumption of risk. Silicosis and asbestosis are characteristic
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risks of employment in dust of either substance, and with that risk it
has been assumed, in the absence of express statutory provision to the

contrary, that the employee under the common law in effect waived any right
of recovery of damages due to such cause. That brings us right back to
workmen's compensation laws, much of the argument for which was the hardship
and injustice due to the archaic common law defences.

Damages were a characteristic of actions at law under the common

law; compensation for loss of earnings or earning capacity is the outstanding

fact of statutory workmen's compensation laws. When, therefore, we speak of
Partial disability resulting from dust, where no loss of earnings is yet
involved, we are really speaking of damages as distinguished from compensation

for disability. There are many implications involved in such thinking. Can

we have a system based in largest part upon disability compensation and at

the same time partly based upon damages, without the danger of breaking down
the system we have so carefully erected over the years? If we yield to the
arguments of those who would compensate for non-disabling silicosis, where

will we stop in the matter of compensating for conditions not related to
earnings or earning capacity? Be assured that once that point is yielded,
you will experience great difficulty in preserving the compensation system.

The compensation system was arrived at clearly by the acceptance

by employers of a liability limited by the terms of the law itself and based

without regard to fault as a cause, while at the same time the employers in
effect yielded to a liability as certain as daylight. But while assuming
such a certain and limited liability, the employer yielded up his former

right of having his negligence proved before there could be any recovery,
and permitted the abrogation of his ancient common law defences of fellow-
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servant's negligence, assumption of the inherent risks of the employment,

and the defence of contributory negligence. While accepting the liability

of the compensation law, he assumed, as he had a right, that the burden of

cost of the compensation system would not be so great as to drive him out

of business.

Mr. Waters very clearly set forth his conclusions relative to

disability, since this present session is devoted to the consideration of

that aspect. He cited the different concepts of disability, as set forth

in the statutes of different states. It is important, I think, to keep in

mind just what we mean by disability. I should like to point out that the

early basis for all compensation was disability, that is, inability to work

and earn wages. To be compensable, only those disabilities that were due to

accident arising out of and in the course of employment were compensable in

nearly all the states where compensation was the law. It had to have

relationship to earnings. Consider for a moment, if you will, that all

compensation was for a period of time. That period had relation to the

inability to work and earn. Then, too, the measure of compensation was the

wages of the injured man at the time of the accident or, as in New York, for

one year prior to the accident. Why was wages the standard measure for

compensation benefits? Solely because that was what he lost. The compensa-

tion rate measures the relation to the injured person; the length of time

of the payment of benefits measures the seriousness of the injury, representing

usually the period of time the man was unable to work.

SMr. Waters has told us of the law and its administration in the State

of West Virginia. He tells you that the law works well and is commended by

both the employees and the employers. I cannot believe that such a law as he

refers to would meet the increasing demand in New York for compensation for
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partial disability from silicosis. I doubt that it is any solution to the

problem. He tells us that for first-stage silicosis, the State Fund pays

() $1,000. Why? First-stage is where the earliest detectable signs of the

disease are found, but with no effect on the working capacity. Is $1,000

needed for that man's relief? I doubt it. Is it any compensation for the

man to be officially declared to be a silicotic? Is the certain knowledge

that is brought home to this man worth $1,000? Will it "tide him over the

hump" till he gets established in some other occupation? If he is a coal

miner in West Virginia, it is not going to be easy for him to get any other

kind of remunerative work that will maintain him and his family - at least

not in that mountainous and coal-producing State. Does he perhaps take his

$1,000 and travel to another State and get a job as a coal miner?

For the second stage, where capacity for work is or has been

impaired, the Fund will pay $2,000. I should expect that there would be

few claims indeed for the first stage, the worker preferring to wait for

the double rate, or try to make his case appear to be a $2,000 case. Here

again what, if any, economic advantage is it to the silicotic worker? I

can see none; but I can see where it might be an advantage to the coal

producer to have his liability to that man fully discharged by his acceptance

of the meagre compensation for either first or second degree silicosis.

I
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ENOS S. STOCKBRIDGE 10 LIGHT STREET LEXINGTON 5950

WHEODORE C.WATERS

JAMES J.MCGRATH,JR. BALTIMORE 2

JOHN S. HEBB,m

THEODORE C.WATERS,JR.

October 1, 1952

Dr. Arthur J. Vorwald, Director

The Trudeau Foundation and

The Saranac Laboratory
P. 0. Box 551
Saranac Lake, New York

Re: Saranac Symposium - Legal Sessions

Thursday Afternoon and Friday Morning

Dear Art:

I believe that all the participants in the program left

copies of their papers as presented with the stenotypist. I gave to

her a copy of my remarks on the subject of "Concepts of Disability

Under Workmen's ComSpenstion Statutes" and have in my possession a copy

of the papers of( jailfinger and Mr. Ge olts. I do not have a copy

of the papers presented -'y MissSonlon, r. McGee Mr. Barg ---

Dr. fraun and Mr. T(i nan. If for any rea o need copies of any

of these papers, I would suggest that you write irectly to the par-

ticipants in the program or I will do so at your equest.

This will dispatch my responsibili y in connection with

the Thursday and Friday sessions; but if I can be of any further

assistance to you, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

Theodore CI waters

TCW:BH
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October 1, 1952

Dr. Arthur J. Vorwald, Director
The Trudeau Foundation and
The Saranac Laboratory
P. 0. Box 551
Saranac Lake, New York

Re: Saranac Symposium
Panel on Workmen's Compensation

Dear Art:

At the time of the conduct of the Panel on Workmen's
Compensation, I believe that each participant handed to the
stenotypist a copy of his remarks. I have a copy in my own
files; and if the stenotypist does not have them, I would be
glad to send these copies on for her use.

For her additional assistance, I am enclosing here-
with copy of my introductory remarks at the Symposium.

You will recall that Mr. Andrews was not able to be .. cpli
present and Commissioner Otto Wisely of Utah substituted. -A-

With respect the question and answer period, I
would like very much to have the opportunity of editing that
discussion so that no errors may be made with respect to the
remarks of the particip nts.

Sincerely yours,

Theodore C. Waters

TCW:BH

Enclosure
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Discussion

DR. BENNETT: Dr. Merewether, will you elaborate on the subject of medical

boards?

/ DR. MEREWETHER: The decision on a matter of diagnosis, as called for in

the regulations, it for the expert medical board that has been in existence

since 1926. The board's decision is final.

,J. MA.NGAIJO: Is this medical board a fact-finding body or an examining

body; in other words are controversies permitted?

*kP



DR. MEREWETHER: It is exclusively a diagnostic board, an examining

y0 board. It makes periodic examinations and does post-mortem studies. We

have inquests by the coroner on the cases under review and the lungs are

retained. The decision as to the cause of death is made by the board and

by nobody else.

DR. HERMAN: In the administration of the Occupational Disease Act in

Maryland, particularly in cases of silicosis, we have been greatly inter-

ested in obtaining some idea of the degree of partial disability. Appar-

ently in your jurisdiction, Dr. Merewether, it is a matter of long experi-

ence. Will you comment on how you arrive at an estimate of partial

disability?

DR. MEREWETHER: Years ago, in Ottawa, when I was chairman of a medical

board administering pensions, there was built up a system of remunerations

for demonstrable divergences from the normal. If you decide that a man

who has lost a leg or his hearing has a disability of a certain per cent in

the general labor market, then you can estimate the proper assessment of

disability -for a man with what we call silicotic bronchitis and emphysema -

not hypertrophic emphysema - and can give him an award based upon the

average disability over a period of time. When the last act went into effect,

in which the assessment is divided into categories of 10 per cent, 20 per

cent, and so on, the board members had a good idea of what a fair per cent

of a man's disability is.

It is true that a silicotic might have, for example, intermittent

attacks of slight bronchitis and, if he is in a poor condition, he might

die during an attack, but in general silicotic individuals do not get many



intermittent attacks until they are severely disabled. The board is able

to assess these conditions fairly easily, within about 10 per cent one way

or the other, and of course the man can always claim that he's getting

worse. But it really doesn't matter whether you are 10 per cent accurate

or 20 per cent accurate as long as substantial justice is done. Silicosis

is a terrible disease from which to die and asbestosis is worse.

DR. HERMAN: I wasn't thinking of the small increments of disability you

a
mentioned. I had in mind broader, more general view: how do you arrive

at a disability of, say, 40 per cent or 75 per cent instead of a total

permanent disability, a difference which is of considerable importance?

How far do you use objective means of arriving at a given conclusion, or

is it derived entirely from the individual's subjective complaints?

DR. MEREWETHER: It is difficult to answer your questions. The estimates

of disability are not permanent and they may be changed. A man may be

assessed as 30 per cent disabled at one time but that rating does not bar

a finding of 100 per cent disability some years later. He may have a cer-

tain assessment for several years but if he suddenly gets worse - say he

has a pneumothorax - and becomes totally disabled within a few hours, his

assessment would be raised in response to a new examination.

DR. HERMAN: It would be much simpler, of course, if all the procedures

were not set within the framework of law, which is, necessarily, rel&tively

rigid.

DR. MEREWJETHER: The procedure of the board is a little more complicated

than appears on the surface. Not less than two members of the board ex-

amine the man. If they are doubtful about some point, in spite of their



experience, they consult other members and by that means arrive, rightly

or wrongly, at some estimate of disablement or diagnosis and assess the

man accordingly. They have great latitude within the limits laid down

by law, limits fixed by the definition I quoted. The interpretation of

the definition, medically speaking, is investigated by this board of

experts.

DR. HERMAN: I have some idea of how your board operates, but I am not

sure that there is any comparable arrangement in this country.

MR. WATERS: I do not know of any similar plan here.

MR,. KNIGHT: We have heard a great deal about medical boards in various

& I &states. If there are serious problems in those states, then surely the

problems must be just as severe in states, such as Illinois, that have

no medical board. In those states the medical testimony in the record is

produced entirely by partisan forces; the petitioner puts on a medical ex-

Cr pert and pays for the testimony, and the respondent places his own medical

l', ^ testimony in the record and pays for it. During the four years I have been

chairman of the Illinois Industrial Commission I have known of certain

doctors who are willing to give 10 per cent. . . 'P.en . ;. ^^
-i 61., 10 r^cr " "-, *yJ - N_ * * ..

. ...................... (stenotype n6tes-not clear).

That situation presents quite a problem to the Commission, which must

pass upon it, since no member of the Commission is a doctor. The Commission

is made up of five commissioners, who sit in appeal, and it has 14 arbitra-

tors in the field. Nine of these arbitrators are in Chicago, with court

rooms there, and 5 are downstate in strategic territory. The arbitrators

hear the evidence, listen to the testimony, view the exhibits, and then, if



they feel an appeal is warranted, refer it to the Commission. Two members

of the Commission are appointed to represent management and two to represent

the employee group - we don't term the arrangement capital and labor. The

fifth member, the chairman, is the independent member. I happen to occupy

that position.

I have seen the old act, both as to workmen's compensation and as to

occupational diseases, grow from its infancy in Illinois. In 1911, when

the Workmen's Compensation Act was first passed in Illinois, it came within

my province to write the last half of that act. I was just a young lawyer

and, of course, knew more law then than I have known since then. I copied

largely the New York Compensation Board Act; other lawyers joined me in

working on the act. We just called it the Compensation Board, and it

wasn't until 1918 that it became known as the Illinois Industrial Commission.

I don't wish to offend any of you people from Pennsylvania but I am

told that within 24 miles of my desk in Chicago more than 65 per cent of all

the steel produced in the United States is manufactured. When one con-

siders the amount of silica used in those operations, some idea of the

silicosis problem will be obtained. We are endeavoring to work it out with

partisan medical testimony, a procedure just as wrong as an attemptby the

ordinary layman to solve problems of law. He might be right once in a

while, but it is quite unlikely. At the request of both management and

labor I re-wrote the act for the 1949 legislature, principally to recodify

it because the sections were not properly arranged. In Illinois the Occu-

pational Diseases Act is not mandatory and neither the employer nor the

employee has to accept the act, a condition which complicates matters.

Also, the farmer doesn't come under the Workmen's Compensation Act MIness

he chooses to come under that act.



In the matter of pulmonary disarrangements - what we call shadow-land

cases - we feel that any honest medical help we can get is of great value

to us. In the last legislature I tried to have a provision made for appoint-

ing a medical board, one made up, if possible, of representatives of both

political parties. We have about 2 260 cases filed a month, or approximately

26,000 to 27,000 per year, 4&t-of about 62,000 persons who are injured or

develop an occupational disease during the same year. These figures give

you the per cent .......... (stenotype notes not clear). We have every

- type of industrial occupational disease you can think of. There are some

34,000 persons working in the new Ford plant and we have the many other

large plants with their tremendous foundries and their exposures to every

type of industrial hazard.

In passing upon these cases we listen to the evidence on both sides

and hope to strike an average between the testimony of both sides. In one

of my first cases, one involving the telephone company, 10 doctors testi-

fied for one side and 12 for the other. I read the testimony of the first

doctor on each side. I could just as well have omitted reading the testi-

mony of the other doctors because it was the same, almost iverbatim, as that

of the first doctor on their side. I don't believe that the Medical Society

stands for anything like that but by having partisan men give testimony you

put a premium on that sort of thing. I am in favor, therefore, of making

a medical board as non-partisqn, or as bi-partisan, as possible and I hope

to get from that board direction. This matter is very important because

it extends into the vitals of the whole nation and of the citizenry of

Illinois and of every other state.

DR. HFPMA3N: I was extremely interested in hearing about the experience in

Illinois because we may be faced with a somewhat similar situation in

' Maryland.



I was immediately intrigued by Dr. Wright's remark that after

all medical testimony is only opinion evidence and therefore is not

conclusive and the workmen's compensation administrator must make the

conclusive finding. That is our job and generally a difficult one.

It would be much easier and we would get a better result if so-called

impartial medical findings could be conclusive. In Michigan we were

required by statute to send the claimant in all disputed occupational

disease cases to an impartial medical commission for examination. Their

finding was absolutely conclusive on the question of whether or not he

had the disease alleged. At least half of our job was done right there.

If it was reported that he did not have the disease his case was summarily

dismissed. If it was reported that he had the disease a hearing was had

to determine whether he had a compensable disability. It was a convenient

method for achieving an excellent result and through that vehicle medical

opinion was made conclusive. However, it was for that reason our Supreme

Court later held that part of our statute to be unconstitutional.

I think it is quite obvious that compensation for occupational

diseases including the dust diseases has provided the incentive for

employers and insurance carriers to adopt every known measure and to engage

in scientific research to find other measures to eliminate occupational

disease hazards and prevent occupational diseases. We had over 60 lead

poisoning cases pending at one time after the occupational disease part

was added to our Act. We did not have a single lead poisoning case last

year. I asked a representative of one of the large carriers whether the

employers had quit using lead and he told me, no, but tney had found ways

and means to use lead so it was not harmful. It was not unusual to have

several trichlorethylene poisoning cases. Today we do not even hear of

tne disease. I have asked representatives of manufacturers whether they

1; D c



still used trichlorethylene as a degreasing agent and am told that it

is used because it is an excellent degreasing agent. I am also told

that there are no cases of trichlorethylene poisoning because safe

methods have been devised for using it. That those substances can now be

used safely illustrates the value of an adequate prevention program and

the result that can be achieved with the proper incentive. I think that

tremendous good has resulted from the potential liability under compen-

sation acts for occupational disease. That factor should not be overlooked

in a discussion of this type.

I disagree with the idea of paying compensation for partial

disability in dust disease cases. I do not believe a man should be paid

compensation merely because he has silica or some other dust deposited in

his lungs. I don't think a man with abnormal chest findings as a result

of such deposit who is working in the same occupation or in another so-

called non-injurious occupation without any loss in wages should be

entitled to compensation benefits. I think compensation in dust disease

cases should be paid on the basis of wage loss caused by either an inability

to work in the employment in which he was exposed or because of unemploya-

bility due to abnormal lung findings.

The compensation people think they have problems in the dust

disease field but after being around here only a couple of days I am

amazed at the tremendous problems that the doctors have in this field.

I certainly want to add my little compliment, if I may, and congratulate

them on the outstanding work they are doing in the occupational disease

field.
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD
STATE OF NEW YORK

STATE OFFICE BUILDING

ALBANY I,N.Y.

MARY DONLON
CHAIRMAN

August 14, 1953

Dr. Arthur J. Vorwald
163 Park Avenue, Box 509
Saranac Lake, N. Y.

Dear Arthur:

On my return from a few days vacation I find your
letter of July 27 and I am very sorry indeed to learn that
you are resigning as Director of the Trudeau Foundation and
the Saranac Laboratory. I shall be glad to know where your
work is. going to take you after you have completed your com-
mitments in Saranac Lake. I hope you are going to remain
in some field where your training and experience will be
helpful in industrial problems.

Let me apologize for the delay in returning to you
the material sent me with your letter of June 17. I have
made a few changes in the tentative digest of the discussion
so far as my remarks are concerned, and send it to you here-
with. I take it that the stenotype record is not to be
published, but only the edited copy.

As you know, I have not received from the Laboratory
a report on the project which was directed by George Wright.
I think they should somehow get that report into my hands.
SThere must be material in the files that could be written up.
Can you arrange this?

With regards and best wishes, I am

Sincerely yours,

Mary Donlon
Chairman

MD/if
Enc. (1)



PART SEVEN

Viewpoints on Coimpensati'-n for Pulmonary and Other Occupational Diseases

Chapter Twenty-ni-ne

Viewpoints on Compensation for Pulmonary and Other OccupFtional Diseases

Hon. Mary Donlon

My viewpoint as to..............................................

............................... ..........................................

............................. may be humanly possible.
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Office of the Chairman
Workmen's Compensatior Board For Release
State Office Building
Albany, New York
Albany 3-5511, Ext. 333

Address of Hon. Mary Donlon, Chairman of theNew York State Workmen' s Compensation Board,at the Seventh Saranac Symposium at Saranac
Lake, New York, Friday, September 26, 19n2.

VIEWPOINTS ON COMPENSATION FOR PULMONARY AND
OTHER OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

My viewpoint, as to workmen's compensation for pulmonary and
other occupational diseases, is of course the viewpoint of the
administrator. As such, I am grateful for the opportunity of

participating in this discussion today. In the past, the con-
tribution of workmen's compensation administrators to discussions
of the occupational diseases -- outside of their own organizations-

has been much too small. In part, this is the fault of the admin-
istrators because they have usually been too busy handling the
details of cases to have time also to record and organize their
exAperience. The viewpoints of lawyers and doctors, as to com-

pentating occupational diseases, have therefore often rocoived
more consideration -- especially during legislative committee
hearings -- than have the viewpoints of administrators.

I shall present my viewpoint in the light of the historical
development of occupational disease coverage in the States.

At the start of our major developments in this field, mraany
looked upon occupational disease coverage, and especially the full
or general coverage of such diseases, as a leap in the dark. The
atmosphere in which discussion took place was that of fear born
of ignorance, Speakers brought forth a portfolio of precedents
from the experience of foreign countries, and presented this
material with an air of overwhelming orudition. Stunned audieno

w onvinced that the miostcormpliated and restrictiv

Spressivoly described tothmembodied the last wo'
wolds existing wisdom upon the subject of ocuYat

Scompensation. So it happened that schdulosi o
schedules, were imported from abroadnd Sol
latures. It seemed irrelovant to noto tha s
in the schedules often were not prov6!on

which, however, might be affictoqd
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all. It was like buying a hat from Paris, just because it was a

hat from Paris and regardless of whether it suited the wearer's

face.

It happened, however, that in one or two States where the

original injury coverage provisions had boon loft broad and simple,

omitting the restrictive word "accident", the courts hold that the

word "injury" included occuoational diseases. Such States therefore

started, almost by "accident", with the same compensation coverage

of occupational diseases as of accidental injuries. Other States

observed the result and liked it. The rcovailing pattern in this

country now is full or gonoral coverage of occupational diseases.

In this respect America loads the world. 'With almost every

S session of the legislatures, the column showing the list of States

with schedule or restricted coverage of occupational disease

shrinks, while simultaneously the column showing the list of full

coverage States lengthens.

In every streoa there are main currents and counter-currents.

Alarm as to compensation coverage for silicosis flared up during

the depression that followed 1929, and this alarm started a tidal

wave of restrictive bill-drafting, in part applicable to the dust

diseases. In consequence many of the Stato compensation laws areo

now cluttered with restrictive and discriminatory provisions

applicable either to occupational diseases/in goneral, or peculiar

to the dust diseases or pncuononoconioss. --

Silicosis compensation sometimes is nore a phenomenon of un-

employment than of physical disability. Large scale unemployment

of foundrymon and minors brought on the silicosis compensation

scaro during the 1930's. Mon out of jobs turned to workmen's

compensation as the last recourse from starvation. Some of th o s e

abne roooivod pormanent total disability awards. After the war .

boom in the early 1940's had broatod an almost*insatiabla domand to

workers and cancelled the customary hiring tabus, many mon who had'P.

received permanent total disability awards returned to jobs; at wageos0

higher than they had earned before. You cannot think straight,

as to workmon's compensation for partial disability from silicosis'

unless you remember that hiring practices make this issue a hot

spot in a good many placos.

.4;
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It has boon noted that, as to occupational disease coverage,

some of the states started by copying a-foreign pattern of

schedulo coverage. Other States developed un indigenous or

American pattern of full coverage, which is now the prevailing

pattern *in the States. The trend toward simple and comprehonsivo

coverage was complicated by economic counter-currents flowing

from the silicosis alarm during the 1930's. Some confusion has,

of course, boon croated by those countor-currents. The orderly

and normal progress of occupational disease coverage toward under-'

standablo and simple law and administration was definitely intor-"H

ruptod. To clarify our thinking, further comment on the historical

background seeooms indicated.

The history of occupational disease coverage in the States,

if and when that history is written, might be entitled "The Con-

quest of Fear." The first episodes have to do with fear of the

monetary cost to industry, so that early preoccupation was' with

the need for protecting industry from being ruinod by supposedly

unbearable costs. The legislatures viorol'old that loose practice

on the part of administrators in compensating alleged occupational

diseases would turn workmon's compensation into "health insurance."

Rare or exceptional instances in which questionable awards had

boon imado were seized upon, publicized and magnified out of

proportion to their real significance. Calm and well-informed

discussion of the problem was sometimes impossible because the

opinions of many had been formed by vivid improssions of exception-

al cases, rather than by statistical compilations from considordblo

aggregates of experience. The -cost estimates, not anchored to -

aggregates of mature experionco, foro sometimes fantastic. The

production of a statistical average is often the besoat, if not the

only, cure for distorted thinking both as to performance and cost*

In 1935 the private insurance carriers would not provide

| 'Y; coverage, in Now York State, for silicosis. Insurance could be

obtained only from the State Insurance Fund. The Fund set its

-'insauranco ratos high and hold its breath, waiting fordisastor,

was soon discovored that the insurance risk had boon oxador

M .I or, ormor executive director of the Fund sai

S aid a wolf tht as not thoroe." Of courseinh

nda statistica 'basis for forecasta i4



actuaries do feeool compelled to mak ull-sized cost cstiratOs.

That is their business responsibility.

whon the actuaries had done their work, the lawyers woro then

called upon to draft legal rostrictions and limitations upon

componsability. The resulting patterns of occupational disease

legislation in some of the States can best 
be described as barbed

wiro entanglemonts. Fantastic restrictions cro put in the way

of comnonsability, especially as to silicosis; and sometimes the

benefits for occuPational diseases w:re put(on a lo0or level than

for accidental injuries, either as to cash 
nayorants or medical

care, or both. The laws in some States aro still cluttered with

discriminatory details that are hard to got rid 
of. Such petty

and harassing restrictions are a liability to insurance 
carriers

and eamployers because they arouse hostility in the ranks of labor,

the consequences of which are out of all proportion to the pinch-

penny savings effected by the restrictive provisions. This is

beginning to be anparent in the conflict as to componsability of

partial disability from silicosis. Such things koop workmon's

compensation laws in politics and they-should 
be above political

considerations.

In Now York, and also in somo of the States 
whcro the law and

adcinistration are well advanced, the second stago of 
thinking

about occupational disease, and especially silicosis coverages,

has now boon reached. This second stage of thinking on the subject

of occupational discase coverage, is marked by preoccupation with

an effort to deal justly and without discrimination 
with all the

victims of occupational diseases. The question arises, can we do

this, and if so, how? It beconos nocessary to try to soee the

nroblem in human terms.

;hon occupational disease problems are soon in huinan terms,

appropriato action unay be expected. Some of the difficulties of

coverage may be obscure because the flood-light 
of research has

not yet boon turned upon them. On the other hand, some of the

rermaining tasks for logislatures can be approachd 
through

domonstration. In a cortain agricultural State, there had booeen

porsistent and formidable o-position to occupational 
diseaso

orao. 'Committoes had reported adversely on the 
proposal.

-~A;.
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Thoro had boon the usual negative arguments. It was insisted in

the first place that there was no occupational disease probloi in

that State, and in the second placo that the cost of occupational

disease coverage would be ruinous. Such a juxtaposition of con-

flicting and incompatible arguments is a not uncommon phenomenon

in hearings before legislative coximnittoos. When at last the pro-

posal for coverage reached the floor of the legislature, the

proponents of coverago asked permission to furnish a demonstration.

Permission was granted. A parade then started. A group of women

employees who had contracted dermatitis while working in fruit and

borry processing establishments marched down the aisle, holding

out their tortured hands for observation. Full coverage of occu-

pational diseaso was immediately and unanimously adopted by the

* legislature.

Onc of the most perplexing of the unsolved nroblors in many

States is that of compensating partial disability from silicosis.

This is the case here in Now York. There is a dearth of informa-

tion based upon comprehensive administrative research. Two

hypothesos are encountered. One is that thoro is no such thing

as partial disability from silicosis. Another is that the admin-

istrativo problems of handling partial disability from silicosis

are insuperable. In the face of such conflicting opinions, in-

formation is noedod as to what happens to the victims of silicosis

before they roach the stage of total disability for work.

We know that in the quarries of, Voermont and fassachusotts

thre are mean who have vworkod in stono all thoir livos,' who aro

getting along with the vital capacity of their lungs reduced 
to

a fraction of normal capacity. If you do not rush them, they

an do a day's work. Howevor, they have no reserves. But thoir

ability is not refloctod in their oarning capacity, because

ir skill and experience offsot satisfactorily tolthe employor

hoir lack of physical speeod. Thoseo mon usually havoe.. :strong

Sonso of family responsibility, and with groat dotormination.thoy

on with their accustomod vork, often with undiminished earnings.

osho base thoir Gonoralizations upon this sognont of oxpori-

co iaykrguq that thoro is no such thing as partial disability

sicos, s.o far as the wortmon's compensation laws are
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concerned, because there is no wago loss attributable to such

disability. This contention comes ibore easily from a person who

does not himself have silicosis, than from those who have to

struggle for breath. In short, orn segment of expcrience, as to

silicosis, is commonly disposed of, in workmen's compensation

administration, by the contention that there is no such thing as

industrial disability, partial in degree, from uncomplicated

silicosis. On the other hand, some spokosmon for organized labor ,

insist that the prevailing practico of not compensating partial

disability from silicosis is unjust, and somo of them are becoming

militant in respect to this griovance. -

',Jhilo some States do not provide compensation for partial

disability for silicosis, some jurisdictions have had considerable

experionce with taking care of such cases in one way or another,

The main needs are for maintenance, with or without medical aid,

and for rehabilitation and for jobs. Undor varying typos pf law,

the maintenance payments may be on the basis of wagoe loss- when the

worker has to change to work that is loss exacting physically. Or

there may be paymcnt based upon ostinated "degrees" of nodulation.

The rehabilitation provision may be with, or without, a special

award to cover the roughly estimated cost to the worker of chang-

ing from one kind of employment to another. Those varying pro-

visions can, or course, either be used well or abused.

The rehabilitation typo of provision, for the silicotic, at

first glance looks ideal, especially if the attempt at change of

employment is accompanied by a lump sum payment. Howover, it should

be rememberod that in 'Wisconsin the provision for a hardship pay-

mont is used by the administration to discourage employors from

discharging their workers when an X-ray shows nodulation. Some

typos of rehabilitation provisions can be used primarily to close

out the omaloyer's future liability, rather than to improve the

health and status of the worker which is the true purpose of ro-

habilitation. If there is an allergy, an effort should be made

to arrange a satisfactory change of employment. HIowevcr, the

circumstance that a worker gets a now job, does not necessarily

mean that he will either koeep it or be able to got continuou

ploymont at other jobs.

-adkV''
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S;hore the shop housokooping has boon cleanod up and the dust

i removed from the air, it scoms proefrable not to intorrupt tho

accustomed omployment of a worker who has silicosis because,. in

many areas, when ho has boon thrown on tho omployment market it is

very hard for him to got another job. In part because of the way

some compensation provisions aro written, in somo Statos employers

compensation bill drafting, together with opprossivo hiring

practices, shunt too many truly omployable persons toward the

Sprmanont total disability classification, or toward the public

welfaro rolls.

So far as Now York is concerned, compensation for partial

disability from silicosis is still a problem for the legislature.

If compensation is provided by law for this category of disability,

the Now York vlorkoen'ts Compensation Board will of course face

another disability rating problem. At this point, it should be

said that in compensating occupational disease /Eascs admiinistra-

tion is hampered by the lack of early and correct diagnosis of

disease. Inexpert diagnosis and the lack of wide experience with

industrial processes, sometimes give a false start in the in-

vostigation of cases. Without competent and prompt diagnosis,

maximum benefits do not flow from treatment. At present, so far

as the worlknon's compensation authority is concerned, the two

stages of handling occupational disease cases are almost cornpletoly

separated. The first stage is diagnosis and treatment; the second

stage, disability rating and adjudication.

In many States today there is a hue and cry about the high

cost of workmen's compensation. Of course, tho public should be

.; concerned about all excessive costs. However, in discussions of

the cost of workmen's compensation the public, i froquently misled

nto supposing that theo gal benefit ratos ar o high or that

the workmen's compensation administration is oxcossively liberal

"in its interpretations and awards. A 'properly wordod statement

would be that probably in all States the workmen's compensation

costs are too high in relation to what is delivered in paymonts

"and services. What the public has not boon told and does not now

1 :understand is that the major source of unnecessary loss is not
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the administrative processing of claims -- which, of course, is

not perfect -- but faulty diagnosis and treatment.

At the present stage of adiministrative development in the

States, the workmen's compensation authority often has the sad

task, when settling or adjudicating both disease and accidental

injury cases, of mopping up the results of prolonged unsatisfactory

medical care. How much longer this situation will be tolerated, s

especially by the more advanced administrations, remains to be

seeoon.

I have mentioned two historical stages of development in the

provision of occupational disease coverage in the States. In the

first, the main preoccupation was that of shielding industry from,

allegedly unbearable cost. In the second the main preoccupation

was on compensating, without discrimination, all victims of occu-

pational disease. We are now in a third stage of historical

devclopment in workmen's compensation,with emphasis upon prompt

and complete restoration of injured workers to their fullest work

capacity. Because of an obsession with logal problems, many of

them excessively technical, wo have boon late in waking up to the

possibilities for reducing both human losses and monetary costs in

the field of workmen's compensation, both through obtaining the

right type of specialized medical care and by supplementary team-

work in medical care, which moans what we have called "rohabilita-

tion."

The advent of this new stage of dovelopment calls for an

integration of the supervision of medical care which, of course,

oventuates in disability rating and adjudication. At the present

tiao administration deals chiefly with what is really only a

fragment of the total medical problem. . report by the lato

.Dr. Howard N. Prince on Modical Examining Facilities of the Now

o.rk State Workmen's Componsation Board, several y ors ago, conn

tains this statement: "'The Chief MIodical Examiner should institute

an integrated medical program for workmlon's compensation." Such

a thing has not yet boon done in any State. This failure is

responsible, not alone for huge monetary losses, but also for

tragic and unnecessary human loss. As you know, the monotary cost

of workmen's compensation arises from, and is augmented or'diLainished
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by, the extent of the hutuan loss. We worry about monetary loss --

peorhaps we ought to worry norc about it -- but our paramount con-

cern should be with the /human loss. If we reducec the human loss,

the monetary loss will dwindle also.

Our effort in Now York is to protect injured workers to the

fullest possible extent. If the orograms of prevention and

restoration are fully doveloped, the cost of adoquate paymunts

and services for injured workers should not bec opprcssive to industry.

At present the nrogram of proampt and full rustoration of injured

workers, in NITe York and 2lsewhere, is the most undeveloped seg-

ment of workmicn's comensation administration. The resulting loss,

both in hurmian and ronotary tcrms, may well be anpalling. Jo shall

study how best we can serve the injured worker and, as now light

is thrown upon the task, will, confidently count upon the coopera-

tion of our people in perfecting the INewvf York perforiance, so far

as may be humanly possible.
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VIEWPOINTS ON COMPENSATION FOR PULMONARY AND
OTHER OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

My viewpoint, as to workmen's compensation for pulmonary and other

occupational diseases, is of course the viewpoint of the administrator.

As such, I am grateful for the opportunity of participating in this

discussion today. In the past, the contribution of workmen's compensation

administrators to discussions of the occupational diseases -- outside of

their own organizations - has been much to small. In part, this is the

fault of the administrators because they hage usually been too busy

* handling the details of cases to have time also to record and organize

their experience. The viewpoints of lawyers and doctors, as to compensating

occupational diseases, have therefore often received more consideration -

especially during legislative committee hearings - than have the view-

points of administrators.

I shall present my viewpoint in the light of the historical develop-

ment of occupational disease coverage in the States.

At the start of our major developments in this field, many looked upon

occupational disease coverage, and especially the full or general coverage

of such diseases, as a leap in the dark. The atmosphere in which discussion

took place was that of fear born of ignorance. Speakers brought forth a

portfolio of precedents from the experience of foreign countries, and

presented this material with an air of overwhelming crudition. Stunned

audiences were convinced that the most complicated and restrictive sahemee,

44
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so impressively described to them,' embodied the last word of the world's

existing wisdom upon the subject of occupational disease compensation.

So it happened that schedules, often double-column schedules, were

imported from abroad and sold to the state legislatures. It seemed

irrelevant to note that the diseases listed in the schedules often were

not prevalent in the particular State which, however, might be afflicted

with hazards not mentioned at all. It was like buying a hat from Paris,

just because it was a hat from Paris and regardless of whether it suited

the wearer's face.

It happened, however, that in one or two States where the original

injtry coverage provisions had been left broad and simple, omitting the

restrictive word "accident", the courts held that the word "injury" in-

cluded occupational diseases. Such States therefore started, almost by

"accident", with the same compensation coverage of occupational diseases

as of accidental injuries. Other States observed the result and likeiit.

The prevailing pattern in this country now is full or general coverage

of occupational diseases. In this respect America leads the world. With

almost every session of the legislatures, the column showing the list of

States with schedule or restricted coverage of occupational disease shrinks,

while simultaneously the column showing the list of full coverage States

lengthens.

In every stream there are main currents and counter-currents. Alarm

as to compensation coverage for silicosis flared up during the depression

that followed 1929, and this alarm started a tidal wave of restrictive

bill-drafting, in part applicable to the dust diseases. In consequence

many of the State compensation laws are now cluttered with restrictive

and discriminatory provisions applicable either to occupational diseases
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in general, or peculiar to the dust diseases or pneumonoconioses.

Silicosis compensation sometimes is more a phenomenon of unemployment

than of physical disability. Large scale unemployment of foundrymen and

miners brought on the silicosis compensation scare during the 1930's.

Men out of jobs turned to workmen's compensation as the last recourse

from starvation. Some of these men received permanent total disability

awards. After the war boom in the early 1940's had created an almost

insatiable demand for workers and cancelled the customary hiring tabus,

many men who had received permanent total disability awards returned to

jobs at wages higher than they had earned before. You cannot think

straight, as to workmen's compensation for partial disability from

silicosis, unless you remember that hiring practices make this issue

a hot spot in a good many places.

It has been noted that, as to occupational disease coverage, some

of the States started by copying a foreign pattern of schedule coverage.

Other Statesdeveloped an indigenous or American pattern of full coverage,

which is now the prevailing pattern in the States. The trend toward

simple and comprehensive coverage was complicated by economic counter-

currents flowing from the silicosis alarm during the 1930's. Some

confusion has, of course, been created by these counter-currents. The

orderly and normal progress of occupational disease coverage toward under-

standable and simple law and administration was definitely interrupted.

To clarify our thinking, further commnent on the historical background

seems indicated.

The history of occupational disease coverage in the States, if and

when that history is written, might be entitled "The Conquest of Fear".

The first episodes have to do with fear of the monetary cost to industry,

so that early preoccupation was with the need for protecting industry

from being ruined by supposedly unbearable costs. The legislatures were



told that loose practice on the part of administrators in compensating

alleged occupational diseases would turn workmen's compensation into

"health insurance." Rare or exceptional instances in which questionable

awards had been made were seized upon, publicized and magnified out of

proportion to their real significance. Calm and well-informed discussion

of the problem was sometimes impossible because the opinions of many

had been formed by vivid impressions of exceptional cases, rather than

by statistical compilations from considerable aggregates of experience.

The cost estimates, not anchored to aggregates of mature experience,

were sometimes fantastic. The production of a statistical average is

often the best, if not the only, cure for distorted thinking both as to

performance and cost.

In 1935 the private insurance carriers would not provide coverage,

in New York State, for silicosis. Insurance could be obtained only from

the State Insurance Fund. The Fund set its insurance rates high and held

its breath, waiting for disaster. It was soon discovered that the insurance

risk had been exaggerated. Mr. Muller, a former executive director of the

Fund, said: "We were afraid of a wolf that was not there." Of course in

the absence of a dependable statistical basis for forecasts, insurance

actuaries do feel compelled to make full-sized cost estimates. That is

their business responsibility.

When the actuaries had done their work, the lawyers were then called

upon to draft legal restrictions and limitations upon compensability. The

resulting patterns of occupational disease legislation in some of the

States can best be described as barbed wire entanglements. Fantastic

restrictions were put in the way of compensability, especially as to

silicosis; and sometimes the benefits for occupational diseases were put



on a lower level than for accidental injuries, either as to cash payments

or medical care, or both. The laws in some States are still cluttered with

discriminatory details that are hard to get rid of. Such petty and

harassing restrictions are a liability to insurance carriers and employers

because they arouse hostility in the ranks of labor, the consequences of

which are out of all proportion to the pinch-penny savings effected by

the restrictive provisions. This is beginning to be apparent in the con-

flict as to compensability of partial disability from silicosis. Such things

keep workmen's compensation laws in politics and they should be above

political considerations.

In New York, and also in some of the States where the law and ad-

ministration are well advanced, the second stage of thinking about

occupational disease, and especially silicosis coverage, has now been

reached. This second stage of thinking on the subject of occupational

disease coverage, is marked by preoccupation with an effort to deal

justly and without discrimination with all the victims of occupational

diseases. The question arises,, can we do this, and if so, how? It

becomes necessary to try to see the problem in human terms.

When occupational disease problems are seen in human terms,

appropriate action may be expected. Some of the difficulties of coverage

may be obscure because the flood-light of research has not yet been

turned upon them. On the other hand, some of the remaining tasks for

legislatures can be approached through demonstration. In a certain

agricultural State, there had been persistent and formidable opposition

to occupational disease coverage. Committees had reported adversely on

the proposal. There had been the usual negative arguments. It was

insisted in the first place that there was no occupational disease problem
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in that -i State, and in the second place that the cost of occupational

disease coverage would be ruinous. Such a juxtaposition of conflicting

and incompatible arguments is a not uncommon phenomenon in hearings before

legislative committees. When at last the proposal for coverage reached

the floor of the legislature, the proponents of coverage asked permission

to furnish a demonstration. Permission was granted. A parade then started.

A group of women employees who had contracted dermatitis while working

in fruit and berry processing establishments marched down the aisle,

holding out their tortured hands for observation. Full coverage of

occupational disease was immediately and unanimously adopted by the

legislature.

One of the most perplexing of the unsolved problems in many States

is that of compensating partial disability from silicosis. This is the

case here in New York. There is a dearth of information based upon

comprehensive administrative research. Two hypotheses are encountered.

One is that there is no such thing as partial disability from silicosis.

Another is that the administrative problems of handling partial disability

from silicosis are insuperable. In the face of such conflicting opinions,

information is needed as to what happens to the victims of silicosis

before they reach the stage of total disability for work.

We know that in the quarries of Vermont and Massachusetts there are

men who have worked in stone all their lives, who are getting along with

the vital capacity of their lungs redmced to a fraction of normal capacity.

If you do not rush them, they can do a day's work. However, they have

no reserves. But their disability is not reflected in their earning

capacity, because their skill and experience offset satisfactorily to

0



the employer their lack of physical speed. These men usually have a strong

sense of family responsibility, and with great determination they go on

with their accustomed work, often with undiminished earnings. Those who

base their generalizations upon this segment of experience may argue that

there is no such thing as partial disability from silicosis, so far as the

workmen's compensation laws are concerned, because there is no wage loss

attributable to such disability. Thbrcontention comes more easily from a

person who does not himself have silicosis, than from those who have to

struggle for breath. In short, one segment of experience, as to silicosis,

is commonly disposed of, in workmen's compensation administration, by the

contention that there is no such thing as industrial disability, partial

in degree, from uncomplicated silicosis. On the other hand, some spokesman

for organized labor insist that the prevailing practice of not compen-

sating partial disability from silicosis is unjust, and some of them are

becoming militant in respect 1th this grievance.

While some States do not provide compensation for partial disability

for silicosis, some jurisdictions have had considerable experience with

taking care of such cases in one way or another. The main needs are for

maintenance, with or without medical aid, and for rehabilitation and for

jobs. Under varying types of law, the maintenance payments may be on

the basis of wage loss when the worker has to change to work that is

less exacting physically. Or there may be payment based upon estimated

"degrees" of nodulation. The rehabilitation provision may be with, or

without, a special award to cover the roughly estimated cost to the worker

of changing from one kind of employment to another. These varying pro-

visions can, of course, either be used well or abused.

0
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The rehabilitation type of provision, for the silicotic, at first

glance looks ideal, especially if the attempt at change of employment

is accompanied by a lump sum payment. However, it should be remembered

that in Wisconsin the provision for a hardship payment is used by the

administration to discourage employers from discharging their workers

when an X-ray shows nodulation. Some types of rehabilitation provisions

can be used primarily to close out the employer's future liability,

rather than to improve the health and status of the worker which is the

true purpose of rehabilitation. If there is an allergy, an effort should

be made to arrange a satisfactory change of employment. However, the

circumstances that a worker gets a new job, does not necessarily mean

that he will either keep it or be able to get continuous employment

at other jobs.

Where the shop housekeeping has been cleaned up and the dust removed

from the air, it seems preferable not to interrupt the accustomed employ-

ment of a worker who has silicosis because, in many areas, when he has

been thrown on the employment market it is very hard to him to get another

job. In part because of the way some compensation provisions are written,

in some States employers will not hire a man who has an unfavorable chest

X-ray. Faulty compensation bill drafting, together with oppressive hiring

practices, shunt too many truly employable persons toward the permanent

total disability classification, or toward the public welfare rolls.

So far as New York is concerned, compensation for partial disability

from silicosis is still a problem for the legislature. If compensation

is provided by law for this category of disability, the New York Workmen's

Compensation Board will of course face another disability rating problem.

S At this point, it should be said that in compensating occupational disease

4



cases administration is hampered by the lack of early and correct diagnosis

of disease. Inexpert diagnosis and the lack of wide experience with

industrial processes, sometimes give a false start in the investigation

of cases. Without competent and prompt diagnosis, maximum benefits do

not flow from treatment. At present, so far as the workmen's compen-

sation authority is concerned, the two stages of handling occupational

disease cases are almost completely separated. The first stage is

diagnosis and treatment; the second stage, disability rating and adjudication.

In many States today there is a hue and cry about the high cost of

workmen's compensation. Of course, the public should be concerned about

all excessive costs. However, in discussions of the cost of workmen's

compensation the public is frequently misled into supposing that the

legal benefit rates are too high or that the workmen's compensation

administration is excessively liberal in its interpretations and awards.

A properly worded statement would be that probably in all States the

workmen's compensation costs are too high in relation to what is delivered

in payments and services. What the public has not been told and does not

now understand is that the major source of unnecessary loss is not the

administrative processing of claims -- which, of course, is not perfect -

but faulty diagnosis and treatment.

At the present stage of administrative development in the States,

the workmen's compensation authority often has the sad task, when

settling or adjudicating both disease and accidental injury cases, of

mopping up the results of prolonged unsatisfactory medical care. How

much longer this situation will be tolerated, especially by the amore

advanced administrationr remains to be seen.
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I have mentioned two historical stages of development in the pro-

vision of occupational disease coverage in the States. In the first,

the main preoccupation was that of shielding industry from allegedly

unbearable cost. In the second the main preoccupation was on compensating,

without discrimination, all victims of occupational disease. We are now

in a third stage of historical development in workmen's compensation, with

emphasis upon prompt and complete restoration of injured workers to their

fullest work capacity. Because of an obsession with legal problems many

of them excessively technical, we have been late in waking up to the

possibilities for reducing both human losses and monetary costs in the

field of workmen's compensation, both through obtaining the right type

of specialized medical care and by supplementary teamwork in medical care,

which means what we have called "rehabilitation."

The advent of this new stage of development calls for an integration

of the supervision of medical care which, of course, eventuates in

disability rating and adjudication. At the present time administration

deals chiefly with what is really only a fragment of the total medical

problem. A report by the late Dr. Howard N. Prince on Medical Examining

Facilities of the New York State Workmen's Compensation Board, several

years ago, contains this statement: "The Chief Medical Examiner should

institute an integrated medical program for workmen's compensation."

Such a thing has not yet been done in any State. This failure is

responsible, not alone for huge monetary losses, but also for tragic

and unnecessary human loss. As you know, the monetary cost of workmen's

compensation arises from, and is augmented or diminished by, the extent

of the human loss. We worry about monetary loss -- perhaps we ought to

worry more about it -- but our paramount concern should be with the

L



r -11-human loss. If we reduce the human lose, the monetary loss will dwindle

also..

Our effort in New York is to protect injured workers to the fullest

possible extent. If the programs of prevention and restoration are fully

developed, the cost of adequate payments and services for injured workers

should not be oppressive to industry. At present the program of prompt

and full restoration of injured workers, in New York and elsewhere, is

the most undeveloped segment of workmen's compensation administration.

The resulting loss, both in human and monetary terms, may well be appalling.

We shall study how best we can serve the injured worker and, as new light

is thrown upon the task, will confidently- count upon the cooperation

of our people in perfecting the New York performance, so far as may be

humanly possible.

*
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us today, but professional engagements have kept away from

us, both Doctor berson and Doctor Wbipple/whom I'm sure

many of you know. However, we have the godd luck to have

the chairman of obr board of chest consuitants here in New

York State, with today*

I think anything I could pay to people, as true

to their experien e in this field about Edgar Mayer, would

be telling you so ething that yu already know. It has been

one of my real privileges singe I eame into the field of

workmen's compens tion admidistration, to work closely with

him in handling o problems that arise in the controverted

cases under the di fereo4  provisions of law, first our old

Article 4a of limi ed ovrage, and now the more general

coverage that we ba of the dust diseases in workmen's co

pensation.

He is w 1 known here at Saranac where he hbaa

worked long. H kno wherever society, learned societies

meet to consi r this problem. He is a very able physician

in this fiel. I proe nt to you the chairman of the New York

S|State Board of Cheat Consultants, Doctor Edgar Mayer.

0 -------- ---- -
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It's very obvious that in the past five years, there

have been very outstanding advanced contributions made here

in this field by the excellent group that are working in

Saranac and to whom we t re all so much indebted.

.*



how we fometi and if I may say I will,r er immodes

ly say t I consider as values.

I y terday was appr oached b no my le 1

friends, an adv or to industrty h e who said, arson and

Whipple aren't he and you' going to face alone? And

I do do that with ma epidation, but I shoul probably

feel that some re aen ative of labo, who woul be here

would make t same remar to me*

Z61- E/,*ln MNew York State, prior to 1955, certain

occupational diseases were compensated in accordance with a

schedule* Silieosis and other dust diseases were not in-

eluded in this schedule. The laws of 1955, Chapter 250, or

264, extended the Workmen's Compensation coverage to all

occupational diseases and silicosis then became compensable

in New York State.*

Because of the lack of knowledge of the extent of

the accrued liability, the premium rates for this insurance

were considered high* In 1936, the law was amended --- 4-
h&gea\yoLd look these up -- Chapter 887, limiting the cover

age and compensation benefits,providing for dust control and

prevention of silicosis and other dust diseases, and provid-

ing for the extablishment of a committee of three expert co -

sultants to study each claimant and to inform the Industrial

Commissioner and the Industrtal Board of their opinion as t4

the findings in such oases.,



The law was again amended in 1947 to provide full

benefits for disabling silicosis and other dust diseases

under Chapter 431 and at the present time, the law that deals

with the work of the expert consultants if - is found in

Paragraph 49-a of the Workmen's Compensation Law.

Now, as to our functioning, as soon as a claim for

silicosis compensation is filed with the board, it is re-

ferred to the after care service of the Workmen's Compensa-

tion Board. This after care service obtains a.chronological

history of the claimantts illness, and a detailed ohronology

of his employment record* The claim is brought to the at-

tention of the employermand the insurance carrier and the

claimant is referred, for examination, to a physician des-

ignated by one of the latter* A hearing is held in the case

before a Referee in oompensation, and if a claim is contro-1

verted by either or both sides, the patient is then referred

to a member of the board of expert consultants.

The examination requires the taking of very care-

full occupational history from the beginning of the patientts

industrial life, including all aspects of exposure to dust,.

and it is at this time that the file is referred to the Di-1

vision of Industrial Hygiene of the Labor Department for anI

examination of the working condition surrounding the claim-1

ant and for such dust diseases as may be necessary in order!

to eavluate for such disturbance as may be necessary in order



to evaluate the dust hazard.

In certain cases, the Division of Industrial

Hygiene summarizes additional data and opinions with reference

to past exposures suffered by the claimant. The examination

also includes a very complete physical examination, a fluor-

oscopic chest study, and (we carry out the procedure that

has been worked out here) diaphragmatic rise with expiratory

timing, as an aid in evaluation of emphysema, as well as

inspiratory and expiratory x-rays. Occasionally we take

lateral and oblique x-rays, and on rarer occasion planigrams.

Often we take electrocardiograms, especially in

vascular hypertansives, and laboratory studies are made as

are necessary in the opinion of the examiner, such as repeated

sputum studies or even gastrics, blood examinations, erythrocyte

sedimentation rates, and so forth. : -

In evaluating the hazards of occupation exposure,



S the"examiner is aided by the report of the Division of In-

dustrial Hygiene which has made (or is now requested to be

made) 'spot studies of the plants and the working conditioins.ý $

In evaluating disability, the examiner may call

for special physiological studies of pulmonary function with

the best available methods. When exact diagnosis'in eval-

uation of disability is impossible through one examination,

we are allowed (as Doctor Merewether has mentioned is the

custom in England) to make follow-up and auxiliary studies.

On occasion we may classify a claimant as tempor-

arily totally disabled when, for instance, it is impossible

ýxto 0e'valuate the activity of a confluent shadow in the lung.

classify such a patient as totally temporarily dis-

iabled and re-evaluate his condition at the end of three

.On rare occasions hospitalization is carried out; 40

iihen'additional studies are necessary to establish diagnosis

ough bronchography, bronchoscopy, angiography or surgical

4I,
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In the event of a claim for death benefits, one
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member of the board examines all available evidence pertain-

ing to such claim, including the medical and the hospital

records, the x-rays and other reports that are made during

the lifetime of the deceased, as well as any autopsy findings

and shall render the findings and report thereon.

Now, as to the values of the board, I am putting

this very briefly. I think Doctor McGee presented the function

of such medical boards very well. Our board, impartial in

nature, has proved of great value from both the medical and

legal aspects. We are free of any obligation except that of

impartiality to both employer and to claimant. We can freely

acknowledge a conclusion to be one based upon opinion from

experience only,when medical evidence does not permit scientific

proof. We are not necessarily restricted to one examination to

B establish diagnosis, causal relationship and disability. Fre-

quently conclusive diagnosis can not be made, as you well

recognize, until time has elapsed for the development of sig-

nificant subjective and objectivesigns.

Examinations of all three of us in hearings before

referees are frequent and are characterized by unrestricted and

frank questioning by counsel of both claimant and employer,

as well as by the referee.

We think that the impartial character of our con-

clusions, both in our reports as well as in our testimony,
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us to define the word 'pneumoconiosis
t which, as you have

learned at this session, is now going to be re-defined. I

can see where new problems will come up in relation to what

were formerly considered as inert dusts. You saw in the

excellent pathological sections of Doctors Vorwald and

Fletcher focal emphysema, which could, in certain instances,

eventually lead to total disability and which may be caused

by a sufficient quantitative deposit of so-called inert dusts.

In relation to graphite and carborundum dust --

dusts that we have been regularly considering inert -- should

we now accept the suggestion that there are no such inert

dusts when they are inhaled in excessive amounts and so seen

radiologically?

This may become a problem in the evaluation of

disability. In the futurewe'll probably be calling more

frequently upon our Division of Industrial Hygiene for eval-

uation of the quantity of such dusts.

Doctor:'George Wright, with Doctor Leonard Bristol,

in their presentation of emphysema as an independent disturbance



of the lung, separate from that which is derived from in-

dustry, have placed before us a problem that has disturbed-

us for many years. We recognize that much'emphysema is of

the so-called essential type unrelated to industry and presents

disturbing problems to us in defining a causal relationship

to industrial exposures.

The problem of cancer of the lung in relation to

industry also presents itself. Do we have now to give serious

consideration to the chromates and to asbestos (I think all

i the other exposures have been rather well defined) as causative

factors to industry? The Germans, as you have heard this week,

,.have granted causal relationship to asbestos in. the develop-

.'^-^ment of cancer of the lung.

These are some of the problems that I can see will

-:' onfront us more often in the future'and

634.

on which we will have to have much more accurate

1 information.
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THE FUNCTIONS AND VALUE OF MEDICAL BOARDS AND

MEDICAL EXAMINERS IN :CONTROVERTED COMPENSATION CASES

At the outset, I am compelled to state that it seems

rather ridiculous for me to attempt to either discuss this

subject with the members of this panel or to present any sort

of a formal paper about it to this audience, for I fully

realize how authoritatively anyone of you can discuss it.

I think it would be helpful to report briefly as to

how far legislation establishing Medical Boards of Review has

progressed in the United States. The establishment of Medi-

cal Boards of Review was not thought of until the enactment

of occupational disease laws. Today there are only five

states that do not have some type of occupational disease

coverage; namely, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma

and Wyoming. By the introduction of this type of Workmen's

Compensation claims founded on disease arising in industry,

the legislatures in many states have enacted laws, in addition

to occupational disease amendments, establishing Medical Boards

of Review.

The picture is somewhat different, however, when we

consider the legislative action which has taken place in the

establishment of Medical Boards of Review. Although occupa-

tional disease has Seen recognized as a proper administrative

function under Workmen's Compensation Laws in 43 states,

only eighteen states have enacted laws establishing Medical

-1-



Boards of Review of one kind or another. The states are:

Arizona N. Carolina
Colorado Ohio
Georgia Oregon
Idaho * Pennsylvania
Iowa S. Carolina
Maryland S. Dakota

* Michigan Texas
* Minnesota Utah

Nevada W. Virginia

- The Minnesota and Michigan statutes were held
unconstitutional in 1945 and 1946 respectively;
by court decision in Pennsylvania the statute
became inoperative in 1946.

New York State has in a manner approached this type

of legislation by the adoption of a statutory amendment

(Section 13, sub-section (d) of the Compensation Act) pro-

viding for the appointment of an impartial specialist in

injury cases - the report and findings of such specialist

not being binding on anyone. If this system is to prevail

it would seem proper that both claimant and the employer

should be given the absolute right to obtain an examination

by a disinterested specialist.

It is interesting to observe that of the 18 states

enacting laws establishing Medical Boards of Review, only

5 states (Georgia, Idaho, Maryland, Minnesota and Ohio) have

established such Boards with final jurisdiction as to medical

facts.

In addition to the Medical Boards of Review in the

states which have been enumerated, you of course are familiar

with the procedure which has been adopted in the establish-

*2-



ment of tribunals characterized as "Silicosis Boards of

Referees". In many instances these tribunals are separate

and distinct from the Medical Boards of Review, The Silico-

sis Boards, as the name implies, are restricted only to the

consideration of silicosis cases or other respiratory dis-

easeso The Medical Boards of Review, on the other hand,

are established for the consideration of medical evidence per-

taining to occupational disease cases generally. In some

states the right of appeal is available from the decision of

the Silicosis Board of Referees to the Medical Board,

The states which have enacted laws establishing Sili-

cosis Boards of Referees are as follows:

Arizona Nevada
Arkansas N. Carolina
Colorado Ohio

Georgia Oregon
Idaho * Pennsylvania
Iowa S. Carolina
Maryland S. Dakota

* Michigan Texas
* Minnesota Utah

West Virginia

* The Minnesota and Michigan statutes were held
unconstitutional in 194$ and 1946 respectively;
by court decision in Pennsylvania the statute
became inoperative in 1946.

In New York State the Compensation Act has been amend-

ed to provide for the appointment of a "committee of expert

consultants on chest diseases", three in number, which also

provides for an examination by one of the members thereof.

There is nothing in the statutory law which makes the opinion

or report of the experts conclusive or binding on anyone.

-3-



Of the 19 states which enacted laws establishing Sili-

cosis Boards of Referees, only $ states (Georgia, Idaho,

Maryland, Minnesota and Ohio) established such Boards with

conclusive and final jurisdiction.

The experience in Minnesota, Michigan and Pennsylvania

should be of interest since in these three states Medical

Boards of Review were established by legislative action but

today are inoperative because of court decree.

The Michigan Workmen's Compensation Act was amended,

effective October 29, 1937, by incorporating the Occupational

Disease provisions of the Law, better known as Part VII of

Act No. 61. Briefly stated, this amendment, in addition to

providing Workmen's Compensation awards for Occupational

Disease claims, authorized the appointment by the Workmen's

Compensation Board, or any member thereof, of

"a commission of three qualified impartial
physicians to examine the injured employee
and to report. The report, when signed by
at least two of the members of said commission,
shall be final and conelusive as to the condi-
tion of said employee with respect to the
alleged disease or diseases. . ."

Following such legislative enactment, a number of

cases were prosecuted through the court, culminating in the

finding by the Supreme Court of Michigan in the Dation v,

Ford Motor Company case, 314 Mich. 152, 22 N.W. (2nd) 252,

decided in 1946, that such law

"is unconstitutional as denying due process,
since the Legislature cannot circumscribe

judicial power of the courts by making the

-4-



factual findings of the agencies conclusive,
even though the findings are wrong.
'Due Process of Law' requires notice and

opportunity to be heard, and it imports the

right to a fair trial of the issues involved
in the controversy and a determination of

disputed questions of fact on the basis of
evidence. .

Since the abolishment of the Medical Board of Review

by court decree in 1946, the administration of controverted

occupational disease claims in Michigan has been prosecuted

in the same manner as injury cases. A quick survey of the

situation existing today in Michigan indicates that represen-

tatives of employer and claimant alike prefer the existing

administrative procedure rather than the methods which were

required to be followed under the 1937 act, which in my

opinion, established an imperfect setup under the Medical

Board of Review principle.

Similarly, in Minnesota the Medical Commission (as the

Medical Board of Review was called in that state) only

existed for a very short period of time. In Minnesota the

Workmen's Compensation Act of 1913 was amended in 1943 to

include occupational disease provisions. At the same time

a Medical Commission (or so-called Medical Board of Review)

was established. The Medical Commission under the statute

consisted of three doctors selected from a panel of 15,

chosen by the Dean of the College of Medicine of the Univer-

sity of Minnesota, the Council of the Minnesota State Medical

Association, and the Governor,

-5-



The findings and conclusions of such Board were

adopted by the Industrial Commission in so far as medical

questions were concerned and such decisions were final.

This system lasted for a period of approximately two years

until the statute was held unconstitutional in the case of

Hunter v. Zenith Dredge Company on July 6, 1945. The basis

for the decision was the same as in Michigan in that the

Medical Board of Review statute was found to violate the due

process provisions of both the Minnesota and Federal con-

stitutions.

Since the abolishment of the Medical Board of Review

in this state, the procedure has reverted to that formerly

in existence whereby under the statute, the Industrial Com-

mission is authorized to appoint one neutral physician whose

findings and conclusions shall be furnished all interested

parties; either party may within five days after receipt of

such report demand cross-examination of the neutral physic-

ian. The report and cross-examination are both considered

as evidence.

A somewhat similar situation arose in Pennsylvania,

following the enactment of an amendment to the Compensation

Law on July 2, 1937, which made certain specified occupation-

al diseases compensable. At the same time the Workmen's

Compensation Board, or Referee, was authorized to appoint a

Medical Advisory Board in cases involving claims for silico-

sis, the Board to be composed of one or more duly qualified,

-6-
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impartial physicians or surgeons to be selected from a panel

made up of names from lists of doctors furnished by the deans

of all of the legally recognized medical schools in Pennsyl-

vania. The so-called "Medical Board" in this instance was

authorized to conduct clinical, pathological, and x-ray ex-

aminations, and to file with the Workmen's Compensation Board

or Referee its written report stating further its opinion

as to whether or not the claimant suffered from silicosis or

anthraco-silicosis and whether such disease resulted in any

disability and, if so, as to what extent.

The Workmen's Compensation Board or Referee was

authorized to consider such so-called Medical Board report

only as evidence of findings and to be considered with any

other medical evidence offered on behalf of the claimant or

the employer; the doctor or doctors serving on such Medical

Board were obligated to appear and be subject to examination

and cross-examination upon written request.

In 1941 this Act was amended again by authorizing the

Governor of the state to request the deans of all of the

medical schools in Pennsylvania to serve as a committee in

the nomination of 10 physicians especially qualified for

membership on the Medical Board; three to be roentgenologists

and three to be pathologists, these names to be certified

to the Secretary of Labor and Industry. From this list of

names, with the approval of the Governor, the Secretary of

Labor was to select the Medical Board consisting of three
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members, including one roentgenologist and one pathologist.

Under this amendment, the duties and powers of the Board

were not materially different than under the original 1937
Act.

It is interesting to note that no Medical Board was
ever constituted or appointed in Pennsylvania until May 1950,
Following the appointment of the Medical Board in 1950, a
number of cases were prosecuted under such administrative

procedure. All of these claims were occupational disease

cases of alleged silicosis or anthraco-silicosis. In every

instance the Medical Board, without hearing and simply from
examination of the claimant, and apparently without study of
the record, made what purported to be final findings of fact
without reporting their findings to the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board. Upon appeal of all of- these cases to the Com-
mon Pleas Court of Pennsylvania, the court held in each in-
stance that the Board had exceeded its authority,

Apparently, the unsatisfactory method pursued by the
Pennsylvania Medical Advisory Board caused Pennsylvania Legis-
lature in January 1952 to repeal sections of the Occupational

Disease Act, completely abolishing the Medical Advisory Board.

Because of the failure in operation of Medical Boards
of Review in three great industrial states in this country,
one might question whether the principle of this sort of
medical tribunal in the administration of controverted

compensation cases is proper,

* -8-
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From my own point of view, I do not believe that this

is so and in support of such position, it is appropriate to

point to the experience of Ohio where the adoption and use

of both Medical Boards of Review as well as Silicosis Referees

have proven quite satisfactory.

The first Occupational Disease law was passed in Ohio

in 1921 covering four specific occupational diseases. In

192. an appropriate constitutional amendment was passed en-

compassing all of the occupational disease provisions of the

Workmen's Compensation Law. At the present time, following

several amendments to the Occupational Disease Law, it is

considered as a blanket statute permitting awards in all

occupational disease cases, in addition to 24 diseases

specifically enumerated.

In 1937 the Ohio Legislature enacted a Medical Board

of Review statute. At the same time an amendment was enacted

establishing a Silicosis Board of Referees. Under the Ohio

Act, approximately 500 recognized physicians and surgeons

are selected as a panel. From this panel individual members

of Boards of Review are appointed from time to time. These

physicians and surgeons reside and practice all over the

state. In addition, some of these appointees are residents

outside of Ohio as the law does not restrict such appoint-

ments to residents of Ohio. The selections are made by the

Dean of Medicine of Ohio State University, the Director of

the State Department of Health, and the Head of the Depart-

ment of Medicine of the Industrial Commission.
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From time to time, as Medical Boards of Review are

required to .decide controverted occupational disease cases,

the three appointive agencies select from the panel of ap-

proximately 500, three physicians for each meeting of such

Medical Board of Review. The same physicians are rarely

called upon the second time, for by reason of their profes-

sional duties and practice they may be unavailable for such

service. The list has remained more or less permanent

except for resignations or removal because of death, illness

or other personal reasons.

The administration of controverted occupational dis-

ease claims under this setup is as follows:

The controverted claim initially is processed through

the Medical Department of the Commission for the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Department for allowance or disallowance,

by the Industrial Commission itself or by one of the several

Claims Boards which operate in various sections of the state.

Upon disallowance of the claim by either the Claims

Board or the Industrial Commission itself, the claimant has

'the right of appeal to the Medical Board of Review. Upon

appeal the entire file, including all medical proof, is

available to the Board. The complete record in the case is

read and studied by the Medical Board of Review in the

presence of the claimant, his counsel and employer's repre-

sentative. The claimant may offer additional medical proof

and factual proof at such hearing. The Board may examine

-10-



claimant or refer him to a recognized specialist for further

examination.

Now, here is the important difference in the Ohio Act

as distinguished from many of the states which have enacted

the so-called "Medical Board of Review" provision. If the

decision of the Board is in favor of the claimant, such find-

ings shall be binding upon the Industrial Commission. In other

words, the decision is final and there is no appeal by the

amployer either to the Industrial Commission or to the courts.

On the other hand, should the decision of the Medical

Board of Review be adverse to the claimant's position, an

appeal may be made to the Industrial Commission. Experience,

however, shows that this situation occurs very infrequently.

There is no appeal to the courts on occupational disease cases,

either by the claimant or the employer.

The Silicosis Board of Referees is appointed by the

Industrial Commission and is generally recognized as being

made up of men of outstanding qualification and training in

diagnosis and treatment of respiratory diseases. The statute

is specific in Ohio that all claims for silicosis, whether

controverted or not, must be referred to the Silicosis Board

of Referees for examination and recommendation as to diagnosis,

extent of disability and other medical questions connected

with the claim. Such Board has the authority to employ other

specialists, roentgenologists or pathologists in case of death,

in the administration of this work.
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The procedure with respect to the administration of

silicosis claims is as follows:

The claim is first investigated by the Industrial

Commission to determine whether the statutory provisions of

the law have been complied with; such as (a) exposure; (b)

disability within the statutory period; (c) diagnosis of one

or more licensed physicians.

A synopsis of the case is then prepared for the use

of the Silicosis Board of Referees. In every instance

where the claimant is physically able, an independent medical

examination is conducted by such Board at the time of hearing.

If the claimant is physically unable to be present, all

available medical data is obtained from the hospital where

the individual is receiving treatment.

Upon completion of such study and examination by the

Board, the claim is heard in Columbus, none of the interested

parties being present. The findings of the Board are then

referred to the Industrial Commission, who fixes a time and

place of hearing upon the report of the Silicosis Board of

Referees. Copies of the findings and conclusions of the

Silicosis Board of Referees are furnished all interested

parties. An adverse finding by the Silicosis Board may be

appealed to the Medical Board of Review, whose decision shall

be final, the same as in occupational disease cases generally.

If an award is made, the employer may file an Application for

Reconsideration before the Industrial Commission; again this

-12-



decision is final with no appeal.

Under this form of administrative procedure by such

Medical Boards of Review, as well as Silicosis Boards of

Referees, statistical information shows that approximately

$50 of the silicosis claims heard are allowed. Approximately

30% of those disallowed are appealed to the Board of Review;

of those which are appealed, approximately 10% are allowed.

As to Occupational Disease claims generally, statisti-

cal information shows results quite similar in experience to

silicosis claims. Approximately 90% of the cases heard are

allowed. Of the 10% disallowed, 90% are appealed to the

Industrial Commission; of those which are appealed, 10% are

allowed.

Thus it will be observed that in the administration of

occupational disease claims in Ohio, the experience seems to

clearly show that the functions of such Medical Boards, as

well as Silicosis Boards of Referees, have proven to be a

distinct advancement in the administrative procedure in con-

troverted corpensation cases. Experience in Ohio has shown

that among representatives of Industry and Labor, lawyers

and physicians, the present procedure, while not entirely

satisfactory in some respects, functions in such a manner

that little or no resistance or criticism is heard respect-

ing it.

The proof of such a statement is found in the fact

that since the advent of these Medical Boards of Review,
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beginning in 1937, in only five instances has an attempt

been made to set aside the decisions of such Boards by appeal

in mandamus to the Supreme Court of Ohio. In each of these

instances the Court found either originally or on appeal to

the Supreme Court of the United States, that the decision

below was sound, that there had been no denial of the due

process of law and that the position of the Medical Board 
of

Review should be sustained.

To summarize, therefore, as to the essential reasons

for the apparent satisfactory administration procedure of

Medical Boards and Silicosis Boards of Referees, I think they

can be stated as follows:

1. General recognition of complete impartiality
in selection of highly qualified physicians.

2. The initial investigatory procedure prior to
the claim being presented to such Boards to
determine compliance with statutory provisions
of law, such as exposure, disability within the
statutory period, preliminary diagnosis of one
or more licensed physicians, and period of
employment within the state.

3. Exclusive jurisdiction as to diagnosis with no

appeal to the Industrial Commission or to the
courts,

I believe it would be helpful here to paraphrase the

subject assigned by stating it this way - "What can be gained

by having Medical Boards of Review?" I realize full well in

discussing this subject there are wide differences of opinion

respecting it. You are all well aware of the divergent

viewpoints existing among members of the legal profession
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specializing in Workmen's Compensation claims representing

claimants as well as those attorneys representing casualty

insurance companies and large and small self-insuring employ-

ers, A similar difference of opinion, I believe, exists in

the medical profession among many recognized top physicians

and surgeons who are active in their practice in the adminis-

tration of Workmen's Compensation.

Why does this condition prevail? I think one answer

is that there are always deep-seated fears present among law-

yers representing both claimants as well as the employer,

that by the establishment of a Medical Board of Review, cer-

tain fundamental rights and privileges are taken away, thereby

preventing either the injured person on the one hand, or the

employer on the other, from having his day in court.

I-am sure you have heard the statement made many times

in discussions respecting this type of Workmen's Compensation

administrative procedure, that no doctor, even though he has

*been appointed on a Medical Board of Review established by

law, should be permitted to express an opinion without being

subject to cross-examination. In my opinion, if a medical

board is impartially and properly established there is no

reason or necessity for the right of cross-examination to

exist.

I am firmly convinced that in the enactment of statutes

of this character, the Medical Board of Review can only

function properly when it is constituted in such a manner
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that it is completely impartial and removed entirely from any

political or any other kind of influence. By that I mean

that such Board should have complete freedom to decide cases

independent of any pressure or influence from claimant,

employer, labor representative, or anyone interested whatever

in such claim. Further, the method of selection of the panel

representatives for appointment on the Medical Board of Review

should be controlled to assure selection of physicians and

surgeons recognized generally by the public, the legal profes-

sion, industry, and the medical profession, as outstanding in

the medical fraternity, not only from a professional but also

from an ethical and moral point of view. Furthermore, when

such Medical Board has been established by law in the manner

S thus described, then there is no prohibition against giving

such Board final jurisdiction, when its decision is in favor

of the claimant.

I therefore feel that, as heretofore stated, the

establishment of properly constituted Medical Boards of Review

in the administration of controverted compensation cases, can

be found to be a distinct advantage in the administration of

Workmen's Compensation laws.

A. J. Gentholts
Assistant Counsel
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Discussion

MISS DONLON: In regard to the functions and value of medical boards and

^4 o f medical examiners it seems to me there are three different systems that

have been organized. One is the plan found faulty in its constitutionality

in Michigan and in Pennsylvania, F"d*s long as we have due process clauses

I suppose we h 1 sh to-ehnge our legislation in such a way that it

will not run the risk of infringing on the due process guaranteed to our

citi7ens. In the second system there is, as Doctor Mayer explained, the

kind of board we have in New York, which is a permanent board in that it
t" Ac. CoC&S%'$VctnIX

gives pert time to these problems all the year and therefore gss back-

ground of experience from them. LadThirdly, there is the Ohio board,

0d presented by Mr. C-entholts, ihich is drawn from a large panel - I believe

he said 500 physicians. We should remember that in Ohio all insurance

under workmen's compensation, except self-insurance, is under a state

monopoly system and therefore there fLett quite the risk of finding people

who Pre not wholly impartial because the -hv ben -Ptained by the insur-

ance comoanies.

?E. V-ATfRS: My primary practice is in Maryland but I would like to say a

word about my practice before the silicosis board of Vest Virginia. Under

the procedure of that board claimants are sent to Charleston where they

are hospitalized for three days under the direct supervision of the mem-

bers of the silicosis board. Physicians on behalf of the employer and of

the cleiment are permitted to participate in the examination and to testify

before the board with respect to his condition. The silecosis board then

makes its report to the Commissioner and the Commissioner, efter a formal
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hearing in which the claimant and his doctors and the employer and the

employer's doctors are heard, renders E decision. My practice there hssn't

been ruch -,ore successful than it has been before my good friend, Pr. Y>then

Herman, who is present at thiis s-ymposium, but tne point I wish to make is

that the members of the silicosis board do participate as examining doctors

of the claimant and the universal prectice before the board is for the

Commissioner to sustain the findings of that board. I happen to be one of

those attorneys who have, on occasion, teken their opinions to the courts,

to their sorrow.
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THE PRESENTATION OF MEDICAL

EVIDENCE IN

CONTROVERTED COMPENSATION CASES

by

Daniel C. Braun, M. D. *

Medical Director, Industrial Hygiene Foundation, Mellon Institute,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

During my tenure as medical director of a large corporation, I

several times had the experience of watching my medical colleagues spend

some very uneasy moments as witnesses in compensation hearings. I knew

that they were of the highest caliber, capable, and esteemed in the profession.

Yet, placed in the position of expert witnesses in a controversial situation,

they allowed themselves to do and say things which were often embarrassing

to themselves and to others. Most of this embarrassment arose, I would say,

through failure on the part of the physician to observe certain fundamentals.

A basic consideration in the presentation of medical evidence is that

the real purpose of the hearing is to bring about a just and equitable adjudication

of the claim. If the medical witness never loses sight of this concept, he will

not permit his position to become one of zealous partisanship. Such is not the

proper function of the expert medical witness. He has a clear duty to testify

*To be presented at the Seventh Saranac Symposium, Saranac Lake, New York
September 26, 1952.



when called and to present the medical facts as clearly and concisely as

possible in order to aid the court in the proper interpretation of these facts.

It should be obvious that this function is of the utmost importance in establishing

whether the claimant has been disabled as the result of an accident or occupational

disease, and the nature and extent of such disability. The performance of this

duty requires from the medical witness the same high level of integrity as does

the everyday practice of his profession.

If we presuppose adequate training and experience on the part of the

physician, there remain two main requisites for proper medical testimony.

The first is adequate preparation of the case. However well trained in the

profes..sion and in his speciality, the witness is not necessarily an expert in

the case at hand. I have never quite understood why so many doctors assume

that they can dash into court and testify extemporaneously. It seems to me

that for his own sake, and in justice to the claimant, he should be willing to

prepare his testimony with the same careful attention to detail with which the

lawyer prepares his case. Admittedly this horrible example which we are

using generally has with him the hospital records which he nervously leafs

through while mumbling his testimony into his lap, which in itself detracts

from anything he may have to say. Really adequate preparation of medical

testimony requires that the physician keep complete records on the case from

the beginning. All cases of personal injury or illness arising in the course of

occupation are of the type which have what Kammerl has called a "high medico-

legal potential". In such cases he lists the following minimum components of a
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full medical record: (1) a record of the physical status of the person before a

specific event (accident or exposure), (2) an accurate description of the event,

and (3) a record of subsequent changes in the individual. I am sure that by

this he means "including adequate and frequent x-rays", but the importance

of x-rays at the time of accident and during the progress of the case needs to

be stressed. Certainly with such records the medical witness should not be

in the embarrassing position of relying on his memory or contradicting his own

statements with respect to the record.

Helpful as the medical records may be, they constitute only a portion

of the preparation for testimony. Hypothetical questions are frequently put

to the expert witness and he should give adequate thought beforehand to the

possibilities of such questions and the answers, based on a reasonable chain

of causation.

In this connection, it would be well for the physician who may be called

as a witness to consider the case from a broad viewpoint. Instead of confining

his thinking to the type, location, fixation, and union of a fracture, he should

regard the person who sustains the fracture as a complete individual--the effect

of the fracture on his future physical and emotional status, and the possible

connection with preexisting or coexisting pathological conditions. One of the

obstacles to good testi nony, and therefore to a just disposition of the case, is

the frequency with which witnesses are caught off guard by a question which they

did not anticipate because their thinking was too narrowly circumscribed. For

example, consider a situation in which a man dies while working in an atmosphere

known to contain some percentage of carbon monoxide.
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An autopsy shows beyond question that death was due to coronary

occlusion. The medical expert testifies that coronary artery disease was the

proximate cause of death and that death was inevitable because of the patho-

logical condition. Various questions are asked him concerning the conditions

which exist in the coronary arteries and which lead to a coronary occlusion.

He discusses the changes in the arterial lumen and resulting anoxia. Suddenly

he is asked whether a man with this set of conditions would not be more likely to

have a heart attack if a portion of his hemoglobin was saturated with carbon

monoxide and hence not available for transportation of oxygen to the tissuesU

Possibly because he has not acquainted himself with the effect of various con-

centrations of carbon monoxide in the blood, or because he failed to determine

the level of carbon monoxide in the blood in this particular case, or because

he failed to inquire into the concentration of carbon monoxide in the environment,

he finds himself in a weakened position and is gradually forced to admit that

carbon monoxide may have aggravated the man's condition. This exact situation

may seem to be exaggerated, but it is not. It illustrates the necessity of

acquainting oneself with all the information available. It may be necessary

that, in the preparation of a given case, the physician review the latest

literature in order to apprise himself of the newest information.

A second requisite of good -nedical testimony involves the conduct of

the witness, and this, too, will be i-nproved by virtue of proper preparation

much as outlined above. He m-ust not only be scrupulously honest in his testimony,

but his department must be such as to impress the referee or the jury that he is
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honest. He should, of course. conduct himself in a gentlemanly manner on

the stand and refrain from flippancy and argumentation. To allow himself to

become bombastic or pompous quickly indicates to the court that he is not

sure of his ground and just as quickly leads to retaliation in kind by the opposing

attorney. Any witness will improve the quality of the medical testimony and

add to his own composure if he will remember to take time to be sure that

he understands the question directed to him and the implications of his answer

before formulating his reply.

In the matter of actual testimony, it Is important to face the referee or

jury and to enunciate clearly and distinctly. One of the most common criticisms

(and probably the most justified) of medical witnesses is their tendency to

testify in the jargon of the medical textbooks. "The language of the craftsman

must be made intelligible to those untutored in the craft. The compensation

referee or commissioner in evaluating the medical testimony should be aided

by the use of simple medical language whenever the occasion offers. "

While It is certainly unwise to make dogmatic statements especially in

hypothetical matters, such as those dealing with aggravation of preexisting conditions,

one of the things most deplored by lawyers is the lack of a definite expression

on the part of the medical witness when such might be expected of him. If he

is, in fact, an expert he should be prepared to state his opinion and not resort

to vague terms such as "probable" or "possible". The same vagueness also

frequently appears in support of a witness's estimate of percentage of disability.

I believe that the disability should be based upon some reasonable standard,

although I will admit that opinions vary widely in this respect.
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In most cases of this kind, the x-ray films play a very important part.

The witness should familiarize himself with the rules regarding their admission

as evidence in the particular jurisdiction. Films must be properly identified.

Their interpretation should be regarded as a privileged communication. The

medical witness should remember the limitations of the x-ray and should be

frank to say so if the findings are equivocal. He should properly correlate

the x-ray and clinical findings without attempting to over-emphasize the x-ray,

or, on the other hand, to make it conform to the clinical aspects of the case.

In the matter of chest x-rays, it is important to remember that, to be of value,

they should be made under certain specified 'conditions of technique. The

length of exposure should not exceed 1/10 of a second, for example, and the

fil-n-target distance should be not less than 4 feet.

I do not wish to leave the impression that most doctors are poor

witnesses or that all the difficulties arise because of their shortcomings. The

evidence in such cases is bound to be controversial and it is expecting a great

deal to ask that the physician remain entirely objective. There are other

reforms which could be made and which would contribute greatly to the obtaining

of good medical testimony in controverted compensation cases. For one thing,

there is a need for more training in .medico-legal disciplines in our medical

schools. Legislation should give greater consideration to the value of neutral

medical examiners or -medical boards, such as the Long Shoremen's Act

provides. Waters has consistently pointed out the value of such impartial

testi-ony, and 22 states now provide for medical boards. The pernicious

practice of one side or the other employing a physician who is willing to testify



for the highest bidder can be minimized by the medical society and the bar

association concerned working together in the manner of the Minnesota plan

on medical testimony4 . This joint effort of the Minnesota Judicial Council and

the State Medical Association results in a review of the testimony given by a

medical witness, if such a review is requested by the judge, or a physician

I or an attorney representing either side. The review is done by a committee of

physicians who are aided by three specialists in the particular field involved.

It has resulted in more careful and honest testimony on the part of medical

witnesses. Another great need is for standard criteria on which to base

disability evaluation.

In closing, I believe that the most important single requisite for the

presentation of medical evidence is the scrupulous honesty of the witness.

This, I think, can be illustrated by an amusing story which is told of

Dr. Henry Rowland, then Professor of Physics at The Johns Hopkins University.

During his suit against the public utilities companies, he was asked by the

celebrated Joseph H. Choate, in cross examination, "Who is the greatest

living physicist?" Dr. Rowland unhesitatingly replied, "I am". Afterward,

when asked by President Gilman of Hopkins why he gave that answer, he

smilingly replied that it was a little embarrassing, but that, after all, he was

under oath!

.5
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Discussion S

Re ad y CtEo adin g

10/30/53

ME. KIIGHT: From all that I have heard here and from my experience of 42

years with the Compensation Act and as chairman of the Illinois Industrial

Commission I am heartily in favor of an advisory medical board, the board

in our state of Illinois to be chosen by the medical colleges within the

state, among them being the University of Illinois, Be ,, North-

v/ western and Chicago. I believe that we who have no mandatory occupational

disease act are practically helpless at times in the proper administration

of that act. If the medical men can't be of assistance to us, I know of

no one who can.

DL. ERMAN: It would have been interesting and possibly useful to have

heard something about the disadvantages of medically-trained boards or

technically-trained boards in arriving at substantial justice. Feing a

physician and a member of a board that is constituted somewhat differently

fror thocse of other states, I am, of course, heartily in favor of the

medically-trained board.

I believe that Er. Eraun's, remarks are particularly pertinent since

frequently physicians appearing before us are ill-prepared in the testimony

they give and their records are inadequate. If tne requisites of good medi-

cal testinmony were -ore generally recognised by physicians, medical .o'nili-

Sstr;tion 'ouild, !as Dr. Eraun pointed out, be much simplified.



I would like to inquire whether or not New York. recognises partial

' - disability in silicosis and, if it does, what are the means used in

arriving at such a determination.

MISS DONLON: In New York state workmen's compensation is derted for

C partial disability in the dust diseases. As I pointed out in my paper '

there are a number of reasons iawBht c at for that positicn.^

_T rrr -ru

MR. MANGANO: I, for one, steeped in legal traditions, would very much

dislike to see any board, especially a medical board, have the final say

in fact-finding. I do not believe that anything can replace the give

and take of the examination and cross-examination of expert witnesses

even though, on occasions, there may be abuses. I would much rather place

my reliance upon an absolutely impartial tribunal with adequate review by

the courts than to rely upon any board,. however competent and however ex-

pert. I believe that the case cited by Mr. Tiernan, in which the board

of New York state disagreed with the medical experts on both sides, is a

typical example. I don't know who erred in that case but obviously someone

did, and when one considers how much disagreement there is, even among the

most learned experts, I believe that the give and take of competent cross-

examination, with proper preparation, is the proper solution to finding the

facts and ascertaining the truth.

MISS DONLON: I do not believe that any doctor involved in the situntion

f to which Mr. Mangano and Mr. Tiernan referred can be said to have erred in

SL^ what he said. I think that both the doctor for the union and the doctor

for the company gave an honest opinion, based on their experience and under-

standing of a difficult and a narrow set of facts, end I iam confident that
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I would like to inquire whether or not New York recognizes

partial disability in silicosis and, if it does, what are the

means used in arriving at such a determination.

MISS DONLON: In New York state workmen's compensation is not

provided for partial disability in the dust diseases. As I

pointed out in my paper there are a number of reasons for that

position. There are states - some represented at this symposium - that

do compensate for partial disability.

MR .MANGANO: I, for one, steeped in legal traditions, would very

much dislike to see any board, especially a medical board, have

thefinal say in fact-finding. I do not believe that anything can

replace the give and take of the examination and cross-examination

I of expert witnesses even though, on occasions, there may be abuses.

I would much rather place my reliance upon an absolutely impartial

tribunal with adequate review by the courts than to rely upon any

board, however competent and however expert. I believe that the

case cited by Mr. Tiernan, in which the board of New York state

disagreed withthe medical experts on both sides, is a typical

exaraple. I don't know who erred in that case but obviously someone

did, and when one considers how much disagreement there is, even

among most learned experts, I believe that the give and take of

competent cross-examination, with proper preparation, is the

proper solution to finding the facts and ascertaining the truth.
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MISS DONLON: I do not believe that any doctor involved in the
to

situation/wiich Mr. Mangano and Mr. Teirnan referred can be said

to have erred in what he said. I think that both the doctor for

the union and the doctor for the company gave an honest opinion,

based on their experience and understanding of a difficult and a

narrow set of facts, and I am confident that the Board of Chest

Consultants likewise gave an honest opinion, based on their know-

ledge and experience in the same situation. The circumstances

which made this case unusual was the decision of the board, the

finding that under our law there was no right to compensation

because the disability was only partial even though two eminent

physicians, one for the employer and the other for the employee,

had found that there was a total disability.and, therefore, a

compensable condition under our law.

What does this prove? It proves how difficult is the situation

of workmen's compensation administration in the face of medical

opinion so diametrically opposite. The handicap is that of a law

which places great restrictions on the right of the claimant. Had

we a law in this state which permitted a finding of disability for

a partial disability, perhaps we would not find competent doctors

straining quite so hard as they do to find total disability.

IMR. MANGANO: I do not wish to give the impression that I imputed

any improper motives to any of the witnesses that testified.

IIUSS DONLON: No, it was only the word error to which I objected.



MR. TIERNAN: I wish only to point out that that is why all cases

are now controverted, that difference of opinion exists, not that

I though there was anything unusual about it.

DR. FRIEDMAN: I do not believe as so many have inferred that the

administration of justice in cases involving occupational diseases

of the chest is hampered by dishonest doctors and lawyers. I

believe that 99.W4% of them are basically honest people. The

major difficulty we doctors and lawyers encounter in attempting

to solve intelligently andequitably claims for compensation is

the fact that we are forced to render opinions on the basis of

our current knowledge in the face of antiquated statutes which

were enacted 5, 10, 15 or more years previously. We make considerable

progress in medicine each year and I think that much of the diffi-

culty could be resolved if the compensation acts of the various

states were sufficiently flexible in nature to permit the appli-

cation of newer and acceptable medical knowledge from year to year.

Yesterday, for example, Mr. Waters referred to the West Virginia

Compensation Act which he believed was a very good act; but in

West Virginia, if my information is correct, occupational diseases

of the chest are limited to those cases in which nodules can be

identified in the roentgenogram. Today we know that there can

be very significant and disabling pulmonary dust disease without

any evidence of nodulation in a roentgenogram of the chest. I

can see how in West Virginia a doctor for the claimant or a



doctor for the defendant would have great difficulty in resolving

their problem in the case of an individual who is disabled from

pulmonary dust disease and so proved to be disabled but who has

no nodulation in his chest roentgenogram. Finally, what kind of

disability are we talking about - economic or medical?
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the Board of Chest Consultants likewise gave an honest opinion, based on

) their knowledge and experience in the same situation. The circumstance

which made this case unusual was the decision of the board en te-oppesite

44S4<? the finding that under our law there was no right to compensation

V-- because the disability was only partial even though two eminent physicians,

one for the employer and the other for the employee, had found that there

was a total disability and, therefore, a. pr.Q oAa -1e condition under our

racr law. .> -

What does this prove? It proves how whlpioe workmen's compensation

administration p in the face of medical opinion that woLd khp-o a w&li-

gi u iE- J- pe n ri nthe poaitis'-o e-hn whr t± d6g diametrically opposite..

.coan-oeee. The handicap is that of a law which places great restrictions

on the right of the claimant. Had we a law in this state which permitted

a finding of disability for a partial disability, perhaps we would not find

competent doctors straining quite as hard as they do to find total dis-

ability.

MR. MANGANO: I do not wish to give the impression that I imputed any im-

proper motives to any of the witnesses that testified.

MISS DONLON: No, it was only the word error to which I objected.

MR. TIERNAN: I wish only to point out that that is why all cases are now

controverted, that difference of opinion exists, not that I thought there

was anything unusual about it.

DR. FRIEDN : I d not believe, as so many have inferred, th t in he

administ ation of justice in ca es involving oc upational di eases of the

clhest m ny of of doctors or y of our lawy s are disho st; I believe
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As originally enacted none of the workmen's compensation acts

0 specifically provided for the payment of benefits for disability or death

resulting from occupational diseases. However, the Massachusetts Act

passed in 1911 covered personal injuries without the qualification that

they be accidental but it was not until 1929 that it was determined that

silicosis was covered by the law. It is now generally recognized that

disability or death from occupational diseases should be compensated.

Occupational disease coverage is provided in 41 States, Alaska, District

of Columbia, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and under the Federal Employees'

Compensation Act and the Longshoremen and Harbor Workers' Act. General

coverage ofoia7 'occupational diseases is provided in 24 States, Alaska,

District of Columbia, Hawaii and under the Federal Employees' Compensation

Act and the Longshoremean and Harbor Workers' Act. Schedule coverage is

provided in 4 States and Puerto Rico. It is quite obvious that the all-

inclusive type of coverage provides the better protection and the only just

coverage. There is not one good reason to give compensution benefits to

one man suffering from an occupational disease and denying them to another

simply because the latter is suffering from a disease not known when the

schedule was made.

The provisions regarding payment for disability or death and

medical care in the case of occupational disease are usually the same as

for other injuries except for pulmonary dust diseases which are subject to

limitations not placed on benefits for other injuries. A man disabled by

a pulmonary dust disease is as much a casualty of industry as a man who

suffers a ruptured disk or a broken leg but he does not, except in a few

jurisdictions, get the same treatment.

As I understand it, the term Ypneumoconiosise means dust storage



and includes all conditions of the lungs that result from the inhalation

of dust; that from simple dust storage, and those from the storage of

various irritating dusts, the most common of which is silica. I under-

stand that silica is the most harmful dust to which workers are exposed

and that silicosis is the most common of the dust diseases found in

industry. As a compensation administrator my experience has been limited

to the evaluation of silicosis cases so I shall direct my remarks in the

main to some of the problems we meet in the handling of silicosis claims.

Of course it is comparatively simple when the employer or carrier

is satisfied that the worker has a disabling silicosis. In those cases

the benefits under the Act are automatically paid. However, that may not

be an adequate disposition of the case because many workers suffering from

silicosis are as much in need of rehabilitation as the worker suffering

from the effects of a traumatic injury. A foundry worker suffering from

silicosis and unable to return to his skilled trade bIt able to work should

be given the opportunity and the means to learn another occupation.

Our serious problems arise in the contested cases where the

employer and the carrier, if the risk is insured, contends that the worker

does not have silicosis and denies that he is disabled because of silicosis.

Administratively, it was a comparatively simple task under the original

occupational disease part of the Michigan Act to determine whether a

worker had silicosis. It provided for the appointment of a commission of

three qualified impartial physicians to examine the worker when it was

disputed that he was suffering from an occupational disease. It also pro-

vided that the report when signed by two of the members was final and

conclusive on the question of whether or not the claimant was suffering

from the disease claimed. So in every disputed silicosis case the
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claimant was cited for such an impartial examination. If the report

stated that he did not have silicosis his claim was summarily dismissed.

If it was reported that the worker had silicosis a hearing was necessary

to determine whether he was disabled. That procedure worked satis-

factorily. It provided a scientific method for the determination of

medical facts and relieved us of that burden. It was used for over

eight years until our Supreme Court held the provision unconstitutional

because it violated the due process clause as the opportunity was not

given for cross examination of the physicians who made the medical finding.

Now we must make the medical fact finding from the medical testimony sub-

mitted by the parties. The testimony is generally conflicting, rarely

can it be reconciled and at best it is puzzling and very difficult to

evaluate.

As I understand it, there are three rather standard factors which

amust be considered in deciding whether a man has silicosis, First, occupa-

tional history; Second, characteristic X-ray findings; Third, characteristic

clinical symptoms.

Ordinarily it is not difficult to decide wwhether the worker could

have had sufficient exposure to silica dust during the course of his

employment to cause silicosis. The real problem begins when we attempt to

evaluate the X-ray findings. Some physicians insist that a worker cannot

have silicosis unless his X-rays show discrete or conglomerate nodular

fibrosis. They say that silicosis cannot be diagnosed without such X-ray

evidence. They refuse to consider reticulation or increased linear markings

regardless of the occupational history and the clinical symptoms as

diagnostic of silicosis. However, many will admit that a microscopic

examination of the lung tissue might reveal evidence of silica. Other



physicians insist that increased linear markings,, when considered with

the history of exposure and the clinical symptoms can be diagnostic.

They call the condition early silicosis.

Can silicosis be diagnosed from occupational history,, chest

X-rays showing reticulation and characteristic symptoms or must the X-ray

show discrete nodular fibrosis? Is there such an entity as a clinical

dust disease caused by storage of silica dust that can be diagnosed as

a dust disease though not labeled silicosis because it cannot be recog-

nized as silicosis from X-ray films? Which of the three factors.,

occcupational history, X-ray findings, symptoms., is thae most important in

deciding whether the worker has silicosis or a pulmonary disease caused by

silica storage? Is there a correlation between the extent of the emphysema

and tie extent of the lung involvement? Does an extensive emphysema

indicate more silicosis than can be recognized by X-ray? Can the emphysema

be due to silica storage without X-ray evidence of discrete nodulation?

Some physicians say the emphysema is secondary to the aging process and not

to silica storage when the X-ray film fails to disclose nodular fibrosis.

They maintain that there must be nodular fibrosis in order to have suffi-

cient lung involvement from silica to cause emphysema. Other phybicians

take a contrary view and state that where the X-ray shows increased linear

markings together with emphysema that the emphysema is caused by tnie lung

involvement due to silica storage. Is it possible to determine which

medical theory is accurate? The answers to these questions, if they can

be specifically answered, would be invaluable to the comipensationi adminis-

trators who are not fortunate enough to have an impartial medic~l board to

make the medical determination. It seems quite obvious th:at the most

satisfactory result can be obtained by having the medical determination of
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whether the claimant has silicosis or any clinical dust disease conclu- ^

sively decided by a qualified impartial medical board.

A large percentage of our silicosis claims in Michigan arise

because the unemployed foundry worker or miner is not able to get a job.

It is the policy in some foundries to discharge a worker when his chest

X-ray shows an abnormal condition. That policy is not used by a single

mining company. The worker invariably is refused employment when he

applies at another foundry. Generally he has had several years, exper-

ience in a skilled occupation and knows no other trade. He is willing

and able to continue working at his trade but his training, experience

and ability to work are of no value to him when he cannot get a job.

Having failed to get a jobhe employs an attorney and a silicosis claim

is filed. It is not unusual for the physician who recommended the dis-

charge to testify that the man does not have silicosis because the disease

cannot be recognised from chest X-rays. The claimant's physician will

probably testify that the X-rays show first degree silicosis or both may

testify that the X-rays show increased linear markings but one says no

silicosis and the other calls it early silicosis. It makes no difference

to the man whether it is discrete nodular fibrosis or increased linear mark-

ings. He does not care what the physician calls his condition. The

important fact to him is that he cannot get a job at his trade. He may

not be physically disabled but he has a definite disability because his

potential earning capacity has no value when he is not employable. His

loss of employability must be considered in determining his right to

compensation. Physical inability to do the job cannot be the sole test.

We have a similar situation when a foundry lays off men in a slack

period or ceases operations and when a mining company closes its mine.

The foundry worker with abnormal chest findings simply cannot get a job

5.



and sometimes the foundry does not recall him for work. Though the

mining companies invariably provide surface jobs for the men who have

silicosis and should not work underground, they will not hire another

company's workers when they have abnormal chest findings. These men

become compensation claimants because they are not able to secure

employment at their respective trades. What can be done to prevent

this loss of employability of workers with abnormal chest findings?

How can the needed productivity of these men be utilised2 It is

certainly unrealistic to put these skilled workers on the shelf and

give them compensation which is unproductive and at best a very poor

substitute for a regular pay check. Most of them would prefer to con-

tinue at their trade. We are in a vicious cycle because of the employer's

employment standards. Of course, if you want to blame someone, you can

readily blame the compensation administrator. We are public servants

and it is rather popular to make us a whipping post. But any fair an4ysis

of the problem will indicate that the loss of employability which pre-

cipitates a large percentage of the silicosis claims is due either to the

employer's lack of understanding or his refusal to attempt to solve a

problem that is peculiarly within his power to solve. The industrial

physician is not entirely blameless because the employer often acts on

his advice. The burdens are not going to be relieved until employers

use every scientific measure known to remove the dust hazards and provide

safe working conditions, as many have already done, and then make every

effort to utilise the skills of every available worker even though he may

have some chest abnormalty when such condition will not prevent him from

performing his work. Only then will we have a paucity of silicosis

claims and the cost both in human misery and compensation for silicosis

will level off to a very ninimum.

6.



Several of the compensation laws provide that no compensation

is payable for partial disability from silicosis. It would be almost

impossible to evaluate percentage-wise a man t s loss of physical ability

due to silicosis. A silicotic is either employable in his regular

occupation or in another occupation where there is no exposure to silica

dust or not employable. He should be compensated when he cannot work

at his regular trade or is unable to secure work because of silicosis.

He should be compensated for his wage loss when he is employed in a non-

injurious occupation at a lower wage. He should be paid compensation in

the amount of the difference between his weekly wage in his skilled

trade and that in the non-injurious occupation but not to exceed maximum

payable for total disability.

Should the compensation laws contain a provision that to be

compensable disability from silicosis must occur within a specified period

after the last exposure or after the last day of work for the employer

from whom compensation is claimed? 
I say, absolutely not, but several

States have such a limitation in 
their compensation law varying in 

time

from 120 days to 2 years. Should a man become disabled from 
silicosis

25 months after he has, for one 
reason or another, left the employment in

which he was exposed to silica dust, he would not have a remedy in many

of our States in which silicosis is supposed 
to be compensable. His right

to compensation would be barred because 
of the lapse of time since exposure

or employment. There is no good reason for denying compensation 
merely

because the workers disability did 
not occur within a specified period

after exposure when the cause of 
the disability is established. 

Here in

New York a worker, or in case of 
death, his dependents, need only 

file a

claim within 90 days after disablement 
and after knowledge that the

disease is or was due to the employment. The only time limitation in

7.
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Michigan is that notice of the disablement mast be given to the employer

within 120 days after the date of disableement which has been construed

by our Supreme Court to be within 120 days after the worker has knowledge

or reasonable ground for knowledge of his disablement. In at least

fire other States any limitation against the claim does not start to run

until the worker is disabled from the disease. There is absolutely no

reason for asking it more difficult to get benefits for silicosis than

for a trauwatic injury when the disease is due to the nature of the

employaent.

Workmen' a compensation for silioosis has created severo i problels,

none of which can be solved by an assortment of limitEtions manifestly

unfair to the workers. I believe the old adage, 'an ounce of prevention

is worth a pound of cure*, is apropos in this field. Most of the problems

0 an be solved by preventive aeasures designed to eliminate or minimize the

silica hasard and by realistic and sensible employment standards. The

duration of the problems will depend directly upon the willingness or

unvillingness of eaployers to adopt such measures and employment standards.
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As originally enacted none of the voraent a compensation oata

specifically provided for the payment of benefits for disability or death

reitlting from occupational diseases. gowever, the MaLsaabusetts Act

passeed in 1911 covered personal injuries without the qualification that

they be accidental but it was not until 1929 that it was determined that

silicoses vwa covered by the law. It is now generally recognised that

disability or death from occupational diseases should be compensated.

Occupational disease coverage is provided in 4a States, Alaska, District

of Columbia, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and under the Federal Employeest

Compensation Act end the Longshoreman and Harbor Workers' Act. General

coverage for all occupational diseases is provided in 24 States, Alaska,

District of Columbia, Bavaii and under the Federal Baployeest Compensation

Act and the Longshoremen and Harbor Workeret Act. Schedle ooverae is

provided in ^ States and Puerto Rico. It is qWite obvious that the all.

inclusive type of coverage provides the better protection and the only just

coverage. There is not one good reason to give coampensation benefits to

one man suffering froam an occupp-tional disease and dcnyiag them to another

simply because the latter is suffering from a disease not known when the

schedule was made.

The provisions regarding payment for disability or death and

medical care in the case nf occupational disease are usually the same as

for other injuries except for pulmonary dust diseases which are subject to

limitations not placed on benefits for other injuries. A man disabled by

a pulmonary duct dieease is as much a casualty of industry as a man who

suffers a ruptured disk or a broken leg but he does not, except in a few

jurisdictions, get the sane treatment,

As I understand it, the term "pneumioconiosis' means duet storage



and includes all conditions of the lungs that result from the inhalation

of dust; that from simple dust storage, and those from the storage of

various irritating dusts, the most common of which is silica. I under-

stand that silica is the most harmful dust to which workers are exposed

and that silicosis is the most common of the dust diseases found in

industry. As a compensation administrator my experience has been limited

to the evaluation of silicosia cases so I shall direct my remarks in the

main to some of the problems we meet in the handling of silicosis claims.

Of course it is comparatively simple when the employer or carrier

is satisfied that the worker has a disabling silicosis. In those cases

the benefits under the Act are automatically paid. However, that may not

be'an adequate disposition of the case because many workers suffering from

silicosis are as amch in need of rehabilitation as the worker suffering

from the effects of a traumatic injury. A foundry worker suffering from

silicosis and unable to return to his skilled trade but able to work should

be given the opportunity and the means to learn another occupation.

Our serious problems arise in the contested cases where the

employer and the carrier, if the risk is insured, contends that the worker

does not have lsilicosis and denies that he is disabled because of silicosis.

Administratively, it was a comparatively simple task under the original

occupational disease part of the Michigan Act to determine whether a

worker had silioosis. It provided for the appointment of a commission of

three qualified impartial physicians to examine the worker when it was

disputed that he was suffering from an occupational disease. It also pro-

vided that the report when signed by two of the memabers was final and

conclusive on tne question of whether or not thie claimaint was suffering

from the disease claimed. So in every disputed silicosis case the
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claimant was cited for such an impartial exauination, If the report

stated that he did not have ailicbsie his claim was summarily dismissed.

If it was reported that the worker had silicosis a hearing was necessary

to determine whether he was disabled, That procedure worked satis-

factorily. It provided a scientific method for the determination of

medical facts and relieved us of that burden. It was used for over

eight years until our Supreme Court held the provision unconstitutional

because it violated the due process clause as the opportunity was not

given for cross examination of the physicians who made the medical finding.

Now we must make the medical fact finding from the medical testimony sub-

mitted by the parties. The testimony is generally conflicting, rarely

can it be reconciled and at best it is pussling and very difficult to

evaluate.

As I understand it, there are three rather standard factors which

must be considered in deciding whether a man has silicoasis first, occupa-

tional history) Second, characteristic X-ray findings; Third, characteristic

clinical symptoas*

Ordinarily it is not difficult to decide whether the worker could

have bad sufficient exposure to silica dust during the course of his

employment to cause silicosia. The real problem begins when we attempt to

evaluate the X-ray findings. Some physicians insist thAt a worker cannot

have silioosia unless his X-rays show discrete or conglomerate nodular

fibrosis, They say that silicosis cannot be diagnosed without such X-ray

evidence. They refuse to consider reticulation or increased linear markings

regardless of the occupational history and the clinical symptoma as

diagnostic of silicosis. However, many will admit that a microscopic

examination of the lung tissue might reveal evidence of silica. Other

3.



physicians insist that increased linear markings, e wvn onsidered with

the history of exposure and the clinical symptoms can be diagnostio.

They call the condition early silicosis.

Can silioosis be diagnosed from occupational history, chest

X-rays showing reticulation and characteristic symptoms or must the X-ray

show discrete nodular fibrosis? Is there such an entity as a clinical

dust disease caused by storage of silica dust that can be diagnosed as

a dust disease though not labeled silicosie because it cannot be recog-

nized as silicosis from X-ray films? Which of the three factors#

occupational history, X-ray findings, symptoms, is the most important in

deciding whether the worker has silicosis or a pulmonary disease caused by

silica storage? Is there a correlation between the extent of the emphysema

and te extent of the lung involvement? Does an extensive emphysema

indicate more silicosis than can be recognized by X-ray? Can the emphysema

be due to silica storage without X-ray evidence of discrete nodulation?

Some physicians say the emphysema is secondary to the aging process and not

to silica storage when the X-ray film fails to disclose nodular fibrosis.

They maintain that there must be nodular fibrosis in order to have suffi-

cient lung involvement from silica to cause emphysema. Other physicians

take a contrary view and state that where the X-ray shows increased linear

markings together with emphysema that the emphysema is caused by the lung

involvement due to silica storage. Is it possible to determine which

medical theory is accur.te? The answers to these questions, if they can

be specifically answered, would be invaluable to the compensation adminis-

trators who are not fortuni-te enough to have an impartial medic: board to

make tVe medic;.l determination. It seems quite obvious th' t the most

satisfactory result can be obtained by having the medical detennination of

4.
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Whether the claimant has silicosis or any clinical dust diseoae coola-

sively decided by a qualified impartial medical board.

A large percentage of our silicosis claims in Michigan arise

because the unemployed foundry worker or miner is not able to get a job.

It is the policy in some foundries to discharge a vwrcer when his chest

X-ray shows an abnormal condition. That policy is not used by a single

mining company. The worker invariably is refused eamployaent when he

applies at another foundry. Generally he has had several yearal exper-

ience in a skilled occupation and knows no other trade, Be is willing

and able to continue working at his trade but his training, experience

and ability to work are of no value to him when he cannot get a job.

Having failed to get a job,he employs an attorney and a silicosis claim

is filed. It is not unusual for the physician lrho recoaaended the dis-

oharge to testify that the man does. not have silioosis because the disease

cannot be recognized from cheat X-rays. The claimant's physician will

probably testify that the X-rays ahow first degree siliooais or both may

testify that the X-rays show increased linear markings but one says no

silicosis and the other calls it early silicosis. It makes no difference

to the man whether it is discrete nodular fibrosis or increased linear mark-

ings. He does not care what the physician calls his condition. The

important fact to him is that he cannot get a job at his trade. He may

not be physically disabled but he has' a definite disability because his

potential earning capacity has no vailue when he is not employable. His

loss of employability must be considered in determining his right to

compensation. Piysical inability to do the job cannot be the sole test.

We have a siailar situ:.tion when a foundry lays off men in a slack

period or ceases operations and when a mining company closes its mine.

The foundry worker with abnormal chest findings simply cannot get a job

5.



and sometimes the foundry does not recall him for work. Though the

mining companies invariably provide surface Jobs for the men who have

silicosis and should not work underground, they will not hire another

company* a workers when they have abnormal chest findings, These men

become compensation claimants because they are not able to secure

employment at their respective trades. What can be done to prevent

this loss of employability of workers vita abnormal chest findinge?

how can the needed .productivity of these men be utilisedI It is

certainly unrealistic to put these skilled workers on the shelf and

give them compensation which is unproductive and at best a very poor

substitute for a regular pay check. Most of them would prefer to con-

tinue at their trade. We are in a vicious cycle because of the employer s

employment standards. Of course, if you want to blame someone, you ean

readily blame the compensation administrator. We are public servants

and it is rather popular to make us a whipping post. But any fair anaysis

of the problem will indicate that the loss of employability which proe

cipitates a large percentage of the silioosis claims is due either to the

employer's lack of understanding or his refusal to attempt to solve a

problem that is peculiarly within his power to solve. The industrial

physician is not entirely blameless because the employer often acts on

his advice. The burdens are not going to be relieved until employers

use every scientific measure known to remove the dust hazards and provide

safe working conditions, as many have already done, and then make every

effort to utilize the skills of every available worker even though he may

have some chest abnormalty when such condition will not prevent him from

performing his work. Only then will we have a paucity of silicosis

claims and the cost both in human misery and compensation for silicosis

will level off to a very minimum.
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Several of the compensation laws provide that no compensation

is payable for partial disability from silicosis. It would be almost

impossible to evaluate percentage-wise a aania loas of physical ability

due to silicosis. A silicotic is either employable in his regular

occupation or in another occupation where there is no exposure to silica

dust or not employable. He should be compensated when be cannot work

at his regular trade or is unable to secure work because of silicosia.

He should be ocapensated for his wage loss when he is employed in a non-

injurious ocoupation at a lower wage. He should be paid compensation in

the amount of the difference between his weekly wage in his skilled

trade and that in the non-injurious occupation but not to exceed maxiuma

payable for total disability.

Should the compensation laws contain a provision that to be

oompensable disability from silicosis must occur within a specified period

after the last expeaure or after the last day of work for the employer

from whom compensation is claimed? I say, absolutely not, but several

States have such a limitation in their compensation law varying in time

from 120 days to 2 years. Should a man become disabled from silicosis

25 months after he has, for one reason or another, left the employment in

which he was exposed to silice dust, he would not have a remedy in many

of our States in which silicosis is supposed to be comaensable. His right

to compecsation would be barred because of the lapse of time since exposure

or employment. There is no goad reason for denying compensation merely

because the worker's disability did not occur within a specified period

after exposure when the cause of the disability is established. Here in

New York a worker, or in case of death, his dependents, need only file a

claim within 90 days after disablement znd after knowledge that the

disease is or was due to the employnment. The only time limits tion in

p-I



Michigan is that notice of the disablement must be given to the employer

within 120 days after the date of disablement which has been construed

by our Supreme Court to be within 120 days after the worker has knowledge

or reasonable ground for knowledge of his disablement. In at least

five other States any limitation against the claim does not start to run

until the worker is disabled from the disease. There is absolutely no

reason for making it more difficult to get benefits for silicosis than

for a traumatic injury when the disease is due to the nature of the

employment.

Workmen's compensation for silicosis has created several problems,

none of which can be solved by an assortment of limitations manifestly

unfair to the workers. I believe the old adage, *an ounce of prevention

is worth a pound of oure", is apropos in this field. Most of the problems

can be solved by preventive measures designed to eliminate or minimize the

silica hazard and by realistic and sensible employment standards. The

duration of the problems will depend directly upon the willingness or

unwillingness of employers to adopt such measures and employment standards,
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BY MR. WATERS:

Gentlemen, will the gentlemen 
in the back par f

the room kindly come forward and be seated. I have two

nouncements to make. Doctor Vorwald has requested me to

announce that Doctor Alvin 
A. Rush will be driving 

to

Michigan by way of Watertown and Rochester. He has avail- .3

able room to take care of two passengers and will be very .

glad to take two passengers with him. Doctor Rush, I be-

lieve is in the audience and if anyone would be interested

in that invitation, please speak to him promptly.



The second announcement is that, due to airplane'

schedules this afternoon, we must conclude the afternoonq

session by 4:30. I'm very sorry to have to tell you that

but several or two of the participants in the panel have '

reservations on that plane and I understand that severali

of the members in the audience are in a similar situation

Well, we come now to what I believe is and shou.

be one of the most interesting sessions of the Symposium,

dealing with the panel upon the subject of the Administrb

of Workmen's Compensation Laws. This panel deals withi'

laws primarily as they relate to the compensation for the

pneumoconioses.

The parties in interest subject to that admii"n

tration, are four, the employee, the employer, the insur

carrier and the public. Industrial workers have their pri..

mary contact with the administration of American jurispl

dence before our various compensation commissions, and Ht

successful administration of these laws is a matter ofT ao

cern to all of the four parties whom I have just identified ^

4 1- One of the speakers this morning referred to th.e

fact that more claims came before our compensation conmmis

sions than any combination of claims or suits that come be'

fore our law courts, so I think that that statement is ver

significant, and may I say just a word with respect to o-

procedure this afternoon.
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I shall introduce each participant in the panel:. -

and he will make a brief statement as to his point of view,

in the administration of the law. This will be followed

by the presentation of prepared questions to the partici-

pants in the panel. We feel that that will better enable

them to develop their subject and their discussion to your

interest* Following the prepared questions, the audience

will be Ainvited to direct questions to the panel and to

participate in the discussion. No one has been told what

to say and what not to say. This is an open forum. It is :4

your meeting as members in attendance at this Symposium.

Even though we may disagree, and I happen to know,

that among these five gentlemen sitting up here, there is

substantial disagreement with respect to various features

of the administrations of the law, we still expect the in-

dividual opinions so expressed, and we hope that the dis-

cussions presented will lead to an open and frank discus-

sion of the various phases of the subject.

May I ask those in the audience who desire to

present questions, to do so in a form as simple and direct

as is possible. Bear in mind that this subject today is

subdect particularly to limitations of time. It is hoped

that when these questions are directed to the panel, not on3

but several of the members will participate and join in

their answers, but limitations as to time require that not

_ _ more than two minutes be given to those answers, and your



cooperation in that respect will be deeply appreciated. '-

The first speaker upon the program has served wit

Sdistinction as a member of the Workmen's Compensation Corn-

mission of the State of Michigan for many'years, and in that

Scapacity, he has served a distinct public'office in the ad.

ministration of his job. Compensation laws are complex.

We lawyers happen to make them so, both as they relate to

the letter of the law and its interpretation, and they have

presented peculiar problems to those who are charged with

their administration.

The State of Michigan, with its vast industry,

has experienced all of those problems that we have been-;dia

cussing here during the course of this symposium. Jame s

Hill became Legal Advisor to the Commission in 1936. The

fore, you recognize the length and the importance of his

service. Since that time, he has been serving as one ofr",)

members. He is also a past president of the Internation

Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions d

and brings to us a wealth of experience, not only in the

formulation of legislation, but in the administration of

the laws. It is my pleasure to introduce to you, Commis-

sioner Hill.

BY COMM4ISSIONER HILL:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemetlemen: Its an hono -

and a privilege to be here. I tm grateful for the opportunfei a
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BY COMMISSIONER HIIL:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: It's an honor and a

privilege to be here. Irm grateful for the opportunity

;4.0
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Sto participate in this symposium. I'm tremendously impress-,

ed with the amazing job that isbeing done hser and.Ib J

wish that all compensation administrators could have this-

experience, as I am sure that it would be as inspiring, to6

them as it has been to me.

As originally enacted, none of the workments

compensation laws specifically provided benefits for disA 6 '

ability or death resulting from occupational disease. ^BHoi

ever, the Massachusetts Act, passed in 1911, covered per-

sonal injuries without the qualification that they be acci ..

dental, but it was not until 1929 that it was determine

that silicosis was covered by the law.

It is now generally recognized that disabilit

death from occupational diseases should be compensated.

General coverage for all occupational diseases is provide

in 24 states, Alaska, District of Columbia, Hawaii and unde

the Federal Employees Compensation Act and the LongshoremeflJ

and Harbor Workers' Act. Shcedule coverage is providedi-fl 0

20 states and Puerto Rico.

It is quite obvious that the all-inclusive type

og coverage provides the better protection and the only

just coverage. There is not one good reason to give compen

sation benefits to one man suffering from an occupational

disease and to deny them to another simply because the latt

is suffering from a disease not known when the schedule was



The provisions regarding payment for disabili

ior death and medical care in the case of occupational'd

are usually the same as for other injuries, except for p..

monary dust diseases which are subject to limitations io

Splaced on benefits for other injuries.

A man disabled by a pulmonary dust disease .is;

much a casualty of industry as a man who suffers from a rup

tured disc or a broken leg, but he does not, except in a

few jurisdictions, get the same treatment.

Now, I was not here on Monday morning, so I didn

have the.benefit of the definitions, but as I understand'.

term,n'pneumoconiosis' it means dust storage and includes.^.

conditions of the lungs that result from the inhalation'o'

dust, that from simple dust storage and those from the stor.

age of various irritating dusts, the most common of whidch

silica.

I understand that silica is the most harmful du8st.,

to which workers are exposed in industry, and that silicosis ,

is the most common of the dust diseases found in industry.e

As a compensation administrator, my experience has been lim-S

ited to the evaluation of silicosis cases, so I shall direct.'

my remarks in the main to some of the problems we meet in

the handling of silicosis claims.

Of course, it's comparatively simple when the

'C-
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employer or carrier is satisfied that the worker has a d il

abling silicosis. In those cases, the benefits provided by.

A; the act are automatically paid. However, that may not be,

adequate disposition of the case.* Many workers sufferi 'ng

from silicosis are as much in need of rehabilitation as thej

worker suffering from the effects of a traumatic injury.

A foundry worker suffering from silicosis and unable to wor

at his skilled trade, but able to work, should be given the':

opportunity and the means for rehabilitation.

Our serious problems arise in the contested cases,

where the employer and carrier, if the risk is insured, con'

tends that the worker does not have silicosis and denyes

that he is disabled because of silicosis. Admninistrativelyv,.

it was a comparatively simple task, under the original part'

of the occupational disease part of the act, to determine

whether a worker had silicosis. It provided for the appoint

ment of a commission of three qualified, impartial physiciarB

to examine the worker when it was disputed that he was suf-

fering from an occupational disease.

It also provided that the report, when signed by

two members, was final and conclusive on the question of

whether or not the claimant was suffering from the disease

claimed. So, in every disputed silicosis case, the claim-

ant was cited for such an impartial physical examination.

If the report stated that he did not have silicosis, his



Sclaim was summarily dismissed. If it was reported that t ;

worker had silicosis, a hearing was necessary to determine

whether he was disabled. That procedure worked satisfac-

torily. It provided a scientific method for the determina.

Stion of medical facts and relieved us of that burden. It *'

was used for over eight years, until our Supreme Court de-4

cided the provision was unconstitutional because it violated,,

the due process clause, as the opportunity for cross-examin-

ation of the physicians who made the medical finding, was.L.

not given.

Now, we make the medical fact-finding from medica

testimony submitted by the parties. The testimony is ged-

erally conflicting, rarely can it be reconciled and at b6t6 L

it is puzzling and very difficult to evaluate. As I under

stand it, there are three rather standard factors which must

be considered in deciding whether a man has silicosis:

First, occupational history; second, characteristic X-ray

findings; third, characteristic clinical symptoms.

Ordinarily, it's not difficult to decice whether .

a worker could habe had sufficient exposure to silica dust

during the course of his employment to cause silicosis.

The real problem begins when we attempt to evaluate the X-

ray findings. Some physicians insist that a worker can not

have silicosis unless his X-rays show discreet or conglom-

erate nodular fibrosis. They say that silicosis can not be



Sdiagnosed without such X-ray evidence.

They refuse to consider reticulation or increased

linear markings, regardless of occupational history and

clinical symptoms, as diagnostic of silicosis. However, man

will admit that a microscopic examination of the lung tissue j

might reveal evidence of 
silica.

o ther physicians insist that increased linear mar

ings when considered with history of exposure, and clinical..

symptoms, can be diagnostic. They call the condition early

silicosis. Can silicosis be diagnosed from occupational

history, chest X-rays showing reticulation and characterist

symptoms, or must the X-rays show discreet ndular fibrosis

Is there such an entity as a clinical dust disease causedb

storage of silica dust, that can be diagnosed as a dust. ,is

ease, though not labeled silicosis 
because it can not be

recognized as silicosis from 
the X-ray? Which of the three

factors, occupational history, X-ray findings, symptoms,

is the most important in deciding whether the worker has

silicosis or a pulmonary dust disease 
due to dust storage?

Is there a correlation between the 
extent of the emphysema

and the extent of the lung involvement? Does extensive em-

physema indicate more silicosis than can be recognized by

X-ray? Can emphysema be due to silica storage without X-ra

evidence of discreet nodulation?

Some physicians say the emphysema is secondary to



the aging process and not to silica storage when the X-ray3

film fails to disclose nodular fibrosis. They maintain

there must be nodular fibrosis in order to have sufficient

lung involvement to cause emphysema. Other physicians'

take a contrary view and state that where the X-rays show .

increased linear markings, together with emphysema, that the

emphysema is caused by the lung involvement due to silica':-

storage.

Is it possible to determine which medical theorj-.!

is accurate? The answers to these questions, if they can

be specifically answered, would be invaluable to' othe coipen_

sation-administrators who are not fortunate enough. to haveý; ':

an impartial medical board to make the medical determina--;

tion. It seems quite obvious that the most satisfactory re

suit can be obtained by having the medical determination of ,"

whether the claimant has silicosis or any clinical dust dis

ease conclusively decided by a qualified impartial medical. '

board.

A large percentage of our s oslicosis claims in

Michigan arise because the unemployed foundry worker or

miner is.unable to get a job. It is the policy in some

foundries to discharge a worker when his chest X-ray shows

an abnormal condition. That policy is not used by a single

mining company. The worker is invariably refused employment

when he applies for work at another foundry*



Generally, he has had several years experience in,.

a skilled occupation and knows no other trade. He is will-

ing and able to continue working at his trade, but his trai ýzý4

ing, experience and ability to.,work are of no value to him-

when he can not get a job. Having failed to get a job, he

employs an attorney and a silicosis ,ilaim is filed. It's

not unusual for the physician who recommended his discharge

to testify that the man does not have silicosis, because

the disease can not be recognized from chest X-rayse,

The claimants physiciA wi l bably testify

that the X-rays show' firsti degree ,silicosis; or both may tesA,

tify that the X-rays -show increased nar arkings, but on

7X -o na

enersays no silicosis and the other ceralyls t early silicosis

Ited occupmakes no differencetows o the man whether its wil

discreet nodular fibrosis or ing creased linear markings tr

He doesn't care what the physician calls his condition. The

important fact, to hima is that he can not get a job at his

trade. He may not be physically dis abled, but he has a def

inite disability, because his potential earning capacity has"..

no value to him when he is not employable. His loss of em-

ployability must be considered in determining his right toays

Scompensation. Physical inability to do the job can not be

the sole tests pyiia

We have a similar situation when a foundry lays ofte

men in a slack period or ceases oerations or a markinginmen in a slack period or ceases operations, or a mining
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company closes one of 
its.mines. The foundry worker 

with

abnormal chest findings 
simply can not get a job, 

and some-

times the foundry does not 
recall him for work 

though the

mining companies, 
invariably provide 

surface jobs for the

men who have silicosis 
and should not work 

underground.

mewh hoave when tey hav

They will not hire another 
comp anyt s workers when they 

have

abnormal chest findings. 
These men becone compensation

claimants because they are not able to secure employment at

their respective trades.

What can be done to prevent 
this loss of employ-

ability of workers 
with abnormal chest 

findings? How can

the needed productivity 
of these men be utilized? 

It is

certainly unrealistic to 
put these skilledworkers 

on the

shelf and pay them 
compensation which 

is unproductive and,

Sat best, a very poor substitute 
for a regular pay check.

Most of them would 
prefer to continue 

at their trade.

We are in a vicious 
cycle, because of 

the employ-

ers t employment standards. Of course, if you want to 
blame

someone, you can readily blame 
the compensation administra-

tor. We tre publid servants 
and it's rather popular 

to make

us a whipping post. 
However, I think that 

any fair analysi

Sof the problem will indicate that the loss of employabili

which precipitates a 
large percentage of 

the silicosis cla

is due either to the 
employers

t lack of understanding 
or

his refusal to attempt to solve a problem 
which is peculiar.



Swithin his power to solve.

The industrial physician is not entirely blamele

because the employer often acts on his advice. The burd'

: are not going to be relieved until employers use every s6

tific measure known to remove the dust hazards and prov

safe working conditions as many have already done, andhth

make any and efery possible effort to utilize the skills-

every available worker even though he may have some che`g'

abnormality when such condition does not interfere withi

performance of work.

W'. Only then will we have a paucity of silicos

claims. and the cost bought in human misery and compensa,

for silicosis will level off to a very minimum.

Several of the compensation laws provide thaw

compensation is payable for partial disability from siJ

sis. It would be almost impossible to evaluate percent

wise a man's loss of physical ability due to silicosis'sp

silicotic is either employable in his regular trade or-',

another occupation where there is no exposure to silica orZ

not employable* He should be compensated when he can notl",

work at his regular trade or is unable to secure work bec,

of his silicosis. He should be compensated for his wage lo1

when he is employed in a non-injurious occupation at a

lower wage. He should be paid compensation in the amount, I.

of the difference between his weekly wage in his skilled



trade and that in the non-injurious occupation, but not to

1 .exceed the maximum payable for total disability.

Should the compensation laws contain a provision

that to be compensable, disability from silicosis must occer

within a specified period after the last exposure or after:-

the last day of work for the employer from whom compensation

is claimed? I say absolutely riot, but several states have

such a limitation in their compensation law, varying in

time from 120 -days to two years. *Should a man become dis-- ;*

abled from silicosis 25 months'a fter he has, for one reason

or another, left the. employment in whdh he was last expose
4, .0

-to silica dust?If so, he would ave a remedy in many'

of our states in which silicosis is supposed to be compen-

sable. His right to compensation would be barred because

of the lapse of time since exposure or employment.

There is no good reason for denying compensation

merely because the workerts disability did not occur within

a specified period of time after exposure when the cause of

the disability is established. Here in New York, the worke

or in case of death, his dependents, can go and file a clain

within ninety days after disablement and after knowledge

that that the disease is or was due to employment. The only

time limitation in Michigan is that notice of the disable-

Sment must be given to the employer within 120 days after

the date of disablement, which has been construed by our
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SOur next speaker, William L. Connolly, is a.

Director of the Bureau of Labor Standards of the United

States Department of Labor. He was called to that post afte?

having served for six years as Director of Labor of the

State of Rhode Island where he supervised the administratio

of the workmen t s compensation laws of that state.

To his honor and credit, he is a former president

Sof the Rhode Island State Federation of Labor. Some years

past, he has served with distinction, and I underscore that-.

word distinction, as chairman of the Co-ordinating Committee

of the President's Conference on Industrial Safety.

Bill Connolly probably knows more about the pqob

lems incident to the administration of workmen's compensao

laws than any. of us in this room. Over and beyond that.

is a grand person and I know that his remarks this afternoon

Swill.go directly to the basic issues that are involved in

this discussion.

BY MR. CONNOLLY: .

(Mr. Connolly read a prepared paper which is on

file at the Saranac Laboratory).

BY MR. WATERS:

Thank you, Bill, that was beautifully done.

Our next participant is so well known to this aud-

ience that I will make but brief comment in his introductionD

His friendship with the Saranac Laboratory, for industry,
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BY MR. WATERS:

Thank you, Bill, that was beautifully done.

Our next participant is so well known to this audience

that I will make but brief comment in his introduction. His

friendship with the Saranac Laboratory, for industry,
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EMPLOYERS MUTUAL LIABILITY INSURANCE CO PANY OF WISCONSIN

EMPLOYERS MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

WAUSAU, WISCONSIN

B. E. KUECHLE
vICEPPESIENT AND oC-MUANAGE, Aug st 26, 1952

Arthur J. Vorwald, M. D., Director

Edward L. Trudeau Foundation

Trudeau, New York

I am attaching a copy, not completely

polished, of my remarks for the Symposium.

Look it over, please, and feel perfectly

free to use your red pencil.

I'm merely sending you this memo now so

that you may know I'm working on the paper.

I'm sending it to several people in

Wisconsin and elsewhere for comments, to

be sure I have all my information correct.

Prior to the session I'll send you a final

draft.

BEKuechle 22
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Comment

MR. WATERS: Thank you, Bill, for an excellent presentation.

Our next participant is so well known. .................................
C-?

S............*........... ...... to this subject.

r Remarks by B. E. Kuechle

In Wisconsin we have lived...........................................

............................ some time after 1928.
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SMR WATERS: Well doe---Well done, Ben. More power to you and to your insurance associates
L in this particular problem.

I regret that Mr. Earle T. Andrews, who was scheduled to appear on thegram and intended to participate in this session as one representing the viewpoint

' *- --"- * - - - --* - ..- -Z ;: :

of management, is unable to be here. We are fortunate, however, in having

found a substitute who will more than fill the job. Mr. Otto A. Wisely"

Chairman of the Commission of the State of Utah administering the compensa-

tion law of that state, has served in that capacity for the past eleven years

and is the father of the occupational disease law, with particular reference

to the pneumoconioses, which became effective during those years. He is well-

informed on the whole subject of labor and industrial relations and will speak

on the responsibility of management in the administration of the law and will

deal with such subjects as prevention and rehabilitation.
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Well done, Ben. Ben's remark on confusion reminds

me of a story on one of my professional associates which I

am going to take the liberty to tell. It's very short. He

defended a criminal convicted upon a criminal charge and

sentenced to the electric chair. Just prior to the executioa

he visited the death house. Before leaving the prisoner, he

tried to say something that he thought would be comforting

and stumbled around in his mind for the proper expression

and found that he could not say, "I hope to see you soon".

because he did not hope to see him soon where he was going,

nor could he say, "Happy Landing", because he knew that his

landing would not be happy. Like a flash, the top expres-

sion came to him, and he left him with the greeting "More

power to you", so Ben, I say to you and to your insurance

associates, "More power to you in this particular problem".

It is with regret that I must tell you that Mr.

Earle T. Andrews, who was on the program and had intended

to participate in the session this afternoon, representing

the point of management, is unable to be here. He called me

last night. His company is faced with a strike on Monday

morning, and he asked me to convey to Doctor Vorwald and to

0 the audience, his sincere and deep regret that he could not

come.

However, I know that we are all most fortunate in

that we have found a substitute who will more than fill the



job. Mr. Otto A. Wisely, is the Chairman of the Commission

of the State of Utah, administering the compensation law of

that state. He is a graduate of the Law School of the Uni-

.versity of Utah and is a clinical lecturer in that university

in its medical college. He is Chairman of the Commission

Ip and has so served for the period of the last eleven years,

During the time that the occupational disease law with par-.

ticular reference to the pneumoconioses became effective,

and he has been its daddy.

^ He is well informed on the whole subject of labor

and industrial relations. Perhaps I should express one per

sonal criticism of him, because on more than one occasion,

he has had to serve the role of a character witness for our

good friend, Paul Richards from the same state. I have ask-

ed him to say just a word, particularly with respect to the

responsibility of management in the administration of the .

law, dealing with such subjects as prevention and rehabili-'

tation. Commissioner Wisely.

BY COMMISSIOIER WISELY:

Thank you, Ted. I am very happy that I have been

able to attend this symposium. I came here because of the

insistence of Doctor Paul Richards, and that insistence was

in the nature of a telephone call to Governor Fee telling

him, you tell Otto to goto Saranac Lake. I told the Gover-

nor I wouldn't do it. He knew that - he's a very good frie d
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BY COMMISSIONER WISELY:

Thank you, Ted. I am very happy that I have been able to

attend this symposium. I came here because of the insistence of

Doctor Paul Richards, and that insistence was in the nature of

a telephone call to Governor Fee telling him, you tell Otto to

go to Saranac Lake, I told the Governor I wouldn't do it. He

knew that - he's a very good friend
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MR. WATERS: That was a well-presented and very effective statement of

Mr. Hill's point of view. On many of the issues I happen to disagree with

Mr. Hill but that is my privilege and the similar privilege of those in the

audience.

The next speaker, William L. Connolly, is a ..........................

S......... ............................ involved in this discussion.

Remarks by William L. Connolly

cC \I accepted Ted Waters' invitation to participate in this.............

......... .................. to these main goals.

-J' *

·- m
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Remarks by Otto A. Wisely

SI am happy that I have been able..........*............... ............**

........ we'll see that they do.... . .. .......



The viewpoint of management is best evidenced by acts rather thanwords. I shall try to show you that in Utah management's attitude is excell-ent. Please bear in mind that Utah is a small state and that our methods maynot fit your situation.

Since 1945 labor and management have cooperated in legislative pro-grams to the end that all legislation pertaining to workmen's compensation andoccupational disease has been agreed upon in advance of the introduction ofbills. No changes have been made by the legislature after the bills were sub-mitted. The Utah Occupational Disease Disability Law (1941) is the result ofthe labors of the Commission and a joint labor-management-nedical professioncommittee. We now have a standing study committee. The importance of thisprocedure is that it eliminates litigation and argument. Both sides mustand do admit that although we do not like some features of the law, neverthe-less, it is our law and we will abide with it in good spirit.

The number of contested cases is indicative of the attitude ofmanagement, particularly in view of the fact that management is on the losingend in the majority of cases contested. We receive thirty thousand accidentreports annually. Last year only seventy-eight went to formal hearing. Ofthis number only two involved an occupational disease. During the last four
years only nine cases were appealed to our Supreme Court. One of these in-volved an occupational disease - silicosis.

Approximately seventy-five cases have been processed by our MedicalPanel. As heretofore stated, only one case appealed to the Supreme Court andonly two cases were formally heard by the Commission. Both labor and manage-ment accept the medical findings and ratings of the Panel without question.

Disability rating is a problem. We all realize that we cannot ratewith mathematical. accuracy. In the absence of infection we usually rate sili-cotics as follows: Sl - 0%; S2 - 25-50%; S3 - 50-100%. Sixty-five percent andup is usually considered total. If infection is present, then the rating istemporary and total in all cases.

Management believes in speedy disposition of cases because of the psy-chological effect on the injured man and maintenance of good labor-managementrelations. Contested cases are speedily set for hearing; hearings are brief;delays are not countenanced and decisions are quickly released.

Management believes in giving the injured man the best possiblemedical care. For all practical purposes our law places no dollar limit on medi-
Sal care. Hospitaliza tion is, however, limited to $1,500.00 in occupational
bdisease cases. anagement has taken the lead in efforts to increase medical

Both labor and management insist on honest, scientific medical testi-mony. The Utah State Medical Society has cooperated at all times and in every
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way possible to eliminate the fee doctor and the medical advocate from in-

dustrial medicine and particularly from formal hearings. If we draw a bad

number we send the transcript to the Board of Censors and we get results.

Neither labor nor management, and certainly not the Commission,

believe in excessive legal fees. In fact, fees are very low. Beneficial

legislation demands low fees. Our ce:ling is ten percent. The law is

intended to benefit the employee and his dependents and not the legal pro-

fession. Legal fees, we discovered, have a direct bearing on the number of

cases contested.

Another important development credited to both labor and manage-

ment is the compulsory autopsy law adopted in 1949. If compensation is claimed,

the Commission, on its own motion, or on request of any interested party, may

order an autopsy. If the widow or dependents refuse permission, no compen-

sation is payable. Twenty autopsies have quite positively confirmed the find-

ings and diagnoses of our Medical Panel. This, more than any other factor, has

instilled confidence in the minds of all concerned that the panel method really

can work.

Management's viewpoint is illustrated by the fact that since 1941,

effective date of the occupational disease law, Ipanagement has not taken ad-

vantage of the many defenses available. Our law defines disablement as inab-

ility to carry on any occupation for remuneration or profit. This defense

has never been used although in many cases it was a complete defense. Dust

counts are no longer requested. Length of exposure, unless obviously absurd,

is not questioned. Of course, when two or more employers are involved, the

thirty day and last employer requirement becomes important as between employers

but not as to the employee.

In short, in Utah, occupational disease claims, especially silicosis,

are boiled down to the simple fact of employment, the existence of the disease,

disablement- medically, and in a few cases - statute of limitations. The metal

mining industry has recognized and assumed a moral obligation for silicotics.

The contest, if any, is between employers.

Finally, management has cooperated wholeheartedly in the open door

policy of the Commission. We have no star chamber sessions, no inner sanctums.

Whenever possible we resort to a sort of pre-trial discussion which almost

always obviates a hearing.

If we succeed in solving the job of rehabilitation and job place-

ment, Utah will have solved its major occupational disease problems. 3oth

labor and management are working on the problem.

Thank you.

Otto Wiesley - Chairman

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UTAH and

Dated: July 6, 1Q3 LAbCR RELATIONS BOARD.

ii C:
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< ' MR. WATERS: It is a wonderful experience when you an hear a Commissioner tell

that type of story.

I do not have to remind this audience of the responsibility and role of

the Medical Director of our large corporations. The physician who is successful

in that role is more than a doctor - he enjoys a personal relationship with the

men subject to his charge and is closer than any other representative of manage-

I ment. He becomes father confessor to the company employees - he is successful

only in so far as he instills complete confidence of his men in the discharge

of his duties.

Dr. Lloyd Hamlin is the Medical Director of one of the largest and best

managed of our industrial corporations, the American Brake Shoe Company. His

experience has been so extensive that he is fully familiar with the medical

problems presented by pneumoconiosis, the role of Medical Departments and

their relation in the administration of workmen's compensation laws.



Chapter Thirty-two

Administration of Workmen's Compensation Laws as They Relate

to the Pneumoconioses

The administration of workmen's compensation laws as they relate to the

pheumoconioses was discussed by a panel having the following members:

Moderator : Theodore C. Waters
U-

Panel members : James L.Hill

William L. Connolly

B. E. Kuechle

Otto A. Wisely

Lloyd E. Hamlin, M.D.

-----------e------

|^ ;~-.-. ______ _ _



Introductory remarks by Theodore C. Waters

K The panel discussion that will be .................... ...............

............................ .... will be appreciated.

The first speaker on the program.......................................

........................... and its administration.

T---„ ._------- -.--------- _
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introdam os a Panel partir.cipt arnd he will m~ae a brief statement a

to his point of view in the admuinistrat~ion of the laws, This uiM be

fallovmd by the presentation of prepared questions. It is hoped that

the question and answer period will promote discussion and develop the

clontro versial aspects of the subject. Fo~lloing tka prepared questions,

the audience will be invited to direct questions to the Panel and to

participate in the discussion, No one has been told what to say or what

not to say. Even though we may disagree with the point of view of one
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er more of tbe speaiker or with mose in the adiennoe, it is our desire

to preseat a forum for the open and frank discussion of the subject,

May I ask those in the audience to present their questions in as simple

and direct a ton as posaible so they may be understood by the participant

in the Panel and othenr in attendanoe. It is hoped that several of the

participants in the Pansl will join in the answer to the questions, but

limitation of tim1 requires imposition of a period of not more than three

ainutes for the answer to given questions. Your cooperation in this

respect aill be appreciated.
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*THE ADMINISTRATION OF WORKME'S COMPENSATION LAMS"

HONORABLE JAMES L,2lLL, Coisatoner
Workinen's Compensa4t.oa ComaiBsioc: aa

* *- .. , Lanaing X3. iLohigan . -

The first speaker on th program has aserved with distinction

.as a membcer of the4o Cssion of the State of

Michigan He has ren his eol state a distinct public

service in the adinstmtratiA of his offioe,

Compensation lasa- coplex and those features dealing with

pneuwIoconiosea, both am thq 16 t.o the letter of the larwand its

their administration,. t igan with s is vat ilndustry has

experienced all of the problOM that we have been discusaing during this

s.yposuiB.

James L. Hill became legal advisor to the Commission in 1936,

and since that time has been serving as one of its members. He is also

a past president of the International Association of Industrial Accident

Boards and Comisasionas, and brings to us a wealth of experience in-.

formulation of legislation and its administration.)*



S WILIAM L. COMMLY, Diretor,
Bureau of Labor Standards
U S. Departmaent of Labor'
Washington 25. D. C.

Our next speaker, WUlliam L. Connolly, is a Director of the

Bureau of Standards of the United States Departent. of Labor, He was

called to that post after having served for 6 yaro as Director of Labor

for the State of Rhode Island, where he supervised the adcinistration

of the workmen's compensation laws of that state. To his honor and

credit, he is former President of the Rhode Island State Federaton of

Labor. For some years past, he has served as Chalrmsn of the Co-ordinating

Committee of the President's Conference on Industrial Safety.

Bill Comnnolly knows ore about labor relations and responsibility

of management and labor in the matter of the administration of ocapOasation

laws than most of us in this roan. he is a grand person and I know his

remarks this afternoon will go direotly to the basic issues involved in

this discussion.
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S, E2. ISEJCHBZ Vioe President
and Claim Manager
Employers Mutual Liability
Insurance Ccmpany of Wisconsin

anusau, Wisconsin

Our next participant is so well known throughout our audience

that I will make but brief comaent in his introduction. His friendship

for Saranac Laboratory, for industry, management and labor and for the

successful administration of aolpensation laws are wall known to each

and everyone of us. It has been ay privilege to have known many

insurance executives during the course of ia professional practice, but

I know of no one who has a better understanding of the role and responsi-

bility of insurance carriers in the field of workmen's compensation than

Ben Kuechle.

He uas schooled in the offic.o the of the Industrial Corissio of

Lisconsin and later became Vice President and Claim Manager of JEployers

autual Liability Insurance Company of Wisconsin, This afternoon, he

brings to us a healthy, helpful and progressive viewpoint with respect

to this subject.

I.
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physician who is simccessful in that role9 is more than a dootoi..4ý

enjoys a personal relationship with the meon subject. to his charge ,and.

Ais closer than any other representative of. "aasn.i.bedomew
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It ils with regret that I must bring this Panel discussion to

a close. MaNy of the ques that have been presented are highly

controversial and I a certain that many of us have differences of

oionion with respect to thse rmatters.

We are indebted to Saranac Laboratory for this opportunity to

have received such authoritative information and advice about problems

wit : hic Ih al.of us mast deal in the transaction of our business.

On your behalf I wish to thank the participants in the Panel

for the eazellent presentations that they have made and for their honest

pzssions Of opinionj an their behalf, I wish to thank you for your

ante rese, cnsidasrcti and paratiecipation in the proceedings of tbhis

Pnal, I Iknow that Dr. Vorwald and his associates in the Laboratory

are deeply indebted to you and to the peiibers of the Panel for your

, joint oeotributions.

,^%y t
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of mine, of course, that's the only reason I could tell him

that. He said, "All right, Otto, if you don't think you

could go, but I think you should go", and I'm very happy

that Paul induced the Governor to order me to attend this

symposium.

There is another reason why I am happy to be here.

Very early after the occupational disease law was adopted,

became effective, on July 1st, 1941, in Utah, my first sili-

cosis hearing found us with very few, if any, men, medical

men who knew anything about silicosis. There was one excep

tion to that, and that's the gentleman who, this day, is

still the pioneer in industrial medicine, and one of the

outstanding experts in the disease of pneumoconioses, and

that's Doctor Paul S. Richards, and he suggested that we hac

better lay a foundation, and we did*

We had Doctor Roy Gardner, Doctor George Wright,

from Saranac and Doctor Hussey, who at that time, was with

Johns-Hopkins. They did a splendid job, and I want to say

to these men that that case, the France case, never did go

to the Supreme Court. It was too damned well done, laid

the foundation for all future hearings, and we're deeply

indebted to these three gentlemen and to the pioneering

* work that Doctor Paul Richards did.

My grand daughter frequently tells me that patience

is a virtue. Well, I have been patient all week. I had a



. .lot ofquestions that popped up in my mind, as the various

speakers paraded across this platform, but all those questi3|s

were asked. Patience, you see, but not all of them were

answered, as you well know.

Now, I have been asked to speak to you briefly on

the same subject that has been discussed,from the viewpoint

og management, and this will be rather a peculiar way to e

press the viewpoint of management, because you will not ndr

. stand our philosophy and our procedures unless you come to'

Utah. It's easy to read a law and you may interpret it as.

Syou think any lawyer or any court would interpret it, but

Syou'd better not pass judgment on the Utah occupational "

disease disability-law until you come to Utah and see us in

action, see what we've done.

Now, we have about 30,000 reportable injuries in '

the state every year, not many of them o.d.'s, Of course,

and of that number last year only.78 went to a formal hear- j.

ing, not a bad records I would judge. Since we anended the j

statute, and created our medical panel for occupational dis ^

eases, particularly for silicosis, three and a half years

ago, not one single-case has gone to the Supreme Court of

the State of Utah and not once did either party question

the medical findings and the diagnosis of our medical panel

The only formal hearing we have had in an occu-

pational disease case in the last four years, posed only onf
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Squestion and that was the degree of disability which, of

course, was very interesting to me. I took the position

that a man who is rated seventy-five percent disabled,

should be rated totally disabled if, for no other reason,

than that a man seventy-five percent disabled certainly is

not on the labor market after that.

As far as rating his disability, we have no par-

ticular trouble. We don't contend that we're right always.

We think we get within ten percent either way, generally.

The parties seem to be satisfied and, after all, that's the

important thing, if you make an award, is to satisfy the

applicant that he has received enough money, so we get

along very nicely in that respec"t.

Another thing about our procedure, and all the

way through now, you might as well be thinking of manage-

ment, as I'll show you in just a few minutes, this is man-

agement's viewpoint, we believe, in speedy action.

If the Referee -- I only have one at this time --

doesn't get the rough draft of his proposed findings of fact

and conclusions of law to me within ten days after he hears

a case, I'm going to get a new Referee, and that decision

is out in the mail within twenty-four hours after the Refer e

finally sends in the final proposed findings of fact and

conclusions of law.

I understand that some cases in some states have

ii--~-
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W been pending for years. If that happened in Utah. we'd get

a new commission, new referee, new everything. The - it

just doesn't make sense. Our procedure is extremely simple

and I believe laws that we have, particularly the o.d. law

and the am endments in the last few years, have the complete

and always have had the complete approval of management.

As a matter of fact, I might tell you here at thi' ý

point that since 1945, four successive legislative sessions

every law pertaining to labor and industry compensation;

laws and labor laws, were submitted to the Senate and the

House, in agreed form with a letter accompanying the bill"'.

We don't want any amendments. We can't even cross a T or.'

dot an i. w e want those laws passed just the way we hand'

them to the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the

house, and I hope we'll succeed in doing that the next sesa J

Now, some of you might think that in that kind o-

a deal, labor would get the short end. That is not true'.;.-.

In every single instance, labor has received more than they

requested in many, many respects, and the net result has b' .|

always been a law that is completely satisfactory at the

moment and later on for that matter, to both sides.

Now, as far as medical problems are concerned, we

don't have any trouble with that either. If I catch a doc-

tor who doesn't tell the truth, and some of them do not,

some of them are just plain ignorant, you know, but some of.



them just don't tell the truth, all we do is send the tran-

script of the testimony to the Utah State Medical Society

and the Board of Censors makes short work of any man who

gives us any ridiculous testimony.

To give you an example, if you say this wouldn't

happen, it did. A man was hit in the mouth, loosened a

couple of teeth and I think they were already loosened be-

cause he had a very bad case of pyorrhea, went to a dentist.

A dentist pulled a couple of teeth, bled a little bit, swall

the pyorrhea infected blood. One of our doctors took the

witness stand and under oath, testified that this man de-

veloped a peptic ulcer that had reached the near perfora-

tion stage in three weeks. The pyorrhea germ did it. I

tried to take him off the hook by telling him, why, what

you really mean is that he had an ulcer and the germs sort

. of aggravated it, effected it a little bit. He didn't-

swallow that hook either. So I sent a record to the Medi-

cal Advisory Board. They called him in, I mean the State

Medical Society. They called him in, and he said, "I didn't

say it". They showed him the transcript. He said, "Well,

I guess I did, shouldn't have gone quite that strong". They

said, well, "Why did you say it". Well he says 'The guy tol

me he lived in a trailer camp and I wanted to help him".

You see, there was a doctor that was practicing economy in

that medicine. We have had a few like that, and as I say,



we make short work or them.

Of course, here is a secret* I'm a.lawyer until

recently a member of the law school faculty of the Univer-

sity of Utah and a lot of other civic jobs, and I want every

lawyer to make a living, but if you are practicing law in

Utah and you depend on workmen's compensation fees for a

living, well you wouldn't even pay your office rent. Our

fees are very low. There are times, however, when a lawyer

will make something out of nothing, as we say, and we will

pay him, order a substantial fee paid him.

Now, how do we accomplish all this? For -example,

the Utah Occupational Disease Disability Law has a defini-

tion. We don't like definitions in Utah. We don't.have

any trouble with them. We do have one definition, and that

is the definition of disablement. Disablement is defined

as inability to carry on any gainful work or occupation for

remuneration or profit.*!

Well, sir, you know, for eleven years, there has

not been one employer in Utah that has ever raised that

defense and they could have done it in every damned case we

had, Now, that's the attitude of the employer. Same thing

on disability. In our state, a man must become totally

disabled within two years, not from the last day of exposure 9

but from the last day of employment, and then he has one

more year in which to file a claim. A widow has six months



in a case of death, to file a claim.

We also have in Utah, a compulsory autopsy law,

for both W. C. and 0. D. It has been extremely helpful

and I'm getting back to this medical panel now. I'm nuts

about the medical panel, in fact, so much so that I'm going

to ask the next session of the legislature to amend.the

Workmen's Compensation Act to authorize me to appoint a

medical panel to determine disputed medical questions in

accidental injury cases.

We also have a non-statutory medical advisory

board that examines men who claim they have a permanent

partial disability following recovery and they meet on

rB Fridays, examine these men, recommend rating to us and we ,

always accept their rating. In eleven years I have been on-

the Commission, not one of those has gone to a Supreme Cour'

and we have had less than six formal hearings growing out: o

that kind of procedure.

Now, you might say, well, you're either terribly

77 dumb in Utah, employers, employees, labor unions, medical

society, and so on. That isn't the case at all. We have

tried to do, and we've accomplished it, I think, is to de-

crease, to an irreducible minimum, the distance that so fre-

quently exists between labor and management, the commission

and labor and management, the commission and the medical

society, and so on. They're friends of ours.



Now, they fight like Hell over other labor prob-

lems, but when it comes to workmen's compensation, occu-

pational disease laws, as I have already told you, they

work together hand in hand in a very friendly manner and

present to the legislature, the changes in the law that both

parties believe, experience has taught us should come.

Now, on this question of rehabilitation, Ted, talke

another minute is all, we are just beginning to think about

it, because our permanent partial disability law for o.d.

cases has given us a little headache. That, too, I think

we can solve, perhaps without any legislation. We could j

shoot a couple of insurance adjustors and our attorneys in j

Utah, there are only two out of eighty-five, and it isnItT"

one of them, we woulfln't have any trouble.

These men who are permanently partially disabled,

and so rated, they go back to work in a mine if the pan1

says they should. They go to work anywhere in the State oqf

Utah, but they have two insurance carriers who just raise.

particular Hell, and so we have not a compensation problem,

no difficulty determining that theytre partially disabled

or what the d6gree of disability is, but they come back to,

me from Park City, the CIO Steelworkers man, he says, "Hell1

Otto, the guy can't get a job; what are you going to do witf

him"? Well, that's the question I'm mulling around in my

mind, and not long ago, and with this same employer again,,,



the Secretary of the Utah Miners Association, and the Sec-

retary of the Calcium Assurers Association, and said, "Otto,

when you get back, you're not going to have any more trouble

with those permanent partial disability cases. The panel

says they can work somewhere; we'll see that they do".

Thank you.

BY MR. WATERS:

1: It's a wonderful way when you can hear a Coimis-

sioner tell that type of story. I do not have to remind

this audience that the ,responsibility and role of the medi-

cal director,of our modern corporations is important. The

physician who is successful in that role is more than a

doctor. He enjoys a personal relationship to the man who

is subject to his charge, that is probably closer than that

of any other representative of management. To state it

simply, he serves for the confessor to his employees, and he

is successful only insofar as he instills complete confi-

dence in his men in the discharge of his duties.

Lloyd Hamlin is Medical Director of one of the

largest and best managed of our industrial corporations, the

American Brake Shoe Company, a company that certainly knows

S all that should be known about silicosis, or the pneumo-

conioses. His experience has been so extensive that he is

fully familiar with the medical problems presented in the

administration of compensation law. Forgetting administratJo0
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of compensation laws for a moment, the problems presented

by these diseases among the employees of the company and

the role of the medical departments and their relationship

in .he proper administration of compensation laws. Doctor

Hamlin.

BY DOCTOR HAMLIN:

(Doctor Hamlin read a prepared paper which is on

file at the Saranac Laboratory.)

BY MR. WATERS:

I am pleased to advise the audience that the air-.

plane hchedule has been changed. The weather apparently

has cleared and there is not the quite pressure of .time that

we were subject to when we started the meeting.

It is always the chairman - the prerogative of

the chairman of any meeting to reverse his field, and Itm

going to reverse my field today. There have been a number

of prepared questions to be directed to the panel, but I

think the audience comes first and we will welcome any

questions that you may wish to direct to any individual

member of the panel. In propounding those questions,

kindly give your name, the company with which you are

affiliated or your address and the participant of the panel

to whom you wish your question directed. If you run short

of questions, I've got one or two that I want to slap to th

members of the panel myself, but at the moment, I invite



Remarks by Lloyd E. Hamlin, M.D.

During the month of June 1945, a man.... .............. ........ *********

/ ~................ ......... .. . . . . . . . . . .. ..*** * * * * *

.... ††††††. .... ..... .... exposure to dust.
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Discussion

MR. KALMYKOW: I would like to ask a question which relates to the problem of

whether or not there should be a liability based on the last injurious exposure.

Would it be advisable to have prolonged and extensive litigation with the pre-

sentation of evidence to the chairman and the determination of the extent of

exposure - details which may require considerable time - in order to allocate

the cost of liability between each employer in a particular silicosis case? As

a practical matter, how would one handle a situation like that?

MR. HILL: It is my understanding that insurance comppaies like the system in

which the last employer pays all the liability. n Michigan we are able to ap-

portion liability between employers but the ntire amount, nevertheless, is

charged against the last employer. In order to encourage the employment of

1 individuals who have an abnormal chest roentgenogram we have suggested that

J.' ' there should be joint contributions from the insurance companies. They, however,

'AT' r ' 
cl

do not approve that plan.

Although, in Michigan, the last employer is charged with the entire amount

of liability, we have not yet had a situation involving a dust exposure of as

little as one day. .There was a case in which the Ford Motor Company, on employing
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In Michigan our Act provides that the total compensation due

is recoverable from the employer who last employed tne employee in the

employment to the nature of which the disease was due and in which it

was contracted. In a contested case proceedings are commenced against

the last employer where there was exposure. If liability is established,

that employer and his carrier are liable for the payment of the award.

If there were prior exposures the last employer can request a hearing

and have the other employers brought in for the purpose of apportioning

the total liability among the various employers. The apportionment

provision as between employers has been in effect since our Act was

enacted in 1937 and I don't recall over 5 cases in which it has been

necessary to have a hearing to apportion the liability. Generally the

prior employers and their carriers get together and fix their proportionate

liability by agreement. That is also done in the uncontested cases where

it is admitted that the employee is disabled and the last employer or his

carrier agrees to pay the compensation due and the prior employers and

their carriers agree to contribute a fixed amount to the last employer or

his carrier.

A rather unusual situation arose in one case where the Ford

Motor Company employing a man told him that the results of his pre-employ-

ment X-ray examination would not be available for three days and that if

it showed an abnormal chest condition he would be released from employment.

The X-ray study did reveal that the man's chest condition was abnormal

and therefore he was released. A claim naming the Ford Motor Company

and the prior employer where he had had a long exposure to silica dust

was then filed. We held the prior employer liable rather than the Ford

Motor Company and our Supreme Court said we were correct.

As I understand it, the employers and insurance companies like



the system which places the full responsibility on the last employer

and it certainly makes it more convenient for the employee in proceed-

ing for compensation. We have suggested that in order to facilitate

the employment of employees with abnormal chest findings there-should

be apportionment of liability between the various insurance carriers

that have insured a particular employer during the period of the

employee's exposure. However, the carriers do not seem to want that

provision and prefer that the carrier on the risk at the time of dis-

ablement be charged with the entire liability.



a man, told him that the results of his pre-empldyment X-ray examination would

not be available for three daas and that if ,t showed an abnormal chest condi-

tion he would be released from employment/ The X-ray study did reveal that the

man's chest condition was abnormAl and herefore he was released. A claim,

naming the Ford Motor Company and ýmnother employer, was then filed. The Commission,

in its ultimate wisdom, did not use\ the provision of the last employer but held

that the employer previous to the Ford Motor Company was liable. The court agreed

with this view.

If the last employer is liable for the full amount, he can call in the other

employers. That rule has been in effect in Michigan since 1937 and I can recall

only four or five cases. Generally the employers settle the claimi by agreement,

f a r ach employer contributing a proportionate vamount. Remember that all cases are

not contested and that-there have been cases\in which the employers, while ad-

mitting that an individual had a disabling silicosis and that under the law the

amount due him shoild be patd by the last employer, have gotten together and each

one has paid a t of the amount. This arrangement is not made under some regula-

tion or formula but the employers arbitrarily fix the amount each dne is to pay.

MR. WATERS: Mr. Kuechle, what can be done to minimize unemployability as a dis-

abling factor in dust disease cases?

MR. KUECHLE: That question gives me an opportunity to read a paragraph from a

letter from Mr. Harry Nelson, Director of Compensation of the Wisconsin Industrial

Commission. I submitted my proposed talk to him because I didn't want to make

any errors in speaking about the statute and in returning the draft to me his

concluding comment was this:

"As I read your talk I again wondered why other states flounder
around with elaborate and abstruse provisions for partial dis-
ability which is really non-existent."

l i



An answer to your question about what can be done to minimize the non-employability

of an individual who shows some evidence, clinical or X-ray - it would, of course,

have to be X-ray evidence, at least of silicosis - depends entirely upon what

sort of law and what sort of administration you have. In Jim Hill's state,

Michigan, there is a pretty desperate situation. There is a law and Jim Hill and

his associates must administer it the way the legislature put it on the books.

Industry in Michigan is, in fact, refusing to employ people who have X-ray evi-

dence of silicosis. Am I correct, Jim?

MR. HILL: Yes. Industry refuses to employ those persons and some foundries

discharge them after a periodic examination. That starts the trouble.

MR. KUECHLE: Heu is a group of employers who, by their actions, say that a man
o;

with that amount of silicosis is a hazard to them as far as employment is con-

cerned. The situation is not the Commission's fault and is not the employer's

fault. The law is faulty and the administration can do nothing except administer

the law the way it is in the books.

In Wisconsin we have no such trouble. In Wisconsin today, in foundries which

have dust control measures we know are adequate and which restrict the degree of

dustiness to safe limits, industry is employing on the recommendations of Dr. Sander

and of other equally qualified physicians individuals who have silicosis, well-

recognized nodular silicosis. These individuals, who may come from another state

or from another foundry in Wisconsin or from some other industry are employed

because our Commission, as Mr. Nelson pointed out in his letter, takes the position

that there is practically no such thing as a disabling silicosis from the stand-

point of a man's ability to do his work.

Let us remember why we have compensation laws. Some people seem to be

t*"



laboring under the delusion that compensation laws were designed primarily to

is give people money. That is not correct. I happen to be well acquainted with

the committee from the Wisconsin Legislature that drafted the law which was

passed in 1911. The chairman of that commission, Mr. Sanborn, was a personal

friend of mine and I discussed the matter with him many times. When that bill

was submitted to the Legislature, the committee gave several reasons for a com-

pensation law and the number one reason was to reduce the number of accidents

and injuries in industrial pursuits. That is the goal we have been trying to

follow and that is the goal every administrator should have in mind.

Wealth is created only through the use of human energy in the development

of our natural resources; in no other way does one produce real wealth. When,

for any reason, a man who is employable is not permitted to work, we are sacri-

ficing part of the wealth, the potential wealth of our nation, and every agency,

every individual, who plays a part in administering a compensation law should

first and foremost look to the one fadtor of keeping a man at work. It is true

that some workers in the foundries have extensive silicosis and can't run a

hundred yard dash but how much better it is to let them continue for the rest of

their life at their favorite occupation without a wage loss. In Wisconsin, in

many of the foundries we insure/, we have individuals who had nodular silicosis

twenty years ago and are still working. Why nct keep them at work rather than

give them a few thousand dollars and throw them out of work. That is when they

die; that is when they become a burden on society; that is when we must support

them through public and private dharity. I say that every law ought to be re-

examined with the idea of designing it in such a way that in the administration

of that law there is every inducement to keep men at work rather than to pay

them money.

*



MR. WATERS: It is not surprising that Mr. Connolly's remarks ran head-on

into a subject I discussed at the meeting yesterday afternoon, this germane

subject of the question of limitations. I mentioned that in damage actions

all states imposed limitations of time within which a suit or claim must be

filed and that under most of the compensation statutes there are specific

limitations of time when the compensability of the claim must arise or of

time within which that claim must be filed. If I understand Mr. Connolly's

remarks correctly, he would like to throw some of those limitations statutes

out of the window. This is just another area of disagreement that I have with

him and with many other members of the panel. I believe it to be of vital

interest, however, that Mr. Connolly should have the opportunity to say in a

little more concrete form what he thinks. I should like, therefore, to direct

to him this question: Should time limiitations on the filing of claims for

pneumoconiosis be liberalized or abolished?

MR. CONNOLLY: In preparing my paper I had one thing in mind: at not time did

I wish to discriminate against people with dust disease. Nowhere in the United

States have we a law on our books which states that for a man who is going to

be compensated for the loss of a hand the time limitation starts from the time

of his exposure to ithat may cause the loss of the hand, yet that is exactly

what most of the laws state today on silicosis. They state from the time of

last exposure. If you are going to put time limitations on other sections of

the act, do the same thing with silicosis, but if you are not going to place

time limitations on other impairments, then treat silicosis victims exactly

the same way. In other words, I say that if there is going to be that statute

of limitations it should be from the time of disablement, exactly the same as

it is for the loss of a hand - from the time a man loses a hand he would have



two years to report that accident.

There will always be disputes if you state the time of last exposure because
the man may go on for two or three years without knowing of his impairment or he
may be careless about it and then, when he is disabled, come in and make his claim
only to have it disallowed on the basis of the statute of limitations. When I
administered the law in Rhode Island, I had that problem and, strange as it may
seem, I made the administrative ruling that the time limitation meant from the
time of disablement, yet not a single case was challenged on the basis of that
ruling. Every claim was paid, and we abre quite a few - I believe there were
about 70 - insurance companies writing insurance in Rhode Island. I just want
the person with silicosis to be treated exactly the same way as an individual
with any accident or with any dust disease. I am using the word silicosis when
perhaps I should be using the term pneumoconiosis, and if that condition can't
be treated the same as any other accident, then I say abolish the state of limita-
tions.

MR. KUECHLE: I do not consider Mr. Connolly's comparison an appropriate one.
In one case you are dealing with a progressive disease; in the other case you
refer to-a man whose hand has been chopped off. I agree with Mr. Connolly,
however, that if you are going to have a statute of limitations at all, it ought
to be a very liberal statute. If you want to keep these men at work, they must
have some reasonable assurance while they're working that if eventually they
break down they are going to be taken care of.

MR. CONNOLLY: I agree with that.

MR. KUECHLE: In Wisconsin we have attempted to handle the situation in such a
way that a man has practically no statute of limitations ever applying against him.



MR. BARDICH: Dr. Hardy told us, earlier in this symposium, that cases of beryllium

disease were turning up ten years after the termination of exposure. From my past

experience I anticipate that two years from now she will be telling us that cases

are turning up twelve years after the last exposure. How then is one going to

set any kind of a definite time limit?

DR. RICHARDS: One of the greatest difficulties we are encountering on this panel

today is the fact that we have written too many laws in ignorance. My good friend,

0v- Otto Wiesley, brought before you some points on this subject. Our state, Utah,

is just a little state but we had twenty years of thorough investigation before

we wrote an occupational disease law. When we were. ready to write that law we

brought in labor, management, attorneys, environmental engineers - they even per-

mitted a couple of us doctors to creep into the crowd. With that background as

a basis we all sat down with equal responsibility and wrote a law. You may not

agree with it but it has worked. If you don't agree with it, then give us some

reason why it isn't a reasonable law.

MR. CONNOLLY: I didn't disagree with it; I said it is almost impossible.

DR. RICHARDS: It isn't impossible because it has been done. With that as a back-

ground, when we confront the law we have today, labor is just as responsible for

that law as is management or the attorney or the health engineer or the doctor.

So we have on our statutes a law that, when submitted to our legislature, was

5)pJ passed without a single dissenting vote, and if labor now wishes to condemn this

law we say: "All right, gentlemen, you are condemning the law that you helped to

build after twenty years of investigation, after a thorough analysis of all your

health problems as accurately as we could make it, after a health investigation

throughout our state during which thousands of films were taken. So it is



evident that our pneumoconiosis problem was not met indiscreetly and without

some foresight. I feel, therefore, that if we could establish a pattern whereby

all the parties involved sit down in council and discuss what they want to do,

a lot of these problems would be worked out.

Many of the problems that have come before this group today will only be

worked out educationally. The success of such an operation will be measured by

how well the boards that are to administer these laws can get along with manage-

ment and with labor and can deal with all the other factors involved. If we can

sit down, in the united capacity of a cooperative and amalgamated group, and

study our problems, there will be an agreeable solution to all these things.

MR. CONNOLLY: One of the greatest problenis in the United States today is, as

0i< Dr. Richards vrery.werl-.put it, poor laws. We in the Bureau of Labor Standards

have been trying to develop a so-called model law that will bring at least some

of our states in line with other states. Perhaps the governor of Dr. Richards!

state has control of the legislature but when I went in as Director of Labor in

Rhode Island we had a very bad law and as the Director of Labor I submitted 23

amendments to correct some of the abuses in that law. I succeeded only in making

that law more hodge-podge than it was in the beginning. But we did correct some

things here and there.

I then went to the governor of the state and asked him to set up a commission

to study the law and to bring back to the legislature a report on what a model law

should contain. The report was made and the bill has been before the legislature

for three long years. We still have the hodge-podge law in Rhode Island.

We can go straight across this country yet we will not find two workmenTs

compensation laws that are anywhere near alike. One of the greatest fights I'm

having right now in Washington is to prevent the federalization of workmen's

compensation. That attempt is not coming from the federal government; it is



coming from people outside the government. I have taken the stand that work-

men's compensation cannot be federalized and for that reason I oppose federal-

ization. The International Association of Accident Boards and Commissions, which

is made up of all the workmen's compensation commissioners in this country - I

am the secretary-treasurer of that organization - have asked that a meeting of

all workmen's compensation commissioners be called in Washington for the purpose

of setting up this model law. But even there we can't get agreement. Some

people who want to come into that meeting have views so far apart that we would

succeed only in having another knock-down, drag-out fight.

We are all working toward the end of simplifying workmen's compensation laws

and when I said it was impossible I meant that there are too many people in our

state legislatures who differ in their views on what should be included in the

law and what should be omitted. That is the main difficulty and that is why I

said it was impossible. If we could control the legislatures we certainly could

get up a good model law. The present law in Mississippi is one of the best laws

in that part of the country as it was just enacted in 1948. That law was drawn

up in the Bureau of Labor Standards. In Mississippi changes in the law were made -

changes we didn't like - but it came out in pretty good form. Mississippi was the

last state in the union to enact, in 1948, a workmen's compensation law. That

law represents our closest approach to putting into one act all the things we

believe would be good for all parts of the nation.

MR. BARNAKO: In your opposition to the statute of limitations are you talking

about exposure or about disability? Are you opposed to limitations in general or

are you considering only the problem of whether the time limitation should extend

from the last exposure or from the date of disability?

0



Dy MR. CONNOLLY: My position is that the limitation should extend from the

Od ( date of disability.

MR. HILL: The workmen's compensation laws are designed to provide benefits

for disability or death that result from an injury which arises out of and in

the course of employment. The. term injury includes diseases and under an

all-inclusive type of occupational disease coverage it would include any kind

of disease that would result from exposure to beryllium, and if beryllium was

listed in the schedule *'- nluo wnl"I bn overed.

Somebody will have to take care of these people 'who become disabled and

die from berylliosis or who suffer any other disabling result from exposure to

beryllium. Either they must be paid benefits under the compensation law or r

Ah6.a)4ty*,4t;$eepralagenertaBen'"b they must be paid benefits by somebedy-e

0 adeceoanaAa a'. CI submit that they should fV ethata-ýc1 workmen's compensation A.

andt ht 0t he Pnypossile Antation.ypiu jcan have'wduu '-a lV iationzom) 1

th dat1ae of(isabl 4 egr ritt can be established that the delayed reaction is

due to the employment, I agree that there should be some limitation, from the

date of disablement, in which a claim should be made or proceedings started. But

certainly I do not believe that a worker's claim should be barred merely by the

lapse of time. Even if the effects of beryllium are not felt or do not cause

disability until 10 or 12 or 15 years after exposure, nevertheless, if the indi-

vidual's condition arises out of and in the course of his employment, he should

be compensated.

MR. WATERS: This is an important question, one upon which I personally have

strong views. Mr. Kuechle and Dr. Hamlin, in your opinion should employees be

permitted to sign waivers when continued exposure would definitely jeopardize



their future health? Under the statute of many states provision is made for

0 ~an employee to -sign a waiver -which would limit or eliminate the continuing

monetary liability of the employer under the statute.

MR. KUECHILE: Personally,. I believe that waivers are an abomination. We have

never permitted a policy holder of ours knowingly to take a waiver from an

~ employee. If a man's condition is such that he should not receive further ex-

posure., the only humane thing to do is to remove him from that employment.

Most employees do not understand and never will understand the implications

of the signing of a waiver. I believe it's, little short of being criminal

to permit the taking of waivers.

DR. HAM4LIN: Most of us would agree with Mr. Kuechle's view that it isn't fair

to ask any employee to sign a waiver 0f anything that might affect his future

health. There are other things,. however, that might ~&fit the situation. If

an employee could be put to work with the assurance that he would not suffer

any further exposure - I mean through the use of industrial hygiene and dust

control measures and the 6likilnation of all hazardous empavres - then., of course.,

a waiver wouldn't be necessary. And I see no objection in allowing an employee

to continue at a job where there might be some 4uwzx.ai, provided the exposure is

one that is well controlled.

This pedt brings up the question of maintenance of dust control measures.

We know perfedtly well that dust concentrations can be reduced to a wjfabw

safe level but if that condition is not maintained adequately over a long period

of time and constantly kept in mind., there is no guarantee that the employee

will not have an exposure in the future.

Legally, as far as I understand it, the signing of a waiver is not permis-

sible and I do not believe that it should even be considered.



MR. WATERS: Dr. Orenstein, what is the practice in South Africa as to the

use of waivers?

0 DR. ORENSTEIN: The signing of such a waiver is forbidden by statute. The

underlying philosophy is that while you may prejudice your own rights you have

no right whatever to prejudice the rights of your dependents.

MR. WATERS: I wish to direct a question to Commissioner Wiesley and to

Commissioner Hill: From your experience what is the most difficult problem in

determining contested pneumoconiosis cases?

MR. VIESLEY: For the record my answer is, I don't have any. The first seven

& a years of my experience were just a hit-and-miss proposition and I couldn't get

Dr. Richards to help me take or read the X-rays and arrive at a diagnosis. We

just had to accept the report sent in from some unreliable source in which the

diagnosis was based entirely on employment history with no knowledge of whether

the man did or did not have exposure. Since we have had our medical panel we

have proven rather conclusively that we have a good many doctors in Utah who

k don't know silicosis from measles. You may be interested to know that twenty

men who have been processed by our panel of experts have died and, because of

t- our compulsory autopsy law, an autopsy was done on every one of them. We were

not satisfied with only the panel diagnosis. The records of many of the cases

were sent to Canada, to Dr. Sander, to Dr. Pendergrass, and in every instance

they verified the diagnosis of our panel and, of course, the autopsy findings

verified the diagnosis of both groups. I say, therefore, that at the present

time we don't have any difficulty.

Regarding the question of exposure we do not have any problem. In 1941,

in the very first case I processed, I personally heard it and wrote the decision.



The case went to the Supreme Court and my decision was affirmed. The medical

testimony was quite unsatisfactory - all we had was the radiologist's reading

of the film and his diagnosis of silicosis and inactive tuberculosis. The

State Insurance Fund didn't do anything about the matter so the record stood.

The superintendent of the mine testified that there was some silica rock in

the mine and the evidence showed that the man had worked only in that place.

I said, on the record this man has made a prima facie case. He has the disease,

he is totally disabled, there is the only place where he worked, the evidence

shows that there was exposure to free silica dust. Therefore we made the award.

The Supreme Court agreed with our decision.

All our cases, so far, have come from mines. Our Supreme Court takes judi-

cial notice of the fact that in every non-ferrous mine and every coal mine in

Utah the miner is exposed to free silica dust. Therefore we don't have any

problem on this point.

We have that 30-day provision, and the last employer in whose employ the

individual was exposed to free silica dust is responsible. He never takes the

trouble any more to make dust counts. We don't have to go into the evidence;

we don't have any problem.

MR. HILL: I wish I could agree with Mr. Viesley. Our biggest problem is simply

this: Is the man disabled? I can illustrate the problem best by a couple of

typical situations.

Here is a man, in his fifth decade, who has been working in a foundry for

20 or 30 years. Suddenly he says, "I can't take it any more, I'm tired out, I'm

short of breath walking upstairs. My chest feels tight and I cough all the time".
e us u He h 'tor X J 5r

So he just quits. He hasn'tb3eea to a lawyer &4Wds •..teaff1s.t-one.;-1.Bat 1



he is going to one pretty soon.

Then he files a claim. He simply says he can't work and, of course, we're

in this disputed medical field again and ask, is the man disabled? There may

be some disagreement about the X-ray diagnosis but frequently the doctors will

say that the individual has early silicosis with some fine nodulation but that

the condition does not interfere with his ability to work. Nevertheless the

man says he can't work and the physician who testifies for him says it would not

be advisable for him to return to work tE-L

We have also the situation of a man, probably in the same age group, who

has been working a long time and who gets a stubborn cold - maybe he has bronchitis,

maybe pleurisy. The family physician treats him during the winter and in the

course of the treatment sends him to a radiologist. The report by the radiologist

states that the man has early silicosis with perhaps a minimal amount of fibrosis

or possibly& ;aAmore than a minimal amount. The family physician then informs

the man, "You have dust in your lungs, you shouldn't go back to work at the same

job. I'll write a note and you take it to your employer when you return to workr."

The man takes the note to the employer, who then has the man examined by the

plant physician and X-ray pictures taken. After receiving the report of the

studies the employer tells the man, "You have minimal silicosis but it won't

interfere with your returning to the same job. Either you work at that job or

you have no job at all."

How in the world does one decide those cases? They involve almost insur-

mountable problems. In the first case illustrated there is a man with a good

work record of many years who suddenly quits. Are we going to say that he is

not disabled because the X-ray evidence doesn't fit the pattern of the man who

is supposed to be disabled from silicosis? And in the second case are we going



to assert that the man doesn't have the right to rely upon the advice of his

family physician?

MR. WATERS: It is a good thing that the question was not directed to a lawyer -

the question as to what one considers to be the most difficult problem dealing

with contested pneumoconiosis cases - because the reply might not reflect too

much credit upon some of the Commissioners.

Many of the questions that have been.presented are highly controversial

and I'm certain that'there still exists differences of opinion among us with

respect to them. I think it is only fair to say that we are indebted to The

Saranac Laboratory for this opportunity to receive such authoritative informa-

tion and advice about these problems with which all of us must deal.

*



AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE COMPANY

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

2501 BLUE ISLAND AVENUE

CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS

September 9, 1952

Arthur J. Vorwald, M. D., Director
The Trudeau Foundation and
The Saranac Laboratory
Saranac Lake, New York

Dear Art:

I have revised my talk along the lines you suggested and
also since writing you I have added another case record because it
points out very definitely the type of thing I am talking about.
Will you kindly therefore insert the attached three pages, numbers

3, 4, and 5 to replace page 3 of the manuscript you already have.
Kindly number the succeeding pages to conform with these.

I have also attached ny replies to the questions I sub-
mitted in the event you wish to see these before the panel discussion.

Yours sincerely,

L. E. Hamlin, M. D.
Medical Director

leh/em
Encls.

cc: Mr. Theodore C. Waters, Baltimore, Md.
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AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE COMPANY

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

2501 BLUE ISLAND AVENUE

CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS

August 26, 1952

Arthur J, Vorwald, M. D.
Director, The Trudeau Foundation
and The Saranac Laboratory
P. 0. Box 551
Saranac Lake, New York

Dear Art:

I am enclosing herewith a copy of my talk for
the panel discussion, as you requested. I hope it meets
with your approval. I am also sending a copy to Ted Waters.

I plan to show about a dozen slides to demon-
strate the variety of conditions that may simulate silicosis.

Kindest regards.

Yours sincerely,

L. E. Hamlin, M. D.
Medical Director

leh/em
Encld



BY MR. WATERS:

I am pleased to advise the audience that the airplane

schedule has been changed. The weather apparently has cleared

and there is not the quite pressure of time that we were subject

to when we started the meeting.

It is always the chairman - the prerogative the the chairman

of any meeting to reverse his field, and I'm going to reverse my

field today. There have been a number of prepared questions to

be directed to the panel, but I think the audience comes first and.

we will welcome any questions that you may wish to direct to any

individual member of the panel. In propounding those questions,

kindly give your name, the company with which you are affiliated

or your address and the participant of the panel to whom you

wish your question directed. If you run short of questions, I've

got one or two that I want to slap to the members of the panel

myself, but at the moment, I invite



08.

your questions. Any questions, gentlemen?

BY MR. KALMYKOW:

I t d like to address this question to the last

speaker, which relates to the question of whether there should

be a liability based on last injurious exposure or not, and

Mr. Keuchle, if I'm not mistaken, didn't express an opinion

on that subject himself. I was wondering if the last speak

er would think it advisable to have a long and extensive

litigation and evidence having to be presented to-the chair-

man, the extent of exposure under all employers which may

spend a considerable period of time, to be able to allocate

cost of liability between each in a particular silicosis

case, just as a practical mqtter, how would you handle a

situation like that?

BY DOCTOR HAMLIN:

That's a pretty long, involved question for me,

and I don't claim, as I said, to know much about the ad-

ministration. I think thatts a question that might be dir-

ected better to one of the other speakers,. I'm not sure

that I quite understand just what you were - what the

gist of your question is*

BY MR. WATERS:

Commissioner Hill, do you mind if Commissioner

Hill answers that?

BY MR. KALMYKOW: No.



709.

- BY COMMISSIONER HILL:

I may nriot be able to answer it, but I got the gist

of it. You say does he oppose a systemwhereby the last ex-

posure pays all the liability? Now, as I understand it,

the insurance companies like that system. In Michigan, we

. *have - we're able to apportion liability between employers,

but the last-employer is stuck, but we've suggested that in

order to facilitate employment of employees with abnormal

chest X-rays, that there should be contribution between in-

surance companies, but they don't want that.

Now, in Michigan, the last employer is stuck with

the entire amount.* We have not had any situations that in-

* volve as little as one day. The Ford Motor Company, in one

case, employed a man and told him on pre-employment that

they couldn't get the result of his X-ray examination for

* three days, but if it showed that he had abnormal - an ab-

normal chest condition, that he would be released and so as

it did, he was released. Then a claim was filed naming the

Ford Motor Company and another employer,and the commission

in their ultimate widdom, didn't use the provision of the

last employer, but held the employer previous to the Ford

Motor Company, and the court said we were correct.

But your whole - the whole problem here is that

the - if the last employer is stuck for the full amount, he

can call in the other employers. Now, that rule has been i
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effect in Michigan since 1937 and I can recall only three

to five cases, generally the employers settle it by agree-

ment, and say you contribute so much, .you contribute so

much, you contribute so much.

Now, remember that all cases are not contested

and there have been cases in which employers have contrib-

uted where they have agreed that the man had a disabling

silicosis and the ,amount payable should be paid by the last

one under the law, but the boys getting together, the sev-

eral employers, and say, I'll pay this much and I'll pay

that much. They do it not under some regulation, I mean

they just arbitrarily fix the amount each is going to pay

out of the total amount due. There is no particular formul *

Now, I don't know if that answers your question or not.

BY MR. WATERS:

Thank you, Jim. I am going to again exercise

another prerogative and direct a question to one of the

members of the panel that has been the subject of discussior N

in the course of the meeting yesterday afternoon and this

morning. Ben Keuchle happens to be one of my father con-

fessors in this field. This question is not prepared for

him, but I'd like to get his reaction, both from the stand-

point of management and an insurance carrier, with respect

to this question.

Ben, what can be done to minimize the unemployabilitT
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as a disabling factor in dust disease cases? Would you say

a word about that?

BY MR. KEUCHLE:

That gives me an opportunity to read a paragraph

from a letter from Mr. Harry Nelson, the Director of Com-

pensation of the Wisconsin Industrial Commission, which I

neglected to read when I was up here before. I submitted

my talk to him, because I didn't want to make any errors in

speaking about the statute, various statutes of limitations

that we have in our law, and his concluding paragraph, in

0 sending the draft back to me is this: 4

"As I read your talk, I again wondered why other

states flounder around wbth elaborate and obstruse

provisions for partial disability, which is really
not existent."

Now, your question, what can be done to minimize

the non-employability of an individual who has some evidence,

clinical or X-ray, naturally would have to "be X-ray, at

least of silicosis - that depends entirely on what sort of

a law you have and what sort of administration you have*

Now, I know over in Jim Hill's state, the greqt

State of Michigan, you have a pretty desperate situation.

They have a law, and Jim Hill and his associates have got

to administer it the way the legislature put it on the

0 books. Industry is, in fact, refusing to employ people in

the State of Michigan who have X-ray evidence of fibrosis,

am I right, Jim?



BY COMMISSIONER HILL:

Yes, I mean, they refuse to employ them, some of

the foundries discharge them, just say, you're out of a job

on a periodic X-ray examination, that starts the trouble.

BY MR. KEUCHLE:

Now, here is an employer group who, in fact, by j

their actions, say that a man with that amount is silicosis :'

is a hazard to them as far as employment is concerned. It

isn't the Commission's fault, it isn't the employer's fault

the law is faulty, and the administration can't do anything

but administer the law the way they have it on the books. ,ý1

Now, we have no such trouble in Wisconsin. You `.

gentlemen and ladies here would be amazed, and Doctor Sand

would verify this if he's here, when I tell you that in

Wisconsin today, in our foundries where we know dust contro

is adequate, we're keeping well within safe limits, indusa..

try is employing on the recommendations of Doctor Sander an3

other equally qualified physicians, men who have silicosiv., |O

today, who may come from another state or from another foun-

dry in the State of Wisconsin or from some other industry

that we will recognize - that have well recognized nodular

silicosis, because our Commission, as Mr. Nelson pointed oU01

in this letter, takes the position that there is practicall ,

no such thing as a disabling silicosis from the standpoing

of the man continuing to do his work. Now, let's remember
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what this -- am I talking too long?

BY MR. WATERS:

Go ahead.

BY MR. KEUCHLE:

Let's remember what we have compensation laws for

Some people seem to be laboring under the delusion that comn

pensation laws were primarily designed to give people money

That is not correct, I happen to be well acquainted with

the committee from the Wisconsin Legislature, in 1909, that

drafted the law which was passed in 1911. The Chairman of

that Commission, Mr. Sanborn, was a personal friend of mine ''f

I talked with him many times, and when that bill was submit

ted to the legislature, they gave - the Committee gave sev-

eral reasons for a compensation law, and number one reason

was to reduce the number of accidents and injuries in in-

dustrial pursuits.

Now, that is the goal we have been trying to fol-

low, and that is the goal every administrator should have

in mind. Wealth is only created through the use of human

energy in the development of our natural resources, and in

no other way do you produce real wealth. When a man is

not permitted to work for any reason, who is employable,

you are sacrificing part of the wealth, potential wealth of

this nation of ours, and every agency, every individual.who

plays a part in administering a compensation law, should,
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first and foremost, look to the one factor of keeping a man

at work.

Now, it's true that some of these fellows in the

foundries, have extensive silicosis and they can't run a

hundred yard dash, but how much better to let them go on

for the rest of their life at their favorite occupation

without a wage loss, and we've got people in Wisconsin in

Sa lot of the foundries we insured, who had nodular silico-

sis twenty years ago and they are still working. Why not

keep them at work rather than to give them a few thousand

dollars and throw them out of work? That's when they die;

that's when they become a burden on society; that's when

we've got to support them through public and private char-

ity. I say that every law ought to be looked at again with

the idea of designing it in such a way that in the admin-

istration of that.law, there is every inducement to keep

men at work rather than to pay them money.

BY MR. WATERS:

Thank you, Ben. It's not surprising that Bill

Connolly's remarks ran head-on into one of the subjects

that I happened to discuss at the meeting yesterday after-

noon. Perhaps Bill wasn't here, but it dealt with this

other germain subject of the question of limitations. In

summary, you recall that I mentioned that in damage actions,

all states imposed limitations of time within which suit or'
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statutes, there are specific limitations of time when the

compensability of the claim must arise or the time within

which that claim must be filed.

Now, if I understood Bill correctly in his re-

marks, held like to throw some of those limitations stat-

utes out of the window. This is just another area of the

many disagreements that I have with him, and many of the

other members of the panel, but in the light of that dis-

cussion, and I think it is of vital interest to the record

of this symposium, that Bill should have the opportunity to

say a little more concrete form, what he thinks. To that

end, I'd like to direct to him this question:

Should time limitations on the filing of claims

for pneumoconioses be liberalized or abolished? Will you

say a word about that, please, Bill?

BY MR. CONNOLLY:

Glad to, Ted, In answering that question, and

when my paper was prepared I had one thing in mind, that

at no time did I want to discriminate against people with

dust diseases. We haven't, anywhere in the United States,

a law on our books, which says that a man who is going to

be compensated for the loss of a hand, the time limitation

starts from the time of his exposure to what may cause the

loss of the hand, and that's exactly what most of the laws
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They say from the time of last exposure. Now, if

you're going to put time limitations on other sections of

the adt, then do the same thing with silicosis, but if

you're not, then treat silicosis victims exactly the same

way, in other words, I would say that if there is going to

be that statute of limitations, then it should be from the

time of this disablement, exactly the'same as if he lost

his hand, from the time that the hand comes off, he would

have two years to report that accident*

0. Now, there is always going to be disputes if you

say the time of last exposure, because the man may go two

or three years without knowing it or he may know it and be

careful about it, or be careless about it and then, when he

is disabled, come in and make his claim, and it's disallowel.

on the basis of the statute of limitations.

Now, I had that problem when I administered the

law in Rhode Island, and strange as it may seem, I made the

administrative ruling that that meant from the time of the

disablement and not one case was challenged on the basis of

that. Every claim was paid and we have quite a few insur-

ance companies writing insurance in Rhode Island. ýI think

were some 70, and so, that's my position on it. I just wanb

the silicosis person treated exactly the same way as any

other accident or any dust diseases.



I'm using the word silicosis perhaps when I

should be using that pneumoconiosis and if they can't be

treated the same as any other accident, then I say abolish

the statute of limitations.

BY MR. WATERS:

Very well done*

BY MR. KEUTJHLE:

Hv Now, can I fight?

BY MR. WATERS:

'Sure, come ahead, three minutes to fight.

BY MR. KEUCBLE:

I don't ,think Bill's comparison is appropriate

at all* In one case, you're dealing with a disease that is

progressive; in another case you're having a man's hand

chopped off. However, I do agree with Bill that there

ought to be, if youtre going to have any statute of limita-

tions at all, a very liberal statute. It ties right in

with what I said a moment ago, if you want to keep these

men at work, they've got to have some reasonable assurance

while they're working that if eventually they break down

they're going to be taken care of.

BY MR. CONNOLLY:

Well, I agree with that.

BY MR. KEUCHLE:

We have attempted, in Wisconsin, to handle that
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statute of limitations ever applying against him. Now,

some of you may want to write my president and tell him I

ought to be fired*

BY MR. BARDICH:

Mr. Waters, may I ask a question?

BY MR. WATERS:

You may, Mr. Bardich.

BY MR. BARDICH:

We were told on Monday that cases of beryllium

disease were turning up ten years after the termination of

the exposure. From my pas.t ejperience, I'll bet a cookie

that two years from now, she'll be telling us that cases are

turning up twelve years from the last exposure. Now, onh

that basis, how are you going to set any kind of a definite K,

time limit?

BY MR. WATERS:

Since I am not a member of the panel, I'm going

to ask one of my good brethren to answer Mr. Bardich's

question. Jim, I see Doctor Richards seems - would like

to comment upon it, is that correct, Paul?

BY DOCTOR RICHARDS:

Yes. I would say one of the greatest difficultie $l

that we are encountering on this panel today is that we hav

written too many laws in ignorance. Now, to come back with .'
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my good friend, Otto Wisely, and recapitulate somewhat of ,

a pattern of the thing that he brought before you, now, we

are just a little sagebrush state out there, folks, but

we have twenty years of thorough investigation before we

wrote an occupational disease law. When we got ready to

write that law, we brought in labor, we brought in manage-

ment, we brought in the attorneys, we brought in the envir-. *'

onmental engineers and lo and behold, they permitted-a

couple of us doctors to creep into the crowd. 2$

Well, now, then with that background, that as a

0B ' basis, we all sat down with equal responsibility and wrote,,

a law. Mell, you may not agree with it, but the damned

thing has worked. Now, then if you don't agree with it,

then give us some reason why it isn't reasonable.

BY MR. CONNOLLY:

Well, I didn't disagree; I said it's almost Iim-

possible.

BY DOCTOR RICHARDS:

It isn't impossible, because it's been done. Now,

then with that as a background, when we confront the law

that we've got today, labor is just as responsible for that

la@f as management or as the attorneys or as the health en-

gineers or as the doctor. So we've got a law on our stat-

utes that when it went before our legislature, there was nob

one single dissenting vote in that legislature, and now the-



if labor wants to come and condemn this law, we say, all
So,

Sright, gentlemen, you are conddmning the law that you help-

ed to build after twenty years of investigation, after a

S thorough, after a thorough analysis of all of our health

t problems, as accurately as we could make them, in a health

- in a health investigation throughout our state, which re-

aulted in the taking of thousands of films, so our pneumo-

S/conioses problem was not met indiscreetly and without a

little foresight. Therefore, I feel that if we could es-

tablish a pattern whereby all of the parties involved sit

down in council on what they want to do, I believe a lot of

of these problems would be worked out.

Now, I think a lot of the problems that have come

Sbefore this group today will only be worked out education-

ally. The success of the operation of this thing will be

how well can our boards that are to administer these laws

4p get along with management, with labor and all the other

factors involved. If we can still sit down, in the united

capacity of a cooperative and amalgamated group in studying

our problems, there is still an agreeable solution to all

of these things.

0 BY MR. WATERS:

Gentlemen, you know, I wish that this plane that's

supposed to leave Saranac, would leave at five o'clock in

the morning instead of five o'clock in the afternoon, I
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S' predicted today we were going to have a slugging match,

.1 I and Bill Connolly just whispered in my ear that he couldn t t

take everything that Doctor Richards had said and he wants

to reply. I am going to let him reply, but I'm sorry to

tell you that when he is through, I must again exercise my

prerogative and make a few remarks. Time is running out

and I would like to hear from Bill, for the record.

BY MR. CONNOLLY:

One of the greatest problems we have in the United

States today is, as Doctor Richards very well put it, poor

laws. We, in the Bureau of Labor Standards, have been try-

ing to develop a so-called model law that will at least get

some of our states in line with others. Now, if you take

perhaps the Governor there has control of his legislature,

but let me tell you that when I went in as Director of

Labor in Rhode Island, we had a very bad law, and as the

Director of Labor, I submitted twenty-three amendments to

correct some of the abuses in that law. I just succeeded

in making that law more hodge-podge than it was in the

beginning.

Sure, we hid correct some things here and there.

I then went to the Governor of the State and asked him to

set up a commission to study the law and to bring back to

the legislature a report on what a model law should con-

tain. He did that. That bill has been before our legis-
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lature for three long years. We still have the hodge-podge

law in Rhode Island*

Now, we can go straight across this country and

we can't find two workmen's comp laws that are anywhere nea:

alike, and one of the greatest fights I'm having right now,

if you please, in Washington, is to prevent the federaliza-

tion of workmen's compensation.

Now, that is not coming from the federal govern-

ment. It is coming from people outside the government, and

I have taken my stand that the workments compensation can

not be federalized, and for that reason, I oppose it. The

International Association of Accident Boards and Commission

which is made up of all of the workmen's compensation com-

missioners in this country, and I am the Secretary-Treasure

of that organization, they also have asked to call a meet-

ing in Washington, af all workmen's compensation commission-

ers for the purpose of getting up this model law. We can't

even get agreement there. We have some people that want to

come into that meeting that - and their views are so wide

apart and so far apart that wetd only succeed in having another

knock-down, drag-out fight where we couldn't do the job.

Now, we're all working toward the end of simplify

ing workments compensation laws, but when I said it was im-

possible, I say that there are too many people in our state

legislatures who differ in their views on what should be



Shere or what should be there in a law, and that is the main

difficulty, and that is why I said it was impossible. If

we could control these legislatures, fine, we certainly

could get up a good model law, the law that is now in Mis-

sissippi is one of the best laws around that part of the

country, I guess, of any of the laws, for they just enacted

their aaw.in 1948. That law was drawn up in the Bureau of

Labor Standards When it got down there, they did make

Schanges in it, changes that we didn't like. However, it

came out.in pretty good form and they were the last state

in the union to enact a workmen's compensation law, and as

I say, it was in 1948, but that's the closest we've come

to being able, to put into one act, all of the things that

we think are good throughout the nation.

BY MR. WATERS:

Gentlemen, word has come to me that I may have

been mistaken, after all, in honest confession is good for .

the soul, and I must ask my friend, Doctor Richards, with

respect to this, the time for the departure of the plane.

The reason I ask that is that word has come to me that a

number of those in the audience would like to stay on for

further discussion. Paul, do you know about the plane?

BY DOCTOR HUSSEY:

The bus leaves the hotel at 5:35 daylight time.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:



That's the time on the clock there.

BY DOCTOR RICHARDS:

We have one hour before the bus leaves.

BY MR. WATERS:

Well, then I think I was perhaps a little prema-

ture in my remarks. I understood it was five o'clock.

Therefore, with your forbearance, let's continue this dis-

cussion a few moments* Are there any other questions you

would like to direct to the panel?

BY MR. BARNAKO:

0 Mr. Connolly, in your opposition to the statute

of limitations, are you talking about exposure or disability?

BY MR. WATERS:

Do you mind addressing the question so the audience

can hear? This is very important and I'm sure that this

discussion will be helpful*

BY MR. BARNAKO:

My only question is your opposition to the statut

of limitations, is whether you're opposed to them generally

or whether it's a problem of from the last exposure or date

of disability?

BY MR. CONNOLLY:

Date of disability, that's my position.

BY MR. BARNAKO:

And that's what you would desire?
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BY MR. CONNOLLY:

That's right.

BY MR. WATERS:

Are there any more questions from the floor?

Commissioner Hill wants to say something; all of them want

to talk.

BY COMMISSIONER HILL:

Well, Ill tell you, the reason that he started

It to ask me to try to attempt to answer the gentleman's ques-

tion about disability, from delayed disability from exposure

to beryllium, and that was called to my attention and that

is why I asked that he return. Now, somebody is going to

have to take care of these people that become disabled and

die from berylliosis or any other disabling result from :ex-

posure to beryllium.

The workmen's compensation laws are designed to

provide benefits for disability or death that result from

an injury which arises out of and in the court of the em-

ployment and the term injury, includes diseases and under

an all-inclusive type occupational disease coverage, it

would include any kind of a disease that would result from

exposure to beryllium and if beryllium was listed in the

schedule, it would also be covered.

Now, you're either going to have to pay them com-

pensation benefits under the compensation law or the state
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or the federal government or somebody else is going to have

to pay benefits under some plan.

Now, I submit that they should get it under work-

men's compensation, and that the only possible limitation

you can have would be a limitation from the date of dis-

ablement. Now, the delayed reaction, nevertheless, if you

can establish that it's due to the employment, thatts the

test. If it can be established that it's due to the em-

ployment, then there, I agree that there should be some

limitation from the date of disablement in which claim should

be made or in which proceedings should be started, but cer-

tainly I don't think that a worker should be barred merely

by the lapse of time. If the effects of beryllium are not .

felt or do not become disabling until ten or twelve or fif-

teen years later, nevertheless, if the condition arises

out of and in the course of the employment, than it should

be compensated.

BY MR. WATERS:

Here is an important question, gentlemen, one

with which I, upon which I personally have had a strong

opinion. I'm going to direct it to two members of the pane.,

Ben Keuchle and Roy Hamlin. In your opinion, should employ-

ees be permitted to sign waivers when continued exposure to

- would definitely jeopardize their future health;under the

statute of many states, provision is made for an employee
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to sign a waiver which would limit or eliminate the contin-

uing monetary liability of the employer under the statute.

May I repeat the question: Should employees be permitted t)

sign waivers when continued exposure would definitely

jeopardize their future health? Will you say a word about

that, Ben?

BY MR. KEUCHLE:

personally, I think waivers are an abomination.

We have never permitted a policyholder of ours, knowingly,

to take a waiver from an employee. If a man's condition is

such that he shouldn't remain at further exposure, there is

only one humane thing to do and that's -- what happened. -

there is only one humane thing to do and that is take him

out of the employment, but to take away, which most employ-

ees don't understand when they sign what they call a waiv-

er, but the implications of it they do not understand and

never will understand, and I think it's nothing short of

criminal to permit the taking of waivers.

BY MR. WATERS:

Doctor Hamlin, will you comment for just a moment

upon that subject?

BY DOCTOR HAMLIN:

I think that most of us would agree that, with

what Ben just said, that it isn't the fair thing to ask any

employee to sign a waiver, anything that might possibly
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prejudice his future health. There are other things, how-'

ever, that might effect that.

If an employee could be put to work with the as-

surance that he would not suffer any more exposure and I

mean through the use of industrial hygiene and dust venti-

lation and cutting down all hazardous exposures, then, of

course, a waiver wouldn't be necessary. I see no object,

whatsoever, and I don't think that you can - you can take a

chance even where you have exposure thatts pretty well con-

trolled, in allowing an employee to continue where there

might be some hazard.

Now, that brings up the question of maintance

on that job. We know perfectly well that you can reduce

dust concentrations to a satisfactory safe limit and can

carry on, but unless that is maintained adequately over a

long period of time, and constantly kept in mind, you can

not guarantee that that employee is not going to have some

future exposure. Legally, as far as I understand, it's not

permissible and I don't think that it should even be con-

sidered.

BY MR. WATERS:

Glad to say that these gentlemen agree with me.

Doctor Orenstein of South Africa is with us, and if hetd be

kind enough, Ild appreciate it if he'd say just a word as

to the practice in his country, as to the use of waivers,
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coming to the platform, please, sir?

BY DOCTOR ORENSTEIN:

It is, by statute, forbidden to sign such a waiver..

The underlying philosophy that you may - that you may pre-

judice your own rights, but you have no right whatever to

prejgdice the rights of your dependents.

BY MR. WATERS:

SThank you, Doctor. I'm going to pose one more

question to the two commissioners who are present. I think

O it's an important question, because of the symposium here, and

Now, general interest and concern with those concerned with

compensation laws.

The question is this. I direct it first to Com-

missioner Wisely and, secondly, to Commissioner Hill, and

if Bill Connolly wants to get mad with them, I'll listen to

him for a half a minutes. Commissioners, from your exper-

ience, what is the most difficult problem in determining

contested pneumoconioses cases? Otto, would you say a word!

about that?

BY COMMISSIONER WISELY:

0 Let me put this in the record: My answer is,

Hell, I don't have any. You asked me to speak from exper-

ience. Frankly, the first seven years of my experience have

been just a hit and miss proposition, and I couldn't get
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Doctor Richards to help me make or read the X-rays and ar-

rive at a diagnosis, we just had to accept the report of

some silly ass sent in, basing his diagnosis entirely on

employment history, no knowledge of whether the man did or

did not have exposure, and since we have had our medical

panel, we have proven rather conclusively that we have a

Hell of a lot of doctors in Utah who don't know silicosis

from measles, and you might be interested to know, that be-

cause of our autopsy, compulsory autopsy law, twenty men

who have been processed by our panel of experts died. We

did a post on every one of them. We weren't satisfied with

just our panel diagnosis. I sent many of them to Canada,

some to Doctor Sander, some to Doctor Pendergrass, and in -

every single. instance, they verified the diagnosis of our

panel and, of course, the autopsy verified the diagnosis

of both groups, so at :the present time, I say we don't

have any difficulty.

Now, if you want to go into the question of expos

ure, there again I'm sorry to say to you, in spite of the

doubts that some of you seem to have that we don't have any

problem, because in 1941, the very first case that I pro-

0 cessed, I personally heard it, wrote the decision. I; went

to the Supreme Court and I was affirmed. The evidence

showed, and the medical testimony was God-awful rotten,

all we had was the radiologists' reading of the film, and



his diagnosis of silicosis, and inactive tuberculosis.

Now, the State Insurance Fund didn' t do anything

about it so the record stood. The employer was unpredicted

and the superintendent of the mind testified that there was

some silica rock in the mine and the evidence showed 
that

that was the only place the man worked, so I said, on that

record, gentlemen, this man has made a prima facie case.

He has the disease, he's totally disabled, this is the only

place he worked, the evidende shows that there 
was free

silica dioxide dust exposure, so we made the award. The

Supreme Court said, that's right, and our court has gone

farther than that.

All of our cases, so far, came from the mine. Our

Supreme Court takes judicial notice of the fact that 
every

non-ferrous mine and every coal mine in the State of Utah

has or exposes the employee to free silica dioxide dust, so

we don't have any problem.

Now, we have that thirty day thing. The last em-

ployer is liable, in other words, the last employer in whos

employ the employee was exposed to free 
silicon dioxide

dust, he never takes the trouble any more to make dust coungs.

We don't have to go into the evidence; we don't have any

problem.

BY MR. WATERS:

Jim, I'm going to ask you to take three minutes
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to comment on that subject, if you will, please. For the

benefit of the audience, I'll repeat the question: From

your experience, what is the most difficult problem in

determining contested pneumoconioses cases?

BY COMMISSIONER HILL:

I wish that I could agree with my brother, Mr.

Wisely. Our biggest problem is simply this: Is the man

disabled? Now, in - I can illustrate it best by a couple

of typical situations.

BHere is a man in his fifth decade, who has been

working in a foundry for twenty or thirty years, and all

of a sudden he says, I can't take it any more; I'm tired ou .

I'm all in, I'm short of breath walking upstairs. My chest

feels kind of tight and I'm coughing all the time; so he

just quits. He doesn't, he hasn't been to a lawyer. He's

going to get there 'pretty soon.

So he starts a claim. He just says he can't work

.and:then, of course, we're in this disputed medical again,

and is that man disabled? He says he can't work. There

may be some disagreement as far as the X-ray diagnosis is

concerned, but frequently, they'll say he has either early

0 silicosis, that there is some fine nodulation, but that doe

not interfere with his ability to work. Nevertheless, the

man says he can't work and, of course, the physician who

testifys for him says it would not be advisable for him to
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return to work.

-Then we have the situation where a man has been

working a long time, probably in the same age group. He

gets a stubborn cold, maybe it's bronchitis, maybe he has

pleurisy. He's treated during the winter by his family

physician and in the course of the treatment, the physician

sends him to a radiologist and he says that he - reports

that he has early silicosis,-maybe some mineral fibrosis,

maybe some more, so the family physician tells the man, you

got dust in your lungs, Joe, you shouldn't go back to work

at the same job. I1ll prepare a note and you take that in

to your employer when you go back to work, so he does, and

the employer says, 0, K., and you have the plant physician

examine him, take X-rays and they say, yes, you've got a

mineral silicosis, but it won't interfere with your return-

ing to the same job* You either work at that job or no tiob

at all.

Now, how in the world do you decide those cases?

Those are just simply almost insurmountable problems, and it

seems to me that to be realistic in the first illustration,

here is a man with a good work record of long.years and all

0r  of a sudden he quits. Are we going to say that he is not

disabled, because you look at the X-ray evidence and you

look at the X-ray and you say, no, this doesn't fit the

pattern of the man who is supposed to be disabled from
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silicosis? And in the second instance, are we going to say

that the man doesn't have a right to rely on the advice of

his family physician?

BY MR. WATERS:

It's a good thing that that question was not dir-

ected to a lawyer as to what he considers to be the most

difficult problem dealing with contested pneumoconioses

cases, because it might not reflect too much credit upon

some of the Commissioners.

Gentlemen, it is indeed with regret that I must'

bring this panel discussion to a close, because many of

the questions that have been presented, and I'm sure 'that

many of them still in your minds, are highly controversial*-, 1

and I'm certain that there exist differences of opinion

among us with respect to them. I think it is only fair to

say that we are indebted to the Saranac Laboratory for this

opportunity to receive such authoritative information and

advice about these problems with which all of us must deal

in the transaction of our respective businesses.

On your behalf, I wish to thank the participants

in the panel for the excellent presentations that they have

made and for their honest expressions of opinion and on

their behalf, I wish to thank you for your interest, con-

sideration and participation in the proceedings of the pane .

I know that Doctor Vorwald and his associates in the laboratory

- - .I



Chapter Thirty-four

Summary of the Symposium

Arthur J. Vorwald, M. D.

During the symposium we have had the opportunity to explore and discuss

common problems with the objective that industrial health be improved. A

review of the papers and discussions shows numerous entries on the positive

side of our hypothetical ledger but there are quite a number on the negative

side also: there are many, many things which we just do not know at the present

time.

Ve have discussed definitions and terminology and have found out that there

is not uniform agreement about the concept pneumoconiosis. How broad shall the

term be? Shall it be a limited one? I believe that the weight of opinion re-

vealed by the discussions would indicate that the concept of the dust disease

pneumoconiosis should be a broad one and should not be restricted to those condi-

tions in which significant damage to the lung has been produced by dust. Con-

cerning the term silicosis there is some question as to whether the definition

in use today is a correct one.

In reviewing old problems it was brought out that the mechanism by which

free silica exerts its effect upon tissue is not definitely known. Of various

theories presented, one dealing with the denaturization of protein by silica is

now under investigation by the Department of Biochemistry of the Trudeau Foundation.

Mention was made of divergent opinions concerning asbestosis, which indicated that

observations about individuals in the asbestos industry in Canada and in the



United States dida not agree with similar observations about workers in the

industry in England. Dr. Hardy showed that beryllium still presents many

problems and that even today we are not sure that beryllium is the only factor

in the disease associated with exposure to that element. Dr. Hardy believes

that there is perhaps a precipitating factor; it will be recalled that many

years ago Dr. Gardner suggested that there might be a factor "x". Regarding

Shaver's disease there was, from the evidence presented, at least an implication

that the aluminum component of the bauxite produces the disease. Production of

the new synthetic silicas, the ultramicroscopic silica particles, was shown to

impose many difficulties for the physician, for the industrial hygienist who

has to detect these substances in the atmosphere, and for our colleagues in the

legal profession who must administer laws which refer to disease caused by

particles of microscopic rather than ultramicroscopic size.

An entire day was devoted to subjects r&lated to pneumoconiosis in coal

miners, during which we had the benefit of the opinions and observations of our

colleagues from Great Britain. It was brought out that we do not know whether

the carbonaceous component of coal, per se, is damaging to pulmonary tissue or

whether the coal dust and the accompanying damage seen in the lungs of coal

workers necessitate the presence of some substance other than the carbonaceous

component of coal. There were discussions regarding radiological classification

of coal miners and standardization in the interpretation of shadows present in

the roentgenogram, and it was made obvious to all of us that the role of the

radiologist is indeed a difficult one. The talks reveald also that the epidemi-

ology of pneumoconiosis in coal workers appears to be more advanced in England

than in the United States.



The discussions on pulmonary cancer disclosed that there are relatively

few industrial substances which definitely have the capacity to produce cancer

of the lung but, as Dr. Hueper pointed out, there are many materials which

cdrtainly should be watched through the years and which are indeed potentially

hazardous. We were informed that the clinical evidence classifying chromate

as a carcinogen is not too well-defined and that the evidence from Dr. Baetjer's

experimental studies, to date, is negative. We were told about the experimental

production of pulmonary cancer by beryllium but it was noted that the associ-

ation of cancer and beryllium was an observation that applied only to experi-

mental animals and should not be transferred to human subjects, pending validation

of the observations on experimental animals and pending proof of an increased

incidence of pulmonary cancer in individuals who have been exposed to beryllium.

There was an extensive discussion of pulmonary disability, partial and

total disability, pulmonary function and dysfunction, breathlessness; all those

things were mentioned. It is evident that from the physiologist's standpoint

there has been much improvement in technic and methodology for establishing

whether pulmonary disability exists, but irrespective of all those refined technics

the evidence presented by the physiologists today is somewhat disturbing. I feel

sure that clinicians, administrators of industry and members of the legal pro-

fession are not yet willing to accept the implication that there is often a degree

of pulmonary disability which we have not realized would be . I hasten

to point out that dust exposures do not, in every single worker, give rise to a

C' pulmonary disability, that industrial workers are a part of the general population

and, as individual persons, are subject to those pulmonary diseases which afflict

also members of the general pagulation who have had no exposure to dust. It is
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pulmonary disability, that industrial workers are a part of the 
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and, as individual persons, are subject to those pulmonary diseases 
which afflict

also members of the general population who have had no exposure to dust. 
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cases of that kind that constitute a problem when determining whether an

individual's disease is the result of his occupation or whether is has no

relation to his occupation.

Finally, I believe that the symposium has provided the opportunity for

the exchange of ideas and the discussion of problems in which we have a mutual

interest and I am grateful to all who attended our meetings.

,DR. ORENSTEIN: On behalf of the overseas participants in this symposium, all

of whom I am sure share my views, I wish to express our appreciation of the

opportunity of attending the symposium. Our problems are perhaps not the

problems of the various administrations of American men in the United States.

The symposium brought out one more what previous symposiums have done: that

-e the problems of pneumoconiosis are extremely complicated; that whether one

deals with the etiology of the disease, with the various ways in which its

u effects could be ameliorated or prevented, with compensation problems or with

the administration of workmen's compensation laws, one has a feeling of pushing

against an elastic wall which, as one thrusts it aside, comes back with almost

equal force. But gradually we are making progress, and a symposium such as this

one by posing problems, which is the first step in the solution of any problem,

helps the forward march of knowledge. For the opportunity of participating in

this sympesium, even in the role of listeners, we are deeply grateful to all

those who have organized the symposium and have worked so hard to make it a

success, and in particular-to Dr. Arthur J. Vorwald and to his staff.
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are deeply indebted to you and to the participants in the

program for the job that they have done in their contribu-

tions, and now, Doctor Vorwald.

BY DOCTOR VORWALD:

The end of this meeting is not easy to come before

you as tired as I am and as tired as I know all of you are,

I shall attempt to review -the highlightd. of the symposium,...

to express to you my pleasure and the pleasure of all of..us

in having you with us during the course of the week.

At the outset of the symposium, I quoted from aSy B

foreword on your agenda, that at the symposium repres.eotati a0

of each of varying interests would have the opportunity to

explore and to discuss common problems with the objective

that industrial health be improved.

During the course of the week, we have had that

opportunity to explore and to discuss and if we review th6'

course of the week, we will find that the positive side .of

our hypothetical ledger is full, but I am distressed, as I'

am sure many of you are, by the negative side of that ledger.

There are many, many things which we just do not know at

the present time.

We have had discussion about definitions and ter-

minology, even there there is not uniform agreement as to

the concept of pneumoconioses. How broad shall it be?

Shall it be limited? I think that the weight of opinion at
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Sthe discussions would indicate that the concept of the dust

disease, the concept of pneumonoconiosis should be a broad

one, that it should not have reference only to those dusts

which produce significant damage to the lung.

We have had discussions about the term silica,

silicosis, what is silicosis. As our discussions have

proceeded, is our definition of today a correct one? On

that afternoon, there were general reviews with respect to

some old problems, problems pertaining to silicosis and

we attempted to show there that these - the mechanism, the

mechanics or the method whereby free crystalline silica

exerts its effect upon tissue, is not as yet definitely

known. Varied theories were presented in even a more re-

cent one, that:which has emanated from our own department-

of Biochemistry under Doctor Sheean.

,lH We have heard about asbestos, that there too, thers

are some differences of opinion, particularly between arbi-

trations which have been brought about or come about from

patients, subjects, studies of industry in this country, as

opposed to those in England*

Beryllium, as it was presented by Doctor Hardy,

poses still many problems. We are not quite sure even today

that beryllium is the only factor, as Doctor Hardy mentioned.

She believes that there is perhaps a precipitating factor.

The Factor X, which was forwarded by Doctor Gardner a good
________________________________--I----
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many years ago.

With bauxite, it is - there is implication at
least that the aluminum component of bauxite produces dis-
ease. What those implications are, I leave to your judg-
ment.

The new synthetic silicas, by Doctor Pratt, the
new horizons in that regard, which are complicated by many
problems, the production by industry of ultra-microscopic
particles which impose.many, many difficulties, not only
for the physician but also for the industrial hygienist
who must detect those substances in the atmosphere, and also
for our legal colleagues who must administer laws having
reference to disease which might result from those older
microscopic particles.

Then the next day we had a whole day of discussion
on coal and we had the benefit of the opinions and obser-
vations and studies by our colleagues from England, but eve
there, we are not quite sure that was coal dust. Ve today
do not know whether the carbonation component of coal, per
se, is damaging to the pulmonary tissue or whether coal dust
and the resulting or the damage seen in the lungs of coal
workers, necessitates the presence of some other substance
other than the carbonation component of coal.

We had discussions with respect to radiological

classification, an attempt to introduce standardization in i



the reading of shadows which are present in the Roentgeno-

gram. I think it was obvious to all of us that the role of
the radiologists, is indeed a difficult one. Visualize, if
you will, the radiologist who must read shadows in the
Roentgenogram and interpret those shadows. Can you, stand-
ing on the curbstone, watching the parade, and can you see
the shadow of two men cast on the street, and look at those
shadows and tell me which one is black and which one is
white? Which one is twenty years of age and which one might
be thirty? Which one has good pulmonary function and which
one does not? I think, in a sense, the problems facing the
radiologist are somewhat comparable.

The epidemiology.of coal workers is more advaneed
in England than in our own country. We have heard about the
problems pertaining to the coal miners inthis country, but
there I must admit that the - those, the problems pertain-

ing to the coal miners and the coal mines in our country,
have not been reviewed as avidly as they have been in Eng-
land. In consequence, there are many areas in the coal
mining enterprise which are not defined as or with respect
to their problems.

Pulmonary cancer, you will recall the discussions

concerning pulmonary cancer, that in the final analysis,
there are relatively few substances in industry which are
definitely, definitely have the capacity to produce cancerca--____ __topacitcy to produce cancer I



of the lung, but in the words of Doctor Hueper, there are
many which certainly should be watched through the course o
the years, which are indeed Potentially hazardous.

We heard about the chromates, that the clinical
evidence with respect to chromate being a carcinogen, is notoo well defined, and that certainly from the experimental
evidence of Doctor Baetjer, that evidence to date is nega-
tive. We have heard about the experimental production of
Pulmonary cancer by beryllium, but that is only an obser
vation in experimental animals, and certainly should not
have reference to human subjects, pending validation of
those observations in experimental animals and pending the
discovery of an incidence in individuals who have been ex-"posed to beryllium.

The next day we had a very good discussion on
pulmonary disabilities, disability, pufimonary function, dis
function, partial and total disability, breathlessnessx,
loss of faculty, all of those things were mentioned; which
one shall we accept?

Certainly, I think it is evident that from the
physiologist's standpoint, there has been much improvement
in techniques and methodology and design for establishing
whether pulmonary disability exists, but irrespective of al
those refined techniques, the evidence presented by the
hysiologists today, is somewhat disturbing. I'm sur that

------ 8* I'm sure th



after clinicians, the administrators of industry, the legal

profession, are not willing as yet to accept those implica-

tions that there is often a degree of pulmonary disability

which we have not realized would be free, and I hasten to

add also that the evidence to date points to the fact that

not all dust exposures in every single worker gives rise

to a pulmonary disability, that we must remember that indus-

grial workers are also individuals of this large population

of the world and that they, as persons, are also subject to

those pulmonary diseases which afflict the general popula-

tion and having no exposure to dust. It is those cases which

constitute a problem when, is the disease which an individ-

ual has - when is it the result of the inhalation of dust?

When is it the result of hiss occupation, or when is it a

disease which has no reference whatsoever to his occupation?

Those are the problems.

So, in summary, in final conclusion, I believe

that the objectives of this symposium have been s tated, that

we have our exploration, that we have had our discussion.

For that, I am grateful to all of you, especially to those

who have sat here so long, to those who have often said so

0 little, who have been here to many previous symposiums, who

are really the experts in these problems, and I call your

attention to our dear friend, Doctor Paul Richards, to

Manfred Bowdich, to Raymond Hussey, and Doctor French, who

Ii1



jf^ just left, they have said very little, and I had hoped that

they would participate more than they did in the program of

our symposium. Thank you*. (Applause).

BY DOCTOR ORENSTEIN:

On behalf of the overseas participants in this

symposium, many of whom have already gone, but who I'm sure

would share my views, I wish to express our appreciation of

the opportunity of attending the symposium. Our problems

are perhaps not the problems of the various administrations

of American men in this United States*

The symposium brought out once more what previous

symposia have done, that the problems of pneumoconioses

Sare extremely complicated; that, at first sight, whether one

deals with the etiology, the history of the disease or the

various ways in which its effects could be prevented and

ameliorated, the compensation and the administration of

workmen's compensation laws, one feels that one is almost

* up against an elastic wall which, as one pushes aside, comes

back, with almost equal force, but gradually, we are be-

ginning to see daylight, and a symposium such as this, by

posing the problems which, after all, is the first step in

the solution of any problem, helps the forward march of

knowledge. For the opportunity, therefore, of participating

in this symposium, even in the role of listeners, we are all

deeply grateful to all of those who have organized the



symposium and who worked to - worked so hard to make it a

success, and in particular to Doctor Arthur J. Vorwald and

his staff. Thank you.

-oOo-

(Symposium concluded 5:10 P. M. September 26, 1952).
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